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PREFACE 

“… mining deep inside the rock of the peripheral mountains of Antarctica will 
proceed throughout the long winter months…hollowed out of the rock, 
irradiated with simulated sunshine generated electrically from nuclear power, 
the mining townships will be independent of surface weather conditions and 
shift work will proceed around the clock…housewives will cook and tend their 
infants…and all the busy activity of a normal township will proceed in this 
human ant hill…treatment plants will reduce the ores of zinc, lead and silver to 
concentrates and to separate the gold…heavy tractor trains will haul the 
concentrates of minerals and experimental trials of giant hovercraft ore 
carriers will be made…ships will work through the short summer season to 
load the cargoes of mineral concentrates from Antarctic mines…”2 

… 

“…the daring, perhaps heroic, decision by leaders of countries like Australia 
and France, we must admit, led to something better”3 

2 P Law, Antarctica 1984, Sir John Morris Memorial Lecture 1964 (Adult Education Board of Tasmania, 1964). 
3 30 May 2016, ATCM39 AD010 (25th Anniversary Symposium) Evan T Bloom “Remarks on the history, vision behind and impact of the 

protocol on environmental protection” https://ats.aq/documents/ATCM39/ad/ATCM39_ad010_e.pdf (accessed 20 December 2016). 
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Explanatory notes 

Terminology used 

The thesis regularly refers to the ‘Antarctic Treaty System’ (ATS). This is not a formal name, but it is 
common practice to use it as a way of describing the Antarctic Treaty itself, together with its 
associated instruments and institutions. The term appears to have been coined in 19734.  

References to ‘Article IV’ and ‘Article VI’ refer to key elements of the Antarctic Treaty. Article IV 
accommodates differences over Antarctic sovereignty. Among other things, it prohibits new territorial 
claims or the extension of existing ones, and provides that no action taken while the Treaty is in force 
can be used as a basis to assert, support or deny a claim5. Article VI specifies the Treaty’s area of 
application and, relevant to this thesis, ensures that the Treaty does not prejudice the rights of states 
under international law relating to the high seas6. 

This thesis refers to two kinds of consultative meeting, the formal meetings held under Article IX of 
the Antarctic Treaty. They are the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (ATCM—the default primary 
forum) and Special Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (SATCM). Relevant to this thesis, the latter 
addressed the regulation of marine living resources, mineral resources, establishment of an 
environmental regime, and consideration of Parties’ assertion to have met the requirements for 
Consultative Party status. In addition, until the October 1991 adoption of the Protocol on 
Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty, biennial Preparatory Meetings were held, usually to 
agree on issues to be placed on the agenda of the next ATCM. The last such meeting was in April 1991, 
after which the ATCM was held annually with the agenda adopted provisionally at the end of the 
preceding ATCM.  

During the period covered by this thesis, the composition of Parties to the Antarctic Treaty changed. 
There were new accessions, a dissolution (the USSR), a reunification (Germany), and elevation of non-
Consultative Parties to Consultative status. The list of Parties and relevant dates are provided by the 
Antarctic Treaty Secretariat7. What has not changed, of course, is the number of original signatories 
(12) or claimant states (7). The Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties (ATCPs) are distinguished by their
entitlement to participate in decision-making at a consultative meeting.

The thesis refers to various forms of international legal instruments (such as treaties, conventions, and 
protocols). Unless otherwise implied, the term ‘convention’ refers to a legal instrument (rather than a 
conference or common practice). Other terms will be encountered in the treaty-making process. For 
example, an international instrument will be adopted or concluded at the end of negotiations when 
agreement is reached on the form and content of the instrument; a Final Act may be signed to record 
that agreement; a state may sign the instrument showing it intends to proceed to ratification and, in 
the meantime, will not do anything to defeat the purpose of the instrument; ratification is a formal 
process by which a state consents to be bound by the instrument; to do this it may need implementing 
legislation to allow domestic compliance; entry into force occurs on the date when sufficient states 
have ratified in accordance with the instrument’s provisions. A state that has not signed the 
instrument may later accede. The Depositary is the state which takes on the obligation of receiving 

4 A Jackson, ed. On the Antarctic horizon: proceedings of the International Symposium on the Future of the Antarctic Treaty System 
(Australian Antarctic Foundation/Consejo Argentino para les Relaciones Internacionales, 1995), 11. 

5 A number of authors address the effect of Article IV. See, for example: W M Bush, ed. Antarctica and international law: a collection of 
inter-state and national documents (Oceana, 1982), Vol I, 56-63. A Watts, International law and the Antarctic Treaty System (Grotius, 
1992), 111-140. 

6 A number of authors address the effect of Article VI. See, for example: W M Bush, Vol I, 64-70. A Watts, 141-163. 
7 https://ats.aq/devAS/ats_parties.aspx?lang=e (accessed 15 June 2018). 
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ratifications and notices of accession and recording the status of the instrument8. In the period which 
is the subject of this thesis, the measures adopted by the ATCMs usually took the form of Conventions 
or Recommendations.  

References to government departments and agencies, and the titles of ministerial positions, have in 
many cases been simplified to indicate the policy responsibility relevant to this thesis (for example, for 
obvious reasons Australia’s Department of the Arts, Sport, the Environment, Tourism and Territories is 
reduced to ‘Environment Department’). Apart from saving space, such abbreviation is also done to 
avoid the confusion created by the frequent changes of departmental names and ministerial titles.  

Some liberty has been used when referring to minerals activities. Reflecting the political nature of the 
debate, it proved convenient for environmentalists, journalists and officials (and therefore this thesis) 
to simply say ‘mining’. In this thesis, ‘mining’ should be taken to embrace all the stages of prospecting, 
exploration, and development (terms which are defined in CRAMRA).  

The reader should also note that in the records there is inconsistent use of Australia/France; 
France/Australia; Australian-French; Franco-Australian, and so on. In many cases, the records refer to 
the Australian initiative, rather than point out that it was jointly run with France (and, later, Italy and 
Belgium—in which case the short-hand ‘Four Powers’ was often used).  

Use of archival sources 

This research used records of the Australian Government. Many of these were previously inaccessible, 
largely as a result of the operation of the Archives Act 1983. Under the Act, records become publicly 
available by default 20 years after the creation of the records. Before the 2010 amendments to the 
Act, the open access period began 30 years after their creation. This research therefore took place in 
the transition period where the 20-year period is being phased in. Under the changed rules, records 
for 1988 or 1989 became available on 1 January 2015; and records for 1990 and 1991 became 
available on 1 January 2016. Records are not available if they are exempted by Section 33 of the Act. 
Access to some documents relevant to this research was therefore not possible. In addition, records of 
many of the government agencies involved in the events discussed have not been lodged with the 
National Archives of Australia (NAA) or have not yet been examined for release.  

This thesis quotes from numerous documents, including diplomatic cables and meeting notes which 
report statements by various people. As such, they present a measured assessment of ideas and, 
usually, a dispassionate account of discussions. It should not be assumed that such quotes are 
necessarily verbatim records of the precise words used by individuals—unless presented as 
transcripts, the documents usually reflect the sense of what was said as reported, rather than the 
exact spoken word. It is not suggested that the records, or this thesis, are critical of the views of any 
Party or individual, even if the words quoted are frank. 

8 Further information on the terminology and processes can be found at: https://treaties.un.org/pages/Overview.aspx?path=overview/ 
glossary/page1_en.xml (accessed 19 June 2018). With respect to Australian practice, see http://dfat.gov.au/international-
relations/treaties/treaty-making-process/Pages/treaty-making-process.aspx (accessed 19 June 2018). 
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ABSTRACT 

This thesis provides a history of a key period in Antarctic affairs. In June 1988 
the Antarctic Treaty Parties adopted the Convention on the Regulation of 
Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities (CRAMRA). This ended years of 
speculation and formal negotiation. Despite there being no known economic 
minerals, rules had been agreed in case they were found. Thus, Antarctica’s 
diplomatic community was stunned in May 1989 when Australia rejected 
CRAMRA and proposed to ban mining in a wilderness park. Australia worked 
with France, then built a coalition of support, to press the case for an 
alternative to the Convention. After two years of intense negotiations, the 
1991 Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty was 
adopted, with mining prohibited. Blocking CRAMRA in a consensus system 
seemed simple, but the process to rebuild consensus around an 
environmental alternative was far more complicated. The turnaround was a 
pivotal moment in Antarctic history, but not without straining international 
relationships. The workings of the Antarctic diplomacy are explored in detail, 
particularly the practical challenges of achieving consensus decision-making. 
The success of the environment proposal led some players to claim that their 
efforts alone saved Antarctica. The thesis explores the influence of 
politicians, diplomats, international lawyers, scientists, environmentalists, the 
media, public interest and other factors in deciding Antarctica’s future. The 
story is told from the Australian perspective. By drawing on previously 
inaccessible government records and a hybrid of analytical tools, the thesis 
provides new insights into the precipitating circumstances, parallel events 
and the key participants. It argues that the events were the product of 
circumstances that could not have been predicted or orchestrated, and that 
there were many individuals who used those circumstances and events to 
achieve protection of both the Antarctic environment and the Treaty itself. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Domestic politics meets foreign diplomacy 

At the start of each year, Australian Government Cabinet papers from 25 years before are 
released by the National Archives of Australia. On 1 January 2015, The Australian newspaper 
reported on the release of the 1989 papers. An article headed “Cabinet papers 1988-1989: hot 
under collar at who saved Antarctica” suggested that the issue of Antarctic mining had been 
added to arguments over the legacy of past Australian Prime Ministers Bob Hawke and Paul 
Keating9. If there is a question over saving Antarctica, why would it involve Hawke and 
Keating? Were others involved? Indeed, was Antarctica saved? If so, saved from what? 

The Antarctic Treaty System (ATS) thrives on shared commitment to the Treaty’s 
fundamentals and on consensus governance of the region. Consensus cemented key measures 
to protect flora and fauna, and to conserve seals and marine living resources. In June 1988 the 
Treaty Parties adopted the Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource 
Activities (CRAMRA)10. It ended many years of informal discussion and six years of difficult 
negotiation. Consensus on a vexed issue was achieved—mining would be regulated without 
putting Antarctica at risk of a bonanza. Yet there were no known economic minerals11. In May 
1989, less than a year after Australia had agreed to the text of the Convention, the Antarctic 
community was dismayed when Hawke announced his Cabinet’s decision not to sign it. 
Australia, an original signatory and strong defender of the Treaty, had broken the precious 
norm of consensus. Furthermore, rather than trying to make CRAMRA more palatable, it 
proposed banning mining entirely and establishing an Antarctic wilderness park12. Instead of 
being praised for its bold initiative, Australia was blamed for destabilising the Treaty.  

9 1 January 2015, Troy Bramston “Cabinet papers 1988-1989: hot under collar at who saved Antarctica” The Australian. This research 
sets aside the question of how Hawke and Keating contest their legacy more generally. Such issues are dealt with comprehensively 
elsewhere, most recently in: T Bramston, Paul Keating: the big picture leader (Scribe, 2016). B Hawke and D Rielly, Wednesdays with 
Bob (Macmillan, 2017). 

10 Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities, http://ats.aq/documents/recatt/Att311_e.pdf. (accessed 7 
September 2015). 

11 See, for example, N Potter, "Economic potentials of the Antarctic" Antarctic Journal of the United States 4, no 3 (1969). The lack of 
evidence for offshore hydrocarbons was pointed out by John Behrendt on many occasions between 1981 and 1991, including: J C 
Behrendt, "Geophysical and geological studies relevant to assessment of the petroleum resources of Antarctica" in Antarctic earth 
science, ed. R L Oliver, P R James, and J B Jago (Australian Academy of Science, 1983). In this thesis, resources are only ‘economic’ 
if they provide a return in a commercial market able to operate freely (in other words, not State-subsidised operations or those done for 
strategic reasons despite being uneconomic). Mineral samples taken purely for scientific research are not regarded as ‘resources’. 

12 22 May 1989, “Joint Statement with the Minister for Foreign Affairs & Trade, Senator the Hon Gareth Evans QC and the Minister for 
Arts, Sport, the Environment, Tourism & Territories, Senator the Hon Graham Richardson—Protection of the Antarctic environment” 
http://pmtranscripts.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/original/00007607.pdf (accessed 12 January 2017). 
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Two years later, after intense negotiations, the Treaty Parties adopted the 1991 Protocol on 
Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty (the Madrid Protocol)13. Mining was 
prohibited and comprehensive, binding environmental rules were adopted. Antarctica was 
designated a ‘Natural Reserve, Devoted to Peace and Science’. Between one Antarctic Treaty 
Consultative Meeting (ATCM) and the next, the Parties had gone from regulating the mining 
of resources which may not have existed, to a ban on mining them whether they existed or not. 
By 1998, with consensus restored and the Protocol in force, political tensions had dissipated. 
The turnaround on mining was a pivotal moment in Antarctic history14.  

Had Australia not acted, CRAMRA may well have survived. Australia often takes credit for 
defeating CRAMRA and, with France, establishing the Protocol. The Treaty treasures 
consensus, even if getting there involves vigorous disagreement15. Political scientist Arild 
Underdal tells us that “after unanimity, consensus is the most demanding decision rule there 
is”16. Yet that is how the ATS works. Consensus has benefits and disadvantages—benefits 
when there is harmony; disadvantages in that it can be extraordinarily difficult to achieve. 
Blocking consensus is easy—just one Party can do it17. Australia did that when it reneged on 
CRAMRA. But creating consensus is far more difficult as one Party cannot impose its will on 
reluctant others to adopt a new proposal18. Thus, the Protocol could not have been achieved by 
Australia acting alone. Had it tried, Australia’s actions may well have back-fired, stranding 
Australia impotent in Antarctic affairs. Mining might have been entrenched as legitimate. 
Indeed, it may well have precipitated mining as the then moratorium on minerals activities was 
contingent on CRAMRA’s ‘timely entry into force’19. With CRAMRA gone the moratorium 
was removed. A ‘gold rush’ was avoided but, nevertheless, Australia’s actions seriously 
challenged the status quo. 

This thesis provides an account of Antarctic politics and diplomacy: painstaking achievement 
of consensus, its loss, and its ultimate restoration. It examines Australia’s support for 
CRAMRA, its change of heart, and CRAMRA’s demise. It examines how consensus was 
rebuilt around an alternative vision for the Antarctic, how it was achieved and who 
participated. This involved many more than Hawke and Keating. It included other politicians, 
diplomats and their advisers, non-government organisations, scientists and the media. Their 

13 Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty, https://ats.aq/documents/recatt/Att006_e.pdf. (accessed 7 September 
2016). 

14 C C Joyner, Governing the frozen commons: the Antarctic regime and environmental protection (University of South Carolina Press, 
1998), 178-180. 

15 B Roberts, "International co-operation for Antarctic development: the test for the Antarctic Treaty" Polar Record 19, no 119 (1978): 119. 
16 A Underdal, "One question, two answers" in Environmental regime effectiveness: confronting theory with evidence, ed. E L Miles, and 

others (MIT, 2002), 25. 
17 In ATS forums, rather than insisting on unanimity which implies positive consent, consensus is taken to mean the absence of formal 

objection—a crucial difference. E J Molenaar, "CCAMLR and Southern Ocean fisheries" International Journal of Marine and Coastal 
Law 16, no 3 (2001): 470. A Jackson, "Politics, diplomacy and the creation of Antarctic consensus" Yearbook of Polar Law 9 (2018). 

18 S Kaye, M Johnson, and R Baird, "Law" in Australia and the Antarctic Treaty System: 50 years of influence, ed. M Haward and T 
Griffiths (UNSW Press, 2011), 101-102. 

19 H K Cohen, Handbook of the Antarctic Treaty System, 9th ed., 2 vols. (US Department of State, 2002), 434. 
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roles are placed in the context of external factors, including calls for an Antarctic ‘world park’ 
and what initially seemed to be serendipitous events. 

Literature review 

CRAMRA was developed between 1982 and 198820. It was replaced by the 1991 Madrid 
Protocol21. It is widely held that CRAMRA was defeated by the decisions of Australia and 
France, two of the Parties essential for its entry into force22. Those decisions have been 
described retrospectively as “daring, perhaps heroic”23. In Antarctic affairs, the term ‘heroic’ is 
usually applied to the early exploratory expeditions in the first two decades of the twentieth 
century. In the context of Antarctic diplomacy it could be argued that the negotiation of the 
Treaty itself, including finding an accommodation of differences over sovereignty, was 
‘heroic’. This thesis will help explain why ‘heroic’ might have been used to characterise 
decisions about Antarctic mining and the environment. 

The view that Antarctica is included in any contest over the legacies of Bob Hawke and Paul 
Keating is not new24. It was repeated in recent biographies of Keating25. The Keating claim 
contrasts distinctly with Hawke’s view which has been canvassed widely, including by his 
biographer and some of his other colleagues26. The problem with making credit for Australia’s 
actions a binary choice between Australian politicians is that it dismisses the prospects of joint 
or collegial responsibility, especially as others came up with the idea first that Antarctica’s 
environment deserved special protection27.  

Other writers discuss responsibility for overturning CRAMRA without nominating 
individuals28. Environmental groups are also mentioned, including prominent individuals 
within them, such as Jacques Cousteau who has been lauded as a celebrity environmentalist29. 
It can be argued that responsibility rests not with individual people or nations but with every 

                                                        
20 ibid., 384-436.  
21 ibid., 18-36 and 471-475. 
22 See, for example: O S Stokke and D Vidas, eds., Governing the Antarctic: the effectiveness and legitimacy of the Antarctic Treaty 

system (Cambridge University Press, 1996), 162-165. S Chaturvedi, The polar regions: a political geography (Wiley, 1996), 125-126. 
23 30 May 2016, ATCM39 AD010 (25th Anniversary Symposium) Evan T Bloom “Remarks on the history, vision behind and impact of the 

protocol on environmental protection” https://ats.aq/documents/ATCM39/ad/ATCM39_ad010_e.pdf (accessed 20 December 2016). 
24 See, for example, A Jackson and P Boyce, "Mining and 'World Park Antarctica'" in Australia and the Antarctic Treaty System: 50 years 

of influence, ed. M Haward and T Griffiths (UNSW Press, 2011), 251-252. For Bowden’s interview with Keating on this issue see T 
Bowden, The silence calling: Australians in Antarctica 1947-1997 (Allen & Unwin, 1997), 410-414. Credit for the idea is also explored in 
R Woolcott, The hot seat: reflections on diplomacy from Stalin's death to the Bali bombings (HarperCollins, 2003), 215. 

25 T Bramston, 317-319. D Day, Paul Keating: the biography, first printing, 1st ed. (HarperCollins, 2015), 321-323. The 2015 pulping of 
the first printing of Day’s biography following legal action by Keating was not connected with the Antarctic references: 9 May 2015, 
Mark Kenny “Keating biography to be pulped” Canberra Times, 1. 

26 Barry Jones says of Hawke that saving Antarctica was “all his own work”. See: B d'Alpuget, Hawke: the Prime Minister (Melbourne 
University Press, 2010). S Ryan and T Bramston, eds., The Hawke government: a critical retrospective (Pluto Press, 2003), 419. B 
Hawke and D Rielly, passim. C Emerson, The boy from Baradine (Scribe, 2018), 186-197. 

27 For example, New Zealand is often reported to have proposed a world park in 1975, an idea seized on by environmentalists. B E 
Talboys, "New Zealand and the Antarctic Treaty" New Zealand Foreign Affairs Review 28, no 3 and 4 (1978): 32-33. Even then, the 
Treaty Parties had in 1964 already designated the Antarctic Treaty area as a ‘Special Conservation Area’. See: Antarctic Treaty, 
Recommendation III-VIII http://ats.aq/documents/recatt%5Catt080_e.pdf (accessed 23 May 2016).  

28 G Evans and B Grant, Australia's foreign relations In the world of the 1990's (Melbourne University Press, 1992), 156-158. 
29 Shortis argues that Cousteau had a vastly under-appreciated role, even though Cousteau was reportedly unaware of the development 

of CRAMRA until 1988. E Shortis, "“Who can resist this guy?” Jacques Cousteau, celebrity diplomacy, and the environmental 
protection of the Antarctic" Australian Journal of Politics & History 61, no 3 (2015). 
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one of the then 26 Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties (ATCPs). After all, in a system relying 
on consensus, only collective action can secure a decision. So the question is one of how these 
events came about and who (be they individuals or nations) can claim responsibility. Jackson 
and Boyce left these issues unresolved but suggested that the answer is found in multiple 
players and a plethora of parallel events30. This research explores that suggestion.  

Existing accounts are limited in various ways. As early as 1989, Waller predicted the imminent 
collapse of CRAMRA31. Shortly after the events of 1989 to 1991, Bergin addressed what 
happened in terms of political theory32. Elliott placed the events in the context of international 
environmental law33. Bush, a key Australian participant, summarised some of the domestic 
politics impacting on CRAMRA34. Sulikowski has examined the broader role of France in 
Antarctic affairs35. Other commentators have examined the events discussed in this thesis in 
terms of the evolution of the ATS as a governance regime36. What has not yet been assembled 
is a comprehensive account of what occurred in an uninterrupted historical narrative of the 
events to shed light on why they occurred. That is done here from the Australian perspective 
and it is made possible by access to recently opened government files.  

This research also looks at what the public knew. A past Washington Post publisher suggested 
that journalism is “the first rough draft of history”37. Kitch extends this to suggest that 
journalism is therefore also “the first draft of memory”38. The “second draft” is found in the 
then contemporary academic analyses identified above. This research offers a “third draft” by 
drawing on previously inaccessible documents. While useful, the first and second ‘drafts’ did 
not have access to the then-closed archives, leading to unavoidable gaps. As both Elliott and 
Francioni lament, there was also no access to the Treaty’s internal workings39. This echoed 
Rowland’s observation that “much of the record is not public” and “in any case, the 
proceedings of the Consultative Meetings are not recorded except in their final reports”40. 

                                                        
30 A Jackson and P Boyce, 266-267. 
31 D C Waller, "Death of a treaty: the decline and fall of the Antarctic minerals convention" Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law 22 

(1989). 
32 A Bergin, "The politics of Antarctic minerals: The greening of white Australia" Australian Journal of Political Science 26, no 2 (1991): 

216-239. 
33 L M Elliott, International environmental politics: protecting the Antarctic (Macmillan, 1994). 
34 W M Bush, ed. Antarctica and international law: a collection of inter-state and national documents (looseleaf volumes) (Oceana, 1994-

2003), Vol IV, Booklet AU88-89, 11-33. 
35 C Sulikowski, France and the Antarctic Treaty System (PhD thesis, University of Tasmania, 2013). 
36 C C Joyner, "The legitimacy of CRAMRA" in Governing the Antarctic: the effectiveness and legitimacy of the Antarctic Treaty System, 

ed. O S Stokke and D Vidas (Cambridge University Press, 1996). F Francioni, "The legitimacy of the Protocol on Environmental 
Protection to the Antarctic Treaty" ibid. S Chaturvedi, 121-141. C C Joyner, Governing the frozen commons: the Antarctic regime and 
environmental protection, 147-180. 

37 P L Graham, "Public administration and the press" Public Administration Review 13, no 2 (1953): 88. For further discussion on who 
coined the phrase, see also: http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/press_box/2010/08/who_said_it_first.html (accessed 8 
June 2018). 

38 C Kitch, "Placing journalism inside memory - and memory studies" Memory Studies 1, no 3 (2008): 311-312. 
39 L M Elliott, 53 and 126. F Francioni, "The Madrid Protocol on the Protection of the Antarctic environment" Texas International Law 

Journal 28, no 1 (1993): 51, at footnote 15. See also: J D Myhre, The Antarctic Treaty System: politics, law, and diplomacy (Westview, 
1986), 40-43. 

40 Coming from a retired diplomat, this is an important observation—the sanitised publicly available final reports of the ATCM do not tell 
the full story as their text is agreed by consensus on the last day of the meeting. They seldom reflect the process by which a final 
decision was achieved. See: J R Rowland, "The Treaty regime and the politics of the Consultative Parties" in The Antarctic legal 
regime, ed. C C Joyner and S K Chopra (Martinus Nijhoff, 1988), 11.  
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Access to government archives has been even more limited. Bush provided useful insights but 
there are few other ‘insider’ accounts. Those that exist are anecdotal and limited in scope41. 
Templeton provides a rare exception, drawing on New Zealand records in a collation of three 
talks given ten years after the events42. In early 2018, Templeton’s more detailed research 
became available, although it was still confined to New Zealand records and concentrated on 
the CRAMRA negotiations 43. Seeking to dispel what he called ‘mythology’, Templeton points 
out that New Zealand saw some ‘rewriting of history’ after the change in attitude to CRAMRA 
was announced in 199044. Templeton’s work provides useful contrast and confirmation of the 
research presented here, and points to the value of future access to the records of other 
governments. Templeton observes that “when and if the archives of the principal participants 
are eventually opened, some of the speculation about their motives may need to be revised”45. 
Templeton is correct and this thesis starts that process. For example, this thesis uses recently 
opened Australian documents to shed light on the seemingly apocryphal story that in Paris, in 
1975, New Zealand proposed an Antarctic world park—a claim for which Templeton, relying 
on New Zealand documents, suggests no written record exists46. Templeton may well be right 
that there is no record of it in New Zealand. But a record does exist, and it is found in the 
Australian archives47. 

Mosley has provided a first-hand account from an environmentalist’s perspective48. Various 
political biographies give a high-level overview. The official documents help fill the gaps and 
show that the process was much more complex than so far reported49. Access to government 
records reveals a richer understanding of the events and helps dispel misunderstandings about 
what Australia did50. It also allows assumptions to be challenged. For example, the thesis 
shows that Australia and France did not always act in harmony despite their collaboration 
being sufficiently close that, in discussing the rejection of CRAMRA and the development of 
an alternative, much of the literature lumps Australia and France together almost as though 
they were one51. The internal records reveal the differing domestic political imperatives, 
internal policy making processes, and the challenges faced by officials seeking to translate 
political decisions into practical international law.  

                                                        
41 See, for example: T Bowden, 408-418. T Griffiths, Slicing the silence: voyaging to Antarctica (UNSW Press, 2007), 286-289. R 

Woolcott, 213-215. 
42 M Templeton, Protecting Antarctica: the development of the Treaty System (New Zealand Insitute of International Affairs, 2002). 
43 Templeton also drew on interviews and correspondence with two key New Zealand participants, Charles Craw and Chris Beeby. 
44 M Templeton, A wise adventure II: New Zealand and Antarctica after 1960 (Victoria University Press, 2017), 265-266. 
45 ibid., 126. This author applauds that view and also calls for access to other relevant archives. 
46 ibid., 90-92 and 334 fn42. 
47 Chapter 2 includes the event and suggests that the term ‘world park’ was not actually used. 
48 J G Mosley, Saving the Antarctic wilderness: the pivotal role in its complete protection (Envirobook, 2009). 
49 For example, resolving the issues required much more than three Treaty meetings. C Redgwell, "Antarctica: wilderness park or 

eldorado postponed?" Environmental Politics 1, no 1 (1992): 137-138. 
50 Such misunderstandings are not uncommon, even in recent work. For example: the idea that Australia signed CRAMRA but refused to 

ratify: D W H Walton, "The Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research and the Antarctic Treaty" in Science diplomacy: Antarctic, 
science, and the governance of international spaces, ed. P A Berkman, M A Lang, D W H Walton, and O R Young (Smithsonian 
Institution, 2011), 81-82. 

51 See, for example: L M Elliott; S Chaturvedi; C C Joyner, Governing the frozen commons: the Antarctic regime and environmental 
protection; A Howkins, The polar regions: an environmental history (Polity, 2016). 
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As we shall see, some commentators suggest that Antarctica was at imminent risk of 
destruction; that an outright mining ban was the solution; and that environmental harm is now 
prevented—all arguably wrong. In addition, successful conclusion of the Protocol was by no 
means a foregone conclusion and some objectives set by Australia in May 1989 were not 
achieved52. In fact, many complementary and contradictory proposals were considered, 
pointing to how compromise is essential in consensus decision-making and to how ‘victory’ is 
characterised. Distilled to its extremes, the story contrasts pursuit of free access to Antarctic 
minerals, versus establishment of a world park. Ultimately, neither option won. 

Objectives and methodology 

The title of this thesis, Who saved Antarctica? Australia and heroic Antarctic diplomacy, picks 
up two of the many themes that are explored in what follows—the idea (reflected in a 
newspaper headline and picked up elsewhere) that it is possible to identify someone 
responsible for a decision to ban Antarctic mining; and that the decision was in some way 
heroic.  

This thesis contends that, despite depictions of the Protocol as Australia’s moment of victory, 
Australia did not act alone and might have failed had it done so. Nor did it act with confidence. 
Nevertheless, as the thesis will show, Australians were central. That said, the thesis also 
contends that even for the part played by Australia, no single individual was responsible and 
that resolving the argument between two political figures would not adequately explain what 
occurred. The actions of politicians were an essential catalyst, but insufficient in isolation. A 
theme of this research is that many other players and circumstances, Australian and elsewhere, 
were instrumental and have not yet been fully identified. Furthermore, insufficient weight has 
been placed on the alignment of other events difficult to predict and impossible to orchestrate. 

The research objective is to provide a diplomatic history of a turning point in the development 
of Antarctic governance, particularly the question of mining. It will contribute to understanding 
Antarctic political, diplomatic and legal history. It will provide insights into the mechanisms 
by which influence is exercised within the ATS. The outcomes may be of interest to those 
interested in Antarctic history, diplomacy, international environmental history or 
environmental politics. It is hoped that this research encourages exploration of the national 
archives of other countries to expand understanding of what occurred. 

There are several inter-related research questions:  

• To whom can we attribute the decision to change the future use of Antarctica from a 
regime that facilitated mining to one that prohibited it?  

                                                        
52 This thesis does not have space to include that analysis, suffice to say that many of Australia’s more ambitious proposals could not 

attract support, even from sympathetic other Parties. 
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• To what can we attribute that decision? What political, diplomatic, legal and 
community circumstances made the decision possible?  

• To what extent can Australians or others fairly take credit for this outcome?  

• Can credit be attributed to specific individuals? Why? Why not?  

• Were ‘serendipitous’ events important?  

• From what was Antarctica ‘saved’? In other words, if CRAMRA had succeeded, would 
mining ever have occurred and, if so, would it have mattered? Were the events likely 
anyway?  

The research relies on previously inaccessible materials from numerous documentary sources. 
The prime sources were the records held in two Australian institutions: the National Archives 
of Australia (NAA) and the Australian Antarctic Division (AAD). These sources provided a 
volume of material far in excess of what had been anticipated and, accordingly, negated the 
original proposal to fill any gaps using other domestic and overseas archives53.  

Use was also made of the published and unpublished document collections assembled by 
William Bush54. It also uses this author’s personal records (mainly notes made during relevant 
meetings). The evidence from such records is supplemented by documents archived in the 
Antarctic Treaty Secretariat in Buenos Aires (mostly accessible on-line); the commentary of 
other participants and observers where published in the literature; items published in the print 
and electronic media; and the records of environmental non-government organisations (NGOs).  

The documentary records and other sources were scoured for information relevant to 
answering the research questions. That information was placed in what was essentially a 
chronological sequence to facilitate tracking developments as they had occurred. As a result, 
the backbone for the thesis is a chronological narrative. To assist the reader, a time-line of key 
events is in Appendix 1. The thesis then applies the analytical tools (described below) to make 
sense of the events. 

Scope and limitations of this research 

This thesis examines relations between states—in this case the relations between Australia and 
other Antarctic Treaty Parties involved in the Antarctic mining and the environment debates. 
The thesis not about the legal efficacy of the resulting regimes. Limited attention is given to the 
content and merit of most provisions in the regimes, unless they impinge on the relationships 
between the Parties. However, to assist the reader, Table 1 in Chapter 5 includes a summary of 
the policy arguments for and against a discrete environmental regime. Appendix 2 addresses 

                                                        
53 1795 documents (comprising 6812 pages) were used. Thousands more were excluded from the research as they were duplicates or 

had lower relevance to addressing the research questions. 
54 The published documents are found in: W M Bush, Antarctica and international law: a collection of inter-state and national documents. 

W M Bush, Antarctica and international law: a collection of inter-state and national documents (looseleaf volumes). 
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the more technical issue of the differences between choosing a convention or a protocol as the 
form of such a regime, as this distinction was also a matter of sustained policy debate55. 

The scope is limited to Australian domestic politics and policy processes; policy processes 
within the ATS, including consensus decision-making; and domestic politics in other key 
Parties where they intersect with Australian actions and are revealed in Australian records. 
Relying solely on Australian documentary records obviously limits full understanding of what 
transpired. There was limited scope to address the internal view of other Treaty Parties, even 
though they were equally embroiled56. Apart from the Australia-centric nature of the records 
examined, for practical reasons the research was initially confined to those most readily 
accessible (in large part, those of the NAA that were originally created by the AAD)57. Then, 
with the amount of data obtained, it became impractical to obtain more from other archives. 
With such a quantity of material on hand, and taking account of the thesis word limit, it was 
possible to use only part of the material available in the documents. The extracts used are, 
however, illustrative of the positions as they developed and give glimpses of the moods of 
participants. For similar reasons, it was also decided not to proceed with the planned interviews 
with key participants, even though research ethics approval had been obtained. Unfortunately, 
this means that the research misses the richness that would have come from including first-
person accounts from the participants.  

A further qualification on this research is that, having been personally involved in some of the 
events discussed, the author takes on the role of participant observer58. This is not unusual for 
commentators in this field59. This author was a policy adviser with the AAD, a Commonwealth 
agency with substantial (but not exclusive) influence in setting national Antarctic policy. In 
this research, the participant observer advantage includes understanding bureaucratic 
dynamics, negotiation experience within the ATS, and access to personal records and 
observations60. Howkins argues that, generally, legitimacy is conferred on historians who have 
actually visited the places they write about which, in this case, are Antarctica and various 

                                                        
55 This thesis does not have space for detailed examination of all the policy and legal options for CRAMRA (or the Madrid Protocol), and 

how they were pursued and accepted or rejected. For example, there was considerable effort in the minerals negotiations to finesse the 
functions and composition of the various institutions to accommodate sovereignty issues. On this there is fascinating detail in M 
Templeton, A wise adventure II: New Zealand and Antarctica after 1960, 124-223 and 269-314. 

56 For practical reasons, the original plan of sampling archives in other jurisdictions was not pursued. 
57 To a large degree, AAD records relating the events described in this thesis mirror those in other agencies, but the overlap is by no 

means complete (some documents were deliberately not shared between some Australian agencies and the AAD created documents 
for its own internal purposes). Access to the records of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade and other relevant Commonwealth 
agencies (such as the Department of Resources and Energy, the Department of Finance, Treasury and others) was more limited at the 
time of this research because they are at differing stages of releasing documents.  

58 The “hidden dilemmas of being an insider participant observer” and the assumption that “being an insider offers a distinct advantage in 
terms of accessing and understanding the culture” are examined in: R V Labaree, "The risk of ‘going observationalist’: negotiating the 
hidden dilemmas of being an insider participant observer" Qualitative Research 2, no 1 (2002). 

59 It will be noted that many of the authors cited in this research similarly enjoyed the participant observer advantage—for example: 
Andersen, Beeby, Brown, Burgess, Bush, Heap, Jacobson, Scully and Watts who, as government practitioners, offer a credibility of 
insight not provided by disconnected academic commentators. 

60 While not self-describing as one of the ‘bureaucratic elite’ to which Elliott refers, this author’s perspective as an ‘insider’ helps unravel 
the working of the various forums: L M Elliott, 125-126. The value of ‘insider’ access to information is also reflected in: P G Quilty, 
"Looking south: Australia's Antarctic agenda" Polar Record 44, no 4 (2008): 379. Note that the footnoted references to ‘AWJ personal 
notes’ refers to the author’s handwritten notes taken during the meetings discussed. 
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Antarctic policy forums61. On this, it should be noted that, as an AAD official, this author was 
personally involved as a policy adviser to the Australian delegation to Antarctic Treaty 
meetings in the period 1989 to 2009. At the time of the CRAMRA controversy, the AAD’s 
policy priority was support for stability of the Treaty. If anything, it is this priority that the 
author’s perspective reflects. 

Diplomatic and international history  

Distilled to its simplest, this is a story about Antarctic minerals and how they could be 
exploited, and a story about the pursuit of an alternative Antarctic future. If it was just a story 
about mining, it could be told in terms of geological knowledge, economic imperatives and the 
engineering and logistic challenges. However, even the most ardent geologists recognise that it 
cannot be told without reference to the Treaty, regulatory options, environmental impacts, and 
Antarctica’s legal and political circumstances62. While primarily a diplomatic history, this 
thesis also reflects the characteristics of international history. What Matsumoto calls 
international history explains the foreign relations of a single State, whereas diplomatic history 
deals with two or more states and the relations between them. This thesis therefore 
demonstrates some of the characteristics of both. Diplomatic history typically examines the 
relatively recent past and uses official archives to do so—this thesis relies on archival records. 
It also tends to consider economic, social, cultural and other factors as influences in foreign 
policy making63. All these characteristics arise in this research. This research may aspire to 
“simply show how it really was”, to produce a “detached, objective and non-judgmental 
account of events”64. However, it is also guided by Trachtenberg’s advice on international 
history—to make sense of the past it is necessary to steer a path between interpreting events as 
artefacts of, on one hand, “structure and law-like regularity” and, on the other, “free will and 
human agency”65. This requires selective choice of evidence, even though almost “any 
historical object can sustain a number of equally plausible descriptions or narratives”66. The 
critical thing is that the historian’s own biases are declared67. In this research, the author’s 
concerns include frustration that the accepted truth relies on accounts that by-passed important 
data because archival material was not available. The author is particularly keen to reveal more 
about the circumstance and events described, and encourage a richer understanding of them by 
drawing on the internal records of government (albeit mainly those from Australia). As a 

                                                        
61 A Howkins, "‘Have you been there?’ some thoughts on (not) visiting Antarctica" Environmental History 15, no 3 (2010): 514-515. This 

author has also made numerous visits to the Antarctic itself. 
62 See, for example: M J De Wit, Minerals and mining in Antarctica: science and technology, economics and politics, Oxford Science 

Publications (Oxford, 1985). J F Splettstoesser and G A M Dreschhoff, eds., Mineral resources potential of Antarctica, vol. 61, Antarctic 
research series (American Geophysical Union, 1990). 

63 S Matsumoto, "Diplomatic history/international relations" in Encyclopedia of historians and historical writing, ed. K Boyd (Fitzroy 
Dearborn 1999), 314-315. 

64 These are the words of nineteenth century German historian Leopold von Ranke, whose views are addressed by E H Carr, What is 
history?, 2nd ed. (Penguin, 2008), 8-9. See also: S Matsumoto, 314. 

65 M Trachtenberg, The craft of international history: a guide to method (Princeton University Press, 2006), 6. 
66 This is Hayden White’s view, cited and discussed in ibid., 7-8. 
67 ibid., 10. 
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result, it is hoped that any sense of triumphalism is moderated by a fuller appreciation of how 
Antarctic consensus operates.  

Matsumoto, Trachtenberg and Carr each give a warning (and a welcome encouragement) to a 
historical study that depends on identifying suitable documentary evidence to tell its story. 
With specific reference to diplomatic records, Carr cautions that “no document can tell us more 
than what the author of the document thought”68. Darnton gives a specific warning about the 
need for caution in using archival material69. It is therefore reassuring that documents have no 
meaning until deciphered by the historian70. The historian is thus engaged in an iterative 
process of fitting facts to the interpretation, and interpretation to the facts71. In this research, 
ambiguities arise from relying solely on documentary evidence that might be subjective. While 
acknowledging that the documentary record is never complete, Trachtenberg still places far 
more weight on documents than either memoirs or interviews72. As noted above, interviews 
were not conducted for this research, but using internal government documents adds 
significant, unfiltered detail. Nevertheless, use has been made of commentary by other authors, 
even though such commentary relied on interviews or memoirs and may have been limited by 
the absence of archival material. These secondary sources assist in verifying or challenging the 
conclusions to be drawn from the primary documents. In Griffiths’ view, historians “always 
have at least two stories to tell: what we think happened, and how we know what we think 
happened”73. This thesis attempts to tell those two stories. 

The framework of analysis: a hybrid approach 

As noted above, this thesis constructs a narrative of events, essentially in chronological 
sequence. The focus is particularly on Antarctic mining because that is where the political 
attention and diplomatic effort was most evident. Events were chosen because they illustrate 
Antarctic minerals and environment issues and the politics around them. Identifying them was 
achieved by drawing on documentary evidence, previous academic assessments and personal 
observations. Key events are included where there is a prima facie connection with the 
research question.  

Confining the history only to the events is insufficient. The events occurred for a reason, and 
often occurred as a consequence of the actions of individuals, who themselves were influenced 
by (or took advantage of) events and circumstances. This history therefore also seeks to 
identify the relevant participants—there are many of them and the focus is on the key actors.  

                                                        
68 E H Carr, 18. 
69 C Darnton, "Archives and inference: documentary evidence in case study research and the debate over US entry into World War II" 

International Security 42, no 3 (2017/2018): 84-85. 
70 E H Carr, 16. 
71 ibid., 29. As to the choice of events to relate and the documents to use, Carr provides a simple analogy: facts are like fish in a vast 

ocean. They are caught partly by chance, which in turn is determined by the choice of ocean fished and the fishing tackle employed—
usually the historian will get the facts they want: ibid., 23. 

72 M Trachtenberg, 151-157. 
73 T Griffiths, "History and the creative imagination" History Australia 6, no 3 (2009): 74.8. 
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The confluence of circumstances and participants called for a hybrid approach to the analysis. 
To make sense of what occurred, for this thesis two tools were applied to sort the events and 
the actors. These tools helped identify and assess the influences (circumstances and events 
which facilitated other developments), and the influencers (the key participants)74.  

It is often the case that a history will identify the circumstances that allowed a subsequent 
development to occur—not in the sense of inevitability, but in the sense that the necessary 
conditions were pre-existing. Sterelny discusses the theory of contingency in historical 
understanding, and uses language such as “prior state” and “background conditions”75.  

In the case of this story, in addition to what therefore might here be considered the necessary 
prior conditions, there were numerous events that could be seen as serendipitous or 
coincidental. It is therefore helpful for this research to look beyond the prior conditions. Robert 
Marks provides a useful model for this as it embraces more than the pre-existing circumstances 
and adapts well to unexpected developments76. Marks suggests that precipitating circumstances 
can be identified as: 

• Contingency—the necessary prior conditions, that is, the circumstances upon which 
later developments depend; 

• Accident—fortunate circumstances that arise; 

• Conjuncture—the interaction of otherwise independent developments to create a unique 
historical moment77. 

Marks’ classification of circumstances and events is applied here as an expedient tool to sort, 
and then make sense of, what was happening in Antarctic affairs. Chapter 9 develops this. 

Operating within these circumstances and events are the key participants. A separate tool is 
used to identify them and assess their contribution. Oran Young explains regime formation 
and, here, that work is applied retrospectively to examine regime formation, destruction, and 
re-formation. Young cites the ATS as a forum for institutional bargaining with outcomes 
driven by three leadership styles78:  

• Intellectual leaders—individuals who produce intellectual capital to shape the 
perspective of participants and thus play an important role in determining the success or 

                                                        
74 In this thesis, influence should be taken to mean no more than a circumstance, or participant, that had significance in shaping 

outcomes. No attempt is made here to define the term significant. 
75 K Sterelny, "Contingency and History" Philosophy of Science 83, no 4 (2016): 522-524. Sterelny demonstrates the effect of contingency 

in several events and points out, for example, that despite the multiple factors behind the origins of the First World War, the conflict was 
not inevitable. Ibid., 527-529. 

76 R B Marks, The origins of the modern world: global and environmental narrative from the fifteenth to the twenty-first century, 3rd ed. 
(Rowman & Littlefield, 2015). Marks uses this model to explain the rise of Eurocentrism in modern times 

77 ibid., 10-17. 
78 O R Young, "Political leadership and regime formation: on the development of institutions in international society" International 

Organization 45, no 3 (1991): 288-302. 
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failure of efforts to reach agreement. Intellectual leaders are thinkers who rely on the 
power of ideas, and use their wits to make their ideas felt; 

• Entrepreneurial leaders—individuals who rely on negotiating skills to frame issues in 
ways that foster integrative bargaining and put together deals that would otherwise 
elude participants. Entrepreneurial leaders are agenda-setters who use negotiating skills 
to broker interests; 

• Structural leaders—individuals possessing power resources and skilled in translating 
them into bargaining leverage. They typically act as agents of parties and espouse 
institutional arrangements suited to the states they represent.   

Young’s typology is used, in part, because of his previous use of ATS forums to develop the 
model. It is therefore appropriate to extend application of that model to the institutional 
bargaining discussed in this research. These styles are developed further in Chapter 10, which 
cites prominent examples revealed in the narrative and identifies distinctions between the way 
leaders of the debate exercised influence.  

Marks’ approach helps explain the circumstances, but as circumstances alone do not determine 
the outcome, Young’s typology helps assess the participants. It is also necessary to heed 
Young’s warnings about post hoc reasoning (the trap of focusing on the role of participants in 
successful institutional bargaining, and the risk of conflating leadership with success)79. 
Leadership, in turn, depends on having the right circumstances. Thus, applied independently, 
the methodologies of Marks or Young would not adequately explain the extraordinary 
turnaround from the spectacular rejection of CRAMRA to the consensus on the Madrid 
Protocol. Taken together they can.  

In its essence, this story becomes one of how change was driven in the ATS at an arguably 
unique opportunity for change to be achieved. Ultimately, the story is not one of a Hawke or 
Keating triumph, or of Australian or French victory. It is about many influential individuals 
relying on Antarctic norms and warm personal connections, working to protect the 
environment, national interests, and the Antarctic Treaty itself. The legal issues take a back 
seat in a political and diplomatic story about finding consensus on aspirations for a continent.  

Structure of the thesis 

• Chapter 2 examines how it came about that the Antarctic Treaty Parties overcame their 
reluctance to discuss minerals, placed the subject on the agenda for their meetings, and 
put in place a mining moratorium while the issues were examined. 

                                                        
79 ibid., 286. 
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• Chapter 3 narrates the minerals debate, including the twelve sessions of the 4th Special 
Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting. Argument over political, legal and 
environmental aspects ends in June 1988 with the consensus adoption of CRAMRA80. 

• Chapter 4 covers the period from June 1988 to May 1989. It describes the 
circumstances of Australia’s 1989 decision to reject CRAMRA. It places Australia’s 
doubts in the context of the politics and environmental issues of late-1980s Australia.  

• Chapter 5 tells the story from May to October 1989 and the 15th ATCM in Paris. It 
covers the shock and anger at the loss of consensus and the commencement of a 
diplomatic campaign by Australia in partnership with France. 

• Chapter 6 covers the twelve months from November 1989 to the November 1990 
commencement of the 11th Special Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (SATCM 
XI), which examined environmental measures. CRAMRA closed for signature and, 
building-up to the SATCM, Parties engaged in intense discussions to work out a way to 
resolve the impasse. 

• Chapter 7 follows the course of SATCM XI from November 1990 to the end of its 
second session in April 1991. The bulk of a new environmental regime, which made 
provision to prohibit mining, was completed and on the verge of being adopted. 

• Chapter 8 recounts how last minute problems intervened and were overcome. The 
Parties moved to adopt the Madrid Protocol in October 1991, marking the restoration of 
consensus just in time to head off a review of the Antarctic Treaty itself. 

• Chapter 9 applies the first part of the hybrid analytical framework (Marks’ approach) to 
explain the circumstances and events that led to the loss and restoration of consensus. It 
shows that many developments were contingent on previous actions, and combined 
accidental events and conjuncture with other developments.  

• Chapter 10 applies Young’s typology to reveal how the participants exercised influence 
by demonstrating intellectual, entrepreneurial or structural leadership. 

• Chapter 11 concludes the thesis by addressing the somewhat rhetorical question ‘Who 
saved Antarctica?’ and considers from what Antarctica was ‘saved’. It shows that the 
issue of how change was affected is probably more important than the issue of who did 
it. The chapter also looks to the future by considering the two competing visions for 
Antarctica, which are still not finally settled: will mining ever occur in Antarctica? Will 
Antarctica ever be a world park?  

                                                        
80 "Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities". 



CHAPTER 2 

Mining might be possible 

From finding gold to 1982 

 

This chapter explores the context for the Antarctic minerals debate by examining 
the early aspirations for Antarctic resources and the reasons why Antarctic states 
hesitated to address the issues. This sets the scene for the decision to tackle the 
problem and establish a moratorium on mining—a key mechanism to allow the 
debate to proceed. 

 

Early prospects 

In his Adelaide laboratory sometime around 1940, Mr T W Dalwood of the Assay Department 
of the South Australian School of Mines discovered Antarctic gold. He had analysed samples 
collected by Douglas Mawson’s 1911-14 Australasian Antarctic Expedition (AAE). Before 
him was a minute concentration—but it was indeed gold. As Mawson commented, “though 
this is an exceedingly small content of gold, it is an important determination as constituting the 
first record of gold in the Antarctic”81. Perhaps claiming to be first was important as specks of 
gold had also been reported from a marine sediment sample taken from the Ross Sea on 17 
November 191582. The AAE also found other minerals including copper, arsenic and silver—
also in trace amounts—and a common thread in the report was that nothing of commercial 
value was detected.  

Mawson, originally a mining engineer, first went to Antarctica with Ernest Shackleton in 1907. 
Aware of Australia’s geological contiguity, he used the prospect of minerals to plead support 
for the AAE83. He believed that “there will be great advantages, and material advantages, from 
the exploration of the mineral wealth that lies in the Antarctic”84. He also wanted to take 
possession of the land for the British Empire, implicitly linking sovereignty with access to 
resources. Mawson was not the first to pursue Antarctic geology. In 1899 Carsten 
Borchgrevink had discovered quartz reefs near Cape Adare: “minerals of value occur in this 
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vicinity, justifying the belief that, in time to come, exploration will receive much support from 
commerce”85. ‘Heroic era’ expeditions between 1895 and 1918 made many discoveries, 
including coal in the Trans-Antarctic Mountains86. However, finding minerals was a quite 
different proposition from extracting them. On his return from Antarctica in 1909, Professor T 
W Edgeworth David poured cold water on the prospects of mining87. 

Mawson returned to Antarctica for his 1929-31 British, Australian and New Zealand Antarctic 
Research Expedition, with scientific aims complemented by claiming territory. As a result, the 
Australian Antarctic Territory (AAT) was asserted in 193388. Australian Attorney-General 
John Latham lauded resources as a benefit of the new territory89. Australia was the fourth to 
make a claim and more were to come. The rush was on—not for precious metals, but for 
possession in case they were found90. While not motivated solely by resources, by 1946 seven 
claims had been formalised and all were subject to possible counter-claim91. 

IGY and the Antarctic Treaty 

While the 1957-58 International Geophysical Year (IGY) focused on geophysical phenomena, 
UK officials “fully expected” the Antarctic component to reveal if there were resources. Others 
saw the IGY as an economic survey92. No minerals of value were found, but the potential 
remained. In 1958, states that had been active in Antarctica during the IGY accepted a US 
invitation to negotiate an agreement to facilitate future cooperation. The resulting Antarctic 
Treaty set aside, at least temporarily, disruptive argument about sovereignty and jurisdiction. 
How the 1959 Treaty emerged and achieved its objectives has been addressed by many 
authors93.  
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Starkly absent from the Treaty was any mention of minerals, but not because Antarctic states 
were unconcerned. In January 1947 Chilean Foreign Minister Raúl Gomez had defended 
Chile’s interest by noting, “the Antarctic soil itself contains important riches … coal, 
petroleum and 141 different minerals”94. Nine days later a government decree reserved to Chile 
the exploitation of all uranium deposits found in its territory95. At that time, Chile’s Antarctic 
station was named Soberania, an unambiguous statement of its sovereign intentions96. In a 
concurrent analysis of Antarctic territorial claims, the United States had pointed directly to the 
prospects for coal, and indicated the potential for copper, magnesium and molybdenum and, 
possibly, petroleum and “fissionable minerals”97. This was consistent with the then current 
speculation about the motives for national expeditions: “the continent may be likened to a 
Christmas cake, in which there is always the chance of finding a three-penny bit”98. In 1953, 
Australia proclaimed rights to seabed minerals on the continental shelf, including off the 
AAT99. The following year, Australia established Mawson, the world’s first permanent station 
south of the Antarctic Circle. External Affairs Minister Richard Casey justified this on the 
basis that “there must be great mineral wealth—in fact huge deposits of coal have already been 
found and many valuable and useful minerals are known to exist … the possibility of finding 
uranium in this region must be borne in mind”100. Casey would have been pleased with early 
results. Within two months of establishing Mawson, a coded telegram reported the discovery, 
not of a three-penny bit, but of the radioactive element thorium101. The Australian Defence 
Committee assessed that, over time, Antarctica could achieve strategic importance from “the 
exploitation of natural resources which are unpredictable at present”102.  

In 1957, the United Kingdom canvassed the idea of ceding its claim in favour of the 
internationalisation of Antarctica, but considered it imprudent to do so before the conclusion of 
IGY in case “materials of strategic value are discovered in this sector”103. Abandoning claims 
would not have been considered had valuable resources been found104. As IGY got under way 
the United Kingdom was even more cautious because “with so many expeditions now active 
… the chance of a lucky strike may bring news of an important geological discovery. The 
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sooner we reach some kind of general settlement the better”105. The Colonial Office noted 
presciently that “it would be less difficult to reach an agreement before a sensational discovery 
is made”106. When Douglas Mawson died in October 1958, he may have been rather relieved 
that his visions of Antarctic resources, and a privileged place for Australia, were safe. 

The nexus between sovereignty and resource benefits is indissoluble107. That minerals were not 
addressed in the Treaty negotiations, therefore, did not suggest their irrelevance—on the 
contrary, tackling it head-on may well have derailed the negotiations entirely108. Instructions to 
Australia’s delegation to the 1959 Washington conference were “to accept only with extreme 
reluctance … any phrase likely to encourage consideration of the exploitation of natural 
resources”109. Such was the sensitivity of minerals the Treaty did not even flag it for future 
discussion110. The chief US negotiator regarded minerals as “unfinished business”, arguing for 
the issues to be given attention “long before they reach the point of controversy”111. After 
accommodating the fundamentals of sovereignty and access for scientists, however, there was 
little appetite for upsetting the new-found harmony. In the absence of an imperative to lift the 
lid on minerals the matter lay dormant. It was also left ambiguous. As the Treaty did not 
prohibit mining it could easily be argued that, being a peaceful use, mining would be consistent 
with Article I112. Perhaps that is why in 1960, before the Treaty had even entered into force, 
George Dufek (Commander of Operation Highjump and Operation Deepfreeze) felt bold 
enough to predict that by 2000 Antarctic stations would be built from ore deposits found in 
Antarctica113. But that assumed there were viable sources of minerals, an idea completely 
dismissed in simultaneous advice to the US Senate by Antarctic geologist Laurence McKinley 
Gould114. In the Treaty’s early years, the Parties turned their attention to easier things to 
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contemplate, such as cooperation between Antarctic programs and the identification of historic 
monuments, among other matters. 

1964: the Antarctic becomes a Special Conservation Area 

The other matters included conservation of Antarctic wildlife—at issue because past use of the 
region’s living resources had targeted seals115. There was parallel concern for protecting the 
environment more generally. At the first ATCM, in Canberra in July 1961, there were more 
papers on conserving fauna and flora than on any other topic. Chile and the United States 
proposed codes of conduct while the United Kingdom preferred a separate convention116. The 
Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) proposed that Antarctica “be recognized 
internationally as a nature reserve”117. Australia, cautious lest the matter lead to controversy 
over jurisdiction and the ownership of resources, sought only a voluntary code of conduct118. 
General rules to preserve living resources were adopted and foreshadowed principles to be 
reflected in subsequent measures119. While voluntary, the rules precluded the taking of fur 
seals, setting a precedent for absolutely prohibiting the exploitation of certain resources. 

Undeterred by its failed convention idea, at ATCM II in 1962 the United Kingdom tried again 
with a revised proposal. The changes included proposing the label ‘Nature Reserve’ for areas 
worthy of special protection—a term not to gain traction for another 27 years120. The United 
Kingdom was seeking a convention (a form that in 1990 it would reject) as it was compatible 
with internationalising Antarctica under a United Nations regime with global access (a stance it 
would also decisively reverse). Chile and Argentina, ever cautious on sovereignty issues, put a 
stop to talk about such things. Such sensitivities foretold another recurring concern—that the 
objections of one country could be used “to prevent the raising of contentious issues”121. 
Antarctic Division Director Phillip Law said that Parties “should face up boldly to the 
necessity for airing topics by full discussion. If contentious issues are to be struck off the 
agenda … nothing of real value will be achieved”122. Years later, Law himself was to be far 
less comfortable with such issues being raised. 

In early preparation for the third ATCM, the United Kingdom’s Brian Roberts wrote to 
Australia promoting its wildlife convention. He supported a proposal from the USSR to make 
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the whole Treaty area an ‘International Nature Reserve’123. Such a framework for 
environmental rules later became particularly problematic. After the lacklustre previous 
meeting, ATCM III had a sense of purpose, concentrating its effort on conserving Antarctica’s 
fauna and flora124. Anything that suggested internationalisation was supressed and the United 
Kingdom’s idea of a separate convention was rejected. The United States argued that if it were 
a convention, other measures might be seen as less important and, in any event, Article IX of 
the Antarctic Treaty referred only to ‘measures’125. The result was Recommendation III-VIII 
containing the “Agreed Measures for the Conservation of Antarctic Fauna and Flora”126. 
Rather than designating Antarctica as an international wildlife reserve the Agreed Measures 
“considered” the Treaty area a ‘Special Conservation Area’. In further compromise it was 
agreed to capitalise this term in the English text (at the insistence of the United Kingdom), and 
not to capitalise the term in the Spanish and French versions127. Such was the art of achieving 
consensus. The Agreed Measures, with ever-expanding protected areas, were at the core of 
environmental rules until overtaken in 1991 by Annexes II and V of the Madrid Protocol. 

Sovereign rights  

Along with jurisdiction, other issues relating to sovereignty were deliberately avoided. Science, 
however, was proceeding handsomely, including studies of geology across the continent128. 
While no one was finding economic resources, this did not stop lively speculation about them. 
George Dufek’s imaginative thinking in 1960 may well have stimulated Phillip Law’s even 
more ambitious 1964 predictions which, by 1984, would have Australians mining year-round 
in Antarctica and transporting the ores by giant hovercraft129. Dufek and Law were implausibly 
optimistic, but it was a space-age world where technology could make anything possible in an 
unlimited future—possible, that is, if the minerals actually existed. Law may have also been 
motivated by Australia’s policy objectives that placed “great emphasis on the possibility of 
locating and using” the AAT’s mineral resources130. Law seemed oblivious to the political 
problems if his prediction came true. Such a vision being realised in 1984 would have become 
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a major headache by 1991 when a Treaty review conference could have been called131. Instead, 
a later Australian generation would stoke that fire in the lead-up to 1991. 

Hovering over the 1968 ATCM were continuing tensions between those favouring complete 
internationalisation (the United States and the USSR), those prepared to surrender their claims 
to achieve it (the United Kingdom, New Zealand and possibly Norway), and those not prepared 
to change anything (Argentina, Australia, France and Chile). Since the early 1950s, the United 
Kingdom had come to doubt the usefulness of its claim and thought that “Antarctica had no 
value whatsoever except in respect of science”. New Zealand had been willing to relinquish its 
claims in return for a suitable international arrangement132. Later, both the United Kingdom 
and New Zealand were to have a significant change of heart but, for the time being, those most 
firmly welded to territory were Latin American. Argentina, in particular, objected to anything 
that it thought would threaten its sovereign interests—including a Treaty secretariat. It even 
objected to a National Geographic map depicting Islas Malvinas as the Falklands133. The 
secretariat issue was not resolved until 2003, when Buenos Aires was awarded the Secretariat, 
and the latter issue was never resolved134. Questions of jurisdiction remained sufficiently 
sensitive that it was suggested the term “should not even be directly mentioned”135. Similarly, 
it was observed by Australia that “if any one factor is likely to endanger the Treaty, it is 
this”136. Such issues provided an important backdrop for a discussion of minerals. Benefit from 
resources went to the core of sovereign rights and would bring into sharp focus differing 
national interests—but that had to wait as more productive discussions were progressing on 
another commercial resource: seals.  

The 1964 Agreed Measures, while conserving fauna and flora, applied only to the land and ice 
shelves, leaving a gap with respect to seals which inhabit the waters and floating pack ice137. 
Thus they were relatively accessible and the Agreed Measures had only encouraged voluntary 
regulation of sealing138. A UK draft sealing convention was presented in 1968, but because 
sealing was a high seas issue, the 1970 ATCM decided that it fell outside the Treaty and 
referred it to separate discussions. The resulting 1972 Convention for the Conservation of 
Antarctic Seals (CCAS) became the first such instrument, separate from but related to the 
Treaty139. CCAS created a precedent for regulating a resource not under pressure from industry 
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demand, and set the scene for distinguishing between Antarctica and the high seas140. Despite 
fleeting industry interest in the mid-1980s, CCAS remains dormant141. 

Meanwhile, interest in Antarctic geology was increasing. Australia targeted the Prince Charles 
Mountains to assess the value of previously discovered coal and iron deposits. Urgency was 
expressed as the Soviets were ramping up surveys in the same region142. Coincidence or not, 
this was shortly followed by the Australian Government receiving “several applications for 
mining rights” in the AAT. Nervous about the jurisdictional pitfalls, Australia preferred to keep 
minerals off the Treaty agenda143. Despite such interest, quantification of Antarctic minerals 
was nowhere near the level anticipated by Law’s breathless assessment. The Soviet Union was 
convinced of the presence of diamonds, gold, iron, mica, coal, lead, tin and copper144. 
However, another assessment caused sober reflection, pointing out that most of the minerals 
found so far had come from moraine deposits “with no hope of tracing them back to outcrops”. 
It concluded that, like any continent, Antarctica would have minerals but that, to be economic, 
they would have to be “of very high tenor, contain large quantities of ore, and be in one of the 
few small areas with relatively good access” 145. The distinction between the simple presence 
of minerals and the presence of economic minerals was to become a defining consideration. 
However, outside the Treaty this difference was blurred. 

1969: emerging interest in minerals 

In 1969, at the first of several Preparatory Meetings for the following year’s ATCM, New 
Zealand also reported approaches from mining companies hoping to prospect in the Ross 
Dependency146. New Zealand suggested an “airing of views”. It sought the opinions of other 
Parties so that it could respond to any applications received147. With some understatement it 
noted that “the problems will not simply go away if they are ignored” and therefore “it would 
be better to try to solve them on a multilateral basis rather than unilaterally”148. New Zealand 
also noted that it would be unrealistic to separate exploration from exploitation and that the 
distinction with research needed addressing. Thus New Zealand breathed life into an issue so 
controversial that it had been completely sidestepped for more than a decade. 
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Despite wanting to keep minerals off the agenda, Australia did not take the expressions of 
interest particularly seriously. In March 1970, External Affairs justified staying silent at 
February’s second ATCM Preparatory Meeting because it did “not wish to draw undue 
attention to the matter … especially as none of the applications so far received bear any 
evidence of serious intent”149. However, pressure was to rise when US delegate Henry Francis 
revealed that the United States, too, had received industry inquiries seeking advice on how to 
“gain best advantage”. Applicants had been told that leasing sites was out of the question 
because the United States did not recognise sovereign claims. The United States considered 
that “the subject posed delicate problems” best dealt with by considering the impacts on 
science and conservation. The United States was aware that when New Zealand tackled it 
“head on” it had been rebuffed by Argentina. Francis proposed that Parties agree not to enter 
into any licensing without first conferring with other Parties150. This was the embryonic form 
of restraint that would later morph into the moratorium that lasted until replaced by the 
prohibition over twenty years later.  

At the fifth Preparatory Meeting, the United Kingdom’s Brian Roberts sought to have the issue 
included on the ATCM agenda, arguing that because at least four Parties had received 
prospecting applications it was necessary to face up to the minerals problem, “to avoid it 
blowing up into a serious divisive issue”. At that point the United Kingdom was concerned 
about finding a way of “delaying mineral exploitation without inhibiting exploration”151. 
Argentina, however, argued that the minerals were altogether “outside the scope of the 
Treaty”152. There was still no evidence of economic minerals in the Antarctic153. Even so, the 
head of New Zealand’s Antarctic program predicted that diamonds and platinum would be 
found within the year154. Chris Beeby of the Foreign Ministry said that New Zealand would 
raise the minerals issue at the ATCM155. At the following Preparatory Meeting it was clear that 
several Parties were not willing to formally list minerals on the agenda, but it could be raised 
under “Other Business”156. Whether it was actually possible to stop prospecting weighed on the 
United Kingdom because it had no way of legally controlling it in the absence of a Treaty 
Recommendation. Accordingly, it contemplated taking to the ATCM the US idea of prior 
consultation before Parties considered any application157.  
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1970: “tell the firms concerned not to be silly”  

In October 1970, delegations arrived in Tokyo ready for a minerals discussion, but not 
prepared to admit publicly that it would occur—after all, it was not formally listed on the 
agenda. Japan’s delegation was well prepared—it included its head of overseas mineral 
resources development158. Australia wanted to ensure “no distortions in the interpretation of the 
Treaty” which might establish a “too legalistic approach” and “create, by indirect means, an 
international regime for the Antarctic”159. This is ironic given Australia’s later attempt to 
establish an international regime to protect the environment. In 1970 Australia might well have 
been nervous: the United Kingdom still supported complete internationalisation of Antarctica; 
the United States wanted the same eventually, or some kind of condominium arrangement; and 
New Zealand was willing to forego its sovereignty altogether for a suitable alternative160. So 
Australia found itself closer to Argentina and Chile who, despite their competing claims, were 
the strongest defenders of territorial interests. Australia’s position was awkward. It had 
approached the 1959 conference hesitant about “any phrase likely to encourage consideration 
of the exploitation of natural resources”161. At the 1970 ATCM it wished to “do nothing to 
attenuate in any way Australia’s territorial claims” and to preserve Australian access to 
resources. While Australia could not avoid the possibility of the 1970 ATCM making a 
Recommendation “which Australia would find embarrassing”, the delegation was instructed 
“not to participate actively in any discussion” on minerals unless “necessary to lessen the risk 
of an undesirable proposal being adopted”. Such was the fear about the direction that 
discussions could take, it seemed safer simply to instruct the delegation to take note “of what 
others have to say”162.  

As it turned out, the ATCM VI discussion of minerals did not overwhelm other objectives. 
Nevertheless, on 23 October the minerals issue was being canvassed informally between 
delegations. In fact, discussions were so informal that Australia brokered a deal that, as all 
Parties were exchanging views bilaterally anyway, it would be much more convenient if such 
exchanges were done with all the others present. The USSR capitulated, provided it was done 
without a Chair. Despite this (or because of this) “proceedings were orderly”. They covered a 
wide range of views on issues that later became perennial concerns—such as the difference 
between science and exploration, the implications for scientific data exchange, whether or not 
commercial activities were open to Treaty inspection, and mining impacts on other activities.  

It emerged that several Parties had received inquiries from companies interested in prospecting. 
Various ways were used to deflect them, such as unresolved sovereignty issues and the absence 
of national laws163. With little hope of economic resources being found anyway, Australia said 
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that its response had been simply to “tell the firms concerned ‘not to be silly’”164. The Tokyo 
discussions concluded with no decision, but with the expectation that the issue would have to 
be revisited and that, rather than such unilateral responses, a multilateral approach would be 
better. The meeting then moved on to easier matters—stamps commemorating the Treaty’s 
tenth anniversary165. So concluded the first “airing of views” on a crucial issue, but one that 
was not on the agenda, had no meeting papers, and for which no mention appears in the 
meeting report166. 

Such coyness did nothing to stop interest from outside the Treaty. Parties were becoming 
alarmed that Antarctica’s potential minerals might be rolled into United Nations (UN) 
consideration of resource scarcity and the emerging concept of the common heritage of 
mankind167. Protecting the Treaty from emerging external interests was to become a key driver 
of unity. So successful was this strategy that, ultimately, it contributed to significant growth in 
Treaty membership during the 1980s minerals negotiations. 

1972: the ATCM discusses minerals 

The next opportunity to discuss minerals came in 1972. At the March first Preparatory Meeting 
for ATCM VII, the United Kingdom, South Africa and the United States each had proposals 
for adding minerals to the agenda168. Australia was hesitant because discussing the right to 
issue licences would trigger a sovereignty debate. As there had been no Cabinet consideration, 
existing policy prevailed: that is, such matters should not be raised. To veto debate, however, 
would be at odds with its wish to facilitate informal discussion. An option would be to limit 
discussion to the effects of minerals exploration on science and the environment169. The 
situation was becoming complicated. The Government had received seven applications for 
exploration in the AAT (either to discrete areas or, in one case, over the entire territory), and 
five in the region of Heard Island170. In addition, the Soviet expedition enthusiastically reported 
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mineral discoveries, including “large deposits of iron ore” of up to 50% pure iron, in beds of 
ore stretching tens of kilometres and up to 400 metres thick171. All of these were in the AAT. 

Pressure on Australia rose further when proposals to put the issue on the ATCM agenda were 
submitted to the August 1972 third Preparatory Meeting172. The United Kingdom suggested 
that Parties defer considering prospecting applications, for the first time giving practical form 
to voluntary restraint. France then went further, calling for a “resolution directed towards the 
prohibition of any exploitation of mineral resources on the Antarctic continent, for a limited 
period of the order of 10 to 15 years”173. More pragmatically, Norway proposed an informal 
conference the following year174. On this basis, the Preparatory Meeting agreed that minerals 
could be discussed at the ATCM. Reluctance to list the matter had been overcome and the 
substance of the issue was now barely camouflaged—the agenda item was “Antarctic 
Resources: Effects of Mineral Exploration”.  

What about a world park? 

Then, without warning, on 27 September 1972 an entirely new direction was proposed in an 
unrelated forum: the Second World Conference on National Parks175. The Yellowstone 
conference adopted a recommendation that the Treaty Parties “establish the Antarctic continent 
and the surrounding seas as the first world park, under the auspices of the United Nations”176. 
The proposal had been the initiative of US delegate Nicholas Clinch177. In his view, the “Treaty 
nations were already adhering very closely to the world park concept”178. The inspiration for 
Clinch’s proposal was not revealed. Ricardo Luti of Argentina later said that Argentina had 
made “a proposal of this sort” at one of the Treaty meetings179. Possibly Clinch had been 
influenced by the ‘nature reserve’ suggestion of Australian biologist Robert Carrick ten years 
before at the First World Conference on National Parks180. Or perhaps he was inspired by 
Robert Cushman Murphy’s 1967 proposal for an Antarctic ‘international park’181. Although the 
conference recommendation was not binding, it was potentially significant as it had been 
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endorsed by an international meeting whose participants included representatives of the 
Antarctic Treaty Parties.  

In October 1972, Cabinet debated the issues. The outcome was that at ATCM VII Australia 
would emphasise the need for a multilateral approach. Close consultation would be essential if 
Parties were not to get out of step. In particular, Australia would support French or UK 
proposals to defer resource exploitation because major countries, such as the United States, that 
did not recognise Australian sovereignty had greater technological capacity182. 

As ATCM VII approached, the United Kingdom’s Roberts sought to frame the debate in a 
paper outlining the issues and consolidating other Parties’ proposals183. The UK paper argued 
that early action was required, even if resources were unlikely to be discovered; unilateral 
action would harm the Treaty; and the matter could be addressed without canvassing the 
problem of jurisdiction. Its draft recommendation proposed that Parties establish “agreed 
measures concerning commercial exploration for mineral resources” and that, meanwhile, a 
moratorium be put in place184. This echoed France’s proposal to ban mining for “ten to fifteen 
years”185. Such ideas were premature. The Parties would not commit. Australia’s delegation 
arrived with no position—its briefing said only that: “at the time of preparing this brief, this 
matter was before Ministers”186. The Australian delegation, led by Dame Annabelle Rankin, 
had no guidance until four days into the ATCM when it received its instructions by telephone: 
support the United Kingdom 187. 

1972: ATCM VII, Wellington 

In Wellington, any hoped-for ambiguity dissolved in a discussion fraught with difficulty. The 
meeting papers took different approaches and both Latin American Parties were acutely 
concerned. Argentina warned that “delicate and serious problems … may endanger and even 
finally destroy the Treaty”188. Chile agreed: this was “an extremely grave problem that could 
put an end to the Antarctic Treaty [and] bring to light once more the troubles over 
sovereignty”189. Fearing impacts on high seas rights in the parallel Law of the Sea negotiations, 
the United States said it could accept no more than a two-year moratorium and flatly opposed 
“any limitation on the freedom of action … of United States companies or citizens”190. 
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Australia later observed that this issue was “probably the most contentious to be discussed at 
any Consultative Meeting for some years” with “several days of fruitless discussion”191. In 
partial explanation was that the issue had “a political importance and complexity which made 
inappropriate the usual informal method of work”, compounded by the absence of “old hands” 
familiar with the operation of the ATCM192. Escape from the impasse came from Norway. 
Norwegian deputy head of delegation Tore Gjelsvik convinced delegates of the need for action 
and confirmed that the following year the Nansen Foundation could host an informal 
conference to discuss all aspects of the issue193. To avoid political pitfalls, participation would 
be by personal invitation only and involve experts in relevant legal, conservation, economic or 
technical matters. They would speak personally, not as government representatives194. The 
report would be circulated in advance of the following ATCM (which Norway would also 
host), but not be made public195. A safe way forward had emerged. 

Despite stark differences of view, the elusive minerals issue had made it to an ATCM agenda 
and got discussed. There was no record of the debate in the report, but an important 
Recommendation emerged. It acknowledged the increasing possibility of minerals exploration 
and recognised the responsibility of Parties to protect the environment. The sole operative 
paragraph was that the matter would “be carefully studied and included on the agenda of the 
Eighth Consultative Meeting”196. ‘Carefully studied’ was code for the informal discussions to 
take place in Oslo at the Nansen Foundation. And, while unsaid, another objective had been 
achieved: to demonstrate that the Treaty was dealing with the subject and thus to discourage 
other states or forums “stepping into an assumed vacuum”197. Thus ATCM VII ended: New 
Zealand had hosted the 1972 start of intense discussions on regulating Antarctic minerals and, 
16 years later, it would host the concluding negotiations. 

While externally it was intended to keep quiet the existence of the minerals debates, nothing 
could be done to keep quiet that in Antarctica drilling on the ocean floor was taking place. The 
28th segment of the Deep Sea Drilling Project was conducted by scientists aboard Glomar 
Challenger at multiple sites in Antarctica. While scientifically motivated, the appearance was 
of something different. The unexpected discovery that occurred generated considerable 
interest. Traces of methane and ethane (which can indicate hydrocarbon reserves) were 
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detected at three Ross Sea sites198. As the vessel was not equipped to prevent blowouts, in 
accordance with operational protocols drilling was suspended and the holes plugged199. The 
resources have never been subsequently proved, but that did not stop the discovery being 
repeatedly used as evidence of Antarctic oil200. The Kilroy Company of Texas approached 
Australia about arrangements for petroleum exploration off the AAT, a request deflected on the 
grounds that there was no legislation in place201. For the miner, legislation allowing exclusive 
exploration permits was essential lest a competitor “spud in”202. Furthermore, there was 
provocative reporting from Moscow: Soviet scientists had carried out further geological 
surveys in the inland AAT and “for the first time on such a large scale”203. 

1973: experts meet in Oslo 

Meanwhile, Parties were considering who would go to the Nansen Conference. Australia had 
relaxed its initial hesitations about the forum204. Now it had to settle whether to send two 
representatives, one, or even no-one205. Three weeks before the start Australia was dithering206. 
The conference would cover many issues—the draft outline ran to five pages207. At the last 
minute two Australians went: Norman Fisher, an Antarctic geologist from the Department of 
Minerals and Energy; and Hugh Wyndham, a Foreign Affairs lawyer208. Just four days before 
the conference began, Fisher was briefed: the minerals question was “becoming more pressing 
and Antarctica can no longer be regarded as a sanctuary for scientists”209. Wyndham already 
had Antarctic background having attended the two previous ATCMs. Each of the twelve 
Parties sent experts, 29 in all, with an equal split between technical and legal areas.  

The conference ran from 29 May to 10 June 1973, as many days as a full ATCM. It was hoped 
that being convened by a privately-run foundation, and with an understanding that statements 
would not be attributed to individuals, the conference would encourage frank exchanges. 
Chairing the conference was Norwegian Ambassador Edvard Hambro. His opening address set 
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the tone, emphasising that growing interest in Antarctic resources might raise the question of 
territorial claims “with a new and pressing urgency”. Exploration in the absence of regulation, 
he said, could have grave consequences and “might even jeopardise the primary principle that 
the Antarctic is to be used exclusively for peaceful purposes”. He argued that a jointly accepted 
regime would be necessary and should be in place before any development took place. Echoing 
the proposals made by France and the United Kingdom at ATCM VII, Hambro stressed the 
need “to suspend any exploration and exploitation activities until we have at least established a 
rudimentary framework of rules to govern such activity”210. The conference then divided into 
two Working Groups. One dealt with scientific and technical matters; the other the legal and 
political questions. Hambro chaired the latter, with Wyndham appointed rapporteur211.  

The scientists and technical experts covered considerable ground on the known resources. 
Their report identified a long list of metallic and non-metallic minerals, including an iron ore 
deposit 120 km long and 100 m deep in the AAT’s Prince Charles Mountains that was “large 
enough to meet present world consumption for 200 years”; the widespread presence of coal 
(although poor in quality); and traces of offshore hydrocarbons. The group also examined 
technical challenges and potential environmental issues. It was considered that if pressure were 
to arise it would be primarily for Antarctic offshore oil and gas because of the then known 
limits of other reserves. That said, the Antarctic contribution “would, in all probability, be 
small” and the environmental risks “so great as to be out of proportion to the small gain of 
energy”. The group also concluded that “there is an urgency to begin as soon as possible to 
establish regulatory measures” unless the Parties decided that Antarctic exploration “be 
completely prohibited”212. The latter option was years ahead of its time. 

Meanwhile, in the other room, policy and legal experts examined the scope of the Treaty 
including its emphasis on peaceful uses, its protections for science and cooperation, and 
interaction with the then developing Law of the Sea. Significantly, because of the application 
of the ‘Chatham House rule’, for the first time it was possible to hold detailed discussion on 
jurisdiction (an issue pointedly avoided in the ATCMs)213. This included distinguishing 
between jurisdiction based on territory, citizenship or operator origin—aspects later to become 
important in future minerals negotiations and discussions on liability. Some Parties already had 
domestic legislation that could be used to regulate or prevent Antarctic activities, but others 
would need an international agreement to trigger suitable laws. Views were split on whether 
mining was compatible with the Treaty: some arguing that it was not because of the operation 
of Article IV214. Others argued that as mining was not prohibited, and would be a peaceful use, 
it could proceed provided it was consistent with the Treaty and any Recommendations in 
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force215. The group considered that there was no hurry to allow access—the need was to have 
arrangements in place in advance of anyone wanting to explore. The group considered it more 
urgent to regulate the exploitation of living resources216. Possible courses of action on minerals 
were identified as well as the consequences of inaction. The scope of a possible regime was 
argued and, as an interim measure, there was broad support for a moratorium. The group 
concluded that as CCAS had shown it possible “for the first time in history” to establish a 
regime before exploitation started, it should be possible for minerals as well217. 

1973: the global oil shock 

The frank discussion at the 1973 Nansen Foundation conference ‘broke the ice’ on a vexed 
issue, even if the report was not made public and its impact not immediate218. It was 
nevertheless timely as it came within months of the Glomar Challenger drilling and the 
continued expansion of terrestrial surveys219. More fortuitously, it took place before the 1973 
OPEC oil embargo. While it did not completely eliminate anxieties within the Treaty, it 
probably helped limit the immediate impact of the oil crisis on speculation about Antarctic 
prospects220. The main contribution of the conference was to prepare the ground for two years 
hence: when discussion would continue, and again in Oslo, at ATCM VIII. None of the 
complex issues had been solved, but maybe the Treaty Parties would not be quite so reluctant 
to discuss them as fundamental issues had been aired safely. 

In 1974, the Parties began to exchange views on how the issue could be progressed. Japan 
wanted to “avoid controversy at all costs” as it opposed exploitation in any form (a position 
that it would later reverse)221. Heavily influenced by Hambro’s 1973 paper, Japan supported a 
moratorium because it did not yet possess the technology for mining in Antarctica222. France 
was concerned about a possible “split within the club” if the “present energy situation” pushed 
non-Parties to seek to “share the cake”223. In the United Kingdom, Antarctic policy was being 
reviewed “for the first time since the energy crisis” and a fixed-term moratorium during the 
negotiation of an acceptable regime was likely to be accepted. It argued that an open-ended 
moratorium would be “an admission of failure”224. The United States agreed that there should 
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be some kind of “consultative apparatus” because, although “there was very little to be gained 
from” the Antarctic, “the spectre of potential wealth” increased the risk of disputes if minerals 
exploitation became feasible225. Chile worried that it was “unable to defend its claims and lacks 
the technology to exploit any economic discoveries”. It feared that if valuable resources were 
found, other countries might be encouraged to make their own claims. This explained why in 
1972 Chile sought to prevent even discussing the issue within the ATCM226. The discussions 
would therefore embrace widely disparate views227. 

As for Australia, it was busy giving thought to its policy. The reasons for asserting the AAT in 
1933, including the resources benefit, had been reiterated by the Government in 1957. One of 
the “main reasons” remained: “access to the resources of the Antarctic … and an equitable 
share in the exploitation thereof”. This interest was maintained notwithstanding “uncertainty of 
what these resources are and where they lie”228. The minerals issue was beginning to stir 
dormant sovereign benefits. Until that time, asserting such interests had been a game of 
positioning stations, issuing postage stamps, announcing place names and designating historic 
monuments. Now it was getting serious: at stake was something much more tangible than 
symbols. Australia appeared out of step with the United Kingdom’s aim to “work towards a 
situation where national claims will be irrelevant and will no longer be pressed”, and New 
Zealand’s willingness to renounce its claim altogether229. Australia saw protection of the 
Treaty as the way to preserve its interests230. Thus, tension was inbuilt: the need to balance the 
sovereign right to resources against the need to support the regime which protected sovereignty 
itself. Ironically, protecting sovereignty could mean relinquishing some of its ultimate benefits. 
A multilateral approach would therefore be necessary, even if it meant compromise. 

1974: Law of the Sea issues 

Lurking under the surface was another confounding issue—developments in the Law of the 
Sea conference were raising the fundamental question of the area actually regulated by the 
Antarctic Treaty. It was plausible that Antarctic hydrocarbons would be outside the minerals 
discussion if the operation of Article VI of the Treaty put the seafloor out of scope. Here was a 
threshold issue: would the Antarctic sea floor be covered by a minerals regime? Australia’s 
strong view was that all Antarctic issues should be handled within the Treaty. The waters off 
the AAT were hardly beyond national jurisdiction and, therefore, should not fall under the 
common heritage concepts underpinning the emerging Law of the Sea231. Refusal to cede the 
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Antarctic continental shelf to the Law of the Sea convention would, years later, turn out to help 
ensure its protection from seafloor exploration—but that was not predicted in 1974.  

The United Kingdom was also keen to quarantine Antarctica from the Law of the Sea 
Conference and, in readiness for the ATCM Preparatory Meeting in October 1974, drafted a 
minerals protocol to show that the Treaty Parties “have the matter in hand” and forestall any 
UN attempt “to take our Antarctica”232. The United Kingdom was equally keen, however, that 
its paper not be attributed to them233. The proposal was a rudimentary attempt at a minerals 
regime. It took the form of a protocol and covered mineral resources anywhere south of 60° 
South. It allowed permits for exploration and exploitation, including on the continental shelf. 
Applications would be assessed by the ATCM, and include consideration of whether the 
environment would be protected and interference with science avoided. If an application were 
agreed, jurisdiction would fall to the Party granting the permit, as would any financial 
benefit234. Discussion on the proposal, chaired by Hambro, gained no traction—Chile “saw 
doubts on every page” and the USSR, concerned about environmental impacts, wanted a pause. 
Japan wanted only a moratorium235. And the United States just wanted progress. It didn’t get it. 
In any event, a protocol was ahead of its time because it could be interpreted as amending the 
Treaty—unthinkable to many. The discussion concluded that the issues were such that 
something as ambitious as a draft protocol should not even be circulated further lest it “get into 
the wrong hands in Geneva” (host to the next Law of the Sea negotiations)236. Thus sank the 
first attempt at a minerals regime. Equally unproductive was Australia’s attempt to test 
attitudes to the world park idea raised at the World Parks Congress237. 

February 1975: from “tentative policy to no policy at all” 

Back in Canberra, an Inter-Departmental Committee (IDC) debated what to do in the lead up to 
the next Preparatory Meeting in February 1975. It was unrealistic to sit back and hope that 
Antarctica would not be discussed in Geneva. The IDC lamented, with unremarkable logic, 
“that the problem would not be quite so complex if the US, USSR and Japan recognised claims 
in the Antarctic or made claims of their own”. If they did that, it would not be so hard to keep 
the International Seabed Authority (ISA) out of “our area”238. At risk was both Australia’s 
interests in the continental margin and the continent itself. The Department of Foreign Affairs 
proposed that, in the absence of a firm position on minerals, Australia’s approach to the 
Preparatory Meeting should be just to take note of others’ positions, state that we could not 
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accept a protocol, and avoid going into detail. Henry Burmester of the Attorney-General’s 
Department (A-G’s) summed it up acerbically: “we seemed to have moved from at least a 
tentative policy to no policy at all”239. The world park concept was briefly considered on the 
premise that any interest in Antarctica that could develop in the United Nations might dissipate 
if the focus was on the environment rather than on resources, but the delegation would be 
instructed not to initiate discussion on this240. This position was later dramatically reversed. 

The second Preparatory Meeting for ATCM VIII was held in Oslo in February 1975, with the 
entire focus on the dilemma caused by parallel consideration of Antarctic resources and the 
Law of the Sea negotiations. The Parties were united in protecting the Treaty, but not in how to 
deal with high seas rights—in particular the continental shelf and the jurisdiction of the mooted 
ISA. Firm views were expressed both for the positions of claimants and non-claimants. The 
United States was “diametrically opposed” to the view that the Antarctic continent could 
generate a territorial sea, economic zone or continental shelf and threatened that they “might 
not be able to remain silent” if anyone were to assert that in Geneva. Such language incited 
strong reactions, especially from Argentina and Chile. However, of equal concern to all was 
how to maintain the Treaty’s integrity and have it accepted as the regime to manage the area 
south of 60° South. The common wish was to defend the Treaty, keep Antarctica out of the 
Geneva discussions, and avoid any unilateral actions signalling disunity. It was agreed not to 
commit Parties’ views to paper lest it trigger the Law of the Sea negotiators to look at 
Antarctica—somewhat strange as the existence of Antarctica and the Southern Ocean was 
hardly a secret. If Law of the Sea negotiators did raise Antarctica, the Parties would consult 
further241. Some of the claimants became alarmed at possible new challenges to their interests. 
France suggested early discussions between the claimants to develop a common approach, 
foreshadowing what was to emerge as an influential bloc on resource questions242. 

Australia’s IDC embarked on a wide-ranging policy review covering science, the environment, 
minerals, fisheries, sovereignty, sea law, defence and international relations243. Some 
departmental positions seemed counter-intuitive. For example, the Bureau of Mineral 
Resources (BMR) talked down the prospect of minerals while the Department of Foreign 
Affairs talked them up. The Department of Environment was lukewarm on the environmental 
option of a world park244. At the same time, Australia was receiving advice on other Parties’ 
positions. A divergence was apparent, including between the non-claimants: the USSR argued 
that minerals discussions be deferred, while in April 1975 the United States argued that 
progress towards a regime was necessary in case pressure were to develop with the discovery 
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of commercial deposits245. The United States was undoubtedly aware of developing pressure—
the following month the US State Department cited the absence of agreed rules to decline a 
request from a US corporation for an exclusive ten-year permit to “explore and develop the 
mineral or other resources of the Ross and Weddell Seas”246. “Off the record”, John Heap 
revealed that the United Kingdom was “well on the way to a firm policy” limited to exploring 
“the parameters of a likely regime” and with low “likelihood of any dramatic British 
initiatives”247. Despite not sounding particularly like ‘firm policy’, there was a hint that UK 
pursuit of internationalisation might diminish. Heap thought the best that the ATCM could 
achieve would be agreement to informal inter-sessional work. After all, there was some 
common ground: Antarctica should be kept out of Law of the Sea discussions, exploitation of 
minerals should not disrupt the Treaty, and the environment should be protected. On this basis, 
Prime Minister Whitlam signed off on guidance for Australia’s approach to the ATCM: do 
nothing to prejudice the AAT and rights to the adjacent marine areas, strengthen the Treaty, 
and maintain Australia’s “influence over decisions affecting Antarctica”248. 

9 June 1975: ATCM VIII, Oslo 

ATCM VIII convened in Oslo in June 1975. Agenda Item 17 was “Antarctic Resources: 
Effects of Mineral Exploration”. Camouflaging the item was now unnecessary and any coyness 
evaporated as opening statements repeatedly raised the resources challenge. To emphasise the 
issue, the United Kingdom warned that the lure of minerals “would bring large numbers of 
men swarming into the continent and such an unregulated invasion could be chaotic, strife 
ridden and dangerous”249. Such gendered hyperbole was unnecessary as several papers 
highlighted the issues. The debate revealed the tensions, although fewer than in the Preparatory 
Meeting. In part, this was because of a change of personnel in key delegations and because 
Hambro allowed for “set pieces in plenary” and an informal working group “with a neutral 
chairman to sort out problems”250. Thus Item 17 was referred to two sub-groups chaired by 
Ambassadors Keith Brennan and Pierre Charpentier respectively of Australia and France, two 
Parties at that time enjoying a perceived neutrality.  

12 June 1975: New Zealand proposes a world park, or something  

Mid-meeting reporting referred to what became New Zealand’s often cited ‘world park’ 
proposal. An Australian cablegram records that New Zealand put forward the suggestion that 
“ideally the area should be reserved as an international park in perpetuity”251.  
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This had occurred in Brennan’s sub-group on the morning of 12 June 1975. Notes taken by an 
Australian delegate record the moment the much fêted, ill-fated, mention was made:  

“NZ raises question whether right course might not be to refrain from spoiling this 
continent’s unique characteristics (e.g., the only continent not inhabited by man, 
unique influence in control of weather etc). Urgent action is required of the Treaty 
Parties. Antarctic should be preserved as an international reserve, but NZ aware 
that long term moratorium not acceptable to many”252.  

This was the world park proposal subsequently referred to during the environment debate after 
the demise of the minerals convention253. It meant a complete prohibition on mining. Thus a 
seemingly simple way of sidestepping the minerals issue altogether was being floated. The idea 
had been endorsed by New Zealand Labour Prime Minister Bill Rowling and possibly came 
from the 1972 Second World Conference on National Parks254. It may also have been an 
extension of the ideas put forward in 1956 by Labour’s Walter Nash who, in the context of 
proposals to internationalise Antarctica, had suggested that Antarctica should be “an area that 
ought to belong to all the world, and be free to all the world”255.  

Whatever its genesis, New Zealand’s park idea was launched into turbulent waters. Being an 
informal proposal there was no obligation for other Parties to respond, but it appears they did. 
And the idea sank without trace. Whether it was scuttled by a subtly raised eyebrow in the 
meeting room, or torpedoed by a volley of more forthright objections in the tea break (or both) 
is not recorded. In the Antarctic Treaty context, it was provocatively premature. It has been 
reported that New Zealand’s Head of Delegation, Charles Craw, spoke to the proposal and 
subsequently observed, with an equally apposite analogy, that “if the phrase ‘a lead balloon’ 
was ever applicable, it was on this occasion”256. It was later that the idea would be described as 
a world park. A world park, however, turned out to be no more acceptable257. 

20 June 1975: a moratorium is put in place 

Of the less radical views, at one end were the USSR, Argentina and Chile seeking a 
moratorium. At the other, the United States arguing for immediate work on a regime to 
regulate activities that it saw as inevitable within 15 years258. Compromise would be difficult. 
The US delegation received instructions to reject even a limited moratorium as it would 
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become hard to lift259. The negotiation of this required the “united efforts of the other Parties” 
to persuade the United States and the United Kingdom to accept the need for “restraint”. Met 
with an opposing “display of unity”, the US delegation conceded after obtaining telephoned 
instructions in the last hour of the meeting. The resulting passages were “marginally better than 
nothing [and] on this basis they were approved”260. Thus was the first of many negotiations on 
minerals. What had been agreed? It was a Recommendation recognising “the need for restraint 
while seeking timely agreed solutions”. The operative paragraphs made it look simple: 
“Antarctic Resources: the question of mineral exploration and exploitation” would be fully 
studied “in all its aspects” with a view to a Special Preparatory Meeting to be held in 1976; 
SCAR would assess the environmental impacts and the need for further geological research; 
and the issue would be placed on the next ATCM agenda261.  

Reaching this conclusion in Oslo had been complicated by many factors, including sovereign 
interests. Apart from getting more information, the call for SCAR advice was aimed at keeping 
Antarctica out of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)262. One 
solution was France’s offer to host inter-sessional consultations. A moratorium, however, was 
the most problematic issue with protagonists driven mostly by wanting to catch up 
technologically; opponents concerned about preventing an activity that was legal under the 
Treaty; and the UK view that a moratorium diminished sovereign rights263. The compromises 
in the Recommendation were seen as a reasonable “expression of intent” even if not the 
“robust declaration of policy” that would deflect interest from outside the Treaty. As Brennan 
reported, “while the text on the moratorium may not be entirely satisfactory, it was gratifying 
… to agree on a course of action which required substantial modifications to traditional 
stands”264.  

There was an important lesson for the Treaty Parties more generally—discussions in 1975 were 
among just the original twelve Parties, who had already established a tradition of cooperation. 
As minerals negotiations developed, more states would join and consensus would require even 
greater effort.  

1975: preparations for a Preparatory Meeting 

Any restraint implied by the ATCM VIII Recommendation may have been short-lived. Within 
ten days the USSR proposed a new station, Druzhnaya, “mainly to prospect for minerals”265. 
The United States thought that establishing a presence near the Weddell Sea indicated interest 
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in offshore oil266. New Zealand feared similar action by the United States and Japan. Argentina 
was alarmed it was within their territorial claim267. In Moscow, meanwhile, the Soviet foreign 
ministry disclaimed all knowledge of the proposal268.  

The United Kingdom drafted terms of reference for the Special Preparatory Meeting to be 
hosted by France in June 1976. The discussion would again range widely and environmental 
questions would “figure more strongly”. It could even include the option of prohibiting mining 
completely. The key difference would be attendance by official representatives of 
governments269. Given that the mandate for the Paris ATCM was for the minerals question to 
be studied ‘in all its aspects’ there was opportunity to be frank. The diversity of attitudes had 
not abated and preparation for the 1976 discussion elicited different aspirations.  

In Australia, the Antarctic IDC considered many options including the seemingly contradictory 
view that the Australian Government “has a moral duty … to the Antarctic itself to see that it is 
not ransacked and defiled to the detriment of the animals and sea life”, while retaining “a free 
hand to exploit the AAT at will”270. Belgium considered Antarctica’s continental shelf to be the 
province of the Law of the Sea271. Argentina disagreed272. Norway was determined that 
whatever happened in Antarctica would not undermine its Arctic interests273. The United 
Kingdom was wrangling its position. Brian Roberts, who was about to retire, argued that it 
would be easier to settle the issues before exploitation actually began274. Two months later his 
successor, John Heap, considered that internationalisation of Antarctica was inevitable as the 
Treaty was only “a temporary expedient”: eventually the “central question of the ownership of 
resources will have to be faced [and] interest in exploitation would likely make the retention of 
national sovereignty difficult”275. On minerals, Heap imagined “a common access regime 
based on suspended sovereignty”. However, the United Kingdom opted for a low-key role as it 
would be chairing the forthcoming ATCM276. South Africa objected to internationalisation, but 
considered that “a jointly administered condominium was urgently necessary to prevent 
exploitation by one country at the expense of others”277. Norway agreed278. New Zealand faced 
a contradiction: it wished to maintain its sovereign interests and “if oil was there, they wanted 
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it”279. On the other hand, it was “in no position to enforce exclusive rights” and “eventually the 
whole question of claims would fall apart”280. Ultimately, however, New Zealand wanted to 
stay on side with both the United States and Australia, even though this would require 
Australia “to move much further to accommodate the American position than did New 
Zealand”281. The USSR took a different approach. While opposing internationalisation, “it was 
necessary to extend participation in the Treaty by admitting more States”. Australia suspected 
this meant Soviet Bloc partners282. Chile’s Jorge Berguño pondered using the Svalbard Treaty 
as its model283. Under this, a claimant state would retain sovereignty, but other States would be 
allowed to exploit minerals in accordance with agreed regulations284. Such a position might 
have been fuelled by their concern “that the Americans might try to dump the claimants”285.  

The US intent was ambiguous. The State Department’s Theodore Sellin insisted that any 
progress on minerals “be made in the Treaty context286. This was despite the fact the United 
States had fundamental differences of view over sovereignty including “the prospect of 
claimant states, like Australia, seeking recognition of economic zones if these are established 
by the Law of the Sea”287. On one hand, the United States was treading carefully, willing to see 
an equitable solution rather than a quick one288. On the other hand, it was not clear whether the 
United States wanted “to speed it up or to slow it down or to do the latter while attempting to 
preserve the appearance of aiming for the former” and that its purpose was to “be doing no 
more than going through the motions of seeking a solution within the Antarctic club while 
looking for a quite different solution”289. Complicating this diversity of views between the 
Parties were Sri Lanka’s rumblings within the Non-Aligned Summit290. Not only was the 
exploitation of minerals on the table, but potentially the future of the Treaty itself291. 

June 1976: the Paris Special Preparatory Meeting 

With three months until the Paris Special Consultative Meeting, close attention was being 
given to these questions in Canberra in a series of IDCs. Peter Crawford of the Department of 
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Environment, Housing and Community Development intervened early to remind IDC 
participants that environmental protection was essential292. A subsequent paper catalogued the 
risks posed by mining to “the least polluted of all ecosystems in the world”—risks so great that 
“the area should be left unexploited” but, if exploration occurred, it should be preceded by “a 
full assessment of the environmental impact”. The paper noted that Australia had not yet 
considered the 1972 world park proposal and that thought should be given to declaring “all of 
the Australian Antarctic Territory as a national park”293. At the next IDC, the issue triggered a 
frank debate—frank enough for Henry Burmester to observe wryly that the introduction to the 
Foreign Affairs paper was “more comprehensive than the content”294. BMR updated its 
assessment of Antarctic minerals, concluding that those in the AAT were uneconomic and that 
“most would not warrant further investigation if they occurred elsewhere”295. But it then 
admitted insufficient research had been done296. Despite the ambiguity, it was clear that 
resources were still inextricably linked with the notion of national interests. It was also clear 
that departments did not share a common view, something to become an even stronger factor in 
future297. The IDC grew to ten departments and contemplated what position to put to Cabinet 
before Paris. Sovereignty was key. The Department of Science took the view that sovereignty 
was not an end in itself, “but a means of safeguarding or realising objectives”298. Eli 
Lauterpacht of Foreign Affairs went further, insisting that “the most crucial point in the whole 
matter, namely that the essential content of sovereignty for Australia, is the economic benefits 
to be derived therefrom”299. That was even if the benefits were unknown. Three more IDCs 
finalised the Cabinet submission and brought together disparate views: it would simultaneously 
seek to strengthen the Treaty, maintain sovereignty, protect the environment and continue 
restraint on minerals exploration300. The resources issues had precipitated the most intense 
analysis of domestic Antarctic objectives for years, with a vigour not repeated until the other 
end of the minerals debate.  

One day before the Paris meeting, Chile caucused with the Southern Hemisphere claimants to 
exchange views—this was the first of many gatherings of its kind. Australia, Argentina and 
Chile agreed to be the de facto “spokesmen of claimant state interests, with Australia assuming 
the lead role”301. All agreed that claimants should not yield to US demands for free access to 
Antarctica’s resources. All were committed to the Antarctic Treaty’s Article IV and ensuring a 
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balance between claimant and non-claimant interests. A simple ‘without prejudice’ statement 
would not be acceptable302. Finding that balance would prove immensely difficult.  

In Paris, the Special Preparatory Meeting had SCAR’s draft response to the 1975 
Recommendation ATCM VIII-14. Apart from addressing environmental risks, it reminded 
Parties just how little firm data there was on minerals303. Discussions could therefore proceed 
essentially untroubled by imminent exploration. The first day set the scene. The United States 
assessed that the offshore area could yield “oil in the order of magnitude of tens of billions of 
barrels”304. It pressed for action, arguing that progress should “not be delayed indefinitely by 
requests for further studies” and echoing its conditional support for “voluntary restraint on 
exploitation provided that this is accompanied by visible progress”. The United Kingdom now 
hinted it was “moving towards a more claimant posture”305. With growing attention from 
outside the Treaty, it was feared that if Parties did not act, they would lose control of the issue. 
Most problematic was the intersection with sovereignty. The United States wanted non-
discriminatory access to all areas; others demanded that the interests of claimants be 
satisfied306. Brennan was forthright. Sovereignty was not negotiable and Australia “would not 
accept an arrangement under which the substance of sovereignty was traded for its shadow …. 
we do not seek to destroy the positions of others, but in return should not be asked to concur in 
the destruction of our own”. Brennan reported that “for all its candour and vigour, the speech 
was accepted by the Americans as a fair statement of position”307. The discussion was robust: 
“our position was being rejected in terms as flat as those in which it was being asserted”308. 
Similarly, Argentina and Chile were not prepared to acquiesce if “they were left with the 
trappings of sovereignty while losing its substance”. New Zealand, however, appeared 
prepared to “accept some abatement of sovereignty”309.  

Despite the focus on claimant rights, the need for environmental safeguards received wide 
recognition. Australia was pushing hard. Brennan remarked that a key achievement should be 
environmental principles to govern future mining310. Australia’s paper proposed prior 
environmental assessments in advance of mining. It also provided for restoration of an affected 
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area “to approximate the original conditions”311. This was the first time a mandatory scheme 
was proposed for Antarctic environmental assessment and was later to become a defining 
feature of both the minerals regime and the subsequent Madrid Protocol. New Zealand’s 
proposal was even more ambitious. It was the only one to outline a regime, and it involved a 
regulatory committee to consider exploration proposals. It would take decisions by consensus 
and have the power to veto developments. It also allowed zones in which mining could be 
prohibited312. While focusing on the environment and “designed to steer a middle course ... it 
found critics on all sides”313. Reactions were sharp, variously described as an “effort to 
reconcile the irreconcilable”; it “dealt with issues far beyond its purported objective”; it was 
“overly simplistic” and “premature”314.  

Such concerns were symptomatic of the complexity of minerals activities. Fundamental issues 
had been exposed: the importance of environment protection; science; technology; licensing, 
revenue and taxes; area of application; equitable access; international expectations; prospects 
for a moratorium; and even the future of the Treaty itself. Lurking beneath almost every topic 
was the question of sovereignty. As Brennan remarked: “unresolved sovereignty issues which 
were set aside when the Treaty was concluded have now surfaced and will not disappear”315. 
Such debate was to be repeated as negotiation between polarised positions progressed. Adding 
to the complexity was that the issue had moved into the public domain with, at times, 
exaggerated newspaper headlines316. 

1976: an “imbroglio of policy reviews” in Australia 

The Paris meeting had examined the “political and legal issues in greater depth than had 
hitherto been attempted”. It was also clear “there was little agreement about what should be 
done”317. Back in capitals the Parties took stock. In Canberra, the meeting was seen as 
“perhaps more valuable than appears”: attitudes “were expressed more clearly…than has ever 
been done since the signing of the Treaty”; sovereignty would not be ignored; and support for 
the Treaty remained strong. The delegation report triggered a “fresh re-think” of Australian 
policy, despite lamenting “we have an imbroglio of policy reviews out of which we must create 
some order”318. Brennan advised that Australia had become the de facto leader of the 
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claimants319. It was time to reflect. The IDC set up working groups to define the national 
interests and how they should be pursued320. Key issues were the protection of claimant 
interests and the stability of the Treaty itself. Concern for the environment “would provide 
cogent reason for looking towards a moratorium”, and the high cost of compliance with likely 
requirements might deter interest in mining anyway321. Despite recognising that “it is highly 
unlikely that oil can be extracted”, a moratorium “to the year 2000 or for at least 10 years” 
would be desirable. Global oil demand, however, made a world park option unrealistic322. New 
Zealand, also reviewing its policy, was equally pessimistic about permanent protection of 
Antarctica, now describing that as a “hopeless task”323. 

1977: “the real stuff of sovereignty” 

1977 would see another ATCM, this time in London. However, the Special Preparatory 
Meeting had achieved little except expose differences. The tensions were clear: claimants 
remained firm; the USSR and Japan wanted to defer the issue; and the United States wanted 
immediate action, but only on their terms. Brennan was “worried about the ‘snail’s pace’ of 
Treaty negotiations” and thought that “not even the vaguest form of a solution will emerge” 
from the meeting324. The likelihood of progress would depend on reconciling Parties’ attitudes. 
In the United States, the State Department was moving to commission an environmental 
assessment of possible mineral development (ostensibly to reduce the lead time in case of a 
future legislative requirement)325. A link was being drawn between energy policy and 
Antarctica’s potential, with the CIA assessing that “pressure for new petroleum sources will 
begin to mount sharply from 1980”326. The USSR and Japan thought that nothing should be 
done which could reactivate the claims. This was an anathema to Australia as it implied that 
Article IV of the Treaty had somehow deactivated them327. Australia viewed handling 
sovereignty the “threshold question”. The claims were a reality, just as they had been when the 
Treaty was negotiated, but a solution based on an Article IV no-prejudice approach would be 
inadequate in a resources context328. In Brennan’s view, it was “only the existence of claims 
which provides any justification … for treating resources other than part of the common 
heritage of mankind”329. With uncertainties in parallel consideration of the marine living 
resources issue, Third World attitudes, and Law of the Sea negotiations, Ministers decided not 
to change policy and that any discussion of Antarctic minerals should be done “without 
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commitment”330. Brennan was blunter: there were two tensions—that “between the activists 
and the passivists”, and that “between the claimants and the non-claimants”. For the latter “an 
acceptable solution … cannot end in a victory for one side or the other. It must end in a 
draw”331. This was potentially a major concession for Brennan, a strong defender of claimant 
interests, who took the view that the Article IV accommodation over territorial claims applied 
only to matters addressed in the Treaty—therefore not minerals, and thus a claimant could 
pursue exclusive benefits332. 

New Zealand adopted a middle path. Having come to the view that exploitation was inevitable, 
and “reluctantly” accepting that it was unrealistic to expect exclusive claimant rights, it hoped 
to bridge the “divergent views held by the United States on the one hand, and Australia on the 
other”. The issue was how to “preserve the most important aspects of the Treaty” and achieve a 
“political accommodation” which included special recognition of the claimants’ interests333. 
Foreign Minister Brian Talboys wrote that “in brief, what we are interested in is not a sterile 
legal claim, but a share in the real stuff of sovereignty” although, provided there were suitable 
safeguards, “it is timely for the claimants to make some compromise”334. It was this crucial 
compromise that the minerals negotiations sought to achieve, with New Zealand leading the 
process, starting with the principles it took to London335. 

September 1977: ATCM IX, London 

The Parties met in London in September 1977 at, for the first time, a three-week ATCM. Now 
thirteen Parties were around the table as there was an new ATCP: Poland, the first Consultative 
Party to be added since the Treaty’s 1961 entry into force336. The agenda included two major 
issues: marine living resources and minerals. It also included environmental matters. Following 
the lead at the Special Preparatory Meeting, the legal and political aspects of minerals were 
separated from the scientific, technical and environmental337. SCAR had finalised its response 
to Recommendation VIII-14 and maintained pessimism about the prospect of economic 
minerals or offshore hydrocarbons. It was frank about the environmental hazards338. The 
ATCM used SCAR’s work as the basis for a Group of Experts (led by the United Kingdom’s 
Martin Holdgate) which met over ten days. It concluded that it would be at least a decade 
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before exploration would be contemplated and further assessment was required on 
environmental considerations. A Working Group on legal and political matters followed. 
Gradual movement towards a minerals regime became evident, although it was recognised that 
many sensitive issues would need to be addressed. A sticking point was the form of any 
moratorium—the USSR seeking an “absolute moratorium”, and the United States and Japan 
seeking only “voluntary restraint” while progress was made. The United Kingdom and New 
Zealand supported a moratorium only until the following ATCM as, with a longer pause, “any 
sense of urgency would be lost”339. The perennial polarisation on sovereignty continued to 
rankle. Australia, Argentina and Chile insisted that the issue be addressed in any regime. New 
Zealand adopted a “rather more middle of the road” attitude. The United Kingdom appeared to 
be “a reluctant claimant”, and Norway was “similarly ambivalent”340. The United States, 
however, was less “even handed” with respect to sovereignty issues in respect of minerals than 
it was in parallel marine living resources discussions. This divergence led to “many hours of 
protracted and confused debate” resulting in a “somewhat unsatisfactory formulation”341. In 
Brennan’s view, that was “a secondary matter compared with the unambiguous and unanimous 
acceptance of the principle” of no-prejudice to the claims342. There were still stark differences 
of approach. Nevertheless, the ATCM adopted Recommendation IX-1. It kept minerals on the 
agenda, restated the principles agreed in Paris, reiterated the protections of Article IV, and 
called for intensified consultations. It also confirmed the moratorium, although the term was 
sufficiently controversial that far more oblique wording was required—it was couched as a 
request to “refrain from all exploration and exploitations” while there was “progress towards 
the timely adoption of agreed solutions”343. 

Marine living resources 

The prospect of progress was an impressive achievement given the divergence of positions. 
However, despite the effort on discussing minerals, ATCM IX saw a far more tangible 
outcome: progress on conserving marine living resources. These discussions were chaired by 
Brennan who considered this “the major outcome of the meeting” and “perhaps the most 
significant step taken by the Consultative Parties since 1959”344. Australia had presented a 
draft convention which included the concept of a regime based on the ecosystem approach345. 
Brennan successfully steered the meeting towards agreeing to develop a regime that would 
conserve resources, protect the ecosystem as a whole and, if necessary, extend north of 60° 
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South346. Brennan noted that “the atmosphere of the meeting was surprisingly good given the 
frankness of the exchanges, the difficulty of the issues, and the protracted nature of the 
discussions”. Sovereignty was confronted and delegations “forced to face up to the necessity of 
dealing with issues which have rested submerged since 1959”347. There were commitments to 
further work on minerals, two meetings on marine living resources and a meeting on 
telecommunications—all to be done before the 1979 ATCM. The Antarctic agenda was now 
full. Brennan again: “Australia will become even more pre-occupied with Antarctic questions 
than has been the case even in the recent past”348. On one issue, marine living resources, 
Australia had been handed a key leadership role—a result hailed when the delegation returned 
home349.  

With attention focused on marine living resources, the pressure came off minerals. The former 
went on to occupy three years of negotiating effort. Australia took a lead, including hosting 
two sessions of the second Special Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (SATCM II) and 
informal consultations in Berne with Brennan chairing. The result was the Convention on the 
Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR), adopted in Canberra on 20 
May 1980350. It was a major step forward in developing the Treaty System’s ability to address 
resource issues, including accommodating differences of views over sovereignty351. However, 
Australia’s special influence and credibility on the Antarctic’s marine living resources were to 
be severely tested when it came to the next resources problem, minerals. 

In the background, a familiar issue simmered. While rapid progress was being made on marine 
living resources, concern was emerging that although living resources could “be exploited 
without regard to zones claimed”, for minerals it would still be necessary to give claimants 
special recognition352. Talboys lamented that New Zealand’s effort to put the problem aside in 
a world park had “proved unacceptable”353. Sovereignty had to stay front of mind as Australia 
was also about to consider whether to proclaim a 200 nautical mile fishing zone off the AAT in 
line with emerging international maritime law354. Such issues arose again as the Parties came 
together in Washington in July 1979 to further consider legal and political issues in the lead up 
to that year’s ATCM X. It was reported that the meeting was “revealing in the way delegations 
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trod carefully and, for the most part, tried to avoid mere repetitions of entrenched positions”. 
Importantly, it had also been agreed that any regime would determine whether mining would 
be acceptable and, if so, the mechanisms to govern it355. In Australia, Foreign Affairs argued 
that the non-claimant view that the Treaty “freezes territorial claims” should be challenged 
because, if accepted, it would misrepresent the intent of Article IV356. The timing of an 
academic article putting the case for recognising Antarctica as “common space” was 
potentially unhelpful for claimants357. Surprisingly, bureaucrats welcomed it as being 
“extremely useful as a reference on the type of arguments” used to deny the claims358.  

While Parties were softening their attitudes to a minerals regime, further complications 
emerged. Press reports announced Japan’s intention to embark on a three-year plan for 
prospecting oil in Antarctic waters using Hakurei Maru. It would visit the Ross Sea, where gas 
had been encountered in 1975. This was despite the restraint Parties had agreed. Japan stressed 
that no decision had been made and the destination was a matter of speculation359.  

1979: environmentalism comes to Antarctica 

At the same time there was an equally important development: environmental concerns 
engaging the Australian public extended to the issue of Antarctica’s future. Conscious of the 
marine living resources discussion underway, in 1978 the Barton Federal Electorate Council of 
the Australian Labor Party (ALP) decided that “the Antarctic region should be preserved as a 
wilderness area” and put the idea to Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser360. In 1979 the Antarctic 
Defence Coalition lobbied Foreign Minister Andrew Peacock and Science Minister James 
Webster to support a ban on Antarctic mining and oil exploration361. Friends of the Earth called 
on Peacock to argue for Antarctica “as the first world preserve”, nominate the AAT as “world 
natural heritage”, and urge other Antarctic claimants to do the same362. Peacock rebuffed a 
request from Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF) Director Geoff Mosley to be included 
in Australia’s ATCM delegation, but promised that ACF views would be “taken into account 
in formulating Australian policy towards Antarctica”363. There was even less sympathy for 
Earthscan which, Brennan said, “consistently works against claimant state interests”364. While 
the Government would go on to have a productive relationship with non-government 
organisations (NGOs), compatibility with overall government objectives would necessarily 
determine the quality of that cooperation. An immediate challenge was the possible 
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implications of its decision on the Australian Fishing Zone (AFZ) for its approach to non-
living resources365. This was not just a domestic dilemma and, even though a decision on the 
AFZ had not actually been made, the issue became very public. A pre-ATCM Earthscan 
seminar stoked media interest in the future of the Treaty. Keith Brennan was asked whether 
Australia would pool title to Antarctic resources in a 13-nation condominium. His comment 
that “Australia had jurisdiction over the mineral resources of the continental shelf off the 
AAT” provoked a US delegate to describe Australia’s claim as “amazing and invalid”366. It 
also created startling headlines. Brennan was quoted as saying “the oil belongs to Australia” 
and that OPEC “does not share the proceeds of their oil. There are few precedents for it, and 
we have no intention of starting one”367. Brennan reported that “news media interest at this 
consultative meeting is greater than anything we have experienced previously” and observed 
glumly that “I fear we may be getting rather too much publicity”368. Seemingly by coincidence, 
while the ATCM was underway, back at Yarralumla the Governor-General proclaimed all the 
waters for 200 nautical miles around Australia and all its external territories for the purposes of 
the Fisheries Act369. It is not clear if Brennan was aware of this, or whether the news made it to 
the ATCM, but its timing was potentially awkward given the sensitivity of the United States 
(and others) about overt demonstrations of sovereignty. However, any doubts about the 
desirability of making the proclamation were dismissed six weeks later when a separate one 
excepted the waters extending from the AAT370. 

1979: ATCM X and “a slightly elliptical draft” 

Recommendation IX-1 in 1977 had called for intensified minerals consultations but, as Foreign 
Affairs noted, this “had not really taken place” because of the pre-occupation with marine 
living resources371. At ATCM X in Washington, the minerals issue would be revived. The 
meeting had a full agenda and, again, three weeks had been scheduled. Apart from minerals, it 
had to attend to a range of other issues. Minerals were again referred to two working groups, 
one dealing with legal and political issues and, the other, the scientific and environmental 
aspects372. The latter was informed by inter-sessional progress made in the Group of Experts 
and updated advice received from SCAR373. The former revisited old ground, again revealing 
the diversity of positions. Any sense of harmony was qualified by assurances they were 
“personal opinions” given on a “non-committal basis”. Nevertheless, there was optimism that 
minerals could be referred to a SATCM in 1980 (assuming that marine living resources 
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negotiations would have concluded by then)374. For the first time the discussions produced “a 
discernible framework for a mineral resources regime”, although whether a regime would 
actually determine the environmental acceptability of mining remained contentious. 
Furthermore, there was tacit recognition that the regime should not weaken the positions of 
claimants or non-claimants375. The ATCM X report explained little of what had transpired, but 
the fulsome Recommendation X-1 captured it all (well almost all: it made no mention of the 
moratorium). The decision was to continue consultations on the form of a regime; hold a 
meeting before the 1981 ATCM XI to review work done so far; and improve assessments of 
environmental consequences376.  

The moratorium, central though it was, did not get included. Debate in Washington had been 
polarised between those who saw a political advantage in restating the moratorium and those, 
led by the USSR, who argued that having to reiterate the existence of the moratorium implied 
doubt about its integrity. The result of extended negotiation was inclusion in the 
Recommendation of a request that Governments “take note of progress made” towards the 
timely adoption of a mineral resources regime. Language often holds the key to the door of 
progress in Antarctic affairs. This would not be the first (or last) time that obscurity, bifocalism 
or creative ambiguity would precipitate consensus (or vice versa). On this occasion it was aptly 
described as a “slightly elliptical” solution377. 

1980: “we are not trying to stop this anymore” 

Elliptical or not, the Washington outcome built momentum. The following month, November 
1979, New Zealand offered to host a meeting in 1980. Although this enthusiasm to lead would 
pay off handsomely in 1982, the offer was a little premature. Japan and the United States also 
contemplated a role. In any event, it seemed sensible to wait until the marine living resources 
negotiations ended378. That more urgent issue had been dealt with and now it was time to give 
full attention to minerals. The Parties could not dither. The United States had proposed an 
ocean drilling program, with eight companies participating and Antarctic waters to “get early 
attention”379. Such developments, coinciding with CCAMLR’s conclusion, appeared to 
precipitate further calls for a “world preserve”, this time with NGOs also demanding a full 
public inquiry380. Japan, too, stoked public interest with media reports of Hakurei Maru’s 
planned 1980-81 offshore surveys381. Japan confirmed such surveys would be relevant to 
“determining the likelihood of oil being found”, although denied it was actually a “search for 
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oil” in breach of the moratorium. Officials were “confident that the scientific data would be 
publicly available as long as academics were involved”382. Despite these reassurances, “some 
eyebrows were raised” when the expedition’s publicity material surfaced383. Meanwhile, in 
anticipation of a minerals regime, the US State Department had commissioned its 
environmental impact statement, not for exploration and development, but for the regime that 
would regulate it—a distinction easily lost on some. The distinction was, however, important 
in the United States for reassuring environmental groups384. 

The United States ended up hosting the meeting called for in ATCM Recommendation X-1, so 
the Parties returned to Washington in December 1980 to continue discussions. The claimants 
caucused to identify a “shopping list” of objectives. The common thread was a demand for 
preferential treatment—the free access arrangements just agreed for marine living resources 
were “not an appropriate model”385. A further incentive for progress emerged. The Chair, 
Morris Busby of the State Department, urged haste given the likelihood that Antarctic minerals 
could be raised in the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) as early as 1982386. Chile 
suggested concluding the regime in 1981—somewhat optimistic as the six-year negotiations 
did not even start until 1982. Progress nevertheless seemed possible. The USSR’s Vladimir 
Golitsyn was frank: “we are not trying to stop this anymore, we gave that up in 1977”387. 
Haste, however, would not solve the perennial sticking point: some claimants said that 
consensus was impossible if it extinguished sovereignty388. In Australia’s view, “any solid, 
substantial concession on the part of claimants needed to be matched with a solid, substantial 
movement by non-claimants”. But to the United States, being prepared just to embark on a 
regime showed it had already moved. The United States and the USSR reminded Parties that 
their bases of claim were specifically reserved in Treaty Article IV, essentially asserting a 
freedom to act both as non-claimants and claimants389. The need to accommodate differences 
was clear, but how to achieve it was not. Despite claimants signalling room to move, non-
claimants would make no move towards middle ground if to do so gave any recognition to the 
claims390. What was achieved, however, was consolidation of a method of work that would 
over many years characterise the minerals discussions, the Protocol and, later, the liability 
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debate: a Chair would produce a ‘personal report’, without obligation, as a basis for the next 
round391.  

1981: “evidence of a serious intention” 

1981 would see ATCM XI in Buenos Aires. A February Preparatory Meeting set the scene for 
the minerals discussions. The seven claimants caucused privately to coordinate approaches on 
access to resources and revenue sharing, as well as the threshold question of recognising that 
claims existed392. Claimant unity would be key. In contrast to the internationalisation ideal 20 
years earlier, the reversal of UK attitudes appeared complete: it was displaying “a deeply 
entrenched claimant state position”, putting “the position of the claimants with great 
vigour”393. Brennan, leading again for Australia, argued that with Antarctica likely to be raised 
in UNGA it would be necessary to find early agreement on minerals. Any claimant flexibility 
on sovereign rights had to be reciprocated—if not, “it would have a profound effect”. A 
“small-print Article IV type disclaimer on the back” would be insufficient394. The United 
States offered a glimmer of hope: while it “might not answer the question in exactly the form it 
was posed” the claimants “would find the answer helpful”395. How helpful was not clear. South 
Africa and Norway intervened late to emphasise the difference between recognising that 
sovereignty claims existed and recognising the sovereignty claims themselves. This pointed to 
the prospect of a “political solution … without changing the legal position”396. Despite this, the 
United States and the USSR still insisted the regime provide equal access to resources with “no 
distinction between claimants and non-claimants”. Brennan warned that any state issuing 
licences to exploit within the AAT “would find itself in serious international dispute” but the 
United States retorted that Australia could not object as Article IV.2 served to prevent such 
disputes, a potentially alarming response397. While the meeting appeared to make little 
substantive progress, the Parties left the Preparatory Meeting with a draft Recommendation, 
crafted by Busby’s ‘Friends of the Chair’ group398. Brennan, disappointed because the draft did 
not specifically mention accommodation of the claims, reflected optimistically that “in many 
ways, the extreme caution of the non-claimants is evidence of a serious intention” to 
negotiate399. Japan was also disappointed, but for a quite different reason. The Hakurei Maru’s 
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survey of the Bellingshausen Sea had found “no useful petroleum or mineral deposits”400. The 
minerals debate was still about hypothetical activities. 

Pre-ATCM XI consultations revealed latent discomfort with the ‘Friends of the Chair’ draft, 
some arguing that ignoring the claims issue was “a crucial defect”. The four Southern 
Hemisphere claimants rallied around this issue, but were wary of engaging the United 
Kingdom, France and Norway prematurely lest it be perceived as creating a bloc401. Belgium 
thought disagreement over the draft “the most difficult problem to be resolved” but it could not 
be required “to recognise today what it refused to recognise in 1959”402. While Heap was 
disappointed, he rather surprisingly admitted that “the UK did not attach much importance to 
Recommendations”. He argued that rather than react immediately “it would be preferable to 
keep our powder dry”. In any event, there were differences within Whitehall and the United 
Kingdom was involved “in some difficult soul-searching”403. The USSR dismissed these 
debates “since amendments could not be proposed to a text which had not been approved”404. 
The position was hard-line: it could not even accept a reference to “the national interests of all 
Parties”, precipitating the understated French reaction that these “were not grounds for 
optimism”405. So, the difficulties remained obvious—and this was not on the substance of a 
minerals regime, it was only on a Recommendation for further work. 

1981: ATCM XI, Buenos Aires 

In mid-winter 1981 the Parties gathered in Buenos Aires for ATCM XI, 20 years to the day 
since the Treaty’s entry into force. There were now 14 Parties406. Claimants no longer held a 
majority: in number, non-claimants equalled claimants. This balance would dramatically 
change as the minerals discussions proceeded. Regulation of minerals activities was the lead 
agenda item and agreement to develop a regime appeared inevitable. In his opening address, 
New Zealand delegation head Chris Beeby offered to host a SATCM early the following 
year407. The focus of discussion was solely on the ‘Friends of the Chair’ draft terms of 
reference for such a meeting. With familiar rhetoric on the principles, and distracting 
dogmatism on the detail, the debates were a dogged re-run of existing views408. While the 
meeting report provided only two trivial paragraphs on the subject, Recommendation XI-1 ran 
to three carefully negotiated pages that reaffirmed the moratorium while reiterating the will to 
conclude a minerals regime urgently. The SATCM’s work would be based on the outcomes of 
the three previous ATCMs. Included as fundamentals were maintenance of the Treaty and 
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protection of the environment. The regime would include means to assess the impact of mining 
and its acceptability409. The claims issue was handled with “a conscious ambiguity”, which 
Brennan considered “satisfactory”. The claimants had met almost every day with New Zealand 
as spokesperson, and “Beeby carried the heavy burden of negotiation skilfully”410. Leading 
Australia for the last time, Brennan himself was given special credit “for his untiring and 
effective efforts which were instrumental in obtaining the Recommendation”411. The same 
could be said for his role in CCAMLR. Thus, as one leading figure in Antarctic diplomacy left 
the forum, another would emerge as Beeby went on to Chair the SATCM on minerals. With 
negotiating positions intact, Beeby assumed the task of engineering a consensus on minerals. 
Little did he know how long that would take412. 

As arrangements for SATCM IV emerged, so did the complications. Firstly, Japan’s search for 
hydrocarbons was drawing attention413. Some Parties were worried about the stability of the 
moratorium, especially because of the involvement of the Japan National Oil Corporation, and 
concern that the previous season’s Bellingshausen Sea findings had not been made available. 
Japan was now moving into the Weddell Sea. Furthermore, it was unclear what it would do 
with its data—it was arguing that Treaty obligation for making scientific data available did not 
require providing all of it414. This raised suspicions. If hydrocarbons were found and the fact 
concealed, the whole tenor of the debate would change415. 

A parallel complication was the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), an 
inter-governmental organisation which included representatives of the Antarctic Treaty Parties, 
calling on the Treaty to change direction. Echoing the 1972 Second World Conference on 
National Parks, IUCN resolved that Antarctica should be given “a designation which connotes 
worldwide its unique character”. In the same breath, the IUCN urged that “no mineral regime 
be brought into operation until such time as full consideration has been given to protecting the 
Antarctic environment completely”416. 

Equally challenging was the concurrent eruption of Argentina’s dispute with the United 
Kingdom over the Islas Malvinas/Falklands Islands. Argentina’s use of force, and the robust 
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UK response, brought the threat of conflict to the edge of the Treaty area417. A further 
complication was the reported discovery of oil between Tierra del Fuego and the disputed 
islands418. It has even been suggested that the potential for offshore oil near the islands might 
have been a factor behind Argentina’s actions419. The dispute’s long-term implications for the 
minerals discussions were not immediately clear. With fear the moratorium would erode, 
pressure from outside the Treaty, and growing interest by India and China, negotiations had to 
proceed, although negotiations would only make sense if all Parties participated. For the 
claimants, unity was “of crucial importance” but now at risk420. Important for all the Parties, 
including those engaged in hostilities, was to keep the conflict quarantined421. Ahead were 
internal difficulties to manage—a decade of informal discussions had led to an agreement to 
attempt the development of binding rules on Antarctic minerals resource activities. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A minerals convention 

June 1982 to June 1988 

 

Informal discussion of the minerals problem had tentative beginnings in 1970 but, 
by 1981, the Parties had agreed to commence formal negotiations in a Special 
Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting. It would take another six years to see if 
the Parties would succeed. This chapter explores the development of those 
negotiations and the mechanisms to bring them to conclusion with consensus 
around a new convention. 

 

June 1982: Special Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting IV, Wellington 

SATCM IV opened in Wellington on 14 June 1982. It was a decade since the Parties, also in 
Wellington, had decided to tackle minerals. Chris Beeby chaired. Before him were delegates 
from all 14 Parties, several having been involved in Antarctic affairs for many years. Argentina 
and the United Kingdom were sitting at the same table while their armed forces were at war. 
The authority for the meeting was Recommendation XI-1, itself a product of intense 
negotiation. Beeby’s task was formidable. He outlined the key elements: the urgency of the 
work; integration of the regime with the Treaty, which had to be maintained in its entirety; and 
the need to cover Antarctica and adjacent offshore areas other than the deep seabed. All stages 
of minerals activity had to be regulated. It also had to consider involvement by non-Treaty 
states; cooperation with other international organisations; and the research needed to inform 
environmental management decisions422. Reflecting the strong New Zealand policy position, 
Beeby insisted that environment protection was fundamental423. To canvass views he circulated 
a questionnaire targeting specific issues including the time-frame for adopting a regime; 
whether it should be a comprehensive or umbrella agreement; its institutions and their 
composition; decision-making processes; environmental standards; and dispute settlement 
mechanisms424.  
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Some Parties came with specific proposals. The USSR urged a simple convention with details 
to be resolved later. The United States offered a more complex approach—to address the 
“essential internal accommodation”, it would divide Antarctica into four regions and activities 
would be decided by regional panels. Each Party could participate in only two panels (this was 
helpful to Australia as the AAT straddled two of the proposed regions), and none could 
exercise a veto. This was rejected by the USSR and received poorly by some, while others said 
it was “not beyond redemption”425. The USSR’s “obstructive tactics” were countered by a US 
threat to “reconsider its policy of voluntary restraint”426. Attention turned to the claimants’ 
proposals, each of which reiterated their sovereignty. None were well received: “Australia 
presented a hard-line paper generated by Foreign Affairs, and this caused one of the sharpest 
reactions … Japan and South Africa were particularly caustic”427. Australia had proposed that 
claimants control activities in their territories428. Such provocation was unproductive because, 
to that point, “non-claimants have not indicated any concessions … as it is fundamentally 
easier for claimants than non-claimants to concede points”. At their informal meeting in 
Canberra the previous month, the claimants had agreed “to maximise the benefits from their 
sovereignty” and to act in concert, at least in objectives if not in tactics429. Australia’s 
ambitions had been consistent with the delegation brief: while recognising that “a regime is 
likely to entail something less than the full exercise of sovereignty”, the delegation was 
instructed to make what was essentially an ambit claim by starting “from a maximum position 
of sovereignty”430.  

Environmental ideas proved more promising. Despite being described by the USSR as a 
“distraction”, emphasis was put on “protecting the fragile and pristine Antarctic environment to 
a degree unprecedented elsewhere in the world”431. Side discussions chaired by the United 
Kingdom on 18 and 21 June established the principle that environmental considerations in the 
“final ‘go/no go’ decision” had to carry equal weight with economic considerations432. The 
meeting outcomes therefore included agreement that “protection of the unique Antarctic 
environment and its dependent ecosystems should be a basic consideration”433. Little else was 
settled at the first session of SATCM IV other than agreement to meet again in 1983. Beeby 
circulated ‘without prejudice’ the outline of a possible regime comprising no more than a list of 
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headings, initially presented as a skeleton434, then as a schema435. In fact, fully half of the 
meeting had been on just one aspect: debate “on the form of the regime took up almost all of 
the second week”436. Interesting meeting dynamics emerged. Most active were the USSR, the 
United Kingdom and United States. Australia, Belgium, Japan and Poland were least active437. 
It had been expected that the divide would be between claimants and non-claimants, but this 
did not occur: the split appeared to be “USSR and Poland versus the rest”438. There was a long 
way to go. The content and form of a regime had not been agreed, but the Parties would keep 
negotiating. The moratorium remained intact. Australia thought that Beeby had done “a 
wonderful job”439.  

Although early agreement appeared elusive, it did not signal lack of interest. If not the form, at 
least the scope of a regime was taking shape, with Parties giving serious thought to what they 
expected it to deliver. It would include all stages of minerals activities; the area of application; 
its relationship to the Treaty and other agreements; compliance and enforcement; powers of 
institutions; rights and obligations of the Parties; environmental measures; and dispute 
settlement. An intriguing new element arose when Argentina suggested ice be treated as a 
mineral440. Like so many details, that would not be resolved until June 1988. Eleven formal 
sessions, and countless informal discussions, still lay ahead. 

Preoccupation with the minerals question precipitated an echo of the Nansen Foundation 
conference held almost a decade earlier. For the first time, a meeting would be in Antarctica. 
The Conference on Antarctic Resources Policy, organised by the University of Chile, was held 
at Teniente Marsh station in October 1982. Ostensibly an academic event, it was attended by 
some of the most influential players in Antarctic diplomacy. The proceedings captured the state 
of play441. Like Nansen, the Teniente Marsh conference was timely. Being held during 
preparations for the second session of SATCM IV, it provided for an informal exchange of 
views. Chris Beeby was there to catch it all. While it was the first conference in Antarctica, it 
was not the last to provide a more relaxed space for consultations (for example, several 
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diplomats and legal experts attended another in Kiel in June 1983 on the eve of the second 
formal session442).  

January 1983: SATCM IV second session, Wellington 

The negotiations entered a less argumentative process, with academic forums complementing a 
series of more formal meetings443. Wellington hosted the second session of SATCM IV in 
January 1983. With cooperation between Parties healthier, and Chris Beeby’s role well 
established, a more productive atmosphere emerged. A key product of the meeting was the 
Chair’s ‘Antarctic mineral resources regime: draft articles’444. The paper (later known as 
‘Beeby I’) presented possible articles. It included a supervisory commission; regulatory 
committees comprising the relevant claimant, sponsoring state, and the two superpowers; and a 
technical committee. Including the United States and the USSR in every regulatory committee 
was tantamount to treating them as claimants, infuriating other Parties not given that privilege. 
Nevertheless, it was a pragmatic way to get US and USSR support445. Even ASOC (the 
Antarctic and Southern Ocean Coalition, an NGO umbrella group), which advocated no 
mining, recognised Beeby’s “genius in providing a political solution” to the problems446. 

The technique of a respected Chair guiding discussions with personal drafts became well-used 
as the debate advanced. No Party was seen to be controlling the meeting’s work. While 
strengthening cooperation, the downside was that it promoted argument over drafting rather 
than principles. The only diversion, temporary at that, was mention by the United Kingdom of 
the South Atlantic dispute. With Argentine naval vessels were reported to be in the Treaty area, 
Arthur Watts had been instructed to read a statement that “this development coincided with 
consistently bellicose statements relating to the recovery of unspecified territory”. Argentina’s 
Carlos Blanco immediately assured the meeting that the vessels were supporting science”. At 
that, “the meeting returned to its previous debate”447. Such stresses were to continue in the 
background of bilateral affairs, bubbling up years later to impinge on the establishment of a 
permanent Antarctic Treaty secretariat. 

Meanwhile, across the Tasman Sea, protesters were active on the Franklin River in Tasmania’s 
remote South West wilderness and drawing attention to an issue that would take on national 
significance, play a role in changing the federal government, and help establish the 
environmental credentials of a new Prime Minister448. On 5 March 1983, the Australian Labor 
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Party was elected to govern with Bob Hawke as leader. At that time Hawke probably knew 
little, if anything, about Antarctic affairs and had no inkling that an Antarctic environmental 
issue would also help to define his prime ministership. That was still to come after SATCM IV 
had completed its work, again in Wellington, several years later. 

July 1983—SATCM IV third session, Bonn 

In preparation for the SATCM’s third session, Australia reviewed its position. Cabinet was 
reminded how little was known about Antarctic minerals and, given economic and logistic 
hurdles, development would be unlikely before the following century. Nevertheless, there was 
a regulatory gap and it would be “easier to negotiate a regime before the pressure from 
commercial operators or developing countries intensified”449. Cabinet supported Chris Beeby’s 
draft as it emphasised “economic rationality and operational practicability” with “stringent 
environment protection provisions”450. ‘Beeby I’ was the starting point when the Parties met in 
Bonn in July 1983451. The debate followed a familiar format with Beeby himself chairing the 
main working group considering the potential regime issue by issue. Parties could put their 
views without commitment. Germany’s conference Chair noted that “the device of non-papers 
was frequently found convenient” and thus there was “a narrowing of differences”. 
Environmental issues and ways to define stages of minerals development were referred to sub-
groups chaired respectively by the United Kingdom’s John Heap and by Douglas Guppy of 
Australia. Considerable time was devoted to institutional arrangements, including decision-
making and the role of consensus versus qualified majority452. Unknown at the time, the 
decision-making mechanisms to be adopted would pave the way for the whole regime to 
founder.  

Despite the complexities, when the Parties returned to Canberra for ATCM XII in September 
1983, the only mention of minerals was a simple note about satisfactory progress being 
made453. It also briefly considered the question of iceberg towing454. While there was less 
anguish over minerals, the Parties were concerned about developments in the UN. Raising 
Antarctic issues in UNGA had a profound impact on the Treaty, positive and negative455. 
Ultimately, UN interest played a role in how CRAMRA was replaced. By the time of ATCM 
XII, non-Consultative Parties (NCPs) were being invited to meetings to improve transparency 
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and, following the elevation of Brazil and India, the number of ATCPs had grown to 16456. 
Spain and China had also recently acceded, marking the start of increasing accessions 
coinciding, perhaps unsurprisingly, with progress on minerals457.  

In parallel was the inclusion of environmentalists in some delegations458. This reflected 
increasing public interest in Antarctic issues, in turn, reflecting a growing global environmental 
consciousness. On 2 June, Australia’s Senate agreed to Australian Labor Party Senator Edward 
Robertson’s motion to hold an inquiry into the exploitation of AAT resources, including the 
adequacy of environmental measures459. In Antarctica, meanwhile, an environmental issue was 
beginning its slow eruption towards unplanned consequences. France had commenced 
flattening rocky ice-free islets to form an airstrip at Dumont d’Urville. This seemed perplexing: 
the islets were colonised by seabirds and the station had been sited there to give biologists 
access to them460. The development of the airstrip triggered direct action by Greenpeace and 
worldwide publicity. Greenpeace, which had come to prominence in the 1970s as a result of its 
campaign against nuclear weapons testing, had widened its environmental agenda and was 
becoming increasingly active in Antarctica461.  

In Canberra, working papers for September’s ATCM XII proposed improved environmental 
measures. The United Kingdom outlined a system for assessing activities having “more than 
transitory or minor impact”462. An Australian paper went further by suggesting “an integrated 
convention for the protection of the Antarctic environment” that would subsume previous 
measures463. Unknown at the time, this foreshadowed Australia’s much more controversial 
proposal in 1989. While conceding that better coordination might be desirable, the United 
Kingdom and the United States opposed replacing existing instruments. Such a reaction turned 
out to be a rehearsal of the debate to be had over comprehensive environmental measures after 
CRAMRA’s demise.  

January 1984: SATCM IV fourth session, Washington 

The fourth session of SATCM IV was hosted by the United States in January 1984. An 
effective pattern of work had been established. Chris Beeby continued to reflect the thrust of 
discussions in a personal document highlighting areas needing attention. As a result of the 
Washington session, Beeby had added a specific provision to minimise prejudice to the claims; 
inclusion of environmental principles; and a requirement that applications for minerals 
activities not be considered until an area was opened for such activity. Not addressed was the 
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crucial question of how to make such decisions. ‘Beeby II’ was produced on 29 March464. At 
the time, what got Australia’s attention were the implications of ‘Beeby II’ for claimant 
interests. The United Kingdom had similar concerns: the negotiations might soon open up to 
more players and the claimants would have to stick together as “several elements were 
involved … each pulling in different directions”465.  

Negotiations were accelerating and, on the eve of the fifth round, Australia reviewed its 
position. Cabinet was alerted to mounting scrutiny in the UNGA and domestically. Some 
environmentalists were urging a complete mining ban; others calling for better regulation of all 
activities466. Cabinet chose the latter. Australia would seek an influential role in the regime; 
stringent environmental measures; and a right to tax earnings from mining in the AAT467. Put 
forward with optimism, such ambitions were to become sorely tested. The fail-safe was that 
there were still no known economic minerals. 

May 1984: SATCM IV fifth session, Tokyo 

In May 1984 the Parties met in Tokyo for the fifth session of the SATCM, with ‘Beeby II’ still 
the focus468. Elements of the regime were being progressively opened for debate. Delegations 
began revealing their positions on the technical issues, such as the “practical realities of how an 
operator would go about mining”. Some delegations were equally revealing on the political 
issues, with claimants “more effective and coordinated” and Norway “no longer embarrassed 
by being labelled a claimant”469. Differences emerged on how to structure the negotiations: 
some preferred to drip-feed their positions and others, wary of surprises, thought they should 
“not begin to horse-trade until all the cards were on the table”470. Continuing the equestrian 
analogy, Argentina was reported as “riding both horses … seeing itself as both a developing 
country and a claimant state”471. With all this prancing going on, New Zealand predicted that 
discussions would soon be in a “perpetual Heads of Delegation mode”. Others had “got to the 
point where they were prepared to make compromises”472. Little headway was being made. 

The desultory progress on the minerals regime in Tokyo led to a determination to make 
progress in 1985 “or the whole system would become vulnerable to pressures and criticisms 
from outside” and “possible failure of the moratorium”. This was a problem as the United 
States and the Federal Republic of Germany considered “prospecting to be indistinguishable 
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from scientific activity” and therefore should not be regulated473. This view, however, ignored 
the implications for the disclosure of data. In any event, whether prospecting was imminent is 
debatable. Prominent geologist John Behrendt was adamant that “there are no known 
petroleum resources in Antarctica”474. However, the prospects for finding them were being 
talked up: “petroleum geologists have a proclivity towards optimism … Antarctica may fool us 
all and yield some real whopper oil field. You never know until you look”475.  

The possibility of a weak regime, or unregulated activities, alarmed environmentalists. ASOC, 
while preferring no minerals activities, for the time being would put its effort into seeking 
stronger environmental provisions in the draft regime476. ASOC spokesperson Cath Wallace 
decried ‘Beeby II’ as “unacceptable and unworkable” because drilling and dredging during 
prospecting would be unregulated and “destroy major areas of the Antarctic”. She continued 
that because the regime’s commission had no veto, the Antarctic should have international 
wilderness status with no exploitation477. New Zealand Prime Minister David Lange’s response 
was equally robust, rebutting the idea that the negotiations were “in some sense evil”478. The 
issue was not that the nascent regime ignored environmental issues (on the contrary, quite far-
reaching principles were being developed inter-sessionally under UK leadership479), the issue 
was the perennially deeper one of how decisions implementing the principles would be made. 
Also antagonising environment groups was the continued lack of information about French 
intentions at the Dumont d’Urville runway. Bob Brown (the high-profile Tasmanian 
environment campaigner) accused France of flouting the Treaty and promised massive 
demonstrations if their resupply ship called into Hobart480. Management of Antarctica was 
rapidly becoming a public relations problem. 

January 1985: discussions on ice 

1985 began with another intense conference—genuinely in tents, held under canvas on the 
famous Beardmore Glacier. It included a visit to the US Amundsen-Scott South Pole station. 
Holding it in inland Antarctica was particularly ambitious481. It was also symbolic, comprising 
57 representatives from ATCPs, acceding states, environment groups, industry and the media 
from 25 countries. Apart from being held in Antarctica, it was also remarkable because it 
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invited participants from countries not Party to the Treaty—it included two from Malaysia at a 
time of heightened UN attention to Antarctica. Following the precedents set at Nansen, 
Teniente Marsh and Kiel, participants would exchange views in a personal capacity. Modestly 
describing himself as “fairly closely involved”, Chris Beeby gave a frank account of the 
minerals problem, the aspects considered so far and the problems ahead. This precipitated an 
equally frank exchange on the politics of Antarctic minerals, the need for external engagement, 
as well as the technical and legal issues still confronting negotiators482. 

February 1985: SATCM IV sixth session, Rio de Janiero 

Brazil hosted the March 1985 negotiations, with Parties gathering in Rio de Janiero for the 
sixth round of SATCM IV. Australia’s objectives were essentially unchanged, although the 
delegation was given more flexibility provided “the environment will be thoroughly 
protected”. More telling was recognition by claimants that some “brinkmanship” might be 
necessary because “the superpowers are non-claimants and the claimants stand to lose 
more”483. There were, however, few differences over environmental principles. Even this area 
for optimism was put at risk when it was reported that John Heap made “a tactical error” by 
pushing “too hard”484. The other hurdle was that the discussions were “on an absolutely no-
commitment basis” and, accordingly, the US and USSR delegations had not carried 
instructions485. The claimants were still concerned their interests might not be accommodated, 
while the USSR dismissed such debate as “scarcely realistic”486. The Federal Republic of 
Germany’s Kurt Messer suggested that “it was now perhaps time for everyone to swallow the 
package” that was emerging487. Such a call was premature as significant difficulties remained, 
not least the unresolved question of the regime’s form, but also Australia’s insistence on a 
provision against unfair economic practices. A significant development was the inclusion for 
the first time of the non-Consultative Parties (NCPs) as observers488. Less welcome was the 
inclusion on the New Zealand delegation of ASOC representative Alistair Graham—the 
concern was that meeting documents might be leaked489. They weren’t, although opening the 
meeting to observers while keeping the documents closed was an unresolved contradiction. 
More problematic was “breaking the log jam over the minerals negotiations” without striking 
“at the heart of the sovereignty claims”490. This is what Chris Beeby sought to address after the 
meeting when he secretly circulated, to ATCPs only, a personal note summarising his 
consultations with the Heads of Delegations. It was embossed with caveats: it was an unofficial 
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document; not to be attributed to the Chair; did not represent any agreements made; and was 
only an aid to discussion on a no-commitment basis491. And this was regarded as progress. 

May 1985: “a marked petroliferous smell” 

The proposals raised in Beeby’s secret ‘non-paper’ raised eyebrows in Paris at the April 1985 
Preparatory Meeting for that year’s ATCM. Some aspects appeared acceptable but, as a whole, 
the package was not. Particularly upsetting to claimants was the loss of their veto in the 
Regulatory Committees, coupled with a membership formula that left them disadvantaged 
compared with the United States and the USSR who qualified for membership of all 
committees492. Chris Beeby had accommodated the US and USSR objections to the claimants 
having any veto power. At a claimant caucus it was agreed that “the time had come for them to 
take a firm stand” and that the non-paper should not be the basis of discussions. If a concession 
on the veto was required, relevant claimants had to be “given a decisive role in drawing up the 
management scheme”493. This was “perhaps more important than a veto as such—it was a 
disguised veto”. Echoing Australia’s support for a special revenue share for claimants, Chile’s 
Fernando Zegers added that a taxing right for claimants was “simply not negotiable”494. At 
least Beeby had achieved his aim of triggering discussion. A further trigger was news that 
Germany’s Polarstern, operating in the Bransfield Strait, had discovered methane and 
hydrocarbons with “a marked petroliferous smell”495. While this still did not prove the 
existence of economic resources, media observed that “the report brings substantially closer the 
day when a critical decision must be made on how to dispose of resources on and near the 
Antarctic continent”496.  

In Australia, preparations were underway for the next round. Consultations were held with 
NGOs and IDCs were convened. The former were harmonious, unlike the fractious debate in 
the latter. An IDC on 1 July 1985 considered a Department of Science paper proposing a new 
mechanism for protected areas. It was supported by Hugh Wyndham of Foreign Affairs but 
met “fierce opposition from the Departments of Treasury and Resources and Energy” whose 
officials (Peter Tormey and John Kerr respectively) “launched a concerted attack on the paper” 
arguing that it would interfere with the environmental measures in the minerals regime497. This 
signalled the start of internal arguments which from thereon coloured Australian attitudes to 
minerals: a distinctly pro-resources view versus a priority for environmental protection. 
Clearly, differences between the Parties would not be the only area needing compromise. 
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September 1985: SATCM IV seventh session, Paris 

The September 1985 seventh session of SATCM IV was in Paris, back-to-back with October’s 
ATCM XIII in Brussels. The Parties had a full agenda in the ATCM and intractable differences 
in the SATCM. Heap lamented that “for the last fifteen years I have been hoping every year for 
things to be easier … my hopes have been totally confounded!”498. It was not just the agenda’s 
complexity and sensitivities—multiple additional factors were to frustrate progress on 
minerals. In New York, the stand-off in UNGA continued over Malaysian-led demands that 
Antarctic minerals be regarded as the common heritage of mankind499. In Antarctica, 
Greenpeace was planning a visit to France’s Dumont d’Urville station to continue its campaign 
against the airstrip or, as the French put it, “to question a few penguins” about the project500. 
Greenpeace was also contemplating erecting its own Antarctic base—an unprecedented 
proposal demonstrating considerable commitment, independence and resourcefulness501. In 
October, China and Uruguay were promoted to ATCP status. France was concerned about the 
“danger of unwieldiness creeping in” if Treaty membership were “expanded willy-nilly” and, 
in a surprising burst of undiplomatic frankness, the Foreign Ministry’s Christian Bernier 
criticised Uruguay’s elevation based on “three Sergeant-Majors on a visit to the Antarctic with 
a thermometer”502. Such disparagement could not change the fact that the balance of influence 
could shift. Australia had its own issues with the newly established ‘Antarctic Wilderness 
Group’ calling for a conservation convention503. This was followed by the December 1985 
release of the Senate inquiry’s report into Antarctic resources. It barely mentioned minerals but 
recommended numerous measures to improve environmental protection504.  

March 1986: SATCM IV eighth session, Hobart 

With few obvious ways to remove blockages, Chris Beeby arranged an informal meeting at a 
remote fishing lodge in Whangaroa Harbour over one week in early March 1986505. It involved 
key players (including Argentina, Australia, Chile, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the 
United States). The USSR was left out506. Immediately afterwards the claimants met in 
Canberra on 12 to 13 March. Facing implacable opposition, it was clear that the claimants 
might have to give ground. Because agreement to a minerals regime implied derogation of 
absolute sovereignty, it was considered that they should extract a special benefit from the 
regime, justified in part because of an anticipated management responsibility. This discussion 
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took account of an Australian paper on revenue sharing507. Claimants also agreed not to disrupt 
negotiations by being seen to operate as a bloc on all issues. This would be tested in April 1986 
when the Parties met in Hobart for the eighth round. 

April 1986: SATCM IV eighth session, Hobart: “negotiations seem to have begun in earnest” 

Barry Jones, responsible for the Antarctic as Australia’s Minister for Science, opened SATCM 
IV’s Hobart meeting. Unlike stereotypically benign welcome speeches, this one was forthright: 
“Australia is concerned that its interests be adequately reflected”, Jones said, “and Australia 
looks to a role in the future management of minerals activity within its claimed area and a 
special share of revenue”. Finding a workable instrument would be difficult, he acknowledged, 
but “you must not allow the negotiating process to become becalmed”508. Beeby also implored 
progress, citing pressure in the UNGA. This may have had some impact as the meeting began 
to seek “possible compromise … at last, the negotiations seem to have begun in earnest”. The 
first week was “characterised by a willingness on the part of Parties to address the nitty-gritty 
issues”509. Such nittiness and grittiness, however, did not extend to the compromise Jones 
implored—the United States flatly ruled out the idea of a special revenue share for claimants. 
Australia “continued to argue strongly among claimants” to support an explicit provision as “to 
do otherwise would be tactically misguided and naïve”. The meeting advanced a number of 
issues, including on environmental protection, the composition of regulatory committees and 
the confidentiality of prospecting data, although “some re-wiring of Beeby II is necessary”510. 
Indeed, this is what happened and, after Hobart, Beeby prepared a revision. An impassioned 
plea from ASOC for the world park option, which would ban mining, was ignored511. 

In the six months before the next round, Australia paused to reflect again. While the 
negotiations were warming up, friction between departments was also generating heat. The 
Department of Resources and Energy sought to build enthusiasm for Antarctic minerals. It 
pointed out that while the United States was the most likely to exploit them, there was also 
keen interest by France, Japan and the USSR. Australian industry wanted to participate on 
equal terms512. Meanwhile, the Department of Science was talking up environmental 
safeguards including strict liability but on that Resources and Energy would accept only “soft 
measures which will encourage mining”. Ultimately, when other departments entered the 
discussion, they continued to push for a liberal approach to resources513. Science, having 
“primary responsibility for all aspects of Antarctic administration”, was determined not to 
defer to Resources and Energy matters that were “properly our concern”514. On the eve of the 
October negotiations, the IDC could not resolve such differences, precipitating the AAD’s 
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unusual last-minute warning to the Department of Foreign Affairs that the delegation was not 
united as the “brief for the Tokyo meeting is not fully agreed”515. 

Australia was not alone in experiencing inter-departmental disagreements. From 1986, 
differences of view between domestic agencies also became increasingly troublesome for New 
Zealand. Those internal problems were compounded by what were seen as increasing hostile 
local NGOs, with Alistair Graham and Cath Wallace coming in for particular criticism516. 
France, too, had its NGO problems. Its displeasure with Greenpeace activism prompted calls to 
bar NGO participation in the minerals regime’s institutions517.  

October 1986: SATCM IV ninth session, Tokyo 

In October 1986, the Parties returned to Tokyo for more. On the table at the ninth session was 
‘Beeby III’ which comprised draft articles for a convention—the first time the form of regime 
had been proposed518. It was certainly true that the negotiations were now earnest, the session 
described as “the most intensive” so far519. As in Hobart, sub-groups were set up by Chris 
Beeby to examine exploration and development (chaired by Norway’s Rolf Andersen); legal 
issues (the Federal Republic of Germany’s Rüdiger Wolfrum); data confidentiality (Norway’s 
Olav Orheim); anti-subsidy provisions (Australia’s Ian Nicholson), and environmental 
measures (New Zealand’s Harry Keys)520. While a structure was beginning to emerge, there 
were many sticking points. One stuck point was Australia’s proposal that governments not be 
allowed to subsidise otherwise uneconomic mining. Nicholson presented it as “a make or break 
issue”. It broke: he was “received in attentive silence”521. The idea for a special share of 
revenue similarly foundered. The United States “simply could not accept that” and the USSR 
dismissed it with good humour saying that since it had a basis of claim it, too, would want a 
share “throughout all of Antarctica, including the unclaimed sector”522. These and other 
“attempts to weaken claimant positions” disappointed the claimants. They had caucused 
confidently in Santiago, but it now seemed they were running out of influence. Adding to the 
pressure was Beeby’s plan to complete negotiations in just two more sessions: one in 
Montevideo in May 1987, followed by another in Wellington in 1988. Before discussions 
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resumed, Beeby asked delegations to “seek new instructions” on the sticking points and come 
to the negotiations “equipped to handle two or three issues at the same time”523.  

February 1987: “battle lines are only now being drawn up” 

Seeking new instructions was not going to be easy for Australia where departmental 
disagreements showed no sign of easing. Treasury argued that “a special share in revenue will 
be the only economic benefit” for claimants who are “entitled to a precise and unambiguous 
answer from non-claimants on this basic issue before they decide whether or not to join the 
regime”. Treasury’s optimism was boundless because, they said, “the strength of opposition” 
was “a measure of the importance of the issue”, and the claimants could “finalise this issue 
now when their negotiating leverage is greatest”524. Proposals by the Department of Resources 
and Energy on exploration and development were dismissed by the Antarctic Division’s David 
Lyons as “propaganda”525. In turn, both Resources and Energy and the Treasury objected to the 
liability proposals of Science, the Attorney-Generals’ Department and the Department of Arts, 
Heritage and Environment526. In addition, the Department of Trade’s insisted on measures to 
prevent subsidised mining527. This put Australia “on a collision course with the USA” which 
insisted on “assured access to strategic resources”. The United States refused to countenance a 
special revenue share, for which “battle lines are only now being drawn up”528. Complicating 
such arguments in Australia were traditional bureaucratic ‘turf battles’ over legislative 
responsibility: the Department of Resources and Energy demanded control as it would be a 
mining regime, while the Department of Science insisted it was responsible for all Antarctic 
matters. It was hard enough just getting agreement on who would take the issue to Cabinet, let 
alone what to recommend529. Treasury was seeking the special and substantial revenue share it 
saw as an inherent sovereign right. Trade continued to push for anti-subsidy provisions. 
Resources and Energy pushed for an operationally practical regime, even if it conflicted with 
claimant interests. It sought to promote mining by relaxing Beeby’s draft, in distinct contrast to 
Australia’s previous position. The major environmental issue at this point was liability, on 
which Resources and Energy was also working to weaken the provisions so as to make mining 
more attractive530.  

Ultimately, Australia’s attitude for the Uruguay negotiations went to Cabinet just a week 
before the delegation departed for Montevideo. Cabinet agreed to maintain a strong position: a 
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special role for claimants in the regulatory committees; stringent environmental protection 
measures; a right to tax activity in the AAT and a substantial share of revenue expressed as a 
high fixed percentage; a provision against subsidised mining; strict and unlimited liability with 
few defences; and agreement to join a consensus towards a final meeting in 1988531. These 
were ambitious objectives, especially as many had already been dismissed. Beeby was 
dismayed by the call for an article providing a special share of revenue for claimants, an option 
previously rejected during the negotiations. He suggested that it be pursued in the management 
scheme for each mineral development. Even other claimants disagreed with Australia, arguing 
that overt assertion of sovereign rights was guaranteed to be counterproductive. Beeby 
observed that Australia was “even further into cloud-cuckoo land than he had thought”532. 

May 1987: SATCM IV tenth session, Montevideo 

By the time Parties arrived in Montevideo in May 1987 for the tenth session of SATCM IV, 
they had before them a further draft533. ‘Beeby IV’ represented a significant consolidation of 
the thinking on issues discussed in Tokyo. It had been produced after a March 1987 invitation-
only session, again at Whangaroa, to “do some additional drafting”. It was held without 
publicity lest it provoke demonstrations from environmentalists534. With the pressure of a 
notional deadline looming, and the threat of increasing interest in the UNGA, the Montevideo 
negotiations were as intense as those of the previous year. Discussions were again held in two 
working groups, one dealing with the political and legal issues and the other with the more 
practical matters. Delegation member Gillian Triggs reported that within the Australian team 
“the impression is that we are being swept along by the logic that a convention is inevitable … 
thus the pressure to compromise is strong”535. She also made a key observation: differences of 
views between Departments were obvious to other delegates and that “there seemed to be no 
collegiate sense of what it is that Australia hopes to achieve”536. Acute internal differences 
were later seized on by other Parties to explain Australia’s dissatisfaction with CRAMRA. 
Triggs also pointed to a paradox: the environmental standards of the proposed convention were 
tantamount to a moratorium on mining and “a strong minerals regime can achieve many of the 
objectives of supporters of a world park concept”537. A different way of achieving a similar 
outcome came from Chile’s suggestion for an ‘Antarctic Treaty Park’, although this probably 
reflected Fernando Zegers’ concern that the regime would erode Chile’s sovereignty538.  
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In Montevideo, the Parties endorsed a final session the following year539. To assist this 
objective, Chris Beeby had already arranged further consultations in Auckland in November 
1987. These would be informal ‘Whangaroa-type’ discussions, but this time all delegations 
would be invited as part of the “necessary preparatory work” for the final negotiations in 
Wellington in 1988. In either brinkmanship or exasperation, Beeby catalogued the raft of 
matters requiring progress including rules for exploration and development; liability; 
inspection; area of application; jurisdictional questions; dispute settlement; financial and 
economic issues; and institutional decision-making540. Many had been unresolved from the 
start. The big political issues, such as accommodating claimant needs, would be left to the final 
negotiations when the ‘package’ could be examined as whole. Australia still insisted on a 
special share of revenue because of the draft’s perceived derogation of claimant interests: “the 
right to tax is a fundamental sovereign right” and claimants need to know the “specific 
percentage” of their share541. Fearing a robust reaction from the USSR delegate Iouri Rybakov, 
the United Kingdom’s Watts urged Australia to soften its language, if not its position542. 
However, Australia pressed forward with an aide memoire to other Parties on the revenue share 
issue seeking to counter the Chairman’s ‘Rio Palace Package’ (developed on the side of the 
October 1987 Fourteenth ATCM) which had “shifted somewhat against claimant interests”543. 
Australia insisted its aide memoire “was not a ‘tit for tat’” for the position of others—the issue 
was of “basic importance”544. On the eve of final negotiations, Australia was putting itself on a 
collision course with other Parties.  

October 1987: Australian internal squabbles 

A collision closer to home was also imminent: this time, a squabble over who should represent 
Australia in the Auckland consultations was proxy for the deeper departmental disagreements. 
With delegations limited to three people, Environment Minster Graham Richardson implored 
Foreign Minister Bill Hayden to include a Department of the Environment official to provide 
balance: after all, his department was responsible for the AAT545. Hayden refused, pointing out 
that balance would be achieved because Environment’s prime antagonist (Primary Industry and 
Energy) would also not be represented546. He neglected to mention that the equally pro-mining 
Treasury would be. To add injury, in a separate letter on the same day, he asked Environment 
to take a more relaxed attitude to liability547. Differences between departments erupted in the 
IDC. With two days to go before departure for Auckland, the IDC had an ominous start: 
discussion of a 10-page Environment Department paper “didn’t even get off page 1” on day 
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one548. The paper listed ways to strengthen the regime’s environmental provisions, taking 
account of advice from ASOC’s Lyn Goldsworthy. There was “objection at some level, in 
many cases total, particularly from Keating [Department of Resources and Energy] and 
Tormey [Treasury] to almost every suggestion” and one of them was “at times extremely rude 
and objectionable”. Behind the exchange was the fundamental issue of whether the convention 
would be driven by mining or the environment549.  

Heeding Beeby’s exhortation to Parties to “search for the middle ground”, the Auckland 
informal meeting was productive. It resulted in “over 20 new and improved articles” for an 
updated Chair’s draft. Small groups were again used to advance the discussions, with Beeby 
himself hosting the liability discussion in his personal apartment. The vexed issue of the area 
of application was solved by a “break-through” UK proposal for which “Watts’ draft was 
widely acknowledged by all as ingenious”550. Such initiatives were crucial and, ironically 
considering the dilemma in Australia’s delegation, progress may have been even more efficient 
had the United States, the USSR and Japanese delegations comprised more than one person551. 
The principle of revenue sharing appeared to have been accepted, provided it was in neutral 
language, although claimants noted “the large task ahead”. The meeting had advanced “some 
long-standing controversial” issues and, “while progress had been encouraging”, much was left 
to do before negotiations could conclude552. Beeby also recognised the challenge and, in 
presenting ‘Beeby V’, proposed what would be the penultimate negotiations to be held in 
Wellington in January the following year553. Time was short if a final session were to convene 
in mid-1988. 

January 1988: SATCM IV eleventh session, Wellington 

Despite the urgency, the January 1988 eleventh session had a slow start. The method of work 
was to go through ‘Beeby V’ article by article (in a group led by Norway’s Andersen), with 
smaller groups tackling unresolved matters. Beeby also proposed a drafting committee to 
compile the revised text for May’s final session. This would comprise just five members: the 
Chair, plus one person for each of the four Treaty languages554. His hopes were dashed when 
the German delegate refused to accept a group where three of the five were claimants. Five 
became nine. More problematic for Australia, however, was the fracturing of claimant 
solidarity on revenue sharing, some arguing that this was less important than early conclusion 
of the convention555. Even so, “no progress was made in bridging the gulf between claimants 
and non-claimants”. Equally difficult was the matter of subsidised mining: Australia was 
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subject to “polite probing”, resulting in opposition from France, Japan and the United 
Kingdom and the “deep scepticism of the Americans”556. As the meeting progressed some of 
the smaller groups made headway “in a realistic atmosphere [although] less progress was made 
on other key issues and some were not discussed at all”557. Despite the observation that “the 
FRG delegation was again instrumental in wasting much time”, the Parties believed that they 
should complete negotiations in May 1988, expecting that “the hardest key issues will only be 
settled in a final package”. A claimants meeting agreed “to consult closely between sessions on 
tactics and proposals”558. The room for compromise was narrow, and the room for 
disappointments large.  

Although the negotiations were held behind closed doors, there was enough knowledge of what 
was going on to provoke public interest. Donning penguin suits again, ASOC members 
welcomed delegations with ‘no mining’ placards and decried the draft regime for being “quick 
and dirty” (Antarctic governments would probably have been surprised by at least the former 
of those criticisms). ASOC also called for a 50-year moratorium to allow examination of world 
park proposals559. Others advanced the case for mining, for the first time spruiking the 
prospects of oil and gas deposits “just offshore from Australia’s Davis and Mawson bases”560. 
Ultimately, the ASOC view would prevail, although that was still to come. It would require 
completion of the convention, and much more hyperbole, before public attention in Australia 
could be drawn away from higher profile events: the bicentenary of Australia’s settlement by 
non-indigenous people, the World Expo in Brisbane, and the opening of a new Parliament 
House.  

Returning from Wellington, the AAD’s David Lyons reported optimistically that the Australian 
delegation was more harmonious than in 1987. Differences of opinion were “easily cleaned up 
and good team spirit prevailed”, buoyed by the fact that “daily delegation meetings were 
constructive and not too long-winded”561. Such optimism was short-lived. Back in Canberra, 
Australian agencies were preparing for the final negotiations. ‘Beeby VI’ had been 
distributed562. In a series of IDCs, officials were developing the Cabinet Submission that would 
underpin delegation instructions. Departments were polarised. At one end, Primary Industries 
and Energy proposed that unless “vital interests” in revenue sharing and anti-subsidy measures 
were protected, Australia “should not hesitate to adopt a strong stance, even though this might 
result in the postponement” of a convention563. Treasury considered the pressure on claimants 
overstated: “claimants have undoubted leverage” because a breach of the moratorium was 
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theoretical rather than practicable, and mining companies needed the security of title afforded 
by a convention. Unexpectedly, Treasury suggested the delegation be authorised to propose 
“national park status” for the AAT—but only “as a negotiating tactic” to secure a better 
revenue share564. Such an implausible environmental option was not picked up by Environment 
which only sought stronger liability provisions. The Environment Department considered the 
convention “workable, although very complex” and, being an environmental instrument, it 
should be responsible for the implementing legislation, directly contrary to Primary Industries 
and Energy’s ambitions565. Cabinet accepted that failure to settle a convention would be 
serious. It decided that a compromise on the claimant revenue share issue might be necessary 
“to facilitate agreement” and that flexibility might have to be shown on liability. The final 
decisions would require consultation between Ministers including on “as a last resort, the 
question of precipitating in appropriate company, a postponement of the negotiations in order 
to secure our essential objectives”566. 

April 1988: negotiations “condemned to succeed” 

In April 1988 the Parties received a copy of a revised ‘Beeby VI’ produced by the Chair’s 
Drafting Committee and were invited to final negotiations567. Australia made a concentrated 
push to gain support for revenue sharing and anti-subsidy measures. The circulation to other 
Parties of a letter from Foreign Minister Hayden made no impact, probably because of its built-
in contradiction of tackling head-on the most sensitive claimant interests while simultaneously 
calling for a “serious commitment to negotiate a final text”568. Engaging a politician to argue 
the case was futile. It was unsurprising that, in the United States, Tucker Scully’s response 
“gave no sign that the US was willing to move” and, besides, “if the convention were not 
concluded now it would get harder to do so later”569. Even UK Foreign Secretary Geoffrey 
Howe’s positive response that “when I read your message I nodded vigorously in agreement at 
certain passages”, was immediately countered by “I shook my head” at others570. Fellow 
claimant France was only prepared to support Australia on a revenue share, not on anti-subsidy 
provisions. More optimistically, France considered that to avoid “potentially uncontrollable 
slippages” the Wellington negotiations were “condemned to succeed”571. 

May 1988: SATCM IV twelfth session, Wellington 

Representatives of the 20 ATCPs572 headed off to Wellington’s extended twelfth and final 
negotiations. Australia had a large delegation: eleven now-familiar names representing 
interested departments, plus one NGO. They were led by Foreign Affairs’ lawyer John Brook. 
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In their briefcases were 104 pages of instructions, including all relevant Cabinet decisions 
since 1982. It had conflicting aims: on one hand it sought to “conclude a convention”, but only 
“subject to the attainment of its principal objectives”. Accordingly, the delegation was 
exhorted to “exercise considerable discretion and flexibility on matters of detail” but that 
“judgement will need to be exercised to ensure that we are not manoeuvred to an un-acceptable 
package”573. The delegation obviously felt vulnerable to pressure. It was urged to seek support 
from within the claimants who would “need to meet frequently”. With such a flexible brief the 
delegation had considerable room to move. However, that opened up another vulnerability: 
“the delegation will need to be closely coordinated and to present a united front on all issues. It 
is vitally important that we keep each other informed of developments, discuss proposals and 
pool all papers obtained”574. 

23 May 1988: Beeby implores “a result that is tolerable to all” 

Beeby’s objective was to adopt a Convention and the SATCM’s symbolic Final Act. Plenary 
sessions would be kept to a minimum; Andersen would chair a main committee; and small 
groups would address key issues under Beeby. Wolfrum would assist with drafting. Beeby 
called for “self-restraint by delegations in not submitting proposals which had no chance of 
securing consensus”. Discussion was hijacked by the Federal Republic of Germany which 
“proceeded to wreck Beeby’s work program” with support from the USSR, the German 
Democratic Republic, Italy and France575. Beeby held firm, but it was not a good omen. The 
pace of discussion was being “set largely by the FRG and United States, both of whom are 
seeking to overturn text which has emerged from earlier sessions”. It was reported that 
progress appeared possible on some significant outstanding issues including decision-making 
mechanisms, area of application, and liability provisions but, despite that, it was a 
“disappointingly slow start”576. However, such dismal reporting from the delegation was not 
sufficiently self-aware to admit the possibility that Australia’s intransigence might be 
frustrating progress. Some less controversial matters were completely settled, including 
acceptance of Australia’s proposal for the title of the convention. In hindsight, failing to 
mention environment protection as a consideration was a tactical misstep which was to 
contribute to the Convention’s complete rejection a year later577. By the end of the first week, 
delegations had submitted over 50 meeting documents578. A sense began to creep in that the 
negotiations could be concluded. Even environmentalists seemed to accept the inevitable, 
dropping calls for a world park and, instead, addressing perceived weaknesses in the 
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Convention. In particular, ASOC proposed measures to make stronger liability rules, thus 
strengthening its ‘plug the gaps’ strategy579. 

At meeting mid-point, ‘Beeby VII’, the penultimate draft convention was circulated580. The 
Chair called a Plenary to discuss progress. Concern about the ground to be covered in the ten 
days remaining was barely disguised in a diplomatic appeal for cooperation. Beeby noted that 
the instrument to be adopted would not represent any delegation’s preferred position: “the most 
we can expect is to find a result that is tolerable to all”. He was using Beeby VII to “gauge the 
tolerability”. He reminded delegates it would be “a package deal, some elements of which will 
inevitably be less acceptable than others” and that “the more one part of the package is 
attacked from one quarter, the greater the pressure will grow from other quarters to change 
other parts”. Beeby called for stamina and political will as “time is short [and] they will be 
very long days”. He implored delegations to “resist the temptation to fritter away our time 
tinkering with the text for the sake of perfection” and not to raise issues “only of cosmetic or 
optical importance”581. Beeby’s pleas fell on sympathetic ears. On 29 May, what seemed to be 
a procedural provision was drafted in just 90 minutes by a group of eleven Parties582. It was 
draft Article 62, which set out the requirements for the regime’s entry into force. Perhaps more 
time should have been given to it: unknown at the time it was the provision which ultimately 
would allow the Convention to collapse. 

Key issues remained unresolved. That was the cue for the Australian delegation to trigger the 
final round of Ministerial consultations that had been foreshadowed by Cabinet in March. 
Instructions were sought on how far to move on the desired revenue share and anti-subsidy 
measures: “several of our original objectives seem clearly unattainable” and that “there are no 
indications that non-claimants are likely to offer anything acceptable”583. Pursuing such 
objectives “would leave us isolated and perhaps held responsible for any breakdown in 
negotiations”584. Acting Foreign Minister Michael Duffy wrote to relevant Ministers pointing 
out the gains made so far, emphasising the need to secure a convention and advising against 
holding out for unachievable objectives. He proposed final instructions for the delegation: if 
Australia becomes isolated on the revenue share issue, Australia should not prevent conclusion 
of a convention. In the absence of specific anti-subsidy provisions, the delegation should settle 
for a general statement of principle585. The Attorney-General and the Environment Minister 
agreed586. Reflecting robust departmental advice, Resources Minister Peter Cook and Treasurer 
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Paul Keating did not—Cook responding with “deep reservations about the need … to concede 
two of our key objectives”. On subsidised mining he “would not accept, even as a fall-back 
position, a general statement”: even if the delegation were isolated on the issue “we should 
seek to have the negotiations postponed”. He equally insisted on a revenue share as otherwise 
it could concede a sovereign advantage “without any benefit in return”587. The following day 
Paul Keating also responded unambiguously. Fearing that “a Convention will mean the 
internationalisation of Antarctica” his “strong disposition therefore is for Australia to stand 
firm on the revenue issue”588.  

2 June 1988: a minerals convention is adopted 

Time was running out and Duffy had to decide what instructions to issue. The delegation 
reported to Canberra that negotiations had achieved agreement on the “outstanding key issues 
so far as most participants are concerned”. The exceptions were the revenue share and anti-
subsidy provisions. On the former, there was no prospect of achieving Treasury’s 
determination to secure a “specific percentage share”. Claimant cohesion began to fall away 
and the United Kingdom, Australia’s strongest ally, “made clear to us that, given the other 
elements of the final package which is emerging, they would accept compromise”. Anti-
subsidy objectives were equally fraught: other claimants were “leaving the running to us, and 
most seemed ready to compromise”589. Australia was isolated and holding up agreement to the 
convention. The United Kingdom and the United States pressured Australia to rely on 
reference to the issues in the Final Act. It was later observed by the New Zealand delegation 
that “‘the US and British dug Brook, the Australian lawyer, a hole and he jumped into it’ while 
Tormey (the Australian Treasury representative) ‘stayed in the wings’”590.  

It was over. Three hours after receiving Keating’s letter, and with insufficient time for further 
consultation, Foreign Affairs confirmed the final instructions to the delegation591. Whether the 
delegation was delighted, disappointed or despondent is not recorded. But divided it certainly 
was. It was suggested that inefficient liaison led to delays in establishing departmental and 
ministers’ views592. In any event is was far too late to change course. The following day, 2 
June 1988, the Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities was 
adopted by consensus593. The Final Act was signed and the Convention itself would open for 
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signature on 25 November that year594. Two Australian ministers celebrated the result595. And, 
according to the media, so began the start of “history’s slowest gold rush”596.  

Adoption of CRAMRA appeared to have settled an issue that had not been addressed in the 
negotiation of the Treaty, and which had taken innumerable discussions over the 18 years since 
1970. It seemed that a major gap in the Antarctic Treaty System had been filled and that 
mining, if it ever occurred, could be managed by agreed regulations. The compromises 
embodied in CRAMRA had not appeased everybody, however, and the new-found consensus 
would be short-lived.  
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CHAPTER 4 

Doubts 

June 1988 to May 1989 

 

The minerals convention had been agreed, putting an end to years of discussion 
and complex negotiation. It was assumed that the next steps would be to proceed 
towards signature and, sooner or later, CRAMRA’s entry into force. This chapter 
explores how doubts and dissatisfaction erupted almost immediately. 

 

CRAMRA: a legal triumph  

2 June 1988 may have marked the start of history’s slowest gold rush, but it also marked the 
start of recriminations. The Australian delegation’s disappointment was obvious. Greenpeace 
commented that “some countries had been bludgeoned into the agreement”, and singled out 
Australia597. The delegation report observed that “Australia found itself alone against a strong 
onslaught … Australia can be said to be one of the least satisfied delegations, a perception 
widely acknowledged”598. Chris Beeby’s exhortation in the negotiation’s final days to find “a 
result that is tolerable to all” had found a result. Tolerability, however, fell well short of 
satisfaction. This was apparent even on the day CRAMRA was adopted. Whether exhausted or 
dejected, only nine delegation heads gave closing speeches. While some expressed relief at 
ending a five-week session and six years of formal negotiation, there was little overt 
celebration. Some gushed praise for Beeby, others were curt599. Several mentioned sensitivities 
like sovereignty, the area of application, and liability. With an irony not realised until a year 
later, France was the most forthcoming: Jean-Pierre Puissochet observed that CRAMRA had 
“the invaluable effect of strengthening the sense of solidarity between our States. Nothing is 
more fortunate, and nothing is more promising”. As if to emphasise the coming drama, France 
hoped that CRAMRA would “enter very shortly into force and, consequently, that the period 
which separates us from its application is as short as possible”600. Australia did not speak601. 
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CRAMRA was a stunning achievement for Chris Beeby who had invested remarkable energy 
and diplomacy in solving exquisitely challenging problems. It was also a win for New Zealand. 
Its commitment had been rewarded by becoming the Convention’s Depositary government and 
the promise of hosting the permanent headquarters of the Antarctic Mineral Resources 
Commission, the main institution of CRAMRA602. Advantages for others were less clear. 
Perhaps a hallmark of consensus was that dissatisfaction appeared equally distributed. 
Australia reported its share of disappointments with surprising frankness, criticising “constant 
disruption [and] emotive outbursts” from one delegate; inflexibility by another; the “persistent 
and obtrusive” attitudes and “irrelevant nuisance” of others; and the disruptive tactics 
displayed. Equanimity appeared entirely absent, and that was before addressing specific 
concerns about the actual substance of the Convention to which it had just agreed603.  

Putting aside the disappointments, CRAMRA was nevertheless a legal triumph over complex 
political issues604. Part of its success was that some matters were relegated to the Convention’s 
institutions, or deferred to future negotiation. The Convention provided important principles: a 
priority for environment protection; stringent liability; strict rules to achieve compliance; a 
detailed system of institutions to make decisions and regulate activities; dispute settlement and 
arbitration mechanisms. CRAMRA’s structure, content and operation are not further examined 
here—that has been done well by several authors605. Put it this way: while not perfect, 
CRAMRA was probably not as bad as its critics later portrayed. Given the legal and political 
issues, and the difficulties and compromises of the negotiations (which are captured with 
clarity in delegation reporting), its conclusion was a significant achievement. Australia proudly 
reported its successful injection of strong environmental provisions606.  

Even on the environment there were problems, most notably related to liability on which 
differences “were so severe that … achievement of a Convention appeared in doubt”. The 
problem was deferred to future negotiations. However, problematic anti-subsidy measures 
were not. Australia’s concerns were “restated frequently in the intensive last hours of the 
‘crunch’” (overnight negotiations on 30 and 31 May). But each formulation suggested met with 
objection and “Australia was increasingly isolated”. The outcome on revenue sharing, “well 
outside the parameters of the delegation’s instructions”, left Australia “very disappointed and 
with a need to carefully review its attitudes”607. The Environment Department attributed such 
outcomes not to the difficult negotiations, but to departmental differences that “prevented the 
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delegation from obtaining better results”608. Beeby’s colleague Gerard van Bohemen was more 
frank. While sympathetic to claimant interests, New Zealand had been “content to allow 
Australia to take the running” on anti-subsidies, but “felt betrayed by Australia” on revenue 
sharing. He “sought to dispel notions that Beeby had ‘sold out’ Australia” and “suggested that 
problems within the Australian delegation had been responsible for lack of greater success”609.  

June to November 1988: ministerial correspondence 

Some Australian delegates carried their disappointments back to Canberra. The robust 
correspondence between ministers in the final days of the negotiations flared up again and it 
lasted for weeks610. Channelling his incensed officials, Treasurer Paul Keating wrote to Acting 
Foreign Minister Michael Duffy: “I stressed the need to stand firm [but] we have in effect 
ceded our economic claims over the AAT for virtually nothing”. He regretted the “undue haste 
to agree to the adoption of the Convention”, adding that “we need to think seriously before 
signing the Convention as it currently stands”611. Resources Minister Peter Cook chimed-in 
with a letter to Foreign Minister Hayden echoing his Department’s anger that “we should have 
made a stronger effort in the closing stages of the negotiations” and that, contrary to 
understandings “agreed on the evening of 1 June”, the delegation did not reserve its position on 
revenue share and anti-subsidy provisions. “We gave away too much, too soon, with little if 
any real return and the price of consensus was a high one”. He added prophetically that “it is 
by no means certain that this is the direction that Cabinet will wish to go”612. Cook even 
mounted a seemingly counter-intuitive environmental argument for not signing, suggesting that 
pursuing more effective anti-subsidy measures would have offered an environmental benefit as 
they “would have prevented uneconomic and, therefore, unnecessary mining”613. 

Hayden sought to reassure that CRAMRA did not fail Australia, even though it was isolated on 
anti-subsidy and revenue provisions. He pointed to CRAMRA’s claimant protections and said 
that if Australia had objected, the moratorium might collapse and put sovereign interests at 
greater risk. Despite having signed the Final Act, as to the Convention itself Hayden accepted 
“the need to think seriously before signing” and thought it was not “necessary for Australia to 
be among the first to sign”614. Hayden also defended Australia’s delegation leader not making a 
final statement. While acknowledging CRAMRA was “not entirely satisfactory” to any Party, 
it had to be seen in the wider context of protecting the Treaty itself. Optimistically, Hayden 
invited Cook’s department (Resources and Energy) to update its assessment of Antarctica’s 
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mineral potential and a “best guess on when the first application to open an area could be 
expected [to] assist Cabinet in determining its attitude to signature”615.  

With the Convention open for signature from 25 November 1988, what to do prompted deep 
thought. The IDC could not agree when to approach Cabinet, with both Keating and Cook 
having deep reservations about claimant rights616. Environmentalists ramped up their concerns, 
but for obviously different reasons617. With his officials not placated, Cook sought not to defer 
a decision but instead to bring it forward, arguing that not signing CRAMRA “in its present 
form … has much to recommend it”. In remarkable understatement, he thought this would 
have “a very strong impact on the deliberations of other Treaty Parties” and, because “too 
many countries have too much at stake”, it would not lead to Hayden’s feared breakdown. He 
argued an early Australian decision might dissuade others from signing618. A month later, 
Keating echoed Cook’s views, again arguing that Australia was “forfeiting our sovereignty 
over Antarctica” and should “attempt further to negotiate provisions that better protect our 
national interests”. He also argued that “an effective anti-subsidies article had been strongly 
supported by the environmental movement” and a decision not to sign should be 
communicated to other Parties ahead of the 25 November signing ceremony619. Unfortunately 
for Cook and Keating, support for CRAMRA among other Parties was growing. It could be 
assumed from the correspondence that Cook and Keating were of one mind. However, not 
mentioned in Keating’s letter to Gareth Evans (who had become Foreign Minister), was his 
meeting with French Prime Minister Michel Rocard and his [Keating’s] “personal view that 
Antarctic should be an environmental protected zone, i.e. an ‘international park’”620. This was 
later to become a key factor in claiming priority for the decision to overturn CRAMRA. 

In September 1988, a review conference on the operation of CCAS was held in London. This 
was in conjunction with SATCM VIII which considered applications for consultative status. 
Sweden and Spain were successful, allowing the possibility of a last-minute chance to 
automatically become members of the Antarctic Mineral Resources Commission621. Given the 
June 1988 CRAMRA consensus and growing momentum towards signature, the opportunity 
was taken for a ‘round-table’ discussion on attitudes to CRAMRA. This was designed to 
pressure Australia to commit. However, “if this was the intention it backfired as Australia 
spoke early and noncommittally”. Even Greenpeace no longer argued against signature of 
CRAMRA, only against its eventual ratification as it would be at that latter point that point that 
the convention would become operative622. Australia still prevaricated.  
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In October 1988, Cook raised concerns again: this time with Evans who, as previous Resources 
Minister, might be sympathetic. Cook recycled the words he had used to Bill Hayden in June: 
“we gave away too much with little, if any, real return” and CRAMRA should not be signed in 
its present form”623. In New Zealand, Chris Beeby acknowledged the complexities, 
emphasising CRAMRA’s environmental provisions and reiterating his refrain of tolerance, 
forbearance and cooperation624. Such soothing did little to assuage Australian officials still 
smarting from June. Foreign Affairs supported CRAMRA as the best compromise achievable; 
Attorney-General’s agreed, considering it “the best ever framework agreement in respect of 
environmental protection”. Graham Richardson and Michael Duffy publicly praised 
CRAMRA, while Paul Keating and Peter Cook held “the faint hope of reopening negotiations” 
on anti-subsidy provisions and revenue sharing. In addition, there was growing community 
concern and a commitment to environmentalists to table CRAMRA in Parliament to stimulate 
public discussion625. It was time to make a decision. But the decision made was not to sign. 
Nor was it not to sign. It was decided to defer the decision. As Evans explained to Cook and 
Keating, a Cabinet decision could not be taken with just four weeks until the November 
signing ceremony. Even if it could, it would not influence other Parties as “a number of them 
are poised to sign”. Furthermore, Cabinet consideration should come after tabling of the 
Convention626. Cook and Keating disagreed, but accepted that nothing else could happen 
without community consultation627.  

The Government did not need to trigger public discussion. While environmentalists welcomed 
CRAMRA’s tough environmental provisions, their public position was to object—in their 
view, its mere existence encouraged mining628. The ACF’s Phillip Toyne demanded Australia 
not sign. Graham Richardson said he was personally against mining629. Nevertheless, even 
though it was “far from perfect”, he was inclined to support signature. He considered 
CRAMRA unenforceable and “the whole thing is bullshit anyway”630. Coprological aversions 
aside, Richardson was potentially receptive to environmental options. It therefore seems 
inexplicable that AAD’s 18 November update to him omitted to mention Keating’s 
‘international park’ idea, of which it had been made aware two days before631. This piece of 
information was missed, dismissed, or concealed. However, its existence soon emerged: a leak 
of Keating’s letter to Evans thrust differing ministerial views into public view632. Liberal 
Opposition MP Warwick Smith condemned Government disunity, citing the contradictions 
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between statements made at CRAMRA’s adoption and the contents of Keating’s letter, and 
accusing the Government of secrecy633. The leaked correspondence triggered alarm in New 
Zealand, where Foreign Minister Russell Marshall expressed surprise at Keating’s objection to 
CRAMRA. Marshall hoped “Australia comes to the party” and, with some understatement, 
said “New Zealand would be pretty disappointed if Australia decided not to sign”. ASOC’s 
Cath Wallace suggested that Keating’s objections “stemmed directly from Australia’s 
resentment at the way it was treated at the Convention talks in June”634. None of this suggested 
any hint of an environmental motive behind Keating’s position—on the contrary, it was 
directed solely at his concern about Australia’s economic interests. 

November 1988: CRAMRA open for signature, open for discussion 

On 22 November, CRAMRA was tabled in Parliament635. Evans emphasised it would not 
encourage mining, but put “a legal framework in place in advance of any pressures” to do so 
and “ensure that adequate arrangements were made to protect the fragile Antarctic 
environment”. He also noted Australia’s policy objectives included “to derive possible 
economic benefits from the living and non-living resources of the AAT”. The Government’s 
purpose, he said, was “to promote community discussion”636. It did. Independent Senator Jo 
Vallentine immediately moved that the Government support a world park637.  

Things were moving fast. On Friday that week, 25 November 1988, CRAMRA opened for 
signature in Wellington. Marshall sought to dispel misunderstandings that CRAMRA opened 
Antarctica for mining. On the contrary, by filling the “gap in the Treaty system” it would avoid 
“an unregulated scramble for resources” and CRAMRA was “the best protection for the Treaty 
system, for the Antarctic environment and Antarctica as a whole”638. It was open for signature 
for one year, after that a State would have to accede639. Nine signed immediately640. France 
almost did—the French Ambassador had Full Powers to sign, but what was described as a 
“departmental hitch” intervened641. However, the French hesitation became significant as five 
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months later it made it very much easier for France’s commitment to CRAMRA to falter. It 
would have been very much more difficult to step back later. 

Evans explained that Australia had not signed because “there are different views within the 
Australian community [but] we will be considering our position, sooner rather than later”642. 
Seemingly unaware of this, Australia’s permanent representative to the UN, Michael Costello, 
was giving CRAMRA a rousing defence643. Graham Richardson, meanwhile, decided there 
was no need for urgent Cabinet consideration and that there was “little to be achieved by 
continuing correspondence between Ministers”644. Not dissuaded, Peter Cook wrote again, 
asking for a decision as early as February 1989645. The situation was further complicated by 
US objections to Australian adventurer Dick Smith’s audacious Twin Otter flight carrying 
Greenpeace activists to the South Pole to campaign for a world park646. Adding pressure was a 
second Senate motion, this time from Democrats Senator Jean Jenkins proposing an 
unambiguously intended, but confusingly titled, “Antarctic Conservation Zone World 
Wilderness Park”647. If mining was allowed, she said, “the effects will be catastrophic”648. In 
contrast, the Opposition’s Warwick Smith strongly favoured signing649. 

January 1989: Antarctic problems 

1989 would be momentous, not just for Australia’s coming decision, but for the future of the 
Treaty itself. For the AAD, it started with a simple request, but with an odd twist. Richardson’s 
office asked to be briefed on “the implications of Australia not signing the minerals 
convention”, but with an unusual instruction: that AAD “not contact DFAT in preparing the 
paper”650. This was contrary to normal bureaucratic procedure. AAD complied, submitting its 
advice on the risks of a decision not to sign: international credibility would suffer; Australian 
sovereignty would be weakened; relations with New Zealand would be harmed; UN interest 
would increase; the moratorium could break down; a new convention could be environmentally 
weaker; and any replacement regime might not require Australian signature651.  

As if to underscore the environmental risk, immediately after lunch the following day and just 
as the AAD’s advice landed in the Minister’s office, Argentine Antarctic resupply vessel Bahia 
Paraiso ran aground near Anvers Island. Two days later it capsized spilling 675,000 litres of 
fuel and oil into Antarctic waters, killing thousands of seabirds and other marine organisms652. 
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The incident caused significant disruption when over 300 passengers and crew had to be 
accommodated at Palmer Station while an ineffective attempt was made to contain the spill653. 
It was a timely warning of navigation risks, environmental consequences and public alarm. The 
wreck is still there as a solemn reminder. And this was just the beginning. 

Nervousness about risks in the Antarctic increased on 7 February when HMS Endurance 
collided with ice near Deception Island, and ramped up further on 26 February with another 
grounding—this time when Peru’s Antarctic ship BIC Humboldt struck rocks off King George 
Island654. The fact that no pollutants escaped from those two events hardly mattered. The 
incidents just added to the mounting environmental issues including sustained criticism of the 
impact of the French airstrip on penguins and concerns about the United Kingdom’s Rothera 
airstrip655; scientists campaigning against CRAMRA656; and Greenpeace protests at 
McMurdo657.  

Meanwhile, momentum towards CRAMRA continued. By mid-March 1989 there were twelve 
signatories. In Canberra, buoyed by Australian Mining Industry Council support, Evans wrote 
to colleagues suggesting that “on balance, signature will best serve Australia’s overall 
interests”658. In London, the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) was busy preparing for 
UK signature and, “all God and politics willing”, legislation to ratify by mid-year. John Heap 
was also preparing for May’s Preparatory Meeting for the October ATCM. He advised that, 
prompted by Bahia Paraiso’s loss, Chile would propose a conference to study “international 
cooperation to conserve the Antarctic environment”. He also alluded to the French airstrip and 
Greenpeace activism, but made no connection to CRAMRA659. It was the media that made that 
connection, realising the public potency of penguins. On 20 March the prime-time ABC Four 
Corners investigative program broadcast ‘Frozen Assets’, drawing graphic attention to 
Antarctica and the minerals debate660. It had sent journalist Tony Jones and producer Martin 
Butler to Antarctica and, as it turned out, to powerful effect. 

At the same time, officials were iterating drafts of a submission seeking Cabinet’s decision on 
CRAMRA. Without revealing that it had already briefed Richardson, AAD advised DFAT on 
what it considered to be the consequences of not signing661. By 23 March, DFAT’s draft 
submission was well developed. The draft recommended signature of CRAMRA while 
deferring ratification to future consideration. The proposed media release would have Evans 
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and Richardson jointly announcing signature662. Cook was not impressed. He wrote to Evans 
adamant that Australia not sign. He rejected the submission as unbalanced and, despite its 15 
explanatory attachments, not fully canvassing the issues. Unlike his December position, he 
now sought deferral of a decision pending development of “a series of comprehensive Cabinet 
Memoranda on each of these issues”. He again called for negotiations to be re-opened, arguing 
that “we have consistently underestimated and underplayed our natural negotiating leverage … 
we should use it” to extract concessions from others663. Evans’ rebuttal was prompt. Three 
more claimants had signed, taking the total to 15—very close to the minimum number required 
for entry into force664. Evans said that attempts to re-open negotiations “would be legally 
dangerous” and he saw no value in further consultation between officials: “the remaining 
differences need to be resolved in Cabinet soon”665. The position of ministers was counter-
intuitive: the Environment Minister wanted to sign a convention that allowed access to 
minerals in Antarctica; the Resources Minister who wanted access to minerals did not. Such 
differences could only be resolved in Cabinet. Evans’ wish for Cabinet consideration would be 
satisfied, but the intervening six weeks would see the heat turned up another notch. On the 
other side of the planet, a completely unpredictable calamity had just occurred. 

March 1989: Arctic problems 

Joseph Hazelwood had a cordial meal with some colleagues, went shopping, bought a pizza, 
and took a taxi to the port of Valdez. Some four hours later, at 9 minutes past midnight on 
Friday 24 March 1989, his whole workplace ground to a shuddering halt as Exxon Valdez 
foundered on Bligh Reef. It rather spoiled the Easter weekend of Hazelwood, his over-worked 
helmsman 3rd mate Gregory Cousins, and his other 18 crew members. It also rather spoiled any 
further chance of calm discussion about hydrocarbon exploration in Antarctica because by 
dawn over 35 million litres of North Slope crude oil had escaped into the waters of Prince 
William Sound666. Marine mammals, seabirds, valuable fisheries and reputations were 
destroyed because the tanker had not been turned into the correct shipping lane. Concerns 
about the Bahia Paraiso and BIC Humboldt impacts dispersed in the waves created by the 
Alaska spill. Slick reporting of the events swept around the world as the $US1.8 billion clean-
up response got underway. Graphic images ensured acute public appreciation of the potential 
for polar pollution. Environment groups were to go on to make great Antarctic capital from 
what had happened in the Arctic667.  
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Anti-CRAMRA campaigning accelerated. In France, Jacques Cousteau had been lobbying. He 
now announced plans to confront Australian parliamentarians directly668. French Foreign 
Ministry officials had been pushing hard for signature, but the Quai d’Orsay’s Charley 
Causeret “painted a rather gloomy picture of the prospects” given the “active and well 
publicised (even if ill-informed) anti-minerals convention campaign led by Cousteau”669. This 
had increased with Greens successes in French municipal elections and the prospect for a 
strong environment vote in forthcoming European Parliamentary polls. Causeret observed that 
part of the problem was CRAMRA’s title: “it drew attention to ‘emotive minerals exploitation 
ideas’ rather than to the environmental measures”670. The French were rapidly shifting from 
“‘it’s just a matter of time before we sign’ to a position of considerable doubt” about whether 
domestic politics made signature realistic671. This signalled a significant challenge to those 
French officials who had championed the Convention when it was adopted and expected to 
sign on 25 November. French doubts had potentially serious implications for CRAMRA which 
was at a crucial point. By then, the formula for its entry into force now only required 
participation by both Australia and France (as claimants) and one of either China or India (as 
developing states)672.  

Pressures also emerged within Australian Government ranks. ALP Caucus Chair Bob 
Chynoweth cited the Exxon Valdez disaster in opposing CRAMRA673. Richardson came out 
directly opposed to mining674. In Parliament, Senator Vallentine moved a Matter of Urgency to 
support a world park. Despite objecting to mining, Graham Richardson still defended 
CRAMRA: “I, for one, would not like to be the person who started it all again”675. His 
seemingly contradictory views, that CRAMRA was the best way to protect the environment, 
reflected that day’s advice from his Department676. Indeed, the draft Cabinet submission 
recommended signature for that very reason677. However, a week later an announcement by 
France made Australia’s decision moot.  

April 1989: France has doubts 

In a televised interview on 20 April, French Prime Minister Michel Rocard confirmed the 
turnaround in thinking. Asked on TF1 program Questions à Domicile whether he would join 
180,000 others in signing Cousteau’s petition he said, “France will not ratify the Treaty in its 
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present state … negotiations must be re-opened”. Causeret “did not disguise MFA’s 
‘disappointment and embarrassment’ at Rocard’s comments” and admitted that “Rocard did 
not know the Antarctic dossier very well, as evidenced by his confusion over ‘ratification’ and 
‘signature’”. It was “a victory of politics over legal and diplomatic arguments”. However, there 
was no going back. Causeret said he would recommend ‘improvements’ to CRAMRA, rather 
than ‘renegotiation’, and explain France’s new position in the context of developments since 
CRAMRA was adopted678. Such developments included Exxon Valdez and other maritime 
accidents, but the Dumont d’Urville runway controversy was also up in the air679. Adding to 
the confusion was a statement to the National Assembly in which Thierry de Beauce, Secretary 
of State for International Cultural Relations, left open France’s decision.  

These developments put France in an awkward position: it was to host the forthcoming ATCM 
in October, starting with the May 1989 Preparatory Meeting. It would be highly unusual for a 
normally impartial host to preside over a controversy of its own making. “A sense of 
uncertainty and confusion” prevailed in Paris. Quai d’Orsay official Georges Duquin 
confirmed they were still considering Rocard’s comments. The “rather imprecise, if not 
confusing reference to ‘not ratifying the Treaty in its current form’ at least gave the MFA 
something to work with”680.  

ASOC was thrilled with Michel Rocard’s announcement. Cath Wallace said that the “sorry 
saga of the French airstrip is a very good example of why we shouldn’t trust the Antarctic 
countries”. She argued that CRAMRA should not be signed as public opinion had moved on 
and, besides, the moratorium was still in place. New Zealand Foreign Minister Russell 
Marshall was not convinced. He argued that, while not perfect, CRAMRA’s “set of rules is 
better than no rules at all”681.  

In Australia, environmentalists considered Rocard’s views unambiguous and used them to 
increase pressure on the Government682. Departmental officers were trying to rationalise 
France’s position, suggesting that Rocard’s statements “do not appear to have been thought 
through” and were “in conflict with the official French position”. France, they thought, would 
not outright veto CRAMRA, just call for stricter liability provisions683. New Zealand officials 
were “disappointed but not despondent”, assuming “that Rocard was not very well briefed” and 
hoping that “some clarification of the French position” would be forthcoming before later 
accession684. Norway was optimistic. It was “not too concerned about Rocard’s statement” 
which was just a “political response to pressure from environmentalists” and predicted that re-
opening negotiations “would be virtually impossible, as the French will discover”685. Such 
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optimism would soon evaporate. Decision time for Australia was rapidly approaching and 
opposition to CRAMRA was hardening. By month’s end Graham Richardson had received 
1793 letters, 2231 postcards and 21 petitions—all opposed686. The public campaign was now 
well mobilised. 

April 1989: Australian opposition 

On 27 April Paul Keating again wrote to Bob Hawke. Again he objected to CRAMRA. This 
time he added an entirely new element: the world park alternative. He wrote: “last October I 
met the French Prime Minister Michel Rocard, and outlined to him both Australia’s policy at 
the time and my personal view of the minerals convention issue. Given all this, I believe we 
should consider carefully, but soon, the establishment of a world park or at least consider 
declaring Australia’s territory a national park”687. Keating’s letter did not suggest that he had 
actually mentioned an environmental alternative to Rocard in Paris the previous year. That 
claim emerged when Keating’s world park option found its way into the media in an article 
based on a departmental official’s discussion with a journalist688. The resulting article reported 
that “Rocard thought this sounded like a good idea and that he would look at it [and that] Mr 
Keating will be briefing the Prime Minister on his return”. The article took the lid off the still 
simmering inter-departmental battles, confirming observations made at the time by others. It 
reported that Treasury and Resources accused DFAT of taking “too soft a line in the 
negotiations over the convention”, maintaining “too tight a level of control”, and not allowing 
other members of the delegation to speak. DFAT’s defence was to accuse Resources officials 
of inflexibility and being “unwilling or unable to make concessions”689.  

Meanwhile, Opposition Leader John Howard had his own doubts about CRAMRA, citing his 
shock at the Exxon Valdez disaster690. Graham Richardson suggested an easy way out: if 
France did not sign CRAMRA then Australia wouldn’t have to make up its mind691. Howard 
was more decisive. On 2 May he declared, with his environment spokesperson Senator Chris 
Puplick, that Australia should not sign CRAMRA as “mineral activity in the Antarctic poses 
too great a risk”. They called for “a convention to ban mining in Antarctica … we must not let 
this opportunity pass”692. That day, an ACF rally in Canberra was addressed by Bob 
Chynoweth, Chris Puplick and Democrats Senator Norm Sanders. In the Senate, Puplick railed 
against Government disharmony and pointed to Keating’s world park proposal. Gareth Evans 
debunked the idea and defended CRAMRA as “the best way forward”—that was despite 
acknowledging that “in successive incremental ways, sovereignty claims are, in effect, 
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continuing to be undermined”. It was speculated that Cabinet would defer discussion until the 
heat from the Opposition cooled693. Australian media, however, kept the issue alive694. Peter 
Cook used the French and Opposition positions to suggest again that additional factors be 
assessed, including the world park option which was not canvassed in the draft submission695.  

It was awkward enough having different views between Ministers, but now Prime Minister 
Hawke had the Opposition, Democrats and independent Senators wedging him on the 
environment. Quizzed on this by journalists, Bob Hawke seemed defensive: “we are totally 
green, or totally white, as far as the Antarctic is concerned”, he thundered, “don’t try and 
conjure up a position that what we’re going to have is the Liberals with the Democrats taking 
up a more appropriate environmental position than this Government. I mean, we haven’t 
reached that peculiar state of affairs”696. Over the weekend, Foreign Affairs officers added a 
corrigendum to Evans’ draft submission: it would now recommend that Australia “not sign the 
minerals convention at this stage”697. 

May 1989: a negative reaction may be generated 

That same weekend, a delegation of four left for Paris for the Preparatory Meeting which 
would decide the October ATCM XV agenda. Briefing for Australia’s delegation covered in 
detail the potential for a Party to request a conference to review the operation of the Treaty in 
1991. The delegation was instructed to discourage a review that risked “reopening dormant 
conflicts”698. The irony was perhaps lost on the delegation whose own actions were shortly to 
run the risk of precipitating the reviled review. The delegation briefing on minerals was 
laughably inadequate for what was to unfold. The instruction was simply to “ascertain 
intentions in respect of signature or ratification of CRAMRA … clarification of the French 
position … and explain the current Australian position”699. It completely missed the point that 
there was no Australian position: Cabinet consideration was still two weeks away.  

On 8 May, Delegation Leader John Burgess received cabled instructions for his exclusive 
attention. He was to test the “likely reaction to some alternative scenarios to straightforward 
signature and ratification, and you are requested to circumspectly canvass opinion 
accordingly”700. The cable pointed out the changed political circumstances created by Michel 
Rocard’s announcement—no longer would Australia be isolated if it chose not to sign. In 
addition, domestic politics made signing unrealistic and passage of implementing legislation 
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impossible701. The alternative scenarios included sign CRAMRA but use Australia’s veto to 
prevent an area being opened; reserve Australia’s position until other options had been tested; 
not sign and, instead, pursue a comprehensive environmental regime that would prohibit 
mining altogether; and finally, campaign for an Antarctic world park. The third option was 
preferred702. Burgess was reassured: “we are very conscious of the negative reaction that may 
be generated by any suggestion that Australia may be about to move away from positions 
already hard won, and you should emphasis [sic] that your proposed discussions are 
exploratory only”703. As instructed, Burgess proceeded to circumspectly canvass opinions and 
test the likely reactions. The predicted “negative reaction” was an understatement704.  

Disdain towards Australia was not diluted by suggestions from New Zealand Deputy Prime 
Minister Geoffrey Palmer for a new Antarctic environment protection initiative705. Nor was it 
moderated by a Chilean paper describing Antarctica as an “ecological natural park” and calling 
for “overall measures for the protection of the Antarctic environment” in the form of a protocol 
or convention706. The reason was simple: both proposals were predicated on CRAMRA 
entering into force. Chile’s paper, launched early in the meeting, was already gaining traction. 
It gained enthusiastic support from the United Kingdom. John Heap said that the “Chilean 
proposal needs distinct attention, at a separate meeting, to do it justice”. He suggested a 
SATCM in 1990 to consider the idea. This was seen as a tactic to defer consideration of 
environmental measures until after the deadline for signing CRAMRA as it would allow 
additional time for accessions and unstoppable momentum towards CRAMRA’s eventual entry 
into force707. France, as host, was peeved that Chile’s initiative was overshadowing its own 
ideas for an environmental charter708. Burgess reported being “unable to obtain any very 
useful, or indeed coherent, statement of the current French thinking on CRAMRA”, although 
Duquin’s “bleak, probably personal, view” was that France would now drop any thought of 
signing and leave a decision on subsequent accession until progress had been made on 
CRAMRA’s liability protocol709. Once the heat from Burgess’ circumspect canvassing of 
options had died down, his mid-meeting assessment was revealing: “after a flurry of intense 
interest in the possibilities of resolving the problems” the atmosphere “is now one of some 
resignation that the situations in France and Australia have moved into a highly political realm 
where their course can only be watched … no rancour is evident. There is more a sense of 
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foreboding”710. Foreboding it was although, of course, at that point neither France or Australia 
had actually decided not to sign.  

Meanwhile, Bob Hawke had called Michel Rocard, saying that he opposed Antarctic mining 
and signing CRAMRA was not the best way to prevent it. In view of Rocard’s earlier 
statement he wanted to explore action that “Australia and France might take together to protect 
the Antarctic environment”. This would help guide Cabinet’s forthcoming decision and, if it 
decided to oppose CRAMRA, “whether we would be standing alone, which may be futile”. 
Hawke suggested that “one option is a world park”. Both Ministers agreed to explore the 
options711. That same day, the Labor Caucus, chaired by Bob Chynoweth, decided to oppose 
CRAMRA712.  

May 1989: Australians in Paris, at “the radical end of the spectrum” 

Alan Brown, head of DFAT’s International Legal Division, tasked lawyer Bill Bush with 
preparing a proposal for Australia’s delegation to put to the ATCM Preparatory Meeting still 
underway in Paris713. A working paper was faxed to the delegation. On the morning of 11 May 
the delegation met to discuss it. John Burgess said that he would sound out principal 
delegations. Lyn Goldsworthy, ASOC member of the delegation, expressed reservations about 
the wisdom of putting around the paper itself as opposed to canvassing the idea verbally. So 
did the AAD representative (this author) who considered the paper too complex and signalled 
that a decision not to sign CRAMRA had already been made. Burgess, however, believed there 
was “nothing to lose”714. It was later revealed that the informal soundings had already 
happened—and all with negative reactions. Unknown to Goldsworthy and this author, the 
paper was circulated anyway, raising suspicion that Australia’s proposal had been put out on 
the expectation that it would get demolished and thus convince Cabinet to sign CRAMRA (the 
then position of DFAT officers)715. In any event, the paper was out and this time there was no 
tentative testing of scenarios—it went straight to the preferred option: “an integrated catch-all 
Convention to protect the Antarctic environment” which would, over time, subsume existing 
instruments. It did not say that mining would be prohibited. However, in reference to 
CRAMRA it included the ominous phrase “should it enter into force”, unmistakably revealing 
Australia’s doubts716. Burgess suggested the paper be considered on its own merits and 
“against the background of the difficulties which have arisen for us on the matter of signing 
CRAMRA”717. The reaction was immediate and unambiguous. 
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Undaunted, on 12 May Burgess formally introduced Australia’s proposal in Plenary718. 
Apologising for the typographical errors, he described it as an “exploratory paper … motivated 
by the wish to explore one possible approach … to show what a conservation convention might 
look like”719. Conscious of the previous day’s testy objections, he calmly acknowledged it 
“might be interpreted as ambitious [and at the] radical end of the spectrum” and that other 
delegations “might find the contents thought provoking”720. They did.  

The other delegations’ disappointments were barely disguised in equivalent diplomatic 
language. Argentina’s Alberto Daverede condemned it with impeccable eloquence, noting that 
it was indeed ambitious and “scales new heights for us [as it] contains many controversial 
statements that might warrant a more serene reflection … to tackle forthright matters that could 
lead to divisions between us would be erroneous … we ask Australia to reconsider”721. For the 
United Kingdom, John Heap gave an impassioned plea in his inimitable measured way. 
Drawing on his vast ATCM experience, and reflecting on the new focus on environmental 
issues, he lamented that he had detected a change in this meeting “which, if it becomes a habit, 
will not be helpful to the future of the Antarctic Treaty” because there was a “danger of 
upsetting the balance that needs to be struck between looking after the environment and getting 
things done”. He argued that “it would be a tragic irony if the Antarctic Treaty itself was to be 
undermined by a blinkered concern for the minor effects that pursuit of knowledge is having on 
the environment or, indeed, if it were to be undermined by a distant future threat which we 
have collectively foreseen and collectively guarded against”722. Such was the impact of Heap’s 
statement that several Parties requested it in writing723. It was not so much what the speech 
said—it did not even mention CRAMRA. Rather, it was its delivery by a person of immense 
experience and who the previous speaker had just referred to as ‘Mr Antarctica’724. Delivered 
immediately after the presentation of Australia’s proposal for an environmental convention, it 
epitomised Heap’s style to seek the last word and thus shape subsequent decisions. It had been 
a particularly awkward discussion. Coming ahead of an Australian decision on CRAMRA, it 
“did little to facilitate sympathy” for the environment convention proposal. Up to that point 
“most delegations appeared to believe that despite French and Australian domestic difficulties 
(which were regarded as temporary), CRAMRA would come into force”. While the timing of 
the conservation convention idea had put Australia “in a difficult tactical position”, the paper 
was interpreted as signalling that Australia actually had no intention of signing CRAMRA725.  

The effect of the Australian proposal was also to overtake an emerging initiative by France, as 
host of what it hoped would be a successful October meeting, to find an early way out of the 
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coming dilemma726. Thinking in Prime Minister Rocard’s office had begun to consider 
retaining CRAMRA and taking parallel action, such as lodging a reservation727. If Australia 
was serious in its intention, then such a compromise was already redundant. While Australia 
had seemingly followed France in doubting CRAMRA, it was now taking the lead. It would 
have to wait and see if France would fall in behind.  

Using French indecision on CRAMRA as cover for a definitive Australian decision not to sign 
was risky. There was a gulf between a decision to sign accompanied by a potentially flawed 
declaration, and decision not to sign at all. A final French position might not be announced 
until after the coming European elections728. If France was not on board, Australia would 
become isolated. Nevertheless, on 12 May Foreign Minister Gareth Evans instructed officials 
to prepare a new Cabinet submission, for consideration in 10 days’ time, this time proposing “a 
full-blown conservation convention”729. That same day Bob Hawke responded to Paul 
Keating’s 27 April letter advising that officials would “explore the concept of a world park”730. 
While this would prove problematic, there was some optimism as Chile’s initiative, and the 
call for a SATCM to discuss it, provided cover for all environmental proposals to be 
considered. A SATCM would only make this possible if its terms of reference, drafted by the 
United Kingdom, could accommodate Australia’s ambitions731. By coincidence, that week 
there was a state election in Tasmania—a coincidence later seized on by other Parties seeking 
to explain Australia’s actions.  

May 1989: Hawke engages Rocard 

Bob Hawke wasted no time. As the Paris delegation arrived back, he wrote to Michel Rocard 
pointing out that a signatory making a declaration or reservation against mining was prohibited 
by CRAMRA732. He also sought to remove any French doubts about support for a world 
park733. Rocard’s view had changed: he now considered that France should sign CRAMRA lest 
mining be left unregulated, but that there should be a parallel environmental regime. He also 
thought that there was no urgency on a final decision as CRAMRA would be open for 
signature until November that year. A decision would therefore be deferred until after the 
European Parliament elections734. Rocard’s office appeared to have accepted the Quai d’Orsay 
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view of strong support for CRAMRA. French officials even denied that Rocard had ever 
suggested that mining be banned735.  

Unaware of this, in Australia the opposite was occurring. Graham Richardson had received a 
further 6394 letters opposed to CRAMRA736. He was now dropping support for it737. Paul 
Keating described CRAMRA as “a starter’s gun for mining”738. Within a day, media were 
predicting that Cabinet would decide not to sign739. The Opposition piled on the pressure, with 
Senator Puplick haranguing the government for “hoping the French, by not signing the 
convention, will relieve them of their clear moral obligation to make a decision. This 
cowardice is astounding”740. Phillip Law chimed in deriding a world park741. His spray 
continued: “if Australia refuses to sign she will be utterly discredited among the Treaty nations 
and will be branded as naïve, ignorant and obstructive … the campaign for an Antarctic world 
park is doomed to failure”742. 

May 1989: a submission to Cabinet 

Departmental officers, meanwhile, were quietly getting on with the job. Their final draft of the 
submission was recommending that Australia not sign, but with the qualification “at this 
stage”743. At the same time, Hawke’s requested paper on world park options was being 
completed by Henry Burmester of the Attorney-General’s Department (A-G’s)744. It outlined 
the aims and possible management framework, but noted the unacceptability of any concepts 
that would internationalise Antarctica. The paper advised there were no existing world parks, 
and no mechanism for their designation. The world park proposal, it said, was fraught with 
problems: an undefined concept with no agreement on how to implement one—even NGOs 
had not addressed such issues. With such lack of substance, the Cabinet submission could 
hardly use the paper to justify a world park. In preparation for Cabinet’s meeting, AAD 
provided Richardson with a gloomy assessment of the submission’s recommendations. It 
concluded that pursuit of the recommendations would “entail considerable effort just to 
maintain Australia’s credibility within the Antarctic Treaty” (and, less convincingly, advancing 
the proposal would require the recruitment of one extra staff member). Whether or not the 
Minister was convinced is not clear, suffice to say that his office again requested AAD not 
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raise its concerns with DFAT745. Meanwhile, Australia’s diplomatic posts were advised to 
make appointments in relevant capitals so that they could be briefed as soon as Cabinet made 
its decision746. The draft decision would be based on Evans’ submission, revised two days 
before the Cabinet meeting. The decision was amended to make clear that the Government 
would not raise “excessive public expectation in Australia” that a world park was 
achievable747. Speculation that the Government would not sign CRAMRA was now rife, 
despite commentators such as Gillian Triggs suggesting that “opposition to the Convention is a 
tremendous gamble” and David Lyons, one of Australia’s negotiators, making a last-minute 
plea for CRAMRA in the media748. 

22 May 1989: decision day 

Six months to the day from CRAMRA’s tabling in Parliament, on Monday 22 May 1989 
Ministers woke to a Page 1 scoop: a leaked copy of the Cabinet submission, scheduled for 
consideration that day, would recommend Australia not sign CRAMRA at this stage749. Mid-
morning, Hawke received a letter from his New Zealand counterpart, Prime Minister David 
Lange, expressing concern about the public debate in Australia and adding his “bit to an issue 
of considerable importance to New Zealand”. He regretted public misunderstandings generated 
by CRAMRA, set out dangers for the Treaty if there were no rules when minerals were 
discovered, and pointed out that the world park idea would be even less acceptable than it was 
in 1975750.  

Lange was too late: Hawke’s Cabinet was meeting. It decided that the Government would not 
sign CRAMRA but, instead, “pursue the urgent negotiation of a comprehensive environment 
protection convention”751. Australia would also “explore in this context the prospects of 
implementation of an Antarctic wilderness park, without raising excessive public expectations 
in Australia that international acceptance of this concept will be achieved”752. Meanwhile, the 
Government would seek to strengthen the moratorium and consider the matter again “in light 
of the position expressed by other countries”753.  
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Hawke made it clear that his Cabinet was united: “there was (a) no vote, because we don’t 
have votes in cabinet, and (b) there was no expression of opposition to the course of action”754. 
There are few records of what actually transpired in Cabinet. Hawke recalls that “with an 
amused tolerance and almost total scepticism, the Cabinet let me have my head”755. Graham 
Richardson’s recollection, however, is that “Keating was the key figure—he was the one who 
turned it … and he did it very well”. But he also pointed out that Keating’s argument against 
CRAMRA was on economic grounds756. Richardson, who on departmental advice had 
previously supported signature, denied that he had been ‘rolled’ in Cabinet: “we were all in 
heated agreement”, he insisted757. 

Announcing Cabinet’s decision, Ministers were agreed that “no mining at all … should take 
place in and around the continent”. They recognised that CRAMRA was “very much better 
than no protective regime” but it was “possible to seek stronger protection”. Instead, Australia 
would pursue a comprehensive environmental convention and “specifically explore the 
prospects … of an Antarctic wilderness park”, acknowledging this would be “a significant 
change of approach”758. Bob Hawke was clear about the distinction: “we won’t be talking 
about a world park … we’ll be talking about an Antarctic wilderness park ... you’ve got to have 
a process which is capable of being given effect to”. He was frank about the challenge because 
of inevitable international opposition: “it’s going to be an extremely hard row to hoe”. “We 
nevertheless believe that Australia has a responsibility to take a lead in this matter [but] we 
don’t underestimate the very considerable difficulties”, he said. Gareth Evans was more 
pointed, and provocative, about the expected “opposition from two or three countries of a 
predictable kind—US and UK particularly”759.  

The preceding eleven months had been momentous. CRAMRA had been adopted by 
consensus, yet doubts about it had immediately surfaced. It was not yet dead in the water. 
Several Parties had signed the convention, but two Parties holding the key to its survival had 
not. Inter-departmental arguments had little impact. Public debate about Antarctica, energised 
by environmentalists, had become well-established by a media happy to ventilate the issues. 
Meanwhile, maritime accidents had interposed into the discussion, cruelling the prospects of a 
rational public debate. Even conservative Australian politicians seized the chance to appear 
environmentally motivated and publicly wedged Hawke. Emboldened by Rocard’s hesitation, 
the Hawke Cabinet had responded by deciding to reject CRAMRA.  
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Initial commentary emphasised the diplomatic challenge and the risks in leaving mining 
without regulation. There was scepticism about the Government’s motives, with suggestions 
that it was driven by popular pressure, a theme picked up by Puplick who was “delighted the 
Government had rejected the convention to account for electoral realities”760. Others were less 
charitable, with one editorial taking the view that the wilderness park idea was “a utopian 
notion that was impossibly idealistic” and the decision “has more to do with the next election 
than any altruistic desire to protect the environment”. Borrowing Keating’s phrase, it said that 
“by scuttling the Convention the Government could indeed provide a starter’s gun for 
miners”761. Irrespective of whether the ‘starter’s gun’ for mining was the adoption of 
CRAMRA (which would regulate it), or its rejection (which would leave it unregulated), 
Australia’s decision was a starter’s gun for heated diplomatic exchange. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Crisis of consensus 

May to October 1989 

 

22 May 1989 was a momentous climax to a period of anxious hope by the 
signatories of CRAMRA, and anxious hope by CRAMRA’s opponents. This 
chapter explores the following six months—outrage from some of Australia’s 
Treaty partners, with sympathy only from France. In what was called a ‘crisis of 
consensus’, there was no certainty that Australia would stand firm or if other 
Parties would continue to sign up to CRAMRA. The next opportunity for the 
Treaty Parties to address the issues would come at the October 1989 ATCM in 
Paris. Meanwhile, a diplomatic campaign would be initiated by Australia to see if 
other states could be convinced to reject the possibility of Antarctic mining. 

 

23 May 1989: naïve and impractical, surprise and regret 

It was improbable that foreign governments were not aware that Australia’s long-awaited 
decision had been made, but, as a formality, Australia’s diplomatic missions were instructed to 
circulate Hawke’s media release. They were advised to put the decision in the context of “a 
background of unprecedented public interest in Antarctica … the spill resulting from the Exxon 
Valdez [and] the qualitative change which has occurred in international concern about the 
environment”. The overseas missions were requested to reassure that a world park “with its 
connotations of common heritage and the internationalisation of Antarctica” was not being 
pursued. It concluded that “we would like posts to be assiduous in reporting the reaction of 
ATCPs”762. The latter request was hardly necessary. It was unsurprising that there would be an 
acerbic reaction. CRAMRA had been adopted by consensus, including by Australia. In 
addition, 16 Parties had signed—now they were being told that they had got it all wrong and 
Australia alone was correct. 

The United States needed no invitation to react. The State Department’s Tucker Scully said 
that the decision misrepresented CRAMRA as an encouragement to mine and expressed 
surprise at Australia’s opposition which had not been evident during its negotiation. He pointed 
to the inconsistency of pre-determining that no minerals activities could meet CRAMRA’s 
rigorous criteria, while disregarding that CRAMRA had established the process for making that 
                                                        
762 23 May 1989, Cablegram CE721590 “Protection of Antarctic environment” (NAA: B1387 89/311 PART 2). 
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determination. Thwarting CRAMRA, he warned, could “destroy the basis on which the 
moratorium had been established”763. Failure of the convention, Scully said, “would have 
extremely serious consequences and result in a net loss to environmental protection in 
Antarctica”, and “it would also threaten the Antarctic Treaty as a political mechanism”. He 
added it was unfortunate that Australia had not discussed the issues before its public 
announcement, and the United States would be obliged to make a public statement critical of 
Australia764. Later that day Scully registered his “serious concern” about Australia’s decision 
with DFAT Secretary Richard Woolcott, then visiting Washington. “It was a tragic 
development in that eight years of careful negotiations, in the course of which Australian 
positions had often been accommodated, were now virtually lost”, he said. He again raised the 
moratorium: if Australia did not sign, the moratorium would cease and he therefore “hoped the 
Australian decision was not irrevocable”. Scully dismissed the wilderness park idea as 
“seductive in presentational terms” but “somewhat naïve and impractical”. He also predicted 
that “France would sign the convention after a decent period of domestic political window-
dressing”765. 

John Heap said that the United Kingdom regretted that Australia was “stepping back from a 
text adopted by consensus”. CRAMRA represented a balance which was “properly weighted 
towards environmental protection”. It was wrong to suggest that all mining was intrinsically 
unacceptable. He also suggested that Australia’s decision threatened UK security interests as 
failure of CRAMRA’s “timely entry into force” removed the moratorium. He said that any 
attempt at prospecting in UK territory could precipitate a dispute with Argentina and have 
“much wider implications, producing a situation where the Antarctic Treaty System might 
itself begin to crumble”766. Heap also took issue with Evans’ 22 May comment that UK and 
US objections were predictable767.  

The British High Commission in Canberra provided a copy of UK instructions listing the 
points to be made. These included the advice that the United Kingdom was well advanced with 
its CRAMRA legislation, it would support strong liability rules, and it would pursue other 
environmental measures at the October ATCM. Then a note of UK optimism was injected: it 
noted that Australia had not refused to “accede to the convention, only that they will not sign 
it”768. There were grounds for such optimism: Graham Richardson himself had revealed doubts 
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CRAMRA negotiations, the United States took the moratorium issue seriously. It had warned in the Paris Preparatory Meeting in May 
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764 23 May 1989, Cablegram WH104403 “Protection of Antarctic environment” (NAA: B1387 89/311 PART 2). 
765 25 May 1989, Cablegram WH104483 “Antarctica: environmental protection: minerals convention” (NAA: B1387 89/311 PART 2). 
766 24 May 1989, Cablegram LH75039 “Protection of Antarctic environment” (NAA: B1387 89/311 PART 2). 
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768 26 May 1989, Cablegram CE723814 “Protection of Antarctic environment” (NAA: B1387 89/311 PART 2). There is an important 
distinction between signature and accession, see the separate explanatory notes in this thesis. 
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about the prospects of success, saying that “we’ve got to reassess our position in 12 months or 
whatever, and see where we’ve got to”769. 

Other reactions were pouring in: many robust. Argentina viewed the decision with the “utmost 
concern”; Belgium expressed “surprise and regret”; Chile and Japan were “disappointed”; 
Norway considered the decision “threatens the whole Antarctic Treaty System”; Spain thought 
the decision would “create tensions”; and the USSR had “serious concerns”. Others were 
ambiguous: Brazil said only that it would defer its own ratification; Denmark had an “open 
mind”; India “will consider” the issues; the Republic of Korea would be studying the decision; 
Sweden thought the decision “causes problems”; and South Africa “noted” it. Only a minority 
hinted at being more accommodating: Italy was “sympathetic”; Finland “understands”; and 
Poland took it with “resigned acceptance”770.  

Late May 1989: “good taste compels us to forbear quoting the expressions involved” 

Across the Tasman Sea, traditional ally New Zealand would be directly impacted by 
Australia’s decision. New Zealand was strongly invested in CRAMRA having initiated the 
negotiations, provided the chair, become Depositary, and stood to host the headquarters of the 
Antarctic Mineral Resources Commission. Foreign Minister Russell Marshall said that 
Australia was seeking “unachievable utopia”. He considered the decision “a two in the bush 
argument when we virtually have a bird in the hand”, warning that Australia would “have a 
good deal to answer for if, at the end of the day, this venture of theirs fails”771. New Zealand 
officials displayed “considerable pique”772. However, Chris Beeby appeared philosophical, 
suggesting that Australia would investigate the possibilities of an environmental regime, then 
reconsider773. Australian diplomats reported that “we were on the receiving end of some rather 
tough and bitter words from other Ministry of External Relations and Trade (MERT) contacts 
involved in the issue. Good taste compels us to forbear quoting some of the expressions 
involved”774. Beeby’s colleagues, Gerard van Bohemen and Frank Wong, “noted that in years 
gone by New Zealand had been taken to task by the British and others as the ‘irresponsible’ 
ATCP [and] with mixed emotions they noted that the mantle would probably now pass to 
us”775. Within a day, tempers began to moderate as Marshall “displayed more equanimity than 
his earlier comments to the media suggested” and Beeby undertook to provide a “considered 
response”776. Like Australia, the New Zealanders were not united. Opposition Leader Jim 
Bolger was “calling on the Government to stop whimpering” and said that Marshall should 
stop bemoaning what had happened: “outbursts of pique simply make New Zealand stand to 
look petty and personal. The task was now to build on the widening base of support for a 
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tougher anti-mining convention”777. Media commentary suggested the Government “seriously 
misjudged New Zealand public opinion” and that the ‘sour grapes’ stemmed from New 
Zealand’s earlier failed call for a world park778. Indeed, David Lange observed that, “it’s an 
interesting situation when New Zealand set out … in favour of the world park concept a decade 
ago, we were actually thwarted in that by Australia”779. However, he could entertain the world 
park idea again: “well, Australia is, so we would, undoubtedly would”780. In the meantime, 
Lange argued that Australia could stop any Antarctic mining with its veto under CRAMRA. 
Lange may well have been frustrated that, for a second time, Australia was thwarting New 
Zealand ambitions. 

Australia reassured New Zealand that it was driven by environmental concerns, just as New 
Zealand had been in its “prophetic proposal of 1975 … in favour of a world park”. Australia 
was “amazed and dismayed” at suggestions its decision was “motivated by anti-New Zealand 
feelings … this is ridiculous”781. New Zealand officials offered measured assessment, albeit 
prefaced by Beeby admitting that “it was obvious there was a degree of irritation in New 
Zealand”. Nevertheless, like Australia, New Zealand recognised the public concerns and would 
press hard for environmental protection, although “we were in major disagreement over the 
means by which those ends were to be achieved”. The risk, they said, was that rejecting 
CRAMRA raised “the risk of an unregulated scramble”. Walking away from CRAMRA 
“nullified the timely entry into force point at which the moratorium would terminate”, a view 
taken by the pro-mining countries “Japan and possibly the United States”. Beeby “all too 
readily recalled how long it had taken to negotiate CRAMRA … a comprehensive 
[environmental] agreement would take five to six times that long to negotiate”. It was reported 
that “for someone who has devoted a large part of the last six years of his life to the negotiation 
of CRAMRA, Beeby showed considerable equanimity … the problem as New Zealand 
officials see it is that there is really very little time in which to examine the workability of 
alternatives before CRAMRA would be scuttled by Australian non-signature”782. New 
Zealand’s attitude, politically and at the level of officials, was crucial. It could have dismissed 
Australia’s ideas entirely, but New Zealand officials were already reviewing their position. 
That included considering an environmental regime that might supplement and ultimately 
subsume CRAMRA but, in the meantime, there could be a parallel moratorium on mining by 
New Zealanders783. This was just the start of a tortuous process by which New Zealand, which 
was wedded to CRAMRA, might move. Such a definitive shift was still some time away but, 
when it did come a year later, it was emphatic.  
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The Hawke Government decision had detractors within Australia, but support from 
environmentalists was predictably enthusiastic784. Although it had come as a surprise, the ACF 
praised the decision for putting Australia “at the forefront in recognising the very special 
values” of Antarctica. NGO campaigning had paid off handsomely, in part at the urging of 
Graham Richardson who had told them “if they wanted Antarctica to be a wilderness park then 
they had to make a lot of noise about it”. They would also have to take the message abroad. 
ACF Director Phillip Toyne told Bob Hawke that he would mobilise non-government 
support785. ASOC wasted no time: a letter would be sent to US Senator Al Gore exploring 
support for an environmental convention and ASOC’s environment paper would be updated by 
Lyn Goldsworthy and Jim Barnes to include a no-mining position786. For once, NGOs were 
reacting to government needs for support. 

June 1989: Antarctic governments consider how to react 

As Australia’s proposal had not been completely dismissed, there was a chance that other 
Parties could be persuaded to support it. The campaign signalled in Hawke’s 22 May statement 
would get underway immediately. Increased diplomatic effort would be required anyway 
because Australia’s opponents would likely mobilise support. Misrepresentation of the 
decision was also possible. This could not be controlled but, if it emerged Canberra, would set 
the record straight787. Caucusing against Australia’s decision was coordinated and thorough. 
Belgium reported that within a few days it received calls from the United States, the United 
Kingdom, the Netherlands, Chile and New Zealand, with some making written 
representations788. Such exchanges made it look like Australia was tardy with its own requests 
to its diplomatic posts to seek information on reactions789. Canberra’s request would have been 
futile anyway as prompt ratification of CRAMRA by other Parties would be a potent way to 
isolate Australia: Parties were conscious that Australia had only ruled out signing CRAMRA, 
not subsequent accession. A change of heart was indeed possible even though Australia’s 
decision had bipartisan support790.  

United Kingdom: “Thatcher will turn livid over this” 

Doubt about Australia’s resolve was picked up by the United Kingdom. Deputy Undersecretary 
of State David Gillmore seized on the point that Australia had not ruled out accession and 
“probed as to whether the UK should read anything into this”. The Australian Deputy High 
Commissioner’s ambiguous response was “not to read any more into our position than the 
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words themselves” and “it would be a mistake to conjecture about any lack of firmness in 
Australia’s determination”791. The United Kingdom was aware that Australia was already 
attracting interest, including from India, some Nordic countries, and the Green lobby which 
“was sufficiently strong to make German signature difficult”792. Also gaining a profile in the 
United Kingdom were the views of Sir Peter Scott (the conservationist son of Captain Scott) 
who praised Australia’s stand: “my father would have applauded it, as I do”793. That did not 
stop the United Kingdom introducing to Parliament its CRAMRA implementing legislation, on 
the assumption that entry into force was inevitable and that it would serve to encourage other 
Parties to do likewise794. Nevertheless, comments in the House of Lords acknowledged the 
“unexpected turn of events” and unease about the moratorium’s survival795. Whether UK 
officials’ views would be endorsed by politicians would not emerge for a long time. In the 
meantime, media speculation was that Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher would not be moved: 
she had “turned turquoise once already over greenhouse gases, but the betting in some quarters 
is that she will turn livid over this one”796. 

United States: “a total mining ban is simply not negotiable”  

State Department officials were equally resolute: “in the course of a very long discussion, 
Scully … showed no disposition to soften US opposition to the Australian decision”. Tucker 
Scully said that “serious environmentalists” (who he did not name) had already expressed 
concern. He was also reported to have suggested that the Bahia Paraiso accident would not 
have occurred if CRAMRA had been in place797. Scully argued strongly in support of 
CRAMRA’s environmental provisions and said that Australia was undermining the 
moratorium. The United States had concluded that Australia’s decision was “motivated solely 
in response to domestic concerns”. He regretted the issue was “now very public” and that “the 
environmental lobby, foremost among them Cousteau”, were proclaiming Australia’s decision 
as “a victory and were playing up the issue in the most sensationalist terms”. This, he said, 
would make reasoned debate difficult. Scully was particularly indignant at “Evans’ 
characterisation of US and UK opposition as ‘predictable’ … such comments reinforced the 
fiction that the US was among a group of ‘baddies’ and ‘pillagers’”798. Like the United 
Kingdom, the United States was drafting its implementing legislation to allow prompt 
ratification and create momentum for CRAMRA799. This was understandable as 
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environmentalists had “enthusiastically endorsed the Australian announcement and begun 
lobbying”. Senator Gore’s office was also becoming engaged800.  

On 8 June the US Embassy in Canberra handed the head of DFAT’s International Legal 
Division, Alan Brown, an aide memoire spelling out the US position: a total mining ban “is 
simply not negotiable”801. The presentation was done “in sorrow rather than anger”. The “most 
unfortunate” Australian decision was “politically, tactically and environmentally” wrong, was 
destabilising the Treaty and was threatening the environment. Brown methodically rejected 
that view. He “regretted that the US did not appear to understand our position … and hoped 
that it [the US] was not characterising our actions to others as seeking to undermine the 
System”802. Coming as it did from a well-respected and highly experienced Antarctic player, 
the US stance revealed the depth of feeling and power of argument that could be employed 
against Australia. “Continued strong opposition of the United States at official level” caused 
concern in Canberra as it suggested no appetite for “dialogue on the merits of a comprehensive 
environmental protection convention”803. DFAT prepared a strongly-worded rebuttal to the US 
objections, but it was not to be directed personally at Tucker Scully. Rather, it was to be used 
by all embassies to explain Australia’s position and “correct any misconceptions about our 
position which may have been engendered by US representations”804.  

USSR: “impossible to get consensus to prohibit mining” 
 
The USSR was disappointed. The Foreign Ministry’s Sergei Karev said that this did not reflect 
lack of environmental concern—on the contrary, he even asserted that in the 1970s the USSR 
“had been the first supporters of the idea of a moratorium and a world park”. CRAMRA arose 
because “it would still be impossible to get consensus to prohibit mining forever”805. A 
wilderness park “would be the first step towards the renunciation of territorial claims” because 
economic rights would have to be surrendered and, accordingly, all claims “would be 
theoretical rather than practical”806. It is not clear if Australia took comfort that, by implication, 
the USSR considered the claims as they then stood to be practical rather than theoretical.  

More alarming for Australia, Karev regretted “that Australia’s decision had been taken on the 
eve of 1991” and that some countries “may see merit now in a review conference”807. “In one 
way or another”, Karev said, “the question of mining in Antarctica would have to be resolved 
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by 1991” lest Malaysia was able to say the “club was unable to manage properly its affairs”808. 
This issue would later turn out to be an important factor in resolving the debate. 

India: Australia had “dropped something of a bombshell” 

Unhelpfully, Malaysia’s Prime Minister Mahatir Bin Mohamad said that “now Australia, 
which earlier opposed Malaysia’s stand, … was beginning to see our point of view”809. This 
played into the hands of those who feared Australia’s decision confused the wilderness park 
idea with Malaysia’s common heritage of mankind argument810. Not all developing states 
shared Malaysia’s view. More helpful was sympathy coming from India, especially in the lead-
up to Gareth Evans’ planned visit811. India’s receptiveness was confirmed in a joint statement 
by Evans, Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi and External Affairs Minister Narasimha Rao. It 
reported that “India agrees with Australia on the need to protect the environment of Antarctica. 
India is prepared to join in any … agreement on Antarctica whose primary aim is to preserve 
and protect the environment”812. Evans conceded that “Australia dropped something of a 
bombshell” with its CRAMRA decision and was delighted that India appeared to be the first to 
offer support813. Evans did not hold back, saying that Gandhi was with Australia “all the way” 
and, with somewhat premature optimism, that “Australia’s initiative now has every chance of 
gaining worldwide support”814. He had missed the contradiction with that week’s 
announcement by Vinod Gaur, Secretary of the Department of Ocean Development, that 
India’s Antarctic program would soon establish a new station to assess Antarctica’s minerals 
potential815. What Gandhi had actually said to Evans was “we are right there with you” but that 
“things must not be allowed to slip so that we ended up worse off”. Evans’ reply revealed 
Australia’s strategy: there would be “a careful assessment of the situation by about September 
of next year [i.e., 1990], which gave us ample time to swing back if it looked as if we were not 
likely to succeed. We need, however, to avoid any indication of a willingness ultimately to 
accede to the mining convention, or this could become a self-fulfilling prophesy”816. 

New Zealand: “a fair degree of irritation” 

New Zealand’s position continued evolving, partly under pressure from the Labour Opposition 
urging that its 1975 world park campaign be re-opened. They would, however, consider 
CRAMRA an interim safeguard and hoped Australia might come to the same conclusion, even 
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if this implied accession rather than signature817. Russell Marshall wrote to Evans thanking him 
for his earlier support for CRAMRA, and noting that New Zealand would have liked to follow 
Australia’s course “but that we crossed that bridge much earlier”. He argued an environmental 
convention might be too ambitious, but accepted that Evans would “have to have a decent 
crack”. He added that “it would be extremely unfortunate if New Zealand and Australia were 
working against each other”. Marshall argued that eventually it may be necessary to return to 
CRAMRA and asked that Australia not characterise it as lapsed818. New Zealand’s thinking 
was explained by MERT officials who were “quite frank in admitting that there was still a fair 
degree of irritation about the Australian decision”. All the same, “officials and more moderate 
ministers felt that there was a lot of common ground” and they accepted the decision was not 
“for some short-term political gain”. They also reported approaches from other Parties about a 
meeting before the October ATCM to discuss the Australian position. Meanwhile, because 
New Zealand considered that CRAMRA was an important first step, it would proceed with its 
implementing legislation819. Bob Hawke sought to build the relationship by responding to 
David Lange’s 22 May letter, inviting New Zealand’s input as Australia’s ideas developed. 
Hawke hoped that “our two delegations can work closely together”820.  

France: “faced with a new ball game” 

New Zealand’s moderate reaction was helpful to Australia. Equally important would be French 
attitudes, which appeared indecisive821. Georges Duquin said the Foreign Ministry was 
“disturbed” by Australia’s decision and Treaty Parties “were faced with a new ball game”. He 
had been approached by a number of countries with “serious concerns”. Some (including 
Argentina, the United States and the United Kingdom) urged a French démarche on Australia 
to “see if there was anything that could be done to salvage the situation”822. Duquin was 
reluctant because France’s own position “was in state of limbo”. He thought the view that 
Australia might later accede to CRAMRA was “wishful thinking”. A “visibly uncomfortable” 
Duquin indicated that his personal views overlapped with Australia, but probably more so with 
Chile’s approach which was predicated on support for CRAMRA. In any event, it was out of 
the Quai d’Orsay’s control as “movement in France’s thinking was dependent on Rocard” and 
relations with the Prime Minister’s office were poor823.  

Complicating French thinking was the influence of Jacques Cousteau “waging a systematic 
campaign” against CRAMRA. Within six months his petition amassed 700,000 signatures, 
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well on track for his target of one million. It was reported that “Cousteau’s campaign has been 
so successful, and his popularity is so great, that he has achieved access at the highest political 
levels”. Indeed, French President Francois Mitterand had commissioned Cousteau to advise on 
Antarctic environmental measures. Mitterrand’s office emphasised the importance of Hawke’s 
forthcoming talks with the President and the “scope for considerable Australian input into 
French thinking”824. It was still possible that France would sign CRAMRA and, if so, most 
likely during the August holiday period “to minimise domestic opposition”. With all relevant 
ministries in favour of signature, the only major opposition “and it is a very powerful one”, is 
the environmental lobby “which in France has been virtually incarnated by Cousteau”825. The 
Cousteau Foundation’s 10 June report to the President was clear. The “ideal solution, one 
which is no doubt utopian, [was] to make the whole of the Antarctic an international natural 
reserve”. It recommended France support Australia826. Three days later Mitterrand said that he 
was “attracted by Cousteau’s proposal”. Making no mention of minerals, the President asked 
the Government “to examine, along with other countries, the modalities of setting up this 
reserve”, as it was a “step in the direction of non-signature”. The Foreign Ministry’s Charley 
Causeret “lamented the fact that the Quai d’Orsay had not been forewarned of Mitterrand’s 
views, let alone their public airing”827.  

Australia and the diplomatic campaign 

Back in Canberra, the Attorney-General’s Department had refined Australia’s proposal and 
circulated it to other departments. Despite the intent of Australia’s decision, the paper actually 
prevaricated on the concept of a wilderness park828. As AAD pointed out, it didn’t even 
establish a clear objective: a mining ban, a wilderness park, or a new convention (or all 
three)829. A more robust argument was going to be essential, not only for advancing the 
proposal but also to dispel the view that Australia was simply taking “a tactical short-term 
approach adapted for electoral purposes and that in the longer term the position will be 
reversed”830. The re-write five days later was more forceful, pointing to the opportunity to 
build on previous measures and directly questioning the assumption that mining was 
compatible with environment protection. It reinforced that any new environmental measures 
had to be developed within the ATS831.  
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DFAT needed more resources to run the campaign. Originally there had only been one desk 
officer covering Antarctic affairs. Staffing a dedicated Section helped. It was initially headed 
by John Burgess, and at various time supported by officers such as Brendan Doran (one of only 
two DFAT staff who had actually visited Antarctica) and Jean Page, with advice from the 
Treaties Section’s Bill Bush and Marie Kawaja. Key diplomats were seconded at crucial times, 
including those of the calibre of Alan Brown and, later, John McCarthy.  

It was time for Prime Minister Hawke himself to join the diplomatic effort, making Antarctica 
a major political issue during visits to Europe and the United States832. On the eve of his 
departure, Hawke sent the revised paper to Michel Rocard, an important ally. Like all 
claimants, France had a privileged influence on CRAMRA’s future. To Hawke, the Exxon 
Valdez disaster showed that accidents occur “no matter how good the environmental 
safeguards are on paper” and that “an assurance that mining was no longer a possibility would 
… greatly reduce external pressures on the Treaty system”. He looked forward to meeting 
Rocard833. Their first meeting was on 17 June while visiting the Paris Air Show, followed by a 
closer discussion at Hôtel de Matignon834. Hawke suggested that French and Australian 
officials informally discuss environmental protection arrangements835. Hawke told journalists 
that “we have a good chance of support here in France. Obviously the position of the United 
Kingdom and United States is more hostile [but] my pitch would be as good as the Americans 
and the British”836. More detailed discussion with Prime Minister Rocard, President Mitterrand 
and Foreign Minister Roland Dumas, would occur on Monday 19 June, but only after Bob 
Hawke met Jacques Cousteau on Sunday. On 18 June the Antarctic proposal was canvassed at 
Le Meurice hotel at a “small working breakfast” attended by Hawke and his adviser John 
Bowan, Cousteau and his son Jean-Michel, and Richard Woolcott. Cousteau endorsed the 
mining ban and wilderness park proposal, with the surprising caveat that “in fifty years” the 
issue might be reconsidered if the resources were required837. 

Officials met on Monday morning and “there was ready agreement to work together for a 
comprehensive environment protection agreement”. However, there was also “concern on the 
French side to avoid a statement explicitly committing them to not sign the minerals 
convention”838. Immediately following these discussions, Hawke met with Mitterand, Rocard 
and Dumas. It resulted in an agreed statement: “Australia and France call upon the 
Consultative Parties to the Antarctic Treaty to negotiate as soon as possible an agreement 
which would turn Antarctica into an international wilderness reserve. Australia and France will 
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closely cooperate to this end”839. Despite the strong words agreed, there was still a caveat: 
“Mitterand advised the Prime Minister [i.e., Hawke] on a strictly in-confidence basis that 
France would not sign the minerals convention, although it would be a while before this 
position was stated publicly”. Rocard’s staff advised this was in deference to the views of 
“other friends, especially the UK and the United States”. It was also decided to “form an 
Australia-France Working Group on the Environment” to continue action “on this and other 
issues”840. Interviewed on French television, Rocard added confusion by referring to Antarctica 
as “world heritage … common heritage of mankind”, causing French officials consternation841.  

The situation in France was simultaneously becoming clearer with political engagement—and 
more clouded with continued prevarication by officials. Inspired by Cousteau, Mitterrand had 
intervened with a “very direct and personal interest, he is the one who will call the shots on the 
issues … Rocard is clearly on side, as now is Foreign Minister Dumas, although French 
officials remain more cautious”842. Quai d’Orsay officials were feeling marginalised. Charley 
Causeret was in a difficult position as “receiver of information from above rather than an 
integral part of policy-making”. A formal decision on CRAMRA had not been made; officials 
were receiving forceful representations from other Parties (most notably the United States, the 
United Kingdom, New Zealand and Argentina); and officials considered success of the 
environment initiative unlikely. Any hope of success meant convincing the United States, 
which “could well prove the toughest nut to crack”843.  

Hawke then went on to London and Washington, buoyed by achievements in Paris. In France, 
Antarctica had been Hawke’s pre-occupation “and the most visible success”. Hawke’s 
domestic credentials were boosted by positive media coverage844. Australian officials reported 
that Hawke’s personal intervention, particularly with Rocard, “acted as a catalyst in the 
development of French thinking”, and he had done that by engaging at the highest level845. 
Given Mitterrand’s links with Cousteau, and his crucial role in the June 1989 French decision-
making, it is odd that Hawke did not have high regard for the President, who he described as “a 
most disagreeable man, comprehensively up himself”846. The affection for Rocard was much 
more positive847. In all the reporting of the June discussions in Paris, not one mention was 
made of Paul Keating having previously raised with Rocard the idea of protecting Antarctica—
an idea said to have been discussed between them as early as September 1988. 
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It was all very well securing French sympathy, but to gain any momentum it would be 
necessary to convince many more. So far, only India and France were attracted to an 
environmental convention, and then only with significant caveats. While the support emerging 
from Greece and Austria was welcome, at such an early stage this meant little as both were 
NCPs, with no Antarctic programs and little influence848. Support was also found in the 
European Commission—but the European Union was not even entitled to join the Treaty849. 
The best that Chancellor Helmut Kohl of the Federal Republic of Germany could do was 
“consider” Hawke’s proposal. During parallel talks in Stockholm, Australia’s Foreign Minister 
Gareth Evans was told that Sweden saw “some logic” in what Australia was seeking, but 
considered it “perhaps taking too big a risk”850. Evans argued that Australia had at least two or 
three years of the moratorium in which to succeed and, surprisingly, implied that Australia 
might renounce some of its claimant interests to get its wilderness park idea through851. Most 
promising was Belgium, which was inclined to support and argued that no more states should 
sign CRAMRA until the matters had been discussed at the ATCM852. The moratorium’s future 
was crucial. Australia was vulnerable to the argument that its decision put the moratorium at 
risk, thus increasing the probability of mining—precisely what Australia was trying to stop. 
Indeed, this argument was being run by several Parties using remarkably similar, and probably 
coordinated, language853. Australia would have to argue that until at least 15 other Parties had 
done everything necessary to bring CRAMRA into force, Australia “cannot be said to have 
prevented timely entry into force”854. Besides, it was “generally understood at Wellington that 
entry into force would be some years away” and, to that point, “Australia has not formally 
ruled out accession”855. 

UK: a ban on mining “is not negotiable” 

The United Kingdom was not expected to welcome Bob Hawke’s message. This was 
confirmed on 21 June when the FCO circulated a paper stating its views and timed to coincide 
with Hawke’s arrival in London. It made scant mention of Australia but “in its entirety [was] 
directed at countering Australia’s arguments”856. A total ban on mining “is not negotiable” and 
failure of CRAMRA would threaten the environment and revive sovereignty disputes: “Article 
IV would go to the wall [and] the ATS would as a consequence, be fatally undermined”857. 
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These views were reiterated when Evans met Foreign Secretary Geoffrey Howe, who argued 
“the perfect, in this case, risked being the enemy of the good, which already existed in the 
minerals convention”. Evans insisted that the moratorium was not at immediate risk: Australia 
had “forsworn signature and ratification but not the possibility of subsequent accession to the 
convention … if there is a risk of the moratorium failing, Australia would be prepared to 
consider its position”858. 

US: “if we have a difference, let’s talk it over” 

The United States united with the United Kingdom in resisting Australia. Scully was concerned 
that the coverage given to overseas visits by Hawke and Evans appeared as if Australia were 
“embarking on a public competitive promotion of its proposal” and running the risk of 
internationalising the issue beyond the control of the Parties. He was also concerned “about the 
lobbying by environmental groups of Congressmen to support Australia’s position”859. There 
was no prospect of sympathy from the United States which was hardening its position. On the 
eve of arriving in Washington, Hawke received a letter from President George Bush 
completely rejecting Australia’s proposals860. Hawke was sanguine: “it’s a relationship of 
intelligent friendship … if we have a difference, let’s talk it over”861. He was also encouraged 
by reporting that US support for mining would actually end up assisting Australia’s case862. On 
26 June he met with a number of Congressmen, including Bruce Vento who would later 
enthusiastically take up the cause863. Separately, Hawke also met influential Democrat Senator 
Al Gore who, Hawke anticipated, would be sympathetic and already well-informed. Gore was 
pleased that Australia had “provoked debate” but surprised that, with the exception of 
Greenpeace and the Cousteau Foundation, “most environmental groups appeared to be in 
favour of the minerals convention”. They included the World Resources Institute which had 
closely followed the issue and “was very much in favour of ratification”864. Hawke noted that, 
“in Australia’s part of the world”, such groups were changing position. Gore’s suggestion of 
signing CRAMRA and then using the veto to stop mining was rejected by Hawke as “such an 
approach would amount to subterfuge”. Hawke also dismissed Gore’s middle course of a 25-
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year mining ban while CRAMRA was strengthened. Gore concluded that their objectives were 
broadly consistent and that, if he decided to become engaged, he would work with Australia865. 
Soon Gore was firmly on-side, a significant boost for Hawke. One Australian newspaper, 
however, reflected on “the futility of the Federal Government’s political posturing on 
Antarctica [and Hawke] should, for a moment, think beyond the ALP’s wooing of the Green 
vote and sign the convention”866.  

Australia: “we’ve just got to wait and see” 

With the initial reaction of other Antarctic Treaty Parties now clear, the end of June 1989 was 
an opportunity to take stock of the attitudes of the Parties and for Australia to consider the way 
forward. It was early in the diplomatic campaign with support uncertain. Bob Hawke, however, 
was upbeat and “optimistic that we are going to be able to get the degree of support which 
persuades people to change their position … there is simply a much greater understanding 
around the world now of the importance of these issues”. He went on to dismiss the concerns 
of diplomats who had invested years of effort in developing CRAMRA867. Perhaps Hawke was 
responding to his Environment Minister who seemed less convinced of success. Interviewed 
about the US and UK objections, Graham Richardson had said that “we’ve just got to wait and 
see how many nations will come on board before we can say we shall win or lose”868. This 
reflected his comments in New Zealand during a press conference with Deputy Prime Minister 
Geoffrey Palmer: “what we are going to do is spend the next six or twelve months, or however 
long it takes, to canvass our options … and hopefully we will, by the end of that period, be 
winning and if we are not then we will reconsider”869. Richardson canvassed the idea of 
enhanced protected areas as a step “towards creating a wilderness park” while “setting the 
ground for a fall-back position”870.  

Lack of confidence in Australia was understandable given the strong opposition of its 
traditional Antarctic partner, the United Kingdom 871. Speaking on the Antarctic Minerals Bill 
in the House of Commons, Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs Tim 
Eggar slammed Australia for breaking consensus and taking “a path that could result in the 
collapse of the Treaty”. “A ban on all mineral activity is simply unattainable”, Eggar said, “the 
world needs not a grand gesture, however superficially attractive it might be, but an example of 
how environmentally properly internationally negotiated sustainable development can be 
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pursued”872. Not only did Eggar characterise Australia’s behaviour as just a gesture, but also “a 
very dangerous one”873.  

Unexpected in the United Kingdom was a breakdown in bipartisan endorsement of CRAMRA, 
attributed in part to the impact on UK Labour of the large Green vote in European elections874. 
Equally possible was it being a result of Hawke’s meeting with Opposition leader Neil 
Kinnock during his London visit875. Either way, it resulted in Labour spokesperson George 
Foulkes supporting Australia. While not wishing to imply criticism of John Heap, Foulkes 
reflected on “public outrage” over the Bahia Paraiso and Exxon Valdez incidents and the 
Government’s lack of consultation with environmentalists. He also gave detailed counter-
arguments to the official UK position876. Heap reportedly lamented the “considerable concern 
in some quarters” about the way in which Hawke’s UK visit “had been used to influence the 
Opposition” and erode bipartisanship in the United Kingdom 877.  

Australia was firming its position. To forestall claims that Australia was driven by 
dissatisfaction with its rights under CRAMRA, Cabinet decided to amend its statement of 
policy interests to exclude mining or oil drilling from the benefits Australia could seek from 
Antarctic resources878. A week later Hawke reiterated his no-mining ambitions in Our Country, 
Our Future, a major environment statement879. These efforts were undermined when 
Australia’s Ambassador in Stockholm emphasised to Sweden that “Australia had deliberately 
not ruled out” accession to CRAMRA880. Even India, which in June appeared sympathetic, 
expressed scepticism about Australia’s motives and “how firmly Australia was committed to 
its new approach”881. The United States was proceeding with legislation to implement 
CRAMRA and assumed that “Australia would only pursue its present course … for six to nine 
months more”882. Some US scientists became engaged in the debate by trying to suggest that 
Australia had “an ulterior motive” of securing exclusive rights to minerals. That assertion was 
dismissed following a freedom of information request which suggested that the US approach to 
CRAMRA had primarily been to obtain property rights for its own miners883. 
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August 1989: Australia and France, Hawke and Rocard 

As Australia feared that it could not achieve its objectives alone, locking-in French support was 
a priority. Bob Hawke had made good progress in Paris, and Mitterrand enthused that “if the 
Antarctic could indeed be fixed, it would be a truly significant event in the history of 
mankind”884. Yet commitment could not be achieved without France making a decision on 
CRAMRA. It was therefore rather odd that Hawke’s letter to Mitterrand on 7 July was 
diffident on this, suggesting only that at the forthcoming Group of Seven’s 15th meeting “there 
may be an opportunity to indicate French views”885.  

A mid-July meeting of the Australian officials’ ‘Core Group’ noted that while President 
Mitterrand supported Australia, Prime Minister Rocard and his Environment Minister did not. 
They were still attracted to new environmental measures in conjunction with CRAMRA, with 
the latter as an interim safeguard. This was risky for Australia’s no-mining objective. A legal 
opinion was prepared to reassure France that non-signature of CRAMRA would not 
automatically end the moratorium886. It was also important that officials activate the 
Australia/France Joint Working Group on the Environment agreed between Hawke and Rocard 
in June. It was proposed the group meet in Paris before Rocard’s August visit to Australia887. It 
would address Antarctica among a range of global issues. Acting Foreign Minister Michael 
Duffy was tasked with setting it up and defining a role for Sir Ninian Stephen, Australia’s 
recently-appointed Environment Ambassador888. Stephen was quickly brought into play as 
Australia’s campaign gathered momentum and, despite reportedly inadequate briefing on 
Antarctica, used his legal credentials to underpin Australian diplomacy889. Officials were 
becoming stretched, having to support Stephen as well as develop proposals for the Joint 
Working Group890. At first, France was not prepared to commit to Australia’s position—a 
French draft environmental convention was ambiguous on the mining ban and the 
moratorium891. Compounding the challenge was the risk of a repeat of inter-departmental 
disagreements. Departments could not even agree on the seemingly clear government decision 
on Antarctic mining892. With officials at odds, it seemed optimistic to hope that the Working 
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Group would be able “to prevent any slippage in the French position”, especially as French 
officials “sought to keep alive the option of signing CRAMRA”. Any sympathy for Australia 
had come only from the highest levels: Mitterrand and Rocard. It was noted that “all of the 
initiative has come from the Australian side”893. Concerns about the viability of the Joint 
Working Group were alleviated with French officials coming well prepared—well prepared, 
that is, except for appearing not to know that Mitterrand had actually told Rocard that France 
would definitely not be signing CRAMRA. Nevertheless, despite French officials’ private 
misgivings, there was no backsliding. On the contrary, the issue became one of when France 
would reveal its rejection of CRAMRA—at that point the public position was only that it did 
not support CRAMRA “as it stands”894. France was concerned that a premature announcement 
might encourage the United Kingdom and the United States to stand in the way of a special 
meeting on the environment. The Joint Working Group proceeded to draft a statement for 
Hawke and Rocard895. More importantly, it produced a draft of a joint paper to be submitted to 
the ATCM: it would be a Recommendation calling for a SATCM in 1990 to develop a 
comprehensive environment regime. The officials also drafted an aide memoire for other 
Parties896.  

In July, Hawke had written to Rocard encouraging close cooperation between France and 
Australia897. The collaboration was cemented by Rocard’s Canberra visit. On 18 August, the 
two Prime Ministers announced the joint initiative to promote a convention turning “the 
Antarctic into a wilderness reserve”. While it would regulate activities harmful to the 
environment, the statement fell short of actually calling for the mining ban that Hawke 
wanted898. In fact, Rocard could only agree to: “both Prime Minsters indicated that mining in 
Antarctica was not compatible with protection of the fragile Antarctic environment”. Going 
any further would have to wait until France made a decision on CRAMRA, something which 
Rocard told Hawke he could not do “on the spot”899. Questioned by journalists, Rocard deftly 
dodged the issue, a hesitation not missed by New Zealand900. He also dodged the apparent 
contradiction of showing concern for the environment while France was simultaneously 
blowing up islands in the Pacific and in the Antarctic—the widely condemned nuclear testing 
at Mururoa Atoll and the increasingly unpopular airstrip at Dumont d’Urville901.  
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August 1989: New Zealand and the environmental high ground 

While Australia focused on relations with France, across the Tasman Sea pressure was rising in 
New Zealand. Opposition Leader Jim Bolger was calling on the Government to “abandon the 
minerals convention and take a clear-cut no mining stance” in support of the wilderness park 
idea902. On 4 August he promised that “a National [Party] government will not sign the 
minerals convention, instead it will work with other Treaty nations such as Australia, to 
develop a framework within which no mining is allowed”903. He was attempting to establish 
green credentials by claiming “the environmental high ground”904. It worked. On 9 August, on 
his first day in office, new New Zealand Prime Minister Geoffrey Palmer tabled a White Paper 
proposing a binding environmental regime. It would comprise “a range of conventions or other 
agreements” covering issues such as tourism, environmental impact assessment, waste 
disposal, scientific drilling, marine pollution, and use of Antarctic ice905. Launching the paper, 
Palmer said that “the international community has now caught up with New Zealand’s attitude 
towards the Antarctic … in 1975 we formally proposed world park status for Antarctica. This 
was not acceptable to other Treaty Parties, but it now seems that something like this could be 
achieved”. He added that “we are opposed to mining in Antarctica and we always have been”. 
However, his caveat was large: CRAMRA had to remain as it was “the only instrument that 
has attracted the necessary consensus”. New Zealand would therefore legislate to prohibit 
mining by its nationals anywhere in Antarctica and “by anyone in the Ross Dependency”906. 
While Palmer may have been aiming to retrieve the high ground from Bolger, he denied trying 
to do that with Australia907. Domestically, Palmer’s appeal to the public mood was diluted 
when environmentalists dismissed his use of environmental “buzzwords” and his “deliberate 
ambiguity” in keeping CRAMRA alive908. Australia welcomed Palmer’s position but “hoped 
that NZ was not setting its sights too low” by embracing “a seriatim negotiation of sectoral 
agreements that were not really comprehensive”909. There was also suspicion that the 
seemingly unambitious White Paper may have been influenced “by the UK and the US as the 
language and approach was consistent”910.  

Encouraged by the New Zealand policy shift and solidifying French support, in mid-August 
1989 Hawke wrote to his Head of Government counterparts overseas (including Argentina, 
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Brazil, Chile, China, India, Japan, Spain and Uruguay)911. Meanwhile, at the Australian 
mission in New York, representatives of the ATCPs discussed the handling of Antarctica in the 
UNGA (where Australia was still coordinating the ATCPs). New Zealand took the opportunity 
to distribute copies of its Antarctic ‘White Paper’. In turn, Chile circulated its paper on an 
environmental instrument. While useful for testing Parties’ attitudes, this gathering also saw a 
Latin American bloc emerge with a “firm and possibly uncompromising resistance”912. Chile 
expanded on its May proposal, but was silent on CRAMRA. It outlined proposals for stronger 
environment protection in a series of measures to be considered at the proposed 1990 
SATCM913. It was distinct from the Australia/France approach, but by endorsing a special 
meeting it held the tactical advantage of using the October ATCM to obtain a recommendation 
for negotiations to elaborate binding rules914. In New York, Australia and France also 
circulated their paper showing the main elements of an environment regime, along with a draft 
Recommendation and explanatory aide-memoire915. Importantly, the United States could 
accept a proposal to discuss enhanced environmental measures916. Then came some very 
encouraging news: the Swedish Foreign Ministry’s Desirée Edmar wanted to be “as helpful as 
possible to Australia and France” in getting environmental proposals discussed917. This was 
significant as Sweden had already signed CRAMRA—Sweden was thus the first signatory to 
wobble. 

August 1989: Latin America 

Shortly after these discussions, possible movement in Chile emerged when DFAT’s Alan 
Brown visited Latin America. Fernando Zegers revealed that Chile had “no real problems with 
the objective of declaring an Antarctic wilderness reserve or with a no-mining provision”. The 
main concern was that it not detract from claimants’ rights, which were “of crucial 
importance”. It would, he said, be unacceptable for an environmental regime to constrain 
Chilean activities. Zegers thought a stand-alone convention might not be realistic and, 
prophetically, suggested the concept of a protocol. Chile would offer to host the 1990 meeting 
as an opportunity to restore its international credentials in a post-Pinochet government. In a 
further move to re-establish Chile’s influence, Zegers also suggested resurrection of the 
Southern Hemisphere claimants group, an idea which had Argentine support918. What did not 
have Argentina’s support, however, was setting aside CRAMRA while environmental 
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measures were pursued. Alberto Daverede challenged the view that Australia and France could 
propose discussion of an environmental regime, but not support discussion of alternatives 
“predicated on the existence of the minerals convention”. Brown responded that CRAMRA 
should be put aside while alternatives were explored, and that Australia’s objective for the 
Paris ATCM was commitment to a 1990 meeting to address the substantive issues. Brown 
reported that “it will be important to seek Argentine agreement to this course even if particular 
enthusiasm on their part may be too much to expect919. The best that could be achieved at the 
October ATCM was agreement to a meeting—not the actual substance of the proposals920.  

September 1989: “it is only time which can modify their position” 

Alan Brown’s visit to Latin America was part of the unfolding diplomatic strategy. Overseas 
posts were instructed to make representations, in conjunction with French counterparts, to 
advocate for the Australian/French proposals. For the first time, representations were also to be 
made to NCPs in the hope that they might be persuaded to offer support. Belatedly, Spanish 
versions of the texts were also produced921. Arrangements were made for Australia’s Sir 
Ninian Stephen and John Burgess, to make representations in Moscow, Bonn, London, New 
Delhi and Brussels—the latter because recent Belgian legislation to prohibit Antarctic mining 
might encourage direct support of the initiative922.  

Australia and France were, of course, not the only Parties consolidating positions. The United 
Kingdom circulated a document debunking the arguments for CRAMRA to be set aside. It 
reprised CRAMRA’s development, the Parties’ veto power, and its consensus adoption. It also 
reiterated that the moratorium existed only during progress towards CRAMRA’s entry into 
force, and the risks to the Treaty if CRAMRA were rejected. It promoted CRAMRA’s 
environmental provisions and argued that threats came not from activities in the Antarctic but, 
rather, from the “greenhouse effect”923. Antarctica’s environment was robust anyway: John 
Heap suggested that even if there were oil spills in Antarctica, the circumpolar oceans had “a 
great capacity to disperse pollution and are most unlikely to bear any detectable impact”924. 
Consultations with John Heap and Robin Fearn, Assistant Under Secretary responsible for 
Antarctic matters, found little common ground—the United Kingdom rejected a wilderness 
reserve linked to a mining ban and refused any proposal that would “hijack all aspects of the 
Antarctic Treaty by subordinating them to environmental criteria”. All that could be agreed 
was a SATCM (for which Heap had drafted terms of reference), provided there was no 
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predetermined outcome925. French representations to the United Kingdom “prompted a 
response predictably similar”926. Heap told environmentalists that any questioning of 
CRAMRA’s credibility “will blow the meeting apart” and “if the Australians refuse to sign 
CRAMRA then the UK might not sign the Australian environmental convention”. Heap did not 
expect to be able to change Australia’s mind quickly: “it is only time which can modify their 
position”927. Ultimately, of course, it was time that led both Australia and the United Kingdom 
to modify their positions.  

September 1989: the United States thinks we’ll cave in 

Who would change position became a matter of speculation. On the other side of the Atlantic, 
the US position came under scrutiny. In early September, a US Senate Sub-Committee chaired 
by Al Gore was holding hearings on the Antarctic. Senator Gore quizzed Tucker Scully about 
CRAMRA’s future. Scully thought that “Australia’s decision would slow down the Convention 
and put it at risk to a certain extent” but that ultimately it would enter into force as Australia 
“would change its position”928. This view was shared by Lee Kimball speaking for the World 
Resources Institute. Gore expressed surprise given Hawke’s conviction in their June 
discussions: “I do not know how one can find room in interpreting their statements for 
alternative understandings”. Gore was struck by “the alignment with the Administration of 
Kimball, whose environmental credentials and expertise on Antarctic issues is (sic) well 
known”. Kimball could not identify any other environmental organisation favouring 
ratification929. That said, the public debate in the United States had barely begun. A media 
report suggested that Australia would cave in930. Gareth Evans said that Scully’s testimony was 
“no surprise to us”, characterising it only as “a demonstration of a policy disagreement”, and 
that while the United States “remain obdurate … it’s just something we have to work 
around”931. Bob Hawke was less diplomatic: “It’s reported that one Mr Scully, I think his name 
is, has deigned to know what the mind of my Government is … well, I’ve got news for Mr 
Scully. He’s wrong.”932. Two days later Hawke wrote to Gore assuring him of Australia’s 
commitment and, that day, Australia and France made joint representations to the State 
Department933. The opportunity was taken to “controvert several assertions … about 
Australia’s position”—there was “no intention of changing”, and the decision “was not linked 
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to domestic political ephemera such as the recent Tasmanian election”. The moratorium was 
not in jeopardy, and soundings with many Parties showed that a “mining ban was not just a 
pious hope”. It was also made clear that “the Australian/French joint initiative was in no way 
related to territorial claims”934. Undersecretary of State Richard McCormack reiterated that 
“substituting an a priori ban on minerals activities for the Convention’s consensus process of 
determining their acceptability on an area-by-area basis, is neither environmentally justified 
nor acceptable to the US”. In McCormack’s view, the Australian or French representations “are 
unlikely to bring about a change in the US attitude; only the isolation of the US internationally 
and continued heightened domestic pressure in the US … will do that”935. While hypothetical, 
this was a remarkably accurate prediction, although it would take another two years to 
materialise.  

Meanwhile, the ATCM discussion had to be tackled, and while the United States did not in-
principle object to a special meeting in 1990, “whether it would be ‘special’ with a capital ‘S’ 
was another question”936. What the United States resented was linking the minerals issue to 
new environmental measures937. A week later, however, Ray Arnaudo (Scully’s deputy), made 
a despondent observation: “the collapse of the Wellington agreement after so many years of 
hard work was discouraging”938. It was revealing that the State Department, one of 
CRAMRA’s strongest champions, was the first to acknowledge its collapse.  

September 1989: “a significant fillip” 

The hypothesised domestic pressure on the United States arrived much quicker than the State 
Department anticipated. Jacques Cousteau’s Antarctic profile increased when he visited the 
United States and described CRAMRA as “an international swindle” and “hypocritical939. He 
was well received by a large crowd940. With equal measures of exaggeration and optimism 
about CRAMRA’s fate, Cousteau said that “four nations have refused to sign, that’s enough to 
make it obsolete”941. After meeting Cousteau, on 26 September Gore shared the assessment 
that CRAMRA was defeated, declaring that just Australia’s opposition to it was “enough to 
scuttle the agreement”. His statement followed passage that day of his Senate Resolution 
calling for a new agreement protecting Antarctica in a “global ecological commons”942. Gareth 
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Evans described this as “a tremendously important breakthrough … a sign that at the highest 
levels within the US political system, there is a recognition of the need to keep the Antarctic 
wilderness intact”943. To Evans it was a “significant fillip” to Australia944. Maybe, but what 
was a fillip to Australia was a surprise to the State Department. Tucker Scully was reported as 
having been “put off balance by Gore’s move [but] was careful not to foreshadow any counter 
attack”. He “was not sure what to make of Senator Gore’s initiative” and “considered the 
statement and Resolution to be confused, vague and unhelpful”945. Gore was careful not to 
gloat, saying that it was important to avoid the “political temptation to demonise the 
convention” as it “represented an effort in good faith on the part of its authors”. With 
CRAMRA now in “unratified limbo” he was confident that the United States would not 
ratify946. Gore summed up the competing views in the Administration: the State Department 
would refuse to have the mining option closed off, while the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) opposed CRAMRA and wanted to ban mining. The political view was that “Antarctica 
provided the Administration with a relatively cost-free opportunity to make a grand point on 
global environmentalism”, provided it could be achieved “without doing violence to the 
institutional constituency in the State Department”947. Gore could not envisage a mining ban 
ever being lifted, but he was more definitive than Cousteau who “didn’t insist on an outright 
ban in perpetuity”. In fact, he went even further than what Australia would have found 
comfortable, musing on “the possibility of Australia making a bold stroke of statesmanship by 
being the first claimant state to surrender its claim”948. Australia did not consider that element 
of Gore’s thinking a fillip.  

Sir Ninian Stephen’s mission as Environment Ambassador was beginning to make progress. In 
Bonn, Foreign Minister Irmgard Adam-Schwaetzer told him that Australia and France could 
count on support from the Federal Republic of Germany as they would not sign CRAMRA. 
She promptly dismissed the gentle reminder from the Foreign Ministry adviser Kurt Messer 
that, actually, the agreed position had been not to make that decision until after the ATCM. 
Environment Minister Klaus Töpfer agreed with Messer, but said that the “FRG’s signature 
would not alter anything and would not be worth the domestic trouble it would bring”. Adam-
Schwaetzer was uneasy about the risk of unregulated mining but accepted that no Party 
considered that the moratorium had actually ended, or “would be prepared to announce or act 
on it”949. Japan, however, was not so relaxed about the moratorium’s stability. It was “rather 
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sceptical” that an environmental regime was needed and echoed the US view that “there was a 
substantial difference between the French and Australian positions”950.  

That France and Australia differed was correct: France had still not formally decided to reject 
CRAMRA. This weakness could be exploited by opponents to the joint proposals, a weakness 
compounded by French reluctance to participate in joint representations951. Canberra instructed 
overseas posts to emphasise “that the initiative is a joint one with France”952. Complicating the 
quest for unity was the need by France to be seen to be different from Australia—as host of the 
October ATCM, it would be expected to chair impartially. Alan Brown was in Paris to 
strengthen that unity and discuss tactics for the ATCM. Georges Duquin told Brown that, “as 
host country, France would be reluctant to be seen as contributing to a breakdown of consensus 
which could be portrayed … as a diplomatic defeat”. What would constitute success was 
problematic. Some were arguing for a 1990 SATCM whereas, for others, a higher priority was 
a start on CRAMRA’s liability rules953. Australia feared agreeing to that would set back the 
environmental initiative, yet Duquin argued that if a liability code was developed it could later 
be transferred to an environmental regime. The lingering affection for CRAMRA had not 
abated. On the question of whether to sign the Convention, Duquin recalled that “Rocard had 
asked Prime Minister Hawke not to pressure him on an early announcement” and revealed that 
some ministers felt that CRAMRA “should be given its chance”954. Brown was emphatic: 
“Australia was not waging an active campaign against the Wellington Convention” but was 
opposed to mining—that was why it could not logically support CRAMRA and would argue 
for it to be put aside while alternatives were considered955. In Duquin’s view, a 30-year 
moratorium would be acceptable in exchange for a special meeting in 1990956. He was 
confident of a procedural outcome with agreement to a SATCM on the environment, but much 
less convinced of success with an environment convention itself and a mining ban. Speaking 
frankly, Duquin “could see no way of the US and the UK budging as long as Scully and Heap 
held their current appointments”. He also expected “strong objections” from New Zealand, 
Norway and Latin American Parties, and backsliding by India and the Federal Republic of 
Germany957. Duquin was not admitting to backsliding in France but, as Brown observed, “we 
clearly need to keep encouraging them at all levels since there is not much enthusiasm among 
senior officials for a tough battle over the mining issue … Rocard’s influence will be very 
important”958.  

                                                        
950 21 September 1989, Cablegram CE779272 “Protection of Antarctic environment—Japanese views” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3);  

2 October 1989, Cablegram TK65493 “Protection of the Antarctic environment” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). 
951 5 September 1989, Cablegram PA76409 “Protection of Antarctic environment—France” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 2). 
952 21 September 1989, Cablegram CE779017 “Environment: Antarctic: joint initiative” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). 
953 Article 8 of CRAMRA provided for a separate protocol on liability. The Final Act of SATCM IV had agreed that work on the elaboration 

of the liability protocol should begin “at an early stage”. See: Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Fourth Special Antarctic Treaty 
Consultative Meeting on Antarctic Mineral Resources, 36-42. 

954 22 September 1989, Cablegram PA76777 “Antarctica—discussions with the French” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3), para 5. 
955 22 September 1989, Cablegram PA76777 “Antarctica—discussions with the French” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3), para 7. 
956 22 September 1989, Cablegram PA76777 “Antarctica—discussions with the French” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3), para 5. 
957 20 September 1989, Cablegram PA76731 “Antarctica—French views” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). 
958 22 September 1989, Cablegram PA76777 “Antarctica—discussions with the French” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3), para 14.  
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September 1989: “regret our positions must diverge” 

Georges Duquin correctly predicted New Zealand objections because Geoffrey Palmer’s 9 
August policy shift had not gone as far as replacing CRAMRA. Chris Beeby warned that 
Australia’s proposal “could be construed as an attack on the minerals convention”959. He was 
also warning France about “the legal vacuum that would arise if the Wellington Convention 
was ignored” and observed, with some satisfaction, that “France had been prudent not to rule 
out” ultimate accession to CRAMRA960. Palmer, too, was talking up CRAMRA’s prospects: 
“we have supported the Australians as much as we can but we have always said that, in the 
final analysis, the protection offered by CRAMRA is better than none”961. New Zealand had 
“listened to the arguments for abandoning the minerals convention”—it just didn’t accept 
them. It was reported to Canberra that “New Zealand’s position will not be easy to shake now 
that it has been declared publicly with Prime Ministerial imprimatur”962.  

Geoffrey Palmer’s position had not convinced environmentalists. Despite having been 
consulted during the development of the New Zealand paper for the forthcoming ATCM, Cath 
Wallace criticised the paper as being “more significant for what was missing from it than what 
was in it”. She called on New Zealand to support Australia and abandon CRAMRA. And what 
was missing from New Zealand’s draft paper to so enrage environmentalists? Unlike Palmer’s 
9 August statement, the ATCM paper stepped back from the no-mining objective and support 
for an Antarctic park963. Tactically, this may well have been done to avoid its outright rejection 
by the United States and the United Kingdom, but in doing so it stood accused of being 
identical in substance to the US proposal: a piece-by-piece update of existing environmental 
measures and support for the possibility of mining by maintaining CRAMRA964. New Zealand 
also argued that CRAMRA’s liability negotiations should begin, clearly intending to keep 
CRAMRA alive. Such concerns were an anathema to Australia and enough to cause Hawke to 
write directly to Palmer expressing his “regret our positions must diverge”965.  

Positions were, nevertheless, converging elsewhere. Peru announced that, should it become an 
ATCP, it would support Australia’s proposal for a SATCM966. More dramatic, however, was 
the 28 September motion in Italy’s Chamber of Deputies that Italy not sign CRAMRA and, 
instead, promote a world nature park967. Coming from an ATCP just days before the ATCM, 

                                                        
959 18 September 1989, Cablegram WL38065 “Protection of Antarctic environment” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). 
960 19 September 1989, Cablegram WL38092 “Protection of Antarctic environment” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). 
961 21 September 1989, Cablegram WL38119 “Antarctic: Australia/New Zealand positions” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). This cable was 

reporting on Prime Minister Palmer’s media conference of 18 September 1989. 
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PART 3). 
963 October 1989, XV/ATCM/WP/4 (submitted by New Zealand) “Working Paper on the protection of the Antarctic environment” 
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967 4 October 1989, Cablegram CE784032 “Environment: Antarctic—Italy” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). 
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this was significant because it might encourage France not to sign CRAMRA. Politically, Italy 
was now well ahead of the French political debate, which itself was well ahead of the French 
bureaucracy. An insight into officials’ attitudes came in early October at hearings in the French 
National Assembly. Quizzed about the six years taken to develop CRAMRA, “the one question 
which was put to everyone holding an official position, was whether they had consulted at any 
stage of the negotiations. The answer was always no”968. 

October 1989: ATCM XV, Paris 

It was October 1989. Bahaia Paraiso still lay capsized and the Exxon Valdez clean-up during 
the northern summer was nowhere near complete969. Also, it had just been revealed that, over 
the previous three months, some 200,000 litres of fuel had leaked unnoticed at the US South 
Pole station970. Public attention to polar environmental issues was at a new level.  

Final preparations were underway for the fifteenth ATCM that was about to start in Paris. 
Chris Beeby had called an informal meeting of the Heads of Delegation for 6 October at the 
US Consulate. His objective was to get agreement to start on CRAMRA’s liability protocol. 
Australia met with a small group of collaborators over dinner on 4 October, and convened the 
claimants the following day971. Beeby’s proposal was strongly supported by several Parties972. 
Others were prepared to discuss liability in parallel with environmental proposals. Australia’s 
delegation seemed pleased to report that they had blocked New Zealand’s proposed liability 
debate despite “orchestration of support around the NZ approach”. As host, France said that “it 
only wished to say it would contribute to the search for consensus”973.  

Lack of agreement to the ATCM’s basic objectives set the scene for a difficult meeting with 
potentially significant consequences. It would be the last ATCM before the deadline for 
signing CRAMRA and, ominously, the last before the 30th anniversary of the Treaty—the first 
opportunity at which a conference to review the Treaty could be called974. Furthermore, 
Malaysia-led criticism of the Treaty in the UNGA still had the Parties rattled. 

Australia’s delegation brief provided a sobering overview of the dynamics. The 1985 elevation 
of China and Uruguay to ATCP status had combined with Brazil and India to create a “Gang of 
Four” developing states. This, with the “unprecedented rush of applications” for ATCP status, 
raised the “fundamental issue” of the balance between openness and workability of the 
Treaty’s consensus decision-making975. There was a “trend towards multi-polarity and away 
from the original claimant/non-claimant and ATCP/NCP divisions”. On the other hand, there 

                                                        
968 3 October 1989, Greenpeace Australia facsimile “Testimony on CRAMRA in France” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). 
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years after the Exxon Valdez oil spill: NOAA's scientific support, monitoring and research (US Department of Commerce, 2014), 8-10.  
970 29 September 1989, Keith Scott “Leak fuels hope for a wilderness park” Canberra Times, 2. 
971 October 1989, “Brief for the Australian Delegation to the 15th Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Paris, 9-19 October 1989” (AAD: 
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974 "The Antarctic Treaty". Art XII.2(a). 
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was a “more constructive role being played by the USSR [and] greater diversity of opinion 
being shown by the Eastern European countries”. Furthermore, there was “more overt 
cooperation amongst the Scandinavians”. In parallel was “Chile’s initiative to reactivate 
meetings of the Southern Hemisphere claimants”. The Australian brief noted the formidable 
alliance of the UK, US and Norwegian delegation heads (John Heap, Tucker Scully and Rolf 
Andersen). It also lamented that “a more formal and slightly broader version of this, known as 
‘John Heap’s Correspondents’ Group’ (including also Australia, New Zealand and the Federal 
Republic of Germany) has not met for some time”. It postulated that the group’s demise (or, 
more likely, Australia’s exclusion) may have been intended to “marginalise Australia because 
of the more extreme positions we took during the minerals negotiations and our subsequent 
environmental protection initiative”. On this latter point, the brief conceded that the decisions 
of France and Australia “to depart from the consensus … has added strains to the system” and 
that, in light of all the developments, ATCM XV “assumes a particular importance”976. Indeed 
it did. The agenda was full anyway, with the added complication of the unprecedented rift in 
attitudes to resources and the lost CRAMRA consensus977. Australia’s objective was a SATCM 
in 1990, with terms of reference broad enough to allow consideration of a comprehensive 
environmental convention “which would establish Antarctica as a wilderness reserve”978. With 
that lofty ambition, Australia’s proposal for a postage stamp to commemorate 30 years of the 
Treaty seemed rather insipid979. 

ATCM XV opened on 9 October 1989 with addresses from Rocard and his Environment 
Minister, Brice Lalonde. Reflecting on developments since the previous ATCM, Rocard made 
no mention of CRAMRA—only that the Treaty was “entering a new era” that could be 
enhanced by more effective environment protection. “Public opinion is being more widely 
heeded”, he said, “the time has come for the politicians to face up to their responsibilities”. 
Rocard specifically raised his joint proposal with Hawke for an environmental regime which 
“should take the form of a nature reserve, land of science”980. Outbursts of applause from the 
public gallery were led by Cousteau981. That Rocard made no mention of minerals was 
countered in opening addresses by some delegation heads (Brazil, Chile, the German 
Democratic Republic and the United Kingdom) who reiterated their support for CRAMRA and 
the liability protocol as key elements of environmental measures. Others spoke in more general 

                                                        
976 October 1989, “Brief for the Australian Delegation to the 15th Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Paris, 9-19 October 1989” (AAD: 

B13/192-1). 
977 The 23 items ranged widely and the agenda was much longer than previous ones. See: October 1989, XV ATCM/WP/1 revised 

“Agenda for the XVth ATCM” http://ats.aq/documents/ATCM15/wp/ATCM15_wp001_e.pdf (accessed 22 March 2017). So full was the 
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978 October 1989, “Brief for the Australian Delegation to the 15th Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Paris, 9-19 October 1989” (AAD: 
B13/192-1). 

979 October 1989, XV ATCM/WP/17 “Antarctic Treaty: Thirtieth Anniversary commemoration stamp issue” submitted by Australia 
http://ats.aq/documents/ATCM15/wp/ATCM15_wp017_e.pdf (accessed 22 March 2017). 

980 Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Fifteeenth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Paris, 9-20 October 1989 (Imprimerie Nationale, 
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981 10 October 1989, Cablegram PA77056 “Antarctica: ATCM XV, Paris, 9-20 October—Report No 1 (Opening)” (AAD: 89/133-1). It is 
usual for the media and the public to be invited to see the official opening address. 
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terms about concern for the environment. On the other hand, some delegation heads (including 
the United States) did not speak at all.  

Brown, leading for Australia, spoke forcefully for comprehensive environmental measures and 
called for a meeting in the following year to examine the proposals. He, too, sidestepped 
CRAMRA and minerals982. His opening address was also distributed to the media983. Beeby 
reported on the conclusion of SATCM IV and CRAMRA’s adoption, that 16 Parties had 
signed, and that there were six weeks left for signature. He reminded the ATCM that the Final 
Act included agreement that work on liability begin at an early stage984. Brown shrugged this 
off: “we have seen increasing signs that other countries are showing the sort of attitude that we 
are … time will work with us”985. He was probably not expecting domestic opposition coming 
from Phillip Law who lambasted the government that “Australia’s refusal to sign the minerals 
convention has discredited her amongst the Treaty nations and she has been branded naïve, 
ignorant and obstructive”986. Pointing to the decision facing the Treaty, ASOC seized the 
chance to state the self-evident: “we must choose between two paths: we cannot go both 
ways”987. 

Before the meeting were 18 papers on environmental measures, of which seven were specific 
proposals. These proposals would either supplant CRAMRA (those by Australia and 
France988), or operate in parallel (for example, Chile’s paper989). The key proposals were 
launched on the first day’s afternoon plenary session. It was agreed that they should be referred 
to the ATCM’s Working Group 1 (WG1). At the initiative of the United States, WG1 would be 
chaired by Beeby, despite (or because of) his stake in CRAMRA’s future990. France’s Head of 
Delegation spoke first then passed the microphone to Duquin who emphasised that their 
proposal was made jointly with Australia and that the objective was to discuss the substance of 
environmental proposals at a special meeting991. He was followed by Brown who echoed the 
call for a special meeting in 1990. Chile, New Zealand and the United States responded by 
outlining their proposals. New Zealand, referring to its 9 August White Paper, stressed that an 
environmental protection objective was agreed—the differences were only over how to get 
there992. Like other Parties, the United States avoided mention of CRAMRA. Instead, Scully 
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focused on the methodology for a review of existing environmental measures, stressing the 
need to also protect Antarctica’s “political ecology”993. Australia had strong support from 
Belgium, Greece and Austria and some sympathy from the Federal Republic of Germany, 
Bulgaria, India and Poland. Australia’s proposal was bluntly rejected by South Africa and 
Argentina—the latter concerned that the proposals were “removed from the spirit of the 
Treaty”. Sweden helpfully responded that concern for the environment is “no longer a luxury”. 
Other Parties argued that all that was required was to fill any environmental gaps and achieve 
better compliance with existing measures994. With the plenary debate almost concluded, the 
United Kingdom entered the discussion concerned about the balance between science and 
environmental protection, fearful of the prospect of over-regulating research. Heap argued that 
the focus should be on updating existing measures and developing CRAMRA’s liability 
rules995. Chiming-in to support him was Martin Holdgate, a former UK delegate now 
participating as an invited IUCN expert.  

October 1989: “a rancid reaction” 

On Friday of the first week, with the matter referred to WG1, it was time for more intense 
discussions. John Heap sought to confine debate to draft terms of reference for 1990 
discussions, but without conceding that it could be the ‘special’ meeting supported by most 
Parties. His pre-amble unsubtly catalogued 72 existing environmental measures and 
instruments, among which were listed CRAMRA and its future liability protocol996. Australia 
objected to the “limited, negative character” of his proposal, pointing out that by listing so 
many measures it was acknowledging the “labyrinthine” structure and need for a 
comprehensive approach. Brown opposed reference to CRAMRA’s liability protocol “in the 
strongest possible terms” saying that “in view of known positions this is divisive and 
deliberately provocative”997. Argentina regretted that “for some delegations some words, such 
as ‘comprehensive’, are magical”. France retorted that: “‘comprehensive’ is not a magical 
word” as delegations have long used it—indeed, the word was used in the agreed title of the 
agenda item998. Greece strongly supported France and the call for a wilderness reserve as “the 
planet needs Antarctica and cannot support its economic exploitation”. Even Chile and New 
Zealand could not agree with terms of reference that did not allow all options to be considered. 
Sweden supported the proposed 1990 meeting, observing that “the Treaty System is at a critical 
point, a point of no return [but] CRAMRA must not be killed because it keeps the moratorium 
alive”. Strong support for the liability discussions also came from South Africa, Norway and 
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Japan999. While there was broad agreement on the need to address environmental measures, the 
sticking point was to be the link with liability under CRAMRA.  

In view of growing tensions, Chris Beeby convened a weekend meeting of 14 delegation heads 
to find a way forward1000. Alan Brown reported that it included “many individuals who had 
been prominent in the minerals negotiations”. He regarded it as a “somewhat tense and 
unproductive meeting, but it enabled some letting off of steam”. Heap could not accept the 
word “comprehensive”. Fernando Zegers could, but argued that discussions in 1990 had to 
proceed on the basis of parallel work on liability. Brown could not agree to liability 
negotiations as “in logic there was no need for any linkage between it and advances on the 
comprehensive protection front”. He said that “the Treaty System found itself in a changed 
political climate and, like it or not, had to adjust to it”. Tucker Scully “regretted that Australia 
had taken its initiative outside the Treaty System in order to sway public opinion”1001. He may 
have missed the possibility that it was public opinion that might have forced Australia to act. 
Perhaps the United States would be immune to public calls for it to reassess its own 
position1002. Scully could not accept an approach which would “set aside or replace CRAMRA 
[and] could not accept the term ‘nature reserve’ which prejudiced the question”. The USSR’s 
Sergei Karev was also hard-line, echoing Scully and lamenting “this ATCM was the worst he 
had attended”. Norway’s Rolf Andersen supported liability discussions and hoped CRAMRA 
would not be set aside. He supported the UK draft, “but it needed a lot added to it, some of 
which could be taken from the French-Australian paper”. To defuse tensions, Argentina’s 
Alberto Daverede said the priority was the “need to re-establish consensus”1003. Discussions 
concluded with a restatement of formal positions. Beeby offered to draft new terms of 
reference for a SATCM. At meeting’s end, Zegers offered Chile as host for a 1990 meeting 
and, rather optimistically, Brown said that if his proposal ran into problems “Australia may be 
able to make an offer”1004. The discussion had not led to a breakthrough. 

Australia’s difficulties were revealed in daily reports by the AAD’s Rex Moncur which record 
the “strong exchange between Australia and the UK [but] our DFAT people are doing well”. It 
was not just the United Kingdom, the United States and the USSR causing problems for 
Australia. Moncur reported that “a majority of nations are allied against us [and] our DFAT 
colleagues are working hard behind the scenes to break this alliance”1005. Alan Brown was 
under great pressure. In later reflection on the ATCM, Brown recalled “the rancid reaction of 
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the British and Americans, and likened the meetings to four balls being played at once on the 
squash court”1006.  

October 1989: agreement to hold a meeting, or two 

Following the weekend tensions, a more constructive atmosphere developed “in the search for 
acceptable terms of reference”. Australia and France were still under pressure to agree to 
liability negotiations “as the price for the environmental meeting”. Beeby reconvened the 14 
Heads of Delegation on 16 October and put forward two Recommendations—one on 
comprehensive measures, and the other on liability. Importantly, “no one spoke against having 
a meeting on environmental protection in 1990”, although Australia and France expressed 
“extreme disappointment” that the draft failed to pick up key issues and “the balance was 
clearly in favour of the New Zealand, US and Chilean papers”. Australia also said it was 
unacceptable for liability negotiations to be held in conjunction with environmental 
discussions. The United States retorted that any reference to a ‘nature reserve’ was 
unacceptable as it implied the destruction of CRAMRA. As Brown noted, “given the 
differences which are still apparent it is possible that a meeting on the environment may be 
vetoed by CRAMRA hardliners … such an outcome would pose difficulties for a number of 
countries, not least France which would be worried that ATCM XV would be seen as a 
diplomatic failure”1007. 

The sub-group of select delegation heads met again to consider Beeby’s revised terms of 
reference1008. Brown considered the new version prejudicial to Australia’s position of setting 
CRAMRA aside while alternatives were explored—Australia would not be held hostage to the 
commencement of liability negotiations. Brown “suspected that many Treaty Parties could not 
accept such linkage” as it was “tantamount to saying CRAMRA was the top priority”1009. Heap 
argued that “as Australia had gone along with the consensus on the Final Act of the minerals 
negotiations, it had an obligation to allow the liability negotiations to proceed”. Scully 
remarked that “Australia had itself made the link between CRAMRA and comprehensive 
protection by its public presentation that the latter was to replace the former”. France regarded 
as unacceptable “attempts to humiliate the two Prime Ministers”1010. Resilient to the end, Heap 
told journalists that the United Kingdom would “consider all proposals”—all proposals, that is, 
except one implying no mineral development. “The last great wilderness is the size of the 
United States and Europe put together” he said, “is it inevitable that a mine site somewhere in 
Antarctica would despoil all Antarctica? I don’t believe it is”1011. It was an impasse.  
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Australia had been working with France, but now Belgium added support and was “acting as a 
full partner in the joint initiative” (although formalising Belgian collaboration came after the 
ATCM). The three Parties conferred. If they remained united they were in a strong position 
because any Party seeking to veto a 1990 environmental meeting “would attract considerable 
odium”. Brown reported it unlikely that anything could be resolved until the last day: 
“CRAMRA supporters have got themselves into a difficult position by trying to make this a 
make or break meeting on the future of CRAMRA and to put Australia and France in the 
dock”. He said that “this had made for a very tense meeting and the outcome might put the 
system under considerable strain”. Nevertheless, he complimented Beeby who was “chairing 
the informal group with considerable skill and working for a compromise outcome”1012. Chris 
Beeby was in a familiar place: trying to engineer an outcome on the future of mining. 

Consensus on a 1990 meeting was achieved in the last hours of the ATCM. For Australia and 
France it was particularly satisfying: the Recommendation containing terms of reference that 
mentioned the Australia/France proposal for an environment convention1013. The meeting also 
adopted a Recommendation allowing a meeting “to explore and discuss all proposals relating 
to Article 8(7)” of CRAMRA—discuss, not negotiate and, crucially important to Australia, 
with no linkage to the environmental meeting1014. The outcome was praised as a “significant 
achievement for Australia and France whose proposal met intense opposition from hard-line 
supporters of the Antarctic minerals convention”. Not only had CRAMRA’s supporters backed 
down, “they also had to accept the inclusion of a reference to a ‘nature reserve, land of science’ 
… which they had fiercely resisted”. France and Australia had “maintained absolute unity 
[and] cemented close links which will be essential for the successful carriage of the initiative 
over the longer term”. In return, France “strongly supported Australia” in opposing the liability 
negotiations and setting CRAMRA aside because Australia would not sign it—a decision that 
France had still not made. The outcome was settled at 18:00, on the meeting’s last evening, 
after two days of intense informal consultations led by Chris Beeby “who did an effective job 
in very difficult circumstances”1015. Not mentioned in the reporting cablegram was the equally 
instrumental skill and resilience of Australian delegation head Alan Brown1016.  

ATCM Chair Michel Combal drew proceedings to a close at midnight on 20 October. For 
France, a diplomatic failure had been avoided. The meeting had adopted 22 Recommendations 
ranging from commitment to a SATCM on comprehensive protection of the environment to 
Australia’s benign proposal for a commemorative stamp. There was also a swag of 
Recommendations on improvements to waste management, marine pollution, a new protected 

                                                        
1012 19 October 1989, Cablegram PA77212 “Antarctica: ATCM XV, Paris, 9-20 October—Report No 5” (AAD: 89/133-1), paras 9-10. 
1013 Antarctic Treaty, Recommendation ATCM XV-1 “Comprehensive measures for the protection of the Antarctic environment and 

Dependent and Associated Ecosystems” http://ats.aq/devAS/info_measures_listitem.aspx?lang=e&id=170 (accessed 28 March 2017). 
1014 Antarctic Treaty, Recommendation ATCM XV-2 “Comprehensive measures for the protection of the Antarctic environment and 

Dependent and Associated Ecosystems” http://ats.aq/devAS/info_measures_listitem.aspx?lang=e&id=171 (accessed 28 March 2017). 
1015 21 October 1989, Cablegram PA77239 “Antarctica: ATCM XV, Paris, 9-20 October—Report No 6” (AAD: 89/133-1). 
1016 October 1989, Andrew Jackson “Antarctic Treaty Meeting, October 1989, Report on Attendance” (AAD: 89/133-1). January 1990, 

“Report on Overseas Visit—Rex Moncur, 2-27 October 1989” (AAD: 89/133-2). 
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area scheme and environmental monitoring—evidence that it was, in fact, possible to fill 
regulatory gaps1017.  

The final report’s matter-of-fact tone underplayed the vivid tensions that had arisen. Despite 
having the fullest agenda of any ATCM, it was clear from delegation reporting that the bulk of 
the diplomatic and political energy was expended on Agenda Item 7, which had been front of 
mind for most delegates and, until consensus was achieved, divisive for many. The Parties had 
agreed, “as a priority objective”, the further elaboration of comprehensive environmental 
measures. This would be done at a SATCM to be held in 1990 which would consider all 
proposals. Distilled to its simplest, after two weeks, the signal achievement of ATCM XV had 
been agreement to hold a meeting—but not a time or place for it1018. The second 
Recommendation allowed discussion of CRAMRA’s liability protocol. The outcomes were 
summed up in a simple sentence recording that: “the meeting noted with appreciation the offer 
of the Government of Chile to host the meetings called for in the above Recommendations”1019.  

Delegations left Paris committed only to a procedural outcome. Australia had survived the 
early dismay at its decision to reject CRAMRA and the initial round of discussions about what 
to do next. However, there was still a long way to go and by far the majority of Parties were 
antagonistic. Tackling the actual substance of the issues would have to wait another year. How 
this would change the ATS, or the relationship between the Parties, would not be clear for 
some time. What the Paris meeting might mean for the future of mining and stability of the 
moratorium was left entirely unresolved.  

Any attempt at resolution through formal negotiations would have to wait for the November 
1990 SATCM. That allowed for almost a year of inter-sessional consultations between the 
Parties. In that period, the scope of the battleground was to become much clearer. There was a 
mix of policy, political and legal disagreements to address for an environmental protection 
regime to succeed and for consensus to be restored.  

To assist the reader, and illustrate the scope and substance of some of the disagreements to be 
addressed, Table 1 summarises the arguments used by Australia during the Antarctic 
environment debate to advance proposals for a comprehensive environmental protection 
regime. It also shows the counter-arguments used against Australia, mainly by those Parties 
wishing to retain CRAMRA within an environmental regime1020. 

 
 

                                                        
1017 Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Fifteeenth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Paris, 9-20 October 1989, 43-115.  
1018 Antarctic Treaty, Recommendation ATCM XV-1 (1989) “Comprehensive system for the protection of the Antarctic environment” 

https://ats.aq/devAS/ats_meetings_meeting_measure.aspx?lang=e (accessed 2 May 2018). 
1019 Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Fifteeenth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Paris, 9-20 October 1989, 16. 
1020 The tabulated summary of the primary issues is distilled from various cables, ministerial statements, Cabinet Decisions, ministerial and 

delegation briefings. See, for example: 3 April 1989, Cablegram PA73483 “Antarctica and the Cousteau Foundation” (NAA: B1387 
88/893 PART 2); 5 June 1989, Cablegram WH104900 “Protection of Antarctic environment: minerals convention” (NAA: B1387 89/311 
PART 3); 21 June 1989, Cablegram WH105651 “Protection of Antarctic environment: minerals convention” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 
1); and 29 June 1989, Cablegram LH77976 “Senator Evans’ discussions in London” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 1).  
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 Australian position Pro-CRAMRA position 

Australia’s motives To protect the Antarctic environment  Australia was driven by disappointment 
with CRAMRA’s outcomes for claimants, 
reflecting internal differences within 
Government 

Attitude to mining Mining should be permanently banned Mining should be allowed, subject to the 
provisions of CRAMRA  

Can mining be 
safe? 

No: any minerals activity poses an 
unacceptable threat to the environment 

There is no basis for an a priori assertion 
that mining can never be safe 

Objective of 
protecting the 
Antarctic 
environment  

Protecting the environment is the 
highest priority: it is logically inconsistent 
to protect the environment by putting in 
place an agreement that allows the 
possibility of an activity which harms the 
environment 

Agree on the objective of protecting the 
environment, but disagree on the means 
to get there: CRAMRA’s highest priority is 
protecting the environment using a 
mechanism to assess the activities’ 
possible impacts, determine if they are 
acceptable and, if so, regulate them  

Comprehensive 
environment 
protection regime 

Seeking a legally-binding regime that 
comprehensively protects the Antarctic 
environment from all activities and 
replaces the existing piecemeal mix of 
binding and hortatory measures. The 
proposed special meeting will allow 
commencement of such a regime 

Existing environmental measures should 
be reviewed, updated and expanded – 
this is the purpose of the proposed 
special meeting. CRAMRA can be part of 
a comprehensive regime as it addresses 
the environmental impacts of mining 

Future of CRAMRA Refusing to sign CRAMRA demonstrates 
Australia’s commitment to stronger 
environmental protection in Antarctica 

If CRAMRA fails it runs the risk of 
unregulated mining, which contradicts 
the wish for stronger environmental 
protection 

Signature versus 
accession 

Australia has decided not to sign 
CRAMRA  

Australia has not refused later accession 
—this is an important distinction 

Use of veto  A reservation is not allowed by CRAMRA 
Art 63 and would therefore be contrary 
to Art 2(1)(d) of the Vienna Convention 
on the Law of Treaties. A decision to 
always invoke the veto on opening of an 
area would be an act of bad faith. 

If Australia is not convinced that mining 
is safe in a particular area, it can use its 
veto to prevent opening up of an area for 
minerals activities. The risk that the veto 
might be exercised by any Party makes 
mining highly unlikely anyway. 

Moratorium Australia seeks to strengthen and extend 
the moratorium pending the successful 
negotiation of an environmental regime 

Australia’s actions immediately threatens 
the moratorium, which is predicated on 
progress towards timely entry into force 
of CRAMRA 

Timely entry in to 
force 
 

It cannot be said that Australia is 
preventing timely entry into force when 
that cannot occur until 16 Parties have 
completed their domestic processes to 
ratify CRAMRA 

If Australia takes no action towards 
signature/ratification then it is self-
evident that no progress can be made 
towards timely entry into force 

Timeliness It was always expected that it would take 
several years for CRAMRA to enter into 
force—this allows time to negotiate an 
alternative 

Refusal to sign CRAMRA immediately 
shows that CRAMRA has no prospect of 
entry into force 
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Strength of 
Antarctic Treaty 
System 

Australia’s proposals have consistently 
been presented as within the framework 
of the Antarctic Treaty System, to which 
it is fully committed 

Breaking consensus raises doubts about 
the integrity of ATS decision-making— 
failure to sign could result in reduced 
cooperation and, ultimately, collapse of 
the Antarctic Treaty System 

Sovereignty Australia’s proposals fully protect the 
ATS and remove an area of potential 
disagreement 

In the absence of CRAMRA, mining 
activities could revive dormant 
sovereignty disputes 

1991 Treaty review 
provisions 

Australia is fully committed to 
cooperation within the ATS 

Failure to sign undermines the traditions 
of compromise and cooperation and, 
ultimately, could damage ATS 

Criticisms of the 
Treaty in the UN  

A comprehensive environmental regime 
will demonstrate good stewardship of 
the Antarctic and strengthen the ATCPs’ 
credibility in protecting the environment 

By opposing CRAMRA, Australia’s actions 
play into the hands of critics of within the 
UN because those critics also oppose 
CRAMRA and because they will exploit 
the differences of view between ATCPs  

Wilderness reserve Australia is not proposing a world park, 
which is undefined and has vague 
connotations of internationalisation; nor 
is Australian seeking application of the 
world heritage convention 

The wilderness reserve proposal is 
undefined and likely to be conflated with 
world park options 

Marine accidents Recent accidents such as Bahia Paraiso 
and Exxon Valdez show that it is 
impossible to prevent serious impacts if 
accidents occur in polar regions 

An accident like Exxon Valdez would not 
occur with CRAMRA in place because no 
activity can take place without the 
capacity to respond to accidents 

Liability Liability under CRAMRA should not be 
progressed until the future of Australia’s 
proposal is settled 

Liability rules should be negotiated 
promptly as they are a key part of 
CRAMRA’s environmental provisions, and 
they can be made very strong 

Science Science should have priority over all 
other activities—minerals activities 
threaten science 

Excessive environmental regulation will 
hinder science 

Environmental 
groups 

Environmental groups support the 
Australian Government and it is likely 
they will lobby other governments 

Most environmental lobby groups accept 
that signing CRAMRA is the best way 
forward 

Domestic politics There was extensive political debate in 
Australia, resulting in bipartisan support 
for Australia’s decision 

Australia’s decision suggests that the 
Government caved-in to domestic 
political imperatives for advantage in 
forthcoming elections 

Public opinion Public opinion has moved on since the 
Treaty Parties started addressing mining 
– there is now unprecedented concern 
for the Antarctic environment, and 
concern for the global environment 

Australia was swayed by public opinion 
rather than good policy. Policy is better 
developed by reasoned debate within 
the ATS, rather than in public where the 
issues are sensationalised 

 
Table 1: Arguments and counter-arguments for a comprehensive environmental regime  

that would include a prohibition on mining 



 

Chapter 6 

Tensions 

October 1989 to November 1990 

 

The decision by the Parties to consider proposals for comprehensive protection of 
the environment would not take effect until November 1990, when they would 
meet again at the eleventh SATCM. The period for signing CRAMRA soon passed 
and, without Australia and France, the Convention’s future was now in serious 
doubt. This chapter examines how the debate polarised as tensions continued 
between those supporting maximum environmental protection in a new 
convention, and those prepared to consider improved environmental measures 
provided they could operate in parallel with CRAMRA. Looming behind the 
debate was a shared concern to re-establish consensus before 1991. 

 

One of the most important meetings 

Delegates returned home to reflect. ATCM XV had been every bit as intense as the final 
CRAMRA session 16 months earlier. An editorial in The Times thundered that pillorying the 
United Kingdom and the United States as environmental foes was “rendered absurd by the fact 
that it was they who put forward all the proposals agreed this week”1021. One cheeky Australian 
official annotated a copy of the editorial with “did John Heap write this?”1022. Heap was quoted 
as dismissing “suggestions that intransigence in London and Washington is to blame for the 
impasse” in Paris: “we are supposed to be the baddies here, but actually our two delegations 
are the ones doing most of the running with the ball”1023. Environmentalists were scathing of 
the performance by the United States and the United Kingdom1024. In Santiago it was reported 
that Chile had mediated in “the running clash between Australia and France and the US and 
UK delegations”1025. Fernando Zegers “described the ATCM XV as one of the most important 
meetings in the history of the Treaty because it overcame differences between Treaty 
Parties”1026. This was rather premature because it actually cemented the collapse of consensus 

                                                        
1021 21 October 1989, “Convention on ice?” The Times, 12. 
1022 30 October 1989, facsimile DFAT to AAD “British and US press articles on ATCM XV” (AAD: 89/133-1). 
1023 21 October 1989, Philip Jacobson “Nations split on protecting Antarctic environment” The Times, 8. 
1024 23 October 1989 “US, Britain acting like ‘dictators’ on Antarctica” The Australian. 23 October 1989 “New Zealand stand against 

Antarctic park brings icy blast” The Mercury.  
1025 23 October 1989, El Mercurio front page article, reported in: 24 October 1989, Cablegram SC19989 [untitled] (AAD: 89/133-1). 
1026 26 October 1989, El Mercurio article, reported in 26 October 1989, Cablegram SC20007 “Chile: Antarctica: comments by Ambassador 

Zegers” (AAD: 89/133-1). 
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as Australia had not backed down. Zegers was, however, pleased that the 1990 meetings would 
be in Chile, reward for his May 1989 proposal to get comprehensive measures on the agenda 
and his offer to host. The only demurral was France’s Georges Duquin who “wondered if some 
way could be found to change the location”1027. This was odd because securing a meeting, 
irrespective of venue, had been the primary objective. Sweden was frank about “the somewhat 
arrogant and insensitive performance of French delegation leader Georges Duquin” that had 
made achievement of a meeting “more difficult”. Sweden was not alone: it was later reported 
that “bucketing the French” had become “a favourite pastime of the United States and some 
others at ATCM XV”1028. On the other hand, Sweden observed that “Alan Brown deserved 
great credit for the outcome because of his great patience, firmness and skill”, while Tucker 
Scully “had performed poorly, accusing Australia and others of threatening consensus when 
the United States position was equally making consensus difficult”. It was suggested that 
Scully had been “feeling the strain of having to justify the present US position to a President 
and Administration which, for the first time in many years, took an interest in Antarctica”1029. 
Unsurprisingly, the United States disagreed. The State Department’s Ray Arnaudo said that 
“but for the ‘hooplah’ on the minerals convention … the meeting was an unqualified success” 
because of the “compromise ultimately reached” on the 1990 meetings. However, he warned, 
“Australia and France should reflect” as there was no increase in the number of countries 
supporting their proposal1030. France was nevertheless upbeat saying that the results “made a 
significant contribution to consolidating the Antarctic Treaty System”1031. This was 
immediately contradicted by Henrique Valle of Brazil’s Foreign Ministry who feared that “the 
Antarctic Treaty System is not as solid as it had previously been … the agreement to hold an 
SCM has simply postponed the showdown”1032. Valle was correct: the fundamental differences 
of view were far from settled.  

Although “pleased with the outcome of the Paris ATCM”, DFAT considered it “important that 
Australia and France … develop a strategy for handling Antarctic issues” founded on “unity 
and coordination of the French and Australian positions”1033. Duquin wanted to focus on 
“uncommitted supporters and waverers, rather than on the handful of hard-liners whom he was 
sure would not budge”1034. Sir Ninian Stephen continued campaigning for the Antarctic 
initiative during a visit to the United States where Al Gore told him he was “confident that we 
would win this battle, although it would take some time”1035. In his call on the US State 
Department, Stephen argued that CRAMRA was “a public relations failure for the Antarctic 

                                                        
1027 3 November 1989, Cablegram PA77475 “Antarctica—follow-up to Paris meeting” (NAA: B1387 89/932 PART 1). Duquin was later to 

rely on the argument that ATCM XV had only ‘noted’ Chile’s offer to host the 1990 meetings and not actually agreed to it. See: 9 
November 1989, Cablegram PA77552 “Antarctica: follow-up to Paris meeting” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). 

1028 1 November 1989, Cablegram UN048286 “Antarctica: ATCM XV—report for the Secretary-General of United Nations” (AAD: 89/133-1). 
1029 25 October 1989, Cablegram ST25515 “Antarctica: ATCM XV: informal Swedish reaction” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). 
1030 27 October 1989, Cablegram WH110173 “Antarctica: ATCM XV: US views” (AAD: 89/133-1). 
1031 3 November 1989, Cablegram PA77482 “Antarctica: ATCM XV: French communiqué” (AAD: 89/133-1). The communiqué itself was 

dated 26 October 1989. 
1032 2 November 1989, Cablegram BR12140 “Protection of the Antarctic environment: Brazilian views” (AAD: 89/133-1). 
1033 1 November 1989, Cablegram CE797312 “Antarctica—follow-up to Paris meeting” (AAD: 89/914-1). 
1034 3 November 1989, Cablegram PA77475 “Antarctica—follow-up to Paris meeting” (NAA: B1387 89/932 PART 1). 
1035 2 November 1989, Cablegram WH110360 “Call by Sir Ninian Stephen on Senator Gore” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). 
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Treaty”, prompting Scully’s reply that “education of public opinion was more important than 
satisfaction”. Stephen also pointed out that “the Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister had told him 
that the Soviet Union had never been keen on minerals negotiations, but had proceeded 
because the US did”1036. Three weeks later, Environment Minister Graham Richardson was 
told that Moscow “played down any suggestion that the USSR favoured the US or UK 
positions over the French/Australian”1037.  

Ray Arnaudo’s post-Paris warning about the apparent lack of support for Australia and France 
began to look shaky. With two weeks left for signing CRAMRA, some Parties were still 
considering what to do. Spain decided that it would await the outcomes of the 1990 
meetings1038. The Netherlands also decided not to sign, although not being an ATCP this was 
less significant1039. The following day, Kurt Messer advised that the Federal Republic of 
Germany would not sign and its decision would be announced on 25 November, the closing 
date for signature1040.  

November 1989: France decides not to sign CRAMRA 

Then, on 8 November, came long-awaited news: Georges Duquin and Jean-Maurice Ripert 
(diplomatic adviser in Rocard’s office) advised that France had decided not to sign CRAMRA. 
However, it would not be announced until the eve of the signature deadline, and it had two 
caveats: the decision “would not simply be in terms of a flat rejection of CRAMRA”, France 
was only rejecting it “in its current form”1041. Furthermore, “reference might also be made to 
the need for the moratorium on mining to continue … for a specific period, such as 30 years”. 
Australian officials replied that “Australia was firmly committed to a no-mining position” and 
could not leave open “the future possibility of mining”. Duquin and Ripert “eventually 
accepted that a reference to a fixed-term moratorium would not be helpful”1042. Duquin 
conceded that “France’s position had been ‘radicalised’ as a result of ATCM XV and the 
aggressive tactics of the pro-CRAMRA lobby”1043.  

Australian officials left the meeting with “the strong impression that France realised that ‘core’ 
solidarity with Australia was the key to long-term success” and that cooperation had to be 
maintained “both at the political and official levels”1044. Perhaps French officials had come 

                                                        
1036 2 November 1989, Cablegram WH110359 “Call by Sir Ninian Stephen on US State Department” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). 
1037 23 November 1989, Cablegram MS39732 “Visit of Senator Richardson: Antarctica” (NAA: B1387 89/932 PART 1). 
1038 7 November 1989, Cablegram MA24881 “Antarctica—follow-up to Paris meeting” (NAA: B1387 89/932 PART 1). It should be noted that 

declining to sign would not preclude a Party from later accession. 
1039 7 November 1989, Cablegram TH22116 “Antarctica—follow-up to Paris meeting: The Netherlands” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). Note 

that at the SATCM held immediately before ATCM XV, The Netherlands’ application to be recognised as having achieved ATCP status 
had been refused. The rejection had been by Chile, possibly motivated by a desire to balance the simultaneous rejection of Ecuador. 
Both Ecuador and the Netherlands were successful in November 1990. 

1040 8 November 1989, Cablegram BO47399 “Antarctica: follow-up to Paris meeting” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). It should be noted that 
the Federal Republic of Germany was in the position of being the host of the next ATCM and would possibly want to handle 
controversial issues with some caution. 
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1042 9 November 1989, Cablegram PA77552 “Antarctica: follow-up to Paris meeting” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3), para 4. 
1043 9 November 1989, Cablegram PA77552 “Antarctica: follow-up to Paris meeting” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3), para 6. 
1044 9 November 1989, Cablegram PA77552 “Antarctica: follow-up to Paris meeting” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3), para 18.  
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around to Michel Rocard’s position and Australia and France did, at last, share the objective. 
The specifics needed clarifying. After a French inter-ministerial meeting, Duquin urged that 
priority be given to defining a ‘nature reserve, land of science’ to counter accusations of it 
being too vague. This would come in the form of a draft environment convention1045. Australia 
was reluctant to embark on that. Similarly, it prevaricated on France’s wish to expand the 
group of supporters to include Belgium, Italy and possibly India and the Federal Republic of 
Germany. On the one hand, “the emergence of the French-Australian partnership is in itself a 
rather unique situation” and there would be problems if it was seen as exclusive. On the other 
hand, a wider coalition “would leave it open for hard-line opponents … to point to differences 
within the group”1046. 

The ‘hard-line opponents’ were caucusing and aired their objections at a New York seminar 
sponsored by the US-based philanthropic Tinker Foundation. Present was DFAT’s Brendan 
Doran, who reported to Canberra that “orchestration by CRAMRA supporters is apparent”1047. 
US geologist Robert Rutford expressed “strong concern over the campaign against CRAMRA” 
which he said “had been misnamed and was essentially a mechanism to prevent environmental 
damage”. Lee Kimball sought to “dispel hype and misinformation … using arguments which 
were virtually identical to those used by Tucker Scully of the US State Department”, including 
the call “not to disturb the ‘political ecology’ of the Antarctic Treaty System at the cost of 
protecting the environmental ecology”1048. In Kimball’s view, “it was Chile and the UK (by 
first proposing a special meeting in 1990) who were the real architects of the comprehensive 
protection initiative, not Australia and France who had come with their ideas only later”1049. 
Bruce Manheim, of the Environmental Defense Fund, disagreed and sought to “isolate Kimball 
from mainstream US environment movement thinking”. He said that Kimball had been warned 
to take “a more neutral position” or risk objections to “continuation as NGO representative 
with US delegations”1050.  

25 November 1989: the deadline for signing CRAMRA 

In early November, with one week to go before the CRAMRA deadline, debate continued in 
Hobart at an Australian Institute of International Affairs conference where, with many familiar 
faces present, “the atmosphere in some sessions was highly charged”. Perspectives were 
polarised and “those promoting the wilderness reserve proposal were at a serious 
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disadvantage”1051. An unusual highlight was Jacques Cousteau’s participation by satellite, 
precipitating “some very animated exchanges”1052. Bob Hawke also participated and made the 
case for abandoning CRAMRA which, he said, provided “a dangerous illusion of environment 
protection”. He acknowledged that the joint proposal “has caused considerable anxiety” for 
those who saw CRAMRA’s survival “a foregone conclusion”. Hawke also sought to disabuse 
those who assumed opposition to CRAMRA was short-term: “let me urge anyone who might 
still harbour that fantasy to abandon it”1053. Phillip Law was not convinced, dismissing 
Hawke’s championing of the wilderness cause as “a shrewd vote-catching bit of grandstanding 
... but he will do the rounds, suffer the rebuffs, and then announce that he is sorry, he did his 
best, but was knocked back”. Law derided the “sheer absurdity of the Antarctic wilderness 
proposal … something of a joke if it were not for the fact that support by the Australian 
Government could have very serious consequences”1054.  

Other so-called ‘hard-liners’ at the conference came out to defend CRAMRA. Chris Beeby 
outlined its operation and the risk to the moratorium. Unregulated mining, he said, was “the 
worst possible outcome [which] could do very serious damage to the physical environment of 
Antarctica, and it could do very serious damage to the political environment as well”1055. 
Tucker Scully emphasised stability of the Treaty, saying that “we must not, in the face of new 
theological approaches to Antarctic issues, lose sight of the political, as well as the physical 
ecology of Antarctica”1056. John Heap agreed: “it would be a tragedy if CRAMRA, the flower 
of 30 years of development of the ATS—not just six years of negotiation—were now to be 
lost. Its survival, like all else in the ATS, will depend on no-one pushing anyone else into an 
intolerable position”1057. Lord Shackleton (British politician, and son of the famous ‘heroic era’ 
figure) bought into the public debate urging Australia “to think again”, saying that not only 
was there the prospect of a free-for-all, but that the undermining of consensus would “lead to 
tensions and instabilities that might not be contained”1058. This shared concern for the Treaty’s 
health was to become a decisive factor in resolving CRAMRA’s future—but that was still 
some time away. Czechoslovakia and Japan squeezed in signatures just before the deadline.  

Momentous events were taking place internationally as the Berlin wall crumbled, signifying 
German re-unification and capturing far greater public attention than Antarctic affairs. In 
Wellington on 25 November 1989, it was a less eventful spring Saturday and the Foreign 
Ministry was anxious to see if any more signatures of CRAMRA would arrive. None did. The 
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total was now 19, of which 16 were ATCPs1059. Belgium, however, had told New Zealand on 
24 November that it would definitely not sign1060. Chart 1 in Appendix 1 shows the status of 
CRAMRA on the last date for signature1061.  

New Zealand’s position was unenviable. It had green credentials as an original proponent of a 
world park and, more recently, with its Paris proposals. It also stood to gain from hosting the 
headquarters of the Antarctic Mineral Resources Commission. Domestically, the media listed 
New Zealand among CRAMRA’s hard-line supporters: “Mr Beeby, Tucker Scully from the 
US State Department and John Heap from the British Foreign Office are the minerals 
convention A-team … now it is they who are under pressure”1062. Whether they would change 
was moot but, by the end of November, Australia was becoming more optimistic with nine 
Parties sympathetic. Significantly, eleven others were considered ‘undecided’1063.  

The debate had awakened Belgium’s dormant Antarctic interest which had dwindled since the 
IGY. Now, having decided not to sign CRAMRA, Foreign Affairs official Gérard Surquin 
thought the environment initiative could be strengthened with more formal cooperation. He 
appeared mystified as to why Belgium was not being accepted as a full partner. Surquin cited 
“US pressure, especially from Scully” who, he said, had “told the Greeks in Paris that they 
would have to pay for their attitude, not in the Antarctic Treaty context but elsewhere”1064.  

January 1990: Australia/France Joint working Group 

Australian officials were preparing for the next Australia/France Working Group meeting 
scheduled for Canberra in early January 1990. The IDC agreed to revise the paper on the key 
components of an environmental convention1065. It would include elements of other proposals 
so that the Australia-France proposal was not seen as too radical. A goal was to discredit the 
idea that CRAMRA’s requirement for consensus to open an area constituted an effective 
mining ban. In parallel, it would show that the joint initiative went beyond a ‘no-mining’ 
objective by demonstrating broader environmental benefits. To address scientists’ concerns, 
Alan Brown requested that the AAD prepare a paper showing that scientists had no reason to 
fear restrictions on research1066. This latter issue was gaining traction within a research 
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community “nervous about the implications” of Scully’s view that Australia’s approach 
“would include controls on science”1067.  

The revision of the so-called ‘Components Paper’ was drafted by DFAT’s Bill Bush over the 
Christmas/New Year break, and further refined in January in consultation with other 
agencies1068. The first draft was completed in time for the Australia/France Joint Working 
Group meeting. The purpose was to develop the October initiative, even though it was “at one 
extreme” of the options. This was because by the time of the SATCM it would be “less likely 
that the minerals convention will achieve the necessary ratifications to enter into force”. It was 
“time for France and Australia to resume their efforts to persuade other countries”1069. A “tour 
d’horizon” of other Parties’ attitudes suggested that “the logic of the comprehensive approach 
was becoming more attractive to the large group of undecided countries”, including Brazil, 
India, Chile, Poland and the USSR. Even Norwegian and New Zealand hard-liners “seemed 
more muted since Paris”. Sympathy in the US Congress was also increasing1070. France 
reported comments made by a senior UK official suggesting “dissatisfaction with John Heap’s 
unilateral handling of the CRAMRA/Antarctic environmental question to date”1071. Despite 
optimism that Australian/French objectives might be attainable, French officials held doubts. 
Georges Duquin was sceptical of the components paper, preferring to focus on the political 
objectives. France wanted to “demonstrate to the public that something tangible is achieved at 
the 1990 meetings”1072. Despite the risk of back-sliding again, French officials were tasked 
with preparing the next draft of the components paper. Australia came away from the 
consultations concerned that French support was “primarily at the political level” and that 
“Australia will have to put in most of the effort to bring the initiative to fruition”1073.  

 January 1990: environmentalists are active 

Even if French officials were not confident, Sir Ninian Stephen thought that Australia was in 
“an imminently winnable position”1074. Jacques Cousteau was equally optimistic, creating 
publicity by taking school children to Antarctica1075. Cousteau’s influence was increasing—his 
Foundation had reached 300,000 members, mostly in the United States. Other US 
environmentalists were engaged and united in their campaign to defeat CRAMRA in the 
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Senate1076. The strategy included building support for the Gore Resolution1077. The media plan 
started with a rebuttal of a Time magazine cover story arguing that CRAMRA should be 
supported1078. Opposition to CRAMRA was becoming a high priority for US 
environmentalists. Central to these efforts were Bruce Mannheim and Jim Barnes. While only 
just beginning to coordinate their approaches, by January 1990 fourteen US NGOs opposed 
CRAMRA, leaving the World Resources Institute as “the only environmental organisation 
actively supporting ratification”1079.  

Invigoration of NGOs was important. US momentum for ratification was slowing and the 
White House had “given no indication that it regards CRAMRA as a priority”. The Gore 
Resolution’s 16 sponsors included “prominent members of the Foreign Relations Committee” 
and NGOs had “already sent a joint letter to all members of Congress”. In addition, Australia’s 
Washington Embassy was reporting that US industry now appeared to be “generally indifferent 
to the convention”1080. The time was right to lock in objections. As the United States was 
among the strongest CRAMRA supporters, raising domestic awareness would be important. A 
televised debate between Al Gore and Tucker Scully did just that—nothing new emerged from 
either side, but it attracted US media attention which, to that point, had been minimal1081. 
Capitalising on the public mood, Representative Silvio Conte introduced a House of 
Representatives Bill opposing CRAMRA. It directed the Secretary of State to pursue 
“permanently banning all mineral development of the continent”. According to Conte, “saving 
a continent is a once-in-a-lifetime chance and we can’t afford to miss the opportunity”1082. 
Environmentalists helped draft the legislation and, significantly, it had Republican and 
Democrat co-sponsors. Scully “dismissed the Bill as ‘posturing’ and predicted the 
Administration would oppose it”1083. What Scully had not predicted was that, coming on top of 
Gore’s Bill, it was part of a tide of similar bills.  

NGO campaigns ramped up and diplomats, lawyers and environmentalists began exchanging 
views. A February 1990 University of London Australian Studies Centre conference informally 
canvassed the differing ambitions for Antarctica1084. And predictably different they were, with 
papers by Heap, Burgess and Kelly Rigg (Greenpeace), among others. Discussions traversed 
well-known ground on mining, the importance of consensus, and whether or not there was a 
‘moral’ position to take1085. A moral position had been taken by some, including in the Soviet 
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Union where Communist Party General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev had said that “our 
grandchildren will never forgive us if we fail to preserve this phenomenal ecological 
system”1086. On 14 February, Chairman of the USSR Council of Ministers Nikolai Ryzhkov 
echoed the sentiment: “we are prepared to collaborate with Australia ... in implementing those 
initiatives that cover the survival of the Antarctic” as a global preserve1087. That the USSR had 
signed CRAMRA on its opening day was conveniently ignored as Soviet leaders began to flag 
flexibility. Such thinking was, of course, helpful to Hawke who lauded Ryzhkov’s stance1088. 
Hawke had another strong motive to spruik optimism: on 16 February he had sought 
dissolution of Parliament for a general election on 24 March1089. He was again eyeing a 
domestic constituency. Having come to power in 1983 on the back of a mainland 
environmental vote, like the 1984 and 1987 election campaigns Hawke had to appeal to the 
environment movement and Tasmanian voters1090. Among a suite of sweeteners, Hawke’s 
election package included creating the Australian Antarctic Foundation which would include 
the role of building support for the Antarctic initiative. Hawke, in full campaign mode, also 
announced that he would visit Hobart that day with his “good friend” Jacques Cousteau. 
Leveraging the explorer’s popularity for maximum publicity, Hawke had invited Cousteau to 
Australia1091. During Cousteau’s visit he was made an Honorary Companion to the Order of 
Australia, met several Australian ministers, and enjoyed another breakfast with Hawke1092.  

February 1990: New Zealand loosens its grip on CRAMRA 

Across the Tasman Sea, one of CRAMRA’s strongest supporters was wavering. Jacques 
Cousteau followed his fêted Australian trip with a visit to New Zealand which had hinted at a 
willingness to “rethink”1093. Media attention on Cousteau coincided with a surprise 
announcement by Prime Minister Geoffrey Palmer on 26 February. His Cabinet had met that 
day and decided to “set aside the question of ratifying CRAMRA” and, instead, seek a binding 
moratorium. Palmer made it clear that New Zealand was not abandoning CRAMRA, but 
seeking to resolve the impasse. According to Palmer, officials had been working on the issue 
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since the ATCM1094. Palmer had, in part, been influenced by Bob Hawke during his visit to 
Auckland (where Hawke had been forewarned that a change of New Zealand policy was 
likely). New Zealand recognised that “CRAMRA was not of itself going to get up, and that 
new ideas were needed”, but it had to appease the United States about its “tilt towards 
Australian policy”. New Zealand would also “talk to the UK in similar terms”1095. Of more 
immediate concern was Cousteau’s visit about which “there was a great deal of irritation” 
because “obvious linkages between the Government’s decision and the visit would be 
made”1096. As it turned out, Cousteau’s 27 February visit was “rather overshadowed” by New 
Zealand’s decision. Unfazed by being upstaged, Cousteau praised the policy shift and “New 
Zealand’s early advocacy of the world park”. He even suggested that the proposed 
environmental regime “should be known as the Wellington Convention in tribute to New 
Zealand’s efforts on CRAMRA” (seemingly oblivious to the confusion this would cause as 
CRAMRA was already known by that name). Even more naïvely, he suggested claimants 
abandon sovereign interests to facilitate Antarctica’s internationalisation (seemingly oblivious 
to the threat to the Treaty’s stability and, therefore, the success of any environmental 
regime)1097. Hawke was jubilant at New Zealand’s decision which he described as 
“snowballing support” for the environmental initiative1098. He also attributed the decision to 
“the power of persuasion” (presumably public)1099. Even so, The Dominion derided the 
decision as “a remarkable coup for Mr Hawke”. Sadly for Palmer, media characterised the 
decision as a back-down, while NGOs ridiculed it as not going far enough1100. Still not 
satisfied, ASOC’s Cath Wallace was suspicious, saying that New Zealand was just “trying to 
work out a deal with the US and Britain that goes some way towards protecting the continent 
while keeping the options on mining open”1101. Hawke, however, was determinedly upbeat: 
“country after country is responding to public opinion”, he said, “they are seeing a public view 
which says that it would be an obscenity to allow mining in the Antarctic”. He even predicted 
that on this basis the United States was “unlikely to ratify the minerals regime”1102.  

New Zealand’s decision changed the dynamics—the country that stood to gain the most from 
CRAMRA, and had done the most to secure it, now appeared prepared to set it aside. Yet, 
despite seemingly compatible policy, New Zealand was not ready to embrace fully the 
proposals by Australia and France. Palmer told Stephen that this was because a comprehensive 
environment convention “might not prove universally acceptable”. On the other hand, “if New 
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Zealand pursued a position which was close to that of Australia … it might be able to be a 
catalyst which would break the present impasse”1103.  

March 1990: diplomats call on capitals 

Meanwhile, DFAT’s John Burgess continued his European visit, hoping to forestall any back-
sliding by existing sympathisers. Surquin met with Burgess in Paris to confirm Belgian support 
and offered to promote the initiative in South America. He also undertook to convene an 
international symposium in Brussels to generate momentum in the lead up to the SATCM1104. 
In Rome, Burgess was told that Italy remained strong1105. In Bonn, the Chancellor’s office told 
him that the Federal Republic of Germany “wished to be helpful”1106. In part, the Federal 
Republic of Germany was being influenced by its own domestic politics in which the Antarctic 
issue was being highlighted by the Greens1107. This was encouraging to Australia as the Federal 
Republic of Germany was now referring to a ‘nature reserve, land of science’. It also embraced 
a mining ban, or at least a long-term moratorium. On the other hand, Kurt Messer was 
proposing a protocol, rather than a stand-alone environmental convention. Burgess was 
sceptical: such ideas were “vintage Messer” who “can be a loose cannon at meetings”. Burgess 
concluded that the Federal Republic of Germany’s middle path might not get very far with the 
United Kingdom and the United States, but could not see it doing any harm1108. In France, 
Charley Causeret was not convinced: Messer’s proposals “represented a trap” and he took “a 
rather cynical view of Messer’s motives”. Messer appeared to fear the minerals issue might 
disrupt the next ATCM (which would be hosted in Bonn in 1991). Causeret was even more 
alarmed because Messer’s ideas seemed heavily influenced by John Heap. He feared they 
“would be taken up by the UK, the US and the Latin Americans who would exploit them to 
argue against the French/Australian proposals”1109. Despite wishing to be helpful, the Federal 
Republic of Germany was not seen as a reliable supporter. Although the initiative “still has a 
long way to go”, opposition to it nevertheless appeared to be softening1110. 

Burgess then called in to New Delhi. External Affairs official Prakash Shah confirmed Indian 
support for a mining ban, with a strengthened moratorium until it was achieved. Vinod Gaur of 
the Department of Ocean Development went further: he “had been very pleasantly surprised at 
New Zealand’s change of attitude” and said India will “back you all the way”. Gaur said that 
India would “work for total protection of the Antarctic environment until such time as that 
approach became hopeless”. Reflecting on the previous year’s doubts, Burgess concluded that 
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“Indian support for our position has in fact firmed”1111. Whether such optimism was justified 
was unclear but, for the moment, it was a positive development. 

With firming support from known sympathisers, it was time to think about other Parties. The 
United Kingdom was already “looking to adopt a more accommodating approach”, at least by 
moderating its rhetoric. John Heap accepted the desirability of comprehensive environmental 
measures, and considered the “minor differences of approach … were capable of resolution”. 
In his view, “the real stumbling block … is whether a new instrument should replace 
CRAMRA”. Even so, “the UK recognised, nevertheless, that ultimately there must be a 
consensus based on compromise: that was the Antarctic Treaty System way”1112. In a frank 
exchange with John Burgess and Australian High Commission (AHC) official David Mason, 
Heap argued for a protocol. It would provide an environmental regime alongside the minerals 
convention. In his view, CCAMLR was not effective and an environmental protocol could 
address any weaknesses in both CCAMLR and CRAMRA. If the environmental regime were 
not to replace CCAMLR, nor should it replace CRAMRA. Burgess reported that “Heap may be 
well in advance of US thinking”, although Heap had “lost none of his zeal for CRAMRA and 
(against all of the odds) clearly believes that there are still prospects for it getting into place”, 
despite acknowledging that it “would be fettered for some time”. The United Kingdom was 
still thinking tactics. Heap unsuccessfully requested that Australia and France not circulate the 
components paper before the May 1990 Nansen Foundation conference, a forum at which 
powerful voices would be heard”1113. The United Kingdom’s preference for a protocol, rather 
than a convention, was repeated in discussions with France. The Soviet Union, however, 
preferred a convention1114. The question of the form of an instrument was to become as critical 
as its content 1115.  

US officials had also been contemplating a protocol but, in their case, comprising simply broad 
principles and a time-limited mining moratorium1116. John Burgess was correct that the United 
Kingdom was ahead of US thinking. However, Antarctica was gaining a profile in Congress 
where there were now three bills. Representative Conte argued that the environmental risks of 
mining required the United States to “use our position in the world to negotiate an international 
agreement … this is a rare opportunity to leave a lasting legacy for future generations”1117. 
Similar testimony was provided to Congress by the Cousteau Foundation and Jim Barnes. Lee 
Kimball was the only environmentalist to continue supporting CRAMRA. Representative 
Vento tabled a bill asking the United States to lead on environment protection and lamenting 
the “unwillingness of the Administration to consider seriously alternatives to CRAMRA”1118. 
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NGO campaigns increased, including requests to meet Secretary of State James Baker who was 
believed to “have an open mind on CRAMRA”. Environmentalists also approached mining 
groups to suggest that supporting a ban would “improve their environmental credentials … at 
little or no cost”. Besides, “support for a ban from the mining community would remove the 
major pillar from the Administration’s argument in support of CRAMRA”1119. Even 
Tasmanian environmentalist Bob Brown joined in the US domestic debate, co-signing a letter 
to President George Bush while in Washington on 16 April to receive the prestigious Goldman 
Prize for environmental achievement1120. Such efforts were rebuffed. Alan Brown was warned 
by Tucker Scully that US attitudes had not changed because “CRAMRA was the best 
environment instrument yet negotiated” and that “a ban was unstable because it could be 
reversed”1121. The United States would, however, put a paper to the Chile meeting proposing 
“elaboration of the current regulatory approach” and any such measures would operate in 
parallel with CRAMRA. Helpfully, he suggested that the form of any future instruments be 
deferred until there was progress on substantive measures1122. Consensus was still a very long 
way off—it would be another year until anything like consensus would appear achievable. 

April 1990: “damaging tactically to give way now” 

Apart from the need to restore consensus, a challenge for Australia and France was finding 
effective responses to powerful counter-arguments. The problem was that they were relying on 
politically attractive propositions to respond to legally persuasive positions—after all, 
CRAMRA was a tightly drafted instrument, whereas the joint initiative had no legal 
framework. DFAT’s Bill Bush prepared detailed responses to the issues on which Australia 
was most vulnerable. These included the assumption that mining could never be safe; that 
CRAMRA’s environmental provisions were defective; that the need for consensus to open an 
area amounted to a mining ban; and that CRAMRA was better than an unregulated 
scramble1123. This would support the revised components paper, the drafting of which had been 
the subject of extended negotiation. The 29-page paper would be done in three languages1124. 
Despite its imperfections, France urged early distribution lest it was “beaten to the gun or 
distracted by other proposals from the Germans or our opponents”1125. Gérard Surquin agreed 
that Australia and France “should continue to press forward … time was on our side and we 
had made good progress”. Besides, it would be “very damaging tactically to give way 
now”1126. The paper was finalised and Australian diplomatic missions were sent instructions to 
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disseminate it, along with a covering aide memoire. The objective was to elaborate in “greater 
detail than attempted hitherto, the possible content of a comprehensive convention”1127.  

Australian diplomats reported the reactions. Many were non-committal: ministries needed time 
to study the paper; a response would be provided as soon as possible; the paper would be read 
with a positive spirit; and other classic diplomatic brush-offs1128. Chile was in a special 
position: it was still rebuilding after the transition to Patricio Aylwin’s democracy. Despite the 
change in government it still sympathised with comprehensive environmental measures and it 
would host the November 1990 SATCM1129. Alarmingly, the USSR was not as upbeat as the 
statements by Mikhail Gorbachev and Nikolai Ryzhkov suggested1130. On the other hand, in 
the Federal Republic of Germany Foreign Ministry, Deputy Head of the Legal Division 
Antonius Eitel was sympathetic to an environmental convention. That was quickly 
overshadowed by Messer’s advancement of a protocol which included a mining ban, but 
allowed for CRAMRA to be revived if agreement could not be reached1131. Australia regarded 
the Federal Republic of Germany position as helpful and, while not immediately compatible, 
there was a “strong interest in not alienating the FRG”1132. Charley Causeret was unconvinced, 
in part because of Georges Duquin’s fear that the Federal Republic of Germany could be seen 
as seizing the initiative, jealously concerned that “the proposal is premature and risks cutting 
across our own”1133. Australian officials considered this an over-reaction to a proposal which 
gave “CRAMRA a decent burial rather than raising the possibility of its resurrection”1134. 
Duquin’s hesitancy on the Federal Republic of Germany was in marked contrast to his views 
on New Zealand, having “raised the possibility of associating New Zealand more directly”. 
This proposition appeared to have been inspired by the Cousteau Foundation’s Bernard 
Charrier who thought that were it “possible to get the New Zealanders on-side … our position 
will be almost invincible”1135. Duquin’s optimism appeared unduly influenced by NGOs, 
people not qualified to predict what would be diplomatically achievable.  

Australian NGOs were realistic. Consultations were held to garner their support for the 
Australia/France components paper1136. Environmentalists were now undertaking a more 
coordinated global campaign. In the United Kingdom, Worldwide Fund for Nature (WWF) 
spokesperson Cassandra Phillips was confident: “it is never easy to persuade Margaret 
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Thatcher to change her mind, but we are hopeful that we can mobilise enough public opinion to 
change her mind as, of course, we think we have done in Australia”. Phillips’ optimism may 
have been justified—thousands had responded by writing to members of the UK Parliament 
calling for a world park. Opinion polls were already showing 60% public support1137. NGOs 
simultaneously launched their own proposal, an immense 94-page draft instrument1138. Jacques 
Cousteau was active again, this time giving “the opening and most substantive” testimony 
before a 2 May US Congressional committee. He considered CRAMRA a “lifeless” but well-
intentioned “anachronism”. By his count 13 nations opposed it. “It would be a great pity”, he 
said, if the United States “was the last country to change its mind”1139. On this, he would prove 
correct. To the delight of Australia and France, Cousteau spoke strongly for the joint initiative. 
They would have been less pleased, however, when he repeated his call for the “renouncing of 
national claims forever by claimant states”1140. Greenpeace’s Susan Sabella maintained 
opposition to CRAMRA. On the other hand, Lee Kimball continued to defend it—after all, it 
could not be considered “obsolete [as] 17 out of 22 ATCPs had signed” and “even France and 
Australia had accepted it by supporting the Final Act”1141. Perhaps Australia and France were 
being accused of acting in bad faith. The State Department declined to testify “when the sub-
Committee decided, against normal practice, to allow Cousteau, rather than the Administration, 
to appear as first witness”1142. The following day, Cousteau was at the press conference called 
by Gore and Senator John Kerry to announce the Antarctic environmental bills1143.  

May 1990: “blocs are forming” 

The Australia/France proposal was also having to compete for space. There were at least six 
proposals, many overlapping, and each with distinctive elements. They ranged from a program 
of work to fill gaps in the existing system, to a new stand-alone convention that would 
subsume and expand on all the existing measures1144. Without a specific paper of their own, the 
United Kingdom pushed for its vision of a protocol rather than a free-standing regime. Heap 
characterised the Treaty as “the central pillar on which, like a Christmas tree, other bits could 
be hung” and argued that a protocol was the appropriate legal form (apparently forgetting that 
the tree’s other hanging bits already included two stand-alone conventions: CCAS and 
CCAMLR)1145. As the only proponents of a convention, Australia and France needed to mount 
a strong case. To make any progress at the SATCM, someone would have to give ground—but 
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making concessions on environmental options was one thing, conceding precious political 
positions was altogether different. 

Australia reviewed progress. Attracting support had to be done carefully “to avoid creating the 
perception that blocs are forming”. New Zealand’s February decision had “led to other Parties 
rethinking their position”1146. Yet just five Parties could be identified as supporting a 
convention containing a mining ban. Sympathy could be heard from six others and, equally, six 
highly influential Parties were welded to CRAMRA. The tally revealed less than half of the 
Parties showed any sympathy to Australia and France.  

On the other hand, 22 Parties had not declared a position and possibly had room to move. By 
mid-May, Greece confirmed its support for the initiative1147. Then Denmark came on side, with 
the Foreign Ministry’s Jørgen Lilje-Jensen saying they wanted an outcome “capable of 
generating consensus support” for which the “Australian/French paper represented the kernel 
of such a solution”. Hinting at French tactics, that meant dropping the “firm no compromises 
line being touted by Duquin”1148. While support was welcome from Greece and Denmark, they 
were NCPs: it was more important to lock-in the ATCPs as they had a say in decision-making.  

May 1990: “we are out of the bunker” 

DFAT’s Alan Brown, Ian Nicholson and John Burgess went to Oslo in May for the Nansen 
Foundation symposium. The Foundation had, of course, played an important role in providing 
a forum for informally exchanging views—previously it had been on minerals issues in May 
1973. Now, the 21 to 23 May 1990 conference was to focus on the environment. Far bigger 
than previous symposiums, it attracted 150 participants from 28 countries, including many key 
players1149. The Australia/France proposals “became the focus of much of the debate, on and 
off the floor”, drawing “charged interventions from CRAMRA supporters” but also “a share of 
favourable comment”. Equally in focus was the need to re-establish consensus. There was still 
vacillation: Desirée Edmar said that Sweden “wished to be helpful, but was not sure how; 
Prakash Shah said that India remained “broadly sympathetic”, but showed “no readiness to 
become too closely associated”; and the USSR’s Sergei Karev was “strongly critical”, 
revealing “a very wide gap between Soviet response at the officials’ and political level”. The 
United States “took no active part”. Jim Barnes (this time representing Friends of the Earth) 
suggested, however, that “there was every indication that the US Congress would not be 
prepared to ratify the minerals convention”. The reporting cable to Canberra said there was “a 
readiness to recognise the new proposals are a fact of life, here to stay, and have to be 
addressed seriously”. Or, as the French refreshingly summarised it “we are out of the bunker, 
the initiative has become respectable”1150. Little did they know that in an Oslo restaurant, at 
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what was described as a “clandestine” meeting, over dinner a select group of CRAMRA 
supporters was chewing over an alternative: John Heap’s proposed protocol1151. 

While in Europe, Burgess visited Madrid, Bonn, Warsaw and Moscow. Spain, a relatively new 
ATCP, was sympathetic. Burgess reported that “we can number Spain among our strongest 
sympathisers outside the core group … we will, however, need to work actively to keep this 
useful relationship intact as we can count on our critics to pay Spain some further 
attention”1152. This was to be an important development because, in the following year, Spain 
would host the meetings which finally brought about consensus on the environment.  

During his 4 June 1990 Moscow visit, Burgess quizzed Sergei Karev on the USSR’s 
ambiguous position revealed in Oslo where Karev, long involved in CRAMRA negotiations, 
had been highly critical of Australia. Karev maintained this stance in Moscow, and dismissed 
the Gorbachev and Ryzhkov statements as they “had not been fully consulted at the expert 
level”1153. Karev’s view was itself dismissed when raised with Deputy Chair of the Supreme 
Soviet Ecology Committee Alexey Yablokov, the Directorate for International Scientific and 
Technical Cooperation’s Boris Maiorsky, and Head of the Soviet Antarctic Program Artur 
Chilingarov. All took the view that “Karev and his people would have to change their views 
[and] that we should simply regard the present as a transition period”. Burgess considered it 
“extraordinary that one not so senior officer in the Foreign Ministry is maintaining a Soviet 
policy position of defending CRAMRA in consultation with like-minded officials in other 
countries despite contrary statements at the highest political level”1154. Actually, this was not 
extraordinary. In Wellington, Prime Minister Geoffrey Palmer was also at odds with officials. 
Palmer told NGOs that “it didn’t matter what FA [Foreign Affairs] officials say, it is what he 
[Palmer] says that makes policy, and the policy was that NZ did not see itself going back to 
CRAMRA”1155. Sweden, on the other hand, was unambiguous. It wanted to help Australia and 
France—it just wasn’t confident about the prospects for a convention. The Foreign Ministry’s 
Desirée Edmar offered to help lobby other Nordic states, but thought it easier to “make an 
impression” after Andersen’s departure for a new diplomatic posting1156. In Antarctic 
diplomacy, bureaucrats still had considerable control over policy. 

Chile was also considering what to do. There were several factors: its own policy interests, its 
commitments to consult with counter-claimants (Argentina and the United Kingdom), and its 
wish to facilitate a successful November SATCM. Complicating matters were internal 
differences between the Foreign Ministry’s Jorge Berguño and Oscar Pinochet, and Fernando 
Zegers (a veteran of the minerals negotiations and then Director of the Antarctic Institute) who 
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strongly favoured CRAMRA. On mining, Chile was likely to support a protocol with a 
moratorium, rather than a convention with a ban, as it would make the Treaty stronger. Chile 
hoped Argentina would relax its hard-line CRAMRA support and the two would “join forces to 
act as honest brokers” in November1157. First, however, the three counter-claimants would meet 
as they “had agreed to consult closely on all matters which might affect their respective 
territorial claims”1158. Officials were caught off-guard when, on 25 June, Chile’s Foreign 
Minister Enrique Silva Cimma advised Jean-Maurice Ripert (Michel Rocard’s adviser) that 
Chile supported the joint initiative: the “immediate stifled reaction of the Chilean counsellor 
accompanying the Foreign Minister indicated that Silva Cimma had gone further than 
expected”1159. Again, politicians were more ambitious than officials. The 6 July 1990 trilateral 
meeting of Antarctic Peninsula claimants proceeded but did not achieve tripartite agreement. 
According to Duquin there had been a “worrying development”: an announcement that 
Argentina’s Antarctic territories were “to become provinces of Argentina”1160. Argentina’s 
José Otegui was prepared to be more accommodating on the environment than on sovereignty. 
It was reported that, guided by Chilean thinking, “Argentina and Chile are indeed not only 
moving along parallel lines but are marching in step”1161. Not so the United Kingdom. Heap 
and his Legal Adviser Ian Hendry insisted that progress on the environment could not proceed 
without a commitment to CRAMRA’s entry into force—a position that Berguño considered 
“clever but artificial [as] the UK approach would only lead to further polarisation of the 
issues”1162. The United Kingdom was setting itself up for a polarised position, and not just 
diplomatically. Domestically, any sense of the traditional bipartisanship on Antarctica had been 
lost. Shadow Foreign Secretary Gerald Kaufman had already committed a future Labour 
government to denouncing CRAMRA, revoking any implementing legislation and promoting 
Antarctica as a world nature reserve1163. However, with the Thatcher government fully behind 
CRAMRA, UK officials continued to argue for an environmental protocol to operate in parallel 
with the convention.  

In Australia, it was time to review progress again. Unsurprisingly, external factors were 
influencing other Parties. Peru was keen to show “interest in environmental issues outside the 
Amazon”. Ecuador, however, said it “does not want to burn its bridges” ahead of the imminent 
assessment of its claim to have satisfied the requirements for recognition as an ATCP. India’s 
support was waning because of objections to “French involvement in the construction of a 
nuclear power station in Pakistan” and “Australia’s sale of Mirage jets to Pakistan”1164. Despite 
efforts to quarantine Antarctica from external issues, bilateral problems clearly impinged on 
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policy development. Even Australia and France had continuing disagreements on their 
proposal. Australia opposed Duquin’s wish to circulate a draft convention, preferring to 
develop further the components paper. But typically direct, Georges Duquin “didn’t want to 
risk boring Antarctic Treaty Parties with a series of revisions of what was a rather turgid 
paper”1165. Tactics were critical as, by Australia’s count, full support had slipped from five to 
four1166. The risk of losing the initiative was becoming apparent. 

July 1990: “a helpful evolution of New Zealand’s position” 

New Zealand NGOs reported information from “a confidential source” hinting that 
environment department officials were advising Prime Minister Palmer to “make the 
government’s position less ambiguous”1167. This coincided with serious resource constraints 
within the Foreign Ministry and the departure of experienced Antarctic negotiators Gerard van 
Bohemen and Colin Keating1168. In addition, for October’s coming election the Opposition was 
supporting a world park, promising to work with Australia on a total mining ban1169. Palmer 
was being wedged. On 6 July 1990 he announced New Zealand support for a protocol “to deal 
comprehensively with environmental protection in the Antarctic”. A protocol, he argued, 
would “overcome the legal pitfalls associated with the idea of a convention” separate from the 
Treaty. Palmer denied having a “hidden agenda on the minerals convention. That is simply not 
true … we have set it aside”. New Zealand would also pursue a binding moratorium1170.  

Australia’s response was muted, characterising the announcement only as “a helpful evolution 
of New Zealand’s position”1171. Chris Beeby conceded that the proposal lacked detail and that 
no decision had been made on the duration of a moratorium1172. Palmer may well have been 
disappointed that his ideas were “notable for the lack of attention they have attracted in the NZ 
media”. Even Greenpeace did not react1173. However, he was even more disappointed with a 
bungle by officials. There had been several discrepancies between Palmer’s statement and the 
version sent to diplomatic posts—a weaker early draft had been mistakenly distributed. What 
really attracted media attention was that it took NGOs to detect the error1174.  

Despite New Zealand’s move being welcome, Beeby’s 10 July journey to Canberra to broach 
the proposed protocol with Australia was received with suspicion. DFAT considered that “the 
term ‘protocol’ [was] a focus for those who argue for a minimalist instrument. This reinforces 
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us in our judgement that, for tactical reasons, we should continue to press for a convention”. 
Australia was “disappointed that, at least at the official level, New Zealand seems unwilling to 
join us in the vanguard in pushing for a more ambitious comprehensive regime”1175. 
Intriguingly, there was a “striking similarity” with the contents of Beeby’s protocol and the 
views of other Parties—it was “clear that there has been considerable caucusing going on, led 
by countries that until recently had supported the minerals convention or which still do so”1176. 
It would be another few weeks before New Zealand would really come on side. Meanwhile 
another development was underway. 

July 1990: “more flexible and forthcoming” 

The United States was also latching onto the protocol idea. This “helped explain why Bohlen’s 
evidence to the US Congress, although vague, seemed to suggest a more flexible and 
forthcoming US position”1177. Curtis Bohlen had recently become Assistant Secretary of State, 
overseeing Antarctic and oceans issues. Given his previous position as Vice President of the 
World Wildlife Fund (WWF), his appointment by President Bush had been welcomed by 
NGOs. Bohlen’s immediate challenge was a series of Congressional committees examining 
Antarctica, at the very time his officials were working on a solution. Bohlen’s maiden 
appearance before Congress was on 12 July1178. He supported CRAMRA using well-rehearsed 
arguments about its importance to the Treaty, its environmental effectiveness, and its potential 
economic significance. He also foreshadowed that at the November 1990 meeting the United 
States would support environmental measures, but only if CRAMRA was retained because it 
was “the best available mechanism for determining whether mineral development activities 
should ever take place”. The United States would also support “a framework approach under 
the Antarctic Treaty System, designed to extend and improve its effectiveness as a mechanism 
for ensuring the protection of the Antarctic environment”1179. Quizzed on the Australia-France 
proposal, Bohlen said that although it was not incompatible with CRAMRA, “the problem was 
it lacked detail”. To hearing veterans, the arguments were all too familiar and repetitious”. On 
the other hand, Bohlen was “decidedly more conciliatory in articulating the Administration’s 
case than some of his subordinates”1180.  

July 1990: caucusing in Kiel 

Meanwhile, key players were exchanging views on how to approach the SATCM. On 11 July 
1990, Messer alerted John Burgess to discussions being held between selected Parties in Kiel, 
knowledge that Messer might not have disclosed had someone from the Federal Republic of 
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Germany (presumably himself) been invited1181. The discussions were held without any 
publicity from 14 to 15 July1182. The meeting involved influential and familiar names from just 
nine ATCPs, including Chris Beeby who had gone straight to Europe from Canberra1183. 
Australia and France had not been invited. Ten days after the Kiel meeting, one of its 
participants revealed what had transpired. A Universität Kiel Law of the Sea seminar had 
provided cover. John Heap circulated a revised version of the paper he had unveiled in Oslo. It 
outlined an environmental protocol, accompanied by a series of practical annexes. The idea of 
a protocol with annexes attracted strong support. Apart from a protocol being integral to the 
Treaty, the convincing argument was that negotiations would be limited to existing Parties. The 
paper drew no connection with CRAMRA, yet appeared to accept that it would be put aside. 
Neither a mining ban nor a moratorium were canvassed. The Kiel developments were 
significant, not just for the future of the Australian/French proposals, but “more progress may 
be possible in Santiago than might have been thought achievable a month or so ago … this is a 
big but pragmatic step by the US and the UK”1184. The reason for the “striking similarity” with 
New Zealand’s proposal was now clear: “there has been considerable caucusing” and “Beeby 
has had a hand in the drafting”. It was concluded “prudent to have an Australian/French draft 
for a convention (or protocol) ready, and to show it soon to our close supporters”1185. Perhaps 
Duquin was right to be concerned about losing the initiative and that, rather than a new 
components paper, a draft convention should be prepared. In Canberra, officials cautiously 
welcomed developments, provided “we can avoid the discussion becoming bogged down on 
the question of the form of the instrument”1186. A protocol with annexes was, of course, to 
succeed as the form of instrument ultimately adopted the following year. 

The Kiel meeting also helped explain Chile’s now firm commitment to a protocol and its 
apparent retreat from a mining moratorium. Having been party to the discussions in Kiel, 
Pinochet was probably reluctant to move from the understandings just achieved. Besides, given 
the dearth of meetings in Chile over a long period of time, “Chile’s overriding concern was for 
the SCM to be a diplomatic success and that it felt the best means of achieving that was ‘to set 
the bar fairly low’”1187.  

Later that week, Curtis Bohlen appeared before another Congressional committee. His 
testimony comprised the familiar defence of CRAMRA but, this time, the solution moved from 

                                                        
1181 Note that Messer was also promoting his own middle-ground alternative of a protocol containing a mining moratorium, for which he had 

received positive reactions from all except the United States and the United Kingdom. 17 July 1990, Cablegram CE904544 “Antarctic 
environment: Australian-French proposals” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 2). 

1182 While it is tempting to be suspicious of such meetings, they could well have been genuine attempts to find progress in a consensus 
system. Australia and France, of course, likewise convened private discussions. 

1183 These were Argentina (Otegui), Brazil (Henrique Valle), Chile (Pinochet), India (Bhim Rao), New Zealand (Beeby), Norway (Wetland, 
representing Andersen), United Kingdom (Heap and Ian Hendry), United States (Scully), and Soviet Union (Karev). 

1184 27 July 1990, Cablegram ST26758, “Antarctic environment Kiel: informal meeting” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3), para 3.  
1185 27 July 1990, Cablegram ST26758, “Antarctic environment Kiel: informal meeting” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3), para 5. 
1186 31 July 1990, Cablegram CE910396 “Antarctic environment: Kiel informal meeting” (AAD: 89/914-1). Of course, it was equally possible 

that a debate over the question of form of an environmental regime could be used to derail progress on the substance of a 
comprehensive environmental regime. See: 1 August 1990, Cablegram ST26765 “Antarctic environment: Kiel informal meeting” (NAA: 
B1387 90/498 PART 3). 

1187 20 July 1990, Cablegram PA82087 “Antarctica—visit by Pinochet de la Barra” (AAD: 89/914-1).  
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a framework environmental agreement to a protocol to the Treaty1188. Questioned again, 
Bohlen “vacillated on the minerals exploration issue” and was not convinced that “a permanent 
ban is the best policy”1189. However, it was the first time the United States had conceded the 
possibility of a new instrument, rather than just filling gaps in existing measures. It was 
initially suggested that moving to a protocol reflected Bohlen’s discomfort with the hostile 
mood at previous hearings1190. That was before it was revealed that, in the interval between 
hearings, the select group (which included Tucker Scully) had caucused in Kiel precisely to 
discuss the protocol option. Bohlen’s stance was confirmed when he again appeared before 
Congress, this time the US Senate Foreign Relations Committee1191. He admitted that “there is 
no longer international consensus that would bring CRAMRA into force [and] there is no 
consensus that we can see for the Australian-French proposals … we have to find some middle 
ground”1192. Possible middle ground, he suggested, was a long-term moratorium, “noting that 
proposals suggested thus far ranged from 30 years to 99 years”. He even accepted Senator 
Kerry’s idea of legislation to prohibit mining by US citizens “so long as it does not imply that 
it is permanent”. This was certainly a remarkable turnaround. That is, until Senators’ questions 
revealed that while Bohlen’s “written statements have interagency approval, it remains to be 
seen whether his oral comments are shared by Secretary [James] Baker and senior officials in 
State, let alone other agencies and the White House. If informal comments by Scully to 
observers at the hearing and subsequently are any guide, he for one remains unmoved in his 
commitment to CRAMRA”1193. Unaware of such reservations, Australian media gushed that 
these developments were a “foreign policy coup for Australia”1194. It would take another year 
to bring to reality Bohlen’s prediction that ultimately “the US will not stand alone in opposing 
what other countries want”1195.  

With a now-evident bloc behind a protocol, coupled with criticisms of the convention proposal, 
the Australia/France Working Group met in late July to refine its strategy1196. Despite there 
being “a lot of support running for a protocol”, the Working Group remained firm on a 
convention. That was not just because it was what the two Prime Ministers had committed to 
achieve: tactically, a ‘protocol’ had become a “code word for a weak agreement”. A counter to 
this would be to prepare a possible convention. An alternative was to continue with the 
components paper, but with a draft convention “in the back pocket”. Because the United States 
and the United Kingdom were making CRAMRA’s entry into force a condition for progress on 

                                                        
1188 19 July 1990, “Testimony of Curtis Bohlen, Assistant Secretary of State for Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific 

Affairs, before the Subcommittee on Human Rights and International Organizations” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
1189 20 July 1990, Cablegram WH118916 “Antarctic: environment: US Congressional activity” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
1190 26 July 1990, Cablegram CE908716 “Antarctica: comprehensive protection—US position” (AAD: 89/914-1). 
1191 27 July 1990, “Testimony of Curtis Bohlen, Assistant Secretary of State for Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific 

Affairs, before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 1). 
1192 31 July 1990, Cablegram WH119329 “Antarctic minerals: Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3), 

para 5.  
1193 31 July 1990, Cablegram WH119329 “Antarctic minerals: Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3), 

para 10. 
1194 31 July 1990, Deborah Hope “Bush studies indefinite mining ban” Sydney Morning Herald, 8. 
1195 20 July 1990, Cablegram WH118916 “Antarctic: environment: US Congressional activity” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
1196 20 July 1990, “Antarctica: France-Australia meeting, London Room, DFAT, 23-25 July 1990—Agenda and arrangements” (AAD: 

89/578-2). 
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environmental initiatives, the Working Group even considered, rather counter-intuitively, the 
merits of precipitating an unsuccessful SATCM so that blame could be pinned on the United 
States and the United Kingdom. The Working Group also stressed the need to collaborate with 
NGOs whose role in uncovering information, or lobbying on behalf of governments was 
important, despite some NGOs being seen as too aggressive. Australia and France relied 
increasingly on NGOs to make contacts that would have been diplomatically provocative to 
attempt directly, such as engaging the WWF in the United Kingdom and exploiting Bob 
Brown’s environmental credentials to gain access to the Duke of Edinburgh who was 
International President of the WWF1197. 

Ultimately, the agreed Australia/France objectives were to determine a process for developing 
a comprehensive environmental regime and, in November, obtain a declaration that the 
moratorium would continue while negotiations proceeded1198. Tackling the moratorium was 
critical because “it appeared to be the US and UK which were orchestrating the apparent 
movement forward and the survival of CRAMRA still seemed to be a significant underlying 
motivation”. In view of the “remarkable advance” in the US and New Zealand positions, it was 
decided to proceed with both a revised components paper and a draft convention. In addition, it 
was agreed to circulate an aide memoire. Maintaining French and Australian leadership would 
be essential “to prevent an early consensus developing around the minimalist end of the 
spectrum … those in favour of a protocol were apparently doing so as camouflage for a 
minimalist regime”. Australia would prepare a draft convention on the basis of France’s early 
work. Australia would also prepare the aide memoire to be used jointly with Belgium and Italy. 
The aim would be to circulate the papers four weeks ahead of the SATCM1199. Bill Bush would 
draft the convention, although it would not be called that. In making the transition from 
components to convention, and in a pleasing nod to French, what appeared was a draft 
‘silhouette of a convention’1200.  

August 1990: Australia legislates to ban Antarctic mining 

To underscore Australia’s bona fides, and head off any suggestions that its position was 
motivated by disappointment over CRAMRA’s treatment of claimant rights, the ACF and 
other NGOs called for legislation to prohibit Antarctic mining1201. Apart from its political 
import, in practice such action would also subsume the ACT’s Mining Ordinance 1930, which 
imposed a laughably ineffective £10 penalty for unlicensed mining1202. On 14 August, Cabinet 

                                                        
1197 23-25 July 1990 author’s handwritten meeting notes “France-Australia WG” (AAD: 89/578-2). 
1198 23-25 July 1990 author’s handwritten meeting notes “France-Australia WG” (AAD: 89/578-2). It was acknowledged that there was the 

risk that the term ‘moratorium’ might play into the hands of those who considered mining inevitable and acceptable. 
1199 14 August 1990, Cablegram CE916573 “Antarctica: Australian French consultations—23-25 July, Canberra” (NAA: B1387 90/759 

PART 1). 
1200 5 August 1990, “Silhouette of a convention for the comprehensive protection of the Antarctic environment” (AAD: B13/199). 
1201 27 June 1990, author’s hand-written notes “NGOs briefing 27/6/90” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
1202 See Section 57 of the Ordinance at http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/act/num_ord/mo1930134/ (accessed 5 June 2017). In the 

absence of mining legislation specific to the AAT, the ACT Ordinance applied by virtue of the Australian Antarctic Territory Act 1954 
(AAT Act) which applied to the AAT any Australian Capital Territory (ACT) laws—other than the criminal laws—capable of being 
applied. See Section 6 of the Act: https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2004C00099 (accessed 5 June 2017). 
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decided to ban all mining in the AAT and by Australians anywhere in Antarctica1203. 
According to Evans, “the legislation will illustrate what we expect collective international 
action to achieve”1204. Diplomatic posts were sent talking points on how to respond if any 
objections to the legislation were raised overseas. Provocatively, the briefing argued that 
Australia’s rights to exercise jurisdiction over its citizens had not been fettered by the Antarctic 
Treaty, and that extension of Law of the Sea legislation to the continental shelf was not 
tantamount to extension of the AAT—in any event, Australia had asserted its rights to the 
maritime zone in 1953, long before the Treaty entered into force1205. Of course, such forthright 
briefing could play straight into the hands of those who suspected that Australia was in fact 
motivated by its sovereign rights. The reaction was equally forthright. Chile said that the 
legislation was “not in the spirit of the Treaty” as it relied on unilateral action when Parties 
should be acting together1206. The United States considered the legislation “totally 
unacceptable” and threatened a formal protest. The USSR was displeased about using 
sovereignty to achieve a policy outcome and went on to encourage objections from China1207. 
It also urged objection by Poland. This failed—it was unaware that Poland had just decided to 
“fully support the French-Australian proposals”1208. AAD and DFAT prepared the drafting 
instructions anyway, and the legislation duly passed Parliament with bipartisan support. It did 
not last for long—it was repealed in 1991 after the adoption of the Protocol1209. 

August 1990: “personal factors” 

Attention turned to the United States, which was becoming “more flexible and forthcoming”—
at least as far as Curtis Bohlen’s testimony at the 27 July 1990 Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee. Nevertheless, Australia was concerned that his testimony, that “the French-
Australian proposals are imprecise or vague”, misrepresented the initiative. Australia promoted 
the revised components paper as, so far, “the most detailed set of proposals put forward by any 
of the Treaty Parties”. It argued that “it is not the form of the instrument which will be 
important but its content and workability”1210. Gérard Surquin joined in: it was “the US 
position that is ambiguous and uncertain” as it assumed a mining convention could protect the 
environment. In his view “the minority should move towards the majority, not the reverse”1211. 

                                                        
1203 14 August 1990, Cabinet Minute 14338, Submission 7382 “Legislation to ban mineral activities in Antarctica” (NAA: A14039, 7382). 
1204 17 August 1990, speech by Evans “Protecting Antarctica” (NAA: B1387 1990/549 PART 1). 
1205 22 August 1990, Cablegram CE920258 “Antarctica: mining legislation” (NAA: B1387, 1990/549 PART 2). 
1206 5 September 1990, Cablegram SC21084 “Antarctic environment: Chile: Secretary’s visit” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 2). The 

accusation of unilateral action was soon diluted with reports of similar legislation having been enacted or being considered by Belgium, 
New Zealand and France. See, for example: 26 September 1990, Cablegram CE935351 “First Latin American NGO workshop on 
Antarctica” (NAA: B1387, 1990/549 PART 2). 

1207 17 September 1990, Cablegram BJ43393 “Antarctica: mining legislation—Soviet representation to China” (NAA: B1387, 1990/549 
PART 2). 25 September 1990, Cablegram CE934832 “Antarctica: Chinese reaction to Australian anti-mining legislation” (NAA: B1387, 
1990/549 PART 2). 

1208 24 August 1990, Cablegram CE921549 “Antarctica: Polish support for French/Australian initiative” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 2). 
1209 The Bill was introduced on 6 March, and debated in the House of Representatives on 13 March and in the Senate the next day. 13 

March 1991, House of Representatives Hansard, 1845-1879; and 14 March 1991, Senate Hansard, 1870-1880. The Antarctic Mining 
Prohibition Act 1991 received Royal Assent on 27 March 1991. See: https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2004C01860 (accessed 15 
June 2017). The Act was repealed in 1992 by the legislation to implement the Madrid Protocol and its mining prohibition. See: 14 
October 1992, House of Representatives Hansard, 2149-2153. 

1210 2 August 1990, Cablegram CH592620 “Antarctica: comprehensive protection—US position” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
1211 2 August 1990, Cablegram BS50356 “Antarctica: comprehensive protection: US position” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
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Part of the problem was the apparent disconnection between Bohlen’s 27 July support for a 
mining moratorium, and his simultaneous support for a protocol parallel to CRAMRA. Tucker 
Scully said that “it was important to interpret Bohlen’s comments in the context of the 
Administration’s wish to minimise divisions within Congress on Antarctic issues and Bohlen’s 
unfamiliarity, both in terms of substance and tactics, with the concept of a moratorium”. The 
State Department’s Wesley Scholz put this in context: “the question of a moratorium was very 
sensitive and there was no agreement among officials in State, let alone other US agencies”1212. 
Internal disagreements aside, in preparing for the Chile meeting the challenge remained 
whether it would be possible to de-link environmental measures from the mining issue.  

On 7 August, France received a US démarche proposing a protocol. Buoyed by Cousteau 
Foundation optimism, Duquin welcomed the evolution of US thinking, even “leaving open the 
option of working more closely with the Americans”. Causeret, however, hinted that Duquin 
“might have overstepped the mark a little”. Duquin was concerned about “the US subsuming 
elements of our own proposals and taking over the running with their own initiative”1213. 
Receiving the US démarche the following day, DFAT thought it “misrepresented the French-
Australian position [and] some of the language was unfortunate”. Even James McGlinchey, the 
US official who delivered it, “seemed uncomfortable with the tone of the US paper which he 
ascribed to personal factors”1214. More perplexing were discrepancies between the démarche 
presented to France and that presented to Australia. McGlinchey later admitted that before 
handing it over “he had sanitised the first two paragraphs … as these contained a piece of 
snottiness about Australian/French views which would really have upset us”1215. The offending 
mucilage turned out to be the description of French/Australian proposals as “confused and 
badly drafted”. This was revealed after discovering that Belgium had inexplicably received yet 
another version—the full version that had gone to other Parties1216. Thus three texts had been 
circulated. Quizzed about this in Washington, the State Department’s Ray Arnaudo explained 
that the troublesome paragraphs had actually been intended only as background to its 
embassies’ staff, not part of the démarche itself. McGlinchey “seemed genuinely embarrassed 
by the glitch”. Now less enthusiastic, Duquin was committed to continuing dialogue with the 
United States and forgave the faux pas1217.  

August 1990: “no doubt about the sense of Congress” 

Building bridges with the United States was sensible. Curtis Bohlen advised NGOs he was 
working towards “supporting a long-term ban on mining” and was confident “Baker was in a 
good position to take a more flexible position on CRAMRA”1218. The Secretary of State had 
said Bohlen was “in charge of the issue”. Bohlen, however, was realistic: “having charge of the 

                                                        
1212 3 August 1990, Cablegram WH119515 “Antarctica: Australian/French initiative. US views” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
1213 9 August 1990, Cablegram PA82384 “Antarctica—possible co-operation with the US” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 1). 
1214 8 August 1990, Cablegram CE914433 “Antarctica: United States position” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 1). 
1215 10 August 1990, Cablegram CE915460 “Antarctica: US views” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
1216 16 August 1990, Cablegram PA82437 “Antarctica: US views” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
1217 17 August 1990, Cablegram WH120035 “Antarctica: United States position” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
1218 22 August 1990, Cablegram WH120222 “Antarctic minerals: US views” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 1), para 2. 
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issue does not guarantee having control of it. One obstacle is the fact that the officials with line 
responsibility for CRAMRA (in particular Scully) have a diametrically opposed view to his 
own”1219. He nevertheless expected Baker to give him instructions allowing him to pursue a 
protocol and an indefinite mining ban at the SATCM. Bohlen would feel even more confident 
if there was progress on Antarctic legislation in Congress1220. Seven bills were being 
considered, with little time to deal with them before the SATCM, especially as Congress would 
adjourn for October elections. That the Antarctic bills were before Congress at all was positive 
as it “has provided opportunities to air the issues … and it left the Administration in no doubt 
about the sense of Congress on protecting the Antarctic environment”1221. 

The United States was not alone in considering its position ahead of November’s negotiations. 
India swung back to sympathy for the Australian and French objectives1222. In South America 
again, John Burgess accompanied Richard Woolcott to Lima, Montevideo, Brasilia, Buenos 
Aires and Santiago. The Peruvian Foreign Ministry’s Fortunato Isasi considered “the 
Australian/French proposal to be ambitious” and that a 20 to 30-year moratorium was the 
solution1223. Uruguay still considered Antarctic mining inevitable, although the priority was 
consensus1224. Brazil’s Henrique Valle supported “the alternative British proposal which had 
been gaining momentum” and “refined further” in Kiel. Valle also revealed that CRAMRA’s 
defenders accepted that the price for achieving a protocol “would be agreement to a long-term 
moratorium on mining and that CRAMRA should be frozen, although not buried”1225. 
Australia was disappointed that Brazil so quickly aligned itself with “the minimalist protocol 
approach of the United Kingdom and US”1226. Argentina had also associated itself to the 
‘minimalist’ position1227. José Otegui said his over-riding objective was “to find a new 
consensus”. He told Woolcott and Burgess that Argentina had “suspended or frozen ratification 
of CRAMRA. This is not because we think it is a bad instrument. We think it is a good one … 
but there is no consensus to bring CRAMRA into force”. Argentina was now prepared to show 
considerable flexibility: “a striking departure from its traditionally rigid, sovereignty-
dominated approach [which] could have an important influence on the Treaty System going 
well beyond the present environment issue”. Otegui even said that “Australia and France had 
done the Treaty System a real service in pursuing the environment issue”1228. Chile’s Oscar 

                                                        
1219 22 August 1990, Cablegram WH120222 “Antarctic minerals: US views” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 1), para 3. 
1220 22 August 1990, Cablegram WH120222 “Antarctic minerals: US views” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 1), para 7. 
1221 30 August 1990, Cablegram WH120480 “US Congress: Antarctica-related legislation” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 2). The bills before 

Congress were: HJ Resolution 418 (Owens); HR Bill 3977 (Conte); HR Bill 4210 (Jones); HR Bill 4514 (Vento); SJR Resolution 206 
(Gore); Senate Bill S 2575 (Kerry); and Senate Bill S 2571 (Gore). These bills had been introduced between September 1989 and May 
1990. 

1222 7 August 1990, Cablegram ND75918 “India: Antarctic environment: Australian-French proposals” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 1). 
1223 3 August 1990, Cablegram BR13133 “Antarctica: Peru” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
1224 3 August 1990, Cablegram BA35810 “Uruguay: Antarctic environment initiative” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). Uruguay had signed 

CRAMRA on 25 November 1988, the day it opened for signature. 
1225 9 August 1990, Cablegram BR13159 “Antarctic environment: Kiel meeting: Brazilian views” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
1226 14 August 1990, Cablegram CE916443 “Antarctica: Brazilian views” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
1227 A paper passed by Argentina to Australia on 27 August described in detail the structure and operation of an environmental protocol. It 

was later revealed that the paper was verbatim the proposal developed in Kiel. This was the first time that Australia had seen its 
specific content. See: 27 August 1990, Cablegram CE922212 “Antarctica: Argentine paper on comprehensive protection” (NAA: B1387 
90/759 PART 2). 

1228 3 September 1990, Cablegram SC21076 “Antarctic environment: Argentina: Secretary’s visit” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 2). 
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Pinochet suggested that any differences of view were more to with form than substance. 
Woolcott responded off-script: “Australia’s strong preference was for a comprehensive 
convention [but] it was prepared to look at other measures such as a long-term moratorium”. In 
fact, Australia had never considered making that concession. Such a solecism from the 
Secretary was surprising1229. With sudden ambiguity about Australia’s position, Pinochet 
deferred further discussion on the issue to a separate session with Burgess1230. Chile’s over-
riding pre-occupation, however, was ensuring a successful meeting in November—that meant 
giving a fair hearing to all positions1231.  

A Party not yet prepared to change position was Norway, seemingly content to distance itself 
from Sweden, Finland and Denmark and the traditional Nordic solidarity in Antarctic affairs. 
Norway continued “to align itself closely with the British and American positions” in a 
“combination of stubbornness resulting from all the effort it had invested in CRAMRA … no 
one was going to tell Norway what to do in its own territory”1232. Having promoted a protocol, 
the United Kingdom continued to “adhere to the fundamentally minimalist position of its 
approach”. John Heap and Legal Adviser Ian Hendry argued that the Treaty “proceeds from the 
principle that any activity is allowed in Antarctica unless specifically prohibited or regulated”, 
in contrast to the Australian/French approach which Heap described as “prohibiting everything 
unless it was specially permitted”. Heap also opposed “moratoriums because they tended to get 
out of step with reality”. Hendry, however, took the opposite view: CRAMRA itself was a 
moratorium “up to the point when consensus is reached that a specific mineral resource activity 
could go ahead”1233. 

September 1990: New Zealand’s turnaround was complete 

With the SATCM just two months away, support for decisive action emerged from an 
unexpected quarter. Malaysia was signalling a U-turn from the argument that Antarctic 
resources were the common heritage of mankind. It now suggested the resources should be 
denied to all. In its statement to the Preparatory Conference for the 1992 United Nations 
Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), Malaysia urged “the international 
community to support efforts to ban prospecting and mining in and around Antarctica”1234.  

More significant was decisive movement in New Zealand. Since his meeting with Bob Hawke 
in February, Geoffrey Palmer was keen to move closer to Australia, although “he was finding 
himself frustrated by a good deal of bureaucratic resistance”. Resistance, if any, melted away 

                                                        
1229 Woolcott’s thinking was revealed a few days later when, in a radio interview, he argued a long-term moratorium might buy time to 

negotiate a convention. 13 September 1990, Cablegram CE929902 “DFAT Secretary, Richard Woolcott, comments on Antarctica” 
(NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 1). 

1230 5 September 1990, Cablegram SC21084 “Antarctic environment: Chile: Secretary’s visit” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 2). See also: 10 
September 1990, Cablegram SC21100 “Secretary’s visit to Chile: round table meeting of Foreign Ministry” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 
1). 

1231 4 September 1990, Cablegram SC21078 “Antarctica: Santiago SCM: Representations to Chile” (AAD: B13/199). 
1232 4 September 1990, Cablegram CP14287 “Antarctic environment initiative: Nordic positions” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 1). 
1233 13 August 1990, Cablegram LH108171 “Antarctica: comprehensive protection—UK views” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
1234 8 August 1990, Cablegram NA37398 “Environment: UNCED PrepCom: Antarctica” (NAA: B1387 90/703 PART 1). The evolution of 

Malaysian policy is neatly summarised in: R Tepper and M Haward. 
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by the time Palmer was interviewed during a visit to Wellington by the Greenpeace vessel 
Gondwana1235. Two months out from an election, Palmer removed any residual New Zealand 
affection for CRAMRA: “we aren’t going to ratify, we have set it aside, that means we have 
abandoned it … we are for permanent bans on mining in Antarctica”1236. One newspaper 
considered the “New Zealand somersault on the Antarctic minerals convention” inevitable after 
“suddenly finding a domestically convenient green streak”. The editorial chortled about the 
“chagrin at being led along a six-year path to nothingness … now the government is committed 
to the world or wilderness park concept, the very point from which a New Zealand Labour 
government started in 1975, and for which it found no support”1237. A week later, Palmer’s 
cabinet decided to introduce legislation banning mining in the Ross Dependency and directed 
officials to prepare a comprehensive Antarctic environment protection protocol1238. Beeby said 
that the protocol would differ from the minimalist version promoted in Kiel by the United 
Kingdom: it would be a single document rather than a protocol with annexes—and it would 
permanently ban mining1239. The following day Palmer resigned as Prime Minister, believing 
he could not achieve electoral victory. However, that did not derail New Zealand’s new policy 
which was confirmed by Conservation Minister Philip Woollaston on 8 September. New 
Zealand’s vestigial attachment to CRAMRA had been erased by Woollaston’s commitment to 
“a total ban on mining within Antarctica. In fact, our track record shows that this has 
consistently been this Government’s policy. We were talking about this before it became 
popular”1240. He restated the New Zealand Labour party’s history with the world park idea, and 
sought to cement the credentials of new Prime Minister Mike Moore and his 1981 advocacy of 
an Antarctic world park1241.  

Despite moving closer to Australia, New Zealand was keen to make distinct its protocol 
approach, arguing that a “parallel, competing convention would put at risk the Antarctic Treaty 
itself”1242. Where the differences were minimal was in the anti-mining legislation which 
closely mirrored Australia’s1243. In New Zealand domestic politics, the differences with the 
Opposition were also minimal: there was little left for the Nationals to differentiate themselves, 
other than to call for even more urgent pursuit of a protocol1244. New Zealand’s turnaround was 
complete: it had unconditionally abandoned CRAMRA. In doing so it had also abandoned 
CRAMRA’s keenest supporters and its affiliation with the Kiel group. It was also taking a 
more rigorous position than Australia and France, who were at least prepared to consider 
allowing a mining ban to be reviewed. The balance in the lead up to the November SATCM 

                                                        
1235 24 August 1990, Cablegram WL41544 “Antarctica: mining: New Zealand position” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 1). 
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had shifted dramatically. Australia was encouraged that “New Zealand seems to have moved 
… from the minimalist to the maximalist camp”1245. However, the turnaround caused 
surprising consternation: Georges Duquin was concerned that “rather than working closely 
with France and Australia, New Zealand might have decided to try to take the environmental 
ground from under our feet”. He wondered whether it was “worth trying to reactivate the 
media and NGOs in Australia in favour of our initiative”. It was not clear “what provoked this 
sudden concern on Duquin’s part about New Zealand trying to outflank us”1246. Perhaps, in 
French eyes, just having a competing alternative was more important than what it contained.  

Australia was more sanguine about New Zealand’s approach and sought a closer relationship. 
In Wellington, Chris Beeby admitted that “officials had proposed a ‘protocol with annexes’ 
approach, but they had been overruled and the New Zealand Government had decided to go for 
a comprehensive protocol”. DFAT considered that “our policies are now very close, even if 
there may be some risk of them passing in the night’”1247. The foreign ministry’s Frank Wong, 
visiting Canberra the following day, said that he would welcome closer cooperation because 
“MERT does not feel comfortable with the directions it has received from Government on 
what to put in the draft protocol” which, he thought, was unlikely to succeed in November. 
Wong privately invited representations “to the effect that we believed New Zealand was going 
down the wrong track”. Even so, “MERT would not be particularly happy at having to move to 
full support of Australia/France”. Australia was happy “to explore the scope for working 
closely together”1248. Whether the two countries’ policies would become aligned remained to 
be seen. With both Palmer and Woollaston deciding not to contest October’s election, “two 
prominent architects of the Labour Government policy on Antarctica will be leaving the 
political arena”1249.  

September 1990: the silhouette convention 

Meanwhile, Bill Bush had been pressing on with the ‘silhouette’ convention1250. DFAT sent it 
to Evans for approval saying that it expected “our draft to be well received by environment 
groups”, a recognition that a domestic constituency needed to be satisfied. Evans reply 
suggested that the draft convention should “address specifically the question of a ban (or at 
least extended moratorium) on mining/drilling”. He also preferred a ‘nature reserve’ rather than 
a ‘natural reserve’. Evans appeared unperturbed by the French being “taken aback by the 
complexity and even rigour of the document, in spite of the fact that it was they who pressed us 
to agree to the development of a full draft convention”1251. France was also keen to develop the 
revised components paper that it had earlier opposed. What it had previously described as 
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“rather turgid” was now “crisper and punchier”1252. The disconnect that had dogged the Quai 
d’Orsay the previous year re-appeared. Australia’s Paris Embassy observed that “the driving 
force in France for the Antarctic initiative has come from the Prime Minister’s office rather 
than the Foreign Ministry. The Quai d’Orsay’s Antarctic team is, in essence, composed of two 
middle-ranking officers (Duquin and Causeret), both of whom are hard-working and 
committed, but who also have other responsibilities which can distract them”. This was 
compounded by Edwige Avice, the junior Minister, being “generally regarded as carrying 
insufficient weight in the ministry to be able to give personal impetus to the initiative”1253. 
Such problems contrasted with DFAT and AAD where, by this time, there had been at least a 
threefold increase in staff working on the initiative. They also had the benefit of keen political 
engagement. DFAT maintained its diplomatic campaign using Canberra-based officials and a 
strong network of support in overseas missions. Resources committed to the task were 
strengthened with Alan Brown being brought back from his role as High Commissioner in 
Singapore—with the meeting in Chile approaching he was needed to lead the delegation1254. 

September 1990: a “moderating influence in the US”  

Australia was not the only Party lining up influential players. During a Washington visit, John 
Burgess was advised that Curtis Bohlen would be charged with leading the US delegation. This 
appeared to result from NGO and Congressional pressure “which has brought about a new 
fluidity in the Administration’s position”. Bohlen was credited for bringing “a moderating 
influence” and it was observed that “Scully has effectively been curbed”. Bohlen “had read 
Senator Evans’ speech of 17 August [which] had made some impression on him”. Burgess also 
reported that Bohlen has “indicated a flexibility on the prospecting issue that was clearly not 
shared by his staff”1255. Bohlen’s influence would soon be tested. Administration testimony at 
Congressional hearings on 18 September “deflected questions as to the tide of international 
opinion”. Tucker Scully “reiterated the importance of avoiding a situation where … there was 
no regulatory regime in place”1256. On the other hand, just two days later, discussions between 
Bohlen and French officials revealed he “personally could accept the Australia/France proposal 
for declaring Antarctica a ‘nature reserve, land of science’ … that the Wellington convention 
was not ratifiable [and] he personally favoured an indefinite ban on mining”. However, he also 
admitted to “some difficulties with the US Administration within which there were significant 
differences of view”1257. Bohlen prevailed.  

On 1 October 1990, confirmation that CRAMRA was unratifiable by the United States came 
with the passage of the Owens Resolution in Congress. Then, on 4 October, Al Gore’s 
Resolution passed the Senate. Congress was in no mood for CRAMRA. DFAT considered that 
“the fact that the Administration has accepted the terms of these resolutions marks a very 
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significant turn in US policy which should greatly assist the Australian/French initiative”1258. 
The United States would now put its energy into advancing the protocol proposal of the ‘Kiel 
5’1259. In Canberra on 5 October, US Embassy official James McGlinchey delivered a paper 
outlining the proposal: a protocol with annexes which “would make a major contribution to the 
process of restoring consensus among the Parties to the Antarctic Treaty on environmental 
matters”. Hinting at possible compromise, it also said that “ultimately the form of such an 
agreement is secondary to its substantive provisions”1260. Accordingly, three days later it was 
safe to include reference to Antarctica in the Australia/United States ministerial talks: “the two 
Governments also expressed support for the negotiation of a new legal instrument … to 
provide comprehensive protection for the Antarctic environment”1261.  

The Australia/United States ministerial talks had not addressed how a mining ban or 
moratorium would be handled. That matter, of the most powerful symbolism, would continue 
to be avoided for the time being, but giving attention to the issue would be essential for 
political success. Australia turned its focus to tactics. John Burgess noted that events had 
moved quickly since ATCM XV in Paris: “had we sought to set our objectives two months ago 
we would almost certainly have set them too low”. He called for flexibility, suggesting that 
“we may ultimately have to be prepared to accept something less than a permanent ban”. 
Australia should seek, he said, “agreement on some form of new prohibition (ban/moratorium) 
of mining in the Antarctic which improves the prospects that no mining will ever take place”. 
A simple 30-year moratorium expiring automatically would not be enough. A 50-year 
moratorium could be acceptable if a review conference required consensus to lift it, but “any 
link between a moratorium and bringing CRAMRA into force would not be”. An agreement on 
mining could stand alone or be part of a new regime. Burgess considered that “the time has 
now probably arrived to put the minerals issue back on centre stage by writing a full 
prohibition into the new draft we are now finalising”, and suggested that Australia should test 
French views on a convention rather than a protocol. Burgess also identified the risk “that the 
NGOs could desert us for NZ” which was still developing a comprehensive protocol, even 
though “Beeby’s heart is not in it”1262.  

Australia’s position needed to be settled first. This required addressing internal differences, 
which included pacifying scientists lobbying for an influence to match that of the NGOs1263. 
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SCAR affiliates were concerned about an environmental regime constraining research1264. 
Internal disagreement was not limited to science. A-G’s put to DFAT that Australia could be 
on the wrong path on liability: “while there are good reasons for maintaining a unified stand 
with France … I do not think we can continue to gloss over these differences”1265. The same 
day, Resources Minister Alan Griffiths warned Foreign Minister Gareth Evans not to extend a 
mining ban to Heard Island1266. Such correspondence was triggered by DFAT’s circulation of 
draft objectives “as a basis for discussion”1267. The greatest issue, however, was a fundamental 
one: “whether the delegation should continue to seek a permanent mining ban in keeping with 
Government public statements, or have the option to fall back to a long-term moratorium (say 
30 to 50 years)”1268. One month out from the meeting, Australia still had to decide.  

October 1990: Four Powers 

From 8 to 11 October 1990, officials from Australia, France, Belgium and Italy consulted 
informally in Brussels, in conjunction with another academic symposium1269. This was the 
chance to ensure that Australia and France shared policy and tactics. The differences were 
potentially significant, even on emblematic issues. Australia was committed to a mining ban 
which included prospecting. France, saw “achievement of a ban on prospecting as impossible 
and, from a tactical viewpoint, not worth pushing too hard [as] Cousteau himself was not 
against prospecting”. France was also prepared to accept a moratorium1270. This was an 
anathema to Australia as it implied that ultimately mining was legitimate—just paused for the 
time being. Such basic issues had to be resolved as a declaration on mining was a key 
Australian objective for the SATCM. If discussed in Chile “it would be impossible later to 
improve on any long-term moratorium settled. Moreover, an agreement to settle for a long-
term moratorium rather than a permanent ban … would be a major concession on our part 
which it would be unwise to make without extracting some significant concession”1271.  

Less contentious, but equally indicative of differences, was a raft of issues raised over the draft 
convention. These were not trivial. For Australia, the convention should be “no less rigorous in 
terms of environmental protection than the minerals convention”1272. It should also be no 
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weaker than proposals from the ‘Kiel 5’ or New Zealand, nor should it be overshadowed by the 
‘Barnes draft’ prepared for the NGOs. France, however, preferred “a simple minimally 
complex text [which] does not leave scope even for a retreat to generality as a means of 
concealing differences between us—a device used frequently in the March components 
paper”1273. This was influenced by the Cousteau Foundation, which had made little substantive 
contribution since June 1989, and had “found the original components paper too heavy”1274. In 
addition, any lack of flexibility was “attributable to the fact (as Causeret confirmed 
subsequently) that the inter-ministerial meeting had, earlier that day, given its formal approval 
to the French draft”1275. Subsequent efforts were blocked: “Duquin was totally happy with the 
draft he put forward and impatient of additional changes … there was no opportunity to have a 
careful and thorough editorial review”. French intransigence “led to a refusal to accept the 
silhouette idea and, in the end, it was even decided there should be no introduction. Ironically, 
French determination to follow this approach was encouraged by the Cousteau Foundation … 
quite the antithesis of the approach that Barnes and other environmental groups were 
urging”1276. Alan Brown admitted that staying close to what NGOs sought was important for 
Australia. His 9 October speech to the Brussels symposium said that “Australia does not claim 
to have invented these ideas … the Australian proposal was, of course, influenced by views 
prevailing among conservationist groups”1277.  

A key outcome of the Brussels consultations was agreement to Belgium and Italy co-
sponsoring a convention—a strategy that “would help match the efforts of our opponents”1278. 
Brown was “cautious about the development of formal blocs, which often provoked structured 
confrontation”. Belgium’s Gérard Surquin understood the concern and it was agreed that “the 
Belgian and Italian role could not extend to any drafting. They would simply be co-presenters 
or co-proposers”. Belgium, pleased to be on-board, did not underestimate the challenge. 
Surquin saw the group as “a minority, albeit an effective and active one”. Duquin was more 
optimistic: “the Australia/France proposals enjoyed majority support” whereas the ‘Kiel 5’ 
paper “was a rather hollow document [and] he thought the tide was turning our way”1279. Even 
within the group of four there were still differences, including on the form of regime. Belgium 
was flexible, but Italy’s Antarctic Affairs Adviser Gianmario Urbini argued strongly for a 
convention because of its legal effect and “it was also important to respond to the 
environmentalists’ concerns, and nearly all of them favoured a convention”1280. Further 
consultations were held in Brussels with a wider group thought to be sympathetic. In addition 
to Belgium and Italy, there was participation by Denmark, Greece, India, the Netherlands and 
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Sweden1281. All agreed that the Chile meeting would be crucial but, unsurprisingly, there were 
differences1282. Desirée Edmar objected to being “branded as ignorant for saying that, while the 
substance was more important than the form, Sweden did prefer a protocol for reasons 
considered substantial”. This altercation led to the observation that “Duquin, not for the first 
time … risked being counter-productive in his advocacy”1283. This may partly explain why, 
beyond Belgium and Italy, none in the group was ready to associate themselves more closely 
with the initiative.  

There were now four Parties supporting a convention containing a ban on mining1284. Copies 
were sent to Ministers and to ASOC1285. No longer a ‘silhouette’, it had become an ‘indicative 
draft’1286. Next, the package would be circulated to other Parties1287. Even this was not 
straightforward—the covering Third Person Note and aide memoire still had to be settled, 
DFAT having found the “French text opaque and repetitive”1288. It was critical to have the 
proposals circulated before the meeting in Chile. On 25 October, Australian diplomatic posts 
were instructed to commence four-party démarches at “the most senior level possible”, and 
completed by month’s end1289.  

The instruction was not a moment too late. That day, Mike Moore released New Zealand’s 
proposed protocol. It was, the Prime Minister said, a “comprehensive, binding, international 
legal instrument to govern all human activity on the continent”. It was ambitious and Moore 
acknowledged “the amount of co-operation between environmental organisations and 
government officials” in its development. “We want real progress to be made in Chile, and 
New Zealand will be there to make it happen”, he said1290. This, of course, was directed not 
just at an international audience. It was equally a last-minute pitch to a domestic constituency 
going to an election two days later. In that it failed. Labour suffered its worst electoral defeat in 
a landslide to the Nationals. However, electoral disappointment in New Zealand made very 
little difference in Antarctica—Jim Bolger’s Nationals also supported a protocol.  

October 1990: “a very good piece of paper” 

As a demonstration of the better relationship, Australia was the only Party to be given an 
advance copy of New Zealand’s 89-page proposal and immediately reciprocated with its draft 
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convention1291. New Zealand was not the only other Party to take Australia into its confidence. 
On 23 October, the British High Commission in Canberra slipped DFAT a copy of the FCO’s 
instructions about an imminent UK paper. The paper would be essentially the ‘Kiel 5’ 
document: a protocol of some 26 articles, of which one related to environmental principles and 
16 related to dispute settlement and arbitration1292. A problem for the United Kingdom was that 
with New Zealand having abandoned CRAMRA, and the United States more flexible, the 
United Kingdom now appeared to be “the main supporter of mineral and oil exploration”. 
Environment Secretary Chris Patten objected to Britain’s image “as the dirty man of Europe” 
even though its position “has remained virtually unchanged since the minerals convention was 
signed”1293. This perception was not helped by the United Kingdom making clear that co-
sponsors of the Kiel paper were not constrained from developing their own ideas.  

Lobbying of President Bush by Jacques Cousteau on 24 October received a sympathetic 
hearing. The President promised to “do what he could” to help, although possibly even the 
President had little sway over the Administration, at least for the time being1294. However, the 
understanding that the ‘Kiel 5’ were not bound to the paper provided room to move. On 29 
October, Tucker Scully advised Australia that the US paper “would be different from John 
Heap’s” and would focus on a sectoral approach. He also did not expect much movement on 
mining but, intriguingly, was “prepared to talk about a moratorium”1295. The following day, 
Curtis Bohlen received the démarche from the Ambassadors of Australia, Belgium, France and 
Italy who presented the convention proposal. Bohlen was receptive, observing that divergent 
positions “seem to be moving closer”. On mining, his personal view was the United States 
could accept “anything short of a permanent ban”. He was also candid about the US position, 
noting that “inter-agency consultations are not yet complete”. In particular, the National 
Science Foundation (responsible for the US Antarctic Program) and the Department of the 
Interior were “less enthusiastic than Bohlen about the evolution of US thinking”1296.  

On 31 October, New Zealand received the four-party démarche and, in Beeby’s view, “it was a 
very good piece of paper”. He noted the challenge at the SATCM with the ‘Four-Powers’ 
proposal, the ‘Kiel 5’ paper, and New Zealand’s own to be dealt with. Nevertheless, “there 
seemed to be an emerging consensus on the possibility of arriving at a single instrument, 
whatever form this might take”. On this, Beeby advised New Zealand could be flexible as “in 
its present form, the proposal runs the risk of having to negotiate everything before getting 
anything”. Beeby noted that for both Australia and New Zealand, proposing a mining ban 
might “complicate reaching consensus on the wider instrument”1297. There was also discussion 
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of a chairing role for Beeby at the SATCM, an intriguing idea given his strong personal 
association with CRAMRA.  

November 1990: “the discussion had cleared the air” 

The reception given to the ‘Four-Powers’ proposal in Wellington was in pleasant contrast to 
what it had received in the London the day before1298. There, the démarche had been delivered 
directly to Tristan Garel-Jones, the relevant UK Minister. He was unapologetic: the British 
were “most alarmed indeed” as the proposal “put at risk the consensus that had served all of us 
so well over the past 30 years”. Garel-Jones said that a return to consensus was the highest 
priority, but emphasised that “the claimant states were not going to be a push-over for us. 
Moreover, the United Kingdom saw a role for itself in holding the claimants together”1299. It 
was an odd contradiction, simultaneously seeking to unite the claimants while driving a wedge 
between them, and strangely overlooking the fact that Australia and France were themselves 
claimants. Garel-Jones was as patronising as he was blunt: “the UK took comfort in the 
knowledge that among the real Antarctic specialists, scientists and foreign policy experts, its 
position was well understood and indeed favoured”1300. The United Kingdom was particularly 
incensed that Australia alone proposed legislating to ban mining and run the risk of raising 
sovereignty arguments, strangely overlooking the fact that New Zealand had already 
introduced such legislation1301. It also appeared that the United Kingdom underestimated the 
ability of NGOs to think for themselves: Garel-Jones thought that public pressure in the United 
Kingdom was “being orchestrated by or from Australia [with] more than a whiff of a 
suggestion that we [Australia] are beginning to get under British skins”. As David Mason 
observed, “to that degree our message appears to be getting through”1302. DFAT was concerned 
about the “distortions of our position” and considered it “odd to us that the United Kingdom, 
rather than any other country, is leading the charge against our proposals”1303.  

Accompanied by Mason, the new head of DFAT’s Legal Division John McCarthy called on the 
FCO’s Heap to clarify Australian thinking. McCarthy observed that “environmentalist groups 
were capable of their own lobbying … they did not need Australia to encourage them”. He also 
pointed out that the United Kingdom’s “legislation applying to the British Antarctic Territory 
stood on the same legal basis” as Australia’s1304. Heap’s argument with Australia rested on the 
loss of consensus. He reminded McCarthy that the United Kingdom, the United States and 
Australia had agreed in 1957 (i.e., before the Treaty) that the minerals issue was potentially 
Antarctica’s “Achilles Heel” and that “the need for careful handling remained strong”. In this 

                                                        
1298 1 November 1990, Cablegram WL42269 “Antarctic environment: UK views” (NAA: B1387, 1990/549 PART 2). 
1299 31 October 1990, Cablegram LH114106 “Antarctic environment: indicative draft convention: UK views” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 2), 

paras 3 and 6. 
1300 31 October 1990, Cablegram LH114106 “Antarctic environment: indicative draft convention: UK views” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 2), 

para 6. 
1301 Note that, while not a claimant, Belgium had introduced such legislation some twelve months earlier. 
1302 31 October 1990, Cablegram LH114106 “Antarctic environment: indicative draft convention: UK views” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 2), 

para 7.  
1303 8 November 1990, Cablegram CE954071 “Antarctica: consultations with United Kingdom” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3) 
1304 9 November 1990, Cablegram LH114959 “Antarctica: consultations with the United Kingdom” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3), paras 1-2. 
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context “Australian moves to legislate in the minerals area were, quite frankly, getting up the 
noses of many Antarctic Treaty partners”. Worse than such nasal irritation, following the hard-
won consensus on CRAMRA, the decisions of Australia and France “not to climb aboard but 
to renege on the consensus” created “precedential effects”. Nevertheless, Heap acknowledged 
that “in Chile there might be an unstoppable band wagon in favour of Australia’s position. In 
the UK view that was unlikely, but if it occurred the UK would not stand against it”1305. 
Despite their differences, “Heap was, however, glad that the discussion had cleared the air”1306.  

Reporting on the reactions to the draft convention by other Parties also flowed into Canberra. 
Japan supported the United Kingdom approach, as did Argentina and Brazil. South Korea 
considered that “the Australian-French initiative is jeopardising the international consensus for 
Antarctic protection”. South Africa still saw CRAMRA “as an adequate vehicle to protect the 
Antarctic environment”. China “promised serious consideration of the draft” but feared 
“upsetting the political balance on Antarctic matters”. In similar language, the USSR also 
“promised serious consideration of the draft” but warned that Australia (and New Zealand) 
“can expect to be taken to task at SCMXI over their anti-mining legislation”. India would seek 
to “identify a compromise”, as would Spain which thought that Australia’s legislation actually 
undermined what Australia was trying to do”. The Netherlands was unconvinced that any 
proposal “had a particular advantage and that the worse result would be a standoff with 
essentially no protection”. Denmark agreed, reiterating its strong support for the initiative, but 
declining to be “tied down to any specific instrumental approach”. Sweden thought the 
proposal “could form the basis for consideration” at the forthcoming meetings. Poland 
considered the proposal “very good” and re-affirmed Poland’s support1307.  

November 1990: “happy with the lowest common denominator” 

Finding a path through the plethora of positions on a plethora of proposals was going to be a 
major challenge for the SATCM. Possibly none had a greater challenge than Chile which had 
its own version of an environment protocol to advance, as well as the Chair’s role of steering a 
compromise between all the competing proposals. Preparations for the meeting had started in 
1989 after Chile offered to host the negotiations. Jorge Berguño had briefed Parties in early 
September 1990. There would be three meetings, all held in the capital Santiago. The first 
would be a special meeting to consider the requests by Ecuador and The Netherlands to be 
recognised as ATCPs. The primary meeting was to be the SATCM to address the environment. 
A third meeting would be on the liability protocol envisaged by Article 8 of CRAMRA1308. A 
number of practical issues needed to be resolved, including chairing of the meetings and 
Working Groups; invitations to any observers; and the timing of the liability discussions.  

                                                        
1305 9 November 1990, Cablegram LH114959 “Antarctica: consultations with the United Kingdom” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3), paras 3-8. 
1306 9 November 1990, Cablegram LH114959 “Antarctica: consultations with the United Kingdom” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3), para 12. 
1307 The relevant reporting from Australian diplomatic posts can be found in a series of cables in NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 2 and PART 3. 
1308 13 September 1990, Cablegram SC21127 “Chile: SCM on protection of the Antarctic environment” (AAD: B13/199). 
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As early as November 1989, France had expressed concerns about Chile hosting the 
meeting1309. It is not clear whether the concern was Chile’s ability to run a meeting, or a more 
fundamental concern about the stability of Aylwin’s new democratic government. Whatever 
the cause for the concerns, they lingered for months. The United States seemed to agree: just 
three weeks out from the meeting, Tucker Scully remarked that “organisational arrangements 
for the SCM left much to be desired”1310. Ironically, it would be US action that would upset 
those organisational arrangements. At the last minute, Chile had to shift the meeting to the 
coastal town of Viña del Mar because of a clash with the forthcoming visit of President Bush to 
Santiago in early December1311. The US Ambassador had insisted that 700 hotel rooms be 
reserved for the entourage. In its favour, it was considered that “attendees would be healthier in 
Viña del Mar”, presumably because of Santiago’s persistent air quality issues1312. The “logistic 
and communications problems” posed by the move to the coast, and the “criticism from several 
delegations” were further complications for the Chilean hosts to manage1313. It was clear from 
Pinochet’s response to the ‘Four Powers’ démarche that Chile’s main objective was now just to 
have a successful meeting. In his mind, that meant being an “honest broker at the meeting” to 
facilitate consensus on a tangible outcome. Despite Chile having itself proposed a protocol, 
Pinochet thought it did not matter “whether the instrument took the form of a protocol or 
convention”, to which Australia replied “very firmly, that it mattered very much”. It was 
reported that “Pinochet left the strong impression … that a good outcome for Chile would be 
agreement on how to make the next step … in this sense, Chile would be happy with the lowest 
common denominator”1314.  

Aiming for the lowest common denominator could be seen as supporting the ‘minimalists’. 
Someone, sometime, somewhere would have to compromise. New Zealand, having the most 
ambitious proposal, had considered the need for flexibility1315. Now the fear was that any 
flexibility given to Chris Beeby to move from an “all-embracing New Zealand draft protocol” 
could amount to “authority to support the minimalist proposal being put forward by the Kiel 
5”—the paper that Beeby himself had helped create1316. Beeby assured that “the content of any 
shorter New Zealand document would be closer to the Australian/French documents than to the 
Kiel group”1317. Beeby was prepared to consider something Australia was not: decoupling the 

                                                        
1309 9 November 1989, Cablegram PA77552 “Antarctica: follow-up to Paris meeting” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). 
1310 30 October 1990, Cablegram UN50963 “Antarctica: US views” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 2). 
1311 On 6 and 7 December President Bush met President Aylwin and addressed the Chilean Congress 

https://history.state.gov/departmenthistory/travels/president/bush-george-h-w (accessed 25 July 2017). 
1312 26 October 1990, Cablegram BA36284 “SCM on Antarctic environment” and 1 November 1990, Cablegram SC21225 “SCM on 

Antarctic environment” (AAD: 89/914-2). 
1313 18 October 1990, Cablegram PA83483 “Antarctica: Santiago SCM: procedural questions” (AAD: B13/199). The move to Viña del Mar 

also created potential logistic problems for delegations—see, for example, several Embassy concerns raised in: 29 October 1990, 
Cablegram SC21284 “Antarctica: Santiago SCM” (AAD: 89/914-2). 

1314 5 November 1990, Cablegram SC21314 “Antarctic environment: indicative draft convention” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). 
1315 3 October 1990, Cablegram CE937997 “New Zealand position on Antarctica” (AAD: B13/199). See also: 1 November 1990, Cablegram 

WL42249 “Antarctic environment: indicative draft convention” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 2). 
1316 1 November 1990, Cablegram CE951278 “Antarctic environment: indicative draft convention” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). 
1317 13 November 1990, Cablegram WL42374 “Antarctic environment: New Zealand position” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). As it turned 

out, for unrelated reasons, Beeby was pulled from the New Zealand delegation and replaced by Frank Wong and the delegation would 
include “a couple of greens”. 
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mining ban from the main instrument if the minerals issue was to slow progress. New Zealand 
may have been feeling exposed: as Beeby observed, “NZ was the odd man out”1318. 

November 1990: “for all practical purposes CRAMRA is dead” 

US thinking was also evolving. Curtis Bohlen had given the ‘Four Powers’ a sympathetic 
hearing and, as if to underscore new thinking, noted that once Silvio Conte’s Bill had 
Presidential approval, the United States would be only “the second country after Belgium to 
have in place domestic legislation to ban mining” in Antarctica1319. DFAT was unconvinced: 
“while Bohlen’s views give cause for optimism” the US papers “still place it squarely in the 
camp of the Kiel minimalists … we find it hard to understand how the United States can claim 
for itself the leadership role”1320. Signature of Conte’s Bill before the 21 November deadline 
would be a crucial indicator of sympathy for a prohibition or indefinite ban1321. Gore called for 
the United States to lead: “we must seize the initiative to protect Antarctica’s unique, pristine 
environment”1322. Conte was blunter, calling for a mining ban. “Some in the Administration 
have been playing games with the way this word ‘indefinite’ is defined”, he said, “an indefinite 
ban means a ban without time limitation, and the Congress certainly did not intend that 
CRAMRA, or the son of CRAMRA, be part of the agreement … for all practical purposes 
CRAMRA is dead”. With dramatic effect he added that “saving a continent is a once in a 
lifetime opportunity. Let’s not miss it”1323. Bruce Vento chimed in with a call for Antarctica to 
be preserved, confusingly, “as the first great world park”1324. He also railed that “Congress 
would not be satisfied with the lowest common denominator … mining was incompatible with 
the values Congress was trying to protect”. The State Department and Environment Protection 
Authority (EPA) were unmoved, saying that “while Congress could exhort whatever it wished 
… final decisions would be taken by the Executive”1325. Next day the President signed the 
Antarctic Protection Act, which provided “an indefinite ban on United States mineral activities 
in Antarctica”1326. Intriguingly, the White House press release did not actually mention the 
mining prohibition and sidestepped the ban’s duration, adding “another element of 
unpredictability in the approach of the US delegation to the meetings in Chile”1327. NGOs were 
disappointed, but Bohlen considered “a long-term moratorium was the likely middle ground 
where consensus could be reached”1328. It appeared that the United States had adjusted its 

                                                        
1318 15 November 1990, Cablegram WL42418 “Antarctic environment: New Zealand position” (NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 1). 
1319 30 October 1990, Cablegram WH122902 “Antarctic environment: indicative draft convention: US views” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 2). 
1320 1 November 1990, Cablegram CE951496 “Antarctic environment: indicative draft convention” (NAA: B1387 90/888 PART 2). 
1321 14 November 1990, Cablegram WH123434 “Antarctica: action by US Congress” (AAD: 84/360-2). 
1322 15 November 1990, media release “Gore urges Bush Administration to protect Antarctica” (copy on NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 1). 
1323 15 November 1990, media release “Statement of Honorable Silvio O Conte” (copy on B1387 1991/55 PART 1). 
1324 15 November 1990, media release “Statement—Congressman Bruce F Vento” (copy on NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 1). 
1325 15 November 1990, Cablegram WH123491 “Antarctic: Congressional and Administration views” (AAD: 84/360-2). 
1326 16 November 1990, White House, Office of the Press Secretary “Protection of natural resources” (NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 1). 

White House, Office of the Press Secretary “Statement by the President” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). See also Section 4 of the US 
Antarctic Protection Act of 1990 (HR3977). 

1327 16 November 1990, Cablegram WH123530 “Antarctic environment: US President signs Conte Bill” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). 
1328 16 November 1990, Charles Campbell “US to urge limited moratorium on Antarctic mining” Associated Press, in: DFAT facsimile 

026253 “Antarctic: US press commentary” (NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 1). 
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position. And yet, on the Friday before the SATCM began, there was still confusion about 
what it would actually seek on mining: a prohibition, an indefinite ban, or a moratorium.  

The United Kingdom was now considered the most firmly wedded to CRAMRA. However, on 
the eve of the meeting it hinted at the possibility of compromise. Tristan Garel-Jones, briefing 
NGOs with John Heap, suggested that “Britain now had a degree of flexibility”1329. It is not 
clear whether this came from seeing developments in the United States or, equally likely, the 
impact of 120,000 Britons petitioning for a world park over recent weeks. Garel-Jones said the 
United Kingdom was “perfectly prepared to listen to any of the arguments others put forward 
and try to find a new consensus … the important thing to remember about CRAMRA is that 
when it came forward it was part of the consensus”1330. The Australian High Commission 
checked whether the FCO position really had softened. David Mason reported “there was in 
fact no change in the UK position, just an effort to improve presentational aspects” by 
emphasising the importance of finding consensus1331. 

One week before the SATCM, Australia did another tally. On the substance of the regime, only 
six ATCPs supported the ‘Four Powers’. Eleven, led by the United Kingdom, were considered 
“minimalists”. The others were neutral or undecided. On the form of instrument, five supported 
a convention and ten a Protocol. A similar split was observed in attitudes to mining: six ATCPs 
would accept a permanent ban, and 13 a long-term moratorium1332. On all three questions, the 
NCPs were neutral or undecided. Of the 24 ATCPs, whichever way it was counted, the ‘Four 
Powers’ were in a distinct minority. The elevation of The Netherlands and Ecuador to 
consultative status at a brief SATCM on 19 November did little to change the balance1333. 

Georges Duquin was positive: “the position of most countries … was one of keeping a 
reasonably open mind, of focussing on substance and of trying to reach consensus”. Whether 
France itself would be flexible was unclear. In Michel Rocard’s office, diplomatic adviser 
Jean-Maurice Ripert “was not particularly optimistic about the outcome of the SCM”, possibly 
because “France was prepared to hold its ground even at the expense of a failed meeting”. 
Duquin thought “it was the British who seemed to be orchestrating the campaign against us”. 
Accordingly, “France would be placing the bar fairly high and would not yield to the pressure 
we would inevitably come under”. The height of the bar was boosted by France “insisting that 
the final declaration include reference to a prohibition on mining … and a convention which 
designates Antarctica as a nature reserve, land of science”1334. 

                                                        
1329 16 November 1990, Paul Brown “Britain thaws its Antarctic stance” The Guardian. 
1330 16 November 1990, transcript of interview “Today” BBC Radio Four (copy on NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 1). 
1331 16 November 1990, DFAT AHC London facsimile 015/98 “Antarctica: press item on UK policy at SCM meeting” (NAA: B1387 1991/55 

PART 1). 
1332 Note that on this date there were 38 Treaty Parties in total: 24 ATCPs and 14 NCPs. Data taken from: “Antarctic initiative: Running 

sheet: Overview, as at 12 November 1990” (AAD: B13/199). 
1333 Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Tenth Special Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Viña del Mar, 19 November 1990 (Republic 

of Chile, 1990). 
1334 15 November 1990, Cablegram PA84014 “Antarctica—French approach to the SCM” (AAD: 89/914-2). 
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Australia completed its preparations. While the delegation was in the air somewhere over the 
Pacific, instructions were sought from ministers for a compromise on a permanent mining ban. 
Foreign Minister Gareth Evans gave Alan Brown a fall-back position: “a ban on mining which 
may be reviewed after 30 years, but only with the consensus agreement of all Parties”1335. 
AAD Director Rex Moncur supported this as it might be “necessary to avoid a break-down of 
the negotiations” and desirable “to have the flexibility to move” if any of the other ‘Four 
Powers’ did. Besides, it represented “an effective long-term ban” as it allowed Australia a veto. 
14 hours before the meeting commenced, Environment Minister Ros Kelly agreed1336. And so 
it was that the delegation’s instructions, which had already been printed and were on the way to 
Chile, were already superseded.  

A year had passed and the Treaty Parties were ready to meet again. Not having achieved any 
additional accessions, CRAMRA lay dormant. Crucially, New Zealand had abandoned its 
long-standing affection for CRAMRA. Australia and France had secured some much-needed 
support and achieved a broader body of sympathy. But so had their detractors, many of whom 
were now lined up to argue for a protocol— a protocol that had become synonymous with a 
‘minimalist’ environmental outcome.  

 

                                                        
1335 The potential for contradiction between ‘consensus’ and ‘agreement’ was overlooked. 
1336 16 November 1990, AAD brief to Minister “Delegation position on ban on mining” and 19 November 1990, DASETT note for file 

“Delegation position on ban on mining” (NAA: B1387 90/888 PART 2). 



 

Chapter 7  

An environment protocol 

November 1990 to April 1991 

 

With SATCM XI about to begin in Chile, the Parties had multiple objectives. 
Over-riding all was the concern to re-establish consensus. The key issue was how 
to deal with mining, and that would require compromise. Four sessions of the 
SATCM were held: one in Viña del Mar, three in Madrid. This chapter examines 
the first two sessions where the structure of an environmental regime was 
developed. Like CRAMRA, no-one would get precisely what they wanted.  

 

November-December 1990: SATCM XI opens in Chile 

The Australian delegation arrived in Viña del Mar for ‘Four Powers’ consultations and a Heads 
of Delegation meeting. The latter finalised the schedule of discussions, including the issue of 
when to address CRAMRA’s liability rules. Completely unexpected was Chile’s Oscar 
Pinochet launching a proposal to discuss the possibility of a 1991 Treaty review conference—a 
matter so sensitive that the idea was quickly dropped1337. Next day, at the first daily delegation 
meeting, a strategy was finalised. Alan Brown would speak first to outline Australia’s position. 
He would be followed by France’s Jean-Pierre Puissochet. The Four Powers convention itself, 
however, would not be introduced until later. The focus would be on the substance of 
proposals, rather than the form of instrument1338.  

SATCM XI opened on 19 November 1990. There were 231 delegates. Six had come from 
Australia1339. The briefs in their briefcases allowed several possibilities and the Australians 
were realistic about the challenges ahead. SATCM XI was taking place with “high 
international interest in environmental issues and a delicate time for the Treaty System”, in part 
because of Australia’s actions. It was a delicate situation because the following year, 1991, 
would see the Treaty’s 30th anniversary—the first opportunity at which a Party could request a 
review conference. It was quite plausible that such a request could be triggered by failure to re-

                                                        
1337 20 November 1990, Cablegram SC21369 “Antarctica: Vina del Mar meetings: organisation” (AAD: 89/914-2). 
1338 18 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “Delegation meeting” (AWJ personal notes). 
1339 The Australian delegation included one NGO representative, Lyn Goldsworthy. Bill Bush, the key architect of the Australian-French 

proposals, withdrew from the delegation two weeks earlier. 1 November 1990, Cablegram CE951272 “Antarctica: Santiago SCM” 
(AAD: 89/914-2). 
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establish consensus1340. The Australian brief noted the “campaign for a ban on minerals 
activity and environmental proposals is designed ultimately to strengthen the Treaty System”, 
but warned “we need to handle this with sensitivity … it is not in our interests to see long-term 
polarisation or the development of solid blocs of Parties”. The difficulties were not under-
estimated: “the active diplomacy of Australia and France, combined with pressures of public 
opinion, have seen a remarkable shift in previously entrenched positions” [but] “this has not 
been tested at the negotiating table where the consensus rule means that it is easy to block and 
where individual officials can still wield considerable influence”. Soberly, it suggested that 
“Chile will not be an easy meeting. Expectations in respect of the Australian-French initiative 
should not be too high … a re-run of the tensions of Paris should be avoided”1341. Australia’s 
objectives seemed modest: seek agreement to “start negotiations on a new legal instrument … 
to provide a rigorous and workable comprehensive environmental regime”. They also seemed 
timid, only “encouraging moves towards agreement on some form of new prohibition 
(ban/moratorium)”. The objectives also included “to win the media battle”1342. Any lack of 
ambition in delegation instructions made good sense—it allowed considerable room to move.  

In the pigeon-holes were the meeting papers. For a three-week meeting (only CRAMRA’s final 
session had been longer), there were surprisingly few—just eight working papers. The ‘Four 
Powers’ indicative convention had secured the coveted spot of Working Paper 1. Others 
included the New Zealand draft protocol; the ‘Kiel 5’ protocol; and the more specific options 
submitted by the United Kingdom and the United States1343. Pinochet, as Chair, started debate 
on 20 November by inviting opening statements. 29 Parties spoke. Alan Brown went first 
reading a prepared text outlining what everybody already knew: Australia was calling for a 
mining ban in an environmental convention (which he called a ‘regime’, ‘instrument’ or ‘new 
arrangement’). Germany’s Dietrich Granow pointed to the petition of 300,000 signatures 
received in the previous week seeking protection of Antarctica1344. Curtis Bohlen also 
mentioned popular opinion in the United States, reflecting on “public concern about Antarctica 
is influencing public policy” and noting that President Bush had just signed the new US 
legislation. With reassuring words about constructive ideas in other proposals, he confirmed a 
US “negotiating position that is flexible” and said that “to us, form is secondary to substance”. 
That said, he had two papers pushing a protocol. Bohlen did not mention CRAMRA. 
Chilingarov said the USSR regretted actions by “certain Parties” had broken consensus. 
Desirée Edmar spoke of Sweden’s indebtedness “to Australia and France for their tireless 

                                                        
1340 A further complication was that 1992 would see the UN Conference on Environment and Development, a prime opportunity for critics of 

the Treaty to place unresolved Antarctic environmental issues onto a global stage. On 8 August 1990, at the first UNCED PrepCom, 
Malaysia had called for “a truly global environmental convention for the conservation and protection of Antarctica”. See: November 
1990, F.2(1) Other consultations, Objectives, UNCED in: “Antarctic Treaty Special Consultative Meetings X and XI, Viña del Mar, Chile 
1990. Volume 1, Brief for the Australian Delegation” (AAD: B13/199). 

1341 November 1990, B.1 Overview in: “Antarctic Treaty Special Consultative Meetings X and XI, Viña del Mar, Chile 1990. Volume 1, Brief 
for the Australian Delegation” (AAD: B13/199). 

1342 November 1990, D.1 Australian objectives in: “Antarctic Treaty Special Consultative Meetings X and XI, Viña del Mar, Chile 1990. 
Volume 1, Brief for the Australian Delegation” (AAD: B13/199). 

1343 The meeting’s Working Papers and Information Papers are listed at: SATCM XI-1 Meeting Documents 
http://ats.aq/devAS/ats_meetings_documents.aspx?lang=e (accessed 17 July 2017). 

1344 Granow was representing a unified Germany, at a Consultative Meeting for the first time. 
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efforts to get support for far-reaching measures … their insistence has triggered a “world-wide 
process”. She was particularly pleased with New Zealand’s proposal combining form and 
substance, “the world is following our progress”, she said1345.  

November 1990: “the toughest nut to crack” 

John Heap agreed that “the eyes of the world are upon us”, and echoed calls by Finland and 
China for compromise. In the view of the United Kingdom, failure to find agreement rapidly 
would escalate external criticism. But, more alarmingly, he hinted at risks to the Treaty itself. 
Heap pleaded that “where there are differences between us, the need for consensus [means] 
that no Party should put any other Party into an intolerable position. This requires of us all the 
spirit of mutual forbearance”. “If we fail in that endeavour” he said, “the prospect before us 
will be a return to the situation as it was 31 years ago, before the conclusion of the Antarctic 
Treaty … unless the system survives there can be no protection of the Antarctic environment”. 
He then turned to “the vexed question of minerals … the toughest nut to crack”. Heap noted 
the “common ground” between the competing proposals, but “we differ, however, on how best 
to regulate an activity that is not going on”. Consensus required “data and information soberly 
and scientifically assessed” and an “agreed mechanism for making decisions about mineral 
activity in the Antarctic before, and I repeat, before the need arises”. That mechanism would be 
CRAMRA. With barely concealed barbs, Heap pleaded for consensus: “my Government fears 
that we could find ourselves once more in a situation in which support for an agreement 
reached in this forum is subsequently withdrawn”1346.  

Representing New Zealand, Frank Wong praised Chile for its May 1989 initiative to address 
environmental measures. He acknowledged that New Zealand’s proposal was ambitious, and 
justified this as “we have traditionally been at the forefront of moves to protect the Antarctic 
environment”. In oblique reference to the 1975 world park idea, he said that New Zealand had 
“put forward bold, sometimes radical, proposals” and “in accordance with that tradition we 
have tabled a comprehensive proposal, in the form of a draft protocol”. Wong saw a “great deal 
of interest and, regrettably, some misunderstandings about what we are doing” but any 
misapprehensions can be cleared up in Chile. Japan’s Takahashi Shuhel dug in, calling for 
CRAMRA’s early entry into force and appealing for more Parties to accede to it. He also 
demanded that claimants legislating to ban mining explain their actions and the implications 
for Article IV of the Treaty. Belgium spoke of the growing “wave of environmental interest”. 
Attitudes to CRAMRA must be guided by that: “it was drafted in good faith, but belongs in a 
museum”1347. Rolf Andersen said that Norway supported the ‘Kiel 5’ protocol. Optimistically, 
he asked: “with all of us wishing to protect the environment, how can we fail?”, and warned of 

                                                        
1345 20 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM” (AWJ personal notes). 
1346 20 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM” (AWJ personal notes). See also: 22 November 1990, Cablegram SC21384 

“Antarctic environment: SCM XI: delegation statements” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). This is a summary reporting cable—the full 
opening statements are at in the SATCM XI-1 Meeting Documents http://ats.aq/devAS/ats_meetings_documents.aspx?lang=e 
(accessed 17 July 2017). 

1347 20 and 21 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM Plenary” (AWJ personal notes). See also opening statements in 
SATCM XI-1 Meeting Documents http://ats.aq/devAS/ats_meetings_documents.aspx?lang=e (accessed 17 July 2017).  
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“making the best the enemy of the good”. To that, the NGOs’ Jim Barnes replied: “the best is 
not the enemy of the good—the best provides inspiration!”, and proceeded to argue for 
comprehensive measures in a binding regime, such as depicted in ASOC’s epic 94-page draft 
convention1348. Despite movement in positions since the Paris ATCM, strong differences 
remained. Nevertheless, Canberra was advised that “it is clear after the first days of this 
meeting the atmosphere is much better than at the Paris ATCM. The CRAMRA issue has 
receded to some extent, some old faces are not here”. Bohlen’s presentation “was much more 
flexible than the line Tucker Scully had been putting in the corridors”. It was also observed that 
the criticism expressed was “essentially a venting of frustration at the role Australia has played 
in crippling CRAMRA”1349.  

Each of the competing proposals was introduced1350. France’s Jean-Pierre Puissochet spoke for 
the ‘Four Powers’, outlining the proposed convention as a framework for all activities with 
low-risk activities permitted and others, such as mining, prohibited or requiring prior 
assessment. There would be four institutions (a standing committee, an expert committee, 
secretariat and inspectorate) but, he re-assured, without bureaucratic processes. John Heap 
introduced the ‘Kiel 5’ idea of a protocol supplemented by annexes which could be later 
expanded, and Ian Hendry put forward the United Kingdom’s own proposal to illustrate a 
protocol in legal form. Wong outlined New Zealand’s protocol which addressed both substance 
and form. He argued that it responded to public concerns and addressed most closely the 
ATCM Recommendation XV-1 mandate of October 1989. The specific provisions that the 
‘Kiel 5’ option provided in annexes would comprise the protocol itself, allowing for legal 
precision but making it less amenable to amendment. Tucker Scully likewise elaborated on the 
US preference for a protocol with annexes. Germany, The Netherlands, Norway, China and the 
USSR joined in, echoing calls for a protocol. Japan continued to argue for CRAMRA, while 
willing to consider protocol options. France’s Jean-Pierre Puissochet could see no logic in 
insisting on a protocol when there were already two conventions in force (CCAS and 
CCAMLR) and, oddly, one pending (odd because he was thus drawing on a defunct 
convention, CRAMRA, to advance the merits of another).  

November 1990: “hot potatoes!” 

SCAR President Richard Laws, muscled in with what was seen as “a highly political 
intervention”1351. Laws questioned the basic premise of a fragile Antarctic environment, 
asserting that glacial scouring far exceeds human impacts, and fur seals damage far more 
vegetation. Pointing to the role of SCAR’s Group of Specialists on Environment and 

                                                        
1348 November 1990, A.1 Convention on Antarctic Conservation (New Barnes draft, 5/10/90) in: “Antarctic Treaty Special Consultative 

Meetings X and XI, Viña del Mar, Chile 1990. Volume 2, Supplementary documents” (AAD: B13/199). This was the first time ASOC had 
formally introduced an information paper to a Treaty meeting. 

1349 22 November 1990, Cablegram SC21384 “Antarctic environment: SCM XI: delegation statements” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). 
1350 The following information is extracted from: 21 and 22 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM Plenary” (AWJ personal 

notes). See also: See also: 25 November 1990, Cablegram SC21394 “Antarctic environment: SCM XI” (AAD: 89/914-2). This is a 
summary reporting cable.  

1351 25 November 1990, Cablegram SC21394 “Antarctic environment: SCM XI” (AAD: 89/914-2). 
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Conservation, Laws pleaded for SCAR representation in the environment debate. Excessive 
regulation, he argued, would curtail science. He also decried the poor funding of SCAR 
compared to NGOs and ended with an implied threat: “if SCAR’s advice was not heeded it 
would have ways of making its views known”1352. “Hot potatoes!” exclaimed Korea’s Yong 
Hoon Lee, calling for moderation1353. France’s Pierre Jouventin insisted that SCAR had no 
place in the environment debate because its function was to coordinate science. Heap came to 
Laws’ defence, pointing out that of the 14 million km2 of Antarctica, only 50 km2 (station 
precincts) had seen any impacts. He then asked rhetorically, if a protocol is not appropriate, 
why had one just been adopted for the Montreal Protocol?1354.  

At the end of Week 1, Australia’s delegation reported that “there is a much greater spread of 
views than in Paris, but considerable opposition to our views on both minerals and a 
comprehensive regime remain”1355. Apart from differences on a regime’s substance and form, 
the meeting was “far from consensus on the minerals issue”. A permanent ban and a simple 
moratorium would be rejected: “some creative thinking will be required to devise a proposal 
which can provide an acceptable solution”1356. Alan Brown’s close contact with Curtis Bohlen 
revealed an option in the formulation used in the US legislation: prohibit mining until there 
was agreement to lift the ban. Some NGOs were contemplating a moratorium for, say, 30-years 
with the key question being whether consensus would be required to extend it or to lift it. 
Australia, however, was resolute: “insist on a permanent ban and don’t peddle any 
compromises”1357. 

November 1990: “governments do strange things occasionally” 

Meanwhile, in Australia, progress was being watched carefully. Prime Minister Hawke was at 
once pessimistic and optimistic. He accepted that “we cannot expect that all our objectives will 
be met at this one meeting” and yet “it is already becoming clear that we have greater reason 
for confidence than ever before”. Pitching to NGOs he said that “the world-wide 
environmental movement, not least the WWF, has played a large part in this”. In a six-page 
Antarctic policy statement, Hawke reiterated the case against mining, the illusion created by 
CRAMRA, the importance of science, the Treaty’s integrity and the diversity of Parties’ views. 
He concluded by announcing that the Australian Antarctic Foundation, to be chaired by Sir 
Ninian Stephen, would prepare a conservation strategy for the AAT1358. The occasion for the 
discursive statement had been the Duke of Edinburgh’s meeting with the World Wildlife Fund 
(WWF) that day. Hawke was asked whether the Chile meeting would sanction mining: “I’d be 
                                                        
1352 22 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM Plenary” (AWJ personal notes), 15-16. 
1353 22 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM Plenary” (AWJ personal notes), 17. 
1354 This is a reference to the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer. It entered into force in 1989. Australia later 

responded that the Montreal Protocol was “a case of the child devouring the parent instrument” and pointed out that the Treaty 
handbook, compiled by Heap, had itself noted that the Treaty Parties had previously “proceeded by means of separate conventions”. 
See: 27 November 1990, Cablegram SC21410 “Antarctic environment: SCM XI: Plenary” (AAD: 89/914-2). 

1355 25 November 1990, Cablegram SC21394 “Antarctic environment: SCM XI” (AAD: 89/914-2). 
1356 25 November 1990, Cablegram SC21393 “Antarctica—SCM minerals issue” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3), para 2. 
1357 25 November 1990, Cablegram SC21393 “Antarctica—SCM minerals issue” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3), paras 4-5.  
1358 23 November 1990, media release “Statement by the Prime Minister—Antarctic policy” 

http://pmtranscripts.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/original/00008211.pdf (accessed 18 July 2017). 
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prepared to take any sort of wager you’d like—I think the Antarctic is safe from mining”1359. 
Prince Phillip, standing alongside, was quizzed about UK attitudes: “I don’t mind commenting 
on this because it’s not a party-political issue … governments do strange things 
occasionally”1360. As WWF’s International President, the Duke was well qualified to speak. 
Two days later he called for Parties to support “proposals to ban any form of prospecting, 
mining, oil drilling or any other industrial activity within the Antarctic”1361.  

In Chile, SATCM XI continued. The next few days in Viña del Mar saw two Working Groups 
addressing specific issues. Working Group 1 (WG1), chaired by Germany’s Dietrich Granow, 
examined matters with political and legal implications. Uruguay’s Roberto Puceiro would chair 
a review of existing measures in Working Group 2 (WG2)1362. While the discussion drew on 
proposals put to the SATCM, it emerged that the United Kingdom had “withdrawn its draft 
protocol from discussion and aligned itself with the US draft”1363. On 28 November, at the 
meeting’s mid-point, WG1 reviewed progress. Considerable discussion on an environmental 
regime had occurred in a cooperative atmosphere—but also in a vacuum. Puissochet did not 
conceal French exasperation. Several issues had been examined, but not the central ones. He 
questioned why “matters of substance” had not been addressed. Why had the meeting 
discussed the UK, US and ‘Kiel 5’ proposals, but not that of the ‘Four Powers’? And with 
drafting under way, was it for an instrument, a report or a communiqué? The United States 
agreed that SATCM XI would be “a failure if we produce only a report or a communiqué”. 
Australia noted that the mandate was to “explore and discuss all proposals” and this should be 
done first. Alan Brown’s analogy summed it up: “we are manufacturing bricks, but we don’t 
know what we are building!”1364. 12,737 kilometres away in Perth, Bob Hawke had better 
ideas: “Chile will see the first steps towards the achievement of the position which will ensure 
that there will never be mining in the Antarctic”1365. The problem was that mining had still not 
been addressed.  

The form of regime had been discussed for weeks, but not resolved. An environment 
instrument could be in the form of either a convention or a protocol. There were obvious 
political differences: the ‘Four Powers’ proposal for a convention had been launched by Prime 
Ministers Bob Hawke and Michel Rocard, and a convention had become associated with 
maximum environment protection. While their convention was indeed rigorous, the subsequent 
New Zealand protocol proposal was even more stringent. In contrast, the protocols proposed by 
the ‘Kiel 5’, the United States and the United Kingdom were seen as less ambitious and, in 
Australia and France, associated with the ‘minimalists’. In legal and practical terms, both a 

                                                        
1359 29 November 1990, Cablegram CE962474 “Antarctica: Australian Prime Minister’s comments” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3), 2. 
1360 23 November 1990, transcript of ABC Radio PM as reported in: 26 November 1990, Cablegram CE960802 “Antarctica: radio report of 

news conference with Prince Phillip and Prime Minister” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). 
1361 25 November 1990, letter on WWF letterhead “Open letter to the Special Consultative Meeting of Antarctic Treaty Parties, Viva (sic) del 

Mar, Chile, 19 November to 6 December 1990” (AWJ personal notes). 
1362 Antarctic Treaty, Interim Report of the Eleventh Antarctic Treaty Special Consultative Meeting, Viña del Mar, 19 November-6 December 

1990 (Republic of Chile, 1990), 6-7. 
1363 27 November 1990, Cablegram SC21409 “Antarctic environment: SCM XI: working groups” (AAD: 89/914-3). 
1364 23 and 28 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM—WG1” (AWJ personal notes). 
1365 29 November 1990, Cablegram CE962474 “Antarctica: Australian Prime Minister’s comments” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3), 1. 
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convention and a protocol could be made as comprehensive and enforceable as Parties wished. 
In Chile, most Parties argued that the form of the instrument was subordinate to its substance 
but, during the meeting, no Parties were attracted to joining the ‘Four Powers’ in advancing the 
case for a convention. What was accepted was that ‘Agreed Measures’ would not be used 
again1366. Appendix 2 compares the cases used for and against a convention or a protocol. 

November 1990: CRAMRA’s liability rules 

Debate on the environment paused on 29 November for discussion of CRAMRA’s liability 
rules1367. Chilean lawyer Francisco Orrego Vicuña chaired the meeting1368. John Heap led off, 
recalling that in June 1988 liability rules were considered to be part of environmental 
protection. “It was now regrettable” he said, “that governments had turned from CRAMRA, 
breaking consensus” before the full picture, including liability, was known. In future, he said, 
environment protection might not have such priority and the negotiation of liability rules 
should therefore proceed1369. Rolf Andersen considered CRAMRA a strict environmental 
regime and that the liability rules were so strict as to be a disincentive to any mining. That said, 
discussing liability was now unrealistic. Germany cautioned against “taking a totally negative 
attitude to CRAMRA as it represented years of work and was the most extensive work on the 
Antarctic environment”. It suggested that Parties draw on its liability provisions for the 
environmental regime1370. Alan Brown did not wish to belittle the achievements of CRAMRA, 
and the effort on liability would not be wasted. However, Australia could not support 
discussion of it1371. Georges Duquin was more forthright: as France had no intention of 
acceding to CRAMRA, there was no point in further discussion. The USSR warned against 
leaving a legal vacuum, but now was not the time for the debate. That sentiment was echoed by 
the remaining speakers1372. It was later observed that the issue was despatched in a desultory 
discussion described as “a last attempt, subsequently proven completely fruitless, to save 
CRAMRA by expanding and reinforcing its own system of environmental safeguards”1373. 
With formalities complete, liability under CRAMRA was never revisited1374. 

With little time remaining for substantive progress, the meeting returned to comprehensive 
environmental measures. In WG1, a lively discussion developed on the environment 
instrument’s institutions and the frequency of ATCMs, issues that as a result of the Protocol 
were to make a significant change to the Treaty’s operations. Argentina confirmed its July 

                                                        
1366 Even though the new instrument would update the ‘Agreed Measures’ of 1964, for various reasons no Party advocated that the new 

instrument be in that form. M Templeton, Protecting Antarctica: the development of the Treaty System, 10-11. 
1367 This was the obligation to develop a separate liability protocol. One of the compromises reached in Paris in October 1989 had been 

that as a concession for discussing comprehensive environmental measures, there would also be a meeting “to discuss all proposals 
relating to Article 8(7)” of CRAMRA. 

1368 7 October 1991, XVI ATCM/INFO 43 “Report to the XVI Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting on the Meeting Held Pursuant to 
Recommendation XV-2” http://ats.aq/documents/ATCM16/ip/ATCM16_ip043_e.pdf (accessed 19 July 2017). 

1369 29 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM—Liability” (AWJ personal notes), 54. 
1370 29 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM—Liability” (AWJ personal notes), 55. 
1371 29 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM—Liability” (AWJ personal notes), 56. 
1372 29 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM—Liability” (AWJ personal notes), 57. 
1373 F Francioni, 50. 
1374 Note, however, that between 1993 and 2005 in an exhaustive series of meeting of legal experts, and then in ATCMs, the Parties drew 

on CRAMRA’s Article 8 principles in debating liability under the Madrid Protocol. 
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1990 hint that it might even consider a Treaty secretariat, a remarkable turnaround given its 
determined opposition to such administrative support since the need was first identified in 
1961. Many delegations supported an environmental advisory committee for the ATCM and an 
inspectorate. Burgess seemed sufficiently enthused by discussion of institutional options that 
he used this example of modernising the ATS to suggest that there was no need to invoke the 
Treaty’s review provisions1375. 

Mining was still the most sensitive political issue and it was nowhere near resolution. On 26 
November, the Chair met with selected delegation heads1376. Pinochet invited them “to speak 
their minds” but “the responses were tentative and reiterated well known positions”. They were 
willing “to seek a solution, but there were few suggestions of optimism … Japan continued to 
show it will be difficult to move”. Bohlen expressed pessimism “in light of the opening 
statements”. Speaking for the Soviet Union, Artur Chilingarov “urged that no Party take further 
action that would make an agreement more difficult”1377. The chair then passed around a non-
paper on minerals to stimulate thinking1378. It provided for a mining ban for a period of years to 
be defined, with the ban modifiable by consensus. When the ban expired, any extension of it 
would require a majority decision. If the ban were lifted, a minerals regime adopted by 
consensus would be required. Thus, the first glimmer of compromise was emerging. Informal 
discussion between delegation heads continued for a week1379. John Heap made it clear that 
although the United Kingdom did not like “the prohibition concept and preferred CRAMRA, it 
was not apparently opposed to some form of prohibition”. Japan’s Takahashi Shuhel, however, 
said he had no instructions to move beyond voluntary restraint. Alan Brown and Jean-Pierre 
Puissochet “argued firmly for a ban which could be lifted only by consensus, although a review 
could take place”. Frank Wong responded that New Zealand “had problems even with the 
concept of a review”1380.  

December 1990: square brackets 

On 30 November, the AAD’s Rex Moncur reported that the meeting would likely produce a 
single text, although 30% would be subject to disagreement and much of it “would be in square 
brackets”1381. Meanwhile, away from the floor of the meeting, another important development 
was underway. Rolf Andersen was, as a personal initiative, compiling a compromise text that 
the Parties could debate without prejudice. Andersen had led Norway’s minerals delegation 
and was well across techniques to bring Parties together in a consensus forum. Norway was 
one of the ‘Kiel 5’. Andersen was thus also well across a the advantages of a protocol, although 
                                                        
1375 29 and 30 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM—Institutions” (AWJ personal notes). 
1376 Twelve were invited including Andersen (Norway), Bohlen (United States), Brown (Australia), Chilingarov (Soviet Union), Edmar 

(Sweden), Heap (United Kingdom), Puissochet (France), Shuhel (Japan) and Wong (New Zealand). 
1377 27 November 1990, Cablegram SC21408 “Antarctica—SCM minerals issue” (AAD: 89/914-2). 
1378 A ‘non-paper’ is a printed document that is not formally part of the meeting and thus does not appear in the meeting records. It is 

intended to assist discussion, often has limited circulation and is not attributed. 
1379 5 December 1990, Cablegram SC21441 “Antarctic—SCM—minerals outcome” (AAD: 89/914-2), para 1. 
1380 5 December 1990, Cablegram SC21441 “Antarctic—SCM—minerals outcome” (AAD: 89/914-2), para 3. 
1381 30 November 1990, AAD note for file (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). Square brackets are used to capture text in a negotiating 

document while indicating that the words have not been agreed. This is in addition to the usual caveat that nothing is agreed until the 
entire document is agreed. 
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he faced the risk of not being considered open-minded if he promoted one. How he presented 
the draft would be crucial, so would the treatment of mining.  

Curtis Bohlen told Alan Brown that an acceptable outcome on minerals “will have to be 
achieved if he is to get the result of an agreement which he can take back to Washington”. 
Bohlen was seeking instructions “for a position which could be accepted by Australia and its 
partners”—for example, a protocol with a specific reference to a ‘nature reserve, land of 
science’1382. On minerals, there would be a prohibition for 30 to 40 years, with automatic 
extension by 10-year periods unless a Party objected. Ending the prohibition would require 
consensus1383. This caught Japan off-guard: it expressed surprise as “their position [had] 
reflected what they understood the US position to be”1384. Brown thought Bohlen’s proposal 
“the best we could hope for in the present climate … a later outcome may not be better”. For 
Australia, the issue was “whether Bohlen will be able to deliver the US on this”1385. 

On 1 December, Andersen’s synthesis was shown to a group of just eight. After some 
amendments, it was distributed on 3 December to all delegation heads with the caveat that it 
was “a personal paper binding on no one”. It was in the form of a protocol. Australia 
considered that “while it naturally does not go as far as we would like” it was “a considerable 
advance on the original proposals of the UK and US”. On minerals, the text included a 
seemingly simple provision, entirely within square brackets1386. It read: 

 
[ARTICLE 6. 

PROHIBITION OF MINERAL RESOURCE ACTIVITIES 

Any activities relating to mineral resources, other 
than scientific research, shall be prohibited] 

 

Puissochet spoke early, objecting to Andersen’s text purporting to replace existing proposals 
and that “there needed to be further discussion of the minerals question”. Brown argued that, as 
just another protocol proposal, it was “prejudicial to the proponents of a convention” and dealt 
inadequately with minerals, “particularly in the use of discriminatory square brackets”. It was 
the only article treated that way. Six asked that the square brackets be removed but, 
importantly, “no speaker advocated the removal of the minerals article from the paper 
altogether”. Even the United Kingdom and Japan could live with the bracketed article1387. The 
report to Canberra said “it was clear the minerals question was likely to dominate the 
remaining time of the meeting”. Heap “claimed it was too late to make progress on a 

                                                        
1382 2 December 1990, Cablegram SC21431 “Antarctica–SCM–minerals issues” (AAD: 89/914-2), paras 1-2. 
1383 2 December 1990, Cablegram SC21431 “Antarctica–SCM–minerals issues” (AAD: 89/914-2), para 2. 
1384 2 December 1990, Cablegram SC21431 “Antarctica–SCM–minerals issues” (AAD: 89/914-2), para 3. 
1385 2 December 1990, Cablegram SC21431 “Antarctica–SCM–minerals issues” (AAD: 89/914-2), para 4. 
1386 4 December 1990, Cablegram SC21437 “Antarctic environment: SCM XI: minerals” (AAD: 89/914-2), paras 1-5. 
1387 4 December 1990, Cablegram SC21437 “Antarctic environment: SCM XI: minerals” (AAD: 89/914-2), paras 6-9. 
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prohibition”. Bohlen “urged Heap to be more flexible and not to hold out hopes for the revival 
of CRAMRA”. Andersen left early, “obviously disappointed at the course of events”. Brown 
was determined: “we will of course be vigilant to preserve Australia’s position on this 
issue”1388. However, he was not convinced of success: “the minerals issue was still a very hard 
nut to crack” and, he said, “it may not be possible to resolve it at Viña del Mar”1389.  

In Parliament, in Canberra, Foreign Minister Gareth Evans regretted “that the United Kingdom, 
in particular, has failed to recognise this groundswell of national and international opinion”. He 
seemed unconcerned that it was Australia’s reneging of consensus that had precipitated the 
crisis. Turning the United Kingdom’s insistence on consensus back on itself, Evans said that 
“the Treaty System will suffer if this procedure—one of its greatest strengths—is misused to 
oppose changes which reflect these broadly emerging concerns”. He concluded optimistically 
that “it is only a matter of time before the views that we are urging will prevail”1390.  

December 1990: “a piece of Russian genius” 

It seemed that the minerals issue had been taken as far as it would go in Chile. Agreement was 
reached at a 4 December meeting of delegation heads: “after many attempts to find an 
acceptable formula it was decided to remove all the square brackets from the article in the 
heading and the operative part, but to add three dots after ‘prohibited’”. It now read: 

 
ARTICLE 6. 

PROHIBITION OF MINERAL RESOURCE ACTIVITIES 

Any activity relating to minerals resource, other 
than scientific research, shall be prohibited… 

 

The three dots allowed more to be added later. Despite the ellipsis, Alan Brown reported “the 
outcome is excellent for Australia and countries proposing a ban on mineral activities”. It 
would “be up to others to propose additions or amendments, a reversal of the situation which 
would have prevailed if the square brackets had remained”1391. It was later revealed that 
substituting the square brackets with three dots “was a piece of Russian genius that meant 
exactly the same thing as square brackets”1392. The dots prevailed. The reporting cable summed 
it up: “the Treaty nations have accepted the assumption of a prohibition of minerals 
activities”1393. According to Brown, “Australia can claim the Viña meeting has been a great 

                                                        
1388 4 December 1990, Cablegram SC21437 “Antarctic environment: SCM XI: minerals” (AAD: 89/914-2), para 10.  
1389 4 December 1990, Cablegram CE964356 “Antarctica: press release” (AAD: 89/914-2). 
1390 4 December 1990, Senate Hansard, 4869. 
1391 5 December 1990, Cablegram SC21441 “Antarctic—SCM—minerals outcome” (AAD: 89/914-2). 
1392 4 January 1990, Cablegram BO52298 “Antarctica: German views on environmental protection” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). 
1393 5 December 1990, Cablegram SC21441 “Antarctic—SCM—minerals outcome” (AAD: 89/914-2), para 5.  
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success for its policies … we sense that the UK is now moving and will not block a new 
agreement. Japan now appears to be the biggest problem”1394.  

With some relief that the three-week meeting was near the end, the formalities of adopting the 
meeting report could proceed. A final flurry occurred on the last day, 6 December, when 
discussing paragraph 20 which dealt with the contentious minerals issue1395. The issue was 
how to reflect support for a permanent ban: whether this option was preferred by ‘several’ or 
‘many’ delegations. Eventually it was agreed to settle on ‘a number of’1396. More problems 
came with the status of the existing moratorium, finally settling on Sweden’s formulation 
recognising that “the present restraint” continues1397. With report language settled, the meeting 
adopted the ‘Viña del Mar Declaration’. It referred to Antarctica as “an ecological reserve, 
devoted to peace and science” and, on mining, noted it was “generally accepted that there was 
a need for prohibiting these activities for a lengthy period”1398. The real substance of the 
meeting was attached separately: a draft protocol based on Andersen’s text1399.  

Avoiding the political problems, for three weeks WG2 had diligently attended to the other 
components of the meeting’s mandate, including reviewing and updating existing 
environmental measures. The results were presented in four appendixes to the Andersen text 
covering marine pollution; waste management; environmental impact assessment; and 
conservation of fauna and flora1400. These, too, were not immune from square brackets, 
including around whether sled dogs would need to be inoculated against various canine 
diseases. Unknown at the time, this issue was to come back and bite. All this was only the 
meeting’s interim report. SATCM XI would meet again and Spain offered to host the next 
session, in Madrid the following year.  

With the meeting over, Australia reviewed attitudes to a mining ban. In summary, of the 26 
ATCPs, ten could accept either a permanent ban or a ban lifted only by consensus1401. Six still 
held hopes for CRAMRA, but operating in parallel with an environmental instrument. The rest 
were uncommitted1402. In the space of three weeks there had been a remarkable shift1403.  

The significant shift that had occurred did not seem to satisfy ASOC. Barnes criticised 
loopholes in the Andersen text, saying that he “was disappointed that the Treaty Parties had not 

                                                        
1394 5 December 1990, Cablegram SC21441 “Antarctic—SCM—minerals outcome” (AAD: 89/914-2), para 6.  
1395 Antarctic Treaty, Interim Report of the Eleventh Antarctic Treaty Special Consultative Meeting, Viña del Mar, 19 November-6 December 

1990, 8.  
1396 6 December 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM—Plenary, SCM report” (AWJ personal notes). 
1397 8 December 1990, Cablegram SC21459 “Antarctic environment: SCM XI” (AAD: 89/914-3). 
1398 Antarctic Treaty, Interim Report of the Eleventh Antarctic Treaty Special Consultative Meeting, Viña del Mar, 19 November-6 December 

1990, 161-163.  
1399 The text was headed “Protocol to the Antarctic Treaty on Environmental Protection”, presciently close to the one eventually adopted. 

Ibid., 113-125. 
1400 ibid., 127-155. 
1401 These ten were Australia, Belgium, Finland, France, Italy, India, New Zealand, The Netherlands, Poland and Sweden. Note that this 

assessment referred only to the attitudes to mining and not to attitudes to other components of the proposed environmental regime. 
1402 These six Parties were Argentina, Chile, Japan, Republic of Korea, South Africa and the United Kingdom.  
1403 12 November 1990, “Antarctic initiative: Running sheet: Overview, as at 12 November 1990” (AAD: B13/199). 17 December 1990, 

handwritten list “DANT’s assessment of where Parties line up” (AAD: 89/914-2). 
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gathered their strength in Chile to resolve the mining issue”1404. Nevertheless, the Australians 
returned home delighted that “key points from our proposal … have been included”1405. Evans 
and Kelly proudly welcomed the reference to a mining prohibition “as an important 
achievement for Australia, France and our other supporters”1406. Others also jostled for credit: 
New Zealand hailed the result as a New Zealand victory. Foreign Minister Don McKinnon said 
that “New Zealand’s call for [a] total mining ban in Antarctica is given prominence in the 
Andersen text. The New Zealand draft protocol … was the main draft document”1407. Jose´ 
Otegui said that the meeting was “a great advance” as the Andersen text adopted Argentina’s 
preference for a protocol. He saw Japan “as the only Party somewhat outside the convergence” 
of views1408. Japan, of course, was quite able to speak for itself: while it thought “positive 
progress” had been made, it maintained “opposition to a permanent and unconditional ban on 
mining” and considered that “the entire Andersen Paper was still in square brackets”. That 
said, Japan recognised “it is becoming increasingly isolated”. Ultimately it “would be prepared 
to be flexible”1409.  

January 1991: “manoeuvring to seize the initiative” 

1991 would be an important year for Antarctica. SATCM XI would reconvene in Madrid in 
April. There would also be a Preparatory Meeting for ATCM XVI, and the ATCM itself in 
October. The latter two would be in Bonn. Germany, like other hosts, hoped for a successful 
meeting and Dietrich Granow thought that “consensus on environmental protection before the 
October ATCM was extremely important”. “If ATS members remained divided on this issue in 
October”, he said, “there was a real risk that the issue would be decisively hijacked by the 
UNCED conference”, further encouraging UN involvement in Antarctic affairs. Despite having 
“a lot of sympathy for the UK (Heap) view”, he saw Andersen’s text offering “the best 
prospects for success”. Granow predicted that Germany would swing towards an indefinite 
mining ban1410. He went on to propose an additional meeting in Bonn: a Heads of Delegation 
meeting in April on the environment1411. France would have none of this, suspecting Germany 
of manoeuvring to seize the initiative. Even though France was keen to see the debate 
concluded promptly, Charley Causeret “made it clear that France did not wish to see the 
agreement signed later in the year in Bonn”1412. Georges Duquin said that “the Germans were 
clearly out to recuperate their image, but should not be rewarded by an HOD meeting that 

                                                        
1404 7 December 1990, Paul Hunt and Alexander Smith “Chile meeting drafts plan top to protect the Antarctic” The Age, 7. 
1405 14 December 1990, DASETT brief to Minister “Outcome of Antarctic Treaty meetings in Chile, November 1990” (AAD: 89/914-2). 
1406 7 December 1990, joint press release “Antarctica: positive move towards mining ban” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). 
1407 9 December 1990 press statement, reported in: 12 December 1990, Cablegram WL42628 “New Zealand: Antarctic—meeting of Treaty 

Parties” (AAD: 89/914-3). 
1408 13 December 1990, Cablegram BA36552 “Antarctic environment: SCM XI” (AAD: 89/914-2). 
1409 31 December 1990, Cablegram TK70053 “Antarctic environment SCM XI: Japanese views” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). 
1410 4 January 1990, Cablegram BO52298 “Antarctica: German views on environmental protection” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). 
1411 4 January 1991, Cablegram CE974358 “Antarctica: meetings in April 1991” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 1). 
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could be seen as rivalling the importance of the Madrid meeting”1413. Eventually Granow’s 
idea was dropped1414. 

Meanwhile, Parties were reflecting on Viña del Mar and reviewing their approaches. France 
thought that “realistically speaking, we would probably need to accept that Andersen’s paper 
would be the negotiating text”, although Duquin thought it “important not to give up on the 
idea of a convention, but to save it as a possible concession at a later date”1415. Causeret 
considered it helpful to expand the group of ‘like-minded’ countries to secure support in case 
others sought to “win them over”. He suggested a wider group include Greece, Romania, 
Austria, Finland, Denmark and Ecuador—but not Sweden which he now saw as too close to 
New Zealand1416. Australia argued that “there would not be much point briefing the wider 
group if the position of the four co-presenting Parties was still fluid or if there were differences 
of view”. To Causeret, any differences “were more likely to emanate from the Italians”1417. In 
Australia’s view, it was important to target Sweden and New Zealand for support as both were 
“more influential in the Antarctic context than most of the Like-minded”1418. It was agreed to 
include Belgium and Italy as full partners in the initiative. Ironically, France and Australia 
were not particularly like-minded and there was even disagreement over who else was. 
Sweden’s potential participation was a sore point. Australia “had found the Swedes supportive 
and helpful”, but not France. Differences may have stemmed from personal enmity rather than 
policy: it was reported that “Edmar detests Duquin, which colours her view of the French”1419. 
Australia thought the exclusion of Sweden counter-productive, arguing that they would “not be 
able to understand why Denmark (a minor player) and Finland would be included1420. It was, 
however, optimistic to think that Norway could be brought around: “despite Andersen’s 
ostensibly ‘neutral’ role at the Viña del Mar meeting”, Norway had actually “sided with the 
minimalists”. Eventually France relented on Sweden, but too late for participation in the next 
meeting of the ‘Like-mindeds’1421.  

How to take matters forward would, of course, depend on the willingness of all the Parties to 
be flexible. New Zealand was considering what approach to take. Despite having its own 
proposal in Chile, New Zealand had kept in close contact with Australia. On the other hand, 
their “relations with the other members of the Four Power group in Viña del Mar were at times 
tense”1422. The mining issue was of particular concern as Antarctica achieved such a high 
profile domestically. Chris Beeby thought that “vastly more progress had been made than he 
anticipated” and “the Madrid meeting in April could possibly fix it”—that is, provided the 
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mining issue’s complications, including “Japan’s intransigence”, could be resolved1423. While 
New Zealand appeared even more ambitious than Australia, it was accepted that the two 
countries’ positions “are very similar, if not identical” and that “the Andersen paper provides a 
basis for advancing the binding legal instrument”. The Australian High Commission in 
Wellington proposed “to institute a round of consultations with New Zealand to see how much 
common ground exists”1424. Canberra was surprisingly unenthusiastic. DFAT replied that “it is 
something of a curiosity that we should enjoy a rather closer cooperative relationship with 
France than New Zealand … events which brought about this situation still have their legacy 
[and] we have not forgotten that at the difficult Treaty meeting in Paris in 1989, and for some 
time afterwards, New Zealand was working very actively against our position”. It added that 
“New Zealand’s conversion is still a fairly recent phenomenon”. Australia’s DFAT was also 
markedly less optimistic than New Zealand’s MFAT: “we see no prospect that the negotiations 
can be completed in Madrid in April … it is much more important to secure a rigorous regime 
than a quick solution”1425. Nevertheless, the positions were sufficiently compatible that New 
Zealand was invited to late-January’s Like-mindeds consultations1426.  

The ‘Four Powers’ met on 28 January 1991 and the ‘Like-mindeds’ the next day1427. It was 
reported that “something of a cohesive lobbying bloc is developing around the combination of 
the four prime movers and the six or seven like-mindeds”. In contrast to DFAT’s earlier 
concern about blocs forming, now it was hoped that “this bloc might gather impetus”. Equally, 
it was acknowledged that “those who either oppose our position, or are lukewarm about it, 
carry considerable weight”1428. But how minded-alike the ‘Like-mindeds’ were was moot. On 
the threshold mining issue, Greece favoured a 50-year prohibition; Italy thought that 
impossible. Finland could live with a moratorium; Denmark was not sure. New Zealand was 
welded to a permanent ban; India supported a ban reviewable after 30 years. In fact, these 
options reflected the spread of views between almost all the Parties because, by the end of 
Viña del Mar, it appeared that only Japan objected to any form of restraint1429. Given this 
diversity, Australia and France were no longer at the strictest end of the spectrum. A 30-year 
review option had been taken to Viña del Mar by the ‘Four Powers’, but now the NGOs, who 
had strongly backed the Australia/France initiative, criticised it. While noting that the Treaty 
itself relied on such a formula, ASOC’s Goldsworthy said that a 30-year review was not strong 
enough. A consensus requirement to lift a mining ban would be environmentally sound, but the 
question was really “one of public perception”. NGOs now pushed for more than 99 years1430. 
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On the nascent environmental instrument, the ‘Four Powers’ found broad agreement. By the 
end of January it was accepted that “the best approach at the Madrid meeting would be ... to 
seek to amend the Andersen text rather to come up with an new instrument”. That would not 
preclude proposing amendments and, like Australia, the French wanted “to meet the Andersen 
language at least half the time”1431. On the Article 6 mining prohibition: “our objective will be 
to eliminate the qualifying dots”—a simple objective masking the challenge of achieving it1432. 
Several areas needed more considered attention including compliance, response action, 
institutional arrangements and environmental impact assessment1433. Substantial effort was 
directed to strengthening the latter1434. On that there was common ground with New Zealand.  

A renewed trans-Tasman relationship was emerging and bilateral consultations set the scene. 
New Zealand’s Frank Wong raised two issues. One was practical—environmental impact 
assessment—which he characterised as “the whistle-blowing procedure”. The other issue was 
more political—the crucial question of mining, for which Wong proposed “a brainstorming 
session”. In his view, Japan was at one extreme arguing that CRAMRA was all that was 
needed. At the other end was New Zealand which, because of strengthening public opinion, 
was under instruction to seek a permanent prohibition (although, even on this proposition, 
Wong asked rhetorically “how permanent is permanent?”)1435. Although resolution of technical 
issues would be critical to a workable regime, nothing could be achieved without political 
agreement between all 26 ATCPs. This was still some way off.  

January 1991: the United Kingdom, United States and Uruguay are unconvinced 

The United Kingdom still hoped CRAMRA would complement an environmental instrument. 
Tristan Garel-Jones, the UK Minister responsible for Antarctic affairs, said only eight countries 
supported a total mining ban—a policy for which he now associated Australia with New 
Zealand (rather than France). He claimed that the United Kingdom’s protocol would solve the 
impasse, saying that “we are working to find a bridge between the two opposing views among 
Antarctic Treaty Parties”1436. However, any bridge would have to span much more than two 
views.  

Just within the United States there were more than two views. Tucker Scully came away from 
Viña del Mar positive: the atmosphere was “much better than at the Paris ATCM”. Others, 
however, saw the “first two weeks as being very frustrating … delegates from the UK, Japan 
and some from the US itself having been particularly inflexible”. One US delegate thought 
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“Heap had been unbelievably bad and that the Japanese did not seem to be aware that the US 
had changed its position at all”. Scully admitted that domestically “there were still some 
differences of emphasis among agencies”, a situation others described as “sharp divisions”. 
Scully conceded “there was no longer any possibility of consensus on CRAMRA [but] 
something like CRAMRA would be essential to any new consensus”. Environmentalists 
dismissed this: “Scully still yearns for CRAMRA but has been overridden by senior levels in 
State”1437. Curtis Bohlen told Australia’s John McCarthy that “public reaction … had been 
very favourable [and] the reference to prohibition, albeit followed by the three dots, had been 
especially well received”, although he (Bohlen), had been admonished that the “US delegation 
had gone too far at Viña”. Some departments (such as Interior and Energy) opposed the 
outcome, and others had differing interpretations of what Congress meant by ‘indefinite 
prohibition’. Bohlen remarked “that he had a lot more work to do to win round colleagues 
within State and the Administration [and] he was not optimistic”. Agreement to remove the 
dots seemed unlikely—the maximum US position would “probably be a 20- to 40-year 
moratorium, plus a mechanism at least as rigorous as CRAMRA”1438. 

Uruguay considered a permanent ban unrealistic: “the objective of a permanent prohibition on 
mining in the quadripartite draft convention would not achieve consensus”. He argued that the 
Treaty “needed to have some regulatory system like CRAMRA in place when Article 6 came 
up for review”1439. While this mirrored the USSR’s thinking, Sergei Karev predicted that the 
“Parties would eventually agree to the Andersen formula in Article 6”, although “the Japanese 
would be opposed”. On the other hand, Karev “thought that the Japanese would prefer to avoid 
being isolated”. He also thought that “Bohlen had exceeded instructions at Viña”1440. 

February 1991: a US non-paper intended to test reactions 

Despite internal differences, the United States sought to do its own bridge-building. On 4 
February, the United States circulated a non-paper’ intended to test reactions. It did. It set out 
what it called “the elements of a tolerable middle ground”: a binding moratorium of 20 to 40 
years; consensus to extend the moratorium; and an exemption for science. That, and the 
moratorium would be conditional on CRAMRA or its equivalent being in place when the 
moratorium expires. It believed that the “Parties should be able to coalesce around such an 
approach”1441. The failure to coalesce was swift. Australia said the paper took “us backwards 
rather than towards tolerable middle ground” because it departed from Andersen’s reference to 
a ‘prohibition’ which could only be lifted by consensus. Furthermore, minerals were treated in 
isolation from the environmental regime (of which it made no mention at all)1442. Australia 
prepared a draft response, expressing “disappointment that it seemed to represent a significant 
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retreat” from the US position in Viña del Mar, from its own legislation, and from the Andersen 
text. It noted that “the gap between Australia [and] the US, which had narrowed pre-Chile, had 
now widened again”. Australia was concerned that “we now had to be pessimistic that an 
environmental protection instrument could be concluded in Madrid in April or even this year”. 
Given it was “important that the US paper not go unchallenged”, DFAT surprisingly 
considered the response “might be too heavy handed and counter-productive”1443. However, 
the gist of it was sent to Paris, bolstering France’s response1444.  

Within days it was clear that reactions to the US paper were negative. The genesis of it was a 
factor: before its circulation there had been little inter-agency consultation—indeed, many 
agencies had not even known it existed. Some thought it was circulated because the State 
Department’s Economic Bureau was unhappy that the US position, contained in its official 
brief, had not been floated in Viña del Mar. Another view was that officials seeking stronger 
environmental protection wanted the paper circulated to confirm “that the proposal will be a 
non-starter [and] compel the Administration to look at other options”1445. US NGOs, having 
obtained the paper from Greenpeace New Zealand, revealed that Secretary of State James 
Baker had told them “there could be a case for taking a ‘second look’ at it [the minerals 
issue]”. Baker considered Antarctica “a soft environmental issue … that could be used to 
reinforce the President’s environmental credentials”. The State Department confirmed the 
paper sought “to resolve (as the Andersen text had been unable to) the impasse on minerals”. 
Ray Arnaudo challenged Australia to “find middle ground”1446. Australia chose not to react, at 
least not in writing. DFAT asked its Washington Embassy to be subtle: “anything you can do 
discreetly to expose the position in the US non-paper would be desirable … please also take 
every opportunity to make our views known to relevant congressional contacts and NGOs”1447. 
That would prove unnecessary.  

In mid-February Curtis Bohlen admitted that by circulating the non-paper he was “seeking to 
provoke the sorts of negative responses Australia and others had made, thus reinforcing his 
own view that the formula contained in the non-paper would not attract support”, indeed “only 
the UK had been somewhat sympathetic”1448. Even Japan seemed to show “room for some 
movement in their position due to fears of Japanese isolation”1449. Sweden’s Desirée Edmar 
had been blunt: the US proposal was “a long way from the middle ground”1450. Pinochet had 
predicted this in his Chair’s summary of Vinã del Mar, concluding that the compromises in the 
Andersen text would be the way forward1451. According to Georges Duquin, Bohlen 
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“acknowledged that his opponents in the Administration had gained ground in recent months” 
but, even so, Bohlen agreed that “the Andersen text should be used as the basis for 
discussion”1452. Weeks after its circulation the United States had little support. Bohlen 
confidentially passed to DFAT internal advice he had received summarising the lukewarm 
reactions: consensus was a long way off—of the 18 Parties responding, six supported a 
moratorium with a mining regime coming in at the end, and a similar number supported a ban. 
The USSR thought that “while the US proposal is obviously the best solution, given the 
unbending positions of those calling for a permanent ban, it may not be obtainable”1453. The 
non-paper was a non-starter. 

NGOs wanted to know if “the Andersen text is de facto the informal negotiating text”1454. Even 
within their own circles it was seen as a “quick and dirty protocol of the type favoured by 
Norway, USA, UK, Argentina and Chile”. In Cath Wallace’s view, by giving primacy to 
science it “reflected UK and USA politicking and is designed … to drive a wedge between 
environmentalists and scientists”. Besides, she said, the amendment provision turned a ban into 
“a back-door moratorium”1455. Despite progress in Chile, NGOs would demand even more.  

The way forward was unclear. For now, the focus was on preparations for Madrid in April. 
Given a possible call for a Treaty review conference, consensus was a high priority for many. 
The potential trigger, the 30th anniversary of the Treaty’s entry into force, was unavoidable—
23 June was ominously close. Restoring consensus would be symbolic and could defuse 
temptation for a review. But, with April just two months away, it seemed likely that 
negotiations would creep even closer to June. The potential for a symbolic act was not lost on 
the ‘Four Powers’ who were keeping an eye on options for a final meeting. Bonn would host 
the ATCM. France did not want the final meeting held there, Jean-Maurice Ripert asking “why 
should the Germans get the credit for the environment initiative?”. He thought “that Australia 
might still have a good prospect … Australia’s role in developing an environment treaty would 
have to be acknowledged”. With some understatement, Australia demurred as it was “not 
wholly popular given the stand we had taken on CRAMRA”. Resurrecting Jacques Cousteau’s 
‘Wellington Convention’ idea, Australia suggested that New Zealand “would have a certain 
claim given the CRAMRA history”1456. New Zealand likewise demurred. Chris Beeby 
“volunteered that New Zealand was not interested in hosting a session, having had its fingers 
burnt in the minerals negotiations”. Nevertheless, he was optimistic the work “could be 
finished with one more meeting”. Apart from the imminent 30th anniversary in 1991, it was 
desirable “to get this matter out of the way well before UNCED in 1992”1457. This was 
understandable because of the growing external doubt about whether the Treaty was actually 
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capable of protecting the environment. UNCED Secretary General Maurice Strong had 
requested information from the Treaty Parties on their intentions as Malaysia was arguing that 
in UNCED “Antarctic matters would need to be covered in view of the importance of 
Antarctica to the global environment”1458. Failure to respond convincingly ran the risk of UN 
intervention. In parallel were alarming prospects of Pakistan mounting an Antarctic 
expedition1459. Four months later the United States, as Depositary Government, was still 
drafting a reply to Strong, uncertain about what could eventually be achieved1460.  

March 1991: personality factors 

As April drew near, Australia strengthened collaboration with New Zealand which was 
“thinking along similar lines to the Four Powers … past difficulties are now behind us”. On 
minerals, Australia argued that the Andersen text’s Article 6 need only to conclude with a full 
stop1461. Australia could, however, live with a review amendable by consensus. It could not 
accept any form of moratorium. New Zealand was prepared to consider a 30-year prohibition 
with rolling 10-year extensions. On mining, Australia and New Zealand were now close1462. 
New Zealand was not, however, close enough to make ‘Four Powers’ five. Nevertheless, it was 
invited into the ‘Like-mindeds’.  

The ‘Four Powers’ and ‘Like-mindeds’ would consult in Rome in March. Australia proposed 
including Sweden, noting that “Sweden was reportedly very disappointed not to have been 
invited to the Paris meeting”. Georges Duquin replied that France’s reluctance was because of 
“Sweden’s lack of support for the 4-Power position … he hoped that Sweden would henceforth 
adopt a more positive and supportive approach”1463. This seemed a rather odd way to 
encourage support, especially as Sweden was already sympathetic and had been for some time. 
In retrospect, French hesitation about Sweden now appears misguided. It had been clear 
throughout 1990 that Sweden wanted to be helpful to Australia and France. It is possible that 
France had misread this and had allowed personal factors to get in the way. Engaging Sweden 
would have made tactical sense—it was the first Party that had actually signed CRAMRA to 
become sympathetic to an environmental alternative (ahead of New Zealand). Including 
Sweden might have influenced other CRAMRA signatories. Desirée Edmar may well have 
been mystified by French hesitation because “she had received a letter from Lyn Goldsworthy 
thanking her delegation for its strong environmental position in Viña del Mar”. France relented 
and Edmar was “very happy to be invited” to the ‘Like-mindeds’1464. This, however, was not 
for inclusion within the ‘Four Powers’, a suggestion again raised unsuccessfully on the eve of 
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the Madrid meeting1465. Italy’s Gerardo Carante proposed inviting The Netherlands as “he 
sensed that the Dutch position was actually very close”. French opposition, he thought, 
“reflected a personality clash rather than any point of substance”1466.  

Jean-Pierre Puissochet later admitted that personality issues had influenced French attitudes. 
Such factors probably explain Australia’s view that Puissochet’s “attendance at both the Rome 
and Madrid meetings will be a great asset given his moderate and pragmatic approach”. It was 
reported that, for the first time, there was “a complete convergence of views between Australia 
and France with respect to the March and April meetings”1467. This assessment was a little 
premature. On the crucial mining issue France insisted on a prohibition reviewable after 50 
years and with amendment by consensus. France “would not die in a ditch if this was reduced 
to 30-40 years”. Australia reflected once more: “the French are possibly more prepared than us 
at this stage to discuss possible fall-back positions”1468. Australia was standing firm. Back in 
Canberra the Senate had, after a long delay, just passed the Antarctic Mining Prohibition Act 
1991 with bipartisan support. It was fine symbolism but, with nine months since its conception, 
rather too late for much impact. In fact, it could backfire: in Paris, Charley Causeret warned 
that “some other ATPs might wish to take up the baton again on the ground that the Australian 
legislation was not consistent with Article IV of the Antarctic Treaty”1469. 

In the lead-up to April’s meeting, ‘Four Powers’ cohesion would be crucial. Surprisingly, that 
could not be assumed. Italy, as host of the 25 March consultations in Rome, proposed a new 
‘Master Text’ which departed significantly from the “agreement reached in Paris that we would 
work from the Andersen text”. In an inexplicable diversion from the ‘Four Powers’ position, 
Italy’s rewrite of Article 6 was tantamount to a moratorium: a fixed duration mining ban with a 
mandatory review conference. Australia, “surprised and concerned”, rejected it, insisting it not 
be circulated “to the Like-mindeds or any other Party outside the 4P group”1470. France agreed. 
Causeret said “the Italian proposal was unacceptable both from a substantive and tactical point 
of view”. Italy argued it would “catch the public’s imagination”. Causeret considered “it was 
crucial that there be a unified 4-Power position” and it was necessary to “bring the Italians into 
line”1471. France and Italy could, however, agree on some improvements to the Andersen text, 
in particular on environmental impact assessment and liability where Australia’s proposals 
were “too detailed”1472. Belgium also proposed its own problematic amendments1473. 
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Meanwhile, recognising Rolf Andersen’s “experience, common sense and skill”, France 
approached Norway to release Andersen to “resume his arbitral/drafting role” in Madrid1474.  

The ‘Four Powers’ agreed to circulate amendments to the Andersen text in the form of a non-
paper. It was described as a “compromise text” although “some drafting sloppiness has 
inevitably crept in, and the time constraints of the discussions in Rome precluded fixing any 
but the most basic or obvious inconsistencies”. The form of instrument was studiously avoided 
as progress would be based inevitably on the Andersen text1475. It was agreed that the Article 6 
mining prohibition required only the removal of the three dots. Even on this Gerardo Carante 
was reluctant, arguing there was no point “making a proposal that had no prospect of being 
accepted”. Alarmed, Burgess reported “Italy’s readiness to give ground on the mining 
prohibition and its apparent lack of understanding of the implications of its amendment was the 
most worrying aspect of the two-day consultations and does not bode well”. Duquin also 
argued against Italy’s proposals, but “on the grounds of tactics rather than substance”1476.  

March 1991: “a curious mixture of politics, penguins and speculation” 

As well as keeping the ‘Four Powers’ united, equally important was keeping the ‘Like-
mindeds’ on-side. Greece, Denmark and Finland stressed “their unwillingness to lend full 
support to 4P activities if not kept fully and frankly briefed”1477. A number of the ‘Like-
mindeds’ “complained about feeling like second class citizens”1478. Accordingly, a meeting of 
the ‘Like-mindeds’ was convened in Rome on 26 March and the ‘Four Powers’ reported 
progress. Apart from its wayward proposal on mining, Italy had also unilaterally invited Chile 
and Peru. This was odd because Australia had just alerted its partners that Chile wanted to 
“wind back the progress on the minerals question” and that Pinochet had “failed to grasp that 
we and many others cannot accept any explicit or implicit moratorium”1479. Chile did, 
however, launch its proposal to have “peace added to nature and science as leading values in 
Antarctica”. The ‘Like-mindeds’ exchanged views “on what was known of changes in the 
positions of other countries, including the United Kingdom”1480. This was important to know.  

On the basis of “Whitehall sources”, media reports postulated a review of the UK position. The 
FCO’s Michael Richardson considered such reporting “a curious mixture of politics, penguins 
and speculation” as “no statement has been made”1481. While not prepared to reveal what was 
happening, Richardson would have known that a review, of sorts, was underway. Meanwhile, 
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NGOs speculated the United Kingdom would “accept a 20-40 year moratorium on mining”—a 
position environmentalists would emphatically reject1482. For the time being, media and NGOs 
would have to be patient. 

Patience was also needed on US thinking in the lead up to Madrid. On 5 March, the House 
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Subcommittee of Congress sought clarification on 
Administration views. Curtis Bohlen acknowledged that “although the Parties remain far apart 
on the minerals issue, there appears to be a universal determination to find a workable 
compromise”1483. He was probed on why the United States was pursuing a 20 to 40-year 
moratorium rather than the Conte Bill’s mining prohibition. He was also quizzed on 
distinctions between a ‘permanent ban’, ‘indefinite prohibition’ and ‘moratorium’. Bohlen 
accepted that “the death of CRAMRA had been evident for some time [but] the Administration 
felt it more prudent to keep all options open rather than to prohibit mining forever”. Bohlen’s 
testimony was reported as “somewhat more cautious than he had made at previous hearings 
and at Viña”, although attracting Congressional questioning “could also have helped him deal 
more forcefully with those agencies opposing a more flexible US negotiating position”1484.  

Flexibility was necessary as two things were clear. Firstly, Congressional pressure was 
increasing. Sixteen Senators had written to the President expressing “grave concern” that the 
United States was shifting from the Conte Bill ban and, secondly, there was disappointment 
that the US delegation had been instructed to push only for a moratorium of some 20 to 40 
years1485. Tucker Scully was ready to point the finger, saying that “but for the failure of 
Australia and France to show any willingness to compromise on the minerals issue, or to delink 
it from comprehensive environmental measures, a consensus could indeed be reached”. 
Nevertheless, the United States was “not prepared to dismiss the possibility of reaching 
agreement” in 19911486. To reach consensus, any US flexibility would have to be matched by 
compromises from others. 

March 1991: the Treaty could “collapse in chaos” 

Meanwhile, the United Kingdom had reviewed its position and NGOs were told first. Tristan 
Garel-Jones, the Minister responsible for Antarctic affairs, said that “the UK is now proposing 
a moratorium [in] a genuine desire to seek compromise”. British leadership, he said, “would 
remove the threat to the Antarctic Treaty System and enable a return to consensus”. His media 
release asserted, rather boldly, that the British “were founders of the Antarctic Treaty which 
had provided the framework of consensus over the past thirty years”1487. In a letter to 
Parliamentary colleagues, Garel-Jones said that “only 8 out of 26 Parties” supported a mining 
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ban and that “consensus will only lie in the middle ground”. That middle ground would be a 
moratorium that could end with “measures to avoid a legal vacuum on minerals”1488. NGOs 
reported UK fears that the Treaty could “collapse in chaos”. A moratorium would be “lengthy 
or substantial”, but the length “would depend on where consensus can be found”. John Heap, 
one of four FCO officials present at the NGO briefing, was “asked by the Minister if he wanted 
to add anything, said no, and then proceeded to add a great deal”. “The UK’s preferred position 
was support for CRAMRA”, Heap said, “but that this was not at present a sellable 
commodity”. On whether a moratorium might be as short as 20 years “the Minister refused to 
answer”. NGOs were told that “the position adopted by Australia and New Zealand [was] not 
honourable [and] based on short-term political considerations”1489. This was the second time 
that Garel-Jones had associated Australia with New Zealand rather than France. NGOs were 
not convinced there was a real change in policy. Richardson said the proposal was “a genuine 
attempt to achieve consensus … Britain now recognised that the minerals convention could not 
achieve consensus but felt the same applied to the Australian/French proposal”. He left open 
the moratorium’s duration—what was required was a mechanism “which would 
unambiguously show what needed to done either to end or extend the moratorium”. Labour 
Opposition spokesperson George Foulkes was equally not convinced—a moratorium 
“requiring consensus to extend it … would be unacceptable”1490.  

On 26 March, UK Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd wrote to Gareth Evans putting the case for 
a moratorium. Attached to his letter were replacement words for Andersen’s Article 6, and an 
annex detailing provisions to implement the moratorium1491. Australia considered that it “still 
contains some significant unacceptable elements” because the proposal assumed that mining 
was inevitable and kept CRAMRA alive with a moratorium under perpetual review. Australia 
was adamant a fixed term moratorium, even with a review, “would not attract consensus”1492. 
Evans’s reply to Hurd rejected the UK position politely, but firmly1493. The FCO had briefed 
UK media that Australia’s mineral wealth was “a selfish factor behind [its] decision to oppose 
Antarctic mining”: the fact there were no prospects of consensus on CRAMRA, or a total 
mining ban, “does not appear to have been registered by Australians”1494. 

There had been a shift. The United Kingdom was dropping its insistence on CRAMRA, 
essentially moving to the US-inspired fixed term moratorium, followed by a new mining 
regime. Australia dismissed the UK position as a feeble compromise. Sweden considered the 
move “a tactical one to reduce its isolation and to seek reciprocal ‘concessions’ from the 
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supporters of the Australian/French approach”1495. New Zealand and Poland could not support 
it1496. Brazil now decided to support a prohibition, Henrique Valle saying that the UK position 
did not “represent the middle ground [or] a significant advance on British thinking”1497.  

Then scientists took a stand, some using their reputations to support the push for a world 
park1498. Prominent UK physicist Joe Farman called for a mining ban, saying “save Antarctica 
now, while we still have a chance”1499. By the Madrid meeting, 300 UK scientists had signed a 
petition urging a permanent ban1500. However, scientists were not homogenous. SCAR 
President Richard Laws weighed in again, saying that “one day we will come to regret 
rejection” of CRAMRA and “blame for the wrecking of the convention lies with a number of 
vociferous, well-financed environmentalist groups”. Laws dismissed human sewage as 
negligible compared to the faeces from birds and seals1501. Whether this was relevant did not 
matter—more significant was his political activism. Laws later went on to bemoan ASOC for 
promoting a regime “which would conflict with the needs of science” and belittling scientists 
in its media campaign1502. Despite his assertion of SCAR as “a non-political organisation”, 
Laws’ contribution symbolised the solidifying politicisation of SCAR and helped reinforce 
perceptions of Anglo-centrism in many aspects of Antarctic science and environment policy. 
Environmentalists responded to Laws by demanding a permanent mining ban, reviewable after 
100 years, and requiring consensus to lift1503. In compromise (or escalation), ASOC later 
shifted its demand to a 999-year ban, reviewable after 200 years1504. 

April 1991: “a return to consensus in any form” 

New Zealand was optimistic. Frank Wong anticipated “the Madrid meeting would bring a lot 
of work to fruition [and] there could then be another session later in the year to bring 
everything together”1505. Spain studiously avoided the mining issue—it wanted a diplomatic 
success and, as host, it “would play a neutral role”1506. José Candela considered a seven-day 
session sufficient because “if the will was lacking, agreement would not be reached no matter 
how long the meeting”1507. Host neutrality was, however, expressed in odd ways. Candela 
observed that “New Zealand had now firmly aligned itself with the Four” and appeared 
concerned that the ‘Four Powers’ might attract even more support. “A sudden shown of 
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strength en bloc”, he said, “could be a bad tactical move that would encourage those with 
different views to adopt more rigidly-opposed positions, and this could jeopardise any chance 
of real progress”1508. He did not, however, discourage any growth in support for the ‘Four 
Powers’ opponents. Three weeks later it was clear why—Spain argued a mining ban was “an 
unrealistic goal” and urged “further concessions by the Four”. Spain’s objective was a return to 
consensus in any form. This was acerbically dismissed by AAD Director Rex Moncur who 
observed Spain now “sounds like UK”. This was fair comment: it was later revealed that 
Spanish officials “felt able to support the British position”. Candela was urging “all 
participants in the Madrid meeting to work towards a consensus on a text even if it was 
imperfect, as this would be better than no text at all”1509. 

As the April 1991 Madrid meeting approached, Australian officials were briefing Ministers. 
On mining it was proposed to run with Andersen’s Article 6, replacing the ellipsis with a full 
stop. The prohibition could be lifted only by consensus, with a review possible after 60 years. 
This stance had been informed by environmentalists: “off the record Greenpeace would not 
object strongly to 60 years” and “provision for a review conference [was] both a barrier to and 
a possible catalyst for mining”. These were not the only issues. Within the ‘Four Powers’ there 
were differences over the instrument’s area of application (with its implications for seafloor 
mining), liability, and the practicalities of environmental assessment. There were also 
disagreements with France which advocated “brevity at the expense of clarity … running the 
risk of playing into the hands of the minimalists”. While “some Like-mindeds may prove 
helpful on issues where the Four Powers have internal differences … the cohesion and 
potential long-term usefulness to us of the Like-mindeds will be tested”. It would be “a 
difficult meeting” in Madrid: “the US, UK and Japan constitute the weighty opposition to the 
Four Powers”, in part because “the new US and UK positions, regressive and superficially 
progressive respectively … are very close”. DFAT assessed that “the Treaty System can cope 
with another strained meeting or two, but that there will be a lot of pressure to have the 
negotiation concluded before UNCED in June 1992”1510. Australian officials predicted “a 
series of very tough meetings”1511.  

Collaboration between the ‘Four Powers’ continued, but not without hiccoughs. Just as they 
launched their representations it was realised that Italy had circulated an incorrect version of 
the ‘Four Powers’ paper. Alarmingly, the error was misleading on mining, and it had been sent 
to the wrong Parties. All DFAT could do was regret “the confusion which had arisen over the 
planned representations” and issue revised instructions to its diplomatic posts. This was a 
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particularly frustrating confusion given that it was “the last opportunity for discussion with 
Antarctic contacts before they leave for the Bonn and Madrid meetings”1512.  

April 1991: “his interlocutors had gone white” 

Despite the ‘Four Powers’ fumble, Tucker Scully’s 8 April 1991 response was forward-
looking. “Minerals would remain a difficult issue”, he thought, but there should still be “an 
opportunity to discuss minerals qua minerals”. In addition, there were practical matters to 
consider including mechanisms to address future needs as “the US was already looking at 
potential subjects for new annexes”. The United States did not have its own paper, confining 
itself to ideas for the instrument’s annexes. Scully made it clear that Viña del Mar’s ‘Five 
Powers’ (Argentina, Norway, the United Kingdom, the United States and Uruguay) were not 
caucusing and that advancing the environmental instrument was important as “there were many 
other fora eager to take up the issue [and] the time to reach agreement was not unlimited”1513. 
Scully was concerned that DFAT had low expectations in Madrid and that as negotiations 
“were likely to continue for two or three further meetings [it was] unhelpful to start the 
meeting from a position that substantive progress was not likely”. While accepting CRAMRA 
had no future, Scully reiterated “a permanent ban would not attract consensus”. In his view, a 
minerals regime would be needed to avoid a legal vacuum and that “a better approach would 
be to remove Article 6 altogether, to de-link minerals from the environment regime and to deal 
with it separately”1514. He also dismissed suggestions that he was “at odds with Congressional 
views” and ignored the 25 March letter to President Bush from the 16 Senators. Such 
developments simply reflected NGO lobbying and “were not binding on the Administration … 
whose negotiating mandate for international treaties derived exclusively from the Executive 
Power”. In the view of DFAT officials, Scully’s views “were neither novel nor surprising” 
reflecting, as they did, the “harder line US agencies (Interior, Energy and the National Science 
Foundation)”1515. Whether they were also Bohlen’s remained to be seen.  

On 15 April, Bohlen advised DFAT’s John McCarthy that he had sent Secretary of State James 
Baker a State Department submission with two options: a 20 to 40-year moratorium, followed 
by a CRAMRA equivalent; or a prohibition amendable by less than consensus. Most agencies 
supported the former; Bohlen and the EPA the latter. Bohlen said that his opponents “had 
argued for a hard line partly on the basis that France and Australia had shown no disposition to 
shift”. McCarthy replied that Australia had little room to move—a change in attitude would 
require “major shifts in the position taken by the US, the British and others”. Bohlen 
acknowledged that support for Australia had grown. According to McCarthy, “Bohlen did not 
think much of the latest British proposal” and then added some interesting insights. EPA 
Administrator William Reilly had put it to UK Environment Minister Michael Heseltine that he 
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hoped “the American position on mining in Antarctic would improve”. Alarmed at this, John 
Heap sought reassurance from Tucker Scully and was advised that “there would be no change 
in the US position”. McCarthy suggested that “the British must be apprehensive at being 
exposed in the event that the US shifted”. Bohlen agreed, remarking that while in Geneva he 
had similarly speculated about the US position to an FCO official, “at which his interlocutor 
had ‘gone white’”. He had also learned of internal differences within the United Kingdom and 
that “the Environment Ministry favoured a 75-year moratorium”. Bohlen hinted “it would be 
helpful” if the ‘Four Powers’ and New Zealand “could move a bit”1516. Baker did not, however, 
consider the State Department submission before departing for the Middle East, leaving US 
policy as it had been in Viña del Mar. There was resentment within the State Department that 
the ‘Four Powers’ and New Zealand had only hardened their positions. Bohlen, however, was 
sanguine that “a stalemate on minerals at Madrid might be what was necessary to force clearer 
heads to look more closely at what alternative might be acceptable”1517. 

April 1991: the difference was “largely psychological” 

Other Parties’ views were also reported to Canberra. Not all were encouraging. The USSR 
supported a mining prohibition in principle, “subject to eventual review”. Sergei Karev, 
“customarily cautious in his comments”, wanted to avoid “endangering in any way the ATS, 
but the approach presently being taken was one the Soviet Union could accommodate”1518. 
However, Poland was backsliding, possibly because “the British had been in three days earlier 
to make representations”, the second visit within a week. While sympathetic, Janus Mickiewicz 
now considered “the difference between a fixed-term moratorium and a complete prohibition at 
this stage was largely psychological”, instantly putting at risk Poland’s membership of the 
‘Like-mindeds’1519. India, too, was now only like-minded to the extent of accepting the need 
for an environment instrument. It would support a moratorium because, in Thettalil 
Sreenivasan’s view, the United States and the United Kingdom would prevail: even if “India 
would not be the last to stand in the way of a ban … they were in sympathy with the UK 
approach”1520. Although India’s position was open to question until after their May 1991 
election, it confirmed DFAT’s view that “India continues to be highly erratic”, a reference to 
India’s vacillation since June 19891521.  

In Beijing, China’s Sun Lin spoke with “guarded optimism” that the ‘Four Powers’ paper 
would help consensus. He was even more guarded on China’s position which was “still in the 
process of elaboration, and it would not be appropriate at this stage for him to speak”1522. South 
Korea supported only a moratorium1523. Germany’s position would be important as Bonn was 
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hosting two meetings in 1991: the April Preparatory Meeting and October’s Sixteenth ATCM. 
As host, Germany was “reluctant to get out in front and make waves”. Being realistic, Dietrich 
Granow thought that Japan, the United States and the United Kingdom would block the ‘Four 
Powers’. On the other hand, Germany could consider “a full ban on mining for the next 
decades” (well, for 30 years)1524. However, he was contradicted by a 16 April statement from 
Economics Minister Jürgen Möllemann supporting “a ban on mining in Antarctica in the 
forthcoming negotiations of the so-called Consultative States”1525. The statement came as a 
complete surprise to Granow. Even NGOs were sceptical, reserving their judgement pending 
German clarification1526.  

April 1991: stung by Japan’s move 

Granow considered Japan implacable, but this is precisely where the unexpected occurred. On 
9 April Japan had for the first time flagged a possible review of its attitude, even a “prohibition 
of mineral resources activity for an indefinite period of time”. Wanting an early return to 
consensus, its delegation “would have a mandate with enough flexibility to be able to support 
the position which had the largest possible international support”1527. One week later, Canberra 
received a cablegram from the Tokyo Embassy with important news: “the Japanese are now 
prepared to support a prohibition on minerals as per the amended four country text”. “The main 
reason for this about-face”, it explained, “was the Japanese fear of international isolation”1528. 
This was a stunning development, revealed during the Preparatory Meeting, and on the eve of 
the Madrid session. CRAMRA’s supporters were stung by Japan’s move1529. 

While ATCM issues were the focus in Bonn, environmental activists dressed as penguins 
demonstrated outside. Inside there were inevitable exchanges on how the environment debate 
would progress in Madrid when SATCM XI reconvened1530. On 18 April, Australia’s 
delegation reported “increasing acceptance of a prohibition on mining”. Notably, no-one was 
arguing for a ‘moratorium’, as it was not a “battle [its] proponents wish to fight seriously”. 
When it was privately put to John Heap that a move was on towards a prohibition, he 
“accepted that and said that it would not be in the British Antarctic Treaty tradition to become 
isolated”1531. Attention instead turned to the need for a minerals regime if a prohibition were to 
be removed, as well as the mechanism of any review: consensus or qualified majority. There 
was also “talk about not wanting to negotiate another unratifiable instrument”. Australia “kept 
in close contact with the French”, held a ‘Four Powers’ meeting, and convened the ‘Like-

                                                        
1524 10 April 1991, Cablegram BO53504 “Antarctica: SCM XI—Four country representations” (NAA: B1387 90/888 PART 3). 
1525 16 April 1991, Cablegram BO53602 “Antarctica: SCM XI Madrid, 22-30 April German position on minerals” (NAA: B1387 1991/55 
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1526 17 April 1991, Cablegram BO53601 “Antarctica: SCM XI Madrid, 22-30 April—German position on minerals” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 
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1528 16 April 1991, Cablegram TK71138 “Antarctica: ATCP XVI PrepCom, Bonn, 15-19 April—Japanese views” (NAA: B1387 90/888 PART 

3). 
1529 A Jackson and P Boyce, 264. 
1530 15 to 18 April 1991, author’s handwritten notes “ATCM XVI Prep” (AWJ personal notes). 
1531 18 April 1991, Cablegram BO53618 “Antarctic: environmental protection negotiations” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 2), para 7.  
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mindeds’. The delegation lamented “the tendency of the French to react negatively to the 
participation of particular countries”, glumly predicting that France “combined with the erratic 
behaviour of the Italians will give us at least as many problems in Madrid as those who oppose 
us on the floor”. Nevertheless, it optimistically concluded that, despite some way to go, “we 
can be very satisfied that we are winning the major debate on principle”1532.  

April 1991: Australia risked becoming isolated 

The optimism was premature. The following day, the US Embassy in Canberra handed DFAT 
a ‘Reiteration of US Position on Antarctic Minerals’. It was “prepared to be flexible so as to 
achieve consensus on a position between the two extremes of a permanent ban on mineral 
activities and the entry into force of CRAMRA”. It re-stated the case for a fixed term 
prohibition that can be extended (rather than lifted) by consensus; safeguards to ensure that 
minerals activities do not take place under the guise of research; and a means, such as 
CRAMRA, to avoid a legal vacuum if the prohibition were lifted. It was essentially a re-run of 
the 4 February position. However, with several Parties’ shifting, it was no longer portrayed as 
the ‘tolerable middle ground’, probably because it was not. As the US position in October 1989 
was CRAMRA’s immediate entry into force, the paper was presented as a significant shift. It 
was blunt: “the USG sees no reason to alter its present position while others adhere rigidly to 
their original positions … the flexibility we have shown needs to be matched by those 
proposing a permanent ban”1533. Delegations had left Bonn with a possible compromise taking 
shape. The latest US ultimatum had just created a cloud of doubt about what might be possible.  

Australia went to Madrid with a strong delegation carrying a detailed brief, albeit hastily-
prepared1534. By Australia’s count, 16 of the 39 Treaty Parties supported the environmental 
initiative, although that support was inconsistent1535. Despite those odds, the Delegation’s 
briefing was bullish. The objectives were “to hold the Four Powers and as many Like-mindeds 
as possible” to the Andersen formula for a prohibition on mining, hinting that some of them 
might not follow. It added that “we now go for a 60-year review period”, neatly vindicating the 
US complaint that Australia’s position had hardened. In addition, the delegation would 
“oppose any moves to remove the minerals question from the instrument”. Furthermore, 
despite basing discussion on the Andersen text, Australia would not be “conceding on form 
(Protocol versus Convention)”. After minerals, Australia’s major objective was effective 
environmental impact assessment procedures but, with a pre-occupation on minerals, it would 

                                                        
1532 18 April 1991, Cablegram BO53618 “Antarctic: environmental protection negotiations” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 2), paras 8-10. 
1533 Reproduced in: 19 April 1991, Cablegram CH620593 “Antarctica—SCM XI—Second session—US position” (NAA: B1387 1991/55 

PART 1). The paper was circulated in Madrid on 22 May 1991 as: XI ATSCM/2/INFO.1 “Position of the United States in the issue of 
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1534 DFAT sent three officers, the AAD two, A-G’s one, and ASOC one. See: April 1991, Brief, “Antarctic Treaty Special Consultative 
Meeting XI, Second Session, 22-30 April 1991” (AAD: B13/199). 

1535 The count of 16 was not reliable: it included The Netherlands who, in Madrid, were excluded from the ‘Like-mindeds’, but did not 
include Germany which had been invited to join. It also included India, despite the earlier view that they should not be—in Madrid, 
doubt was removed when they were invited to participate again. See: 23 April 1991, Cablegram MA26828 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Second 
Session, Madrid, 22-30 April—Report No 1” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 1). Whichever way it was counted, the support group was in the 
minority. Twelve of the 16 were ATCPs. 
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“avoid any commitment to finalise the instrument this year”. The delegation was also 
instructed to consult Canberra if any likely advantage appeared in shifting from these positions, 
or if Australia risked becoming isolated1536.  

April 1991: SATCM XI second session, Madrid 

The ‘Four Powers’ met in Madrid on Sunday 21 April 1991. They seemed united on minerals 
and buoyed by movement towards a prohibition: “we should feel under no pressure to modify 
our stance”. While the “apparent hardening of the US position on the eve of the meeting was 
disappointing … it would be difficult for them to sustain given the trend in our direction and 
the lack of unity within the US”. Australia saw no need to rush the negotiations, but not France 
which thought the “ATS would suffer from further protracted discussions”1537. France was 
more prepared than Australia “to examine possible concessions or fall-back positions in order 
to conclude an agreement while the tide of public and government opinion is running in our 
favour”1538. This was not the only difference: “the rigour of our proposals” for environmental 
assessment “was too much for many, including some of the Like-minded”1539.  

That afternoon, delegation heads met for the first time, but without the NCPs who were “rather 
insensitively and unnecessarily excluded”1540. There was a further surprise: Japan, now a 
crucial player, had not been at the delegation heads’ meeting. The two Working Groups were 
settled, as well as a coordination role for Oscar Pinochet (Chile’s chair in Viña del Mar), 
whose “precise role (if any) is unclear”, but done as “a face-saving device to avoid his chairing 
the [second] session”1541. At the end of the meeting, Curtis Bohlen restated the demands of the 
19 April US démarche. The United States would not move “in the absence from movement 
from the other side”, noting that “two other countries are unlikely to want to make progress in 
Madrid”1542. Jean-Pierre Puissochet disagreed with that characterisation of positions; Pinochet 
appealed for a “quick resolution of differences”; and Spain closed the session. According to 
John McCarthy, the US statement “did not go down well”1543.  

Over breakfast next day the Australian delegation reviewed the situation. So far there had been 
no surprises: matters of substance would be handled openly, not in closed discussions—an 
unrealistic proposition as it turned out. The delegation could not be complacent: Bohlen had 
made it clear that the United States would target Australia in particular1544. Later that morning, 
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22 April 1991, the second session of SATCM XI opened at Madrid’s Palacio de Congresos. On 
the table were Rolf Andersen’s Viña del Mar text and the ‘Four Powers’ suggested 
amendments to it1545. There were eight other proposals, including three competing papers from 
Parties seeking to play a role as broker (Chile, Japan and The Netherlands). 

It was agreed to proceed by examining Andersen’s text article-by-article. Working Group 1 
(WG1) would deal with the head instrument and Working Group 2 (WG2) its four 
‘appendixes’1546. WG1 (with Germany’s Dietrich Granow back in the chair), tackled the most 
sensitive issues, including minerals, the most sensitive of all. It was therefore odd that, having 
agreed to work seriatim, the United Kingdom requested that the Article 6 mining prohibition 
be addressed the following day “for personal reasons”—this was because Acting Head of 
Delegation, Adrian Beamish, would have to leave early. Minerals would, however, not be 
dispatched so efficiently. The first flurry was over Article 1’s designation of Antarctica. Here 
the ‘Four Powers’ strongly supported the Andersen formulation of “a natural reserve, devoted 
to science”. Italy would “accept nothing else”. On the other hand Chile, ostensibly a ‘Like-
minded’, argued for an “ecological reserve devoted to science and other peaceful activities”—
sidestepping whether mining is peaceful. Peru insisted on either ‘science and peace’ together, 
or neither. The United Kingdom argued that no designation was required. Trying to be helpful, 
Martin Holdgate (again representing the IUCN) stepped in to assert that as the IUCN was 
expert in such designations it should decide the matter. No Party responded to the offer1547.  

22 April 1991: hard and uncompromising 

Round Two tackled Article 2 and 22 April’s afternoon session ended with environmental 
principles intact. Australia seemed pleased by the “energetic start”1548. However, ‘energetic’ 
did not mean harmonious. There had been “considerable corridor activity on mining”. John 
McCarthy reported that the United States and the United Kingdom “remain hard and, for the 
moment, uncompromising”. Curtis Bohlen revealed “a view in Washington that because he had 
been soft on this issue, particularly at Viña, other countries are changing tack away from the 
US”. He was therefore instructed to “make no concessions unless something significant is 
received from the other side”. The only viable compromise, he said, was “a prohibition which 
is changeable by a qualified majority (say ⅘)”. In the corridors there were “suggestions that 
the Four should be more flexible”. Alarmingly for Australia, such comments were “also 
coming from some of the Like-mindeds”. McCarthy did not see Australia “as having much 
flexibility”, nor did the French. Italy, however, was “somewhat unpredictable and talked too 
readily about possible compromises”. Germany favoured a permanent ban, but one of its 

                                                        
1545 XI ATSCM/8 “Proposed Protocol to the Antarctic Treaty on Environmental Protection” reproduced in: Antarctic Treaty, Interim Report of 

the Eleventh Antarctic Treaty Special Consultative Meeting, Viña del Mar, 19 November-6 December 1990, 113-125. 
XI/ATSCM/2/WP.2 “International Instrument Supplementing the Antarctic Treaty and Establishing a Comprehensive Regime for the 
Protection of the Environment” (AAD: 91/910-2). 

1546 The appendixes were: I. Marine pollution; II. Waste disposal and waste management; III. Environmental impact assessment 
procedures; and IV. Conservation of Antarctic fauna and flora. These were later put in a new sequence, re-named and called annexes. 

1547 22 April 1991, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM (Session II)” (AWJ personal notes), 2-7.  
1548 23 April 1991, Cablegram MA26828 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Second Session, Madrid, 22-30 April—Report No 1” (NAA: B1387 91/32 
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delegates was “talking openly about the need for flexibility”. Picking up on such chatter, 
NGOs insisted on no flexibility. In that evening’s ‘Four Powers’ meeting “there was general 
agreement that we should stick to our guns”. McCarthy summed it up: “things are going our 
way but opposition, while not extensive, is strong given the US position”1549. 

Next day, WG1 breezed through articles about the instrument’s relationship with other parts of 
the ATS and cooperation between Parties. Differences were slight and could be resolved in a 
drafting group. The United States, however, was reluctant, wanting a better picture of the 
overall instrument first. This view was immediately echoed by the United Kingdom. Australia 
argued that drafting could begin and adjustments made later. Norway rebutted this, arguing that 
premature drafting would slow progress. Thus, on Articles 3, 4 and 5 the disagreement was a 
matter of process rather than substance1550. The same could not be said for Article 6. 

23 April 1991: “seeking what is right for this generation” 

Italy opened discussion on the mining prohibition. Alessandro Vattani proposed to remove any 
ambiguity by replacing Andersen’s ellipsis with a full stop. Brazil’s Henrique Valle said 
consensus could be found only in a middle ground that did not prejudice the future. The United 
Kingdom’s Adrian Beamish regretted the Treaty was “losing credibility” because Antarctica 
was now “a domestic political football”. Replacing CRAMRA with a mining ban was “based 
on untenable assumptions and is irrational”. A return to consensus, he said, required 
recognition of the future need for minerals and acceptance of facts that the ‘Four Powers’ 
ignore. Peter Verbeek spoke to The Netherlands’ paper, portraying as compromise an 
indefinite prohibition where mining could only proceed with consensus and a mechanism in 
place to regulate it. Chile recalled that in 1970 it objected to discussing minerals lest it 
precipitate a dispute but now it supported a prohibition, provided it could be reviewed1551.  

Australia came next. McCarthy admitted that Australia was “preoccupied with this issue” and 
lamented that “over the last two years our position has been misinterpreted”. Australia could 
not accept a moratorium as it would assume future mining. Australia, he said, was “not 
preaching to the future, but seeking what is right for this generation”. A future generation could 
change the prohibition, but it should only be lifted by consensus because that is how the Treaty 
works. Australia could not accept an ‘indefinite ban’ if that were just a mechanism to avoid 
consensus now. Germany agreed with a permanent ban because it would never be possible to 
prevent the impacts of mining. For the ban to be amended, it would have to be after at least 50 
years. In a low-key intervention, Bohlen agreed that the dots at the end of Article 6 could be 
removed, provided it referred to an annex detailing how the prohibition could be lifted. The 
United States could not accept a permanent ban, however disguised, therefore it could not 
support a ban lifted only by consensus “as it equals a permanent ban”. Ultimately, he said, “the 
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greed of man may prevail … future generations must be able to make their own decisions”. If a 
ban were to be lifted, controls “at least as stringent as CRAMRA” would have to be in place. 
Bohlen also said that the United States wanted a “decision by summer” (presumably meaning 
his boreal summer). Japan joined the chorus for a mining ban, reviewable by consensus. 
Masaki Konishi said that the ban should be for an indefinite period as it was not possible to 
predict technological developments and energy needs in the next 20, 40 or 60 years. Japan 
proposed that mining issues be relegated to an annex. Frank Wong reminded the meeting of 
New Zealand’s call for a permanent ban—just remove the dots at the end of Article 6. He said 
that “no country has worked harder on this issue in seeking consensus”. In the absence of José 
Otegui, Jorge Mastropieri presented Argentina’s paper, outlining a 45-year prohibition with a 
compulsory review after 40 years1552.  

Rolf Andersen succinctly defined the common ground: with the shared commitment to 
environment protection, acceptance that CRAMRA would not enter into force, and no 
imminent interest in mining, it must be possible to find a mutually agreeable solution. The task 
was to “address possible mining if circumstances change [as we] cannot have a legal and 
political vacuum should a prohibition end”. That “should be solvable as we have agreed 
objectives”. France concurred: “pieces of the solution are on the table”, Jean-Pierre Puissochet 
said, and we would not be “taking away the right of future generations to make their own 
decision”. Even so, France could not accept a “moratorium or automatic expiry date”. Artur 
Chilingarov summed it up: what was really being faced was a political problem as the 
“majority of popular opinion is against mining”. The most important task was to protect the 
Treaty as “there are more important issues than minerals”. The USSR could accept a fixed 
prohibition for a reasonable period followed by a review conference. Chilingarov also pointed 
to a potential problem—in 15 to 30 years’ time there could be 50 or more ATCPs: if so, would 
consensus be possible? And so the tour de table continued, with more calls for consensus.  

Nearly all of the ATCPs spoke, as well as many of the NCPs. No one objected to a simply-
expressed mining prohibition. Chile, taking the microphone again, noted that the Treaty itself 
made an exception for consensus at the point of a review conference being called after 30 
years—therefore, “the norm is consensus but, in exceptional circumstance like this, a majority 
could be considered”. ASOC sought the last word: Cassandra Phillips welcomed the proposed 
“adjustment to the Article 6 punctuation” and accepted that a decision was being made “only 
for this generation”. ASOC would insist on consensus to lift a prohibition, but it would never 
condone mining—no energy crisis would make Antarctic mining acceptable1553. It was only 
Day 2. The issue would turn on any review provisions addressing how a prohibition could be 
lifted or modified. The toughest nut still awaited a cracker. 
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The landscape was changing. Germany’s commitment to a mining prohibition had been 
confirmed in a second statement by Environment Minister Jürgen Möllemann1554. The German 
delegation, however, “had been astonished” by the statement which “went well beyond the 
brief for officials that had been cleared interdepartmentally”. On the other hand, “it greatly 
enhanced the flexibility the German delegation had to push their pro-prohibition brief to its 
limits”1555. Japan locked-in its support for a ban. It did not matter whether Japan’s move was 
based on environmental concerns or just avoiding isolation1556. It now looked like the United 
States had become marginalised. So, too, the United Kingdom. Its delegation was no better off 
with the Shadow Foreign Secretary Gerald Kaufman in the foyer of the Palacio de Congresos, 
capitalising on the media interest and urging the ‘Four Powers’ not to back down1557.  

Meanwhile, the Working Groups continued with their work. By 24 April, WG1 had only got as 
far as Article 9 and the delegation heads reviewed progress. John Heap “raked over the history 
of discussions in Paris in 1989 and at Viña”, criticising “Australia and France, in particular, for 
getting the Antarctic Treaty System into a rut with their ambitious proposals which enjoyed 
little support”. His proposal for a small “negotiating group to list and thrash out the key issues” 
was rejected1558. WG1 would proceed and Verbeek’s drafting group would continue to 
assemble the text. The following day a UK attempt “to derail these working arrangements” was 
headed off by Puissochet arguing they “should be given a chance to work”1559.  

By Day 5, WG1 had completed its first run through the head instrument having addressed 
institutional issues, compliance, inspection, response actions, liability and dispute settlement. 
Australia reported that, “overall progress has been slow”. The ‘Four Powers’ had “coordinated 
well in the presentation and advocacy of their proposed amendments”, despite a “pattern of 
consistent UK/US (and frequently Argentinian) opposition”. It was also noted that “support of 
the ‘Like-minded’ group on minerals has been variable”. New Zealand “generally supported 
Andersen [and] Sweden is taking an independent line on many issues”1560. However, in the 
corridors Sweden was being genuinely helpful. Informal discussions had continued and 
Sweden “circulated a paper proposing a compromise”: there should be no amendment to a 
mining ban except at a review conference; a review would only be possible after an agreed 
number of years and if requested by two thirds of the Parties; and the ban could be lifted by 
consensus, but only if an agreed minerals regime were in place. A solution was solidifying1561.  

In the other room, WG2 (with Uruguay’s Roberto Puceiro reprising as Chair) was making 
progress on the practical provisions of an environmental instrument. By week’s end, the United 
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States was participating after initially “having refused to do so while debate continued in 
Working Group 1”. Considerable attention was given to environmental impact assessment, 
marine pollution, waste management, and conservation of flora and fauna and other matters 
that would eventually find their way into the instrument’s annexes. Although these issues had 
been examined in Viña del Mar, “new issues have been raised and old ones reopened”1562.  

April 1991: an unexpected political price 

While the focus in Madrid was mining, in WG2 on 26 April AAD Director Rex Moncur and 
ASOC member of the delegation Lyn Goldsworthy came under unexpected pressure. It was on 
an issue for which Australia would ultimately pay a high political price. The problem was the 
incongruity of advocating measures to combat non-indigenous species while allowing the use 
of dogs which could spread distemper or attack wildlife. Australia’s Mawson Station was one 
of the few places still using huskies1563. Rebutting the argument that dogs were a risk was 
difficult because the other countries using them (only Argentina and the United Kingdom) 
readily supported their removal. It was an awkward fight to have while bigger issues remained 
unresolved. Removal of the huskies enraged a domestic constituency howling at the price 
seemingly paid for preventing mining1564. Environment Minister Ros Kelly, “received more 
mail on the Mawson huskies than on any other issue”1565. Phillip Law described the episode as 
“a sad example of trendy activity by extreme conservation zealots”1566. That said, some dog 
handlers were sanguine: “their time had come”1567. It was eventually decided that Annex II of 
the Madrid Protocol provide that “Dogs shall not be introduced onto land or ice shelves and 
dogs currently in those areas shall be removed by April 1, 1994”1568. The irony was that it did 
not prevent dogs being used on the sea ice, precisely where the seals were to be found1569. 

25 April 1991: a five-hour discussion over dinner 

Mining was still the threshold issue. Negotiations continued informally over the tea and lunch 
breaks. On Thursday 25 April, John McCarthy reported that, given the shift by Germany and 
Japan, “there is a widespread and justifiable appreciation that the prohibitionists have gained 
ground”. He also observed that “the defection of Japan has been felt keenly by the United 
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States”, but with “quiet satisfaction on the part of Bohlen”1570. McCarthy also reported that the 
United Kingdom continued to seek a moratorium, aided by the USSR, Argentina and South 
Africa. However, “only New Zealand still uses the phrase ‘permanent ban’”. He also observed 
that agreement on minerals would depend on other issues and that “a number of delegations 
who support us on mining disagree with the Four on some or all other aspects”1571. Despite the 
‘Four Powers’ gaining support, the move was towards a mining ban removable by consensus—
that, or a 60-year review period. On the other hand, “the now important array of countries 
taking a broad prohibitionist approach suggests that the US, Britain and the other hard-liners 
need to move a good way towards our position”. Bohlen, Granow and Puissochet encouraged 
Rolf Andersen to test Parties’ attitudes to a compromise. Bohlen offered that “if something 
came of these discussions” he would put the case to Washington1572. Keen to leave Madrid 
with “meaningful evidence of progress”, McCarthy tested attitudes in Canberra to a possible 
compromise. Without commitment and replete with caveats, if accepted it could allow 
Australia to accept a prohibition requiring a consensus to amend; after 60 years, a review 
conference could lift the prohibition with a ⅚ majority; and, if the ban were lifted, new 
regulations would have to be in place to approve specific mining proposals and ensure the 
protection of claimant interests1573. McCarthy undertook to call the offices of Prime Minister 
Bob Hawke and Foreign Minister Gareth Evans by week’s end because not requiring 
consensus to lift the mining ban after a review conference would be a significant concession. 
On the other hand, it would address concerns “that the US Senate would never ratify an 
instrument which left open the possibility of one or two countries at some stage preventing the 
US from mining”. Frank Wong said New Zealand would not want to move from a consensus 
formula but it “would be unlikely to wish to break ranks with Australia”1574. 

That evening, 25 April, Andersen hosted a five-hour discussion by delegation heads over 
dinner. Only nine had been invited (Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Chile, France, New Zealand, 
the United Kingdom, the United States and the Soviet Union). The discussion focused on a 
Chilean formula on mining. The prohibition would be without qualification. After 30 years, a 
¾ majority could call a review conference; and an amendment could be adopted by simple 
majority, but enter into force only with consensus. After 60 years, a review conference could 
be called by just one Party, the prohibition amended by simple majority, and entry into force 
would require a high majority (⅘ was suggested), provided all the current 26 ATCPs were 
included1575. Horse-trading began: France, New Zealand and Australia argued for a longer 
period before a 30-year review, or no early review at all. The United States replied that would 
provoke a single 50-year review conference. Such options were contingent on a “satisfactory 
solution to the outstanding problems relating to the rest of the instrument”1576. This outcome 

                                                        
1570 25 April 1991, Cablegram MA26853 “Antarctica: SCM XI Madrid: minerals” (NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 1), paras 2-3.  
1571 25 April 1991, Cablegram MA26853 “Antarctica: SCM XI Madrid: minerals” (NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 1), para 1. 
1572 25 April 1991, Cablegram MA26853 “Antarctica: SCM XI Madrid: minerals” (NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 1), para 7. 
1573 25 April 1991, Cablegram MA26853 “Antarctica: SCM XI Madrid: minerals” (NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 1), para 9.  
1574 25 April 1991, Cablegram MA26853 “Antarctica: SCM XI Madrid: minerals” (NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 1), para 8. 
1575 26 April 1991, Cablegram MA26855 “Antarctic instrument: minerals” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 1), para 3.  
1576 26 April 1991, Cablegram MA26855 “Antarctic instrument: minerals” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 1), paras 5-6.  
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would be without commitment while delegations sought instructions from Ministers. After 
calling Australia and talking to the offices of Hawke and Evans, John McCarthy also called 
ACF Director Phillip Toyne. In Madrid, he took ASOC representative Lyn Goldsworthy into 
his confidence. Goldsworthy advised him to go with the single 50-year period rather than a 
two-tiered approach, as much as anything “for presentational reasons”. Furthermore, “if we do 
not go for some sort of package on mining … we could lose ground on other elements”1577. 
McCarthy also saw the risk if the deal were to be declined: Australia faced “acrimony from 
friends and opponents alike given that the other side may well be seen as having been prepared 
to move”. McCarthy was cautiously optimistic: if the United States moved, “this will amount 
to a major change”. However, he noted, “while it is conceivable that the Americans might 
eventually move 100 per cent to our position in the face of heavy Congressional pressure, our 
assessment is that the conservatives in the Administration … will be able to hold out for a very 
long time”. Moreover, “the Americans do have a body of support—we would note that the 
British are strongly opposed to this arrangement but will probably go along with it very 
unwillingly”1578. Intense discussion into the early hours may have found the solution. 
However, only nine delegations had been party to it and “Bohlen in particular stressed the need 
for the meeting to be kept strictly confidential until the end of the weekend”. Participants 
agreed to “do their best to bluff their way through today [Friday, 26 April] to avoid discussion 
of possible arrangements leaking out”1579. 

26 April 1991: an ellipsis replaced by a full stop 

Later that day, WG1 concluded its first run through the Andersen text. A Heads of Delegation 
meeting was called, this time with all delegations invited. It was muted by the key delegations 
sidestepping controversy: none of the nine mentioned what had transpired overnight. The 
discussion opened with a report by The Netherlands on drafting. Verbeek noted that it “had not 
been an easy discussion [with] considerable lack of agreement”. In addition, “one delegation 
(US) invited to the drafting group only appeared today” and he was “not sure if they will 
accept the text”. The United States defended its absence “because debates had not been 
concluded” and, besides, “some issues cannot be resolved in the Drafting Committee”. The 
USSR was alarmed that “progress seems to be being held up by lawyers”. Sweden echoed this, 
pointing to the challenges of simultaneous technical and political issues. Desirée Edmar said 
that Sweden was “ready to discuss Article 6” and that the package had to be resolved before 
UNCED in 1992, and preferably by the Treaty’s 30th anniversary. Germany agreed: “we should 
admit whether or not we want a result from this meeting” and “we are avoiding addressing the 
key issues and not indicating where we are prepared to move”. Other delegation heads 
appealed for progress on Article 6. Verbeek announced that drafting progress “depends on the 
willingness of some Parties to compromise”. At that, the Chair, Spain’s Carlos Blasco Villa, 
seized the opportunity to directly test the mood of the meeting and whether consensus could 

                                                        
1577 26 April 1991, Cablegram MA26855 “Antarctic instrument: minerals” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 1), paras 8-9. 
1578 26 April 1991, Cablegram MA26855 “Antarctic instrument: minerals” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 1), para 10.  
1579 26 April 1991, Cablegram MA26855 “Antarctic instrument: minerals” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 1), paras 4 and 7. 
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emerge: “is there any delegation opposed to a prohibition on minerals activity?”. There was no 
objection. Accordingly, he said, “I believe we have a basis for drafting”. Thus, the ellipsis was 
replaced by a full-stop. With the punctuation problem put aside, presumably there was a 
collective sigh of relief. The challenge, however, was not over—the Chair listed remaining 
sticking points: the role of the Committee; liability for damage; entry into force of the 
instrument; and provisions for its amendment. Stickiest of all was how any amendment would 
be linked to the prohibition on Antarctic mining ban just agreed1580.  

With four days remaining, work accelerated. On Saturday, Verbeek’s drafting group presented 
its report to WG1. Progress was reviewed by the delegation heads. Roberto Puceiro reported on 
WG2’s efforts on marine pollution, waste management, environmental impact assessment, 
flora and fauna, protected areas, tourism and alternative energy. It was agreed that Working 
Groups would finalise their work on Monday. For some delegates, a tour of Toledo’s World 
Heritage would be a weekend highlight. For others, there would be little rest1581.  

Drawing on Working Group discussions and private consultations, Rolf Andersen quietly 
drafted a revision. A small group of delegation heads were invited to a dinner on the evening of 
Sunday 28 April to consider it. This time, eleven were present (Argentina, Australia, Brazil, 
Chile, France, Italy, New Zealand, Norway, Spain, the United Kingdom, and the United 
States). The meal began at 8:00 pm. It ended eight hours later when, at 4:00 am on 29 April, “it 
was agreed that the draft was suitable for submission to governments”. As only eleven had 
participated: “any tentative approval by delegations … was premised on other Consultative 
Parties agreeing”. Nevertheless, the achievement was significant: mining in Antarctica would 
be banned. After 50 years, any Consultative Party could call a review conference, and a 
decision to amend the prohibition would require a simple majority of all ATCPs. However, 
entry in to force of an amendment would require ¾ of the Consultative Parties, including all 
that were ATCPs at the time the instrument was adopted. Crucially, if the ban were to be lifted, 
it would remain in place until there was a binding legal regime to regulate mining1582. 
McCarthy reported that “most of the discussion on this issue took place between the US and 
ourselves”. The remainder of the time addressed the rest of the text including designation of 
Antarctica as a ‘natural reserve devoted to peace and science’; environmental principles; a 
requirement for prior environmental impact assessment of activities; establishment of an 
environmental advisory committee; compliance and inspection; and provision for an annex on 
liability. It was agreed to finalise the text “as soon as possible” and, slightly optimistically, 
“Bohlen suggested adoption on 23 June, the thirtieth anniversary of the entry into force of the 
Antarctic Treaty”. McCarthy reported that “the US, we think genuinely, said it would do its 
best to get the deal accepted”. Frank Wong, uncertain about the reception he would get, 
received unexpectedly rapid approval from Wellington. France, however, reserved its position 
on “whether the document should be a protocol or a convention”. More strangely, it also 
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reserved it position on whether entry into force required ratification by all the Parties. 
Ironically, that would have allowed one or two Parties to block the regime1583. Despite last-
minute French prevarication, the end appeared to be in sight. 

On Monday morning, 29 April, WG1 completed its work while WG2 proceeded to complete 
discussion on marine pollution and seal the fate of Antarctica’s huskies. A full meeting of the 
delegation heads meeting that afternoon received the new Andersen text and arranged 
translation from English into the three other languages. At 7:00 pm, buses collected delegates 
for a reception where, at last, discussion would be much more convivial. The following day, 
WG2 completed its work. Measures relating to protected areas were not resolved and were 
relegated to the October ATCM1584. Plenary convened at 11:00 am. There were no objections 
to the final version of the Andersen text. Delegations could proceed to seek approval from their 
governments. A final session of the SATCM was proposed for 17 June, preceded by a legal 
drafting committee to rectify any textual errors. A linguistics group would harmonise the four 
languages. It was intended that the SATCM conclude with signature of a protocol on 23 June 
1991, the Treaty’s thirtieth anniversary. McCarthy reported that “the rapid schedule responds 
to a general wish (stressed on Sunday night by Bohlen) to arrange things in such a way as to 
make it as difficult as possible for the text to unravel”1585.  

The meeting wound up with a round of congratulatory statements. There was praise for Rolf 
Andersen, Dietrich Granow and Roberto Puceiro as chairs, and for Spain as hosts. Curtis 
Bohlen committed to seek US agreement to the text and was “happy to aim for signing on 23 
June”. John McCarthy remarked that “result was welcomed at the highest level in Australia”. 
He said that “progress had exceeded our expectations” and made special mention of the role 
played by Chile, the Netherlands and Germany. By now, Jean-Pierre Puissochet had received a 
positive response from Paris and there was no further French equivocation1586. Nearly every 
Party spoke on the achievement. New Zealand added to the chorus of praise. Bohlen took the 
floor for the last time to suggest the meeting report mention Andersen’s role1587. John Heap 
reminded the meeting that a Final Act needed drafting. And, still not satisfied, ASOC’s 
Cassandra Phillips only “welcomed progress towards comprehensive protection, especially a 
long-term prohibition on mining”1588.With no more to discuss, and the participants exhausted, 
the reception planned for that evening was cancelled1589. Delegates could go home. It appeared 
the work was done, that approval by governments could proceed, and the Protocol could 
advance to formal adoption. But it would not be quite as simple as that. 

                                                        
1583 The preference of France was for a requirement of 20 out of 26). 29 April 1991, Cablegram MA26863 “Antarctica: SCMXI, Madrid—

Report no. 5 (draft protocol)” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 1). 
1584 30 April 1991, Cablegram MA26875 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid meeting: report no. 6 (WG2: annexes)” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 1). 
1585 30 April 1991, Cablegram MA26874 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid—Report no. 7 (final report)” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 1). 
1586 The form of instrument was not formally agreed in Madrid as the text still had to be referred to governments for approval. Uncertainty 
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Chapter 8 

Consensus restored 

 April to October 1991 

 

With the substance of the Protocol essentially agreed, it was expected that the 
Final Act could be signed on 23 June 1991, the thirtieth anniversary of the 
Treaty’s entry into force. Arrangements were put in place for SATCM XI’s 
concluding sessions. That was not to be. Consensus remained elusive and it soon 
turned out that adoption of the environmental regime would have to wait another 
four months of uncertainty. This chapter examines how unexpected problems 
arose and were resolved.  

 

Premature celebration 

The text of the Protocol had seemingly been settled in Madrid. In Canberra Bob Hawke 
welcomed the “major breakthrough in achieving consensus” as a “fitting culmination of the 
intensive diplomatic campaign pursued by Australia and France”1590. However, it was too soon 
to celebrate as governments still had to approve the draft. Australian media blithely reported it 
a foregone conclusion1591. So did Environment Minister Ros Kelly, lauding the result as “one 
of the most significant agreements ever reached on the environment” and, rather 
presumptuously, that acceptance by governments was a “mere formality”1592. It wasn’t. Even in 
Australia, not everyone applauded. Lachlan McIntosh of the Australian Mining Industry 
Council (AMIC) slammed the agreement closing off “sensible options”1593. Praising it as “a 
victory for common sense”, Resources Minister Alan Griffith rebutted AMIC as “ill-informed 
and out of touch with national and international sentiment”, provoking McIntosh to call the 
mining ban “a political stunt”1594. The domestic spat did not diminish the success. Foreign 
Minister Gareth Evans congratulated John McCarthy for his “very significant contribution in 
leading from the front”. Given the “outstanding performance in Madrid”, Evans also hoped that 
“all officers involved will take real satisfaction from what is undoubtedly an achievement, not 
                                                        
1590 30 April 1991, Prime Minister “For media” http://pmtranscripts.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/original/00008287.pdf (accessed 27 

September 2017). 
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1592 1 May 1991, Mike Seccombe “Nations agree to protect Antarctica” Sydney Morning Herald, 9. 
1593 1 May 1991, Lenore Taylor “Antarctic agreement angers mining lobby” The Australian, 2. 
1594 1 May 1991, Alan Griffiths media release “Antarctic agreement” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 2. 2 May 1991, Lenore Taylor “Miners attack 
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just for the Australian Government but for the world community in general”1595. Hawke said 
that against “formidable opposition our negotiating team did a magnificent job with absolute 
meticulousness”1596.  

Australia was not the only Party to celebrate, and overseas posts reported reactions they had 
received. Dietrich Granow said that the deal would not be questioned in Germany1597. New 
Zealand Foreign Minister Don McKinnon said that the draft represented “a great success”. 
Chris Beeby, however, was not so sure about the NGO attitudes: “as seekers of perfection they 
would never be totally satisfied”1598. Visiting Canberra, the FCO’s John Weston said that “the 
UK saw the Madrid meeting as a massive step forward”1599. Norwegian Foreign Minister 
Thorvald Stoltenberg said the “outcome on mining had exceeded his expectations … Norway 
should have had more faith in the judgement of Australia and France that a prohibition was 
achievable”. In Stockholm, Desirée Edmar was “delighted with the outcome” and praised 
Japan and Germany for changing position. “In the end” she said, “the UK and US were totally 
isolated”. She was, however, concerned that the length of the June drafting session “might 
allow time for something to unravel”. For this “she blamed Heap and poor Spanish 
chairing”1600. Oscar Pinochet said that “Chile was very happy [and] if all went well, Antarctic 
Treaty partners would soon be back to the situation of cooperation that existed before their 
differences on environmental protection”1601. Such warm sentiments pre-empted formal 
government acceptance. 

Success implied acceptance by the United Kingdom and the United States. The US 
Administration, however, was coming under pressure from Congress. A hearing on 13 May 
grilled Curtis Bohlen, “criticising at length the position taken by the US delegation to the 
Madrid SCM” because it was “inconsistent with the 1990 Antarctic Protection Act and 
resolutions passed by the House and Senate”. Senator Al Gore slammed the delegation 
presenting “a minority opinion put by the ideologues in the Economic Bureau of the State 
Department”. Bohlen defended the delegation: the position taken was “a genuine attempt at 
compromise in a situation where other Parties were totally inflexible”. Gore was unconvinced: 
the United States had failed to “take a leadership role” and was “totally isolated among 
ATCPs”1602. Bohlen also had to deal with divisions between US agencies and, worse, “there 
was no unified position within State—his own Bureau and the Economic Bureau were taking 
opposing sides”. The critical issue was not the mining ban per se, it was the review provisions. 
NGOs argued this was “an opportunity for the Administration to add substance to its green 
credentials … without engaging significant opposition from domestic oil and mining lobbies”. 
More of a factor was opposition coming from resource agencies, “especially Interior, Energy 
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and Treasury”1603. In further complication for the United States, the United Kingdom—once its 
CRAMRA ally—had just revealed that it would support the new text1604.  

May 1991: “one of the higher absurdities” 

If the UK position was news to the United States, it also may have been news to some UK 
officials. Without drawing attention to it, on 10 May Prime Minister John Major had used a 
written answer to a parliamentary question to “welcome the outcome of the Madrid meeting”. 
He saw it as “the basis for the comprehensive protection of the Antarctic environment which 
has always been the Government's objective” and “of particular importance are the provisions 
for a ban on mineral activity”1605. A media report suggested that Major had “outflanked strong 
Whitehall opposition to the proposed 50-year Antarctic mining ban by the simple but bold 
expedient of declaring his support for it”. It added that “in an unnoticed parliamentary written 
answer late on Friday, Mr Major expressed the government’s unequivocal backing for the ban 
… his statement marks the official abandonment of the Government’s long-standing support 
for the Antarctic minerals convention”1606. How much forewarning officials had is immaterial, 
the result was the same. An ‘FCO spokesman’ was hopeful that negotiations would be 
completed by the Treaty’s 30th anniversary and said the United Kingdom “was delighted that a 
return to consensus now looked possible”1607. On hearing of Major’s decision, Gareth Evans 
invoked the same past participle: “I was delighted”. Evans urged “other Treaty governments to 
move swiftly so that negotiations can be finalised” and noted the importance that both Australia 
and the United Kingdom attached to the Treaty system being “strong and flexible”1608.  

It wasn’t just the Treaty being flexible. UK Minister Garel-Jones now reassured Australian 
High Commissioner Richard Smith that the two-year gulf between them had really been just a 
“mild disagreement”1609. At the level of officials, John Heap also moved to restore the 
relationship by offering the AAD’s Rex Moncur an apology over the huskies. Heap 
acknowledged that the United Kingdom “left you in the lurch over the dog problem”, then 
promptly dismissed “the whole argument about dogs as one of the higher absurdities that have 
marked many aspects of the negotiation of the protocol annexes”1610. Absurd or not, Moncur 
had already moved on, accepting it was untenable for Australia to push for continent-wide 
environmental safeguards while maintaining non-indigenous species in the AAT. His focus 
now was how to proceed with the huskies’ removal1611. The AAD was seeking $400,000 to 
support implementation of the new obligations, including environmental assessments, removal 
of accumulated wastes, development of management plans and drafting legislation. To support 
                                                        
1603 16 May 1991, Cablegram WH131025 “Antarctica: SCMXI second session: US views” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 2). 
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its case, the Division argued oddly that lack of “staff motivation is a key issue” and might 
hinder full implementation of the obligations. The funding request was rolled into a Cabinet 
submission seeking approval to the draft instrument1612. The Australian bureaucracy was now 
united: no Department objected to the mining ban or the instrument as a whole1613. On 6 June 
Cabinet decided to endorse it, “provided that the texts remain substantially as negotiated in 
Madrid”. However, low staff motivation was ignored: any costs would have to be absorbed1614.  

May 1991: final drafting of a protocol 

Australia was locking into a protocol even though there was still no decision on the 
instrument’s form. Another issue to address before the legal drafting committee was the area of 
application. If it were to be a protocol, it could apply only to the area defined imprecisely in 
Article VI of the Treaty. Settling that, however, could thrust sovereignty back into play 
because of potential incompatibility with high seas rights. McCarthy feared that “would raise 
again the question of the existence or not of continental shelves off the Antarctic under national 
jurisdiction” but that “excluding a part of the Antarctic Treaty Area from the effect of the new 
protocol” would be unacceptable1615. France agreed. Duquin insisted that “it was not the role of 
a protocol to the Antarctic Treaty to be challenging or seeking to refine the area of application 
of a treaty on which it is dependent”1616. Puissochet considered the aim was “to protect the 
Antarctic environment [and] this objective should prevail” over what he called “secondary 
considerations”. In his view, to do otherwise would “run the risk of compromising rapid 
adoption of the protocol”1617. This was a legitimate concern as the United Kingdom was 
“considering a proposal to substantially modify the area of application”. Most delegations 
assumed that the area of application was the same as for the Treaty, and “attempts to broach 
the question of possible conflicts between areas of jurisdiction may embroil Treaty Parties in 
more difficult questions”. It would also be “reopening the question of whether the instrument 
should be a protocol or a convention … placing in jeopardy the possibility of concluding the 
negotiations and adopting the protocol by the target date of 23 June 1991”1618. Heap sought to 
reassure: the British, he said, “had no intention of putting a spanner in the works” and “if the 
problem could not be resolved through discussion with the legal experts of its ‘friends’ 
(specifically Australia, New Zealand and the United States) then the UK would not ‘die in a 
ditch’ over the issue”. In Wellington, Wong was worried. In his view, “Australia and NZ were 
‘on all fours’ and NZ ‘did not want the boat rocked’ … it all depended on how hard the UK 
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pressed in Madrid”1619. Legally, the United Kingdom was right in pointing out a legal vacuum 
in the operation of the mining ban because it could be argued that seabed mining was a high 
seas right for which there was an unambiguous reservation in the Treaty’s Article VI1620. 
Australia considered the UK proposal to address the anomaly in the Final Act risky: “it would 
be better to have no interpretative statement in the Final Act than one which made the gap 
explicit”1621.  

Of concern for Tucker Scully and Desirée Edmar was the United Kingdom pressing for a 
whole week for drafting1622. Georges Duquin agreed “that the time allocated to the drafting 
committee might encourage Parties to raise substantive issues and block the adoption of the 
protocol” even though devoting a full week “was an understandable concession to Heap given 
that the British had shown considerable flexibility during the last meeting”. Duquin had other 
worries, including “the possibility of the US not supporting the revised Andersen text”, adding 
that and “the ratification process could virtually be put on indefinite hold”. Duquin himself 
could cause disruption: “perhaps because of criticism he might have received in some quarters 
for his stubborn approach … the French delegation would be adopting a very low profile at the 
forthcoming Madrid meeting”. The Australian Embassy in Paris, however, observed unsubtly 
that “it is hard to imagine that any delegation in which Duquin was a prominent member could 
remain too quiescent”1623.  

A clearly relieved Duquin considered the Madrid outcome as “a minor miracle”. But what 
about Parties that had staunchly opposed a mining ban? On the area of application, the United 
States supported its extension to 60° South. As a state not recognising existing territorial 
claims this might have seemed counter-intuitive—it would be open for the United States at 
some future time to argue that it was its high seas right to conduct seabed mining in Antarctica. 
More immediately problematic was reporting that “there is one big threat to final agreement—
the US Government”. That was because both the Departments of State and Interior opposed the 
length of the mining ban and the provisions for lifting it1624. The issue would come to a head in 
mid-June as the legal drafting committee met to finalise the text1625. While the United States 
was “well aware of the risks in tampering with the Andersen text”, it could not accept the draft 
without changing the amendment provision. As drafted, a single Party could veto an 
amendment to the mining ban. Thus, the United States could insist on allowing a Party to 
withdraw from the ban if an amendment adopted at a review conference had not entered into 
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1623 30 May 1991, Cablegram PA87283 “Antarctic: 3rd session of SCM XI Madrid, June—draft environmental protocol” (AAD: 91/226-1). 
1624 6 June 1991, editorial “What’s the hurry in Antarctica?” New York Times. 
1625 The legal drafting committee met from 10-14 June 1991. See: “Report by the Chairman of the Legal Drafting Committee” in: Antarctic 

Treaty, Final Report of the Eleventh Antarctic Treaty Special Consultative, Madrid, 22-30 April 1991; 17-22 June 1991; 3-4 October 
1991, 63. 
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force within three years1626. In Madrid on 12 June, Scully broke the news. McCarthy gloomily 
reported “the Americans are not bluffing”. The only scope for flexibility would be a 
requirement that a withdrawing Party had to withdraw from the protocol entirely, adding a 
politically significant disincentive1627. In Canberra, Hugh Wyndham said that DFAT would 
hold off public comment while a solution was sought, but expected “a howl from NGOs”1628. 
There was. WWF argued the US proposal was “completely inconsistent with the expressed 
intent of Congress and the American people”. The Environmental Defense Fund pointed to the 
inconsistency of the United States advocating a vacuum iuris, something it had “for more than 
a decade sought to eliminate”. ASOC was “shocked and dismayed by this secret decision of the 
US Administration … which cuts to the heart of the new protocol” and is “an embarrassment 
for our country”1629. Australia was concerned that it would weaken the instrument’s “most 
sensitive elements”1630. Despite the objections, the United States defended its stance. Speaking 
to Michael Cook (Australia’s Ambassador in Washington), Roger Porter (Assistant to the 
President for Economic and Domestic Policy) described the proposal “as a modest ‘out’ at the 
end of the line if commercially viable mining turned out to be possible at an acceptable 
environmental cost”. The United States “did not want the Treaty Parties to lock themselves in a 
room for the next 50 years having thrown away the key at the outset”. Reactions, he said, had 
come as a surprise “since the proposal had not seemed so big a deal”. Rather surprisingly, 
Michael Cook offered that “if the USA were not prepared to drop it, Australia would prefer to 
come back to the protocol after a cooling off period”, an idea that Porter thought “would be 
helpful”1631. Other Parties were less accommodating, expressing alarm that the United States 
might thwart the April agreement1632. 

June 1991: “the expectations of the international community” 

By now the legal drafting committee had concluded. There is no record of the point at which it 
was decided that the instrument would be a protocol. It appears to have been the pragmatic 
acquiescence of states arguing for a convention. With no appetite to re-open the question of 
form, all references to an ‘instrument’ were dropped and a protocol slid into its place.  

Spain had a more practical problem: it had been planning for the final session and signature in 
a few days’ time. Until the US proposal surfaced, ten Parties had indicated they would sign on 
23 June. Four planned ministerial attendance1633. By 17 June, what was expected to be the final 
session of SATCM XI was underway in Madrid. It would run to 22 June, with signing of the 

                                                        
1626 12 June 1991, Cablegram WH13207 “Antarctica: US proposal on Antarctic environmental protocol” (AAD: 91/226-2). 
1627 13 June 1991, Cablegram MA27048 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid—United States position on prohibition of mining” (AAD: 91/226-1). 

See also: 13 June 1991, AAD brief to Minister “Madrid Protocol” (AAD: 91/226-1). This was prepared by Moncur while in Madrid and 
conveyed a copy of instructions to the US delegation on the handling of its amendment. The formal US démarche is reproduced in: 14 
June 1991, Cablegram CE38959 “Antarctica—SCMXI—US position—Demarche” (AAD: 91/226-1). 

1628 14 June 1991, Cablegram CE38958 “Antarctica—SCMXI—United States position” (AAD: 91/226-1). 
1629 14 June 1991, WWF letter, James P Leape to Bohlen. 14 June 1991, Environmental Defense Fund letter, Bruce Mannheim to Robert B 

Zoellick. 14 June 1991, ASOC media release “US proposes to undo agreement on 50 year Antarctic minerals ban” (AAD: 91/226-1). 
1630 14 June 1991, Cablegram CE38960 “Antarctica SCM XI, Madrid: US position on prohibition of mining” (AAD: 91/226-1). 
1631 17 June 1991, Cablegram WH132218 “Antarctica SCMXI, Madrid: US position on prohibition of mining” (AAD: 91/226-1). 
1632 18 to 19 June 1991, several cablegrams reporting Parties’ views (AAD: 91/226-1). 
1633 14 June 1991, Cablegram MA27052 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid: Report No 2—Drafting Committee” (AAD: 91/226-2). 
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Protocol scheduled for 23 June. With last-minute US backsliding, the signing ceremony might 
not be possible. Parties’ reactions to the United States were universally of “disappointment and 
irritation”: Belgium and Italy were described as angry, Germany blunt. France feared the 
worst: since the 15 May 1991 resignation of Prime Minister Michel Rocard, “there had been a 
marked decline in interest in the Antarctic in the Matignon … if agreement was not reached at 
this meeting there could be serious erosion in the progress made to date”. Agreement seemed 
impossible. Curtis Bohlen had no flexibility to move and there was little time for a result to be 
negotiated1634. Chile thought that the United States had been “less than ingenuous introducing 
so controversial an amendment at the eleventh hour”1635. In plenary, Italy pointed to the 
understanding in April that the agreement was a package deal and that many Parties “had made 
considerable compromises in order to reach agreement”. China warned of failing “the 
expectations of the international community”. With unabashed irony given what it had done to 
CRAMRA, Australia criticised the United States for walking away from an apparent 
consensus. New Zealand also expressed alarm at the United States undermining consensus. 
Japan, once a CRAMRA stalwart, objected to the US proposal and made it clear “that there 
was no chance of the Japanese returning to their former position on the minerals issue”1636. 
NCPs, not having received the US proposal until arriving in Madrid, criticised “the tardiness 
with which it had been presented”1637. The United Kingdom did not speak as “the Americans 
are well aware of their position”1638.  

Most Parties were not prepared to let the issue remain unresolved—the immediate risk was the 
agreement unravelling and the broader urgency of re-establishing consensus. Again, a select 
group convened over dinner. Again, Rolf Andersen facilitated. And again, the discussions went 
into the early hours of the following morning. On 19 June, delegation heads met to consider 
another Andersen proposal. It failed because claimants would not be able to veto future 
mining. “Discussion adjourned to a back room” where, at 2:00 am on 20 June a new text 
emerged—it would allow the United States (or any Party) to walk away from the protocol if a 
minerals regime adopted by a majority did not achieve consensus to enter into force1639. The 
United States had been part of the discussions, but had no authority to agree. John McCarthy 
reported that “we doubt that we will get anything more out of the Americans if we wait until, 
say, the meeting in Bonn … they correctly sense that Parties want to settle the matter quickly, 
even though American actions are widely resented”. McCarthy noted that the proposition 
“theoretically permits a national to mine without controls, Australia no longer had its veto, and 
the United States has got its way”1640. On the other hand, in favour of a compromise was that 
“most other delegations see it as important to get a result now, rather than risk further severe 

                                                        
1634 18 June 1991, Cablegram MA27066 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid: report no 3—mining issue” (AAD: 91/226-1). 
1635 27 June 1991, Cablegram SC22159 “Antarctica—SCMXI environment protection protocol—Chilean views” (AAD: 91/226-2). 
1636 21 June 1991, Cablegram TK71897 “Antarctica SCMXI—3rd session: US position—Japanese views” (AAD: 91/226-3). 
1637 18 June 1991, Cablegram MA27067 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid: report no 4—Plenary discussion of US position on 

modification/amendment provision of draft protocol” (AAD: 91/226-1). 
1638 18 June 1991, Cablegram LH129944 “Antarctica SCMXI, Madrid: US position on prohibition on mining: UK views” (AAD: 91/226-1). 
1639 20 June 1991, Cablegram MA27075 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid” (AAD: 91/226-2), 4. In the “back room” were Argentina, Australia, 

Belgium, France, Germany, New Zealand and the US. 
1640 20 June 1991, Cablegram MA27075 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid” (AAD: 91/226-2), 13.  
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disagreement” and “our strong sense is that the alliance of the four has run its course [as] we 
were clearly separated at the end of the meeting from the French, the Italians and Belgians 
[and] left solely in the company of New Zealand”1641. McCarthy also predicted that momentum 
might not be sustained: “it is unlikely that Spain would agree to host another session and it 
might be difficult to find a willing host at short notice”1642. All that could be agreed was 
referral of the proposal to governments1643. 

June 1991: “the situation has gone from bad to worse” 

In Canberra, Foreign Minister Gareth Evans was not surprised by the turn of events. On the 
contrary, it had been “surprising that the United States went along with the particular 
consensus”, he said, “because the United States position up until then had been one of fairly 
robust enthusiasm for retaining a capacity to engage in mining”. He went on optimistically, 
saying that he expected the issue to be “resolved in the next 24 hours”1644. He was wrong. By 
late that day in Madrid, all the articles had been provisionally adopted except for the review 
provisions, which all other delegations were prepared to accept “subject to agreement by the 
United States”1645. At the final plenary session on 22 June, Curtis Bohlen advised that the 
Administration “needed considerably more time to examine the text [and] he did not know 
what the likelihood was of the United States eventually agreeing”1646. The United States was 
not objecting to the mining ban, only the means for its review. Most Parties were concerned 
about failing to adopt the protocol. There was “some sporadic and informal discussion between 
delegations as to next steps” and then “the British signalled from the floor the possibility that 
they might need to look at the compromise text anew given the unhappiness in some quarters 
of Whitehall”1647. There was now a real risk of unravelling what appeared to have been agreed. 
The planned ceremony the next day to sign the Final Act was cancelled1648. So passed 23 June 
1991, the 30th anniversary of the Treaty. It was the date after which a Party could call a 
conference to review its operation1649. The aim of restoring consensus before then had failed. 

Back in Canberra, Ministerial offices and departments discreetly disposed of the media releases 
prepared to celebrate adoption of the protocol1650. In Wellington, a dismayed Foreign Minister 
did issue a statement, saying that “the situation has gone from bad to worse [but] New Zealand 
is not going to give up”1651. Asked if the United States really wanted agreement, McKinnon put 
it down to differences of view between US departments over what was in their agencies’ best 
interests. NGOs called for New Zealand, UK and Australian Prime Ministers to take the matter 

                                                        
1641 20 June 1991, Cablegram MA27075 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid” (AAD: 91/226-2), 14. 
1642 20 June 1991, Cablegram MA27075 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid” (AAD: 91/226-2), 20. 
1643 20 June 1991, facsimile Australian Embassy Madrid to DFAT, Canberra (AAD: 91/226-1). 
1644 21 June 1991, Senate Hansard, 5321-5322. 
1645 22 June 1991, Cablegram MA27089 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid, 17-22 June: Cable no 6—outcome” (AAD: 91/226-2), para 2. 
1646 22 June 1991, Cablegram MA27089 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid, 17-22 June: Cable no 6—outcome” (AAD: 91/226-2), para 3. 
1647 22 June 1991, Cablegram MA27089 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid, 17-22 June: Cable no 6—outcome” (AAD: 91/226-2), para 9. 
1648 22 June 1991, Cablegram MA27089 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid, 17-22 June: Cable no 6—outcome” (AAD: 91/226-2), para 1. 
1649 "The Antarctic Treaty" Art XII.2(a). 
1650 Various press statements, talking points and media briefing had been prepared in anticipation of a successful conclusion to the June 

meeting (AAD: 91/226-1). 
1651 23 June 1991, media release “McKinnon deplores collapse of talks on Antarctic environment” (AAD: 91/226-2). 
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up with the White House1652. Hawke leaped into action, writing immediately to President Bush, 
expressing regret that “the Madrid meeting has broken up without being able to conclude the 
protocol”. He urged Bush “to closely consider the merits of the compromise proposal put 
forward”1653. DFAT urged other Parties to pressure the President1654. That bore little fruit. 
Chile was reluctant, citing the “traditionalist lobby in Chile (including Zegers)” who were 
receptive to US anxieties1655. New Zealand opted to make their representations to the US 
Ambassador in Wellington1656. In France, Georges Duquin was “feeling rather depressed about 
developments in Madrid and anxious about the US position” yet still “expressed a little 
disappointment in Australia acting unilaterally and then asking others to follow suit”1657. John 
Heap also suggested that a direct approach to the White House was “neither necessary nor 
appropriate”: all it would take was for the 25 Parties to present a common stance to the United 
States to show that “there was no prospect of them being able to negotiate a better package 
through, for example, a process of divide and rule”. In Heap’s view, the problems in Madrid 
had simply been US inter-agency processes being insufficiently nimble to respond1658.  

3 July 1991: “that great wilderness of Antarctica is going to be protected” 

Heap was right. Quizzed about US thinking, Tucker Scully advised that while the proposal 
“was still being reviewed, it had not been rejected, nor had it been accepted”. He also 
recognised the pressure: “the agony should not be prolonged and a decision would have to be 
made soon”1659. On 30 June, Bohlen told Australian Ambassador Cook that he was “hopeful of 
a US decision this week, perhaps as early as tomorrow”. Remarkably, he also admitted that 
both he and Scully “thought the Madrid formula better than the one the USA had taken to 
Madrid” but that “they were having trouble selling that view to the White House”. The 
President’s Economic Policy Adviser Roger Porter was reported to be on side, but not Chief of 
Staff John Sununu or Dick Darman from the Budget Office. President Bush was aware of Bob 
Hawke’s letter and “a bit testy about it being an issue at all, saying ‘I thought this was all 
wrapped up long ago’”1660. They might not have long to wait. The State Department had 
prepared a reply to Hawke as a “holding response”, itself now on hold.  

Two days later, on 3 July, the State Department’s Ray Arnaudo advised Australia’s 
Washington Embassy that because “many in Washington take advantage of tomorrow’s public 
holiday to take a long weekend”, a decision would emerge the following week1661. Arnaudo 
was wrong. He was also probably surprised: the President’s decision came that very day. 
Speaking at Mt Rushmore, Bush announced that the United States would sign the Protocol. He 
                                                        
1652 24 June 1991, transcript, Radio New Zealand Morning report (AAD: 91/226-2). 
1653 24 June 1991, facsimile PM&C to DFAT “Antarctic environment protocol: letter from the Prime Minister to President Bush, cabled PP1 

to Washington” (AAD: 91/226-1). 
1654 25 June 1991, Cablegram CH627864 ‘Antarctica—SCMXI—environmental protection protocol” (AAD: 91/226-3). 
1655 27 June 1991, Cablegram SC22159 “Antarctica—SCMXI environment protection protocol—Chilean views” (AAD: 91/226-2). 
1656 28 June 1991, Cablegram WL44253 “Antarctica—SCM XI—environment protection protocol” (AAD: 91/226-2). 
1657 28 June 1991, Cablegram PA87763 “Antarctica—SCM XI environment protection protocol” (AAD: 91/226-2). 
1658 28 June 1991, Cablegram LH130774 “Antarctica—SCMXI environment protection protocol—British views” (AAD: 91/226-2). 
1659 27 June 1991, Cablegram WH132665 “Antarctica: SCMXI: environment protection protocol” (AAD: 91/226-2). 
1660 1 July 1991, Cablegram WH132790 “Antarctica: SCM XI—environment protection protocol” (AAD: 91/226-2). 
1661 3 July 1991, Cablegram WH132881 “Antarctica: SCM XI: environment protection protocol” (AAD: 91/226-2). 
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noted that the Protocol’s restriction on mining “addresses our concerns and provides effective 
protection for Antarctica without foreclosing the options for future generations”, adding that “I 
strongly support these measures which are based on a US initiative”1662. 

Bob Hawke was jubilant and claimed the initiative for himself: “I hope that perhaps my letter 
to George Bush last week may have been one of the factors”. He emphasised his personal role: 
“you remember when I initiated this process a relatively short time ago, we were treated with 
almost scorn. It was regarded as mission impossible. Well, it’s not mission impossible, and 
largely as a result of the initiative by Australia and the fact that we’ve stuck to our guns, that 
great wilderness in the Antarctic is going to be protected”1663.  

Just as effusive as on the adoption of CRAMRA three years earlier, France was also “delighted 
with the outcome”. Georges Duquin congratulated Australia on its contribution and said that 
“the Franco/Australia initiative had paved the way for this excellent result. He was fulsome in 
his praise of ‘Australia’s Antarctic team’”1664. NGOs joined in: while disappointed that 
ultimately countries could pull out, Greenpeace was “relieved that President Bush has 
acknowledged the importance of protecting Antarctica”. ASOC’s Lyn Goldsworthy still had 
reservations: “the United States is bowing to political and public pressure for the next fifty 
years but they want to keep their options open after that time”1665. Greenpeace Australia wrote 
to Environment Minister Ros Kelly praising her “personal support … of new protective 
measures, including a mining ban, for the Antarctic”, despite being only an interim step 
towards “a ‘world park’ forever free from the threat of mining”1666. New Zealand, too, saw the 
protocol as somehow “insufficient, it wanted a permanent ban on mining”. All the same, it was 
“very supportive of the protocol because it returned the Antarctic Treaty System to 
consensus”1667. 

July 1991: “widespread relief” 

With the heat taken out of the debate, attention turned to how to wrap up SATCM XI. The 
State Department had suggested that to minimise costs a final session could be held in Madrid 
back-to-back with Bonn’s October ATCM1668. Shortly afterwards, Spain circulated a Third 
Person Note proposing just that: a one-day final session on 3 October, followed by a signing 

                                                        
1662 George Bush, “Statement on the environmental protection protocol to the Antarctic Treaty, 3 July 1991”  

http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid=29657 (accessed 18 October 2017). See also: United States Information Service, 
"U.S. to sign protocol protecting Antarctic environment," news release, 8 July 1991.  

1663 4 July 1991, Cablegram CE46838 “Antarctica: environmental protection: United States position” (NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 2). See 
also a more formal statement at: 4 July 1991, Prime Minister, for media http://pmtranscripts.pmc.gov.au/sites/default 
/files/original/00008313.pdf (accessed 18 October 2017). It was later reported that at least Japan and the USSR had also written to 
Bush. See: 5 July 1991, Greg Austin, “Bush comes around on Antarctic mining ban” Sydney Morning Herald, 5.  

1664 4 July 1991, Cablegram PA87869 “Antarctica: SCM XI: environment protection protocol” (AAD: 91/226-2). 
1665 4 July 1991, transcript Radio National The World Today. See also: 4 July 1991, Greenpeace Australia media release “Bush overturns 

decision—US agreed to ban mining in Antarctic”, quoted in: 4 July 1991, Cablegram CE47001 “Antarctica: environment protocol: 
Greenpeace position” (AAD: 91/226-2). 

1666 15 July 1991, letter Greenpeace Australia, Goldsworthy to Kelly (AAD: 91/226-2). 
1667 8 August 1991, Cablegram WL44458 “Antarctica: SCM XI final session, Madrid, October: New Zealand views” (AAD: 91/919). 
1668 5 July 1991, Cablegram WH132922 “Antarctica: environmental protocol: US position” (AAD: 91/226-2). 
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ceremony the following day1669. Tucker Scully was keen to build on “the widespread relief felt 
at the conclusion of the Protocol”. It would now be possible to address protected areas, or even 
resolve the long-standing impasse over a Treaty secretariat1670. Parties could leave their 
differences behind and enjoy consensus. In London, John Heap resurrected the 
‘Correspondents Group’ to exchange views informally before the ATCM1671. The Group had 
“passed into a state of desuetude” when, because of differences over CRAMRA, it seemed “no 
longer possible to assume, give or take a bit here and there, that we were all pushing the same 
barrow”. It took eleven pages to outline the content of Heap’s resurrected barrow1672. The reply 
of DFAT’s Hugh Wyndham, equally pally and loquacious, welcomed resumption of “the 
former habits of informal consultations”1673. Relations had been restored. 

External to the Treaty, there was no universal praise. In the August 1991 third UNCED 
Preparatory Committee, Malaysia continued to argue for UN intervention in Antarctica, with 
Hussein Hannif even asserting that some Treaty Parties were already mining in Antarctica1674. 
The ATCPs’ hope that the Protocol would settle such concerns would have to wait and, for the 
time being, the Treaty Parties would have to maintain their resolve within UN forums.  

An unexpected vulnerability emerged in July when Japan proposed amendments to the 
protocol’s review provisions. While these were minor, the problem was that opening up such a 
sensitive article to any adjustments risked inviting other amendments and a cascade of re-
opened negotiations. Australia thought the suggestions, while tightening the text, were ill-
advised and unnecessary1675. Even Japan acknowledged this, admitting that their proposals had 
been sent to only eleven Parties, “none of which had been very enthusiastic”. Japan had been 
concerned by “the unseemly haste with which the text had been negotiated” but, in the end, 
“did not want to stand in the way of its signature”1676.  

While worried about late suggestions, in September John McCarthy revealed proposals of his 
own. He was hoping that the draft Final Act could be amended so that, among other things, the 
existing understandings on a mining moratorium could be replaced by an obligation “not to act 
contrary to the spirit of a full prohibition”1677. This was because once Parties had signed the 
protocol, they would be obliged by the 1969 Vienna Convention not to defeat its objectives. He 
also wanted a commitment to early work on liability1678. Pointing to the short time available on 

                                                        
1669 16 July 1991, Cablegram MA27194 “Antarctica: Third period of second session of SCM XI” (AAD: 91/919). 
1670 24 July 1991, Cablegram WH133678 “Antarctica: US views” (AAD: 90/111-1). 
1671 The Group involved individuals: Rolf Andersen and Jan Arvesen (Norway), Dietrich Granow (Germany), John Heap (United Kingdom), 

Sergei Karev (Soviet Union), John McCarthy (Australia), Tucker Scully (United States), Frank Wong (New Zealand). 
1672 26 July 1991, letter Heap to McCarthy (AAD: 90/111-2). 
1673 6 September 1991, letter Wyndham to Heap (AAD: B13/193). 
1674 14 August 1991, Cablegram GE94399 “UNCED: PrepCom III: Antarctica” (NAA: B1387 90/703 PART 2). 15 August 1991, Cablegram 

CH63252 “Antarctica: UNCED PrepCom III” (NAA: B1387 90/703 PART 2). 
1675 31 July 1991, TPN Embassy of Japan “Japanese comment on Article 25 of the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic 

Treaty” (AAD: 91/919). See also: 23 August 1991, AAD memorandum to DFAT, “Japanese proposal regarding protocol Articles 25 and 
26” (AAD: 91/919). 

1676 30 August 1991, Cablegram TK72711 “Antarctica: SCM XI: Japanese proposal on protocol” (AAD: 91/919). 
1677 6 September 1991, letter McCarthy to Heap (AAD: B13/193). 
1678 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, Article 18 http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/other/dfat/treaties/1974/2.html (accessed 18 October 
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the one remaining day of the SATCM, Heap urged McCarthy not to expect much: “this is 
clearly going to be a tall order and requires of us considerable forbearance”1679. The State 
Department was even more dissuasive about raising liability issues given the likely 
sensitivities, a fear that later proved fully justified1680.  

Tucker Scully’s objective was to gain quick acceptance of the protocol and early progress 
towards entry into force. He was also keen to avoid any more arguments over the environment, 
wanting “Madrid and Bonn to be essentially ‘snooze’ meetings devoid of the political 
controversy which had prevailed over the two years since the Paris ATCM”. He even wanted 
to avoid any embarrassment over national statements attached to the Final Act, especially if 
they “had the effect of according any status to idiotic statements”. Importantly, there was no 
retreat from US commitment to the protocol—in fact, Curtis Bohlen personally wished to sign. 
Scully was less concerned as to who would sign: “the more important objective was for the US 
to be one of the original signatories”1681.  

4 October 1991: SATCM XI fourth session, the Madrid Protocol is adopted 

The Parties re-convened in Madrid on 3 October 1991 for the fourth, and final, session of the 
11th Special Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting. One day had been allowed for editorial 
corrections and drafting the Final Act. The following day was for a signing ceremony. 
Australia’s objective was adoption of the Protocol with no changes. For the Final Act, 
Australia would seek strengthening of the moratorium, early work on liability, and provisional 
implementation1682. None of this proved controversial. With “some minor textual changes” the 
Protocol and its Final Act were completed, as well as the Final Report. At a ceremony on 4 
October, all 26 ATCPs signed the Final Act, and 23 signed the Protocol itself1683. 

As proceedings closed, Spain’s Foreign Minister celebrated the Protocol as an “example both 
of the vitality of the Antarctic system and the spirit of cooperation [and] a task demanded of us 
by worldwide public opinion”1684. For something so significant, the response from Ministers 
and media was muted. NGOs, a potent driving force of that public opinion, were modest in 
their praise. Some were still critical, saying the Protocol “fell short” and “doesn’t have a lot of 
teeth”. ASOC’s Cath Wallace said the campaign “had been remarkably successful but a lot was 

                                                        
1679 19 September 1991, facsimile message FCO to DFAT (AAD: 91/919). 
1680 27 September 1991, Cablegram CE78682 “Antarctica—liability annex to environmental protocol” (AAD: 91/919). See also: 30 

September 1991, WH136147 “Antarctica: liability annex to protocol: US views” (AAD: 91/919). 2 October 1991, Cablegram WH136241 
“Antarctica: liability annex to protocol: US views” (AAD: 91/919). 

1681 26 September 1991, Cablegram WH135969 “Antarctica ATCM XVI: reply to Heap (UK): US views” (AAD: 90/111-2). Idiotic or not, the 
national statements ended up as attachments to the SCM’s Final Report. See: Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Eleventh Antarctic 
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1682 October 1991, Australia “Brief for final session of SCM XI, Madrid, 3-4 October 1991” (AAD: B13/199). 
1683 4 October 1991, Cablegram MA27560 “Antarctic environment protocol” (AAD: 91/919). The Environment Ministers of Belgium, France 
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1684 Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Eleventh Antarctic Treaty Special Consultative, Madrid, 22-30 April 1991; 17-22 June 1991; 3-4 
October 1991, 105-106. 
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still to be done” to strengthen the Protocol “and ensure the minerals ban was made 
permanent”1685.  

Leaving Madrid, delegations went straight to Bonn, where ATCM XVI was about to begin—
the peaceful deliberations of normal consultation could resume. They took with them the 
signed Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty, to which were attached 
annexes on Environmental Impact Assessment (Annex I); Conservation of Antarctic Fauna and 
Flora (Annex II); Waste Disposal and Waste management (Annex III); and Prevention of 
Marine Pollution (Annex IV)1686. They also bore the buoyant mood of restored consensus. 

October 1991: “it might take time for all the wounds to heal” 

Twenty years of fractious politics about minerals had ended. There was healthy satisfaction, 
but no immediate triumphalism. That was to come later. In Australia’s view, 1991—the 
Treaty’s thirtieth year—had seen the ATS strengthened. It observed that “the return to 
consensus on mining is particularly important for Australia in view of the antipathy to our 
initiative”. Nevertheless, “it might take some time for all the wounds to heal”1687. Australia 
aimed to rebuild relationships and not again be regarded as “unpredictable and demanding”. 
Having abandoned consensus once, “it wanted to be seen as a reliable Party” and, as a result, 
“decided to take a low profile on new initiatives, at least for the time being”1688.  

At this point, the bond between Australia and France weakened as policy objectives diverged, 
starting in Bonn where France pushed hard on tourism regulations. Australia thought that going 
hard, too soon, on new initiatives could precipitate resistance—it was not prepared to do 
anything that would delay bringing the Protocol into force1689. Most Parties were calling only 
for prompt ratification. 

It was important to cement the newly-found stability. The Parties were generally magnanimous 
in praising the key individuals involved. Andersen’s contribution was especially mentioned, so 
too the chairs in Viña del Mar and Madrid. Chile reflected on the “deep divisions” overcome, 
and Germany lauded the “quick and efficient result”. Sweden regarded the Protocol as “a 
significant achievement” and the United States described it as an “impressive and innovative 
result [which] set a precedent for addressing other pressing global environmental 
problems”1690. However, it wasn’t all positive: such sentiments were in stark contrast to the 

                                                        
1685 5 October 1991, “Mining ban fragile: Antarctic lobbyist” The Dominion (New Zealand). 5 October 1991, “Antarctic mining banned for 50 

years” The Age, 15.  
1686 The Protocol and its annexes are at: http://ats.aq/e/ats_keydocs.htm (accessed 19 October 2017). 
1687 October 1991, Overview and Objectives, in “Brief for the Australian delegation to the 16th Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Bonn, 

7-18 October 1991” (AAD: B13/193). 
1688 A Jackson and L Kriwoken, "The Protocol in action, 1992-2010" in Australia and the Antarctic Treaty System: 50 years of influence, ed. 

M Haward and T Griffiths (UNSW Press, 2011), 301-302. 
1689 The risk was that adding new obligations would encourage Parties to defer ratification of the Protocol so that domestic implementing 

legislation could be prepared once the totality of new obligations was known. 
1690 9 October 1991, author’s handwritten notes “ATCM XVI - Plenary” (AWJ personal notes), 14-21. 
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discordant views that SCAR circulated in Bonn1691. SCAR was jealous of ASOC’s influence 
and, in “a rather bitter report”, complained about diminution of its role in providing 
environmental advice. Speaking on behalf of SCAR President Richard Laws, Nigel Bonner 
lamented SCAR’s inadequate funding and uncertain relationship with the new Committee on 
Environmental Protection (CEP)1692. Such negativity was unhelpful, especially when Parties 
were emphasising harmony. Australia reported that it took until the end of the meeting to repair 
“the damage caused by the insensitive report from SCAR” and for SCAR’s differences with 
ASOC to be settled. SCAR would still have “to recover some of its credibility following 
politicisation of its role”. Less controversial was the sole mention of minerals: a US proposal 
on the free exchange of marine seismic data to avoid any suggestions that such data might have 
commercial value1693. 

In Bonn at ATCM XVI, the priority was the Protocol’s provisional implementation. A number 
of issues were addressed including environmental impact assessments and establishment of the 
Committee for Environmental Protection (the CEP’s work was temporarily achieved through 
the Transitional Environmental Working Group). There were also discussions on the Protocol’s 
implications for the frequency of meetings; public availability of documents; and the need for a 
permanent Treaty secretariat1694. Also raised in Bonn was the question of whether to 
commence work on environmental liability. That was referred to a Group of Legal Experts for 
advice thus sidestepping, at least for the time being, one of the most problematic of 
environmental and legal issues1695.  

The Parties wasted no time in addressing the protected area system. Discussion was led by UK 
and US papers suggesting draft annexes to the Protocol1696. The proposals were combined and 
adopted as a fifth annex1697. This was a major development and it became one of the most 
productive areas of the CEP. That said, despite the renewed spirit of cooperation, achievement 
of Annex V on protected areas had been unexpectedly “fraught with seemingly intractable 

                                                        
1691 7 October 1991, XVI ATCM/INFO 14 “Reports and information papers (submitted by SCAR Secretariat”. 

http://ats.aq/documents/ATCM16/ip/ATCM16_ip014_e.pdf (accessed 24 October 2017). 
1692 8 October 1991, Cablegram BO55764 “Antarctica—ATCM XVI—Bonn—7-18 October” (AAD: 90/111-2). See also: 7 October 1991, 

author’s handwritten notes “ATCM XVI—Plenary—Reports” (AWJ personal notes), 5. 
1693 18 October 1991, Cablegram BO55868 “Antarctica: ATCMXVI: final report and recommendations” (AAD: 90/111-2). 
1694 14 October 1991, Cablegram BO55789, Antarctica—ATCM XVI: Report no 2—SCM XI and working groups” (AAD: 90/111-2). 7-18 

October 1991, author’s handwritten notes “ATCM XVI”(AWJ personal notes). The proposal for annual meetings related to the provision 
in Annex I of the Protocol that activities subject to a Comprehensive Environmental Evaluation not be held up by more than more than 
15 months by the requirement to present the proposals to an ATCM (see Article 3.5 of Annex I). The decision on the public availability 
of documents was directed at addressing criticism of a lack of transparency in the working of the ATCMs. The Secretariat became 
increasingly necessary because there was still no permanent repository of Treaty records and, with the move to annual meetings, it 
would increase efficiency to have administrative support. Despite consensus on the need to establish a secretariat, lack of consensus 
on its location stalled its establishment until 2003—Argentina’s consent was conditional on it being in Buenos Aires. 

1695 The legal experts met from 1993 to 1997. The subsequent formal negotiations resulted in the 2005 adoption of the Protocol’s Annex VI. 
See: http://ats.aq/documents/recatt/att249_e.pdf (accessed 27 October 2017). Antarctic Treaty, Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting: 
Final Report of the Twenty-Eighth Meeting, Stockholm, Sweden, 6-17 June 2005 (2005), 33-39. 

1696 7 October 1991, XVI ATCM/WP 1 “Area protection and management in the Antarctic” http://ats.aq/documents/ATCM16/ 
wp/ATCM16_wp001_e.pdf (accessed 27 October 2017). 8 October 1991, XVI ATCM/WP 6 “Systèmes des zones protégés” 
http://ats.aq/documents/ATCM16/wp/ATCM16_wp006_f.pdf (accessed 27 October 1991). 

1697 Antarctic Treaty, Recommendation ATCM XVI-10 “Annex V of the Environmental Protocol (Area Protection and Management)” 
http://ats.aq/documents/recatt/att004_e.pdf (accessed 27 October 2017). See also: Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Sixteenth 
Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Bonn, 7-18 October 1991 (1991), 24-25. 
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sticking points”. These had been introduced by France, Australia’s closest collaborator on the 
environmental initiative. Georges Duquin essentially held the meeting to ransom by insisting 
that “there can be no protected areas annex without a tourism annex”. Possibly still smarting at 
Greenpeace activities at Dumont d’Urville, France had already flagged its wish for stricter 
regulation of tourism and non-governmental activities. This was addressed in a working paper 
which, surprisingly, it said had been developed with Australia. ASOC “enraged France” by 
arguing against it1698. There then ensued a “long and at times bitter debate” with France 
seeking maximum regulation of tourism and the United States opposed to anything 
mandatory1699. Duquin seemed to entirely miss the point that having just adopted a Protocol 
applying comprehensive environmental measures to all activities, it was incongruous to 
suggest that the regime France itself had proposed had insufficient power to regulate the 
impacts of one of Antarctica’s major activities. Furthermore, many issues relating to tourism 
and non-government activities were about safety and self-sufficiency—concerns unrelated to 
environmental protection anyway. After the celebration of consensus on the Protocol, the 
argument over such activities seemed odd. Australia was surprised that its “French colleagues 
adopted a very inflexible stance and obstructed sensible progress in consideration of the 
issues”1700. Greenpeace was not concerned about the possible regulation of non-governmental 
activities in Antarctica: protests at Dumont d’Urville had concluded and the decision to remove 
World Park Base from Ross Island immediately was simply because direct action was no 
longer necessary1701. The priority for Greenpeace was that national programs implement the 
new obligations1702. Regulation of tourism and non-governmental activities was referred to 
future ATCMs where nothing ever came of the idea for a stand-alone annex1703.  

The Claytons review 

The Bonn meeting also adopted a declaration, drafted by the Australian delegation, to celebrate 
the Treaty’s 30th anniversary. It made no mention of minerals, the one issue which had dogged 
the Parties for two thirds of the Treaty’s existence1704. It did, however, declare a ‘Decade of 
International Antarctic Cooperation, 1991 to 2000’. The declaration did not require (or result 
in) any specific actions. Nevertheless, it was symbolic as it confirmed restoration of the status 
quo in Antarctic affairs—it recognised that adopting the Protocol was “a fitting tribute to the 

                                                        
1698 14 October 1991, Cablegram BO55789, Antarctica—ATCM XVI: Report no 2—SCM XI and working groups” (AAD: 90/111-2). October 

1991, Sixteenth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting “Summary of delegation reports and action arising” (AAD: B13/193). The French 
paper is at: http://ats.aq/documents/ATCM16/wp/ATCM16_wp002_e.pdf (accessed 27 October 2017). 

1699 18 October 1991, Cablegram BO55868 “Antarctica: ATCMXVI: final report and recommendations” (AAD: 90/111-2). 10-11 October 
1991, author’s handwritten notes “ATCM XVI—WG1” (AWJ personal notes), 27-32, 34-37. October 1991, Sixteenth Antarctic Treaty 
Consultative Meeting “Summary of delegation reports and action arising” (AAD: B13/193). 

1700 11 November 1991, Antarctic Division minute, Rex Moncur “Report on overseas visit” (AAD: 91/919). 
1701 Antarctic and Southern Ocean Coalition, "Leading by example" ECO LXXXI, no 1 (1991): 4. The eventual abandonment by France of 

the Dumont d’Urville runway was not solely due to NGO objections—before it was used the runway was destroyed by storm damage in 
1994. See: T Patel, "Waves smash Antarctic airstrip" New Scientist, no 1914 (1994). 

1702 M Szabo, State of the ice: an overview of human impacts in Antarctica (Greenpeace International, 1993), 2-21. 
1703 M G Richardson, "Regulating tourism in the Antarctic: issues of environment and jurisdiction" in Implementing the environmental 

protection regime for the Antarctic, ed. D Vidas (Kluwer, 2000). Tourism developed rapidly immediately after the adoption of the 
Protocol. See: D Liggett, B Frame, N Gilbert, and F Morgan, "Is it all going south? Four future scenarios for Antarctica" Polar Record 
53, no 5 (2017): 7-8. 

1704 One of the reasons for not mentioning minerals is that, being drafted by Australia, addressing that issue could have been seen as 
provocatively self-congratulatory. 
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thirtieth anniversary of the Antarctic Treaty”, neatly setting set aside any suggestion that a 
Treaty review was a live option1705. On the contrary, dealing with mining, the environmental 
issue and re-establishing consensus was a ‘Claytons’ review1706.  

The protocol became known as the Madrid Protocol, in recognition of the city in which it was 
adopted. Fittingly, Spain went on to become the first state to ratify the Protocol, doing so on 1 
July 19921707. Other Parties soon followed. On 14 January 1998, with all the ATCPs having 
ratified, the Protocol entered into force. Antarctica was saved. From what, exactly, Antarctica 
was ‘saved’ is discussed in Chapter 11.  

 

                                                        
1705 Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Sixteenth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Bonn, 7-18 October 1991, 133-139.  
1706 In Australian idiom, this translates as ‘the review you have when you are not having a review’. 
1707 XVII ATCM/INFO 17 (submitted by the USA) “Status of signatures and ratifications of the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the 

Antarctic Treaty” http://ats.aq/documents/ATCM17/ip/ATCM17_ip017_e.pdf (accessed 27 October 2017). 



 

Chapter 9 

Influences  
 

This chapter applies Marks’ typology to identify factors of contingency, accident 
and conjuncture. These constitute the circumstances and parallel events that 
influenced the Antarctic environment debate and made an outcome possible. 

 

How can what happened be explained? 

The preceding narrative began with the first expressions of interest in Antarctica’s potential 
mineral resources, and ran through to its conclusion with the entry into force of the Madrid 
Protocol which prohibited use of those resources. Despite revealing events previously 
concealed, the chronological narrative alone does not explain what was going on. 
Understanding the events has been helped by access to internal government records and the 
inner working of the Antarctic Treaty System (ATS). However, although the internal 
documents help describe what occurred, on their own they do not explain why. The aim of 
historical interpretation is “to provide a framework within which data appear intelligible”1708. 
Here, intelligibility will be assisted by analysing the influencing circumstances and the 
influential people involved in the demise of CRAMRA and its replacement by the Protocol1709. 

The events described in the narrative occurred for a reason, often because of the actions of 
individuals, who were themselves taking advantage of circumstances. This history therefore 
also identifies the many important participants. The placement of influential participants in the 
prevailing circumstances and the series of parallel events justifies a hybrid approach to the 
analysis. To make sense of the events and the actors, two analytical tools are applied: the first 
looking at the circumstances and events, the second looking at the actors. 

A history will often assess the circumstances that allowed certain subsequent developments. 
Such circumstances may provide necessary context for later events, but they do not make those 
later events inevitable. In this story, in addition to the prior conditions, there were numerous 
unanticipated events that might appear as serendipitous or coincidental. It is therefore 
necessary to look beyond the pre-existing conditions.  

                                                        
1708 M Trachtenberg, 27. 
1709 Influence here should be taken to mean no more than a circumstance or participant that had significance in shaping outcomes. No 

attempt is made here to define the term significant.  
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Robert Marks suggests that precipitating circumstances can be identified as: 

• Contingency—in this thesis, this means the necessary prior conditions, that is, the 
circumstances upon which later developments depend; 

• Accident—fortunate circumstances that arise; and 

• Conjuncture—the interaction of otherwise independent developments to create a unique 
historical moment1710. 

Mark’s classification of circumstances and events is applied here as a tool to sort, and therefore 
help make sense of, the circumstances and events.  

Operating within these circumstances and events are the key participants. A separate tool is 
used to identify them and assess their contribution. Oran Young presents Antarctic forums as 
examples of institutional bargaining, with the participants exhibiting three leadership styles: 
intellectual, entrepreneurial and structural1711. Young’s tool (which is applied in Chapter 10), 
allows analysis of the influence of participants (here called the influencers), as distinct from the 
influence of events and circumstances (the influences), which are discussed in this chapter. The 
analytical framework of this thesis is therefore a hybrid of the models of Marks and Young. 
The framework will help explain the seemingly extraordinary turnaround in Antarctic 
governance.  

This thesis is not intended to test the efficacy of existing theoretical models—rather, for this 
thesis, the application of these tools is an expedient way of sorting the events and participants 
to help make sense of what occurred. That said, while it is helpful to identify the necessary 
prior conditions, Marks’ use of the term contingency can be somewhat awkward in a 
grammatical sense. To minimise such problems, in this chapter the relevant circumstances are 
described as factors that constitute contingency.  

FACTORS THAT CONSTITUTE CONTINGENCY  

Numerous factors identified in the narrative satisfy the requirements of contingency—the 
necessary prior conditions that contributed to the events. This does not mean that the events 
that followed were inevitable, simply that they were made possible because these 
circumstances existed.  

The factors considered are: the existence of the Antarctic Treaty; territorial sovereignty; 
consensus decision-making; the stability of the ATS; Antarctica’s potential mineral wealth; the 
diplomatic investment made in CRAMRA; the existence of the moratorium on mineral 

                                                        
1710 R B Marks, 10-17. 
1711 O R Young, 288-302. 
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resource activities; existing environmental concerns; national Antarctic policy; domestic 
politics; and aspirations for a world park. These are examined below. 

Contingency factor: the Antarctic Treaty  

The Treaty was a factor because it brought otherwise unconnected States together for a 
common purpose. It spawned associated instruments that added substance to Antarctic 
governance, and it was logical that another governance issue be addressed within the ATS.  

While self-evident that the Treaty provided context for what occurred, most germane was the 
way the Treaty had evolved and its operating norms consolidated. Initial doubts about its 
stability and longevity evaporated as confidence in it grew. Early UK views that it was an 
interim expediency pending inevitable internationalisation dissipated, as did Australian fears 
that it might coalesce into rigid legal obligations1712. As the Treaty gained stature, so grew 
other nations’ interest. By the 1982 commencement of the minerals debate, the number of 
Parties had more than doubled1713. Eleven more states acceded during the CRAMRA 
negotiations (either to influence the direction of discussions, or to position themselves to take 
advantage of the regime)1714. Legitimisation of the Treaty was assisted by the parallel 1983 
innovation of inviting non-Consultative Parties (NCPs) to the meetings1715.  

The evolution of the Treaty into the Treaty System also provided contingency. The progressive 
adoption of ATCM Recommendations and their integration with additional legal instruments 
provided workable governance, including for resource management. Another characteristic of 
the Treaty was the practice of addressing problematic issues before their distortion by vested 
interests. This occurred in developing the 1972 Seals Convention (CCAS), and in the Treaty 
itself, where views were exchanged informally before formal negotiations—a ‘no surprises’ 
approach or, as Robert Hall explores further, the use of ‘pre-negotiation’1716. Its effectiveness 
made it plausible to apply this practice to the sensitive minerals issue. 

Contingency factor: territorial sovereignty  

Sovereignty was a factor because seven Parties maintain claims to Antarctic territory, and two 
assert a basis of claims. None of these enjoyed universal recognition and the Treaty had not 
resolved the differences. Access to resources, and benefit from them, are basic rights of 
territorial possession. Handling that potential for conflict is at the Treaty’s heart.  

                                                        
1712 October 1970, “Sixth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Brief for the Australian delegation” (NAA: B1387 1991/640 PART 3). 
1713 Between 1961 and 1982, membership grew from 12 to 26. See: http://ats.aq/devAS/ats_parties.aspx?lang=e (accessed 15 December 

2017). 
1714 Growth in the number of Parties during the minerals negotiations was seen as further legitimising the ATS, even if some accessions 

were motivated mainly by the prospect of gaining access to potential minerals and becoming members of the Antarctic Mineral 
Resources Commission. The rapid growth in Treaty Parties between 1982 and 1988 is graphically illustrated in D Liggett, B Frame, N 
Gilbert, and F Morgan, 461-462. 

1715 Antarctic Treaty, Report of the Twelfth Consultative Meeting, Canberra, 13-27 September 1983, 14-15, 122-123. 
1716 H R Hall, 65-67 and 153.  
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When the minerals question arose, the principles contained in Treaty Article IV informed and 
moderated behaviour. Successful accommodation of differences over sovereignty was 
fundamental in the minerals debate. Article IV requires recognition not of the claims 
themselves, but that they exist—it does not set aside the claims, but seeks to set aside 
disruptive argument about them1717.  

One way the arguments are avoided is through ‘bifocalism’, a term having significance in 
Antarctic diplomacy. Bifocalism allows differing views to be described in language that is 
capable of different, but equally valid, interpretation—even if opposing parties deny the 
legitimacy of the position which facilitates the alternative interpretation1718. It appears that the 
term was coined in March 1978 during another resources negotiation—that relating to 
Antarctic marine living resources1719. 

The prospect of minerals made the CRAMRA debate an acute test of Parties’ attitudes to the 
claims themselves and to the effectiveness of Article IV. Sovereignty concerns had been 
successfully contained in CCAS and CCAMLR, in Treaty measures, and in the practice of 
ATCMs. For the claimants, advancing sovereignty had been in modest ways, such as the 
positioning of stations; enacting legislation; issuing postage stamps; assigning place names; 
and minor administrative appointments. The minerals issue added a new challenge because 
something more tangible was at stake: resources with quantifiable value and strategic 
potential1720. Tackling sovereignty in this context was why the Treaty itself had not mentioned 
minerals exploitation. The debate became unavoidable in the minerals negotiations and, as 
Chris Beeby put it, “differences about sovereignty have [become] a large part of the reason for 
embarking on them in the first place”1721. Thus the minerals negotiations became as much 
about safeguarding sovereignty as about accessing the minerals themselves. The effectiveness 
of CRAMRA’s sovereignty safeguards is moot. What CRAMRA did do, however, was 
structure its institutions so that regulatory committees had to include the relevant claimant. 

                                                        
1717 It is not intended here to discuss the operation of Article IV of the Treaty, suffice to say that it protects the interests of states that 

maintain a territorial claim and those that do not, and allows cooperation in other areas of Antarctic interest to proceed unhindered by 
the otherwise problematic differences of view. Several authors have analysed the structure and operation of the Article. See, for 
example: A Watts, 126-136. C C Joyner, Governing the frozen commons: the Antarctic regime and environmental protection, 57-58. 

1718 The importance of bifocalism in Antarctic affairs is further examined in: M L Lee, "The 1959 Antarctic Treaty, the “freezing and 
bifocalism” formula" Australian International Law Journal (2000). See also: M Haward and N Cooper, "Australian interests, bifocalism, 
bipartisanship, and the Antarctic Treaty System" Polar Record 50, no 1 (2014); R T Scully, "The development of the Antarctic Treaty 
System" in Science diplomacy: Antarctica, science, and the governance of international spaces, ed. P A Berkman, and others 
(Smithsonian Institution, 2011), 31. 

1719 During the CCAMLR negotiations, UK Head of Delegation Donald Logan remarked that the Parties seemed to be looking at a draft 
article on coastal state jurisdiction through bi-focal glasses. Marine jurisdiction was necessarily a major issue for living resources. 
During the negotiations, the Australian delegation reported that the solution was proposed as “non-claimants would interpret references 
to coastal state jurisdiction as applying solely to areas of undisputed national jurisdiction north of 60 degrees South and claimants 
would interpret such references as applying both to north and south of that latitude”. March 1978, Australian delegation report, Antarctic 
marine living resources (AAD: B13/197). 

1720 Several authors have examined the special sovereignty challenges presented by the prospect of minerals. See, for example: E 
Hambro. B Roberts, 111-113. F M Auburn, 109-110. F Sollie, "Jurisdictional problems in relation to Antarctic mineral resources in 
political perspective" in Antarctic resources policy: scientific, legal and political issues, ed. F O Vicuña (Cambridge University Press, 
1983), 317-335.  

1721 C C Beeby, "The Antarctic Treaty System: goals, performance and impact" in The Antarctic Treatgy System in world politics, ed. A 
Jørgensen-Dahl and W Østreng (Macmillan/Fridtjof Nansen Institute, 1991), 7. 
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Accordingly, CRAMRA provided the essential condition for its demise: if a claimant state 
reneged, the convention could not operate. CRAMRA gave sovereignty unexpected potency. 

For the claimants, protecting the privileges of sovereignty was a real issue, not only for gaining 
economic benefit but also as a matter of principle. Surprisingly, claimants were not of one 
mind. Norway was described as “a fairly dispassionate claimant in the first place” but retained 
its claim “because it serves as a ticket to a first-class ride”1722. It was not until minerals gained 
attention in the late-1970s that the United Kingdom resumed the robust claimant stance it had 
in the decades before the Treaty was adopted1723. Chile took another view: “one of the 
weaknesses of the Treaty had been that the claimant States had claimed too little rather than 
too much”1724. Argentina was even more forceful: it wanted sovereignty resolved before 
agreeing to even discuss minerals1725.  

Australia was not always strident on sovereignty1726. However, on minerals it championed 
claimant rights. Keith Brennan was particularly firm: an outcome on minerals “could not be 
essentially destructive of the position of either the claimant or non-claimant states”, yet 
Australia’s rights “were not negotiable”1727. He considered “sovereignty over resources, and 
the right to collect revenue from the exploitation of resources, are inseverable concomitants of 
sovereignty”1728. Brennan removed any doubt in his opening address to the 1977 ATCM1729. 
Australia emerged as spokesperson for the claimants: the Latin Americans “were terrified of 
the prospect of raising discussions of sovereignty … they were very relieved to have Australia 
lead the charge, very relieved”1730. Australia was aware of the price to be paid, noting “the 
commitment to the protection of sovereignty will be continuous and could be a long-term 
source of irritation and expense”1731. In 1981 Brennan warned that “we have to be continually 
on our guard” that non-claimants might leave us with a “clause that is a de facto surrender of 
all relevant rights”1732. In a speech normally noted for its inspiring blandness, Australia’s 
Science Minister Barry Jones opened a minerals meeting by calling for a claimant share of 

                                                        
1722 O S Stokke, "The making of Norwegian Antarctic policy" in Governing the Antarctic: the effectiveness of the Antarctic Treathy System, 

ed. O S Stokke and D Vidas (Cambridge University Press, 1996), 387-389. 
1723 The views of Brian Roberts may have had some bearing on this—even after the ascension of John Heap, in retirement Roberts 

maintained that “it might be best for the United Kingdom to look upon itself as a non-claimant state”. See: B Roberts, 112. 
1724 July 1976, Report of the Australian Delegation to the Special Preparatory Meeting of Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties on the 

Exploration and Exploitation of the Mineral Resources of Antarctica, Paris, 28 June–10 July 1976 (AAD: B13/197), 38. 
1725 26 April 1976, Cablegram O.BA3430 “Antarctica—Paris preparatory meeting” (NAA: B1387 1991/708 PART 1). See also: 21 January 

1976, Memorandum AHC London “Antarctic Policy” (NAA: B1387 1996/864 PART 1). B Roberts, 111. 
1726 For example, in 1979 Australia proclaimed 200 nautical miles around its external territories for the purposes of the Fisheries Act. Then, 

six weeks later, in the face of concerns raised by other states (particularly the United States), Australia declared Antarctic waters 
excepted from the Australian Fishing Zone. See: W M Bush, Antarctica and international law: a collection of inter-state and national 
documents, Vol II, 202-209  

1727 July 1976, Report of the Australian Delegation to the Special Preparatory Meeting of Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties on the 
Exploration and Exploitation of the Mineral Resources of Antarctica, Paris, 28 June–10 July 1976 (AAD: B13/197), 3-4  

1728 K Brennan, "Criteria for access to the resources of Antarctica: alternatives, procedure and experience applicable" in Antarctic resources 
policy: scientific, legal and political issues, ed. F O Vicuña (Cambridge University Press, 1983), 224. 

1729 Antarctic Treaty, Report of the Ninth Consultative Meeting, London 19 September-7 October 1977, 27. 
1730 12 January 1977, “Note for file” (NAA: B1387 1991/748). 
1731 18 April 1977, draft by the Legal Adviser “Antarctica” (NAA: B1387 1991/697 PART 4). 
1732 24 August 1981, Cablegram BU7082 “Antarctica—Draft recommendation on mineral resources” (NAA: B1387 96/894). 
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minerals revenue1733. In contrast, Japan said that if a minerals regime “led to too many special 
privileges for territorial claimants or superpowers” it would walk away1734. 

Australia was the Party most insistent on a claimant revenue share. By the end of the 
negotiations, the Australian Treasury’s obsession with revenue overshadowed Australia’s 
credibility on strong environmental provisions1735. Unsurprisingly, when Australia rejected 
CRAMRA on environmental grounds, its motives were questioned. Even accomplished 
diplomat John Rowland conceded that Australia was “a fairly assertive claimant” because 
“although the claim may be too big to be credible internationally … it is too big to 
surrender”1736. Australia was described as a “hard claimant”1737. Australia’s vigorous argument 
for its rights benefited other claimants not prepared to be so bold1738. By offering to host the 
negotiations, New Zealand would not have to take head-on the United States who might want 
privileged access to what New Zealand might regards as ‘its’ Ross Sea resources—it could rely 
on other claimants, like Australia, to fight for a claimant’s entitlement to its own resources1739. 

Attitudes to sovereignty framed many other Parties’ attitudes to minerals. While the claimants 
did not share a uniform position, they often acted en bloc to protect mutual interests. Equally, 
the non-claimants were keen not to de facto endorse the claims by acknowledging that the 
claimants had a valid position. Parties otherwise close on Antarctic policy were opposites when 
sovereignty arose. Australia found itself in a cleft stick. It wanted to support CRAMRA and, as 
a claimant, take advantage of the minerals potential—but not in a way that diminished its 
sovereignty. Nor did it want disagreements with its traditional allies in the Treaty. The Madrid 
Protocol saved Australia (and other claimants) from such dilemmas. Both claimants and non-
claimants needed to protect the integrity of Article IV. Thus, maintenance of the status quo on 
sovereignty was a fortunate consequence of abandoning CRAMRA. In that sense, the Protocol 
protected the entire ATS from new sovereignty disagreements (although there is no 
documentary evidence that this was a conscious intention at the time). It is neatly ironic that 
Australia used the special rights of a claimant to defeat CRAMRA, the regime it saw as 
derogating from the rights of claimants.  

                                                        
1733 14 April 1986, “Opening address by the Hon Barry O Jones” (NAA: B1387 1985/889 PART 2). 
1734 R Friedheim and T Akaha, "Antarctic resources and international law: Japan, the United States, and the future of Antarctica" Ecology 

Law Quarterly 16, no 1 (1989): 144-146. 
1735 As early as 1986, New Zealand had become disappointed that Australia put greater weight on economic interests and failed to support 

environmental aspects. M Templeton, A wise adventure II: New Zealand and Antarctica after 1960, 186-187, 206 and 214.  
1736 J R Rowland, 21. 
1737 O S Stokke, "Domestic politics and ATS change: introductory assessment" 324. 
1738 The corollary is that in the CCAMLR negotiations, Australia benefitted from the vigorous advocacy by France for acceptance of 

sovereignty existing on sub-Antarctic islands within the CCAMLR area. 
1739 The records reveal that on many issues Australia took a harder line than New Zealand on claimant benefits, but New Zealand stood to 

gain on any benefits achieved by Australia. The alternative explanation for New Zealand leadership in the minerals negotiations was 
“self-interest”—while other Parties seemed reluctant to make progress on a sensitive issue, New Zealand appeared keen to achieve a 
regime with favourable terms because it had no domestic oil reserves. M Templeton, A wise adventure II: New Zealand and Antarctica 
after 1960, 114-119. 
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While sovereignty issues had provided contingency in CRAMRA, there is no indication that 
they had such a significant impact on the Protocol1740. Thus the relevance of sovereignty was 
threefold: it provided the conditions to precipitate dissatisfaction with CRAMRA (for example, 
an insufficient share of revenue for a claimant state); it allowed a claimant to block CRAMRA 
by defeating its institutions (primarily by requiring each claimant to participate); and it had 
provided the foundation stone of the Treaty which allowed cooperative governance in the 
Antarctic to flourish in the first place. 

Contingency factor: consensus decision-making  

Consensus decision-making was a factor because, in the ATS, it was a well-embedded practice 
for deciding matters of substance. The consensus requirement had its origins in the need to 
accommodate fundamental differences over sovereignty. The consensus ‘rule’ was not codified 
in such bald language, but the ATCM Rules of Procedure require that Measures, Decisions and 
Resolutions “shall be adopted by the Representatives of all Consultative Parties”1741. Voting 
would allow claimants to be out-numbered1742. The closest that Parties came to defining 
consensus was in CRAMRA itself, where it was taken to mean the absence of formal 
objection1743. Accordingly, consensus does not require agreement: provided no-one objects, a 
decision can be reached. But to object is to exercise a veto. At the height of the Protocol 
negotiations, the United Kingdom’s John Heap summed it up: “don’t ask me to say yes, and I 
won’t say no”1744. Consensus, therefore, does not mean unanimity1745. After unanimity, 
consensus has been described as “the most demanding decision rule there is [as] collective 
action will be limited to those measures that are acceptable to the least enthusiastic Party”1746. 

Achieving and maintaining consensus are essential for Antarctic governance. Among other 
things it requires diplomatic skills, creative problem solving, compromise and forbearance1747. 
As the United States put it, minerals regulation would have to be achieved “through negotiation 
and consensus, not sovereign control”1748. Such challenges compounded as the number of 
Parties increased. This emerged as a concern during the minerals debate, and continued into the 

                                                        
1740 The exception in the Madrid Protocol is that the environmental impact assessment system in Annex 1 provides for the Party proposing 

an activity to have the final say on whether the activity can proceed—this was in deference to claimants not being prepared to have 
their own activities prevented. 

1741 Antarctic Treaty, Rules of Procedure of the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting and the Committe for Environmental Protection 
(Secretariat of the Antarctic Treaty, 2017). Periodic amendments to the procedural rules have not affected this requirement. 

1742 When the Treaty entered into force the seven claimants outnumbered the five non-claimants. This has long been reversed with 
subsequent accessions to the Treaty and recognition of Consultative status—there are now 29 Consultative Parties able to participate 
in decision-making within the ATCM. See the current status of Treaty Parties at: http://ats.aq/devAS/ats_parties.aspx?lang=e 
(accessed 8 January 2018). 

1743 "Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities" Article 22.5. This was essentially the definition that had recently 
been adopted in Article 161.8(e) of the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention with respect to decision making within the Council. See: 
http://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/unclos_e.pdf (accessed 15 January 2018). 

1744 26 April 1991, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM (Session II)” (AWJ personal notes), 52.  
1745 Some authors suggest that unanimity is explicit or implied. See, for example: J D Myhre, 42. M J Peterson, Managing the frozen south: 

the creation and evolution of the Antarctic Treaty System (University of California Press, 1988), 93. P J Beck, The international politics 
of Antarctica, 155. 

1746 A Underdal, 25. 
1747 A Jackson. 
1748 US Congress Office of Technology Assessment, Polar prospects: a minerals treaty for Antarctica (US Government Printing Office, 

1989), 6. 
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Protocol negotiations1749. Given the special sensitivities of minerals, CRAMRA went further 
than any previous instrument in moving away from the consensus requirement1750.  

Consensus nearly always involves at least two stages. Firstly, consensus is required on the 
substance of the matter proposed. Secondly, entry into force of a measure requiring domestic 
legislation can be prevented by a refusal to legislate and ratify. In CRAMRA’s case there were 
even more opportunities to lose consensus. CRAMRA was adopted by all the ATCPs, yet 
Australia (then others) later declined to sign or accede. Had Australia signed it might well have 
failed to ratify. If it had entered into force, CRAMRA contained another stage: consensus to 
open an area for exploration and development1751. John Heap emphasised this in arguing for 
CRAMRA (although it seems rather odd to have promoted a minerals regime on the basis that 
it could be used to prevent mining)1752. Others seized on similar arguments to suggest that in 
this way CRAMRA actually acted as a mining ban, a view equally resisted by others1753. The 
argument that a Party to CRAMRA could veto the opening of any area for mining was 
unconvincing—to exercise that veto could be seen as contrary to the Vienna Convention on the 
Law of Treaties which obliges Parties to a convention not to act to defeat its purposes1754.  

Within the ATS, CRAMRA thus created unprecedented opportunities to renege on 
expectations. The risk of the CRAMRA consensus failing was probably underestimated. If the 
possibility had been recognised, it is unlikely that the Convention would have been adopted 
with the mechanism to sink it. Nevertheless, there it was: regulatory committees had to include 
the relevant claimant, and CRAMRA’s entry into force required participation by “all of the 
States necessary in order to establish all of the institutions of the Convention in respect of 
every area of Antarctica”1755. Each Party could have vetoed CRAMRA at its adoption. Only a 
few could later veto its entry into force—nine states could do that (the claimants plus the 
USSR and the United States)1756. A regime had been adopted allowing a minority to renege on 
the consensus of the whole. Presumably it was assumed that having been negotiated in good 

                                                        
1749 C C Beeby, "The Antarctic Treaty System: goals, performance and impact" 13-15. 
1750 Consensus was also abandoned in one key aspect of the Madrid Protocol. The requirement in Article 25 is for “a majority of the Parties” 

to adopt a modification to the Protocol proposed at a review conference (which cannot be called for earlier than 50 years from the 
Protocol’s entry into force). This is a qualified majority: that majority must include ¾ of the states that were ATCPs at the adoption of 
the Protocol. This was significant as it meant that an amendment to the Protocol would not suffer the same fate as CRAMRA. F 
Francioni, 69.  

1751 Note that CRAMRA did not require consensus to open an area for prospecting. The distinctions between prospecting, exploration and 
development are explained in CRAMRA. "Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities" Article 1.  

1752 J A Heap, "The political case for the minerals convention" in The future of Antarctica: exploitation versus preservation, ed. G Cook 
(Manchester University Press, 1990), 45-46.  

1753 C C Beeby, "The minerals convention and its future" 56, 58. J Burgess, "Comprehensive environmental protection of the Antarctic: new 
approaches for new times" in The future of Antarctica: exploitation versus preservation, ed. G Cook (Manchester University Press, 
1990), 63-64.  

1754 A counter-argument was that the Parties which had signed CRAMRA would have been acting contrary to the Vienna Convention if they 
supported a mining ban as that would be defeating the purpose of CRAMRA. That viewpoint was dismissed on the grounds that all the 
Parties to CRAMRA had agreed to depart from it: A Watts, 287. It has also been argued that an individual Party can drop support 
without contradicting the Vienna Convention if they have made clear their intention not to take part: J G Podehl and D R Rothwell, "New 
Zealand and the Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities (CRAMRA): an unhappy divorce?" Victoria 
University of Wellington Law Review 22 (1992): 44-45. 

1755 "Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities" Articles 29, 62.  
1756 The power of veto was also held by others by virtue of the requirement that at least 16 Parties participate in CRAMRA. At the time of 

Australia’s decision not to sign CRAMRA, to fulfil the prescribed formula the Convention also required participation by either one of 
India or China (as developing States). China signed. 
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faith, and adopted by consensus, it was not anticipated that the deal would be broken. If the 
loss of consensus was unexpected, equally surprising was the speed with which it collapsed1757.  

The last reason consensus contributed to contingency is because its loss raised so much 
concern. The question, however, is whether that concern was because the regulation of mining 
withered, or because it had wider implications for the operation of the ATS? At the time of 
Australia’s rejection of CRAMRA, much was made about the moratorium and the risk of 
unregulated mining. A legal void had been created. However, economic minerals had not been 
discovered and there was no suggestion that any nation or enterprise wanted to go looking. 
Even in calm retrospect, the situation was seen as a crisis of consensus that brought the Treaty 
“to the brink of collapse”1758. The anxiety was more likely concern for the tradition of 
cooperation in the Treaty, rather than grief for failed negotiations or a legal vacuum over 
hypothetical activities. The loss of the CRAMRA consensus, therefore, was significant because 
it potentially created a precedent for the retrospective destruction of consensus on other 
matters. At its ultimate, it could mean reneging on the consensus on some of the Treaty’s most 
important principles (such as peaceful use, priority for science, and the accommodation of 
differences over sovereignty), without which there would be no Antarctic cooperation. 

The political implications were significant. Failure to reach consensus was common and was 
nothing to fear as such. Equally common were delays, sometimes extended, in implementing 
agreements already made. However, the abandonment of consensus after it had been achieved 
was unheralded until Australia and France reneged on CRAMRA. Breaking that consensus was 
a direct challenge to ATS norms. Australia’s defection was completely out of character and 
undermined a reputation established in CCAMLR and in leading ATCPs in the UN when the 
Treaty was under concerted attack. Australia showed that one Party could wilfully override the 
will of many, despite the efforts made to accommodate the views of all1759. The shock of losing 
consensus contributed to calls for its urgent re-establishment. During the environment debate 
there were dire warnings, and implied threats, about the consequences if consensus were not 
restored1760. Despite occasionally extreme rhetoric, some Parties appeared ambivalent about 
the substance of the debate, concerned more for a return to consensus.  

Consensus has been described as “the backbone of the Treaty System”1761. The need for 
consensus played an important role in the minerals and environment debates. For minerals, the 
initial impetus was to resolve differences before there was commercial interest1762. Later, 
further impetus came from the lassitude of six years of enervating debate. Chris Beeby 
                                                        
1757 See, for example: L M Elliott, 162, 171. 
1758 J A Heap, "Sovereignty as a source of stress" 187. S Chaturvedi, 141, 229. R T Scully, "The development of the Antarctic Treaty 

System" 36. 
1759 The power of petulance was demonstrated again when one Party finally removed its objection to the establishment of an Antarctic 

Treaty Secretariat. In that case, the removal of its objection was made conditional on the institution’s eventual location, an insistence 
that defeated consensus for a further decade. 

1760 See, for example, C C Beeby, "The Antarctic Treaty System: goals, performance and impact" 18-19. R T Andersen, "Negotiating a new 
regime: how CRAMRA came into existence" in The Antarctic Treaty System in world politics, ed. A Jørgensen-Dahl and W Østreng 
(Macmillan/Fridtjof Nansen Institute, 1991), 108. 

1761 K M Bondevik, "Foreword" ibid., ed. A Jorgensen-Dahl and W Ostreng, xxi. 
1762 R T Andersen, "Negotiating a new regime: how CRAMRA came into existence" ibid., ed. A Jørgensen-Dahl and W Østreng, 95-96. 
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implored Parties to find workable solutions “tolerable to all”. Even then negotiation fatigue did 
not provoke departure from a consensus objective. Similarly, throughout Rolf Andersen’s late-
night negotiations in Madrid, at no point did delegations suggest that alternative decision-
making processes be considered as a way out of the impasse.  

Australia’s own pessimism about its environmental proposals reflected its appreciation that the 
major obstacle to success was the consensus requirement. Going it alone on the environment 
had not worked for New Zealand in 1975, and it would have been even harder to succeed once 
CRAMRA was adopted. 

Contingency factor: stability in Antarctica 

The stability of the ATS as a whole was a factor because of the benefits it brings, benefits that 
might be put at risk if confidence in it were reduced. While the minerals and environment 
debates dominated proceedings for some years, Antarctic affairs had never been a single issue. 
There were key principles to protect, including allowing science to proceed unhindered.  

Apart from protecting the status quo on sovereignty, also crucial was the principle of non-
militarisation. During the Cold War, quarantining Antarctic affairs from such tensions was 
paramount. In fact, seclusion of Antarctica made it possible for states otherwise in dispute to 
maintain cordial relations—for example, cooperation with South Africa despite anti-apartheid 
sanctions. More alarmingly, Argentina and the United Kingdom squabbled over South Atlantic 
islands just as the minerals debate started but, as Beeby recalled, “neither of those two 
delegations, nor any other, spoke a single word at the meeting about the 
Falklands/Malvinas”1763. Despite the hostilities, it is suspected that both countries individually 
recognised that their interests would be best served by protecting the integrity of the Antarctic 
Treaty and exploiting their influence as ATCPs1764. In addition, states that would otherwise 
have supported Malaysia in the UN remained committed to the Treaty1765. Maintaining 
stability, even during external tensions, ensured a safe environment for handling difficult 
problems (such as access to Antarctic marine living resources) and was critical to providing the 
resilience necessary to deal with the minerals and environment debates which represented the 
most significant challenge so far1766.  

This robustness and resilience had to be earned. Fear for Treaty stability was one reason why 
the minerals issue had not been addressed in the Treaty, and why the issue was deferred for so 
long. Avoiding the issue was no oversight1767. States had been well aware of the issues 
following the 1958 Continental Shelf Convention. Sensitivity about Antarctic difficulties was 

                                                        
1763 C C Beeby, "The Antarctic Treaty System: goals, performance and impact" 4.  
1764 Joyner neatly sums up this example of ‘political pragmatism’ in Antarctic affairs. C C Joyner, 499-500. 
1765 Many authors have assessed the impact of the United Nations consideration of Antarctica. See, for example: R Tepper and M Haward. 

C C Joyner, Governing the frozen commons: the Antarctic regime and environmental protection, 235-251. M G Haward and D Mason.  
1766 The robustness and resilience of the ATS has been assessed in detail in: M Weber, "The strength to continue: a case study approach 

to examining the robustness of polar governance in the era of environmental and energy security" (PhD thesis, University of Tasmania, 
2011). 

1767 W M Bush, Antarctica and international law: a collection of inter-state and national documents, Vol I, 288. 
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also one reason why the 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) did not tackle 
Antarctic waters, allowing the issue to be addressed by the ATCPs1768. Before the IGY, it had 
been predicted that the handling of minerals was one of nine key issues1769. Most were tackled, 
but not minerals1770. In fact, it was too sensitive to even mention because the possibility of 
mining raised highly contentious issues such as sovereignty, jurisdiction, confidentiality of 
scientific results, and inspection provisions1771. John Heap regarded minerals “the most 
explosive issue facing the Antarctic Treaty … the thing most likely to tear the Antarctic Treaty 
apart”1772. He thought that the issue was underestimated: “the Antarctic appears attractive as a 
potential source of minerals to those who are unaware of the practical difficulties”1773. 

Had the Treaty negotiators wanted to ban mining they could have done so, just as they did for 
military manoeuvres, weapons testing and the disposal of radio-active waste. Being a peaceful 
use, presumably they wanted mining to be possible. Just not yet. Eventually, the Parties felt 
confident that minerals could be addressed without risking the governance system they had 
created. Having the confidence to address minerals, however, did not remove the sensitivity. 
Even the idea of avoiding problems by prohibiting mining threatened stability because mining 
might proceed anyway (although it was never suggested that weapons testing and radio-active 
waste disposal would occur contrary to the prohibitions on those activities)1774. 

Further potential for destabilisation came from the 1991 opportunity for a Treaty review to be 
called. Realistically, it is unlikely the Treaty could have been re-negotiated and, if it were, that 
a more effective regime would result1775. Even so, that was no comfort if stability were lost at 
the very time a review was called. Keeping the existing Treaty stable was essential. 

The argument that Treaty stability was a factor in contingency is also evidenced by the 
decision to tackle mining before minerals were found. If exploration were underway or 
imminent, the destabilising effects would have been even worse. There was a succession of 
sweet ironies in the search for stability. Initially the Treaty was kept stable by not addressing 
minerals. Then, the Parties negotiated a minerals regime lest the absence of one destabilise the 
Treaty. Finally, the minerals regime itself precipitated instability when it was rejected. 
Throughout, the over-riding objective was maintaining stability—that was ultimately achieved 
by the Madrid Protocol. 

                                                        
1768 B H Oxman, "Antarctica and the new law of the Sea" Cornell International Law Journal 19 (1986). J B Morell. 
1769 C W Jenks, "An International Regime for Antarctica?" International Affairs 32, no 4 (1956): 418. 
1770 Wolfrum suggests that the minerals issue was brought up at the Antarctic Treaty conference, but does not substantiate this: R Wolfrum, 

"The exploitation of Antarctic mineral resources: risks and stakes" in The Antarctic environment and international law, ed. J Verhoeven, 
P Sands, and M Bruce (Graham & Trotman, 1992), 27. 

1771 L M Alexander and L C Hanson, eds., Antarctic politics and marine resources: critical choices for the 1980s : proceedings from the 
eighth annual conference held June 17-20, 1984, Center for Ocean Management Studies, University of Rhode Island (Center for 
Ocean Management Studies, University of Rhode Island, 1985), 18. See also: L M Elliott, 108-109. 

1772 J A Heap, "The Treaty and the Protocol" in Antarctica: the environment and the future, ed. G Mudge (International Academy of the 
Environment and International Peace Research Institute, 1992), 37. 

1773 18 October 1972, ANT/17 “Antarctic resources of effects of mineral exploration: draft Recommendation submitted by the United 
Kingdom” http://ats.aq/documents/ATCM7/wp/ATCM7_wp017_e.pdf (accessed 10 January 2018). 

1774 J Burgess, 63. 
1775 L M Alexander and L C Hanson, 97. 
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Contingency factor: potential mineral wealth  

Antarctica’s potential mineral wealth was a factor because of the possibility that resources 
might be found and the necessary technologies developed. The prospect of an Antarctic El 
Dorado, and the fear of missing out, were potent. There was no evidence of economically 
viable resources, but no-one said that nothing would be found if a thorough search were made. 
Had a fruitless search occurred there would be no need for a regime nor, for that matter, a 
prohibition. However, there was sufficient belief that minerals could be found that the Parties 
acted as if they would. In addition, 1970s technological advances had allowed Arctic resources 
to be exploited1776. The hazards and logistics of the Antarctic are far more challenging1777. 
Nevertheless, technological progress was expected to make Antarctic mining more viable. 

Douglas Mawson and Lord Casey had already made known their expectations, which were 
strong motives for the establishment of Australia’s first Antarctic station in 19541778. The IGY 
turned up nothing, despite some regarding it as tantamount to an economic survey1779. 
Subsequent expeditions found few minerals, but that did not deter Dufek’s optimism that 
resources would be found or Law’s optimism that they would be found in abundance and soon. 
Dufek and Law ignored the fact that minerals, if found, had to be economically viable. 
Eventually, CRAMRA was adopted to deal with economic resources if they were ever found, 
but by then attitudes were changing and even industry did not campaign to keep CRAMRA.  

Contingency factor: diplomatic investment in CRAMRA 

Investment in CRAMRA contributed to contingency because substantial diplomatic effort went 
into it and many important issues were addressed for the first time. While no participant 
thought the outcome perfect, it nevertheless was a considerable achievement. A major political, 
legal and diplomatic effort appeared to solve an issue deferred for years.  

Minerals had to be tackled because of the political risks of unregulated mining. The 
sensitivities could be minimised if regulations were agreed before any work began, a so-called 
“prophylactic provision”1780. On one hand, the absence of rules would deter investors1781. On 
the other, conclusion of a regime would provide miners with legal security and could stimulate 
interest. This was preferable to an unregulated scramble if a major discovery were made in the 
absence of rules1782. Whether there would have been a scramble is unknown, but a legal 

                                                        
1776 S Chaturvedi, 30-34. 
1777 R A Cook and F J Davey, "Hydrocarbon exploration and potential" in The Antarctic sector of the Pacific, ed. G P Glasby, Elsevier 

Oceanography Series (Elsevier, 1990), 182-185. 
1778 M Wilder, Antarctica: an economic history of the last continent (Department of Economic History, the University of Sydney, 1992), 57. R 

A Swan, 347-348. 
1779 A Howkins, Frozen empires: an environmental history of the Antarctic Peninsula (Oxford University Press, 2017), 19. 
1780 A Watts, 224. 
1781 US Congress Office of Technology Assessment, 19. 
1782 ibid., 20. 
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vacuum would be difficult to fill once a ‘gold rush’ occurred1783. Accordingly, despite the 
challenges, diplomatic capital was invested to remove the political and environmental risks. 

The diplomatic effort amplified but the slow pace of negotiations was such that the 
moratorium’s dependence on ‘timely’ progress was far from being satisfied1784. Nevertheless, 
the efforts paid off. Several authors have provided excellent analyses of CRAMRA’s 
achievements1785. It was a considerable contribution to international law and the political 
accommodations achieved were impressive. Being adopted by consensus “left everybody a 
little unhappy [and] probably meant that the negotiators had managed to strike the necessary 
balances”1786. CRAMRA may have removed legal uncertainty but did not promote minerals 
activities. Nor did it prohibit them. To that extent, it was neutral on the acceptability of mining. 
What it did was provide a means to judge whether mining, if it occurred, would be acceptable. 
It sought to protect the environment. It also protected the Treaty by avoiding instability and 
conflict, despite recognised deficiencies1787.  

For some, CRAMRA was more controversial after its adoption than during its negotiation1788. 
Its detractors said that by allowing the possibility of mining, it made the implausible 
assumption that mining could be environmentally safe—in other words, it was not neutral on 
the acceptability of mining. This argument came from a Party (Australia) that had negotiated 
the inclusion of effective environmental provisions. It is ironic that CRAMRA’s title (also 
suggested by Australia) was a weakness—in retrospect, an inopportune miscalculation that 
neglected its environmental controls. As John Heap put it, “the care that CRAMRA expressed 
for the Antarctic environment was seen by some as not being innovative enough”1789. This was 
a significant political flaw that could have been avoided. CRAMRA’s fatal flaw, however, was 
the legal one of including the mechanism for selected states to prevent its entry into force.  

Rejection of the regime triggered resentment. It must have been galling for diplomats to be 
accused of having got things so wrong. It may not have been taken personally, but there was 
understandable reluctance to abandon what had been achieved—especially as the hard-won 
consensus to fill a regulatory gap was replaced by a vacuum. By October 1989, some delegates 
had committed years of their diplomatic careers to Antarctic affairs. Tucker Scully of the 
United States had been in involved for twelve years, Chile’s Fernando Zegers for fourteen. 
Their Antarctic service was dwarfed by John Heap who first attended an ATCM in 1966, 

                                                        
1783 C C Beeby, "The Antarctic Treaty System as a resource management mechanism - nonliving resources" in Antarctic Treaty System: an 

assessment. Proceedings of a Workshop held at Beardmore South Field Camp, Antarctica, January 7-13 1985 (National Academy 
Press, 1986), 271. See also: R T Andersen, 95-96. 

1784 The negotiations occupied twelve formal sessions of the Special Consultative Meeting between 14 June 1982 and 2 June 1988, not 
counting the numerous informal meetings in that period, or the preparatory discussions twelve years before. 

1785 See, for example: C C Beeby, "The Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Minerals Resource Activities and its future" in 
Antarctica’s future: continuity or change?, ed. R A Herr, H R Hall, and M G Haward (Australian Institute of International Affairs, 1990). A 
Watts, 221-251. L M Elliott, 135-161. 

1786 R T Andersen, 106-107. 
1787 See, for example: A Brown, "The design of CRAMRA: how appropriate for the protection of the environment" ibid., 113-114. C C 

Joyner, "CRAMRA: the ugly duckling of the Antarctic Treaty System?" Ibid., 171-173. J N Barnes, "Protection of the environment in 
Antarctica: are present regimes enough?" Ibid., 191-194. 

1788 A Watts, 5. 
1789 Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Sixteenth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Bonn, 7-18 October 1991, 197. 
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twenty-three years before. Chris Beeby chaired all the CRAMRA negotiations, committing 
considerable personal energy to the problem. Many Antarctic careers (including those of 
Australians) spanned multiple meetings over more than a decade. Thus substantial diplomatic 
capital had been invested by individuals.  

Even though CRAMRA did not enter into force, the investment was not entirely wasted. For a 
start, the negotiations thoroughly traversed an issue not resolved in the Treaty. Had it not been 
done the issue would still niggle. Secondly, negotiation of the Protocol drew directly on 
matters debated in the CRAMRA context (for example, the need for liability rules)1790. Thirdly, 
the Protocol’s review provisions provide that lifting of the mining ban would have to include a 
regulatory regime, allowing for something like CRAMRA to be resurrected1791. In addition, the 
techniques to wrangle complex issues proved that the Parties could tackle the most challenging 
problems. Thus, the minerals issue and its resolution ultimately strengthened the Treaty.  

Contingency factor: the moratorium on minerals activities 

The mining moratorium was a factor because it provided stability while minerals issues were 
addressed. No-one was disadvantaged while the moratorium prevailed, allowing negotiations 
to proceed without distortion. Calling it a ‘moratorium’ was misleading as it implied that 
minerals activities were underway—an activity could hardly be paused if it was not occurring. 
Although the language gained popularity, the moratorium was actually cast more subtly, such 
as ‘urging states to refrain’ from such activities, or exercise ‘voluntary restraint’. Environment 
protection was not the concern, more important was the sense that time was not unlimited. The 
moratorium was extended once the CRAMRA consensus failed and progress towards entry 
into force became irrelevant. No-one sought to exploit the breakdown of CRAMRA, at least 
not for mining. Even so, many Parties, exploited the threat of the moratorium’s collapse as a 
powerful argument against rejecting CRAMRA1792. The moratorium thrived on uncertainty.  

The Final Act of SATCM IV reaffirmed the moratorium pending CRAMRA’s entry into force. 
Pro-CRAMRA Parties argued vigorously that despite setting out to regulate mining, the 
convention contained a potent mining ban. This implied that the Final Act’s moratorium was 
less effective at inhibiting mining than CRAMRA itself. The argument rested on a Party’s right 
to object to opening an area—that is, because a Party wishing to prevent mining could exercise 
a veto, CRAMRA’s mining ban was as good as any ban in an environmental regime. Andersen 
argued “the consensus provision would prove to be an obstacle of such monumental 
proportions that such activity would for all practical purposes not take place”1793. Whether or 
not it was intended to operate as a moratorium, CRAMRA contained another obstacle: no 

                                                        
1790 Liability was a particularly difficult issue in CRAMRA and, possibly due to exhaustion and the technical legal issues involved, only 

principles were adopted. Many years later, however, the principles were drawn on for the Protocol’s Annex VI.  
1791 "Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty" Article 25.5(a).  
1792 J A Heap, "The political case for the minerals convention" 51. When doubts about the success of CRAMRA arose at the Paris 

Preparatory meeting in early May 1989, before Australia’s decision was made, the United States had threatened that if CRAMRA did 
not enter into force it would no longer feel bound to observe the moratorium. See: 24 May 1989, Cablegram WL36835 “Protection of 
Antarctic environment: CRAMRA” (NAA: B1387 89/311 PART 2). 

1793 R T Andersen, 107. 
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mining could occur without liability rules, a requirement that could have taken years to 
satisfy1794. Even Chris Beeby, a champion of CRAMRA, doubted that mining would ever be 
approved. This begged the question that if CRAMRA really acted as a ban, why not ban 
mining outright? The difference between a ‘ban’ under CRAMRA, and a ban under an 
environmental regime, was that if mining did nevertheless proceed, at least under CRAMRA it 
would be regulated1795. Those opposing CRAMRA were unconvinced. For a start, an objection 
to opening an area did not prevent prospecting, it applied only to exploration and development. 
Australia considered this a “slippery slope” argument: if prospecting proved promising, it 
would be difficult to stop progress towards exploration and development1796. In any event, 
promoting CRAMRA as an effective mining ban meant that any Party wanting to go mining 
could simply delay or prevent its entry into force. Alternatively, if Parties actually wanted a 
mining ban, there was no reason for CRAMRA at all. Why, then, would CRAMRA’s 
supporters accept a ban implicit in the convention, but reject a mining ban explicit in an 
environmental regime? The difference was that the ban in CRAMRA was conditional: a Party 
could only veto opening an area if to do so would be consistent with the convention1797. More 
likely, by appropriating the language of a mining ban, the argument was used to create the best 
chance of CRAMRA surviving its critics. Today, that might be called spin. 

That said, attachment to the moratorium as a pressure-relief mechanism remained strong. Even 
after CRAMRA was scuttled, taking with it a moratorium conditional on its timely entry into 
force, the Parties still maintained the moratorium. Chile was the first to propose its 
continuation1798. Thus, using a moratorium to encourage negotiations worked again: but this 
time it was to allow the environmental rules to be debated without being undermined. Even 
that did not end the moratorium idea. The Protocol perpetuated it one last time. Article 25 
requires that if the mining prohibition is amended, the prohibition must continue “unless there 
is in force a binding legal regime on Antarctic mineral resource activities”1799.  

Contingency factor: existing environmental concerns  

The Treaty’s pre-existing environmental concerns were a factor because expanding the suite of 
measures was a consistent priority. The environmental interest was prominent in the first two 
ATCMs. SCAR had played a major role, getting early attention to the issues that led to the 
1964 Agreed Measures1800. The 1972 Seals Convention showed it possible to prohibit entirely 

                                                        
1794 "Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities" Article 8(9). R Wolfrum, "The unfinished task: CRAMRA and 

the question of liability" in The Antarctic Treaty System in world politics, ed. A Jørgensen-Dahl and W Østreng (Macmillan/Fridtjof 
Nansen Institute, 1991). The ‘liability’ annex under the Protocol took 13 years to develop and, at the time of writing 14 years later, it is 
yet to enter into force. It can be argued that Annex VI does not even provide for liability for damage caused to the environment—it is 
confined to an obligation to respond to environmental emergencies, or compensate those who do respond. 

1795 C C Beeby, "The Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Minerals Resource Activities and its future" 57. 
1796 15 December 1989, author’s handwritten notes made during Antarctic IDC (AWJ personal notes). 
1797 "Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities" Article 41.2. 
1798 Extension of the moratorium during the impending environmental negotiations appears to have been another Chilean initiative. See: 13 

October 1989, author’s handwritten notes made during ATCM XV (AWJ personal notes), 37.  
1799 "Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty" Article 25.5(a).  
1800 M J Riddle and P M Goldsworthy, "Environmental science and the environmental ethos of ANARE" in Australian Antarctic science: the 

first 50 years of ANARE, ed. H J Marchant, D J Lugg, and P G Quilty (Australian Antarctic Division, 2002), 564-566. 
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the use of some resources and to prohibit something that was not happening1801. CCAMLR 
showed it possible to give priority to the environment when deciding resource use1802. Multiple 
other environmental measures were then adopted—some hortatory, some mandatory1803. 
Internal inconsistencies and patchy implementation led to calls for their rationalisation, 
including Australia’s 1983 seemingly premature call for an environmental convention1804. In 
parallel, IUCN proposed an Antarctic conservation strategy, as did the Australian Antarctic 
Foundation1805. Such developments paralleled rising global environmental awareness which 
washed through the Treaty System, with concerns raised about the compliance of national 
expeditions with the System’s various obligations1806.  

Environmental concerns were embedded in CRAMRA. Even after its adoption, there was an 
obligation in Article 8 (reiterated in the Final Act) for rules on response action and liability. So 
substantial were the environmental hurdles that some characterised CRAMRA as an 
environmental regime. If so, it had an unfortunate title. Political attacks on it might have been 
thwarted had it reflected the environmental objectives1807. David Lyons considers that if 
CRAMRA’s title had include the environment “it’d still be around … although you joke about 
the titles of things, they are actually terribly important”. ASOC’s Lyn Goldsworthy seems to 
agree, saying that “a name change would certainly have made the convention more difficult to 
reject”1808. CRAMRA was perhaps a public relations failure as much as a political one1809. 

By May 1989, prompted by the Bahia Paraiso incident, Chile was already calling for parallel 
work on comprehensive environmental measures. Whatever happened to CRAMRA, the 
Parties had already agreed to review and harmonise environmental requirements.  

  

                                                        
1801 Three species of seal are fully protected. No Antarctic sealing has taken place since the Convention was adopted and, while legal, 

none has occurred subsequently. 
1802 Under the Convention conservation includes rational use, but there are a number of conditions imposed to protect the harvested 

populations, ecological relationships and ecosystem functioning. 
1803 Other measures related to protected areas, environmental impact assessment, waste management, marine pollution, historic sites and 

monuments, among other things. 
1804 26 September 1983, document ANT/XII/6/CORR 1 “Man’s impact on the Antarctic environment”. http://ats.aq/documents/ATCM12/wp/ 

ATCM12_wp006_e.pdf (accessed 17 January 1918). See also: Senate Standing Committee on National Resources, 98-122. 
1805 IUCN—The World Conservation Union, A strategy for Antarctic conservation (IUCN, 1991). See also: D W H Walton, 80-81. These 

conservation strategies were abandoned after being overtaken by the adoption of the Madrid Protocol, among other reasons. 
1806 For example, compliance concerns related to the US program for its waste handling at McMurdo and for a fuel leak at the South Pole; 

China for letting dogs run free in the Larsemann Hills; France for the construction of the airstrip at Dumont d’Urville; the United 
Kingdom for developing an airstrip at Rothera; and Australia for waste management and other environmental problems at its stations. 

1807 Concerns about the implications of CRAMRA’s title emerged early. See the comments by France’s Causeret in April 1989, and by 
Rutford of the United States in November 1989. 6 April 1989, Cablegram PA73569 “Antarctica: minerals convention: French position” 
(NAA: B1387 88/893 PART 3). 13 November 1989, Cablegram UN048467 “Antarctica: Tinker Foundation seminar ‘Antarctica: 
Continent at Risk, New York, 10 November” (NAA: B1387 89/932 PART 1). See also: T Bowden, 409. Bowden quotes David Lyons (an 
Australian delegate to the CRAMRA negotiations) who, in turn, credits this to Sweden. Chapter 3 notes the irony that the unfortunate 
title of the Convention was a result of Australia’s proposal. 

1808 ibid. 
1809 The view that CRAMRA was a public relations failure is covered by several authors. See, for example: A Brown, 115. R T Scully, "The 

development of the Antarctic Treaty System" 35-36. John Heap in: Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Sixteenth Antarctic Treaty 
Consultative Meeting, Bonn, 7-18 October 1991, 197.  
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Contingency factor: national policy  

National Antarctic policies were a factor because they provided context for negotiations within 
the ATS. Australian delegation briefing reflected the broad national interests which defined 
what governments were seeking in Antarctic affairs. They were a legacy of many years, first 
articulated by explorers, and later adopted by government as a framework for guiding 
decisions. Some elements remained consistent, even if relative priorities changed. Douglas 
Mawson emphasised Antarctica’s proximity, resource potential and scientific opportunities1810. 
Subsequent formalisation of policy interests included these elements. The interests expanded to 
include peace, influence and protection of the environment1811. Protection of sovereignty was a 
consistent theme, most conspicuously during the minerals negotiations. Other claimants were 
similarly motivated from time to time. It was not unusual to see tensions between policy 
objectives—in the minerals context there was conflict between resource benefit and 
environment protection. National policies are not rigid and their evolution can reflect 
developments within the Treaty, and vice versa. National policy also responds to public 
opinion. When CRAMRA was tabled in Australia’s Parliament in November 1988, it was 
specifically noted that it would be assessed against existing policy interests, including 
economic benefit from natural resources. Eight months later, on 13 July 1989, Cabinet 
deliberately excluded mining and oil drilling from the future benefit of the AAT. Eight months 
after that, Australia acted even more decisively with legislation specifically to prohibit 
mining1812. New Zealand, too, saw policy reversals. Early on it contemplated renouncing its 
territorial claim. In 1975 it proposed a world park, then championed CRAMRA, and then 
advocated environmental provisions that were stronger than any others. 

The domestic policy-making processes were also relevant. In Australia, successive moves of 
departmental responsibility for Antarctic policy from Foreign Affairs, to Science, to 
Environment reflected (and resulted in) changed policy. Even so, where primary policy 
responsibility lay did not remove tensions between agencies—for example, arguments between 
the Foreign Affairs, Resources and Environment portfolios during the minerals debate1813. The 
documents reveal that differing opinions within Australian delegations provided cover for 
politicians to express doubts about CRAMRA. This was not unique to Australia. In the United 
States there was conflict between the agencies interested in resources, the National Science 
Foundation and the State Department (and, sometimes, between different parts of the State 
Department). In some Parties, the absence of settled policy resulted in ministerial intervention, 
occasionally to the surprise of the policy agencies not consulted in advance1814. It is not clear 

                                                        
1810 Speaking at the Australian Association for the Advancement of Science in January 1911, Mawson expressed the view that “the 

geographical position of this land privileges Australians in taking advantage of its products and renders the collection of scientific data 
therefrom obligatory upon us”. 20 January 1911 ‘Lecture by Dr Mawson: appeal to Australians’, The Press, 9. 

1811 The evolution of these interests and the changing priority attached to them is explored in J Morgan, "Australia's Antarctic policy: theory 
and practice" (University of Tasmania, 1996). See also: M Haward and A Jackson, "Australia's Antarctic future" in Australia and the 
Antarctic Treaty System: 50 years of Influence, ed. M Haward and T Griffiths (UNSW Press, 2011). 

1812 These events were discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. 
1813 R A Herr and B W Davis, "ATS decision-making and change: the role of domestic politics in Australia" in Governing the Antarctic: the 

effectiveness and legitimacy of the Antarctic Treaty System, ed. O S Stokke and D Vidas (Cambridge University Press, 1996), 338-344. 
1814 For example, see Möllemann’s intervention in Germany; Major in the United Kingdom; and Bush in the United States. 
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what influence the resources industry had on UK policy but, in 1987, at the height of the 
minerals debate, both Esso and BP International sponsored the British Antarctic Survey 
booklet on Antarctica1815. 

Parties took established policy positions into the minerals and environment debates. Some 
delegations carried rigid instructions, others had considerable flexibility. Some had to seek 
amended instructions during debates. It is self-evident that consensus may have arrived earlier 
if every delegation had carried flexible instructions. Officials, as government representatives, 
were obliged to advance national policy. However, as discussed later, there were occasions 
where distinctions between national and personal interests were blurred.  

Contingency factor: domestic politics  

The domestic politics of the Parties were a factor because of the way political positions were 
influenced during the minerals and environment debates. For most Treaty Parties, Antarctic 
affairs had a generally low public profile, seen as a remote and uncontroversial area until the 
minerals negotiations. In countries with deep Antarctic roots, policy generally enjoyed 
bipartisan support and political engagement was low on uncontroversial issues. 

NGOs engaged in Antarctic issues, but it was not until governments started to react that 
campaigning escalated. Cousteau engaged in Antarctic issues early, gaining traction well 
before the minerals issue1816. In Australia, Craig Emerson (then Hawke’s Economics Adviser) 
recalls that “every time we talk about the environment, our vote goes up”1817. Labor had well-
established environmental credentials, capitalising on Hawke’s 1983 success in resolving long-
simmering conflicts over the integrity of the Tasmanian wilderness which Hawke had made an 
election issue1818. Accommodating environmentalists was a Hawke hallmark, a sympathy 
NGOs happily exploited1819. It was no coincidence that NGO representatives were included in 
delegations from 1983 and engaged in the minerals issue.  

Shocked out of complacency, Australian ministers were forced to respond to public concerns 
about a niche policy area1820. Opposition Leader John Howard and Environment Spokesperson 
Chris Puplick called for a mining ban, unusually doing do so in the company of a Democrats 
Senator at an ACF rally. A conservative Opposition taking a tougher line was potentially 
embarrassing to Hawke. Howard publicly wedged Bob Hawke, a point he was pleased to 
celebrate1821. Public campaigning was more than a Canberra rally. Ministers received over 

                                                        
1815 "Antarctica: a continent for science", (British Antarctic Survey, 1987), 32. 
1816 E Shortis, 369-371.  
1817 C Emerson, 184. 
1818 G Evans, "The background politics of the Tasmanian dam case" in The Tasmanian dam case 30 years on: an enduring legacy, ed. M 

Coper, H Roberts, and J Stellios (Federation Press, 2017).  
1819 G Richardson, Whatever it takes (Bantam, 1994), 213-243. 
1820 G Evans and B Grant, 157. L M Elliott, Protecting the Antarctic environment: Australia and the Minerals Convention, Australian foreign 

policy papers (Australian National University, 1993), 30-34. 
1821 6 March 1991, House of Representatives Hansard, 1419.  
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4000 letters and postcards opposing mining and over 20,000 signatures on 21 petitions1822. By 
year’s end, petitioners had reached 58,4411823. Germany reported a 300,000 signature 
petition1824. Such numbers were swamped by the more than 700,000 signatures that Cousteau 
achieved on a single petition. Politicians could not ignore such sentiment. 

French domestic politics became a factor for Australia. Cousteau’s campaign, and Michel 
Rocard’s doubts about CRAMRA, provided cover for Bob Hawke. France had not committed 
to opposing CRAMRA, but Hawke could argue that CRAMRA was in doubt—a convenient 
way to be seen to act on the environment while shifting responsibility to France. Rocard had 
little option but to respond to Cousteau’s influence. France also had to redeem its 
environmental credentials after years of Pacific nuclear testing. Although there was a lag in 
gaining traction, environmental lobbying also influenced New Zealand, the United Kingdom 
and the United States. Parties that initially derided Australia and France for flirting with 
environmentalists began to feel the pressure too. Internationally, NGOs collaborated through 
ASOC, an umbrella group1825. ASOC’s influence strengthened in the minerals debate, although 
it proved a tough challenge1826. ASOC represented the amicable face of environmentalists, 
leaving Greenpeace to run provocative direct action with on-the-ground Antarctic campaigns 
targeting the Dumont d’Urville airstrip and waste management on Ross Island. Such 
campaigning meant that Antarctica was no longer a low-profile area of diplomacy. 
Environmental campaigns were initially seen as a minor irritation, fuelled by misinformation, 
and timed to influence elections. Dismissing NGOs as irrelevant could not be sustained for 
long. 

Contrary to suggestions he was hostage to environmentalists, Bob Hawke saw rejecting 
CRAMRA as simply the right thing to do and made easier because of a “rising tide of public 
opinion which the bureaucrats and their political masters would not be able to withstand”1827. 
Environment Minister Richardson denied the Government was “buying votes for any 
election”1828. Even so, facing an election in 1990 the Hawke Government needed to re-assert 
its environmental credentials after the conservative Opposition appeared greener than Hawke 
on Antarctica. Some might say that Hawke and Howard found the Antarctic environment 
issues attractive because there was strong public opinion and no industry to disappoint.  

Democratic governments like to be seen as responsive, hence public opinion became an 
important factor. Diplomats and lawyers resented that some campaign material was misleading, 
but politicians could not ignore the mood, even if ill-informed. Consultations were held with 
NGOs and, in some cases, Treaty delegations included environmentalists who then reported 

                                                        
1822 Note that the majority of letters were based on a suggested template form of words, and the postcards were pre-printed campaign 

items provided by environmental groups. 
1823 8 July 2010, AAD email to author “FW: Enquiry from NAA re Antarctic mining”. 
1824 19 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM” Opening statements (AWJ personal notes), 3. 
1825 ASOC evolved from the Friends of the Earth, who in turn had been active during the development of CCAMLR 
1826 The history of ASOC https://www.asoc.org/about/history (accessed 19 January 2018). 
1827 R J L Hawke, The Hawke memoirs, 467-468. 
1828 9 April 1989, transcript of Laurie Oakes’ interview, National Nine Network (NAA: B1387 88/893 PART 3). 
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back to their members. Once started, the inclusion of NGOs was impossible to stop. Greater 
transparency led to greater accountability, and thus greater government responsiveness to the 
public interest. 

Contingency factor: world park aspirations  

Calls for a world park were a factor because they formed the prime conceptual alternative to a 
minerals regime. With no other place designated a ‘world park’, it was only ever an intangible 
concept. However vague or implausible, it conveyed an image that, for some, avoided the 
pitfalls of other approaches to resource management. Without the world park option, it was 
easy to suggest that the only alternative to a minerals regime was unregulated chaos. Supported 
by appealing images of Antarctic wildlife and wild landscapes, it was a potent message for 
banners, books and bumper stickers1829. 

Despite many authors attributing the world park idea to New Zealand (and New Zealand itself 
making such assertions), its genesis was well before New Zealand’s ill-fated floating of an 
option of that sort in 1975. While somewhat tentative, New Zealand’s intervention may have 
given the idea some short-lived legitimacy. The concept had surfaced as early as 1961 with 
Robert Carrick’s nature reserve proposal, echoed by Robert Cushman Murphy’s 1962 call for 
an international sanctuary1830. These early ideas mark the start of inconsistent and ambiguous 
labelling of the concept. After its 1975 rejection, the idea lingered in various guises.  

Significantly, the originators of the world park idea were scientists, not environmentalists. 
Later, the concept was championed primarily by environmentalists and, perhaps because it was 
promoted by NGOs, it was dismissed by the Parties as unrealistic. Support by some scientists 
did not give it any more credibility1831. Nevertheless, it became an emblematic rallying call for 
a regime outside the Treaty. The best it achieved was relegation as a premature idea1832. An 
ASOC paper to the minerals negotiations acknowledged that a world park could be interpreted 
in many ways1833. Some argued that CRAMRA could operate alongside a world park1834. This 
may have seemed an anathema to purists, but even some NGOs essentially abandoned the 
world park option, preferring to focus on stronger environmental controls in CRAMRA. The 
Fund for Animals’ Annette Horsler had “concluded that the declaration of the whole of 
Antarctica as a world park was not feasible and unlikely to achieve the Fund’s objectives”1835.  

                                                        
1829 See, for example: J N Barnes and E Porter, Let's save Antarctica! (Greenhouse Publications, 1982). B Brewster, Antarctica, wilderness 

at risk (Sun Books, 1982). J G Mosley, Antarctica, our last great wilderness (Australian Conservation Foundation, 1986). 
1830 R Carrick, 534. This built on his earlier ideas in: R Carrick, "Conservation of nature in the Antarctic" ibid., no 66 (1960). R C Murphy, 

"Antarctic conservation: only by careful planning and cooperation can we save this primeval region from the ravages of man" Science 
135, no 3499 (1962): 195. 

1831 J G Mosley, "The natural option: the case for an Antarctic world park" in Australia’s Antarctic policy options, ed. S Harris (Australian 
National University, 1984). W A Budd, "Scientific research in Antarctica and Australia’s effort" ibid., 246. See also: 21 April 1986, ANT 
SCM/8 ASOC Paper no. 4 “The World Park option for Antarctica”. (NAA: B1387 1985/889 PART 2). 

1832 L M Elliott, International environmental politics: protecting the Antarctic, 169. 
1833 21 April 1986, ANT SCM/8 ASOC Paper no. 4 “The World Park option for Antarctica”. (NAA: B1387 1985/889 PART 2). 
1834 21 December 1988, House of Representatives Hansard, 3920. 
1835 Senate Standing Committee on National Resources, 119. 
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Inconsistent and sometimes nonsensical nomenclature did not help: it looked like 
environmentalists did not know what they wanted. As Hildebrand observes, “naming, as any 
explorer knows, is as much about controlling a landscape as describing it”1836. Failure to find a 
clinching title did not help sell a world park or similar ideas as a way of controlling the 
environment. Over 20 options were proffered, ranging from the inspired to the gratingly 
inelegant1837. Even the concept of wilderness was ill-defined and impossible to quantify on a 
continent-wide scale1838. Bob Hawke himself struggled with the intangible: “evocative images 
of rapturous wonder are not sufficient to sustain public policy, particularly in areas of 
international relations”1839. Only in recent years have attempts have been made to quantify 
Antarctica’s wilderness or aesthetic values1840. 

The world park concept captured public attention and gave focus to NGO demands. Although 
rejected, it formed an important backdrop to the minerals debates by providing a vision, albeit 
clouded, of an alternative. If there is any irony, it came with the Protocol, which essentially 
embodied the practical effect of a world park by delivering a mining ban in a binding 
international environmental regime. It also included a unique designation, although one of such 
dubious euphony it is never used. In an important distinction from earlier concepts, the 
Protocol forms part of the ATS, thus alleviating the confusion with world heritage, the 
common heritage of mankind and other United Nations connotations. 

FACTORS THAT CONSTITUTE ACCIDENT  

Some influences on historical events are characterised by Marks as accidents—fortunate 
circumstances that arise. In the Antarctic debate, the most obvious accidental influences were 
maritime casualties. They are recorded here as accidents, even though it would be more 
appropriate to describe them as unfortunate as some caused significant environmental harm1841. 
Such incidents had direct bearing on public attitudes and, in turn, influenced the policy debate 
and government decision-making. The point of including them is that they constituted events 
that could not have been foreseen or orchestrated during the minerals debate, yet their 
occurrence had marked impact on progress towards the environmental outcome.  

                                                        
1836 J Hildebrand, A northern front: new and selected essays (Borealis, 2005), 27. 
1837 The nomenclature used included: nature reserve (1962); international park (1962); international sanctuary (1962); international nature 

reserve (1963); special conservation area (1964); world park (1972); international reserve (1975); international park (1975); national 
park (1975); world preserve (1979); world natural heritage (1979); Antarctic world park (1985); Antarctic Treaty park (1987); Antarctic 
conservation zone world wilderness park (1988); wilderness park (1989); wilderness reserve (1989); world heritage park (1989); 
Antarctic global commons (1989); world wildlife park (1990); global preserve (1990); ecological reserve (1990); international wilderness 
preserve (1990); global ecological commons (1990); natural reserve, land of science (1990); and natural reserve, devoted to peace and 
science (actually adopted in 1991). There are still occasional calls for a world park or for inscription of Antarctica on the World Heritage 
List (discussed further in Chapter 11). 

1838 C C Joyner, "CRAMRA: the ugly duckling of the Antarctic Treaty System?" 174-177. J N Barnes, "Protection of the environment in 
Antarctica: are present regimes enough?" Ibid., 210-211. 

1839 R J L Hawke, "Australia's policy in Antarctica" 17. 
1840 R Summerson and I D Bishop, "Aesthetic value in Antarctica: beautiful or sublime?" The Polar Journal 1, no 2 (2011). 
1841 It is a coincidence that shipping accidents constitute ‘accidents’ in historiographic terms. 
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The accidental factors influencing the Antarctic environment debate were, thus, such maritime 
incidents and the discovery of traces of Antarctic hydrocarbons. These are examined below. 

Accident: maritime casualties 

The influence of run of accidents in 1989 came, as much as anything, from their timing. At 
some other time they may have had little or no influence. Ship casualties in the Antarctic 
region were not unusual: Gotland II sank in 19811842; Southern Quest in 19861843; and Nella 
Dan in 19871844. All were in avoidable circumstances. By the late 1980s, despite the loss of 
these vessels, it could be argued that the spate of ‘accidents’ simply mirrored increased 
activities in the Antarctic.  

The marine pollution risk was already appreciated and ATCM had begun addressing the issues. 
Little had been done, however, to address vessel construction standards and cooperation in 
hydrographic charting. Inevitably further incidents would occur—and they did, with 
compelling impact. While Governments were considering signature of CRAMRA, Bahia 
Paraiso ran aground and capsized off Palmer Station in late January 1989. The vessel had 
struck a rock not marked on Argentine charts, spilling large quantities of fuel and lubricants. It 
precipitated alarm at its unprecedented magnitude (for Antarctica) and a multi-party clean-up 
response1845. The February 1989 incidents involving the United Kingdom’s HMS Endurance 
and Peru’s BIC Humboldt had lesser consequences but it took no time for connections to be 
made between mining and the newly heightened awareness of environmental risks1846.  

NGOs were concerned about the marine environment but, in Australia, ministerial briefing 
about CRAMRA did not mention such risks. In New Zealand, Palmer concluded that “freedom 
of the seas may have to be curtailed … there may have to be restrictions on who can sail into 
Antarctic waters”1847. John Heap reported Lord Shackleton saying that “it’s not the best time to 
be asking Parliament to look at Antarctica with ships sinking and Greenpeace raising Cain”. 
Heap also reported that “environmentalists have been on to us asking what means we had in 
the Antarctica of coping with such an accident. ‘None’, we said. ‘Tut, tut’ they said!”1848. Such 
flippancy would not last because within a week of that exchange Exxon Valdez ran aground in 
Alaska. Immediately, a connection between polar mining and maritime safety was 

                                                        
1842 K Strübing, "The sinking of the German M/V Gotland II in Dec 1981 at the Oates Coast, Antarctica" (paper presented at the 

International Ice Charting Working Group, Hobart, 26 September 2017). 
1843 D Liggett, "Destination icy wilderness: tourism in Antarctica" in Exploring the last continent: an introduction to Antarctica, ed. D Liggett, 

B C Storey, Y A Cook, and V Meduna (Springer, 2015), 389. 
1844 Australian Transport Safety Board, Report on the preliminary investigation in the grounding of MV Nella Dan at Macquarie Island on 3 

December 1987 (ATSB, 1988). 
1845 12 May 1989, author’s handwritten notes “Argentine presentation” (AWJ personal notes). 
1846 20 February 1989, “Scientists urge Antarctic ban on minerals” Canberra Times, 2. See also: M L Canmann, "Antarctic oil spills of 1989: 

a review of the application of the Antarctic Treaty and the new Law of the Sea to the Antarctic environment" Colorado Jourmal of 
International Environmental Law and Policy 1 (1990).  

1847 1 March 1989, transcript, Radio New Zealand Morning Report (NAA: B1387 1981/468). 
1848 17 March 1989, letter Foreign and Commonwealth Office “XVth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (NAA: B1387 88/352). 
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unavoidable. Several authors have noted the almost incredible timing and use made of the 
disaster to shape the post-CRAMRA debate1849. 

Marks describes accidents as fortunate events shaping history. The only people to consider the 
Exxon Valdez disaster fortunate were those who could exploit it to shift public attitudes to 
Antarctic minerals. The disaster, Joyner said, “paradoxically became a media bonanza for 
Antarctic environmentalists” and that it was “the best thing ever to happen to Antarctic 
environmentalists”1850. NGOs were certainly not ashamed to exploit Exxon Valdez, even if 
using misrepresentation: that Antarctic crude oil extraction was imminent, would use vast 
vessels, and oiled penguins and seals were inevitable (presupposing, of course, that resources 
were in Antarctica, accessible, economic and used). It was a powerful message, supported by 
real-time reporting of ruined fisheries and the agonising clean-up. Vivid images of oiled 
beaches, seabirds and marine mammals in the Arctic were far more effective than any 
Antarctic images of waste on Ross Island or bulldozers at Dumont d’Urville. The timing was 
perfect for graphic images to illustrate what NGOs portrayed as a certainty. Antarctic Treaty 
Parties could not deny the possibility of mining, however unrealistic it seemed. Nor could they 
guarantee that CRAMRA’s environmental controls and future liability rules would be adequate 
if Antarctic mining was, one future day, to proceed and an Antarctic Exxon Valdez founder. 

The implications of the incident for CRAMRA’s future were not used by bureaucrats to inform 
Australia’s 22 May 1989 Cabinet decision on CRAMRA1851. Nor was it used in Hawke’s 
media release1852. Curiously, it was not until the following day that it was cited to justify the 
decision: “the spill resulting from the Exxon Valdez has been perceived by the Australian 
community as demonstrating that it is impossible to prevent major accidents occurring”1853. 
Subsequently, it was drawn on repeatedly, its impact undeniable as it both illustrated and 
distorted the issues. 

Accident: detection of Antarctic hydrocarbons 

Other accidental events occurred to influence the debate. The Glomar Challenger’s February 
1973 excursion into the Ross Sea unexpectedly encountered traces of methane and ethane. Of 
itself, it was not extraordinary. Not anticipated was the excited response, including breathless 
speculation of vast oil reserves. This, of course, had not been established, but it did not prevent 
various corporations approaching governments to ask about the prospects of further surveys in 

                                                        
1849 L M Elliott, International environmental politics: protecting the Antarctic, 165. A Howkins, The polar regions: an environmental history, 1-

5, 154, 162-166. A Jackson and P Boyce, 247-248. 
1850 C C Joyner, Governing the frozen commons: the Antarctic regime and environmental protection, 150. C C Joyner, "The effectiveness of 

CRAMRA" 163. 
1851 12 April 1989, Cabinet Submission “Antarctic minerals convention” (NAA: 14039, 6415). 
1852 22 May 1989, “Joint Statement with the Minister for Foreign Affairs & Trade, Senator the Hon Gareth Evans QC and the Minister for 

Arts, Sport, the Environment, Tourism & Territories, Senator the Hon Graham Richardson—Protection of the Antarctic environment” 
http://pmtranscripts.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/original/00007607.pdf (accessed 12 January 2017). 

1853 23 May 1989, Cablegram CE721590 “Protection of Antarctic environment” (NAA: B1387 89/311 PART 2). 
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Antarctica. The accident arises because the voyage was not actually looking for resources1854. 
Denials about the evidence of resources did little to dull the expectation that they existed.  

The accidental discovery helped stimulate the minerals debate within the ATCM. It also 
influenced the decision to adopt a moratorium. Had Glomar Challenger not encountered gas 
traces, the minerals debate may not have proceeded with such vigour, or it may have been 
deferred for considerable time. On the other hand, the accident could be considered fortunate 
because the next discussion trigger may well have been the long-feared scenario of an 
economic resource being confirmed before regulation of it could be resolved. After all, well 
into the CRAMRA debate, Polar Stern’s voyage to the Bransfield Strait recovered marine 
sediments smelling of hydrocarbons—minerals discussions commenced after that may have 
had a distinctly different odour.  

FACTORS THAT CONSTITUTE CONJUNCTURE  

Marks characterises as conjuncture the interaction of otherwise independent developments to 
create a unique historical moment. Simultaneous and parallel events were influential in the 
Antarctic minerals and environment debates. The events that constitute conjuncture were: 
technological developments; concerns about resource scarcity; rising environmentalism and 
domestic politics; developments in international law; growing UN interest in Antarctic affairs; 
impending challenges to the future of the ATS; and developments in bilateral relations. These 
factors are discussed below. 

Conjuncture: technological developments  

The 1968 discovery of Alaska’s Prudhoe Bay oil field precipitated interest in polar minerals. 
The rapid development of mining technologies serve as conjuncture with developing interest in 
Antarctic mineral prospects. Quite apart from unquantified resources in Antarctica, there were 
significant technical challenges, including extraction in a riskier operating environment, and 
much greater distance to refining facilities and markets. Nevertheless, as Arctic expertise grew, 
so did optimism that Antarctica’s technical problems would also be solvable, at least in relation 
to seafloor resources. One study was confident that adoption of Arctic technology made 
Antarctic mining plausible1855. The case for metal mining, however, was less convincing1856.  

Another element was speculation about the potential use of icebergs, an issue SCAR addressed 
when looking at minerals more broadly1857. The question of iceberg ownership attracted 
attention1858. One entrepreneur sought approval to capture icebergs to “provide a solution to a 
freshwater problem in Perth”1859. More recently, the potential was raised to address South 

                                                        
1854 As its objectives were seafloor geomorphology and plate tectonics, the voyage was instructed not to proceed with drilling if gases were 

encountered. 
1855 M J De Wit, 8-42. 
1856 US Congress Office of Technology Assessment, 155-170, 171-180. 
1857 Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research.  
1858 6 October 1977, “Aust. may rule the icebergs” West Australian. 
1859 20 November 1978, letter A H Perry to Minister for Science (NAA: B1387, 80/456). 
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Africa’s drought1860. An entire conference examined technical solutions to an activity that has 
never occurred1861. At the time it was beginning to look like anything was possible. 

Conjuncture: resource scarcity  

The October 1973 Arab oil embargo was a conjuncture with the developments in Antarctic 
affairs1862. Minerals discussions commenced well before the ‘oil shock’, the issue being aired 
in 1970 Treaty meetings and listed on the 1972 Treaty agenda. The June 1973 Nansen 
Foundation conference also pre-dated the oil embargo. Nevertheless, the crisis kindled 
speculation about Antarctic oil filling future shortfalls. Meanwhile, Arctic production ramped 
up and the Trans-Alaska Pipeline was commissioned1863. The coincidence of the oil shock 
immediately after Glomar Challenger’s February 1973 discoveries, and fear of oil security, 
provided incentive for the minerals discussions to proceed. 

This thesis does not further explore the global concerns about security of access to 
hydrocarbons and other mineral resources. The key point is that the Treaty consideration of 
minerals and, later, the oil embargo came on the heels of broader concerns about resource 
sustainability, as evidence by the Club of Rome consideration of the ‘limits to growth’1864.  

Conjuncture: rising environmentalism and domestic politics  

Debate about Antarctica’s future reflected the global environmentalism of the 1970s and 
1980s. CRAMRA was bound to consider mining impacts on environmental values—a ‘blank 
cheque’ would not be acceptable in an environmentally-aware world. The result was strict 
provisions carefully negotiated. In addition to the institutional decision-making processes, 
CRAMRA’s environmental requirements were onerous and, apart from economic factors, they 
were considered significant disincentives to mining1865. 

Global concern for environmental values also impacted on decisions about CRAMRA’s 
acceptability. The crucial period for deciding whether to sign CRAMRA involved national 
governments, themselves responding to rising domestic environmentalism. The experience in 
Australia and France played out in other constituencies. France had Jacques Cousteau 
campaigning on marine and nuclear issues before turning to Antarctica. Australia had its own 
environmental issues. State-based issues took on national significance and political attention 
was captured when electoral success was at risk. Political attention was assured with Hawke’s 
willingness to use Federal powers to stop a Tasmanian hydro-electric scheme, a nationally 

                                                        
1860 30 April 2018, Lucinda Dordley “Could an iceberg help Cape Town’s water crisis?” http://www.capetownetc.com/news/icebergs-help-

city-water-crisis/ (accessed 2 May 2018). 4 July 2018, Joe Pinkstone “Massive icebergs could be wrapped in insulation and towed” 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-5916649/Icebergs-towed-1-200-miles-Cape-Town-provide-water-drought-stricken-South-
Africa.html (accessed 5 July 2018). 

1861 A A Husseiny.  
1862 https://history.state.gov/milestones/1969-1976/oil-embargo (accessed 8 February 2018). 
1863 https://aoghs.org/transportation/trans-alaska-pipeline/ (accessed 8 February 2018). 
1864 Donella H Meadows, Dennis L Meadows, Jørgen Randers, and William W Behrens, The limits to growth: a report for the Club of Rome 

on the predicament of mankind (Universe Books, 1972). This assessment of global resource sustainability had its origins in 1968. 
1865 C C Beeby, "The Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Minerals Resource Activities and its future" 52-56. A Watts, 267-276. 
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volatile issue in an island state1866. Hawke was acutely aware of the fate awaiting a leader who 
ignores the public mood1867. The persuasive power of personalities is potent in a place where 
political positions are prompted by parochial problems. Thus, in 1983, Tasmania delivered no 
Labor seats to Hawke’s national election victory—Hawke had played to a mainland audience. 
Hawke cemented his reputation as an environmental politician and responded to public opinion 
by opposing CRAMRA when that issue arose. Both Hawke and Environment Minister 
Richardson deny that Tasmanian politics had any influence on rejecting CRAMRA1868. 
Woolcott took the opposite view, directly attributing Hawke’s motives as “essentially political 
and related to the green vote” in Tasmania1869. Quite apart from election timing, there are well-
argued views that the environmentalists strongly influenced Australian politics1870.  

Adding to conjuncture in Australian politics was a small development with increasing 
influence. In 1984, Australia’s Antarctic program commissioned a new ship, MV Icebird, with 
significantly greater passenger capacity. At the same time, newly appointed program Director 
James Bleasel wanted to improve political and public awareness of Australia’s Antarctic 
program by inviting parliamentarians and journalists to visit Antarctica1871. While achieving 
political commitment to the Antarctic program, such visits also resulted in heightened interest 
in Antarctic policy. Journalists drew attention to mishaps and mismanagement, further 
contributing to political awareness1872.  

Amplifying the conjuncture of environmentalism and domestic politics was the state of the 
federal parliament. At the time of Australia’s CRAMRA decision, the government faced a 
hostile Senate with pro-environment independents and Democrats holding the balance of 
power. Without a Senate majority, the Labor Government faced the prospect of being unable to 
pass any CRAMRA implementing legislation, a situation that would prevail until the power 
balance shifted again 1873. It gave confidence to other Parties that “Australia would eventually 
draw back … after the Australian elections”1874. 

Of course, domestic politics in other Parties played an important role in government policy. 
Green parties in Europe, and increased environmental activism elsewhere (for example, in New 
Zealand, the United Kingdom and United States), contributed forcefully to changing national 

                                                        
1866 This had origins as a state issue, simmering for years after the domestic and international dismay at the 1970s flooding of Lake Pedder 

National Park, to allow water to be diverted to a power station in an adjacent catchment. B Galligan, "The dams case: a political 
analysis" in The South West dam dispute: the legal and political issues, ed. M Sornarajah (University of Tasmania, 1983), 110-114.  

1867 See, for example, the political consequences for the State Premier in Tasmania. D A Lowe, The price of power: the politics behind the 
Tasmanian dams case (Macmillan, 1984). 

1868 29 May 1989, transcript of interview, Radio NZ Good Morning NZ (NAA: B1387 89/311 PART 2). 
1869 R Woolcott, 214. B Hawke and D Rielly, 47-48. The real import was probably the success of five Greens candidates in Tasmanian 

elections just before the Government’s decision, leading the Greens to develop Federal election aspirations. 
1870 T Bührs and P Christoff, "‘Greening the Antipodes’? Environmental policy and politics in Australia and New Zealand" Australian Journal 

of Political Science 41, no 2 (2006): 227-236. 
1871 T Bowden, 412-413. 
1872 S Murray-Smith, Sitting on penguins: people and politics in Australian Antarctica (Hutchinson, 1988). 
1873 G Cook, "Possible future developments" in The future of Antarctica: exploitation versus preservation (Manchester University Press, 

1990), 100. Three weeks before the Government’s decision to reject CRAMRA, the Senate had called on the government not to sign it: 
3 May 1989, Senate Hansard, 1647-1669.  

1874 8 January 1990, Cablegram WH112169 “Antarctica: US policy on CRAMRA: Keystone meeting” (NAA: B1387 89/932 PART 1). 
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policy1875. Given rising public awareness, the environmental campaigns could be used to 
influence governments in ways that diplomacy could not. During the environment debate, 
NGOs offered to help the Australian Government by, for example, letter-writing campaigns or 
targeting media or politicians in other countries. In the United Kingdom, NGO efforts 
provoked Garel-Jones’ displeasure “that Australia might be orchestrating these pressures”1876. 
Nevertheless, NGOs could deliver messages with a timeliness and impact made difficult by 
regular diplomatic channels, allowing environmental groups to act as agents for government 
policy1877. Environmentalists therefore acted both as antagonists and protagonists. 

Conjuncture: developments in international law  

Global environmental awareness saw developments in international law that informed 
developments in the minerals and environment debates. The 1982 UN Convention on the Law 
of the Sea was concluded just as the Antarctic minerals debate got under way. Various other 
international instruments were adopted on global and regional environmental issues (for 
example, agreements relating to ozone depletion, marine pollution, fisheries, migratory 
animals, trans-boundary movement of wastes, nuclear energy, and various environmental 
liability treaties). Such developments represent conjuncture because of the developing 
international environmental regulation, providing context for the Antarctic debates. 

The ATS had adopted CCAMLR in 1980 to address krill harvesting and other marine living 
resources issues. Parties were conscious of not developing a minerals convention inconsistent 
with approaches taken on living resources. In addition, considerable negotiating expertise had 
been developed—there was much to be gained by preserving the negotiating capital. Apart 
from the minerals and environment negotiations, there were parallel developments in other 
aspects of Antarctic environmental controls. Such developments provided conjuncture as they 
led to calls for harmonising the measures in a comprehensive regime. 

Conjuncture: developments in international relations 

A significant external development coinciding with the Antarctic minerals debate was the 
growing challenge to the Treaty in the United Nations, which erupted in 1983 with Malaysia’s 
pursuit of the ‘Question of Antarctica’ in the UNGA and timed to disrupt the minerals 
negotiations1878. The subsequent annual UNGA debate became a sustained challenge to the 
Treaty, its impact amplified in a global forum with Antarctic states in the minority. Malaysia’s 
challenge was strengthened by the common heritage of mankind concept developed in 1967 in 

                                                        
1875 See, for example: 27 August 1990, Cablegram WL41558 “New Zealand: environmental groups” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 2). 11 

September 1990, Cablegram WH120835 “Antarctic environment: US views” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 1). 
1876 9 November 1990, Cablegram LH114959 “Antarctica: consultations with the United Kingdom” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). 
1877 30 April 1990, DFAT minute “Antarctica: meeting with NGOs, Tuesday 1 May” (NAA: B1387 89/932 PART 3). 1 May 1990, author’s 

handwritten notes “NGOs briefing” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 12 February 1991, Cablegram CE989529 “Antarctica: US position: 
environmental initiative” (NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 1). 

1878 The criticisms had their origin in India’s 1958 attempt to have the UN discuss Antarctica; Ceylon’s 1971 proposal to declare the Indian 
Ocean a zone of peace; followed by the Sri Lankan initiative at the 1976 Non-Aligned summit. W M Bush, Antarctica and international 
law: a collection of inter-state and national documents, Vol I, 245-246. 
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the lead up to the Law of the Sea negotiations. Malaysia’s action stemmed from Prime Minister 
Mahathir’s personal passion for the issue, revealed in his 1982 address to UNGA, and his view 
that Antarctica was essentially locked up by wealthy Western nations’ colonial attitudes1879. 
Coinciding with the minerals debate, it was easy to accuse Treaty Parties of securing for 
themselves any benefits to be gained from Antarctica’s presumed wealth. The Parties 
responded that the Treaty was open to any UN member and, indeed, accessions were 
encouraged. This was tempered by the knowledge that participation in Treaty decision-making 
required (at that time) the resources necessary to establish an Antarctic station, a requirement 
essentially confirming privileged access for wealthy nations1880. 

These events qualify as conjuncture because, in the CRAMRA deliberations, Parties felt 
obliged to take account of the views of non-Antarctic nations. The Parties were frustrated by 
external criticisms and defensive of the Treaty. It meant that the ATCPs had to be sensitive to 
external interest and develop a regime sufficiently attractive that new players might be 
persuaded to participate—that, or risk external players staying outside the regulatory powers of 
CRAMRA. No longer could the Antarctic ‘club’ assume that their actions were beyond 
scrutiny. CRAMRA ultimately gave recognition to developing state interests, requiring 
ratification by at least five developing countries for it to enter into force, and requiring that 
developing countries be adequately represented on regulatory committees1881. 

Australia took the lead in defending the Treaty, a role championed by Richard Woolcott as 
Permanent Representative at the UN1882. Australia’s leadership was widely appreciated—so 
successful that for many years no other Party would take it on. Australia’s effectiveness in 
keeping the ATCPs united added to the dismay when Australia broke ranks over CRAMRA: an 
Antarctic stalwart had turned its back on the system it had strongly defended. The effort put 
into keeping the Parties on-side in the UN had to be directed to re-establishing unity in the 
ATS lest it legitimise assertions that the Treaty could not be trusted to manage Antarctica. 

Malaysia’s criticisms continued, leading to the view that if the resources questions were 
removed, criticism would abate1883. It was not that pursuing an environmental regime would be 
driven by the wish to avoid tiresome UN debates, but it would be a relief not to have strident 
objections to the ATS as a whole. There is no evidence that Australia’s 1989 decision was 
influenced by the international criticism. Australia, and other Treaty governments, appeared far 
more sensitive to domestic pressure. 

                                                        
1879 P J Beck, The international politics of Antarctica, 270-299. R Tepper and M Haward. 
1880 Note that India (also in the Group of 77, the main critics of the Treaty) did take the step of acceding to the Treaty and meeting the 

requirements of becoming an ATCP. Possibly to Malaysia’s surprise, it did so in 1983, the first year of the UN Question of Antarctica. 
Developing states Brazil and China also became ATCPs (in 1983 and 1985 respectively), somewhat blunting Malaysia’s accusations of 
exclusivity. Malaysia itself acceded in 2016. 

1881 "Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities" Articles 2, 29 and 62. 
1882 R Woolcott, 210-213. M G Haward and D Mason. 
1883 J Burgess, 65. M Jacobsson, "Building the international legal framework for Antarctica" in Science diplomacy: Antarctica, and the 

governance of international spaces, ed. P A Berkman, M A Lang, D W H Walton, and O R Young (Smithsonian Institution Scholarly 
Press, 2011), 10.  
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In parallel with the events discussed in this thesis, there were other developments in 
international relations, including moves towards the reunification of Germany and the 
fracturing of the Soviet Bloc which culminated in the dissolution of the Soviet Union shortly 
after the Protocol was adopted. The documents examined for this research show no evidence 
that those developments had any impact on the Antarctic environment debate, and other 
commentators have likewise not pointed to a connection. 

Conjuncture: internal and external challenges 

While UN objections to the Treaty were countered by the Parties’ united resistance, concurrent 
developments presented other threats. One challenge was built into the Treaty itself: 30 years 
after the Treaty’s entry into force a Party could request a review of the Treaty1884. While not 
mandatory, the earliest it could be requested would be 23 June 1991. With some 
understatement, Chris Beeby described this a “less than happy coincidence”1885. On the eve of 
the opportunity for a disaffected Party to request a review, consensus had been lost on one of 
the most fractious issues. This provided a motive. Of course a review, if triggered, did not 
mean that the Treaty would end—there was no obligation for a review to make any changes. In 
addition, an effective ‘cooling-off’ period was provided1886. Impetuosity had been intentionally 
impeded1887. As it turned out, no Party hinted at such a move. On the contrary, effort was 
redoubled to restore consensus before 23 June 1991, and the Parties almost achieved it. It can 
be argued that the debate to restore consensus on the environment became the review. The 
declaration adopted at the November 1991 ATCM confirms that1888. Avoiding a review was in 
every Party’s interest: all had something to lose if the delicate balances of the Treaty were 
upset. The conjuncture, therefore, arose simply from the implied threat of a looming date. 

A further imperative for restoring consensus was the impending June 1992 ‘Earth Summit’. 
The risk was that, in Rio, any disunity over Antarctica would play into the hands of those 
arguing that the Treaty was incapable of managing a globally significant environment. 
Unsatisfactory developments in UNCED could raise the risk of Treaty mechanisms being 
usurped1889. It was thus widely-held that consensus should be restored well before 19921890. 
Just as Antarctica had been quarantined from UNCLOS, so it would be kept out of UNCED.  

                                                        
1884 "The Antarctic Treaty" Article XII(2)a.  
1885 C C Beeby, "The Antarctic Treaty System: goals, performance and impact" 17.  
1886 Were a change to be agreed (and that could take time as a review conference could run for many sessions) there would be another 

four years before a Party could withdraw from the Treaty. "The Antarctic Treaty" Article XII(2)b.  
1887 P C Daniels, 15.  
1888 The significance of the Protocol was recognised in the Santiago Declaration on the Twenty Fifth Anniversary of the signing of the 

Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty, in: Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Thirty-ninth Antarctic Treaty 
Consultative Meeting, Santiago, Chile 23 May-1 June 2016 (Secretariat of the Antarctic Treaty, 2016), 183-184. See also: Antarctic 
Treaty, Final Report of the Sixteenth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Bonn, 7-18 October 1991, 133-139. 

1889 “Item 21: Any other business (A) UN/UNCED matters” in: October 1991, Australia “Brief for final session of SCM XI, Madrid, 3-4 
October 1991” (AAD: B13/199). 14 October 1991, Cablegram BO55790 “Antarctica—ATCM XVI—UN issues (NAA: B1387 90/703 
PART 2). 

1890 19 November 1990, author’s handwritten notes “XI SCM Plenary” (AWJ personal notes), 4-5. 26 April 1991, author’s handwritten notes 
“XI SCM (Session II)—HODs” (AWJ personal notes), 50. 
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Conjuncture: developments in bilateral relations  

Parallel bilateral developments also had influence. In Australia’s case, the close cooperation 
with France necessary during the environment debate contrasts with the previous situation. 
Australia and France were both original signatories to the Treaty, both claimants, shared 
Antarctic boundaries, and enjoyed mutual recognition of their claims. Dumont d’Durville was 
the closest Antarctic station to Australia. Even so, collaboration between them was surprisingly 
modest—occasional shared logistics with ship sub-charters and opportunistic research 
collaboration. On policy, there were sharp differences: for example, Australia vigorously 
opposed French nuclear testing which was occurring in the heart of the minerals debate.  

In 1982, France invited Australia to participate in long-term French research at Dome C, deep 
within the AAT. While potentially costly, this could have been strategically useful, as it would 
facilitate greater access by Australia to the inland areas of its territory, boost scientific 
collaboration and allow Australia to demonstrate its ice drilling and over-snow traverse 
expertise. The invitation was declined and Concordia was set up with Italy instead. A 
complication was France flattening Île des Pétrels to construct a rock runway for direct flights 
from Hobart. Australia considered supporting its construction and using the airfield itself1891. 
The project provoked vigorous protests and several Parties had serious reservations1892. The 
UK accused France of breaching the Agreed Measures. Australia was reluctant to cooperate 
given Greenpeace criticisms1893. With France’s seemingly poor environmental credentials in 
the Pacific, its attitude to Greenpeace and determination on the airstrip, it was potentially 
awkward for Australia to cooperate with France to disrupt CRAMRA. 

During the environment debate, Australia’s relationship with France was close at the political 
level and on the overall policy objective. However, on the definitive question of whether to 
sign CRAMRA, Australia was some six months ahead of France. At the level of officials, the 
relationship was seldom smooth, with frequent tactical disagreements often coupled with 
personality differences. Although the Antarctic environment initiative was forged equally by 
two Prime Ministers (Bob Hawke and Michel Rocard), the narrative shows that it was often 
described as Australian. The unpredictability of French officials, often commented on by 
others, may have been a factor. After becoming a ‘Four Powers’ proposal, like it or not, 
Australia was still regarded as leader. In part, this is explained by France’s environmental 
credentials; the fact that Italy was a novice in Antarctic affairs with a very young scientific 
program; and Belgium had no program at all. The absence of a deep history of cooperation 
between these Parties was an impediment—it was risky that such a major proposal would be 
launched without being confident of the support of more mainstream actors or traditional 
Antarctic allies. This may explain why some officials were pessimistic about success. 

                                                        
1891 18 February 1982, Department of Science minute “Contact with the French regarding Antarctic air transport” (AAD: 81/346-1). 
1892 26 April 1985, Cablegram BS20929 “Antarctic: French airstrip” (NAA: B1387 88/159). 
1893 4 June 1987, AAD submission to Minister “Request from French for assistance to transport personnel from Antarctica (AAD: 81/346-2). 

2 September 1987, AAD submission to Minister “Transport of equipment for French Antarctic program on Nella Dan” (AAD: 81/346-3). 
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The situation was different with New Zealand, another Antarctic neighbour. Well-established 
policy cooperation came under strain after Australia reneged on CRAMRA, a convention in 
which New Zealand was heavily invested. Those differences evaporated when New Zealand 
abandoned it1894. More problematic for Australia was the relationship with Norway, the United 
Kingdom and the United States. Strong bonds had been formed with trusted collaboration 
manifested, for example, in the ‘Correspondents Group’ run by the United Kingdom’s John 
Heap. Abandoning CRAMRA had potential implications for future cooperation on any 
Antarctic policy issue if Australia were to be branded as disloyal or unpredictable. Restoring 
the Correspondents Group after adopting the Protocol provided reassurance that underlying 
relationships could be reinstated. Those relationships were crucial at the national level and 
between individuals.  

Chapter 9 has described the influences on the Antarctic minerals and environment debates in 
terms of what Marks describes as contingency, accident and conjuncture. Important though 
they are, this thesis argues that explaining what happened requires more than identifying prior 
circumstances and concurrent events. The narrative also reveals the presence of the individuals 
involved, showing distinct personalities and experience. The story appears to depend equally 
on the interplay of people who have to relate to each other in an international setting. 
Accordingly, Chapter 10 looks at the role and styles of key participants, many of whom took 
advantage of the existing circumstances of Antarctic affairs. 

                                                        
1894 7 February 1991, Cablegram WL43003 “Antarctica: environment protection: ANZ consultations” (NAA: B1387 90/888 PART 2). 



 

Chapter 10 

Influencers 

 

This chapter applies Young’s typology to reveal how the participants exercised 
influence by demonstrating intellectual, entrepreneurial or structural leadership 
in the Antarctic environment debate. 

 

Antarctic forums as a platform for leadership 

The end point of Antarctic diplomacy is consensus. Chapter 10 examines the actions of 
participants in the debates to achieve it. Using Young’s leadership model (further described 
below), the chapter assesses the ways leadership was demonstrated. However, to put this 
leadership in context, the chapter starts by examining their primary operating environment, the 
ATCM and SATCM. The routine practices of such meetings provided important factors of 
contingency and, as this involves diplomatic history, discussion of these practices has been 
held over to this chapter to more directly inform the assessment of diplomatic leadership. Few 
academic commentators have enjoyed direct experience of the Treaty meetings and, those that 
have, seldom discuss the experience in detail, preferring instead to let the experience inform 
their commentary on the policy outcomes. Unlike many commentators, O’Reilly had the 
opportunity to participate in an ATCM and describe the otherwise opaque behaviours of a 
normal ATCM1895. Few academic commentators have done this and that experience provides 
some insight into the conduct of meetings using practices which are in many ways consistent 
with those demonstrated during the intensive minerals and environment debates.  

Given the novelty and sensitivity of the issues involved, discussing minerals required particular 
effort in, at times, unusually stressful negotiations. As a “herculean task” on an “esoteric 
subject”, it might have been tempting to abandon the minerals debate. Consensus on an 
unavoidable issue was the objective: “no one was forced to positively say yes to an outcome, 
whilst all had the opportunity to say no”, yet “all the delegations want[ed] to succeed”1896. This 
involved more effort than the established ATCM practice.  

Outside formal meetings and working groups, there was widespread use of casual ‘contact 
groups’ to address specific issues; drafting groups; as well as impromptu ‘corridor’ 

                                                        
1895 J O’Reilly, The technocratic Antarctic: an enthnography of scientific expertise and environmental governance (Cornell University Press, 

2017), 113-114. 
1896 R T Andersen, 94-96. 
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consultations1897. Often these involved caucusing on specific issues, whispered consultations, 
passing of notes between delegations, and draft papers being exchanged. Such processes 
continued in the environment debate. The effectiveness of ‘backroom’ meetings was revealed 
by Georges Duquin’s resentment of their use by opponents of a comprehensive regime (the 
reverse was undoubtedly true as well)1898. In addition to such mechanisms during a meeting, 
there was also inter-sessional use of quasi-academic sessions to explore options. These were 
often ‘invitation-only’ events, involving the same participants as formal meetings, but 
ostensibly presenting personal views1899.  

Chairs enhanced formal meetings with several techniques. These included consulting an ‘inner 
circle’ of key delegations; testing ideas with a select few; or circulating a Chair’s personal text 
to stimulate discussion1900. Continuity of Chairing was crucial—notably Chris Beeby’s formal 
role in CRAMRA, and Rolf Andersen on the Protocol’s mining ban. Such techniques were 
enhanced by the continuity of delegates, and interpersonal relationships that complemented 
traditional diplomatic communications. Personal friendships could be used to foster common 
ground, or exclude others. A distinct ‘clubbiness’ was evident when certain privileged 
delegates would be referred to by their given names, while others would be referred to by the 
name of their Party1901. Meeting-to-meeting continuity of delegates provided invaluable 
‘institutional memory’, benefiting individual Parties and the negotiations as a whole1902.  

Another influencing factor was the dominance of the English language in the discussions and 
in the documents. There are four official languages and, in the primary forums, simultaneous 
interpretation1903. Working Papers are translated into the official languages. However, a large 
body of negotiation was conducted in side groups and inter-sessional discussion, mostly in 
English as the default language in Antarctic diplomacy. Related to that is the production of 
meeting reports1904. There is often a scramble to lead the drafting of a decision: whoever 
controls the words controls the record. The accommodations required to achieve a decision are 
also required in finding the words to record the making of the decision1905. The meeting reports 
are almost invariably first drafted in English, and adopted in English before translation. This 
advantages the native English speakers who can better influence the words used. This can be 

                                                        
1897 ibid., 104-105. 
1898 26 February 1991, Cablegram PA85745 “Antarctica: meetings in March and April” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 2). 
1899 Such informal sessions included, among others, the June 1973 Nansen Foundation meeting of experts; the January 1985 Beardmore 

Glacier workshop; the November 1989 Antarctica’s Futures conference; the April 1990 Australian Studies Centre conference; the May 
1990 Nansen Institute conference; the July 1990 Kiel meeting; and the October 1990 Louvain University symposium. 

1900 The Whangaroa sessions illustrate Beeby leading a group of key players in a limited invitation discussion.  
1901 Whether intended or not, there is some symbolism in referring to familiar colleagues by their given name, as opposed to referring to 

unnamed individuals as “the distinguished delegate” of a Party. 
1902 As particular examples, Joyner points to Heap (United Kingdom), Scully (United States), Wolfrum (Germany) and Beeby (New 

Zealand). C C Joyner, Governing the frozen commons: the Antarctic regime and environmental protection, 104. 
1903 English, French, Russian and Spanish are official languages. The 29 ATCPs use at least 18 national languages. For the first time, a 

fifth language, Chinese, was recognised in CRAMRA: "Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities" Article 
67. Chinese is not an official language for other ATS purposes. 

1904 Final reports of meetings are produced using consensus and thus are not objective records. 
1905 Consider, for example, debate over a report’s use of the words like “agreed”, “welcomed” or “noted” concerning consideration of a 

proposition, and the sensitivity over the seemingly innocuous synonyms “most”, “many”, “several” or “some” to describe the level of 
support for it. Such perennial debates reflect “the mood of the room” towards capturing “the sense of the meeting”. 6 December 1990, 
author’s handwritten notes “Plenary (SCM report)” (AWJ personal notes), 74-76. 
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done subtly to achieve bifocalism or creative ambiguity, or unsubtly to reinforce (or dilute) a 
point. Such language factors provide a privileged position for English speakers. This reinforced 
perceptions of the Anglo-centric character of deliberations, playing itself out with great effect 
in the minerals and environment debates. A further benefit of controlling the policy outcome 
was the ability to steer the debate by ‘owning’ the draft decision: the owner can decide whether 
to accept, modify or decline amendments.  

Also relevant was the operation of blocs to protect shared interests, or to advance (or frustrate) 
developments1906. The ‘Four Powers’ constituted a distinct bloc (despite being uncomfortable 
describing themselves as such) to advance the convention proposal. Another bloc comprised 
the United Kingdom and the United States which collaborated closely to defend CRAMRA. 
Such collaboration was even more effective in meetings hosted in English when the ‘Uniteds’, 
often of the same mind on policy issues, could physically sit side by side1907. While it was 
often advantageous to work together, blocs were never formal, and never applied to every 
policy issue—no Party wished to have its hands unnecessarily tied. Sometimes it took the form 
of temporary caucusing to advance an argument, even to the point of choreographing the 
sequence of interventions. Blocs, such as the ‘Four Powers’ and the ‘Kiel 5’, would also 
operate outside the meeting, as evidenced by agreements to endorse a particular position and 
employ identical language to promote it. They might also caucus independently of the meeting 
itself. 

A less obvious factor of contingency was a Party’s offer to host a meeting. Prestige flows from 
a successful meeting. For regular Treaty meetings, the host is decided by rotation through the 
Parties. Hosting can impact on a Party’s approach to policy. For special meetings, a host is 
appointed after an offer is made. For the minerals negotiations, Chile encouraged New Zealand 
to offer, which it willingly did1908. In the environment debate, France was antagonistic towards 
CRAMRA but, in 1989, it was also scheduled to host the ATCM. This had the effect of 
moderating its approach. In the lead-up to ATCM XV, Georges Duquin said that “as host 
country, France would be reluctant to be seen as contributing to a breakdown [and] a 
diplomatic defeat for the ATS and France”1909. During the meeting France was prepared to 
settle on a procedural outcome, in lieu of a policy victory1910. As host of the November 1990 
SATCM XI, Chile had no ambition beyond that of “honest broker”1911. Similarly, Germany 
was concerned to avoid acrimony over the environment lest it disrupt the Bonn meeting1912. 
France also wanted the Protocol resolved before the Bonn meeting because it resented the 
prospect of Germany getting credit for the environment initiative1913. Hungry for diplomatic 

                                                        
1906 Examples of blocs included the claimant states, the Southern Hemisphere Parties, European or Latin American Parties. 
1907 The Parties sit in order of their name in the language in which the ATCM is hosted—most often this is English and, on those occasions, 

it allows the United Kingdom and United States to sit together.  
1908 It has been suggested that Chile was keen for another Southern Hemisphere claimant to chair the meeting, but did not want Argentina 

to take the role. M Templeton, A wise adventure II: New Zealand and Antarctica after 1960, 115. 
1909 22 September 1989, Cablegram PA76777 “Antarctica—discussions with the French” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). 
1910 18 October 1989, Cablegram PA77195 “Antarctica: ATCM XV, Paris, 9-20 October—Report No 4” (AAD: 89/133-1). 
1911 5 November 1990, Cablegram SC21314 “Antarctic environment: indicative draft convention” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). 
1912 10 April 1991, Cablegram BO53504 “Antarctica: SCM XI—Four country representations” (NAA: B1387 90/888 PART 3). 
1913 30 January 1991, Cablegram GE92663 “Antarctic environment” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 1). 
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success, Spain urged Parties to compromise with a view to agreement in Madrid1914. Spain thus 
won the enduring cachet of the Madrid Protocol, even though the quality of chairing was 
questioned1915. A further handbrake on engagement in policy debates comes from chairing 
negotiations. New Zealand, for example, “avoided positions on many issues because of the 
need to protect Beeby’s position”1916. On the other hand, the neutrality of chairing could be 
advantageous if it allowed others to take the heat for unpopular positions. Chris Beeby, 
however, was confident that he could distinguish “between the role of a chairman and that of 
being an advocate for a New Zealand position”1917.  

Within this diplomatic milieu were the individual participants. At the level of formal 
negotiation, interactions were conducted using diplomatic conventions. While there can be a 
sense of performance, the participants were still individuals with differing personalities. At 
times, personalities came to be seen as revealing a national character. This analysis does not 
judge the effectiveness of different styles, but it is undoubtedly the case that many styles were 
on display. The point is that progress depended on individual participants and their 
interactions. In some ways, it was very much a story of individuals, political and diplomatic, 
government and non-government, and their personalities.  

Elliott refers to key officials involved in the environment debate as the “bureaucratic elite”1918. 
Some of these were at the front of negotiations, leading the delegations. Others were in the 
Foreign, Resources or Environment Ministries developing national policy. There was also a 
political elite, NGO elite and scientific elite. What has not been addressed here is a specific 
assessment of the role of women in the debates. Antarctic environmental diplomacy, like 
Antarctic exploration, was male-dominated. It still is. At the time of the minerals and 
environment debates women were in the minority in delegations and, with a few marked 
exceptions, even more in the minority as delegation heads. In the minerals negotiations some 
9% of delegates were women, but none were delegation heads. In the environmental 
negotiations, some 11% were women and just one led a delegation1919. Women were far more 
prominent in the NGOs1920. 

Leadership 

Young identifies distinctions between how influence is exercised by participants in 
institutional bargaining and describes three forms of leadership. In Young’s model, leadership 
is exercised to overcome ‘obstacles’ to progress in institutional bargaining1921. In Antarctic 

                                                        
1914 10 April 1991, Cablegram MA26781 “Antarctica: SCM XI, Madrid—Four country representations” (NAA: B1387 90/888 PART 3). 
1915 27 June 1991, Cablegram SC22159 “Antarctica—SCMXI environment protection protocol—Chilean views” (AAD: 91/226-2). 
1916 18 June 1984, Cablegram WL19815 “Antarctica minerals meeting” (NAA: B1387 1981/343 PART 2). New Zealand’s ability to pursue its 

claimant interests seems to have been held back in deference to Beeby’s role. See, for example: M Templeton, A wise adventure II: 
New Zealand and Antarctica after 1960, 185. 

1917 ibid., 251. 
1918 L M Elliott, International environmental politics: protecting the Antarctic, 125-126. 
1919 By 2018 the number of women on delegations had risen to 25%. 
1920 E Shortis, "‘In the interest of all mankind’: women and the environmental protection of Antarctica" in Feminist ecologies, ed. L Stevens, 

P Tait, and D Varney (Palgrave Macmillan, 2017). 
1921 O R Young, 284-285, 303. 
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affairs, those obstacles can be seen at various levels. At the highest level, there can be major 
obstacles to achieving agreement on broad objectives for managing the region. At a lower 
level, there could be relatively short-term obstacles to overcome in negotiating a particular 
provision within an instrument which has an agreed objective. This thesis illustrates both. The 
higher-level obstacle was how to get agreement on the overall vision for Antarctica’s future, 
that is, the change from CRAMRA to the Madrid Protocol. A lower level obstacle might, for 
example, be finding an agreeable formula for the review of the Protocol’s mining ban. Either 
way, leadership was required to set directions and find solutions in a situation where, whatever 
the level of obstacle, consensus would always be the measure of success. In that regard, in this 
thesis the identification of leadership implies that others followed—by implication, the 
ultimate measure of leadership’s success. 

Young’s typology of leadership is used here as an expedient tool to distinguish between the 
various ways in which influence was exercised by the participants. The forms of leadership are: 

• Intellectual—individuals who produce intellectual capital to shape the perspective of 
participants. Intellectual leaders are thinkers who rely on the power of ideas, and use 
their wits to make their ideas felt;  

• Entrepreneurial—individuals who rely on negotiating skills to frame issues in ways 
that foster integrative bargaining and put together deals that would otherwise elude 
participants. Entrepreneurial leaders are agenda-setters who use negotiating skills to 
broker interests; or  

• Structural—individuals possessing power and skilled in translating power resources 
into bargaining leverage. Structural leaders act as agents of parties and espouse 
arrangements particularly suited to the states they represent.    

While different, Young argues that the three leadership forms do not operate in isolation, and 
nor are they mutually exclusive. For example, intellectual leadership may operate on a longer 
time scale. A deliberative and reflective process that can take time because “new ideas 
generally have to triumph over the entrenched mindsets”1922. In turn, “entrepreneurial leaders 
often become the consumers of ideas generated by intellectual leaders”. Leaders can 
demonstrate more than one of these characteristics—sometimes in parallel and, in some 
situations, readily switching between modes. For example, where both the intellectual and 
entrepreneurial roles might be displayed, Young points out that “the leader’s work as an 
intellectual innovator is apt to precede his or her work as an entrepreneurial leader”1923.  

This thesis argues a special case in connection with structural leadership. In Young’s approach, 
structural leadership is exercised by individuals. In this analysis, it is suggested that an 
individual’s capacity for structural leadership can be enhanced by their affiliation with a 

                                                        
1922 ibid., 298. 
1923 ibid., 299-300. 
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particular collective entity (such as a Party to the Treaty)1924. Taking this point further, within 
Antarctic forums the actions or power relationships of a Party can demonstrate structural 
leadership independently of the individuals who might from time to time represent that Party—
or, in reverse, the simple fact that an individual (of any calibre) represents a particular Party 
may be sufficient to empower that individual with a degree of structural leadership. 

Structural leadership is inherently powerful and it is often the default form of leadership in 
Antarctic affairs. However, because of the Treaty’s consensus operation, on many occasions 
entrepreneurial or intellectual leadership was exercised to complement structural leadership in 
finding solutions.  

INTELLECTUAL LEADERS 

In the minerals and environment debates, intellectual leadership played an instrumental role in 
reaching consensus and was often exercised at the level of officials. They did not have to rely 
on the power of their positions or an ability to forge deals. 

Intellectual leadership on the world park concept came from scientists, based on the early 
thinking of Robert Carrick. It was brought into the Treaty in the form of a ‘nature reserve’ or 
‘international park’ several years before New Zealand seized on the concept in 1975. These 
early ideas formed the basis of the talismanic ideals championed by environmentalists from the 
1980s. These ideas were ahead of their time because they were objective proposals, rather than 
solutions to an existing bargaining problem. Nevertheless, they provided creative options for 
addressing the future of Antarctic resources, a matter not addressed by the Treaty. 

The idea of a mining moratorium pending discussion of regulatory options was introduced by 
the United Kingdom’s Brian Roberts in 1972, and given substance by Hambro at the Nansen 
Institute in 19731925. It enabled careful pursuit of a minerals regime without the threat of 
negotiations being derailed by precipitate action, an important principle that survives today in 
Madrid Protocol Article 25. 

Sweden’s Kjell Anneling provided intellectual leadership in the final session of the meeting 
that adopted CRAMRA, proposing that the Convention’s title be amended to reflect its 
environmental provisions. The proposal generated “a few chuckles around the room”1926. Such 
derision should not be used to dismiss the significance of the idea—as noted earlier, failure to 
adopt this suggestion had implications for the public acceptability of CRAMRA and 
contributed to its rejection, and thereby contributed to precipitating the ‘crisis of consensus’. 

                                                        
1924 Young’s model is tailored to the exercise of leadership by individuals rather than collective entities. Ibid., 281. 
1925 11 October 1972, letter from FCO to AHC London “Seventh Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Antarctic Resources—effects of 

mineral exploration” (NAA: B1387 1991/462 PART 3). 29 May 1973, “Prepared remarks by Ambassador Edvard Hambro” (NAA: B1387 
1991/370), These proposals used the softer language of “avoid” or “suspend” minerals activities. 

1926 T Bowden, 409. 
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Chileans had a history of providing intellectual leadership—for example, Julio Escudero’s 
proposed accommodation over the territorial claims, later being taken into the heart of the 
Antarctic Treaty during its negotiation1927. In 1989, Fernando Zegers proposed a stand-alone 
environmental regime to update and harmonise environmental measures at risk of not being 
fully implemented. Acting as an entrepreneurial leader, Zegers offered Chile as host for a 1990 
meeting to develop ideas1928. This triggered a wave of support for his idea, in part as a 
substitute for Australia’s more ambitious objectives.  

For the most part, political leaders did not exercise intellectual leadership, their influence relied 
on structural power. It could be argued, however, that intellectual leadership was exercised by 
their advisers. Bob Hawke’s economics adviser, Craig Emerson, brought the minerals issue to 
the Prime Minister’s attention shortly before the matter was to go to Cabinet. Emerson makes 
the remarkable revelation that he was unaware that officials had been working on a minerals 
convention: “I was shocked that a proposition as momentous as this could have made it 
through the system without the Prime Minister or his office being aware of it”. Seeing the 
opportunity for what he called “the fifth icon” (adding to four other key environmental 
decisions of the Hawke government), he raised with Hawke the idea of putting a stop to 
CRAMRA. He then, behind the scenes, steered the political negotiations that led to 
collaboration with France1929. That said, such thinking does not necessarily constitute 
intellectual leadership in the sense intended by Young. Audacity does not correlate with 
intellectual leadership. ‘Courageous’ policy positions might satisfy Young’s criteria of creative 
thinking, and pursuing them required the exercise of wit, and they may meet the test of shaping 
the perspective of other participants. However, it can be argued that such audacity in the 
Antarctic debate actually served to create division, rather than be used as a device to heal 
divisions by bringing participants together as Young’s model intends. 

Like Emerson’s intervention, officials demonstrating intellectual leadership were not 
necessarily personally involved in negotiations but, rather, operating in agencies within 
capitals. In Australia’s case, after the Hawke Cabinet decision, the Foreign Ministry’s Bill 
Bush did most of the creative thinking on the content of a comprehensive environmental 
regime between May 1989 and December 1990. His components paper, and subsequent 
iterations, were intellectual solutions to an institutional bargaining problem. Any solution 
proffered by Australia to a problem of its own making might immediately have been seen as 
suspect and self-serving. However, by setting a high benchmark, the Bush proposals forced 
others to think about alternatives with the prospect of consensus. Most of the Bush structure 
and principles were adopted, even if not the specific language.  

The United Kingdom’s John Heap exercised intellectual leadership in mid-1990 as the heat 
rose in the environment debate. It has been suggested that because Heap promoted the idea of a 

                                                        
1927 W M Bush, Antarctica and international law: a collection of inter-state and national documents, Vol II, 383-386. H R Hall, passim.  
1928 Jorge Berguño continued Chile’s tradition of intellectual leadership into the 21st century. It can also be argued that Chile offered 

structural leadership within the Latin American Antarctic states. 
1929 C Emerson, 182-189. The other ‘icon’ issues were Tasmanian wilderness, Kakadu, Queensland rainforests and Shelburne Bay. 
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protocol as the form of regime, it necessarily means that he had found the solution to the 
regulatory problem1930. At that time, however, the question of form was subordinate to the 
substantive issues of comprehensive environmental measures and whether mining would be 
prohibited. Whether this constituted intellectual leadership is moot: it can just as easily be 
characterised as an attempt to prevent Australia and France being politically rewarded for their 
actions in 1989. In this thesis, John Heap’s leadership is considered undeniably structural. 

Young’s observation that leaders can be both intellectual and entrepreneurial is well illustrated 
by Chris Beeby. As Chair of the minerals negotiations, in entrepreneurial mode he guided 
institutional bargaining by creating the opportunities for delegations to consult, often outside 
formal meetings. He set the timetable and insisted on both progress. He also urged 
compromise. His effectiveness was greatly enhanced by injecting personal suggestions in the 
form of draft CRAMRA articles. This drew on his own knowledge of the issues and insights 
into where common ground might be found. In finessed intellectual leadership, such ideas were 
presented in ways that delegations could discuss without commitment1931. Much of the 
creativity came in his choice of language to express complex ideas. This was supported by a 
willingness to abandon personal attachment to any particular formulation, and the use of 
refined interpersonal skills to maintain momentum. 

ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERS 

Entrepreneurial leaders are effective in tackling issues in collaborative ways and facilitating the 
climate for negotiations. An early example of this was the 1973 Nansen Foundation’s meeting 
of experts to explore the scope of minerals issues. Participation was limited to invited 
individuals representing their technical or legal expertise, rather than the views of their states. 
Even if the complete separation of state and personal views was unrealistic, it provided a safe 
environment for problems to be aired without adverse consequences. Norway’s credentials in 
convening such discussions followed its leadership of the minerals Working Group at ATCM 
VII the previous year. The Nansen Foundation did that again during the environment debate, as 
did the proponents of other academic forums. 

As noted above, New Zealand’s Beeby exercised both intellectual and entrepreneurial 
leadership, demonstrating considerable skill in fostering productive negotiations over complex 
issues1932. His approach (in part, modelled on the influence of Australia’s Keith Brennan and 
Tucker Scully from the United States in the late 1970s during the CCAMLR negotiations) also 
set a pattern for others to follow. In particular, Beeby’s technique of informal discussions was 
successfully used in the environment negotiations. Progress on minerals was facilitated by 
informal meetings during SATCM IV, or inter-sessionally at Whangaroa. While Beeby 
formally chaired the negotiations in 1988, Norway’s Rolf Andersen led the main 
                                                        
1930 M G Richardson, 265.  
1931 A good example was the use of personal drafts ‘Beeby I’ to ‘Beeby VII’ to construct a minerals regime. Note, however, that initially there 

was some nervousness in New Zealand about Beeby’s personal attitude becoming binding on his government. M Templeton, A wise 
adventure II: New Zealand and Antarctica after 1960, 146. 

1932 O R Young, 294. 
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committee1933. The leadership of Andersen continued into the 1990 environmental 
deliberations. He used similar entrepreneurial techniques to stimulate debate, including in the 
critical discussions in Madrid in April 1991 on provisions to review the mining ban.  

Sweden’s Desirée Edmar acted entrepreneurially in Madrid in April 1991 by independently 
circulating ideas for a formula to address a review of the mining ban. Germany’s Rüdiger 
Wolfrum applied similar leadership in discussions on the vexed liability issues both under 
CRAMRA (and, later, under the Protocol). 

Entrepreneurial leaders are facilitators. NGOs might argue that they acted entrepreneurially by 
forcing a debate over environmental protection. On the other hand, objecting to something 
(such as CRAMRA) and demanding an alternative was not entrepreneurial. Creating the 
impasse created the opportunity for entrepreneurial leadership to flourish. NGOs set out the 
boundaries for an outcome acceptable to them, rather than put forward the ideas on how to 
achieve them. Accordingly, while activism led to environmental negotiations, that was not 
entrepreneurial leadership. In many ways, environmentalists were followers rather than leaders, 
latching onto existing world park ideas or submitting drafts of an environmental instrument in 
response to work undertaken by the Parties. They would also lobby governments and harangue 
negotiators, not approaches consistent with an entrepreneurial leader’s facilitation role. 

STRUCTURAL LEADERS 

Structural leaders are effective in applying leverage in negotiations, and do so by exploiting the 
‘power resources’ that flow from the positions they occupy. That leverage may come simply 
from the positional power of particular appointments. In the events covered in this thesis, the 
power resources of those exercising structural power often embraced several elements. For 
example, their power resources might come from representing an original signatory to the 
Treaty or a claimant state (or both), command of English, prior experience and the reputation it 
generates, and so on. These are further explored in the examples described below. 

Young observes that structural leaders may act as agents of the Parties, seeking outcomes that 
advance the interests of the states they represent. In the Antarctic debates, structural leadership 
was the form most visibly exercised. This was done by many participants, some of whom are 
identified here. They included officials (such as diplomats, lawyers and advisers), and 
representatives of institutions or non-government organisations. Domestic politicians who 
directly engaged in the debate also demonstrated structural leadership. The action of collective 
entities, such as Parties exercising structural leadership, is also addressed.  

Diplomats as structural leaders 

Diplomats represent their governments internationally, either bilaterally or in multilateral 
forums. In Antarctic affairs, at the top are the delegation heads, positions usually occupied by 
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career diplomats1934. Delegation heads are normally from foreign ministries, while other 
delegates come from a variety of government agencies. In some cases, the delegation heads 
have arrived in their role without a conventional diplomatic career path. Some rotate through 
the position. Others park their careers on an Antarctic plateau, exchanging promotion for 
personal influence in a specialised area of diplomacy. 

There is a degree of ‘performance’ in the work of diplomats, with theatrical skills employed to 
add emphasis or to persuade. In Antarctic affairs, credibility also attaches to polar experience, 
international legal expertise, and familiarity with the ATS itself. In the minerals and 
environment debates, experience in these last two areas gave some participants distinct 
advantage. There was also influence coming from an individual’s association with a Party 
having a long connection to the Treaty, especially if that Party was an original signatory with 
all the respect conferred by long-term commitment and deep knowledge of Treaty norms. 

It would be meaningless to rank diplomats in terms of their skills and effectiveness in the 
minerals and environment debates. Nevertheless, it is possible to point to outstanding examples 
of diplomats exercising structural leadership. Some leaders employed (or were bestowed) 
significant influence by virtue of accrued power. For example, an exalted few exercised a 
power derived from multiple sources. Take the case of a diplomat with great intellect, personal 
presence and persuasive powers. Any participant in a Treaty forum can exercise influence by 
virtue of personal performance. A participant may have years of experience in Antarctic affairs 
and detailed knowledge of the subjects and participants. Adding value is fluency in English and 
the comfort of representing an original signatory with any of the assumed status it implies. And 
deeper still may be the smug satisfaction of being among the Antarctic territorial claimants, 
who often command attention. The participant’s power is therefore more than personal, it is 
inherited from the fortunate heritage of their Antarctic ‘citizenship’.  

Chris Beeby is an good example, spending half his life as a career diplomat. He previously 
represented New Zealand at the International Court of Justice in the Rainbow Warrior case, 
and was appointed as Ambassador to France1935. His Antarctic diplomatic involvement 
commenced in 1981 as delegation head, leading to appointment as Chair of the minerals 
negotiations. His leadership role was enhanced by being a native English speaker from an 
original signatory and claimant state. Coupled with his intellectual and entrepreneurial abilities, 
he achieved celebrated status as patient leader of the negotiations. His structural leadership role 
was strengthened each time his chairing role was endorsed.  

There are similarities with Rolf Andersen, a career diplomat with ambassadorial appointments 
and experience in international negotiations for the Law of the Sea and CCAMLR. His 
responsibility for leading Norway’s delegation and Antarctic policy started in 1982, his 
effectiveness was enhanced as a fluent non-native English speaker. By 1990 he was lead 

                                                        
1934 Occasionally a government may appoint an ambassador or political figure as the titular Head of Delegation. 
1935 21 March 2000, media statement, Foreign Minister “Passing of distinguished diplomat Chris Beeby” 
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facilitator of solutions on the most sensitive issues in the environmental negotiations, 
establishing his credentials through entrepreneurial and structural leadership.  

Structural leadership can be exercised without chairing: individuals command the attention of 
the meeting in other ways. John Heap carried considerable experience in Antarctic diplomacy 
with a remarkable recall of past practice, all conveyed with a characteristic gravitas. It is not 
clear if it was a conscious strategy, but for someone so experienced and influential there 
appeared to be a reluctance to volunteer for (or accept offers of) formal chairing roles. Heap 
stands out: he started his Antarctic career as a sea ice scientist, becoming a UK delegate in 
1966. Later, as head of the FCO Polar Regions Section, he went on to represent the United 
Kingdom in numerous Antarctic forums and lead the delegation from 1983 to 1991. In Treaty 
meetings, at least, the description of Heap as an “urbane and accomplished speaker” was rather 
understated1936. He was the master of oratory in Treaty meetings, with interventions that 
demanded attention. His timing was impeccable, often not taking the microphone until the end 
of a round of speakers, with many delegates unsure where the debate would head until Heap 
had spoken. His impassioned speech at the ATCM XV Preparatory Meeting on 12 May 1989 
was of such startling impact and astute timing that other delegations, for or against his views 
(and impressed as much by the delivery as the words themselves), asked that it be circulated in 
writing1937. Heap’s principles of negotiation relied on ownership of the paper being debated, 
being well prepared for counter-arguments and, by his own admission, “after all that, well it is 
all just theatre”1938. He repeatedly applied this technique with great success. Heap’s influence 
was by no means limited to his dominance in the Treaty meetings, he also was adept at 
nurturing relationships inter-sessionally. Most notably this was done by initiating the so-called 
‘Correspondents Group’ of like-minded ‘old hands’, invariably concluding letters with the 
chummy sign-off, “yours ever, John”. 

John Heap carried structural power. In this he had been mentored by Brian Roberts, his equally 
well-regarded predecessor. The occasional antagonism between them did not seem to impact 
on their influence. For Heap, the ability to exercise structural power was possible because he 
was endowed with it through the respect accorded him by others, sometimes tantamount to 
awe. The United Kingdom’s minister responsible for Antarctic affairs, Tristan Garel-Jones, 
described Heap as “a figure of epic proportions, towering over the Antarctic scene”1939. 
Andersen referred to Heap as “Mr Antarctica”1940. Behind this was Heap’s good fortune: a 
mastery of English language with outstanding powers of persuasive speech; an unmatched 
institutional memory with the ability to recall previous debate in precise detail; the cachet of 
being from an original signatory; and the standing of a representative of a claimant state not 
                                                        
1936 18 March 2006, obituaries “John Heap” https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1513269/John-Heap.html (accessed 5 March 

2018). 
1937 12 May 1989, author’s handwritten notes made during Preparatory Meeting (AWJ personal notes), 38-39. 25 May 1989, Cablegram 

LH75190 “Antarctica: UK statement at Paris Preparatory Meeting” (NAA: B1387 89/311 PART 2). 
1938 M G Richardson, 265.  
1939 29 March 1991, Greenpeace meeting notes “Meeting with Tristan Garel-Jones, Minister of State at the Foreign Office 25.3.91—

responsible for Antarctic affairs” (NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 2). 
1940 Illustrating the depth of mutual admiration, Heap’s reply was “Thanks, Rolf!”. 12 May 1989, author’s handwritten notes made during 
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afraid to wield it. These were the material resources of structural power. Yet it was not all seen 
positively: “Heap revealed himself as someone locked in a time zone … the political realities 
of the 1980s and 1990s needed to be looked at differently from those of the 1950s, 1960s and 
1970s”1941. 18 October 1991, the last day of ATCM XVI, was also the last day of Heap’s 
Treaty presence. Delegates witnessed an unusual tribute to an individual, to which Heap 
responded with his usual level of humility1942. After all, as John Heap himself had admitted, it 
was theatre. 

Another individual with significant structural power was Tucker Scully from the US State 
Department. Unlike John Heap, Scully was a career diplomat and had served on the US 
delegation to the Law of the Sea negotiations. Although a career diplomat, he was given 
special dispensation to forego overseas posting and stay in Antarctic affairs1943. He had 
“survived some four Presidents” to retain his role1944. Scully established a reputation as a 
leading force in CCAMLR negotiations, which Young cites as demonstrating structural 
leadership1945. Apart from dealing with complex resource management and legal issues, in the 
minerals debate he had conflicting national objectives and was described as handling the 
“complicated agenda with considerable finesse”1946. During the Antarctic environment debate, 
Scully was described as “America’s most experienced Antarctic diplomat”1947. Like Heap, 
Tucker Scully was endowed by other Parties with structural powers by virtue of his Treaty 
experience. He was also disinclined to take on chairing roles and, like Heap, represented an 
original signatory and exploited his command of English. He was similarly not averse to 
forceful defence of issues concerning the United States, including sovereignty issues and 
access to resources. 

Heap and Scully often appeared to multiply their power by working in tandem with mutually 
supportive positions on policy issues and collaboration in their interventions. On one occasion 
this resulted in a revealing (and presumably inadvertent) contribution when one delegation 
head took the microphone to “agree with what John Scully said”1948. Of course, representing 
different governments, they had their differences, but being influential as individuals made 
them formidable when operating in partnership. The records suggest that the influence of ‘the 
Uniteds’ was such that some delegations were prepared to shelter behind Scully and Heap who 
could do a convincing job in advancing a case, and who were well able to withstand objections. 
Such power blocs were obviously helpful to have on side for other delegations supporting 
those positions, but frustrating to those seeking to advance alternative views. Australian 
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delegates recognised the effectiveness of such structural power used against them. Their 
October 1989 delegation brief was frank. It noted that “the considerable influence of the long 
serving representatives Heap, Scully and Andersen, the ‘Stewards’ or ‘Ayatollahs’ who caucus 
to organise the agenda, continues to be a feature of all Treaty System meetings”1949. This may 
have reflected frustration, jealousy or regret that during the environment debate Australia’s 
influence was challenged. A year later it was noted, with a residual hint of envy, that 
“individual officials still wield considerable influence”1950. On the other hand, the mood had 
lifted: “the CRAMRA issue has receded to some extent [and] some old faces are not here”1951.  

Curtis Bohlen, another from the United States, was also a structural leader1952. While having 
less Antarctic experience than Tucker Scully, he nevertheless occupied a position of 
considerable influence. After the Viña del Mar meeting, Australia’s delegation reported that 
Bohlen “played an important part … although not an expert in Antarctic matters, he left others 
in no doubt that the US position was changing”1953. Those ‘others’ included subordinates in the 
State Department1954. His was the exercise of a more conventional power, coming as he did 
from the structural power afforded a high-level political appointment. 

Australia also had structural leaders, typically career diplomats who would rotate into DFAT’s 
legal division and stay for two or three years before a further overseas posting. The 
environment debate drew in people such as John Burgess (with CCAMLR experience) and 
Brendan Doran (with ATCM experience). Eminent international lawyer Bill Bush was relieved 
of overseas postings and led the Antarctic Section. In the environment debate, the political 
profile of the issues and level of resistance encountered saw very senior diplomats brought in. 
These included Alan Brown and, later, John McCarthy (who was praised by Foreign Minister 
Evans for “leading from the front”1955). Despite relatively little short-lived involvement in 
Antarctica affairs, diplomats of such calibre were able to marshal the resources to mount a 
strong case. There was, however, some awkwardness in exercising structural leadership—
Australia had blocked CRAMRA and weakened the credibility it had established under Keith 
Brennan, John Rowland, Richard Woolcott, Ian Nicholson and others. Instead of being a 
defender of consensus, it now had to defend the breaking of consensus. DFAT added 
considerable resources to the diplomatic effort, temporarily boosting the number of staff to 
strengthen the diplomatic campaign. Australia’s deputy delegation head, Australian Antarctic 
Division Director Rex Moncur, brought much-needed direct Antarctic experience to the policy 
debate.  
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France applied diplomatic resources to the campaign. Georges Duquin initially took the lead 
for France. His profile and technique often attracted attention, including from Australians who, 
like others, noted that he could be disarmingly forthright1956. Jean-Pierre Puissochet’s 
involvement as delegation head turned this into what colloquially might be called a ‘good cop, 
bad cop’ routine. Alan Brown observed that “Puissochet played a very important personal role 
and under his leadership the French were much more effective in supporting our joint 
position”1957.  

Politicians as structural leaders 

Domestic political figures exercise leadership—they seek it and are endowed with it by a 
constituency that elects them to apply structural power. In the Antarctic minerals and 
environment debates, that power was occasionally exercised directly in the negotiating forums. 
On most occasions, however, it was played to a domestic audience and indirectly influenced 
Antarctic institutional bargaining. 

Bob Hawke’s demonstration of structural leadership has been well covered. His ability to 
exercise it was frequently exploited by environmentalists. Hawke also directly engaged in 
diplomacy, personally taking Australian proposals to other national leaders including Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher, President George Bush and others. Most significant was the early 
direct contact with French President Francois Mitterand and Prime Minister Michel Rocard. 
Hawke’s diplomatic role did not suggest that the foreign ministry was unable to mount a 
campaign. Rather, it was recognition that controversial initiatives could be advanced at the 
highest political level. This was an astute move, underpinning the level of conviction Australia 
held for its proposals and making use of established personal relations with world leaders. It 
neatly circumvented the filtering inherent in bureaucratic mechanisms to advise governments.  

Hawke was by no means the only Australian political figure to use structural leadership in the 
environment debate. His Treasurer, Paul Keating, exercised considerable influence in various 
ways, although taking an ambiguous position between opposing CRAMRA on economic 
grounds and on environmental grounds. Hawke himself was influenced by others with 
structural power. Bob Chynoweth, Chair of the Australian Labor Party caucus, was influential 
in advancing environmental issues within the Hawke Government1958. There was also external 
leadership on the Antarctic by Opposition Leader John Howard who opposed CRAMRA 
before Hawke, although Howard may in turn have been influenced by the Senate motion put by 
the Australian Democrats’ Jo Vallentine. Howard’s move surprised Hawke in the lead up to 
Cabinet’s May 1989 decision, by which point, he had seized the policy lead as Prime Minister. 
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Shortly after the decision, Hawke appointed Sir Ninian Stephen to exercise structural 
leadership as environment ambassador, with the task of advocating protection of Antarctica1959.  

Apart from Mitterand and Rocard, other political leaders exercised influence at critical times. 
As Prime Minister, Geoffrey Palmer made the decision to move New Zealand away from 
CRAMRA. US Senator Al Gore took a high-profile role in promoting the Antarctic 
environment in Congress. In May 1991, Prime Minister John Major intervened to ensure UK 
support for the draft protocol, possibly to the surprise of officials1960. Ultimately, President 
Bush secured the Protocol by announcing on 3 July 1991 that the United States, too, would 
support it1961. 

Institutional representatives as structural leaders 

Representatives of institutions affiliated with the Antarctic Treaty (such as SCAR and 
COMNAP1962) also exercised structural leadership. SCAR is an important case, in part because 
the way that it conducted itself in the environment debate ended up raising questions about the 
politicisation of its role, and undermining its reputation for impartial scientific advice.  

SCAR was a foundation institution, having been established before the Treaty. Its role was to 
“encourage and assist in the dissemination of scientific knowledge derived from research 
carried out in the Antarctic”. Moreover, unless specifically invited, SCAR would “abstain from 
involvement in political and juridical matters, including the formulation of management 
measures for exploitable resources”1963. SCAR was, however, requested to provide advice on 
the possible impact of minerals activities1964. This was despite the fact that SCAR had no 
formal environmental role. From ATCM XIV in 1987, SCAR was regularly invited to observe 
the Treaty meeting, and it did not take long for SCAR to influence the political debate, 
potentially putting itself at odds with its original purpose.  

SCAR was not particularly politically active on the minerals question, but became very active 
on environmental measures, especially on protected areas. This engagement was amplified in 
1989 when proposals emerged for an environmental regime. SCAR seemed jealous of NGO 
influence and appeared to fear that its own influence would be eroded in new institutional 
arrangements. In addition, it assumed an environmental regime would restrict research. Alan 
Brown raised concerns about misinformation that the convention proposal was anti-science and 
wanted support from Australian scientists for what the government was seeking1965. Some 
scientists, however, raised alarmed as the debate progressed1966. There was a disconnection 
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between practising scientists and the SCAR Executive1967. The large cohort of scientists 
campaigning in support of environment measures must have come as a surprise1968.  

Those most vocal were in structural leadership roles, epitomised by SCAR President Richard 
Laws. After 14 years as Director of the British Antarctic Survey (BAS), Laws was presumably 
well imbued with UK policy positions given the close consultations between the FCO and 
BAS. The presence of both BAS and SCAR in Cambridge contributed to perceptions of Anglo-
centrism of Antarctic affairs, as both the United Kingdom and SCAR enjoyed considerable 
influence. Laws did not hold back from criticising the environmental proposals1969. Whether or 
not by coincidence, such a position would have pleased the FCO. Laws’ remarks were 
presented as representing the considered position of all Antarctic scientists, a view on which he 
was emphatically disabused in Viña del Mar. Laws’ denigration of ASOC did not help, nor his 
threat to publicise more widely his views about the proposed environment regime1970. Such 
outbursts raised concerns about the politicisation of SCAR and, later, this impacted on its 
relationship with the Parties and environmentalists1971. In SCAR’s case, its institutional role 
had been effectively commandeered by its leadership. The point here is that representatives of 
affiliated institutions can exercise considerable structural leadership, but that they can squander 
their power resources by failing to respond if their reputation is compromised. 

In some ways, SCAR was out-performed by the Council of Managers of National Antarctic 
Programs (COMNAP) which represented Antarctic operators. COMNAP was composed 
mainly of logistics experts. It, too, had close links with individual Treaty Parties, yet was able 
to conduct itself largely immune to accusations of politicisation. That does not mean its 
members did not hold strong views in the environment debate. On the contrary, like scientists 
they stood to attract greater scrutiny and regulation. However, they raised concerns with much 
less confrontation. One exception is, perhaps, Phillip Law. While no longer an active program 
manager, on many occasions he spoke as if he were1972. All the same, his heckling from the 
side-lines of the environment debate went largely ignored by the Parties and COMNAP itself. 

IUCN’s engagement in the environment debate was another case of lost opportunity for 
institutional leadership. IUCN embarked on an Antarctic conservation strategy which could 
have provided potentially useful independent guidance on contemporary practice1973. The 
project failed for several reasons, including its late delivery at a critical point in the 
environment debate1974. To some, it ran the risk of being politicised, its objectivity perceived as 
discredited by including in its drafting team strongly pro-CRAMRA individuals1975. Further 
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confounding the perception was IUCN’s location in the United Kingdom and leadership by a 
previous member of the UK Treaty delegation1976.  

Environmentalists as structural leaders 

Environmentalists exerted influence within Treaty forums, collectively as invited experts and 
individually as members of national delegations. This gave NGOs a privileged position in the 
environment debate. They fostered considerable public awareness, which encouraged 
governments to endow NGOs with a structural leadership role. High levels of public 
engagement enabled access to the institutions which, in turn, facilitated structural leadership. 

Foreign Minister Gareth Evans acknowledged environmentalists’ power, warning that any 
backsliding on Australia’s part “would invite strong criticism from NGO and community 
groups”1977. New Zealand was even more frank about the influence of NGOs on national 
policy1978. A great advantage held by NGOs was the capacity to communicate quickly to a 
receptive public audience, without the constraints on government communications which 
normally avoid hyperbole, distortion and disinformation. In addition, unlike the IUCN and 
other institutional players, activist NGOs wanted politicisation—that was their raison d’etre. 

Initially, however, NGO involvement was measured. The ACF, for example, did not oppose 
mining, asking only that it “must not be allowed to endanger the … environment of 
Antarctica”1979. Engagement with environmentalists came about, in part, because of John 
Heap’s suggestion early in the minerals negotiations that delegations include “a top-level 
active environmentalist”. The objective was not stakeholder engagement, but to get advice on 
effective environmental standards1980. As in-principle opposition to mining grew, 
environmentalists focused on maximising CRAMRA’s environmental provisions by “plugging 
the gaps”1981. Australia’s Cabinet was told that the environmentalists preferred a world park, 
but would “support a [minerals] convention to the extent that it would ensure stringent 
environmental protection”1982. By 1988, environmentalists out-numbered industry 
representatives on Australia’s delegations to the negotiations1983. To that point, NGOs had only 
been present within delegations: not until the environment debate could NGOs participate in 
their own right, when ASOC was invited to represent environmentalists more generally1984. 
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ASOC had been established as a coalition of environmental groups interested in Antarctica1985. 
Apart from demonstrating a willingness to engage stakeholders, admitting ASOC to ATCMs 
encouraged NGOs to coordinate the views of its constituent organisations. ASOC had been 
invited on the ATCPs’ terms but was, of course, free to run its own media commentary. This 
opened environmental negotiations to wider public scrutiny. ASOC thus attained structural 
power as the lead communicator of public opinion. ASOC’s influence far exceeded that of 
IUCN, an institutionalised body also invited on the basis of environmental expertise. 

Prominent in ASOC’s representations was Jim Barnes, enjoying a credibility earned from years 
as a measured campaigner1986. Many others were active including individuals not normally 
regarded as environmentalists but who commanded respect1987. Many campaigners operated as 
part of lobby groups and became vocal within and outside Treaty forums1988. Several groups 
were drawn to the Antarctic cause1989. Environmentalists normally spoke to a common 
objective, even if advocating different approaches to get there1990. Those present in Treaty 
forums necessarily acted in moderate ways lest they jeopardised the invitation to participate. 
Others were less restrained: Jacques Cousteau, for example, was described as “a one-man 
assault force”, normally charming, but ruthless “when the occasion and cause demand”1991. 
Presumably he was well aware of Greenpeace campaigns, but had no idea of CRAMRA until it 
was signed1992. Nor did he understand how CRAMRA worked1993. Nevertheless, by leveraging 
his public profile, Cousteau was, in a very short time, able to mobilise an extraordinarily 
effective anti-CRAMRA campaign. Even the French government, which could not ignore him, 
ignored the fact that he “didn’t even understand how the Antarctic Treaty System worked”1994. 

In some quarters, obstreperous NGOs were considered unhelpful because of their effectiveness 
in campaigning against established public policy. On the other hand, Australia depended on the 
NGOs to advance the environment initiative in ways that governments might not normally be 
free to do. In that sense, a symbiotic relationship emerged serving both government and NGO 
objectives and strengthening the structural leadership role enjoyed by environmentalists. That 
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said, the relationship with NGOs was not invariably harmonious. In New Zealand, some 
environmentalists hectored officials to the point of exasperation1995. 

The Parties as providers of structural leadership 

In Young’s model, structural leadership is exercised by individuals. It is here argued that in 
many situations such leadership is made possible simply because of their affiliation to a 
particular Party. A Party facilitating such behaviour can therefore exercise structural leadership 
irrespective of which of its representatives it deploys. The leadership potential of a Party to the 
Treaty forums was enhanced in many ways including longevity of participation, reputation, 
being an original signatory, being a claimant, use of English, consistency of representatives 
and willingness to join blocs. 

The United Kingdom exercised structural power as a Party. By the start of the minerals debate, 
the United Kingdom was active in all Treaty forums, influencing the direction of debate. It had 
an enviable reputation as a Treaty stalwart. This was a distinct about-turn from its pursuit of 
internationalisation in the Treaty’s first decade, an idea that it abandoned as the Law of the Sea 
and minerals issues emerged. The United Kingdom’s capacity to exercise influence 
transcended its representatives, but was enhanced by the practice of retaining the services of 
key individuals. That brought a fine ability to maintain the traditions of the system and use 
personal knowledge of past practice to steer debate. Bush points out that Brian Roberts’ (and 
his protégé John Heap’s) combination of “continuity and scientific credibility at the highest 
level of national policy direction of Antarctic affairs is unrivalled in any country”1996. The 
United Kingdom enjoyed demonstrating its leadership by example. It was the first to pass 
legislation to implement CRAMRA and, later, the first to sign the Protocol1997. Such practice 
sought to stamp UK authority on the proceedings, reinforcing a sense of UK ‘stewardship’ of 
the ATS. The capacity of the United Kingdom to act within blocs was demonstrated, including 
the advantages of being in ‘the Uniteds’. On occasions, the United Kingdom appeared 
dependent on the United States taking a consistent position, although it was observed that “the 
British sometimes tended to act for US positions in Antarctica”1998. 

The United States exercised considerable structural power in similar ways. The United States 
also had longevity in the ATS and retained experienced delegates over consecutive meetings. 
Some other Parties (such as Japan, Korea, the USSR and others) shared US sentiments on 
resources and environmental issues and were prepared to let the United States lead in these 
debates because of its command of the subject and capacity to influence1999. Japan, in 
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particular, was seen as the most intransigent on minerals2000. This may explain the shock felt by 
the remaining CRAMRA supporters when the normally low-profile Japan abandoned its 
support for them on the eve of the April 1991 Madrid meeting.  

New Zealand had a history of structural leadership in contentious issues. This, in part, explains 
its short-lived 1975 ‘world park’ proposal, and its interest in 1977 in exploring the “scope for 
compromise” between the United States and Australia on Antarctic resources issues2001. That 
interest extended into the minerals negotiations where, by chairing, it appeared to take a lower 
profile on its own policy interests with a view to facilitating an outcome acceptable for all. 

Australia’s ability to exercise structural leadership weakened after its rejection of CRAMRA, 
its reputation as a champion of the Treaty severely compromised by upsetting the hard-won 
consensus. To that point it had achieved a standing equal to that of other original signatories, 
and led in the development of instruments such as CCAMLR. In blocking CRAMRA, 
Australia seemingly contradicted its oft-cited wish to be “an effective middle power”, 
especially in “resources diplomacy”2002. It had achieved such effectiveness in CCAMLR and 
CRAMRA, then squandered it by unpredictable behaviour. The campaign to restore Australia’s 
reputation required considerable diplomatic effort. Long-term recovery required a period of 
consolidation to re-establish its credentials and “allow all the wounds to heal”2003. 

Australia sought to enhance its structural leadership in the environment debate by entering into 
a bloc with supporting states. Value was seen in the weight of numbers. That value was moot 
in the face of almost overwhelming opposition, but it added confidence when the bloc began to 
grow. The real value came from France also being a claimant, which provided assurances that 
CRAMRA could be blocked on the grounds that claimant support was required. Even so, 
France did not finally commit to rejecting CRAMRA until November 1989, after considerable 
progress had been achieved and Australia had attracted much of the opprobrium. In some 
ways, the leadership value of Australia associating itself with France, Belgium and Italy was at 
least odd, optimistic at best. Solid grounds for a partnership seemed elusive. Belgium was an 
original signatory to the Treaty and yet, at that time of the environmental initiative, had 
scarcely been involved in Antarctica since the IGY—a level of activity so low that France 
suggested Belgium no longer qualified as an ATCP2004. Italy, was a relative new-comer2005. On 
environmental matters, Australia was at odds with France over Pacific nuclear testing and 
France’s attitude to construction of the Dumont d’Urville airstrip. There were also plenty of 
other issues troubling the relationship, leading to the observation it would “remain an odd 
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blend of exploitative rationalism and petulant touchiness”. On the other hand, “in dealing with 
France, that makes Australia no different from any other country”2006.  

Later, such observations appeared justified. Even during close Antarctic political cooperation 
there were many differences in policy, tactics and style. Part of the problem stemmed from the 
policy position being driven by Prime Minister Rocard’s office, while the Foreign Ministry 
appeared significantly under-resourced2007. While the relationship at prime ministerial level 
was close, the policy detail was unresolved. Australian and French officials had disagreements 
on basic elements of the environmental regime—for example, on environmental impact 
assessment and liability2008. On tactics, Australia was bemused by tensions between France and 
other Parties (such as New Zealand and Sweden) and its surprising reluctance to expand the 
‘Four Powers’ while Australia was seeking to build support2009. It was feared that France 
wanted to concede policy objectives too readily2010. At times, such differences extended within 
the ‘Four Powers’, brought to a head by Italy’s surprise proposal, without consultation, of a 
major concession on the mining ban in April 19912011. On this, Australia had sympathy from 
France, but only on tactics, not the proposal itself2012. Sulikowski presents a more agreeable 
picture of French engagement in Antarctic affairs more broadly2013. It is recognised that in 
Antarctic affairs there is a national character in the way France conducted itself which, at 
times, added some uncertainty into its relationships2014. The point is that structural leadership 
can be demonstrated by Parties operating individually or as a bloc, and leadership success can 
turn on subtleties in the interactions with other Parties. 

The final observation on Parties’ structural leadership reflects on the difficulty of isolating the 
national character from the performance of an individual. There are legion examples of 
individuals wielding considerable influence, positive and negative. At times there appeared to 
be disconnections between the national political objective and officials’ attitudes2015. The 
differences were between political ambitions and the intuition of officials tasked with 
achieving them. Part of the dissonance can be explained by Antarctic affairs not being 
domestically controversial: national Antarctic policies seldom changed when governments 
changed. The Treaty was working well and rarely troubled politicians. This led to a great sense 
of trust that officials had matters in hand and could deal with any controversy. Many officials 
ended up with considerable personal investment in Antarctic policy with, in some cases, little 
political or public scrutiny. Careers depended on it. Officials were often inclined to present 
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2014 ibid., 371-373. 
2015 New Zealand examples of the disconnect between a diplomat’s initiative and national policy in the minerals debate are related in M 

Templeton, A wise adventure II: New Zealand and Antarctica after 1960, 146 and 176-177.  
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papers with the caveat that their views were not necessarily representative of government—yet, 
there was, in fact, little distinction between the positions because, on many occasions, political 
leaders had accepted the advice of experienced officials without question2016. This later 
changed when the minerals issue gained public attention as a result of environmental 
campaigns, fuelled by contemporary public concern for the global environment and 
exacerbated by spectacular maritime accidents. With media attention galvanised, politicians 
bought into the debate and officials were over-ruled. Policy leadership thus transferred to 
politicians2017. This was dramatically shown in June 1990 when New Zealand Prime Minister 
Geoffrey Palmer said that he made policy, not MFAT officials2018. The April 1991 intervention 
by Economics Minister Jürgen Möllemann similarly caught Germany’s Foreign Ministry (and 
environmentalists) by surprise2019. No longer could officials contain the debate within the 
comfort zone of familiar power relationships of conventional Antarctic diplomacy. No longer 
could officials act as though they personally owned Antarctic policy. 

Quantifying influence 

In an attempt to measure influence, Chart 2 in Appendix 3 indicates the level of activity of 
Parties in the environment debate between 1989 and 1991. This is useful to the extent that it 
reveals a broad correlation between participation in the formal Treaty forums with the 
structural leadership demonstrated by individuals and Parties. While such data is instructive, 
using only quantitative evidence to explain the events is probably futile.  

Chapter 9 provided an analysis of the circumstances and events and placed it in the context of 
contingency, accident and conjuncture. This, in turn, provided the background for this 
chapter’s analysis of the individuals involved in terms of the influence exercised, as 
characterised by Young’s typology of leadership. The application of Young’s typology is 
useful as a tool for differentiating the forms of leadership displayed. What it does not do, 
however, is measure the relative influence of the participants. It does not show that one active 
participant necessarily had more influence than others, or that any influence exhibited was 
more significant than that of another participant.  

It is self-evident that the outcome of the minerals and environment debates was not a foregone 
conclusion resulting from the forces of circumstance or the actions of participants. While 
contextual circumstances facilitated the outcomes, it cannot be argued that the outcomes were 
inevitable. What achieved the outcomes was the combined actions of participants, choosing to 
act in the circumstances that made the outcomes possible. 

                                                        
2016 F Sollie, Antarctic resources: report from the informal meeting of experts 30 May-9 June 1973, 2. J A Heap, "The political case for the 

minerals convention" 44. C C Beeby, "The Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Minerals Resource Activities and its future" 47.  
2017 Consider, for example: Hawke’s decision on CRAMRA, despite the recommendations of his Foreign Ministry and Environment 

Department; John Major’s intervention to support the draft protocol’s mining ban; and President Bush’s July 1991 announcement 
committing the United States to the Protocol. 

2018 19 June 1990, Janet Dalziel (Greenpeace) “Meeting with Prime Minister” (NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3). 
2019 17 April 1991, Cablegram BO53601 “Antarctica: SCM XI Madrid, 22-30 April—German position on minerals” (NAA: B1387 91/32 PART 

2). 



 

Chapter 11 

Conclusions 

 

This chapter concludes the thesis by seeking to answer the research questions. It 
also considers from what Australia was saved. It ends with some final remarks, 
including on two matters that were not resolved in the Antarctic minerals and 
environment debates—issues that remain for the future. 

 

Introduction 

The thesis title Who saved Antarctica?’ could now be seen as a rhetorical question. But before 
attempting to address it, the chapter starts by considering the question of from what Antarctica 
was ‘saved’. There are also some concluding observations. As the preceding chapters have 
shown, at least in Antarctic affairs it is possible that by examining the past we can better 
understand the future2020. The chapter therefore also examines two issues which, after all the 
diplomatic effort expended, still have not been finally settled: will mining ever occur in 
Antarctica; and will there ever be an Antarctic world park?  

Antarctica: ‘saved’ from what? 

Multiple authors have referred to ‘saving’ Antarctica2021. Greenpeace says that with the Madrid 
Protocol, Antarctica was “saved from a deadly threat”2022. Such hyperbolic language reveals 
the emotions evoked, but it also begs the question of from what Antarctic was saved. Various 
synonyms have been used, but it is more than semantics: it suggests that there were specific 
threats demanding immediate responses. Although many previous environmental issues needed 
attention, the impetus to ‘save’ Antarctica arose only in the context of mining, even though 
there were no known economic minerals2023. A century of geological research has not turned 
up anything to trigger serious interest in the prospects of winnable minerals. It can hardly be 
argued Antarctica was saved from something unlikely to occur. If minerals activities were the 
threat, at best Antarctica was protected from what was (and apparently remains) a theoretical 

                                                        
2020 History as a tool for generalisation or prediction is explored by Carr. E H Carr, 66-70. 
2021 The language of ‘saving’ Antarctica is widespread and long lived, See, for example: R C Murphy. J N Barnes and E Porter. J G Mosley, 

Saving the Antarctic wilderness: the pivotal role in its complete protection. 
2022 http://www.greenpeace.org/new-zealand/en/about/history/how-we-saved-antarctica/ (accessed 20 March 2018). 
2023 Even during the height of the CRAMRA negotiations, several authors were emphatic on this. See, for example: J C Behrendt, 

"Geophysical and geological research in Antarctica related to the assessment of petroleum and mineral resources and potential 
environmental hazards" in Antarctic Challenge III, ed. R Wolfrum (Duncker and Humblot, 1988), 165. 
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threat. But that treats the Protocol only as a solution to a notional minerals problem—a regime 
regulating hypothetical activities replaced by a regime prohibiting hypothetical activities.  

It could be argued that CCAMLR had a greater role in ‘saving’ Antarctica. When CCAMLR 
was conceived, the greatest threat came from marine harvesting which was occurring. Krill is 
the centre of the food chain and CCAMLR’s rules protected an entire ecosystem. However, the 
language of ‘saving’ Antarctica has been particularly linked to the Madrid Protocol. 

Various polar maritime accidents (particularly the Bahia Paraiso and Exxon Valdez disasters) 
were seized upon as triggers for the environmental debate. Yet the Protocol hardly saved 
Antarctica from maritime accidents. On the contrary, since the Protocol such incidents appear 
to have increased2024. Nevertheless, the Protocol increased awareness of the risk and, much 
later, put in place rules on liability for accidents2025. 

Another view is that the Protocol ‘saved’ Antarctica from weak adherence to the then existing 
suite of unconnected and inconsistently implemented environmental measures. Under this 
argument, codifying measures in a comprehensive regime achieved consistency of practice and 
improved compliance. It was also argued that new Parties would better understand their 
environmental obligations. That existing measures were not presented in an integrated form 
seems a weak basis for arguing that the Protocol ‘saved’ Antarctica.  

It could also be argued that consolidating environmental measures allowed them to be 
strengthened. That argument also fails as there was not a regime-wide strengthening of existing 
measures2026. The real change was the codification of existing measures in a legally-binding 
form and making acceptance of them (but not compliance) a condition of becoming an ATCP. 

It is further possible to argue that the real risk to Antarctica’s environment was actually events 
outside the Treaty area, rather than within—for example, the impacts in the Antarctic of 
increasing global atmospheric carbon dioxide and oceanic pollution2027. In that case, the 
Protocol did not ‘save’ Antarctica at all as it does not regulate activities outside the Treaty area. 
In any event, until such impacts are averted then Antarctica is not ‘saved’. 

Perhaps Antarctica’s environment was not at unacceptable risk, at least, not from the then 
current activities in the region. If it is accepted that Antarctica did not have to be protected 
                                                        
2024 Since the 1998 entry into force of the Protocol there have been several vessels go aground or sink, including: Lyubov Orlova (2006); 

Explorer and Nordkapp (2007); Ushuaia (2008); Ocean Nova (2009); Clelia II and Insung No 1 (2010); Polar Star (2011); and Mar Sem 
Fim (2012); Fram (2013). At least 15 other incidents causing damage to tourist vessels have been identified in that period. See: D 
Liggett, 389-391. 

2025 That mechanism, a further Annex to the Protocol, is not yet in force. Antarctic Treaty, Measure 1 (2005) “Annex VI to the Protocol on 
Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty: Liability Arising from Environmental Emergencies” 
https://ats.aq/devAS/ats_meetings_meeting_measure.aspx?lang=e (accessed 20 March 2018). 

2026 The environmental impact assessment procedures were strengthened but, in part, that came from the fact that the then adopted 
procedures were not technically in force. Compare Madrid Protocol Annex I with the recommendation it superseded. See: Antarctic 
Treaty. Recommendation ATCM XIV-2 (Rio de Janiero 1987) “Environmental impact assessment” 
https://ats.aq/devAS/ats_meetings_meeting_measure.aspx?lang=e (accessed 20 March 2018). 

2027 This issue has been discussed on numerous occasions at Antarctic Treaty meetings. See, for example: 21 April 2017, XL ATCM/IP 80 
rev.1 “Antarctic Climate Change and the Environment—2017 Update” (submitted by SCAR) 
https://ats.aq/devAS/ats_meetings_doc_database.aspx?lang=e&menu=2 (accessed 20 March 2018). 
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from mining itself (as distinct from its theoretical possibility), and that other environmental 
risks were not significant (except for maritime accidents which were not prevented anyway), 
then we must look at other ways in which the Protocol may have ‘saved’ Antarctica. In this 
view, there are several substantial ways in which the environment debate ‘saved’ Antarctica: 

• Consensus around the Protocol saved the Treaty Parties from years of further 
speculation and divisive debate about the future use of Antarctica’s mineral 
resources2028. It did this by simply prohibiting such activities, and affording 
unambiguous priority to environment protection. Giving priority to science as the 
region’s primary use reinforced this. While the Protocol may be reviewed at any time 
(provided there is consensus), the likelihood is that debate on the most problematic 
issue has been forestalled for at least two generations.  

• Adoption of the Protocol saved the Treaty from dealing with tensions over Antarctic 
sovereignty which had re-emerged during the minerals debate. In addition, the 
accommodations made over sovereignty may have set useful precedents for future 
consideration of such issues—if differences could be handled on something as sensitive 
as minerals, it should be possible for any other issue. 

• The Protocol avoided the diversion of Antarctic research effort from science to 
prospecting (at least, it is assumed to be the case). 

• The Protocol side-stepped a public relations problem—a problem that might have been 
avoided in the first place had there been more deft handling of the issue. This includes 
the problematic title, which allowed CRAMRA to be presented as facilitating mining, 
rather than being motivated to protect Antarctica from its effects. 

• By emphasising the environment, the Protocol defused external criticism of the Treaty, 
especially in the United Nations where objections were raised about the perceived 
exclusivity of access to minerals. It did this in the lead up to the 1992 First Earth 
Summit which had the prospect of increasing UN interest in Antarctic affairs. Under 
this argument, the Parties protected the comfortable integrity of the Treaty itself. 

• It defused domestic public criticisms about lack of compliance with environmental 
measures. It did this at a time of heightened public concern for the environment 
(including, in Antarctica, concerns about pollution and the construction of airfields) and 
fears that Arctic maritime disasters could be repeated in the Antarctic. In doing so, it 
took the heat off politicians by showing them doing something worthwhile for the 
environment without significant compliance or economic costs. 

                                                        
2028 Of course, it can be similarly argued that CRAMRA also saved the Treaty Parties from years of further speculation and divisive debate 

about the future use of Antarctica’s mineral resources. 
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Such benefits may have been conscious or unconscious motivations. Either way, the essential 
status quo of the operation of the Antarctic Treaty System was preserved, even if it took 
considerable time, resources and diplomatic capital to achieve it.  

Who ‘saved’ Antarctica? 

Within the raft of concurrent events and public policy issues, and amid a cacophony of public 
outrage, were the diplomats, lawyers, scientists and environmentalists seeking to extract an 
outcome tolerable to themselves and to others. The re-establishment of consensus achieved 
their objective. Various individuals and organisations stood up to celebrate success and claim 
responsibility. Others were credited with responsibility whether or not they sought recognition.  

Accordingly, we now turn to examining the claims by individuals to have saved Antarctica. In 
doing so, it is helpful to reiterate the context in which the participants operated. These included 
the contingencies of existing territorial claims and a stable Antarctic Treaty that dealt with 
them; proven operational practices of the Treaty (and, crucially, adherence to consensus 
processes); latent interest in potential mineral resources and considerable diplomatic 
investment in a regime to regulate them; the existence of the moratorium; national policy and 
domestic politics; existing environmental measures; and calls for a world park. In addition, 
there were significant accidents, notably maritime casualties. Adding conjuncture were 
promising technological developments in Arctic mining; fears of resource scarcity; rising 
global environmentalism and public expectations; external scrutiny, including from the UN; 
and a special opportunity to debate Antarctica’s future in the lead up to the June 1991 
opportunity for a Treaty review. These contextual elements may well have facilitated the 
outcome, but none made it inevitable.  

Claiming credit 

Australia was often given the blame for CRAMRA’s demise. On the other hand, after the 
environment debate, Australia was often given the credit for pursuing the environmental 
initiative to replace it2029. Reference to ‘Australia’ is a short-hand which disguises the number 
of individuals involved.  

It is impossible to ignore former Prime Minister Bob Hawke, a key figure in the events. Hawke 
himself has not been reluctant to take credit, promoting his personal role in what took place 
and asserting that saving Antarctica was one of the greatest achievements of his time as Prime 

                                                        
2029 The credit is often shared with France. See, for example: L M Elliott, International environmental politics: protecting the Antarctic, 162-

166. C C Joyner, Governing the frozen commons: the Antarctic regime and environmental protection, 150. 30 May 2016, Evan Bloom 
“The history, vision behind and impact of the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty” (25th Anniversary 
Symposium, Santiago). Australia and France were credited with a “daring, perhaps heroic, decision” https://2009-
2017.state.gov/e/oes/rls/remarks/2016/258286.htm (accessed 20 December 2016). 
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Minister2030. The achievement “really was mine”, he said in 20032031. Hawke’s triumphalism 
has not subsided over time, and nor have the accolades2032. 

Hawke’s claim of priority has been disputed, most notably by his Treasurer Paul Keating2033. 
Keating claims that it was he who came up with the idea of making Antarctica an 
“environmentally protected zone” (at the time calling for a national park) rather than 
CRAMRA and that he suggested this to French Prime Minister Michel Rocard in September 
19882034. Much later (in 1995), Keating recalled having told Rocard in the 1988 conversation 
that “I’d have to convince Bob (Hawke) about this, but if you give him a suitably flattering 
letter we might get him into it”2035. Oddly, in his 21 September 1988 letter to Foreign Minister 
Gareth Evans, Keating did not mention his discussion with Rocard about an environmental 
option for Antarctica. His objection to CRAMRA had been only its poor protection of 
sovereign interests2036. These issues included a special share of revenue and anti-subsidy 
provisions, the concerns he had raised in correspondence immediately after CRAMRA’s 
adoption. This exactly matched Treasury’s position. If an environmental interest had become 
Keating’s motive to oppose CRAMRA, it is curious that his officials did not take it into 
account at the time of the 12 April 1989 final draft of the critical Cabinet submission2037. Evans 
was responsible for the submission and recommended that CRAMRA be signed. He was 
supported by Environment Minister Graham Richardson. With key responsible ministers on 
side, Australia appeared on track to sign. However, one week later, Rocard announced his 
reservations about CRAMRA, attracting considerable media attention. A further week later, on 
27 April, Keating wrote to Hawke making the case for a world park (or, failing that, declaring 

                                                        
2030 10 November 2014, transcript “Just call me Bob” (part 1) ABC TV Australian Story 

http://www.abc.net.au/austory/content/2014/s4130411.htm (accessed 2 June 2015). 
2031 March 2003, Michael Gordon “Bob Hawke on his loves, legacies and life after politics” The Age 

http://www.theage.com.au/articles/2003/02/28/1046407750547.html (accessed 26 June 2007). 
2032 See, for example: R J L Hawke, The Hawke memoirs, 468-469. S Ryan and T Bramston, 419. 14 December 2009, media release “20th 

anniversary of the Hawke government’s action to protect Antarctica” http://www.antarctica.gov.au/news/2009/20th-anniversary-of-the-
hawke-governments-action-to-protect-antarctica (accessed 23 March 2018). 14 December 2009 “Hawke honoured for Antarctic mining 
fight” http://www.abc.net.au/news/stories/2009/12/14/2771530.htm?section=justin (accessed 23 March 2018). B d'Alpuget, 254-258. 1 
January 2015, Troy Bramston “Cabinet Papers 1988-1989: hot under collar at who saved Antarctica” The Australian. 6 April 2015, 
transcript of interview with Margaret Throsby, ABC Classic FM http://www.abc.net.au/classic/content/2014/04/04/3975751.htm 
(accessed 2 June 2015). 9 July 2016, Nick O’Malley “Bob Hawke: There is not one outstanding leader in the world” 
http://www.theage.com.au/nsw/bob-hawke-there-is-not-one-outstanding-leader-in-the-world-20160708-gq1kgf.html#ixzz4DrHwk4mM 
(accessed 9 July 2016). 4 October 2016, Tim Stephens “Australia proved it was an environmental world leader with the Antarctic 
agreement” Sydney Morning Herald. 4 October 2017, Katharine Murphy “Bob and Gareth’s throwback routine unleashes ghosts of 
good government past” https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/oct/04/bob-and-gareths-throwback-routine-unleashes-
ghosts-of-good-government-past?CMP=share_btn_link (accessed 23 March 2018). B Hawke and D Rielly, 22, 24, 93-95, 195, 285. 18 
February 2018, ABC TV “Hawke: the larrikin and the leader” (Series 1, Episode 2), at 42:15 http://www.abc.net.au/tv/programs/hawke-
the-larrikin-and-the-leader/ (accessed 20 February 2018). 

2033 1 January 2015, Troy Bramston “Cabinet Papers 1988-1989: hot under collar at who saved Antarctica” The Australian. D Day, 322-323. 
2034 Evidence for this is cited in: T Bramston, 318-319. 
2035 W M Bush, Antarctica and international law: a collection of inter-state and national documents (looseleaf volumes), Vol IV, Booklet 

AU88-89, 21 at footnote 6. Keating went on to say that Rocard did write to Hawke “and it was the Bob and Michel show from there on”. 
If Rocard wrote to Hawke, the records examined for this research do not provide a copy or date for it. 

2036 16 November 1988, facsimile DFAT to Antarctic Division “Summary of outstanding correspondence” (NAA: B1387 88/893 PART 1). 
2037 12 April 1989, Cabinet Submission “Antarctic minerals convention” (NAA: 14039, 6415). In objecting to CRAMRA, Treasury’s 

coordination comments refer only to revenue and anti-subsidies concerns—perhaps Treasury officials wanted Keating to run his own 
argument for a position that they did not support or, improbably, because they did not want to advocate an environmental position not 
supported by the Environment Department. It will be recalled that in March 1988 (before CRAMRA was adopted), Treasury had 
internally floated the idea of possible national park status as a “negotiating tactic” to achieve a better result on a share of revenue. See: 
24 March 1988, AAD brief to minister “Antarctic minerals convention—Cabinet Submission” (NAA: B1387 87/720 PART 2). 
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the AAT a national park). Again, he did so without revealing he had suggested such options to 
Prime Minister Rocard in 19882038. It is not clear when Hawke received Keating’s letter.  
It thus appears that Keating’s opposition to CRAMRA on environmental grounds crystalised in 
the last few weeks leading up to the 22 May 1989 Cabinet meeting. Keating’s delay in 
revealing support for a world park remains unexplained—Peter Boyce’s quizzing of Keating 
on this in October 2010 shed no further light on the matter2039. Also unexplained is the 
contradiction with Richardson’s recollection that, in Cabinet, Keating “argued strongly on 
economic rather than environmental grounds … and he did it very well”2040.  

A further gap in the records examined is exactly when Bob Hawke became aware of the 
Cabinet submission—the timing of this is critical to his claim to priority. Hawke suggests that 
he realised the significance of the Antarctic mining issue on seeing the submission. Hawke’s 
biographer says it was “one weekend”; his then economics adviser, Craig Emerson, says it was 
in April2041. This could well have been the very same 29-30 April 1989 weekend that John 
Howard’s objection to CRAMRA was reported and Keating’s letter found its way into the 
media2042. It has been suggested that Keating’s claim reflected a wish to have “more than just 
an economic dimension to his political persona”2043. As a minimum it would be safe to say that 
once Keating’s stance was revealed it would have had some impact, if not directly on Hawke, 
then indirectly by further stimulating the environmental constituency. The information is 
incomplete and Hawke disputes Keating’s account anyway. It has not been possible to resolve 
this conflict by using the government records accessed for this research. 

Former Science Minister Barry Jones has supported Bob Hawke’s view, praising his 
achievement and saying that “saving Antarctica from mining was a major achievement and all 
his own work”2044. Apart from Paul Keating, Hawke’s other colleagues have not sought to take 
credit. Despite his portfolio responsibilities for Antarctic and environment policy, and despite 
the domestic political significance and resounding global impact of Australia’s decision, 
Graham Richardson does not seek credit—in fact, his memoirs make no mention at all of 
Antarctica2045. Richardson had supported the Cabinet submission which, until Gareth Evans’ 
last-minute amendment to it, recommended that Australia sign CRAMRA2046. The narrative 
has pointed to the apparent paradox, in the lead-up to the May 1989 Cabinet decision, that 
Richardson as Environment Minister supported signature of the minerals convention while the 

                                                        
2038 Keating’s letter said only that he had outlined to Rocard his personal view of the minerals issue. See: 27 April 1989, letter Keating to 

Hawke. See: W M Bush, Antarctica and international law: a collection of inter-state and national documents (looseleaf volumes), Vol IV, 
Booklet AU88-89, Document AU27041989.  

2039 A Jackson and P Boyce, 251. 
2040 T Bowden, 414.  
2041 Hawke was later quoted as saying that it was as late as May 1989. 9 July 2016, Nick O’Malley “Clout in the cold together” The Age, 25.  
2042 29 April 1989, Margo Kingston “Libs likely to oppose Antarctic mining” Sydney Morning Herald, 6. 30 April 1989, Alan Fewster 

“Antarctic park finds an ally in Keating” Sunday Telegraph, 122. 
2043 D Day, 323. 
2044 S Ryan and T Bramston, 419. 
2045 G Richardson. Richardson’s opposition to Antarctic mining had been made clear by October 1988, but it appears that he was prepared 

to accept the position of his Environment Department to support CRAMRA. See: 12 April 1989, brief to Minister’s adviser “Minerals 
convention” (NAA: B1387 88/893 PART 3). 12 April 1989, Cabinet Submission “Antarctic minerals convention” (NAA: 14039, 6415). 

2046 Evan’s submission was amended on the Saturday, two days before the Cabinet meeting. See: 20 May 1989, Cabinet Submission 
corrigendum “Antarctic minerals convention: further developments” (NAA: 14039, 6506). 
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Peter Cook, the Resources Minister, opposed. Evans’ overwhelming interest as Foreign 
Minister had not been achieving access to the resources of Antarctica, nor had it been 
environment protection, rather it was concern for maintaining good relations within the 
Antarctic Treaty. That is probably why, after the Cabinet decision, he held open the prospect 
that Australia might one day sign CRAMRA2047. Evans’ support for the convention, however, 
did not mean that he was unsympathetic to environmental causes2048. He later proudly reflected 
on the Antarctic decision, and the subsequent diplomatic achievement2049. Evans recently gave 
due credit to Hawke and did so colourfully: “you bugger, you were right!”2050. Evans can, 
however, legitimately take credit for changing his recommendations to Cabinet two days 
before the meeting and resourcing his officials to advance the resulting decision. 

As noted above, in 1989 Bob Hawke’s principal adviser on the issue was Craig Emerson. 
Several accounts crediting Hawke also cite Emerson’s role. Emerson himself gives a useful 
insight and graciously cedes credit to Hawke2051. There is evidence, however, that it was 
Emerson that first seized on the significance of the imminent CRAMRA decision2052. Given 
the close relationship between ministers and advisers it is legitimate to give some credit to 
Emerson for his role in ‘saving’ Antarctica.  

If credit is given to Emerson, it is also reasonable to recognise others who may have influenced 
Hawke. They include Bob Chynoweth (ALP Caucus chair who announced opposition to 
CRAMRA in April 1989); Senator Jo Vallentine (independent Senator who launched a motion 
against CRAMRA in November 1988); and Senator Jean Jenkins (the Democrats Senator who 
the same month proposed an ‘Antarctic conservation zone world wilderness park’). 

Opposition Leader John Howard can also take some credit. His objection to Antarctic mining 
was publicly announced on 29 April 1989, at least a week before Hawke. On 2 May 1989 his 
Environment Spokesperson, Chris Puplick, rallied and railed against CRAMRA. Even though 
it became bipartisan policy, Howard relished being ahead on an environmental issue2053.  

In France, Michel Rocard had already questioned CRAMRA. The significance of this should 
not be underestimated. Rocard’s announcement came at a critical point in Australia’s domestic 
debate. It showed the political possibility of responding to public opinion to defy the Antarctic 
status quo. More importantly for Bob Hawke, it provided cover to defend breaking consensus 
on CRAMRA, as both Australia and France were required for it to enter into force. Australia 

                                                        
2047 12 June 1989, Cablegram ND69271 “India: Minister Evans visit: conversation with Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi” (NAA: B1387 89/311 

PART 4). 29 June 1989, Cablegram LH77976 “Senator Evans’ discussions in London” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 1). 
2048 Evans had achieved earlier infamy in over-enthusiastically pursuing the Tasmanian dams issue by commissioning RAAF surveillance 

over the state, a miscalculation for which he earned the nickname ‘Biggles’. G Evans, 14. 
2049 G Evans and B Grant, 156-158.  
2050 G Evans, Incorrigible optimist: a political memoir (Melbourne University Press, 2017), 131. See also: Evans speaking in similar terms in 

response to Hawke’s launch of this book at the National Press Club in October 2017: http://iview.abc.net.au/programs/national-press-
club-address/NC1706C037S00#playing at 34:55 (accessed 6 October 2017). 

2051 C Emerson, 186-197. 
2052 18 February 2018, “Hawke: the larrikin and the leader” (Series 1, Episode 2) ABC TV, at 42:15 

http://www.abc.net.au/tv/programs/hawke-the-larrikin-and-the-leader/ (accessed 20 February 2018). 
2053 6 March 1991, House of Representatives Hansard, 1419.  
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could deflect the blame by arguing it was France, not Australia, that put CRAMRA in doubt. 
Either way, Hawke and Rocard went on to enjoy close collaboration, personally and on 
Antarctic affairs. Later, one commentator gave Rocard credit for being the “father of the 
Madrid Protocol”2054. But even so, Rocard’s questioning of CRAMRA had been made very 
much easier because of the departmental mis-communication which intervened to stop the 
French Ambassador using the powers given to him to sign CRAMRA on 25 November 
19882055. Had France signed, it would have been very difficult for Rocard to take a step back. 

If not just Hawke, who? 

The problem with attributing all responsibility to Bob Hawke (or Paul Keating) is that doing so 
does not recognise that ultimate achievement of both the mining ban and the Protocol required 
the consensus of 26 ATCPs. Consensus is crucial to Antarctic decision-making but it is 
remarkably easy to block—all it takes is one Party to object. To give credit to Hawke for acting 
alone, it is straightforward to recognise his influence over Cabinet’s decisions that led to 
CRAMRA being scuttled. That took immense international political courage and precipitated a 
crisis to be resolved. However, giving credit for the decision to scuttle CRAMRA does not 
equate to giving credit for the consensus to establish an environmental regime that would 
replace it. That would conflate two distinct processes. Creating consensus is considerably 
harder than blocking it—one Party cannot impose its will to achieve it, let alone one person. At 
the time, 26 Parties were required to form consensus and the narrative shows that was not 
simple. After a decade of informal discussion, CRAMRA took six years of formal negotiations 
to achieve consensus. The liability annex took 13 years2056. The Treaty Secretariat took 32 
years2057. In that company, the two-year period to re-establish consensus after the rejection of 
CRAMRA (of which only one year was devoted to formal negotiations) was remarkable. 
However, it was neither the work of one person, nor one Party. 

So we need to look outside the Hawke circle to see who else can take credit for building 
consensus around the Madrid Protocol. The field of players is large, involving diplomats and 
the officials who advise them; scientists; as well as political leaders and the environmentalists 
who influenced them.  

Diplomats and officials 

Woolcott sees the Antarctic environment debate as a diplomatic ‘event’. He described rejecting 
CRAMRA and securing the Protocol as “one of the most successful exercises in Australian 

                                                        
2054 Y Rubinsky, "Arctic interests and the policy of France" Arctic and North 24 (2016). 
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diplomacy”2058. As an international forum, the ATCM was the primary theatre in which 
diplomats exercised their skills. Behind each Party’s microphone was the delegation head, 
leading the presentation of their country’s position. Because of the operation of consensus, by 
implication each of them can take credit for achieving the Protocol, but getting to that point 
was where most of the effort was expended. While it is not viable to identify all the players, 
some were particularly prominent.  

Australians particularly active in the meetings included Ambassadors Alan Brown and John 
McCarthy. Brown took the heat for Australia in Paris in October 1989 and used great 
diplomatic and negotiation skills to keep Australia’s objectives alive at the time when they 
were at their most vulnerable. He went on to lead the delegation at Viña del Mar in late 1990. 
McCarthy led in the crucial Madrid sessions at which the Protocol was concluded. Gareth 
Evans gave him special praise and, through him, acknowledged the delegation as a whole2059. 
In response, McCarthy especially recognised the contributions of DFAT’s John Burgess and 
Jean Page2060. Members of the delegation also received recognition from Bob Hawke and 
Senator Evans in Parliament2061. Such praise, however, ignores the work of those in Canberra 
and Hobart providing much of the intellectual effort required. For example, particular 
recognition should be given to DFAT lawyer Bill Bush, who drafted the environmental 
convention and established the principles which Australia and France carried through the 
negotiations. Henry Burmester of the Attorney-General’s Department also provided legal 
support and AAD’s Rex Moncur ran Australia’s negotiation of practical environmental 
measures. It is also important to recognise Keith Brennan, who had been instrumental in the 
negotiation of CCAMLR, helped establish Australia’s Antarctic environmental reputation, and 
whose diplomacy gave Australia considerable confidence in advancing sovereign interests. 
One DFAT official, Brendan Doran, was singled out for special recognition with a 1992 Public 
Service Medal for “outstanding work” in the Antarctic campaign2062.  

Sir Ninian Stephen, Ex-Governor General and inaugural Australian Environment Ambassador, 
was also awarded—in his case by France, being made Commandeur de la Legion d’Honneur in 
recognition of his high-level diplomatic role in pursing protection of Antarctica2063. Stephen’s 
award reflected the close cooperation between Australia and France in promoting an alternative 
to CRAMRA directly with other governments (rather than through Antarctic Treaty 
forums)2064. Within the ATCMs, France was represented by Georges Duquin, in turn supported 
by Charley Causeret. Jean-Pierre Puissochet, France’s delegation head, was credited with 
playing “a very important personal role and under his leadership the French were much more 
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effective”2065. While the environment initiative is often attributed to Australia it was, of course, 
led jointly with French officials (and then the ‘Four Powers’) who equally share credit. 

New Zealand also had prominent participants, notably Chris Beeby and Frank Wong. Beeby’s 
influence in the environment debate stemmed from leadership in CRAMRA where, as Chair, 
he created a negotiating environment that keenly fostered consensus. In addition, the 
environmental principles he embedded in CRAMRA were drawn on for the Protocol. Although 
not directly involved in the Protocol negotiations, his influence continued by facilitating New 
Zealand’s change of heart on CRAMRA, done with considerable equanimity considering his 
efforts on minerals had been rejected. Replacing him was Frank Wong, another player with 
considerable personal influence in advancing the environmental instrument. 

If there was an equivalent to Chris Beeby in the Protocol negotiations, then credit goes to Rolf 
Andersen, the Norwegian diplomat who generated the ‘Andersen Text’ as the focus of the 
discussions. Andersen’s CRAMRA experience demonstrated the power of personal 
connections to break a deadlock2066. In Madrid, Andersen convened the informal meetings of 
key players to resolve the critical issue of the mining prohibition2067. His predecessor, Edvard 
Hambro, was instrumental in 1973 in advocating a moratorium on mining activities while the 
minerals issue was under consideration2068. That moratorium survived throughout the 
negotiations and its legacy lingers in the Protocol’s Article 25.  

Chile’s Fernando Zegers also played a key role in facilitating the Antarctic environment 
debate. At the May 1989 Preparatory Meeting for ATCM XV, and in the lead up to Australia’s 
decision on CRAMRA, DFAT’s John Burgess had flagged the alarming possibility that 
Australia might not sign CRAMRA. By fortunate coincidence Zegers, capitalising on the 
sinking of the Bahia Paraiso, had already floated his proposal that Parties strengthen existing 
environmental requirements2069. This resulted in comprehensive measures being placed on the 
ATCM agenda. Zegers’ paper ended up serving two purposes: it allowed problematic 
environmental issues to be referred to a special meeting (a strategy supported by the United 
Kingdom in the hope that any new measures could be addressed after signature of 
CRAMRA)2070. It also bought time for Australia to canvass support for its proposals. Thus, 
inscription of Zegers’ proposal on the ATCM agenda turned out to be the key for having 
environmental measures discussed at all.  

Being historically influential in Treaty forums, it could be expected that the United States 
would display leadership in the environment debate. Equally important for the United States 
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was protection of the Treaty itself, vigorous advancement of its national interests and, 
ultimately, the enforceability of any measures adopted. While the United States withheld 
consensus on the Protocol until it stood alone in resisting it, this does not suggest that US 
officials were uniformly opposed. The appointment of Curtis Bohlen, a previous Vice-
President of the WWF, to lead the United States in the Viña del Mar and Madrid meetings 
indicated the importance the United States attached to the integrity of an environmental 
regime. Bohlen made clear that the United States was willing to move its position on 
CRAMRA. Nevertheless, Tucker Scully (a highly experienced and influential figure who 
commanded respect in Antarctic diplomacy after years of involvement in ATCMs and 
CCAMLR issues) is the most-mentioned US figure in the Australian documents.  

If Tucker Scully had an equivalent in the United Kingdom it was John Heap, also a career 
diplomat. He was an equally experienced Antarctic specialist with the benefit of years of 
uninterrupted participation in the ATCMs2071. Heap and Scully were even more formidable 
when collaborating. Belgium’s Gérard Surquin described Scully as “strong and likely to remain 
so”, and suggested that “without Scully, Heap would be a relatively insignificant force”2072. 
Whether or not that is fair, such frankness revealed that influence came as much from powerful 
personalities as from the policy positions they proposed. Despite their undoubted experience 
and skills, neither Scully nor Heap sought to exercise influence by chairing negotiation 
sessions during the environment debate. It was easier to control the outcome from the floor. 
The exercise of influence on the basis of experience should not be underestimated. Figures 
such as Scully and Heap invested considerable diplomatic capital in developing CRAMRA. 
The United Kingdom was the first Party to introduce legislation to implement it2073. Personal 
pride was potentially at stake when the convention was challenged. Heap was unashamedly 
pro-CRAMRA, justifiably pointing to the risks to the environment, and the Treaty itself, if 
minerals activities remained unregulated. Being first to sign the Protocol underscored the 
United Kingdom’s U-turn and sought to restore the United Kingdom’s image as a leader in 
Antarctic affairs. As a staunch defender of CRAMRA, some on the Australian and French side 
might have found it somewhat disingenuous that the United Kingdom later gave John Heap 
credit for the Protocol. This claim was made on the grounds that Heap was the first to propose 
a protocol as the form of environment instrument (although his proposal was for it to operate 
alongside CRAMRA)2074.  

Scientists 

Several scientists can take credit for helping to ‘save’ Antarctica. These include representatives 
of SCAR who, despite accusations of politicisation, provided environmental advice throughout 
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the negotiations. However, scientists’ influence started well before that, including the 
engagement of SCAR specialists in environmental matters raised by mining2075. Scientists had 
earlier influenced the 1964 Agreed Measures, the first environmental instrument, reflecting the 
concerns of Robert Carrick and Robert Cushman Murphy2076. Scientists such as Murphy and 
Australia’s Don McMichael had been prominent in early proposals for an international park 
and related concepts which were later adapted to become calls for an Antarctic world park2077. 
Credit can also be given to geologists, such as John Behrendt, whose frequent assurance that 
there were no economically viable resources, helped remove urgency from minerals debate2078. 

Any criticisms that SCAR had of the environment debate were overcome as the feared 
constraints on science did not materialise. While SCAR had politicised its role during the 
environment debate, eventually science was to become a major beneficiary of the Madrid 
Protocol. From 1991 scientific research prospered and now plays a crucial role in informing 
and improving environmental protection measures. In that sense, it would be possible to argue 
that the Protocol saved SCAR and the Treaty’s priority for science. 

National political leaders 

The case for Bob Hawke and others taking credit for ‘saving’ Antarctica has been examined 
above. Intriguingly, other notable political leaders involved at the time now give Antarctica 
scant attention. Biographies of key Australian figures such as Graham Richardson and John 
Howard do not give the Antarctic events any mention2079; nor do the biographies of New 
Zealand Prime Ministers David Lange and Geoffrey Palmer2080. Palmer was instrumental in 
shifting New Zealand thinking from CRAMRA to a strongly pro-environment position. This 
was reinforced by Conservation Minister Philip Woollaston and by Palmer’s successor, Mike 
Moore, who had advocated a world park as early as 19812081. Of course, that had been 
preceded in 1975 when New Zealand Labour Prime Minister Bill Rowling had endorsed such 
an idea, in turn building on the 1956 ideas of his predecessor Walter Nash. 
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Leaders of other countries also played an important role at key decision points. French Prime 
Minister Michel Rocard’s early role was crucial. Later, other world leaders bought into the 
debate. In the United States, Senator Al Gore was particularly prominent. In the US House of 
Representatives and Senate Silvio Conte, Bruce Vento and John Kerry generated political 
attention by sponsoring various bills and resolutions, and were active in Congressional 
hearings. Late in the events, Prime Minister John Major intervened to ensure UK support for a 
mining ban, a decision reported as done without reference to Cabinet and against the preferred 
position of officials2082. This may well have influenced President George Bush who, on 3 July 
1991, announced United States support for the Protocol. With unabashed chutzpah, Bush 
essentially claimed credit for the Protocol which was “based on a US initiative”2083. Even so, 
Bush can be credited with ‘saving’ Antarctica as, given the consensus system, the United 
States was the last to remove objections2084. 

Environmentalists 

National political leadership on Antarctica was, in part, driven by environmentalists. In fact, 
their domestic activism had a greater influence than their participation in Treaty delegations. 
Influence was achieved by stirring enough public concern to force governments to act2085. 
Several authors have pointed to the influence of NGO campaigns and, at least in part, credited 
them for the turn-around on CRAMRA2086. Apart from ASOC there were many other active 
groups2087. Geoffrey Palmer conceded the influence of NGOs on New Zealand policy2088. 
Tucker Scully later described the environmental movement as “irresistible”2089. In Australia, 
new Environment Minister Ros Kelly, praised the support of NGOs for the Government’s 
objectives2090. In 1993 the Hawke Government more formally acknowledged the role of NGOs 
by appointing ASOC’s Lyn Goldsworthy a Member of the Order of Australia2091.  

Environmentalists were not shy in taking credit, with Cath Wallace openly proud of NGO 
influence in Antarctic affairs2092. Wallace, a co-founder of ASOC New Zealand, was awarded 
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the Goldman Prize in 1991 for her role in protecting Antarctica2093. Geoff Mosley has written 
about the part played by himself and the ACF2094. Within such environmental groups were 
prominent individuals who can also take credit for ‘saving’ Antarctica. Cassandra Phillips, 
herself a leading environment campaigner (who claimed that it had been WWF that changed 
Australia’s mind2095), said of Jim Barnes that “I doubt whether anyone has done more to ensure 
Antarctica is saved”2096. On the other hand, Greenpeace’s Kelly Rigg says that she led and won 
the campaign to save Antarctica2097. Many others were also prominent including the ACF’s 
Margaret Moore, David Westlake and Phillip Toyne; the Sierra Club’s Beth Marks; Janet 
Dalziel of Greenpeace; Maj de Poorter, Bruce Manheim, Doug Nicol, Barry Weeber, Roger 
Wilson and more. Some would say that all of them were outdone by Jacques Cousteau, who 
has been presented as the lead figure of the campaign to protect Antarctica2098. As a so-called 
“celebrity environmentalist” he attracted considerable accolades for his role in ‘saving’ 
Antarctica which was seen as his “crowning achievement”2099. Hawke described him as a 
“magnificent human being” and made him a Companion of the Order of Australia2100.  

Media 

Despite the undoubted influence of environmentalists, without access to the media it would 
have been very difficult to attract attention. The media gave NGO campaigns considerable 
coverage. Sometimes, the media made up its own mind. In 1989, the ABC Four Corners 
program sent a crew to Antarctica for a story presented by Tony Jones2101. The program was 
broadcast on 20 March 1989 unaware that four days later, in exquisite coincidence, the Exxon 
Valdez calamity would inflame the public mood even more. In a 50-year retrospective on Four 
Corners on 22 August 2011, Jones claimed credit for putting the Antarctic issue “on the 
political agenda”, adding that “we always like to say that Martin Butler, the producer, and 
myself, if we do nothing else in our lives at least we saved Antarctica”2102. Butler later 
reflected that the experience showed him “journalists really could make a difference”2103. He 
has a point. In the program’s 55-year retrospective, John Howard said that “I think it was an 
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excellent story. It did have an impact on me … not long after that program I declared 
opposition to mining in Antarctica … and the Government followed pretty soon thereafter”2104.  

Parties 

Rather than pointing to individuals, some give credit to individual Parties for ‘saving’ 
Antarctica. The ACF regarded the exercise as “an Australian initiative”2105. So, too, did the 
USSR2106. Giving sole credit to Australia is a little odd given that so much effort was put into 
emphasising the proposals were a joint exercise with France (with later support from Belgium 
and Italy). It is possibly explained by the fact that Australia was ahead of France by some 
months in formally making the decision not to sign CRAMRA. In addition, Australia appeared 
to take the lead in promoting the initiative and applied more resources to the campaign. For a 
time, France had also appeared reluctant to participate in joint representations2107. The irony 
was that, as Environment Minister Graham Richardson admitted, Australia only felt free to 
take its decision on CRAMRA after France had thrown its future into doubt2108. With the 
exception of some NGOs, and a degree of pride on the part of some politicians, Australia did 
not engage in triumphalism at the Protocol’s conclusion, preferring instead to adopt a lower 
profile and focus on compliance and the Protocol’s early entry into force2109. For its part, 
France made clear that any sense of triumph should be shared equally by all the Parties2110. 

New Zealand earned strong credit for the Protocol. Its dramatic shift from CRAMRA in 1990 
resulted in it taking the most ambitious line on the environment. By foregoing its allegiance to 
CRAMRA, it had been able to leverage the credibility it had earned during those negotiations 
and maintain pressure on other Parties to adopt more effective measures.  

It seems odd, however, that Sweden has received little recognition for being the first signatory 
to CRAMRA to abandon it—at the time, however, little was done to capitalise on that. Sweden 
had previously revealed its environmental sympathies having suggested at the adoption of 
CRAMRA in 1988 that its title should reflect the environment. 

The United Kingdom has directly put its national stamp on the outcome. It has promoted the 
fact that it was the first Party to sign the Protocol. Despite its long advocacy of CRAMRA and 
reluctance to embrace a mining ban, the United Kingdom subsequently preferred to turn the 
spotlight on its role in promoting the model of a protocol with annexes, and celebrated that it 
was the United Kingdom (along with Chile) that initiated the special meeting to negotiate it2111. 
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It is appropriate that Chile’s role is recognised given its proposal to the May 1989 preparatory 
meeting that comprehensive environmental measures be discussed at a special meeting. If 
anything, as noted earlier, it was the tabling of Chile’s unheralded proposal that enabled the 
Parties to put the environment on the agenda and focus their attention on the options. It bought 
time for the issues to be fully aired 2112.  

Others 

Of course, multiple others were involved in ‘saving’ Antarctica, and for many people there is 
no clear record in the archives. Some can be identified, even if they had a vicarious role. For 
example, the suggestion at the 1972 Second World Conference on National Parks to make 
Antarctica a world park seems to have been the idea of US alpinist Nicholas Clinch. In another 
international forum, unaware of the later consequences, Law of the Sea negotiators excluded 
the Antarctic sea floor—had that not occurred, sea floor mining would have been possible and 
it would have been too late to do anything about it within the ATS. Public petitioners and 
anonymous private correspondents share the credit for ensuring that Antarctica achieved 
political attention. If there was a singular event that enraged that public it was probably Exxon 
Valdez foundering at the other end of the world at a critical time in Antarctic affairs. Several 
authors point to the impacts of this disaster on the Antarctic minerals deliberations2113. 
Accordingly, on those grounds, it would be remiss not to recognise the inadvertent roles of 
Captain Joseph Hazelwood and his helmsman Gregory Cousins that fateful night.  

‘How’ rather ‘who’ 

This thesis contends that no individual can claim exclusive credit for the demise of CRAMRA. 
Nor can any one individual or Party claim responsibility for the Madrid Protocol. Had this been 
possible, New Zealand’s 1975 world park bid might have succeeded, and so might Australia’s 
1989 proposal for an environment convention. No list can do justice to the number of 
participants involved in ‘saving’ Antarctica. Identifying the participants in decision-making on 
this scale is much more than a simple catalog of famous, infamous or obscure names. The 
archival records reveal some, but not all. Clearly, it is impossible to identify exhaustively the 
many individuals involved, and it is probably futile to attempt to do so. Really, the more 
important question is how Antarctica was ‘saved’. In the absence of sufficient insight into the 
political and diplomatic processes, it is easy for the question to focus on the ‘who’ rather than 
the ‘how’. In addition, individuals who were involved, including prominent political leaders, 
would seek to fill the gaps by offering their own names.  

What is also now clear, however, are the broader circumstances in which such people operated 
and some of their contributions to the thinking which allowed consensus to be constructed. 
That consensus could only be formed by the Parties gathered around a table at an ATCM. On 4 
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October 1991, the Final Act of the 11th Special Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting was 
signed2114. Not one Party objected, and that represented consensus. All those Parties proceeded 
to ratify the Protocol. With a consensus criterion, all the Parties must share equal credit for 
‘saving’ Antarctica. 

Even then, Antarctica could not truly be considered saved until the obligations of the Madrid 
Protocol were implemented and there was full compliance with them2115. That involves another 
cohort of players altogether: legislators, national Antarctic programs, tour operators, scientists, 
and more. Their work is still being done. The Protocol’s Committee for Environmental 
Protection continues to find ways to improve environmental measures2116. 

Some reflections  

This thesis shows that it is probably not realistic to assign responsibility for the events 
described if by that it is hoped to identify a single individual. As noted in Chapter 1, the 
research was limited by being confined to the Australian archival record. To get closer to a 
satisfactory answer, other historians may have to go into other archives and see what those 
records might reveal. This author would be happy to be proven wrong in the conclusions drawn 
here, and delighted if this research helps others come to a better answer. 

This thesis, therefore, can serve only to improve understanding about the shift from CRAMRA 
to the Madrid Protocol. Government records show that the narrative is richer than that provided 
in many existing accounts, and certainly more complicated than popular understanding might 
have us believe2117. There was surprise at the speed with which the consensus over CRAMRA 
was broken. This occurred less than a year after its adoption, and in a system where change is 
normally at glacial pace2118.  

Given that the convention took so long to negotiate, it was remarkably quick to unravel. If it 
was so easy to unpick, why would that not have occurred during its development? The policy 
reversal was thorough in adopting a regime that prohibited mining and comprehensively 
protected the environment, an idea once dismissed as unachievable. The difference is explained 
by the public and political engagement.  

                                                        
2114 4 October 1991, Cablegram MA27560 “Antarctic environment protocol” (AAD: 91/919). 
2115 There is a rich body of literature on implementing the Protocol, for example: D Vidas, ed. Implementing the environmental protection 

regime for the Antarctic (Kluwer, 2000). C J Bastmeijer, The Antarctic environmental protocol and its domestic legal implementation, 
International environmental law and policy series: v. 65 (Kluwer, 2003). A Jackson and L Kriwoken. L Kriwoken and T Maggs, 
"Environment" ibid. 

2116 The CEP five-year work plan 2017 is at: www.ats.aq/documents/ATCM40/att/atcm40_att074_e.doc (accessed 5 April 2018). 
2117 For example, it has been suggested that Australia’s turnaround on CRAMRA was done over a weekend: “on the Friday of the 

international meeting, the Australian delegation was urging people, all members, to come and sign the negotiated minerals convention, 
and on the Monday morning they walked back and said that Australia is not going to ratify”. 16 February 2017, Tony Press speaking on 
ABC Radio Big Ideas “We need to talk about Antarctica” http://mpegmedia.abc.net.au/rn/podcast/2017/02/bia_20170216.mp3 
(accessed 27 March 2017). This interpretation conflates a Hawke/Emerson discussion one Monday in Canberra in April 1989 with the 
preceding 10 months of political and policy debate within Australia. 

2118 L M Elliott, International environmental politics: protecting the Antarctic, 162. 
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As previously discussed, CRAMRA encountered’ public relations deficiencies, including its 
possibly misleading title—in retrospect an obvious flaw. Stakeholders, especially NGOs, felt 
that the minerals negotiations had been concealed2119. In addition, information about 
CRAMRA failed to appease Malaysia and other UN critics2120. Joyner’s analysis reveals the 
poor understanding of CRAMRA’s operation, including its environmental safeguards2121. UK 
official Michael Richardson summed up CRAMRA as “an appalling piece of marketing”, and 
Tucker Scully of the United States observed that it went too far in admitting the possibility of 
mining2122. CRAMRA’s protagonists accepted that mining could be prevented, but wanted to 
retain the possibility. CRAMRA’s antagonists also accepted that mining could be prevented, 
but wanted to remove even the possibility. However, that was not the point. In June 1988 the 
Parties had decided to accept the possibility of mining, even though it was remote. Thus there 
was a failure to publicise the convention’s significant hurdles to mining, including the veto on 
opening an area—hurdles such that mining may never have occurred2123. This had not been 
well communicated and it was an opportunity to replace it with misinformation. Given that 
there were no known economic resources, public fear that mining was imminent and inevitable 
was unfounded. The convention may never have been activated—just like the Seals 
Convention2124.  

It was without doubt hard to explain CRAMRA’s environmental safeguards. On the other 
hand, NGOs discovered that it was easy to portray the minerals convention as evil, even though 
for what it set out to do it was an effective solution. Considerable “time, energy and intellectual 
effort” had been invested in a “highly sophisticated legal instrument containing environmental 
protection provisions that ranked among the strongest, most comprehensive of any 
international agreement ever concluded”2125. Indeed, the minerals convention was itself mined 
for concepts that could be translated into other regimes without further negotiation2126. 
Accordingly, it can be argued that despite the energy diverted to negotiating a doomed 
instrument, the ATS is considerably better off. Negotiating the convention was a political and 
legal exercise and it did that elegantly. As a diplomatic exercise it kept the Treaty together, 
showing how consensus and compromise combine in the most contentious circumstances. It 
was entirely necessary at the time discussions started. It successfully addressed resources and 
sovereignty issues while protecting the environment, and it did not encourage mining. The 
resource management, sovereignty and environmental problems appeared to have been solved. 
                                                        
2119 3 October 1989, Greenpeace Australia facsimile “Testimony on CRAMRA in France” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 3). Accusations of 

secrecy had started early in the minerals negotiations, see: M Templeton, A wise adventure II: New Zealand and Antarctica after 1960, 
145 and 197. 

2120 8 September 1989, Cablegram BO46791 “Environment—Antarctica: visit to Bonn by Sir Ninian Stephen” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 
3). 

2121 C C Joyner, "CRAMRA: the ugly duckling of the Antarctic Treaty System?". C C Joyner, "The effectiveness of CRAMRA" 165. 
2122 These remarks were made at a 2001 Wilton Park conference (AAD: 01/616C). 
2123 Christopher Beeby, “The Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities” speech presented to International Bar 

Association, Auckland 13 October 1988 (NAA: B1387 88/893 PART 2). 
2124 There has been no commercial sealing under the 1978 Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic Seals. It can be argued that were 

sealing proposed, public opposition would be overwhelming and prevent it proceeding. 
2125 C C Joyner, "The effectiveness of CRAMRA" 165. 
2126 For example, the Protocol’s requirement for sufficient information to make environmental assessments: R T Scully, "The development 

of the Antarctic Treaty System" 35. It established principles for addressing liability for damage in the Antarctic. It also found ways to 
address resource management issues in the absence of universally recognised sovereignty: M Jacobsson, 10. 
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Nevertheless, in all the self-congratulation, CRAMRA had become, as Joyner puts it, 
“politically bankrupt”2127. It was a product of its time and its people, who were swamped by a 
sudden tsunami of sceptical sentiment. 

Immediately after the adoption of the Madrid Protocol, John Heap said that “for democratically 
expressed reasons within their own countries, the care that CRAMRA expressed for the 
environment was seen by some as not being innovative enough. The consequences of that 
difference of view was signed by many of us in Madrid three days ago”2128. Later, and possibly 
after further reflection, Heap suggested that the Madrid Protocol was not a direct consequence 
of the breakdown of consensus over CRAMRA: “its roots lie elsewhere”2129. This thesis shows 
that the causes were many. However, without CRAMRA there would have been no urgency for 
addressing comprehensive measures for the environment. Re-establishing consensus on 
minerals became inseparable from consensus on an environmental regime as there was no 
prospect for separate treatment of the issues. It would have been possible to reject CRAMRA 
while taking no further action on the environment and accept the risk that, in the absence of 
legal certainty about access, no one would unilaterally start prospecting. There was an urgency 
in finding simultaneous consensus on both mining and the environment. That urgency included 
the imminent 1991 opportunity for a Treaty review conference to be called and, externally, the 
ongoing scrutiny of the Treaty within the UN and the looming 1992 UNCED conference. The 
haste meant that the Protocol embedded some ambiguities, inconsistencies, omissions and 
unintended errors2130. It did not even specify the area to which it applied2131.  

Just like CRAMRA, therefore, the Parties had again agreed to an imperfect regime. The 
process for making amendments to the Protocol presented considerable hurdles for later 
improvements (the process is only a little better for updating its Annexes). On the other hand, 
the Protocol generated considerable political will towards improved environmental protection, 
made adherence to the Protocol mandatory for the ATCPs and new entrants and, significantly, 
made qualification for ATCP status no longer contingent on establishing a new scientific 
station2132. Furthermore, the existing Antarctic Treaty inspection system rapidly grew into a de 
facto system of monitoring compliance with environmental requirements.  

Unfortunately, also just like CRAMRA, the success of the Protocol is not helped by 
misrepresentation of its achievements. For example, there is the recent bizarre suggestion that 

                                                        
2127 C C Joyner, "The effectiveness of CRAMRA" 171. 
2128 Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Sixteenth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Bonn, 7-18 October 1991, 197. 
2129 J A Heap, ed. Handbook of the Antarctic Treaty System, 8th ed. (US Department of State, 1994), 2002. Heap may have been alluding 

to the idea that comprehensive environmental measures would have emerged anyway because of Chile’s proposal to the May 1989 
preparatory meeting in Paris and that he (Heap) had come up with the idea of a protocol as the form of instrument. This thesis 
disagrees because referral of that discussion until the following year was to allow time for CRAMRA to be signed and become a fait 
accompli. 

2130 The Protocol’s effectiveness is addressed by: F Francioni. F O Vicuña, "The Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic 
Treaty: questions of effectiveness" Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 7 (1994). S Chaturvedi, 206-212. C C Joyner, 
Governing the frozen commons: the Antarctic regime and environmental protection, 163-174. M Templeton, A wise adventure II: New 
Zealand and Antarctica after 1960, 317-318. A Jackson. 

2131 This left distinct ambiguities with how it would interface with UNCLOS. The Protocol applies to the Treaty area defined in Article VI, 
which leaves unresolved the Antarctic high seas. Accordingly, the area of application of the mining ban is moot. 

2132 S Pannatier, "Acquisition of consultative status under the Antarctic Treaty" Polar Record 30, no 173 (1994). 
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“Antarctica has become one of the world’s least environmentally protected continents”, using 
the flawed metric of the area covered by protected zones formally designated under the 
Protocol’s Annex V2133. Such naïveté misses the point that the entire continent has been 
designated as a protected area by the very existence of the Protocol. Others more astutely 
observe that the Protocol “establishes Antarctica as one of the most protected environments 
anywhere on the planet”2134. Equally concerning is the common mischaracterisation of the 
mining prohibition as a moratorium2135. More alarming to the public is perpetuation of 
suggestions that mining is inevitable after 20482136. Or even 20412137. 

Unanswered questions 

After years of addressing the minerals issue, and debating protection of the Antarctic 
environment, there are still two issues that have not been resolved: Will mining ever occur in 
Antarctica? Will Antarctica ever be a world park? 

Will mining ever occur in Antarctica? 

The Protocol may not be perfect, but repeated misrepresentation of the Protocol casts it in an 
unnecessarily poor light. The Protocol is more than a mining ban, and yet that is where much 
of the focus remains because, politically, that was the headline achievement. The reality is that 
the prospect of Antarctic minerals activity has not changed since 1991, when such activity was 
prohibited (or even since 1959 when the Treaty feared the issue might erupt). Yet the 
possibility of Antarctic mining remains a topic of speculation. The question asked is whether 
such activities really have been prevented. 

There is a perennial difficulty in predicting future resource interests, technological viability and 
economic potential. The 1960 Dufek and 1964 Law predictions testify to over-enthusiasm2138. 
More sober predictions in 1989 saw the US Congress Office of Technology Assessment 
suggest that any interest would be at least 30 years away, if ever2139. Even that now seems 

                                                        
2133 D Abdel-Motaal, Antarctica: the battle for the seventh continent (Praeger, 2016), 213-214. 
2134 A Howkins, The polar regions: an environmental history, 167. C C Joyner, Governing the frozen commons: the Antarctic regime and 

environmental protection, 179-180.  
2135 Interpretations vary. For the view that a moratorium on mining is intended, see: C Redgwell, 137. For the view that a moratorium is set 

to expire after 50 years see: P Sands, J Peel, A A Fabra, and R Mackenzie, Principles of international environmental law, Third ed. 
(Cambridge University Press, 2012), 586-587. There is also a view that a review conference is inevitable. See: B Saul and T Stephens, 
eds., Antarctica in international law (Hart, 2015), xlvi, lxvi. A H Bajrektarevic, "Arctic and Antarctic: between the environmental hazard, 
geo-economic opportunity, geopolitical and security dilemma" Modern Diplomacy Special report no 2 (2015): 39. For ambiguity 
between permanent prohibition, prohibition, permanent moratorium and moratorium see: D Rothwell and R Davis, Antarctic 
environmental protection: a collection of Australian and international instruments (Federation Press, 1997), 30-32.  

2136 In addition, there are numerous media articles and websites that conflate the Protocol and the Antarctic Treaty and assert that the 
Treaty itself will expire in 2048. See, for example: 28 August 2015, Adam Lockyer “A cold war on Australia’s doorstep” 
https://www.huffingtonpost.com.au/adam-lockyer/a-cold-war-on-australias-doorstep_b_8046812.html (accessed 8 September 2015). 

2137 R Swan, Antarctica 2041: my quest to save the earth's last wilderness (Broadway, 2009). The reference to 2041 derives from a 
misunderstanding of Article 25 of the Madrid Protocol. The special review provision becomes available in 2048, 50 years after the 
Protocol’s 1998 entry into force, rather than 50 years after its 1991 adoption. The name of an entire organisation is based on this error. 
See: http://www.2041.com/about-2041/ (accessed 23 August 2011). See also: “Robert Swan: Let’s save the last pristine continent” 
https://www.ted.com/talks/robert_swan_let_s_save_the_last_pristine_continent/transcript?language=en at 1:38 (accessed 4 May 
2015). 

2138 G J Dufek, 171-186. P Law, Antarctica 1984. 
2139 US Congress Office of Technology Assessment, 3. 
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optimistic, but in 2016 it didn’t stop Australian politician Barnaby Joyce talking up the 
prospects for mineral wealth from the AAT: “there’s minerals there, there’s gold, there’s iron 
ore, there’s coal … do I turn my head and allow another country to exploit my resource? Or do 
I position myself in such a way as I’m going to exploit it myself before they get there?”2140.  

But such florid language does not make exploitation economically viable. In 1988 it was 
suggested that oil would need to exceed $US50 per barrel to make Antarctic exploration 
attractive2141. By 2006, Iranian energy expert Ali Samsam Bakhtiari put the threshold at 
$US2002142. Four years later it appeared that ‘peak oil’ had already passed—or, alternatively, 
deferred with the emergence of unconventional resources, putting the prospect of economic 
Antarctic oil even further away2143. The economics alone suggest that interest in Antarctic 
resources is likely to remain low, especially while other sources are more readily available in a 
globalised market. A global price on carbon, were it to be introduced, could put Antarctic 
hydrocarbons even further out of reach. It would be enormously expensive to go mining simply 
for a perceived strategic value. That is not to say, however, that geological research could not 
be done that might one day be valuable as a precursor to prospecting. Article 7 of the Madrid 
Protocol specifically allows this possibility, and so it should as it is entirely consistent with the 
Treaty. Some commentators suspect the motives of those undertaking geology, raising as yet 
unproven fears that some Parties might harbour aspirations for future benefit from minerals2144. 
To undertake prospecting would be in breach of the Protocol2145.  

Of course, the prohibition on prospecting and mining applies only to Parties to the Protocol—
states that are not party to it are not legally constrained (including the Treaty Parties that have 
not acceded to the Protocol). There are, however, no signs of such states developing an interest 
in Antarctic minerals and, were that to change, they could expect considerable diplomatic and 
public objection. While the minerals prohibition could fail, no one has seriously suggested that 
provision is less stable than the Treaty’s other absolute prohibitions (such as military activities 
or disposal of nuclear wastes). Accordingly, minerals activities are likely to proceed only if the 
existing prohibition is removed, a move highly unlikely before the calling of a review 

                                                        
2140 1 May 2016, transcript of ABC TV Australian Story “The polariser” http://www.abc.net.au/austory/the-polariser/9173734 (accessed 15 

June 2015). 
2141 28 November 1988, Sue Neales “Treaty members carve up Antarctic” Australian Financial Review, 13. 
2142 14 July 2006, Andrew Darby “Oil hungry world may turn to Antarctica” The Age. 
2143 International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2010: Executive summary, International Energy Agency. See also: 14 November 

2010, John Collins Rudolph “Is ‘peak oil’ behind us?” New York Times. ‘Peak oil’ refers to the point of maximum oil production, after 
which demand exceeds supply. The concept is typically applied to conventional oil extraction from known reserves. 

2144 See, for example: C Hamilton, Silent invasion: China’s influence in Australia (Hardie Grant, 2018), 252-254. K Lebedeva and S 
Petukhov. 4 November 2010, “Ukraine to look for oil, gas in Antarctic” http://www.kyivpost.com/news/nation/detail 
/88645/#ixzz14LszFKUO (accessed 5 November 2010), Russia strongly denies assertions that its geological research constitutes 
prospecting. See, for example: XXV ATCM IP-014 “Russian scientific geological research in Antarctica in context of Article 7 of the 
Madrid Protocol” (submitted by Russia) https://ats.aq/devAS/ats_meetings_documents.aspx?lang=e (accessed 23 March 2018). The 
established view is that until demand and prices for hydrocarbons rise substantially, other than for scientific interest there would be no 
incentive to go looking for them: R A Cook and F J Davey, 185. 

2145 The distinction between science and prospecting is important—the former is subject to the Treaty’s provision for free exchange of 
scientific results. Prospecting usually implies the non-disclosure of commercially sensitive data. 
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conference, which itself could not be contemplated before 20482146. What is clear is that until 
there is a review conference the mining ban cannot be lifted with less than consensus.  

Templeton seems to suggest that it is no coincidence that the opportunity for a review 
coincides with the likelihood that resources will be required2147. Even if the prohibition were 
lifted, strict conditions need to be satisfied before it could be removed2148. These include there 
being “in force a binding legal regime on Antarctic mineral resource activities”. That regime 
would also have to “fully safeguard the interests of all States referred to in Article IV of the 
Antarctic Treaty”. In other words, the sovereignty issue would have to be traversed again. 
Although CRAMRA is technically in limbo, it was not obliterated and could be resurrected2149. 
A future regime, however, would not have to be CRAMRA sans cobwebs. In fact, it could be 
quite different because, quite unlike CRAMRA, it would be developed knowing that there was 
interest in minerals. Of course, a review conference, if called, could extend the minerals 
prohibition and strengthen its terms. The Parties’ practice so far has been to restate their 
commitment to it, most recently in a 2016 Resolution2150. Some regard this as simply deferring 
the decision to another generation2151. It is quite true that one generation cannot foreclose 
options for the future, precisely the point George Bush made in his 3 July 1991 Presidential 
announcement that United States would endorse the Protocol. Indeed, this may explain a more 
recent prediction that, with oil at $US450 per barrel, in 2058 it will be extracted from 
Antarctica2152. However, that argument assumes that it will be the global barrel price that 
drives demand, rather than domestic scarcity. In May 2018, Australia had just 22 days oil in its 
national reserve—self-sufficiency in oil from a nearby source could be a driver, rather than the 
global price2153. What needs to be considered is that a future generation will also be guided by 
social licence, the same social licence that sealed CRAMRA’s fate2154.  

Some might argue that the Protocol has a walkout clause if a Party is sufficiently dejected by 
the failure of a modification made at a review conference to enter into force. Whether such a 
defection would ever eventuate is unknown. Article XII of the Antarctic Treaty itself contains a 
walkout provision. Its use has never been contemplated even though, arguably, there are even 

                                                        
2146 "Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty" Article 25. 
2147 M Templeton, Protecting Antarctica: the development of the Treaty System, 50. M Templeton, A wise adventure II: New Zealand and 

Antarctica after 1960, 316. 
2148 A J Press, "The Antarctic Treaty System: future mining faces many mathematical challenges" in The Yearbook of Polar Law, ed. G 

Alfredsson, T Koivurova, and J Jabour (Brill Nijhoff, 2015). S Coburn, "Eyeing 2048: Antarctic Treaty System's mining ban" Columbia 
Journal of Environmental Law 42, no 2 (2017). 

2149 C C Joyner, "The effectiveness of CRAMRA" 171. See also: https://www.mfat.govt.nz/en/about-us/who-we-are/treaties/convention-on-
the-regulation-of-antarctic-mineral-resource-activities/ (accessed 22 July 2015). 

2150 Antarctic Treaty, Resolution 6 (2016) “Confirming ongoing commitment to the prohibition on Antarctic mineral resource activities, other 
than for scientific research; support for the Antarctic Mining Ban”. https://ats.aq/devAS/ats_meetings_meeting_measure.aspx?lang=e 
(accessed 10 April 2018). 

2151 C Redgwell, 141. 
2152 M C Kennicutt, "Looking to the future: the poles in 2058" Antarctic Science 21, no 02 (2009): 97. 
2153 Australia. Department of the Environment and Energy, "Australian petroleum statistics" (2018), 36, Table 7. 
2154 C Mason, G Paxton, J Parr, and N Boughen, "Charting the territory: Exploring stakeholder reactions to the prospect of seafloor 

exploration and mining in Australia" Marine Policy 34 (2010). Social Licence exists when an industry activity or government policy has 
“ongoing approval within the local community and other stakeholders … broad social acceptance and, most frequently, ongoing 
acceptance. “What is the social license?” http://socialicense.com/definition.html (accessed 30 September 2016). 
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greater issues at stake than minerals. The Protocol is probably no weaker than the Treaty to 
which it is attached. 

To this point, there are no indications that the Protocol will collapse like CRAMRA. In fact, 
the evidence is to the opposite. There continue to be new accessions to the Treaty, and the 
ATCPs have called for more states to accede to the Protocol2155. The ATCM’s environmental 
measures continue to grow and are now dominant at the annual meetings. Treaty inspections 
are conducted with increasing frequency and emphasise environmental compliance. 
Importantly, with the adoption of the Santiago Declaration to mark the Protocol’s 25th 
anniversary, the ATCPs moved to dispel any doubts about their commitment to the 
Protocol2156. There is no reason to suggest that the Protocol is at risk if the Parties continue to 
adapt to changing expectations of Antarctic governance and maintain their focus on 
environment protection. Key stakeholders will continue to be engaged and keep the Parties on 
track, especially environmentalists active in the CEP and ATCM. The emergence of a powerful 
NGO influence in Antarctic affairs was triggered in large part by the negotiation of CRAMRA 
and, later, polar maritime environmental problems. These led to a concerted campaign to 
engage public interest and motivate governments to change. This was a novelty for the Treaty 
which had allowed lawyers and diplomats to determine policy outcomes without paying any 
political price for their actions. During the period for signature, NGOs were able to direct more 
public attention to CRAMRA than they could during its negotiation. Had they been successful 
in getting greater public focus during the negotiations they might have achieved stronger 
environmental provisions and then been disinclined to reject it, thus allowing CRAMRA to 
survive. Having commenced direct actions at Dumont d’Urville and on Ross Island, NGOs 
were able to capitalise on external events (such as ‘fortuitous’ maritime accidents) and leverage 
French doubts about CRAMRA. It was a synergistic momentum. Mobilisation of public 
opinion by NGOs, even with misleading or cherry-picked information, helped drive the 
Parties’ commitment to the environment. The security of the Protocol was made stronger by 
their scrutiny, rather than weakened by their criticism.  

Diplomatic events and processes are often opaque to the public, and even opaque to politicians. 
Political leaders deal with multiple issues at once. Transcripts of press conferences show 
multiple top-level issues being handled concurrently. The complexities of a niche policy area 
like Antarctica may never need to be grasped by the politicians, it is the political messaging 
that counts. This is where the CRAMRA debate made Antarctica a mainstream public issue, 
coinciding with contemporary environmental issues such as ozone depletion and climate 

                                                        
2155 Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Thirty-fourth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Buneos Aires, 20 June - 1 July 2011 

(Secretariat of the Antarctic Treaty, 2011), 19-20. Antarctic Treaty, Resolution 1 (2011) “Strengthening support for the Protocol on 
Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty” https://ats.aq/devAS/ats_meetings_meeting_measure.aspx?lang=e (accessed 10 
April 2018). See also: Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Thirty-fifth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Hobart, Australia 11-20 
June 2012 (Secretariat of the Antarctic Treaty, 2012), 23-24. 

2156 Santiago Declaration on the Twenty Fifth Anniversary of the signing of the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty, 
in: Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Thirty-ninth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Santiago, Chile 23 May-1 June 2016, 183-
184.  
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change. Antarctica, for a time, was no longer a narrow topic for specialists interested in 
science, territoriality or heroic tales.  

Being the interface between politicians and diplomats it is essential that officials discharge 
their role carefully. Antarctic law (like international law generally) is, in effect, the codification 
of policy debate, and much of the national policy is determined by bureaucrats2157. That did not 
make them immune from the criticism that they “develop policy almost entirely in the light of 
incestuous discussions with their counterparts at international meetings of the Antarctic Treaty 
System”2158. Antarctica remains a peripheral issue in domestic politics and Ministers can’t 
possibly be across all the details. Few governments include Antarctic Treaty issues in their 
policy platforms2159. Ministers seldom need to engage on issues which have bipartisan support. 
Bureaucrats are left to run ‘safe’ issues2160. That is not to say that officials always agree: the 
CRAMRA debate saw many examples of Australian inter-departmental disagreements and, at 
times, intense rivalries2161. New Zealand experienced similar differences2162. In the United 
States, the State Department was also at odds with other agencies, or even at odds 
internally2163. In France, the same occurred in the Quai d’Orsay during the environment debate. 
Such bureaucratic politics could impinge on the establishment of coherent, unified national 
positions2164. The ultimate expressions of this were the bitter differences between Australian 
agencies in the final sessions of the CRAMRA negotiations. Nor do officials always get their 
own way or get it right—the environment debate showed several instances of politicians 
stepping in to over-rule officials. Politicians intervened when the political costs became too 
high: “national governments, long accustomed to regarding Antarctic Treaty matters as wholly 
arcane and best left to the technicians, simply had to start giving instructions”2165. This meant 
that the long-established cosy way of operating could no longer be taken for granted, and ‘old 
hands’ had to accept the intrusion of political leaders into their domain. This was, of course, 
temporary and in 1991 the Treaty system settled back into a more comfortable routine. 
Individuals could continue to ply their trade of diplomacy, international law, and 
environmental management and let their careers continue to flourish2166. Despite the implied 

                                                        
2157 Templeton illustrates this in Antarctic affairs: M Templeton, A wise adventure II: New Zealand and Antarctica after 1960. See also: J R 

Rowland, 12. The influence of bureaucrats in setting international policy is by no means an Antarctic phenomenon: M Trachtenberg, 
75-76, 97-99. 

2158 G Paltridge and J Jabour, "Antarctica and the Madrid Protocol" Institute of Public Affairs Environmental Backgrounder, no 23 (1996): 2. 
2159 Antarctic Treaty System: an assessment. Proceedings of a Workshop held at Beardmore South Field Camp, Antarctica, January 7-13 

1985, 285. 
2160 O S Stokke, "Domestic politics and ATS change: introductory assessment" 327-328. 
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conflicting with the departments of the outer-ministry or located in regional areas. This would, at times, manifest itself in the outliers not 
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2162 This was particularly the case in New Zealand’s development of an environmental protocol: M Templeton, A wise adventure II: New 
Zealand and Antarctica after 1960, 279-281. 

2163 See, for example: 3 August 1990, Cablegram WH119515 “Antarctica: Australian/French initiative. US views” (NAA: B1387 90/498 
PART 3. 15 April 1991, Cablegram WH129765 “Antarctica: Four-country representations: US views” (NAA: B1387 90/888 PART 3). 16 
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Cablegram WH132790 “Antarctica: SCM XI—environment protection protocol” (AAD: 91/226-2). 

2164 A Bergin, 232-233. 
2165 G Evans and B Grant, 157. 
2166 In some cases, the engagement of individuals in Antarctic policy has extended over decades. Australia is a case in point: Antarctic 

policy and environmental specialists in the AAD have (unlike colleagues in the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade) committed 
themselves to long Antarctic careers and thus earned a remarkably enduring influence over national Antarctic policy and, through that, 
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misjudgement, no Antarctic bureaucrat lost their job as a result of upheavals over mining and 
the environment. On the contrary, through the minerals and environment debates they 
protected the Treaty and its fundamental rights.  

Sovereignty is a case in point. It can be argued that the Treaty effectively helped separate 
management of the Antarctic from the fractious issues of sovereignty. This is not to say, as 
some do, that it somehow suspends sovereign actions2167. It doesn’t2168. One of the challenges 
presented by CRAMRA was that it created a link between management and sovereignty, a 
connection that has since abated2169. Rowland argues that the existence of the claims helped 
justify the negotiation of CRAMRA2170. However, the minerals convention could not ‘solve’ 
the sovereignty issues and, by accommodating the claimants, it made them give something 
away2171. For some Australian officials, that ‘something’ seemed to be more than they could 
stomach. On the other hand, it can be argued that CRAMRA strengthened the claims by giving 
further recognition to the fact that they existed—outright denial could not be sustained because 
it was accepted as legitimate to maintain a claim that had previously been asserted. Thus, 
claimants achieved something to satisfy their interests, even if not what was originally seen as 
“the real stuff of sovereignty”2172. The status of being a claimant allowed Australia to exercise 
a sovereign power in ways not previously contemplated: it was able to use its privileged 
position to thwart the entry into force of the minerals convention whose operation required 
claimant participation, and to which Australia now objected. That was a sovereign decision as 
influential as any. Australia and the other claimants came out of the minerals and environment 
debates without their sovereign interests seriously diminished. In fact, some went on in other 
areas to capitalise on their claimant status2173. Yet the Treaty’s accommodation of sovereignty, 
expressed in Article IV, had also not been diminished. The Treaty remained intact. 

Will Antarctica ever be a world park? 

All this praise for the Protocol does not mean that it is without critics demanding even more. 
Throughout this thesis, calls for an Antarctic world park (or equivalent terminology) have 
emerged, ranging from the first airing of the concepts in the 1970s and the progressive 
evolution, lukewarm reception and ultimate rejection of such proposals throughout the 1980s. 
After the conclusion of the minerals convention, world park ideas were floated with more 

                                                        
international policy within the ATS. This could be described as a ‘Tasmanian effect’ at work: AAD officials are often committed to the 
Tasmanian lifestyle and there is no other suitable federal department to employ them in Tasmania. Other national delegations have 
enjoyed the benefit of delegates with considerable longevity in Antarctic affairs, some noted in this thesis.  

2167 K Dodds and M Nuttall, The Scramble for the Poles (Wiley, 2016), 81. 
2168 Article IV of the Treaty provides only that sovereign actions cannot later be used to assert, support or deny a claim to territorial 

sovereignty.  
2169 D Bray, "The geopolitics of Antarctic governance: sovereignty and strategic denial in Australia's Antarctic policy" Australian Journal of 

International Affairs 70, no 3 (2016). 
2170 J R Rowland, 26-27. 
2171 R T Andersen, 99-102. P J Beck, "The Antarctic resource conventions implemented: consequences for the sovereignty issue" ibid., 

246-255. 
2172 13 August 1977, Letter from Brian Talboys, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Wellington to Andrew Peacock, Minister for Foreign Affairs 

(NAA: B1387 77/177). 
2173 Consider, for example, subsequent submissions to the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf with respect to the extended 

shelves generated by Antarctic claims. 
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vigour and, after the 1989 rejection of CRAMRA and agreement to explore environmental 
measures, hopes were raised again2174. Such optimism was unfounded: the language of world 
park had already been rejected as implying a regime outside the ATS. The concept, however, 
had not been rejected in its entirety and Australia proposed a ‘wilderness park’ and other 
options. The Parties eventually embraced the symbolism of a unique name embedded within a 
Protocol. Essentially, the Protocol represented the Treaty Parties’ appeasement of calls for a 
world park. It would manage the Antarctic as if it were one, achieving essentially the same 
environmental outcomes through comprehensive and legally binding measures, but wholly 
within the ATS2175. Joyner considers the Antarctic tantamount to a world park2176. It was the 
Treaty Parties’ version of a world park. The ‘park’ concept was not helped by the inability of 
its various proponents to settle on an appropriate name. Sadly for its proponents, the adopted 
title of ‘Natural Reserve, Devoted to Peace and Science’, while descriptive, resonated with no-
one. It was never used. The phrase had no meaning outside Antarctica, gained no traction, and 
has not been emulated. Adoption of the Madrid Protocol in 1991 did not put an end to calls for 
a world park. In 1993, Greenpeace simultaneously called for prompt ratification of the Protocol 
and designation of a world park by 20102177. Calls for a world park continued intermittently 
then almost faded away. 

Failure to achieve a world park in name has not discouraged criticism of what was achieved in 
practice. In fact, it has stimulated an even more ambitious objective: inscription of Antarctica 
on the World Heritage list2178. This has been proposed by environmental stalwarts such as Bob 
Brown and Geoff Mosley2179. For them it is not an academic issue, it is one of great 
environmental symbolism. That is why the issue remains alive and appeals, once again, to 
social licence. In March 2018 a Bob Brown Foundation survey of members included a request 
for views on whether the Foundation should campaign for Antarctica to become a World 
Heritage area2180.  

Given the public affection for world heritage and the likely public appeal of this initiative, it is 
surprising that the proposal has been poorly articulated with respect to how it would be 
implemented, whether it would make any practical difference and, most importantly, how the 
listing could be negotiated. At the moment, listing would make no difference on the ground as 
all nations active in Antarctica are Parties to the Protocol. By far the most thorough analysis of 
the option is understandably optimistic2181. There will be institutional resistance by the Treaty 

                                                        
2174 J G Mosley, "World park for Antarctica" Habitat Australia, no 4 (October) (1989). See also: 29 April 1991, World Wildlife Fund, Press 

Information “Major progress towards world park for Antarctica”. 
2175 A Howkins, The polar regions: an environmental history, 166. 
2176 C C Joyner, Governing the frozen commons: the Antarctic regime and environmental protection, 180. 
2177 M Szabo, 44-45. 
2178 Established under Article 11(2) of the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage 1972 

https://whc.unesco.org/archive/convention-en.pdf (accessed 11 April 2018). 
2179 See, for example: B Brown, Memo for a saner world (Penguin, 2004), 153-154. J G Mosley, Antarctica: securing its heritage for the 

whole world (Envirobook, 2007). J G Mosley, Saving the Antarctic wilderness: the pivotal role in its complete protection, 77-100.  
2180 Bob Brown Foundation, “Supporter Survey” https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/X2QZFG2 (accessed 18 March 2018). 
2181 Mosley’s preferred option for achieving world heritage listing is to proceed without requiring amendment to the World Heritage 

Convention, instead relying on all the other Treaty Parties to give their blessing to a nomination. J G Mosley, Antarctica: securing its 
heritage for the whole world, 17-22. Contrast this approach with the more provocative option of Australia unilaterally nominating the 
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governments who, through the ATS, have already addressed environment protection at length 
and judged that the best way to achieve the broad objective is through the Protocol. There 
would be little appetite to re-open such issues. Accordingly, the Antarctic World Heritage idea 
is probably futile given the unlikely prospect of being able to convince even the Parties most 
supportive of strong environmental measures. In their view, the Protocol has dealt with the 
environment and in 2016 they resoundingly celebrated the fact2182. 

Despite the popular appeal of Antarctic issues, Australian political parties no longer entertain 
the World Heritage idea in their election platforms2183. An adviser to the Australian 
Government has specifically recommended that World Heritage not be pursued, arguing that 
the proposal could backfire by re-opening the minerals debate2184. This is particularly pertinent 
as World Heritage designation does not preclude mining.  

There is little doubt that World Heritage listing would have powerful symbolic value and, if 
successful, engage many more nations in recognising Antarctica’s environmental values2185. 
The over-riding obstacles, however, are the sovereignty issues involved2186. Inscription of the 
Antarctic continent as World Heritage would precipitate re-opening of those problematic issues 
within the Treaty, or require the World Heritage Convention to be amended to allow for areas 
to be nominated in the absence of universally recognised sovereignty. Neither option has much 
prospect of success, and trying to get there could be counter-productive.  

It was therefore unexpected that, in 2012, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon announced that 
he would “work with States to make Antarctica a World Nature Preserve”2187. It appears that 
global options continue to have appeal and concerns persist about its future under the Treaty. 
Perhaps, again, there has been a failure to communicate an achievement of the ATS. The 
diplomatic energy required to address such issues again would probably be far better expended 
on better promoting the Treaty’s achievements, encouraging more accessions to it, improving 

                                                        
AAT and encouraging the other claimants to do the same. K D Suter, World law and the last wilderness, 2nd ed. (Friends of the Earth, 
1980), 64-65. 

2182 Santiago Declaration on the Twenty Fifth Anniversary of the signing of the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty. 
Antarctic Treaty, Final Report of the Thirty-ninth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting, Santiago, Chile 23 May-1 June 2016, 183-184. 

2183 18 June 2012, Andrew Darby “Antarctica must go on heritage list—Coalition” https://www.smh.com.au/environment/conservation 
/antarctica-must-go-on-heritage-list-coalition-20120617-20i5r.html (accessed 11 April 2018). 18 June 2012, “Coalition calls for 
Antarctica world heritage listing” http://www.news.com.au/travel/travel-updates/coalition-calls-for-antarctica-world-heritage-listing/news-
story/a65c33810ee76491c69048f79b90ca75 (accessed 11 April 2018). 

2184 16 June 2012, Tony Press “An own goal in political ice hockey? World Heritage listing for Antarctica could reopen minerals debate” 
http://theconversation.com/an-own-goal-in-political-ice-hockey-world-heritage-listing-for-antarctica-could-reopen-minerals-debate-7683 
(accessed 19 June 2012). 

2185 There are 193 Parties to the World Heritage Convention, compared to 53 Parties to the Antarctic Treaty. Inscription of Antarctica on the 
world heritage list could therefore increase the number of nations recognising Antarctica’s values almost four-fold. Note, however, that 
the Antarctic Treaty Parties already represent some 64% of the global population http://worldpopulationreview.com/countries/ 
(accessed 11 April 2018). 

2186 The Convention operates on the basis of a Party nominating a property “situated on its territory”, a principle established in Article 3 of 
the Convention and reiterated in many other articles. For an Antarctic nomination to succeed, it would require the unlikely scenario of a 
state not recognising claims giving implied recognition of a sovereign right to nominate Antarctic territory. See also: D Bray, 270-271. 

2187 26 January 2012, UN Secretary-General outlines ‘The Future We Want” http://unohrlls.org/news/un-secretary-general-outlines-
%C2%93the-future-we-want%C2%94/ (accessed 13 April 2018). 
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compliance with existing environmental measures, and efforts to reduce the impact within the 
Antarctic Treaty area of activities outside it. 

The heroic era of Antarctic diplomacy 

Over half of the world’s population has been born since the Madrid Protocol was adopted2188. 
If they have any understanding of Antarctica, they are likely to have no expectation of the 
Antarctic other than as a region where mining is prohibited and the environment has priority. 
While this could now be taken for granted, it might not have turned out that way.  

The early years of the ATS may have given it a “congealed appearance”2189. If it curdled 
during the minerals debate, then it has now coagulated around environment protection. 
Remarkable circumstances allowed a vast part of the globe to be protected in a stable regime. 
While it was observed earlier that entry into force of the Protocol brought the narrative to 
conclusion, it also formally marked the start of new priorities in Antarctic affairs.  

In 1988, CRAMRA was seen as “the most important political development in the regulation of 
Antarctica”2190. By the end of 1989, the rejection of CRAMRA had presented the ATS “with as 
severe a test as any it has dealt with”, raising the risk of unregulated mining if resources were 
found, and re-opening sovereignty arguments2191. By the end of 1990, the world park vision of 
the NGOs, the Antarctic wilderness park idea of Australia, and the wilderness reserve sought 
by France had not been achieved. The Parties had foregone CRAMRA’s political 
accommodations. No one was happy. By the end of 1991, the “crisis of consensus” was over 
and adoption of the Protocol ended a period of great turmoil in Antarctic affairs that “brought 
the ATS to the brink of collapse”2192. The Parties had chosen consensus on the environment 
ahead of consensus on access to notional resources. The result was “among the most 
comprehensive, far-reaching multilateral environmental instruments ever promulgated2193. 

If we accept the view that the Protocol was the product of an Australian initiative, then Bob 
Hawke’s jubilation in having achieved “the impossible dream” is understandable2194. It stood in 
contrast to Evans’ willingness to consider a fall-back in June 1989, Alan Brown’s pessimism in 
December 1990, and the doubts of many officials2195. It may also be true that the Protocol 
“exceeded even the most optimistic prediction”2196. If so, it begs the question of whether 
Antarctica would have been saved anyway, even if Australia and its supporters had not taken 
action. It could be argued that, on this issue, political courage alone was not enough as other 
occasions of political courage in Antarctic affairs had failed. If not Australia, another Party 

                                                        
2188 http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/ (accessed 1 February 2016). 
2189 S Chaturvedi, 121. 
2190 Beeby quoted in: M Templeton, A wise adventure II: New Zealand and Antarctica after 1960, 222. 
2191 C C Beeby, "The Antarctic Treaty System: goals, performance and impact" 17. 
2192 S Chaturvedi, 132 and 229. 
2193 C C Joyner, Governing the frozen commons: the Antarctic regime and environmental protection, 78-79. 
2194 7 May 1991, House of Representatives Hansard, 3068. 
2195 29 June 1989, Cablegram LH77976 “Senator Evans’ discussions in London” (NAA: B1387 89/453 PART 1). 5 December 1990, Ross 

Peake “Ban on mining unlikely in Antarctic pact” The Age, 5 
2196 G Evans and B Grant, 157. 
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may have stepped in to take advantage of the emerging public mood to put a stop to mining. 
Alternatively, Parties might have relied on CRAMRA’s liability annex never being resolved, 
allowing the minerals convention to lapse by inaction. Or, a Party may have vetoed the opening 
of any area for minerals activities and withstood the likely opprobrium. Had an alternative to 
CRAMRA not been proposed (or not been agreed), it is not at all clear that taking the ATS “to 
the brink of collapse” would have tipped it over the brink. After all, the evident commitment of 
the Parties to keep the Treaty intact in the face of mounting external international criticism 
seemed unbreakable. That is what drove the search for compromise and consensus.  

By solving the political dilemma over minerals, it was possible for the Parties to make progress 
on the raft of more practical environmental issues. At the peak of the debate, Alan Brown had 
observed that the minerals issue would be “a very hard nut to crack”2197. But a cracker of a 
compromise was created. A neat piece of bifocalism delivered the solution: two alternative 
readings were equally legitimate. Article 7 met the objective of those wanting a permanent 
mining ban—they could come away announcing vindication of their position (just as Prime 
Minister Hawke did). Article 25 precisely met the objective of those not wanting a permanent 
ban—they could come away arguing it was a decision for future generations (just as President 
Bush did). Creativity on the link between Article 7 and Article 25 became the key to the 
successful compromise required to settle the issue and allow consensus on the entire Protocol. 

As noted earlier, consensus was a product of all the Parties. The need to re-establish it arose 
because the rejection of CRAMRA by Australia and France, and later by others, presented an 
immense challenge to the ATS. It was potentially destructive or, at least, raised considerable 
risks. In the lead up to 1991 there was the possibility for a conference being called to review 
the operation of the Treaty and, in 1992, external scrutiny by the UNCED earth summit was 
feared. On top of that, Australian action posed risks because it marked unprecedented departure 
from a consensus that had been hard-won over an issue that had been contentious for years. 
Furthermore, it had been done in a way which smacked of the sovereign interests previously 
subdued in the interests of mutual tolerance. It is remarkable that no Party now openly resents 
those debates and, in fact, they are celebrated. One senior US diplomat, speaking at the 
Protocol’s 25th anniversary symposium, observed that “the daring, perhaps heroic, decision by 
leaders of countries like Australia and France, we must admit, led to something better. With the 
benefit of hindsight, the wisdom of that change of course is now quite evident”2198. Why the 
decisions were daring, or even heroic, is now a little clearer. 

As it turned out, no-one was actually wedded to Antarctic mining. Any lingering affection for 
CRAMRA was not enough to justify the political capital required to sustain it. If there had 
been serious mining interest, the environmental regime would never have prevailed: hence no 
one really regrets the outcome. Nevertheless, no Party encouraged triumphalism lest it 
encourage future destabilisation (similarly, no triumphalism was encouraged for other cases of 
                                                        
2197 5 December 1990, Ross Peake “Ban on mining unlikely in Antarctic pact” The Age, 5.  
2198 30 May 2016, ATCM39 AD010 (25th Anniversary Symposium) Evan T Bloom “Remarks on the history, vision behind and impact of the 

protocol on environmental protection” https://ats.aq/documents/ATCM39/ad/ATCM39_ad010_e.pdf (accessed 20 December 2016). 
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overcoming policy intransigence2199). It is undoubtedly true that “governments do strange 
things occasionally”, but there will be many times when they should not be rewarded for it2200. 
For all the effort that Australia and France put into re-shaping the ATS, equivalent effort had to 
be put in by other Parties to keep the System intact while the issues were debated. This was 
entirely legitimate even if, at the time, it was presented as anti-environment. It would be 
arrogant to suggest that Australia or France had more honourable aspirations for Antarctica. 
They had just as much to gain from a stable Treaty. 

This thesis shows that the minerals and environment debates were the result of remarkable 
circumstances that probably could not have been predicted, and almost certainly could not have 
been orchestrated. It is contestable whether in future the combination of circumstances 
encountered could be recreated. Consider, for example: 

• adoption of a Treaty instrument not requiring consensus to enter into force, but creating 
an unprecedented opportunity for the few Parties whose support was essential to renege 
on expectations 

• the title of CRAMRA being a spectacularly inept piece of public relations for a 
convention with strong environmental controls 

• differences within the disgruntled Australian minerals negotiating team, providing 
cover for ministers to express doubts about CRAMRA even if they didn’t particularly 
want an environmental alternative 

• differences between Australian ministers on basic Antarctic policy interests 

• an Australian government that had come to power after its intervention in a 1983 
domestic environment dispute, facing an election in 1990 and needing to reinforce its 
environmental reputation after John Howard, leader of the conservative opposition, 
wedged the government by appearing to be greener than Bob Hawke 

• an Australian government without a Senate majority, facing the prospect of being 
unable to pass any CRAMRA legislation 

• a procession of polar maritime accidents at a critical time, culminating in the loss of a 
polar crude oil tanker, ensuring saturation media coverage of oil-soaked wildlife 

• New Zealand, the architect and host of the CRAMRA negotiations, finding it 
irresistible to revert to an environmental proposal it had proposed in 1975 and ending 
up with the ‘greenest’ of the environmental proposals 

                                                        
2199 Consider, for example, the difficulties in achieving consensus on the Antarctic Treaty Secretariat. 
2200 23 November 1990, transcript of ABC Radio PM as reported in: 26 November 1990, Cablegram CE960802 “Antarctica: radio report of 

news conference with Prince Phillip and Prime Minister” (NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 3). 
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• predictions of a strong showing for the Greens in forthcoming European elections 
coupled with the influence of an activist septuagenarian on a French Prime Minister  

• increasing UN interest in the Treaty System’s attitude to resources and the Parties’ 
shared concern that they might lose influence in Antarctic affairs 

• the imminent arrival of June 1991 and the option for a Treaty review conference, on the 
eve of the 1992 UNCED First Earth Summit  

• a public mood at the peak of concern for global environmental issues, inspired by 
environmental campaigns and thrilled by dreams of wilderness purity. 

This thesis has shown that the shift from a minerals view of Antarctica to an environmental 
regime was the result of multiple circumstances and events. Many of the circumstances acted 
as the necessary prior conditions for what was to occur. These were supplemented by several 
seemingly serendipitous and coincidental events. Together they comprise contingency, 
accident and conjuncture as modelled by Marks. As revealed in Chapter 9, even in 
combination, these circumstances and events did not make the Madrid Protocol outcome 
inevitable. That required deliberate human input. 

Between 1988 and 1991 there were remarkable people dealing with these circumstances and 
events. Policies may have been in contest, but not the individuals involved. The contest was 
between ideals for the future of the Antarctic. It became a human story. Away from harsh 
politics, humans had to get on with each other. Ultimately that human story was about the 
influence exercised by the participants—irrespective of whether that influence derived from 
personality, charisma, intellect, power, position or tradition or whether the exercise of that 
power was deliberate or unconscious, overt or subtle. In the institutional bargaining involved in 
creating a consensus around the Protocol, Young’s typology of structural, entrepreneurial and 
intellectual leadership was demonstrated. As revealed in Chapter 10, there was undoubtedly 
leadership by domestic politicians, policy leadership in the crafting of proposals to be 
advanced, and leadership by the diplomats spurred into action to represent governments and 
negotiate outcomes. There was also the influence of lobbying done by non-government 
organisations, and the power exercised to dominate communications to a public constituency.  

Chapter 1 opened with the debate between Prime Minister Bob Hawke and Treasurer Paul 
Keating over who saved Antarctica. This thesis concludes that it was neither. If we give Hawke 
a role, it was because he led his Cabinet to put a stop to CRAMRA. That was a ‘daring’ 
decision in its own right and one that triggered a cascade of actions. Thus, of itself the Hawke 
Cabinet decision did not stop Antarctic mining, nor did it create the consensus to put in place a 
new environmental regime. Consensus was crucial for many reasons, including reasons that go 
to the heart of the Antarctic Treaty. As this thesis has shown, the re-creation of consensus was 
achieved by many individuals and nations working equally decisively to protect the 
environment and the Antarctic Treaty System itself.  
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Even if the question was a simple as who did it, there would be no simple answer. To take an 
Australian analogy, it would be like asking the question ‘Who saved Tasmania’s Franklin 
River?’. Bob Hawke could argue that he did—but then, so could Bob Brown, or the World 
Heritage Committee, or the High Court, or the electors of Sydney and Melbourne, or the 
hundreds of activists arrested in the summer of 1982/83, or protesters marching in the streets of 
Hobart, or the sympathetic media2201. It is almost meaningless to attempt a definitive answer. It 
was, of course, all of them.  

In the Tasmanian case, the public imagination was captured by a single, powerful image that 
encapsulated what was at stake, a picture of ‘Rock Island Bend’ fated for a watery grave far 
from the dam that would drown it2202. For Antarctica, the equivalent image was the watery 
grave of a crude oil tanker foundering at the opposite end of the world, far from the reach of its 
ultimate impact. 

Antarctica is a vast and remote continent, hiding behind a barrier of storms, fog, ice and 
distance. It was late to be discovered and has been barely touched by direct human impact. It 
generates awe in those who see it and passion in those who cannot. Perhaps it can be argued 
that Antarctica saved itself. 

      …

                                                        
2201 G M Bates, "The aftermath of Lake Pedder" in The South West dam dispute: the legal and political issues, ed. M Sornarajah (University 

of Tasmania, 1983), 2-18. G Buckman, 37-64. 
2202 The photograph was by Peter Dombrovskis. 10 June 2004, Tim Bonyhady “When a picture packs a punch” Sydney Morning Herald. 

See: https://www.smh.com.au/articles/2004/06/09/1086749774796.html (accessed 30 October 2015). See also: 4 November 2007, 
ABC Radio Big Ideas “The Terry Lane interviews: That photograph” http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/bigideas/2007-11-
04/3212548 (accessed 12 April 2018). 
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APPENDIX 1 
CHRONOLOGY OF KEY EVENTS  
 
 

1912 Douglas Mawson’s 1911-1914 Australasian Antarctic Expedition makes the first 
collection of geological samples found to contain Antarctic gold and silver. 

1908–1946 Antarctic territorial claims formalised. Australian Antarctic Territory officially 
proclaimed in 1933. 

1959 Antarctic Treaty negotiations sidestep the issue of mineral resources, although 
negotiators well aware of the significance of the issue. Treaty adopted on 1 
December 1959 and enters into force on 23 June 1961. 

10–24 July 1961 First Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (ATCM I) held in Canberra with the 
twelve original Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties (ATCPs). 

2–13 June 1964 ATCM III (Brussels). Antarctica designated as “Special Conservation Area” in the 
Agreed Measures for the Conservation of Antarctic Flora and Fauna. 

1970 Minerals issue first broached within the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting 
(ATCM) and placed on the agenda for the 1972 meeting. 

11 February 1972 Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic Seals (CCAS) adopted. 

18–27 September 1972 Second World Conference on National Parks (Yellowstone) recommends 
establishment of Antarctica as a ‘World Park’. 

30 October– 
10 November 1972 

ATCM VII (Wellington). Norway offers to host a meeting of experts to informally 
discuss minerals in 1973. 

3–5 February 1973 Glomar Challenger encounters traces of gases in the Ross Sea during the Deep 
Sea Drilling Project. 

30 May–9 June 1973 Nansen Foundation hosts an informal conference in Oslo on Antarctic minerals 
and explores a wide range of issues. Considers a moratorium on minerals 
activities until basic rules are developed.  

October 1973 OPEC oil crisis triggered by Arab-Israeli war.  

9–20 June 1975 ATCM VIII (Oslo). On 12 June 1975, New Zealand informally proposes an Antarctic 
‘international park’ or ‘international reserve’ (later to be described as its world 
park proposal). 

28 June–10 July 1976 Special Preparatory Meeting on minerals (Paris). 

29 July 1977 First Special Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (SATCM I) recognises Poland 
as a Consultative Party, making it the first ATCP to be added since the Treaty’s 
entry into force and taking the number of ATCPs to 13. 

1976–1981 Discussions within the ATCM and related forums on options to progress the 
minerals issue. 

20 May 1980 Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) 
adopted. 

23 June–7 July 1981 ATCM XI decides to refer the minerals issue to a Special Antarctic Treaty 
Consultative Meeting. Moratorium confirmed. 

14–25 June 1982 First session of the Fourth SATCM (SATCM IV) held to negotiate a regime to 
regulate Antarctic mineral resource activities (Wellington). 
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5 March 1983 Bob Hawke appointed Australian Prime Minister after Labor Party successful in an 
election heavily influenced by environmental issues. 

17–28 January 1983 SATCM IV second session (Wellington). 

11–22 July 1983 SATCM IV third session (Bonn). 

12 September 1983 SATCM V (Canberra). Brazil and India recognised as ATCPs. 

18–27 January 1984 SATCM IV fourth session (Washington). 

23–31 May 1984 SATCM IV fifth session (Tokyo). 

7–13 January 1985 Beardmore Glacier Workshop, discusses minerals informally. 

26 February– 
8 March 1985 

SATCM IV sixth session (Rio de Janiero). 

23 September– 
4 October 1985 

SATCM IV seventh session (Paris). 

7 October 1985 SATCM VI (Brussels). China and Uruguay recognised as ATCPs. 

March 1986 Beeby holds informal discussions at Whangaroa (New Zealand). 

14–25 April 1986 SATCM IV eighth session (Hobart). 

26 October–12 
November 1986 

SATCM IV ninth session (Tokyo). 

March 1987 Beeby holds further informal discussions at Whangaroa (New Zealand). 

11–20 May 1987 SATCM IV tenth session (Montevideo). 

5 October 1987 SATCM VII (Rio de Janiero). Italy and German Democratic Republic recognised as 
ATCPs. 

9–20 November 1987 Beeby holds further informal discussions with select delegation heads at 
Auckland. 

11–29 January 1988 SATCM IV eleventh session (Wellington, New Zealand). 

2 May–2 June 1988 Final session of SATCM IV (Wellington, New Zealand). Convention on the 
Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resources (CRAMRA) adopted by all the then 
Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties. Final Act signed. 

June 1988–May 1989 Australian Prime Minister Bob Hawke, Environment Minister Senator Richardson, 
and Foreign Minister Senator Evans receive thousands of representations calling 
for Australia not to sign CRAMRA. Extended run of correspondence between 
Australian ministers. Environmental campaigners increasingly active. 

30 September 1988 Australian Treasurer Paul Keating meets French Prime Minister Rocard and 
discusses Antarctica. 

22 November 1988 CRAMRA tabled in Australian Parliament, with the objective of “promoting 
community discussion”. This is followed by a series of Parliamentary discussions 
as well as community debate. 

25 November 1988 CRAMRA opens for signature for one year.  

28 January 1989 Argentine ship Bahia Paraiso capsizes in Antarctica, spilling oil and fuel. 

7 February 1989 The United Kingdom’s HMS Endurance collides with ice near Deception Island. 

26 February 1989 Peru’s BIC Humboldt strikes rocks off King George Island. 
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24 March 1989 Exxon Valdez disaster in Prince William Sound Alaska. 

20 April 1989 French Prime Minister, Michel Rocard, announces that France will not sign 
CRAMRA in its current form.  

27 April 1989 Treasurer Keating writes to Hawke supporting a world park or national park. 

28 April 1989 Opposition Leader John Howard announces opposition to Antarctic mining. 

9–13 May 1989 Preparatory Meeting for the 15th Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (Paris). 
Australia informally signals that in light of the emerging domestic opinion it might 
have difficulty signing CRAMRA. In an unrelated initiative, Chile proposes 
development of comprehensive environmental rules in Antarctica in parallel with 
CRAMRA. 

22 May 1989 Hawke Cabinet meets to consider whether to sign CRAMRA. The Australian 
Government announces Cabinet’s decision not to sign, but instead promote a 
comprehensive environment protection regime to prohibit mining and establish 
an Antarctic wilderness park. 

May–October 1989 Period of intense diplomatic activity as other Treaty Parties react to the Australian 
position. 

June 1989 Prime Minister Hawke visits Europe and meets Prime Minister Rocard and 
Jacques Cousteau. 

7–9 August 1989 First meeting of Australia/France Working Group. 

18 August 1989 Mr Hawke and Mr Rocard agree, in Canberra, to promote a joint initiative for 
comprehensive Antarctic environment protection in a regime that would 
establish a wilderness reserve. 

9–20 October 1989 ATCM XV (Paris). Treaty Parties agree to refer the question of the 
Australian/French proposal to a SATCM to be held in Chile the following year. 

9 November 1989 France formally decides not to sign CRAMRA. 

18-19 November 1989 Informal conference in Hobart. 

October 1989–
November 1990 

Further intense diplomatic activity results in increased support for the 
Australia/French position with Belgium and Italy becoming co-sponsors of the 
proposal. 

14–15 July 1990 Small group meeting to develop idea of a protocol (Kiel). 

23 August 1990 New Zealand abandons all support for CRAMRA. 

19 November– 
6 December 1990 

First session of the eleventh Special Antarctic Treaty Special Consultative Meeting 
(SATCM XI) held in Viña del Mar. Andersen text compiled in a difficult and tense 
meeting. 

December 1990– 
April 1991 

Further intense diplomatic activity results in the core group of supporters being 
joined by an increasing body of “like-minded” countries. 

27 March 1991 Royal Assent for the Antarctic Mining Prohibition Act. Australia was among the 
first countries to pass such legislation. The Act prohibited mining in the AAT, and 
by Australians anywhere in the Antarctic. One purpose of the Act was to 
demonstrate commitment to the no-mining option and to encourage other 
Parties to do likewise. 

16 April 1991 Japan drops its support for CRAMRA, unwilling to be isolated. 
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22–30 April 1991 SATCM XI second session (Madrid). Protocol language largely agreed, and four 
annexes developed.  

17–21 June 1991 SATCM XI third session (Madrid). Protocol text and annexes virtually finalised, but 
the United States unable to agree to the formula for reviewing the mining 
prohibition. 

23 June 1991 Thirtieth anniversary of the entry into force of the Antarctic Treaty (the first date 
at which a review conference could have been called). 

3 July 1991 President Bush announces that the United States accepts the draft Protocol, 
including the mining prohibition. As the United States was the last to come in, this 
move represents the return to consensus. 

3 October 1991 SATCM XI fourth session. Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic 
Treaty (Madrid Protocol) adopted, along with four annexes relating to 
environmental impact assessment, conservation of Antarctic fauna and flora, 
waste management and waste disposal, prevention of marine pollution.  

4 October 1991 Final Act of the SATCM signed by all Treaty Parties. Protocol opened for signature 
for one year from 4 October 1991. All except three Consultative Parties (Republic 
of Korea, Japan, India) also sign the Protocol itself. Parties agree to ratify the 
Protocol as soon as possible and to comply with the Protocol’s requirements 
pending its entry into force. 

7–18 October 1991 ATCM XVI (Bonn). At the 16th Consultative Meeting the Parties agree to a fifth 
annex to the Protocol relating to area protection and management. They reject 
the idea of a tourism annex. 

14 January 1998 Entry into force of the Madrid Protocol. 

17 June 2005 ATCM XXVIII (Stockholm). Sixth annex to the Protocol adopted on Liability arising 
from Environmental Emergencies. 

14 January 2048 The first date at which the environmental protocol, including the prohibition on 
minerals activities, can be modified if there is less than consensus. 

 
 
The following page presents an alternative view of the chronology. Chart 1 provides a graphic 
representation of the shift of position of the ATCPs between April 1989 and July 1991. It is necessarily 
an approximation as it draws on reporting in diplomatic reporting cables and ‘running sheets’ 
compiled from time to time to assess developments2203. It also shows the dates that Parties signed 
CRAMRA and ratified the Madrid Protocol2204. 

  

                                                        
2203 Information compiled from various sources including records on: AAD: B13/199; AAD: 89/914-2; NAA: B1387 89/932 PART 1; NAA: 

B1387 90/498 PART 2; NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3; NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 1; NAA: B1387 1991/55 PART 2; and NAA: B1387 
91/32 PART 2. 

2204 https://www.mfat.govt.nz/en/about-us/who-we-are/treaties/convention-on-the-regulation-of-antarctic-mineral-resource-activities/ 
(accessed 12 April 2017). https://www.state.gov/documents/organization/15272.pdf (accessed 4 June 2018). 
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Chart 1: Graphic depiction of the movement of ATCP positions 
between April 1989 and October 1991
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APPENDIX 2 
FORM OF ENVIRONMENT REGIME 
 
Part of the Antarctic policy debate was over the form of any environmental instrument—a convention 
or a protocol. The following table summarises the differences2205. 

 
 Convention Protocol 

Relationship to the 
Treaty 

Can be drafted as part of the Treaty 
System, yet free-standing (as for CCAS, 
CCAMLR and CRAMRA) 

Integral to the Treaty as attached to it, 
and inherently protecting its principles: 
however, it could be seen as a de facto 
amendment of the Treaty 

Relationship to 
CRAMRA 

Could be portrayed as replacing 
CRAMRA 

Could allow CRAMRA to survive in 
parallel 

Relationship to 
other instruments 

Can be portrayed as of equal importance 
to other ATS conventions 

Can be portrayed as more closely 
attached to the Treaty than a 
Convention 

Area of application As wide as the CCAMLR area or beyond Confined the Antarctic Treaty area, as 
provided in the Treaty’s Article VI 

Eligibility to join More likely to allow accession by any 
member of the UN, or regional bodies 
such as the EC 

Limited to Treaty Parties. Would likely 
exclude the EC 

Ease of negotiation Potentially difficult: any prospective 
member could participate; in addition, 
the UN and EC might have to be invited 

Relatively easy as limited to Treaty 
Parties 

Ease of adoption Probably requires consensus, which may 
be harder to achieve 

Requires consensus, but may be easier 
to achieve consensus 

Ease of 
amendment 

Difficult as it requires re-opening the 
instrument 

A simplified procedure can be provided 
for the annexes, and additional annexes 
can be added 

Entry into force Could require less than consensus Requires consensus as it is attached to 
the Treaty 

External 
acceptability 

Likely support from other countries and 
the public. Preferred by NGOs 

Likely support from other countries and 
the public 

Compliance and 
enforcement 

Allows separate provisions for 
inspection, dispute settlement, etc 

Could rely on existing practice and 
Treaty inspection provisions  

Institutions Could set up its own institutional 
arrangements 

Could make use of any existing or 
proposed institutions 

Decision-making  Could allow less than consensus Would require consensus 

 
Table 2: Differences between a convention and a protocol  

as the form of environmental regime 
  

                                                        
2205 This draws on various cablegrams between 8 August 1990 and 23 October 1990 in NAA: B1387 90/498 PART 3, NAA: B1387 

1990/549 PART 1; NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 1; NAA: B1387 90/759 PART 2; NAA: B1387 90/888 PART 1; and AAD: B13/199. 
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APPENDIX 3 
 
PARTICIPATION IN ANTARCTIC TREATY FORUMS 1989-1991 
 
The graphic on the following page (Chart 2) indicates the level of the activity by the ATCPs in six 
sessions of formal meetings during the environment debates between May 1989 and October 1991.  

This is based on a simple count of the interventions made in the discussions by the various Parties at 
six key sessions2206. While this is a measure of activity rather than influence, the data suggests that the 
top six participating delegations were, in order, the United States, the United Kingdom, Chile, 
Australia, Germany and France.  

Note that: 

• The data is broadly indicative—some interventions will not have been recorded. The 
data provided reflects only the sessions observed by this author. They were primarily 
formal plenary sessions and the legal/political working groups. Data has not been 
captured for contact groups and drafting groups where other delegations may have 
been more active.  
 

• The data is a simple count of interventions with no weighting given for their duration 
or impact.  
 

• Only counts for the 26 ATCPs that adopted the Madrid Protocol have been depicted.  
 

• For convenience, the figures for Germany have been aggregated to take account of the 
reunification in October 1990.  
 

• Ecuador and The Netherlands became ATCPs at SATCM X in November 1990. Their 
interventions in 1989, in their capacity as NCPs, is also included. 

Other attempts to quantify the engagement of Treaty Parties have been done with respect to the 
production of meeting papers. Dudeney and Walton have done this for the period after the adoption 
of the Madrid Protocol. Sánchez has added to this work with analysis of delegation size and other 
factors. Bartley has done a similar analysis for contributions to CCAMLR2207. 

                                                        
2206 9–13 May 1989, author’s handwritten notes made during ATCM XV Preparatory Meeting (Paris); 9-19 October 1989, author’s 

handwritten notes made during SATCM IX and ATCM XV (Paris); 18 November 1990–6 December 1990, author’s handwritten notes 
during SATCM X and SATCM XI (first session, Viña del Mar); 15–18 April 1991, author’s handwritten notes ATCM XVI Preparatory 
Meeting (Bonn); 22-30 April 1991, author’s handwritten notes during SATCM XI (second session, Madrid); 7–18 October 1991, author’s 
handwritten notes during ATCM XVI (Bonn): (AWJ personal notes). 

2207 J R Dudeney and D W H Walton, "Leadership in politics and science within the Antarctic Treaty" Polar Research 31, no 1 (2012). R A 
Sánchez, "A brief analysis of countries’ patterns of participation in the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meetings (1998–2011): towards 
leveling the playing field?" Polar Record 52, no 6 (2016). R Bartley, "Member engagement and influence in the Commission for the 
Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources and its Scientific Committee: a thirty year analysis" (unpublished Masters Thesis, 
University of Tasmania, 2012). 
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Chart 2: Count of interventions on the floor of ATCMs and SATCMs  
during the environment debates 1989 to 1991 

[*counts for FRG and GDR before their re-unification in 1990 are aggregated]
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